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PREFACE 

To the Most Reverend and Rrght Hon. R.A.K. Runcie MC, DD, the 
Lord Archbishop of Canterbury: 

Your Grace, 

We were appointed in July 1983 with the following terms of 
reference: 

'To examine the strengths, insights, problems and needs of the 
Church's life and mission in Urban Priority Areas* and, as a result, 
to reflect on the challenge which God may be making to Church 
and Nation: and to make recommendations to appropriate bodies.' 
(*'The term Urban Priority Areas is used to include inner city 
districts and many large Corporation estates and other areas of 
social deprivation'.) 

W e  must first record with sorrow the death of our colleague Sir 
Wilfred Burns in January 1984. He made a significant contribution to 
the work of the Commission in its early months. 

W e  were not established as an ecumenical body as such, although two 
of us are not Anglicans. We have however paid close attention to the 
ecumenical dimension to the Church of England's ministry in the cities, 
and have received full co-operation in our work from the Roman 
Catholic Church, the Free Churches, the British Council of Churches, 
and from independent Black-led Churches. 

We have held 17 Commission meetings, 5 of them residential 
weekends. In these meetings, we have attempted to address the total 
picture - the religious and secular dimensions - of contemporary urban 
life. W e  undertook much of our work in Sub-Groups, each of which 
examined particular issues. This meant that individual members of the 
Commission have concentrated more on some subjects than others. 
Seventy Sub-Group meetings were held in the course of our work. 

Our investigations have been greatly helped by the large number of 
written submissions we have received in evidence. Those who 
submitted written evidence to us are listed in Appendix F. We thank 
them. . . . 
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W e  also undertook a series of visits as a Commission to particular 
areas in our major cities designated by the Department of the 
Environment for particular assistance from the Government's Urban 
Programme. During the course of 1984 xve spent five weekends in the 
Dioceses of  Liverpool, Newcastle and Durham, the Stepney Area of 
London, Birmingham, Lichfield and Coventry, and Manchester. O n  
each of these visits, we held open public meetings (usually in about five 
or six scattered locations) to listen carefully to the views of local 
residents, Church people and others. Sub-Groups of the Commission 
have also paid visits to other towns and cities to pursue particular issues. 
A full list of the places we visited is at Appendix G. 

W e  wish to thank those who assisted us in our work: in particular 
Canon John Atherton, Mr Michael Eastman, Prebendary John Gladwin, 
Mr Graham Howes, Canon Eric James and Mr John Chilvers (who was 
seconded from the Bank of England to assist us on financial and staffing 
matters). 

Our thanks are also due to D r  Hugh McLeod and Mr Roy 
McCloughry who prepared context papers for the Commission, to D r  
Grace Davie who undertook research work for us on the nature ofbelief 
in the urban priority areas, to Mr Gordon Heald and Mrs Rachel Rhodes 
of Social Surveys (Gallup Poll) Ltd for their help in mounting a survey of 
clergy, and to D r  Janet Birkett who took on the task of cataloguing the 
Commission's papers. W e  are particularly grateful to Miss Nikki Stacey 
for undertaking the formidable task of typing our report with cheerful 
competence. W e  also owe thanks to those dioceses who made 
comprehensive arrangements for our field visits with thoroughness and 
generosity. 

W e  owe a particular debt of  gratitude to our Secretary, Mr John 
Pearson, who was seconded to us for two years from the Department of 
the Environment. His contribution to the Commission's work has been 
beyond praise. His tireless work, his meticulous drafting and his 
understanding of the issues have all been of the highest order. 

Our greatest debt is to the people we met in the urban priority areas, 
who gave us their time, hospitality and honest opinions. W e  hope that 
this report, and the action taken on it by the Church of England and 
other bodies, will do them justice. 

W e  welcome Your Grace's appointment of the Reverend Patrick 
Dearnley as 'Archbishop's Officer for the Urban Priority Areas', to 
follow up our findings within the Church of England, and with other 
denominations and appropriate secular bodies. 

Our Report is unanimous. 30th September 1985 
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INTRODUCTION 

A serious situation has developed in the major cities of t h ~ s  country. This 
was recognised in the 1977 White Paper, 'Policy for the Inner Cities', 
and has been re-affirmed by senior ministers of successive governments. 
A number of central government measures has been taken in response. 
But the 1981 Census, and other official published statistics, show clearly 
that even if such measures are still being maintained or have not been 
reduced they have had little effect: things have worsened rather than 
improved since 1977. All the signs are that, by a vicious circle of causes 
and effects, the decline of the quality of Pfe in what hare been 
designated as 'Urban Priority Areas 1s continuing, as the collapse of the 
West Midlands' industrial base clearly illustrates. 

This is not a new situation: there have been other occasions in the last 
two hundred years when urban poverty has presented an acute challenge 
to society. But the recent dramatic reduction and redistribution of 
employment in the manufacturing industries around which so many of 
our great cities were built, and the decentralization of the new and 
growing industries to smaller towns and even rural areas, have speeded 
the process of decay in parts of once-flourishing industrial cities to an 
unprecedented degree. This observation does not depend on any 
particular theoretical or political stance. The social, political and 
economic factors can be described and analysed in many different ways; 
different sets of indicators can be used to identify poverty and 
deprivation. But whatever method or framework is used to establish and 
to present the facts, the same message of acute human misery is 
received. 

It was in the light of the apparent gravity of this situation that the 
Archbishop of Canterbury in 1983 set up his Commission on Urban 
Priority Areas (henceforward UPAs). Our  primary task was to report on 
the Church in these areas, which is undoubtedly having to meet 
challenges and difficulties, and to respond to social changes (such as the 
arrival in our cities of large numbers of adherents of other faiths), that 
are unprecedented in the history of the Church of England. But our 
Terms of Reference also authorized us to make our own independent 
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FAITH IN THE CITY 

enquiry into the social and economic conditions which characterize the 
areas in which these churches are set. The Church does not have 
particular competence or a distinguished record in proposing social 
reforms: but the Church of England has a presence in all the UPAs, and 
a responsibility to bring their needs to the attention of the nation. If our 
Report has a distinctive stance, it arises {ram our determination to 
investigate the urban situation by bringing to bear upon it those basic 
Christian principles of justice and compassion which we believe we 
share with the great majority of the people of Britain. 

W e  decided at the outset that we must spend some time in the UPAs 
to see for ourselves the human reality behind the official statistics. In the 
course of  a series of visits we saw something of the physical conditions 
under which people in the UPAs are living, and we listened to their own 
accounts and experiences at open public meetings and in smaller invited 
groups. W e  also spent many hours with representatives of local 
government, the police, social workers, the various caring agencies and 
the local churches themselves. 

W e  have to report that we have been deeply disturbed by what we 
have seen and heard. W e  have been confronted with the human 
consequences of unemployment, which in some urban areas may be 
over 50 per cent of the labour force, and which occasionally reaches a 
level as high as 80 per cent - consequences which may be compounded 
by the effects of racial discrimination. W e  have seen physical decay, 
whether ofVictorian terraced housing or of inferior system-built blocks 
of flats, which has in places created an environment so degrading that 
some people have set fire to their own homes rather than be condemned 
to living in them indefinitely. Social disintegration has reached a point 
in some areas that shop windows are boarded up, cars cannot be left on 
the street, residents are afraid either to go out themselves or to ask 
others in, and there is a pervading sense of powerlessness and 
despair. 

Our  own observations and the official statistics tell the same story. 
Clearly these are symptoms of something seriously wrong in our cities. 
Physical appearances, and the response of those affected, may vary 
greatly from place to place; but the underlying factors are the same: 
unemployment, decayed housing, sub-standard educational and medical 
provision, and social disintegration. 

How are these conditions best communicated and understood? They 
may be described, quite simply, as poverty - 'We have three problems', a 
Councillor in the North-East told us: 'poverty, poverty and poverty'. 
O f  course this is not poverty, as it is experienced in parts of the Third 
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INTRODUCTION 

World; people in Britain are not actually starving. But many residents of 
UPAs are deprived of what the rest of society regard as the essential 
minimum for a decent life: they live next door to, but have little chance 
to participate in a relatively affluent society; by any standards theirs is a 
wretched condition which none of us would wish to tolerate for 
ourselves or to see inflicted on others. 

Poverty is at the root ~f~owerlessness. Poor people in IjTAs are at the 
mercy of fragmented and apparently unresponsive public authorities. 
They are trapped in housing and in environments over which they have 
little control. They lack the means and opportunity - which so many of 
us take for granted - of making choices in their lives. 

One  way of seeking to understand these phenomena is as signs of an 
evident and apparently increasing inequality in our society. It can of 
course be said that there will always be inequality, just as there will 
always be poverty. But there are degrees of inequality, just as there are 
degrees of poverty. What we have seen exceeds the limits that would be 
thought acceptable by most of  our fellow citizens. 

Another possible analysis (which we shall make some use of  
ourselves) is in terms of polarization. It is arguable that rich and poor, 
suburban and inner city, privileged and deprived, have been becoming 
more sharply separated from each other for many years, and that the 
impoverished minority has become increasingly cut off from the main 
stream of our national life. 

In addition, there is undoubtedly a geographical dimension to the 
problem - conditions are worse overall in the north and the midlands 
than in the south, worse in the nineteenth century industrial cities than 
in York, Norwich or Bristol. 

None of these methods of analysis is fully adequate; all are simply 
aids to understanding, to be discarded if they are found wanting. W e  
have not committed ourselves to any of them, though we have found the 
concept of 'polarization' particularly useful. Indeed, the academic task 
of analysis may actually be a distraction from the plain message both of 
published statistics and of personal observation. It is our considered 
view that the nation is confronted by a grave andfundamental injustice in 
the UPAs. The facts are officially recognised, but the situation continues 
to deteriorate and requires urgent action. N o  adequate response is being 
made by government, nation or Church. There is barely even 
widespread public discussion. Tackling the varied and multiple 
problems which are seen so starkly concentrated in the UPAs (though 
they are also found, sometimes in an acute form, in many other parts of  
this country) must become a priority for Church and State. In the later 
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part of our Report we shall spell out this conclusion in as much detail as 
has been permitted by the time and resources at our disposal. 

However. we begin by affirming our belief that our cities are still 
flourishing centres of social, economic, and political life. The danger of 
drawing attention to their miseries is to invite pessimism about the 
possibilities for change. O n  the contrary, we confidently assert that the 
planned resurgence of the British city is both possible and desirable in 
the immediate future. Nothing we say in this report should be 
interpreted as evidence against our firm belief in an urban future of  
which all citizens may be proud. Happily, we have found grounds for 
encouragement and hope. W e  have observed an amazing variety of 
human responses to conditions of adversity; we have seen courage, 
resilience and dedicated service; we have encountered local pride and 
profound human loyalties. The same is true of  the Church. Often 
threatened, often struggling for survival, often alienated from the 
community it seeks to serve, it is often also intensely alive, proclaiming 
and witnessing to the Gospel more authentically than in many parts of 
'comfortable Britain'. 

In obedience to our Terms of Reference it is to this Church that we 
attend first in our Report. But throughout we address what we have to 
say primarily to the Church of England as a whole, which, like the rest 
of the nation, seems to show far too little awareness of the acute 
situation which has developed at our doorstep. W e  call on Christians 
throughout this country to listen to the voices of our neighbours who 
live in the UPAs, to receive the distinctive contribution that they (not 
least the black people among them) can make to our common life, and to 
set an example to the nation by making our support of and solidarity 
with them a high priority in our policies, our actions and our 
prayers. 
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Part I 
The Challenge . . . 

i In the first part of our Report, our purpose is to describe the 
urban priority areas. In Chapter 1, we view them primarily from 
a secular standpoint; in Chapter 2 we then consider the 
relationship between the Church of England and the city. This 
second Chapter also contains some major findings from a survey 
of clergy we commissioned, and the results of a separate review 
of denominational patterns and ecumenical co-operation in 
selected areas. 

. . 
11 In Chapter 3 we reflect on the implications of the Christian 

Gospel for the challenge of the UPAs. This Chapter provides a 
theological and moral perspective which forms the basis for the 
recommendations contained in Parts I1 and 111 of our 
Report. 





Chapter 1 

URBAN PRIORITY AREAS 

' l t  is d g i c u l t  to avoid the conclusion that one is l ivin in a n  area that is 
being . . . treated wi th  hostility by the rest o f  society 

B 
(Vicar in Greater Manchester) * 

1.1 Urban life increasingly dominates human society. In the century 
of industrial development from 1831 to 1931 the percentage of the 
British population living in areas classified as urban rose from 34 to 80, 
and now stands at 90 per cent. The future of humanity, on the 
projections of  experts, seems to be ever more urban. If past trends 
continue to the year 2000, Mexico City might have 31 million 
inhabitants, Sao Paulo 26 million, Tokyo 24 million, and New York 23 
million. The population of the world, now rather less than 5 billion, may 
double to over 10 billion in 2050. By that time the European 
Community will constitute less than 5 per cent of the world's 
population. Human multiplication is mostly beyond Europe in the 
poorer continents of Asia, Latin America, and Africa, and within these 
areas the cities are growing at twice the general rate. 

1.2 For the world as a whole, in quantitative terms, the urban picture 
is the opposite of decline. The recent history of the traditional city in 
Britain, however, is largely one of economic, physical and social decay. 
London in Victorian times was the leading city of the world: but it had 
fallen to fourth place in the population league by 1975, and will be 
below twenty-fifth by the end of the century. People and jobs in the 
1960s and 1970s have been decentralized to smaller towns and suburbs. 
Our view of the city in Britain is derived from the official statistics and 
from listening to the people we have visited in the urban priority areas: 
areas from which people and wealth depart and in which poverty and 
powerlessness remain. Fact and opinion are intermingled in all 
interpretations. We  want to distinguish between quality and quantity, 

* These quotations In the first three Parts of  our report Are taken from the evldence - ur l t t en  
and oral - that me recelved 
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assuming that gronth or decline of urban populdtions implies no 
necessary improvement or deterioration In \\elfare. But in f ~ c t ,  though 
there are exceptions and variations, the dominant pattern is one of 
districts in and around Brltlsh conurbations and clties where both 
quantity and quality of life are in decline. These essentially are ~vhat  wre 
shall deiine as the urban priorlty areas ~ U P h s j .  

1.3 \itre intend to try to discern, and even prescribe for, the future. 
First, however, we are conscious of historical paradox. The city has 
always both challenged and threatened. Jeremiah called the people of 
God in exile 'to seek the welfare of the city' even though the reference 
was to Babylon with all its connotations of evil. The city in human 
history is synonymous with civilisation: yet now we investigate it as a 
point of breakdown of Christian society. Civicism is the name of the 
principle that all citizens have equal rights and duties: yet urban priority 
areas are a symbol of contemporary inequality. 

1.4 The British city has nurtured freedom, opportunity, democratic 
government and civic pride. Yet, in our search for an objective 
description of contemporary urban conditions, we are aware of the 
strong thread of anti-urban sentiment which runs through British 
cultural history. In her review of the literature of urban sociology, Ruth 
Glass pointed out that British antipathy to the city was already known to 
the ~ o m a n s . '  By contrast with Continental Europe and even Scotland, 
English preference for the country seat, as the fount of civility and 
power, has endured through the centuries. W e  cannot elaborate these 
persistent peculiarities here. W e  must, however, note that there was a 
re-emphasis of this ancient ambivalence following the rapid growth of 
towns in the nineteenth century. For example, Charles Dickens, in 
Bleak House, contrasts the outlook of Sir Leicester Dedlock from his 
Lincolnshire estate with the view of Jo, the young street sweeper from 
the East End of London. Sir Leicester gazes from the great drawing 
room 'down the long perspective of stately oaks, rooted for ages in the 
green ground which has never known ploughshare . . .'. Jo  inhabits a 
dilapidated street 'which has bred a crowd of foul existence that crawls 
in and out of gaps in walls and boards; and coils itself to sleep, in maggot 
numbers where the rain drips in; and comes and goes, fetching and 
carrying fever, and sowing more evil in its every footprint than . . . all 
the fine gentlemen in office . . . shall set right in five hundred years - 
though born expressly to do it.' 

1.5 Descriptions like this, of human selfishness, loneliness, squalor 
and depravity are the stock-in-trade of secular accounts of the British 
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lndustrlal city They lnvlte rural remedies. Utoplas and model 
communities were and bullt by nineteenth-century reformers 
whose maln strategy $+as to escape the menace of the city. Bournvllle, 
Saltdlre, and Port Sunlight are monuments to this impulse. Ebenezer 
Ho\\ ard. the Inventor of the garden city. 1s ~ t s  patron, Letchworth and 
the Kew To\vns ~ t s  twentieth-century progeny, and the 1994 Liverpool 
International Garden Festival ~ t s  most recent baptlsm. 

1.6 The Church of England was adapted for a thousand years to 
agrarian society. %'e cannot therefore be surprised to find the Church as 
a bearer of rural nostalgia. The explosion of the industrial town in the 
nineteenth century was a difficult challenge to it from the outset, 
presenting the city to the Church in ambiguous and often lurid light. An 
urban working class rapidly coming to numerical domination of the 
nation was as unfamiliar to Church mission as it was threatening to 
secular authority. Accordingly the British version of Christianity has 
shared the secular ambivalence: it carries the same tension between the 
evil temptation of Sodom and Gomorrah and the wholeness of the City 
of God, between imprisonment in Babylon and the promise of the New 
Jerusalem. For example, the title of a book by the Reverend Henry 
Solly, publisRed in 1884, expresses a dilemma of sentiment which has 
run throughout the subsequent century - Rehousing of the Industrial 
Classes: or Village Communit ies  versus T o w n  Rookeries. For Solly, many 
people in the inner city were 'debased or spirit-broken, hapless victims 
of an un-Christian civilisation'. 

1.7 Even in the great movements of Christian socialism, municipal 
reform and university settlements in which Christian action was so 
powerfully mobilised a hundred years ago, there was an anti-urban, pro- 
rural, bias. In effect, the aim of Arnold Toynbee, Samuel Barnett and 
the founders of Toynbee Hall was to link the classes together and 
provide a kind of resident gentry in the inner city. No-one could have 
been more aware of Disraeli's two nations than Canon ~ a r n e t t . ~  
Christian action in those days did not seek economic equality, but it did 
ardently desire social integration. It had behind it a vision of unity: a 
socialism of character as contrasted with the individualism of 
selfishness. The mission of Christians to the city in the 1880s is an 
invitation to us a hundred years later to answer the same challenge of 
increasing inequality and social disintegration which our predecessors 
so clearly saw and so vigorously met. They turned resolutely to what 
Henrietta Barnett called Practicable Socialism. Today we seek a new 
vocabulary and a new misslon to express renewed faith in the city. 
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1.8 When the Barnetts arrived at St ~ u d e ' s  in Whitechapel (described 
bv the then Bishop of London as the Lvorst parish in his diocese 
'inhabited mainly by a criminal population, and one which has, I fear, 
been much corrupted by doles'), they found the church unserved by 
curate, choir or officials. ' I t  was empty, dirty, and unwarmed. The 
schools were closed, the schoolrooms all but devoid of furniture, the 
parish organization nil; no Mothers' Meeting, no Sunday School, no 
communicants' class, no library, no guilds, no music, no classes, nothing 
alive. Around this barren empty shell surged the people, here today, 
gone tomorrow. Thieves and worse, receivers of stolen goods, hawkers, 
casual dock labourers, every sort of unskilled low-class cadger 
congregated in the parish. There was an Irish quarter and a Jews' 
quarter, while whole streets were given over to the hangers-on of a 
vicious population, people whose conduct was brutal, whose ideal was 
idleness, whose habits were disgusting, and among whom goodness was 
laughed at, the honest man and the right-living woman being scorned as 
impracticable. ' 3  

1.9 W e  quote these descriptions not to announce our own prior 
commitment to any particular programme of action and certainly not to 
praise or to blame the adherence of some nineteenth-century Christians 
to the principles of the Charity Organisation Society. Rather we want to 
make it clear that contemporary description has to be put into an 
historical context. As Ruth Glass remarked, for the English 'the town 
was but a station on the journey to social status symbolised by the 
country seat. It was not, as in other societies, the home of reason and 
intellect, a symbol of civic pride, but merely a place of new resources 
for the impoverished landed upper classes, and one where manufacturers 
and merchants could make money to buy their ticket of admission into 
the polite circle of the  shire^.'^ While we would also wish to recognise 
the positive urban enthusiasm as well as the rural rejections of  our 
forebears to an extent which Mrs Glass did not acknowledge, our 
description below of the movement from the cities which continues in 
the 1980s is sadly but clearly continuous with the attitudes of the past. 
W e  shall argue in the end that these trends add up to a pattern 
warranting the label of polarization in a new, comprehensive and 
intractable form. 

1.10 With or without reluctance, Britain in the twentieth century has 
been an urban country. The classic logic of industrial development 
entails urbanization. Britain followed this logic in the nineteenth 
century so that by 1900 one-tenth of its territory and over three-quarters 
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of its people were administratively classified as urban. In the same 
process, the transformation of an agrarian into an industrial society left 
less than one-tenth of the working population in agriculture - a small 
minority which has been further reduced to miniscule proportions (3 
per cent) in our own time. Indeed this rapid civic evolution has 
effectively destroyed the traditional separation of town and country. 
Urban and rural settlements have mingled. Increasing proportions of 
twentieth-century Britons have become commuters. There has been a 
vast increase in private transport: in 1904 the number of privately 
licensed cars and vans was 8,465; even in the late 1940s it was less than 
two million; now it is over 17 million. The private car and the privately- 
owned and occupied house are integral to the progressive urban 
development of  Britain in the twentieth century. 

1.11 Since the inter-war period, and especially in the 1950s and 1960s, 
people have been moving amTay from the industrial conurbations to the 
smaller towns, suburbs and less densely populated areas. Taking 25 or 
more people per hectare (625 people per square mile) as an urban 
density, there were 24 million urban Britons out of 45 million in 1931. 
and 27 million out of 54 million in 1971. But if 1.5 to 25 persons per 
hectare denotes a suburban density, then the number of suburbanites 
rose from 15 million to 21 million in the same period. The trend 
continued in the 1970s raising the suburban population from 39 per 
cent to 43 per cent between 1971 and 1981 at the expense of the densely 
populated cities. 

1.12 Another indication of the transformation from nineteenth- 
century urbanization to twentieth-century suburbanization is that 
between 1961 and 1974 the metropolitan counties and Greater London 
lost 5.4 per cent of their people, while the rest of Great Britain had a 
population increase of 12.8 per cent. Nevertheless, the seven great 
conurbations (Tyne and Wear, South Yorkshire, West Yorkshire, 
Greater Manchester, Merseyside, West Midlands, and Greater London) 
remain demographically dominant, housing about one-third of  the 
population on less than 3 per cent of the total land area. If not 
necessarily for ever the city and its discontents are still with us. 

1.13 To describe the pattern of urban growth and dispersal is 
relatively simple. To explain it is far more complicated. Obviously 
urbanization was closely linked to industrialization. Migration from a 
rural to an urban economy has been the central force of population 
movements in the modern age. The Anglo-Saxon countries led it in the 
nineteenth century, just as they have been leading the counter-trend 
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towards suburbanization in the period since the Second World \Far. 
The pull of iobs and opportunities Ivas strong for at least a century-and- 
&-half. Vrb:dn industry attracted more industry. The city became the 
magnet for human populations all 01-er the industrializing world. These 
dramatic popuiatio~l movements ofthe nineteenth century brought with 
them 1vhat came to be called 'the inner city problem'. W e  have referred 
to its recognition in Britain a hundred yexs  ago. It svas a complex 
problem of creating the bricks and mortar, the sanitary services, the 
whole physical basis of an urban civilization for people lacking urban 
experience and faced with long hours and low pay in an often insecure 
labour market. Looking back we can now see more clearly the two 
redeeming features of an otherwise grim urban scene - a buoyant 
economy and widespread political hope. 

1.14 Today the metaphor of the magnet is misleading. To be sure, the 
city centres remain as a focus for commerce and trade, with many new 
shopping centres and precincts having been developed in recent years. 
There are also protected pockets of prosperous material life in parts of 
the inner cities. And there are city jobs for qualified commuters. But for 
the most part opportunities for jobs, for housing and for the desired 
amenities of social services, shopping, schools, and leisure have shifted 
out of the industrial city. Migration has been selectively reversed, and 
the inner city is increasingly the territory of those left behind in the 
scramble for comfortable survival. In part, the reversed movement is 
the result of deliberate public action. As a nation, we set about clearing 
slums and redeveloping the old centres of the industrial conurbations 
with considerable vigour in the 1950s and 1960s. Governments 
encouraged industrial relocation and population 'overspill'. The New 
and Expanded Towns were an example of earnest and successful social 
engineering. 

1.15 These developments of public planning and private choice can 
now be seen to have proceeded successfully until the post-war period 
ended in the mid-nineteen seventies. Indeed a national conception of 
advanced industrial or post-industrial Britain had been taking shape. It 
was an idea of a future which blended the perceived advantages of town 
and country, a vision of a national spread of people, workplaces, homes 
and services which synthesised traditional rural nostalgia with the 
advantages of modern urban amenity. A process of decentralising from 
the congested central areas of the industrial conurbations would both 
invigorate the smaller towns and rural areas and also permit some 
development of the inner city at the preferred lower densities of a 
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society \srith 1-astly rmproved communications. And the patterns of 
lvork, lrfe and leisure ~17ould be Integrated 111th ~na tch~ng  locdtlon of 
houses, jobs, tralnlng and leisure iaclhties. 

1.16 There is in the 198Us a rlch, attractive, employed and \tell- 
housed Brrtain centred on a broad swathe of fringe Areas, suburbs, small 
toxvns and vlllages stretching from Dorset to East Anglia. I t  is not a 
s~mple story oieconomic decline and phYsicdl decay m the inner city. It 
is a more complex story of mismatch between people, skills, hous~ng 
and jobs which plannlng failed to overcome and the economic 
recessions of the later 1970s exposed and exacerbated. Indeed 'success' 
in the 1950s and 1960s In some cases bequeathed 'inner city' conditions 
to outlying council estates surrounded by open fields. 

1.17 What are now called urban priority areas are districts of specially 
disadvantaged character. They are places which suffer from economic 
decline, physical decay, and social disintegration. These factors 
interlock and together they describe multiple and relative deprivation. 
Much statistical labour can accordingly be spent in deciding which 
places are the most deprived or afflicted. Different authorities produce 
slightly different lists of the 'worst places': but there is essential accord 
about the typical UPA - it is an old port or manufacturing area 
connected to an outmoded staple industrial process. It may be at the 
centre of a conurbation like Hackney, or it may be spatially displaced 
from the inner city as a corporation estate on the outskirts, like Kirkby 
to the east of  Liverpool, or Killingworth outside Newcastle. But 
whatever its unique features, it will exhibit the three kinds of blight - 
economic, physical, and social - which are essential to the definition. 
Such is the UPA, constituting a different Britain, whose people are 
prevented from entering fully into the mainstream of the normal life of 
the nation. 

The Structure of Inequality 
1.18 This brief definition captures only a small part of the larger and 
more detailed picture of places and discussions with people which 
members of the Commission now carry, in our memories, and in the 
volumirious files of evidence sent to us from the urban priority areas. 
E r e  know that in attempting a statistical summary, we lose a great deal 
of the character of the human experience we are trying to describe and 
that statistical measurement can easily substitute precision for more 
complex truth. The conclusions we shall draw are formed above all by 
our direct experience of the UPAS; and behind the simplifying 
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arithmetic thcre is always the reality that even so small a territory as a 
parish is likely to cover more than one unique human settlement. 

1.19 These cautions notwithstanding, we can put forward a confident 
and melancholy generalization - that the UPAs are places of severe and 
increasing deprivation. Economic decline, physical decay, and social 
disintegration are the three afflictions which denote the poverty of  
people and places. They are recognised by government for purposes of 
policy and resource allocation, in the way shown in Figure 1.1. The 
marked places are essentially identified by the Department of the 
Environment using six indicators of deprivation. By 'indicator' we 
neither assume nor imply any causal relation. 

1.20 One of the indicators is ethnicity, and we must remark that the 
fact that ethnic origins can be used to indicate deprivation seems to us to 
be a deplorable comment on the society in which we live. The ethnic 
composition of the British cities and the UPAs is of crucial significance 
to our report. The high tide of immigration ended in the 1960s, 
bequeathing to Britain a small minority of people with African, West 
Indian and Asian antecedents - some four per cent - who are permanent 
British citizens. But members of these minority ethnic groups are not 
evenly scattered throughout the land. They are heavily concentrated in 
some conurbations, in the UPAs, in poorly paid jobs, bad housing and 
unemployment. They are people who carry a disproportionate share of 
the burden of adapting to the recent economic recession and industrial 
reorganisation in Britain. 

1.21 The indicators of  deprivation used in defining UPAs are: 
1. Unemployment 
2. Old  people living alone 
3. Single-parent families 
4. Ethnicity: proportion in households with New Commonwealth 

or Pakistan-born head 
5. Overcrowding of homes 
6. Homes lacking basic amenities 

1.22 The hard core of UPAs which have been designated as the 
Partnership areas and Programme authorities receive the major share of 
the government's Urban Programme funding (L224 million out ofL338 
million in 1984-85). W e  discuss this aspect of inner city policy in 
Chapter 8. The technicalities of identification need not concern us here 
except to note three points. First, our visits to UPAs have made us aware 
of more than six dimensions of poverty and inequality. Second, more 
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FIGURE 1 . l  
LOCATION OF SELECTED URBAN INITIATIVES 

(As at November 1984) 

r ENTERPRISE ZONES 25  
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FIGURE 1.2 

Some Standardized Mortality Statistics 1 98 1 
by District Health Authority 

Source: OPCS Vital Statistics series, Locai Authorit~es and 
Health Authorities, 1981. 
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elabo~ate and sophistic~ted measures have since been developed In 
studies funded b) the Econornic and Social Research Council.' T h ~ r d ,  
the inclusion of the fo~irth and sixth ,and perhaps the fifth, ind~cator 
may often serve to underestimate the deprivation of peripheral councll 
estates like Killlngworth or Kirkby because post-xli-ar estates are not 
usually bereft of the basic anienities of baths and indoor lavatories, and 
many do not include ethnic minorities. 

1.23 The nature of the inequality which burdens the UPAs can be 
elaborated in many different ways. UPAs shelter disproportionate 
numbers of vulnerable people - the unemployed. the unskilled, the 
uneducated, the sick, the old, and the disadvantaged minority ethnic 
groups. They are places which suffer conspicuously from low income, 
dependence on state bureaucracies and social security, ill health, crime, 
family breakdown and homelessness. The sombre statistics of all these 
conditions provide the details of the map of inequality. 

1.24 In other words, there is unequal spatial distribution of 
opportunities to share in the life which society has to offer. Statistics of 
mortality (death rates) and morbidity (illness rates) are, quite literally, 
indicators of life-chances. The UPAs can be shown on such measures to 
be places where British life is most tenuous and difficult. The pattern is 
illustrated in Figure 1.2 which shows the stark geography of the 
likelihood of dying tomorrow. O n  the right-hand side are UPAs like 
Gateshead or Tower Hamlets. O n  the left-hand side are the prosperous 
suburbs, tolvns and rural areas around the inner cities. The rates are 
standardized, meaning that they are adjusted to take account of age and 
sex. Obviously death rates are higher for older people: they are also 
higher for men than women because women on average live longer. 
Standardization allows Gateshead to be compared for mortality with 
Scarborough taking account of these differences. The comparison is 
then of standardized mortality rates for adults where 100 is the average 
for the whole nation, higher numbers represent higher risks of death, 
lower numbers indicate safer, more protected populations. The pattern 
is clear: life chances are strongly associated with residence in 
comfortable 'arcadian' Britain. Thus to describe UPAs is to draw a 
spatially systematic picture of inequality before the grave. The people 
of the urban priority areas are less healthy and less well cared for in all 
respects. Not only do people in the inner cities do badly in relation to 
national averages: they also fare notably worse than their more 
immediate neighbours in the outer parts of conurbations and in the 
regions that surround them. There is a gradient of material advantage 
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runnlng upwards from the UPAs to the fringe areas to w h ~ c h  the 
fortunate are encouraged and aspire to move. 

Economic Decline 
1.23 Unemployment rates are the obvious monitor of urban economic 
decline. Figure 1.3 shows unemployment in 1981, but this has increased 
subsequently. Many inner cities have been losing their working 
population to middle Britain, in some cases since the 1920s and 1930s, in 
other cases only markedly since the 1960s. Supply and demand oflabour 
have become unbalanced with the unskilled, unqualified, elderly and 
disadvantaged left behind in the areas of heaviest unemployment. 
Moreover the shift from manufacturing to service industry has reduced 
full-time male employment even if it has created more part-time jobs 
fbr women. The movement of people from the inner cities reflected 
economic decline and a changing occupational structure. It is part of the 
gradual reduction in numbers of the urban working class which is one of 
the deep transformations of twentieth century Britain. It is also a 
consequence of deliberate planning - the clearing of slums, the 
development of roads and communications, and the provision of 
inducements to industrial location or re-location away from the 
traditional urban areas. And it is further amplified by individual search 
for better houses in pleasanter places with more space and superior 
amenities elsewhere. Migration is selective. It is the younger men or 
couples, with more skill, more confidence and higher incomes, who are 
most likely to move out. It is the old and the poor, the unskilled, the 
single-parent families, the sick, and the unemployed who have 
difficulty in finding shelter elsewhere who are especially likely to be 
found in the UPAs. 

1.26 The peripheral council estates are a special case of economic 
decline. In the 1950s and 1960s they were new centres ofhope for those 
who were moving from inner-city slums and who found work in the 
expanding suburban factories which were producing cars, clothes, food 
and consumer durables for the ros erous mass markets of the post-war P ' P  
period. Now they are Britain S forgotten areas of deprivation',6 the 
displaced fragments of inner-city decline. They typically experience 
unemployment levels of three times the national average as the 
suburban factories have contracted or closed. With 30-40 per cent or 
more unemployed they have become local subsistence economies, 
utterly dependent on state benefits. Few families have cars and public 
transport is poor. The estates therefore become cut off from 
employment opportunities elsewhere, inhabited by workers without 
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FIGURE 1.3 
INNER AREAS - 1981 
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jobs and 1~1th too llttle money even to generate m informal econonl) of 
home maintenance and local services. 

1.27 The loss of manufacturing jobs from the major cities mras 
particularly dramatic during the 1960s: 59 per cent in Greater London 
since 1960, 40 per cent in the other main conurbations. And the decline 
has been concentrated in the central areas lvhich have characteristically 
lost jobs ar a higher rate than the conurbations as a whole. The lostjobs 
are a result in so.rne cases of plant closure, in some cases of emigration to 
other sites. With developments in transport and communications, 
manufacturing enterprises are no longer tied to the railway terminals 
and the docks which had rooted them in the middle of the industrial 
cities. They are more able to choose their locations in the new towns or 
other sites which offer more space for expansion, more environmental 
amenities, and more cultural and professional services which are 
attractive to their increasingly skilled and middle-class labour force. 
The drop in manufacturing employment opportunities in industry has 
been mitigated in some cases by an increase in the service industries and 
commerce. 

1.28 An excellent report on employment trends by Stephen Fothergill 
and his associates stresses two factors. 'The first is the decline in the 
number ofworkers per unit of factory floorspace. This appears to result 
from the increasing capital intensity of production' leading to 'large job 
losses on existing factory floorspace in all areas. The second national 
economic trend is the increase in industry's demand for floorspace. 
Most of  this increase - and the jobs that go with it - occurs in small 
towns and rural areas' because, it is argued, 'there are physical 
constraints on industrial expansion in cities. Thus cities' manufacturing 
employment falls because they get little new factory building to 
compensate for job losses on existing floorspace, whereas in small towns 
and rural areas the loss ofjobs on existing floorspace is more than offset 
by the jobs created in new factories and factory  extension^.'^ 
1.29 The urban picture is one of decline and the new white-collar jobs 
attract employees from the outer rings rather than the people of the 
central areas who are disproportionately unskilled or, in many cases, 
employed at a lower level of skill than that which the); once deployed or 
for which they were trained. Like those of the outer estates, figures for 
the inner areas of the industrial conurbations show rates of unemploy- 
ment in some cases nearly three times the national average. The 
Scarman enquiry into the Brixton riots of198 1, for instance, reported an 
estimate of  55 per cent of black youths under nineteen unemployed 
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compared with a ndtional rate for that age group of under 20 per 
cent. 8 

1.30 As the Brixton figures for black young people suggest, 
unemployment is correlated with the characteristics of the workforce, 
particularly age, colour and skill (Figure 1.3). Younger people are 
especially vulnerable in Lambeth and in other areas xvhere the demand 
for labour is falling. National legislation and union pressure tend to 
mean that existing jobs are protected so that new entrants to the labour 
market, and those who change jobs, suffer most from the declining 
opportunities for work. Young people who are black are h r the r  
disadvantaged in the search for jobs through racial discrimination. 

1.31 The characteristics of people looking for work are, of course, 
only part of the explanation of unemployment. The main cause is the 
lack ofjobs. W e  will cite more recent figures in Chapter 9, but even in 
the early 1970s a survey of eighteewyear olds in one district of 
Merseyside, carried out in the course of the Liverpool inner area study, 
showed a higher proportion of boys unemployed and a lower 
proportion entering jobs with apprentice training than in Liverpool as a 
whole or, more markedly, than in the north-west region. Demand for 
apprenticeships far exceeds the supply; a couple of local firms received 
between fifty and one hundred applications for each apprenticeship 
place offered in 1980.' Unemployment, as elsewhere, was concentrated 
among the least skilled. Fewer of the young unemployed had stayed at 
school beyond the statutory leaving age, fewer had passed examinations, 
and fewer had any further education than had those in work. Black 
youths were especially likely to be unemployed, and nearly half of all 
those out of work had fathers who were themselves unemployed, living 
away from home, or dead. 

1.32 Further analysis of the signiikance of lack of skill among 
workers and the loss of low-skilled jobs reveals nearly 40 per cent or  
unemployment among the low skilled in the inner areas in Birmingham, 
Tyneside, Manchester, and Liverpool in 1981 when the national average 
for the lour skilled was 25 per cent, and for all workers under 10 per 
cent. 10 

1.33 The disappearance ofjobs from the inner areas means additional 
costs in money and time if work is to be found further afield. The 
Liverpool inner area study showed car ownership to be low; only 18 per 
cent of  men travelling to work by car, compared with 24 per cent in the 
city as a whole. Eighty-three per cent of the working population worked 
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within the City of Liverpool, and most of those working outside the area 
had access to a car." The social area analysis in Liverpool distinguished 
a ring of especially high unemployment immediately around the city 
centre. This district had a population of 70,000 people living in the 
inner council estates and the worst rootning houses. Sixty per cent of 
household heads were semi-skilled or unskilled: unemployment was 
twice the average for the city and educational achievement far 
lower. l 2  

Physical Decay 
1.34 T o  describe UPAs is to write of squalor and dilapidation. Grey 
walls, littered streets, boarded-up windows, graffiti, demolition and 
debris are the drearily standard features of the districts and parishes with 
which we are concerned. 

1.35 One of the most obvious features of the UPAs is their physical 
dilapidation as measured by housing conditions. Department of the 
Environment figures based on the 1981 Census for the inner areas of the 
Partnership authorities and London's Docklands show all of them with 
far higher than national levels of crowding (shown by the vertical black 
line) defined as more than one person per room (Figure 1.4). 
Birmingham was the worst area with 12 per cent of households 
overcrowded - roughly four times the national rate - but all of the other 
areas had at least twice the national average. Liverpool, Hackney and 
Islington suffered most from lack of basic amenities, with nearly 12 per 
cent of households in this state compared with just over 4 per cent for 
the country as a whole, but all the other areas except two were far above 
the average. The dwellings in the inner cities are older than elsewhere. 
Roughly one-quarter of England's houses were built before 1919, but 
the proportion in the inner areas ranged from 40 to 60 per cent in 
1977.13 

1.36 The history of the labour market and of public housing policy lies 
behind these contemporary inequalities. The inner cities of today are 
the industrial centres of the last century. Nineteenth century 
industrialisation required rapidly built housing on a large scale to 
accommodate the workforce. Much of it was sub-standard. The 
development of public transport permitted the middle classes to begin 
the move to the suburbs, in search of green space and fresh air, but the 
city remained the focus for employment. Rich and poor dike rented 
their accommodation; in 1914 only 10 per cent of the population were 
home-owners. The inter-war period saw a large council building 
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FIGURE 1.4 
INNER AREAS - 1981 
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programme 111 industrial cities buch as Birminsh~m and Xfanchester, and 
a groxvth of 013 ner-occupation in the suburbs, part~iulari) 111 outer 
London And the Home Counties. In 1935, bowel-e~, only 25 per cent of 
the popul~tlon ne re  o\vner-occupiers and 10 per cent councll tenants. 
The remainder rented from a prlvdte landlord. By 1955 owner 
occupation had risen to the hlstoricallp unprecedented level of 63 per 
cent. 

1.37 The programme to repair the results ofwar-time bombing and to 
clear the slums changed the face of the inner cities in the post-war 
period. Much of the nineteenth-century housing \\-as demolished, to be 
replaced by council estates, often tower blocks. Private building 
continued in the outer suburbs and beyond. The 1950s saw the concept 
of the green belt extended to the cities outside London. The great post- 
war housing crusade was to clear the slums - which had always been 
overcrowded. If this were to be done, and new demand met, without 
encroaching on the green belt, urban densities had to rise and the 
government introduced subsidies whereby grants to local authorities 
increased with each storey over five, leading to the building of point 
blocks of up to 22 storeys. Doubts were being raised about the outer 
estates, which had become single-class communities, and the emphasis 
moved to 'mixed developments', i.e. mixed housing for a mixed 
population. 

1.38 Though divided as to its social merits, local authorities believed 
that high building was an inescapable consequence of the need for 
higher densities if the outer overspill estates were to be avoided. They 
were welcomed by many, including the Churches, as an opportunity to 
preserve communities within the inner city rather than 'decanting' them 
to the outer boundaries. But tenant opinion had always been against 
them. preferring the traditional urban terrace, preferably with a patch 
of garden. In Britain 'high-rise' is now almost a symbol of architect- 
designed and system-built modern slums. 

Social Disintegration 
1.39 The people of the UPAs are not only typically living on low-er 
incomes in poorer housing than people elsewhere but are also exposed 
to more difficult social relations. Vandalism is rife. Crime rates, or at 
least reported crimes, have been rising since mid-century, and bear 
particularly hard on people living in the districts where poverty and 
deprivation are concentrated. According to the British Crime Survey, 
robbery victims are more likely to live in the inner city, and burglary 
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r ~ s k  in the inner clty is double that of the rest of the conurbation, dnd 
five times that of  the areas outslde the conurbations. 

1.10 The UPhs are shown in the Department of the Environment 
,DOE) analysis of the 1951 Census to have higher than the national 
proportion of single-parent families and of old persons living alone 
(Figure 1.4). In answers to our own survey of clergy in 1985, those 
serving in UPA parishes put greater emphasis than their non-UPA 
colleagues on the social problems of marriage breakdown, burglarv, 
mugging, rape, violence, vandalism, hostility to the police, and a 
general frailty of civil order. 

1.41 The six DOE indicators of deprivation include three which can 
reasonably serve as markers of social disintegration. They are the 
proportion of households which are overcrowded, headed by a single 
parent or  pensioners living alone. The state of the inner cities in these 
three respects in 1981 is shown in Figure 1.4. In each case, again, the 
national rate is shown by a heavy vertical line. The UPA inner city 
districts have overcrowding rates which are typically more than twice 
the national average, particularly in London and Birmingham. The 
inner areas have relatively high proportions of pensioners who live 
alone. As to the proportion of households headed by a single parent, 
Birmingham. Hackney and Lambeth have twice their share by the norms 
of the country as a whole. 

1.42 A statistical portrait of UPAs thus becomes eventually an 
elaborate picture of inequality. In the foreground appear the shabby 
streets, neglected houses and sordid demolition sites of  the inner city, in 
the middle ground the vandalised public spaces ofthe peripheral estates, 
while in the background are the green and wooded suburbs of middle 
Britain. The UPAs lie at the centre of an unequal society, their poverty 
obscured by the busy shopping precincts of mass consumption, their 
bare subsistence of dole and supplementary benefit existing alongside 
material opulence. The statistical detail of the portrait can be turned 
into a simple bold sketch. The UPAs can be divided between their inner 
city and peripheral variants and then compared with the most 
advantaged areas of middle Britain (typically located just beyond the 
boundaries of the urban agglomerationsj, with the rest of Britain, 
including the smaller and the less blighted towns and cities, in between. 
And the comparison can be made in terms of a composite index of many 
measures of economic and social advantage and disadvantagei4 of which 
we have noted six as the DOE indicators. 
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1.43 The most recent stud~es of the Economic and Soc~al Research 
Council offer the n~aterials for such a sketch and it appears In Table 1.1. 
The measures include things like the proportion of people unemployed 
\negative), in professional jobs jpositive), the infant mortality rate, the 
proportion of owner-occupiers, car olvners and many other manifes- 
tations ofprosperity or poverty. Column 1 ofTable 1.1 shows that there 
is a gadlent  ofadvantage ascending from the UPAs to the fringe areas. 
For exam~le .  c o m ~ a r e d  ~v i th  the countrv as a whole, inner Birmingham " 
has an average score on a large range of measures of social advantage 
which places it down among the five per cent most deprived places in 
Britain. 

TABLE 1.1  

Itrrzer C i t y  Polarizartan 
T y p e  q{ A r e a  

ILfetropulitarl I t ir~rr  Ci t ies  
Inner B~rmingham 
Inner Manciiestrr 

Peripheral Counc i l  Ertilter 
Knowsley 

O t h e r  Old C i t y  Cetltrrr 
Inner Derby 

O t h e r  Old I~idrtstrral L7rbCzr7 A r f a r  
Outer Derby 
Rest of G r e ~ t e r  Manchester 
Rest of Outer London 

F r i q e  Areas 
West Mtdlands South Fringe 
Mersey North Fringe 
Manchester South Fringe 
London South Fringe 

Two Nations Recreated? 
1.44 W e  are left in no doubt as to the place of the UPAs in an unequal 
Britain. But finally we must attempt to discern the direction of 
movement ofBritish society. Though the quality of life in the inner city 
improved relatively in the period from the Second World War up to the 
mid-1970s, the more recent history has been one of growring inequality 
-in life chances, income, housing, education, public services, and the 
general level of civic amenity. Moreover, and more alarming, the 
migration of people and the movement of capital, employment 
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opportunltles, private enterprise, and voluntary effort IS lncreaslnglv 
away frorn the UPA districts to the more syls-an and salubrious areas of 
the South and East, particularly the 1M4 corridor and the small towns and 
villages frorn the South Coast skirting the Inner boroughs of the 
metropolls and stretching out to the eastern seaboard of Essex and 
Suffolk. 

1.45 To discover the movement of these inequalities over time, we 
can measure the rise or fall of population in the UPAs between 1971 and 
198 1. This is column 2 of Table 1.1. Column 1 shows the clear gradient 
of multiple inequality from UPAs to the 'fringe areas'. Column 2 shows 
that the urban priority areas are losing population. There is a high 
correlation between population change and the social index. The 
process is one of deprived people being left in the UPAs as the successful 
move out to middle Britain. The former have decreasing wealth, health, 
services, income, investment, and amenity: the latter have rising 
affluence, opportunity, power and advantage: in one ugly word - 
polarization. 

1.46 The process of polarization is a general one in Britain today. The 
official statistics published in Social Trends show that income disparities, 
both as between the skilled and the unskilled in employment and among 
households in the country as a whole, have widened since the mid- 
1970s. In 1976 the best-off fifth of British households took 44.4 per cent 
of the total income of the country: that share rose to 47.1 by 1982. The 
share of the poorest fifth meanwhile dropped from 0.8 per cent to 0.4 
per cent. O f  course tax and welfare benefit reduced these spectacular 
inequalities. But even so the movement was still towards greater 
inequality. The top fifth of households increased their share of post-tax 
income between 1976 and 1982 from 37.9 per cent to 39.4 per cent and 
the bottom fifth slipped from 7.4 per cent to 6.9 per cent.15 In the nation 
as a whole since the end of the post-war period the rich have got richer 
and the poor poorer. Similarly, the Oxford studies of occupational 
mobility show that chances of mobility for men of working-class origin 
polarized between 1972 and 1983 as the opportunities for upward 
mobility continued, while the chances of unemployment also rose.16 
Again Chris Hamnett's study oftrends in housing tenure concludes that, 
as between owner-occupation and local authority renting, there has 
been 'an increasing degree of social polarization."7 The analysis by 
David Eversley and Ian   egg'^ demonstrates that polarization also 
divides the UPAs from the rest ofBritain. It involves a triple process of 
decision: by individuals competing for advantages in jobs, housing, 
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schools and services. by governments offerlng mortgage relief and 
~ ~ ~ ~ t h h o l d i n g  Investment from b l ~ ~ h t e d  districts; and by enterprises 
rationally ~nvesting m-here consumer power is greatest and groxvlng. 

Conclusion 
1.47 W e  have described the UPAs in secular terms as places of 
absolute poverty, of the relative poverty which is integral to an unequal 
society, and of increasing poverty by comparison with national norms 
and the favoured minority of middle Britain: this has to be termed 
polarization. We  have further described the UPAs in terms of their 
three essential characteristics of economic decline, physical decay and 
social disintegration. And finally by putting these attributes into 
historical perspective we have moved beyond description to the outline 
of an explanation. W e  shall take explanation further in our chapters 
below on Urban Policy (Chapter 81, Povertv, Employment and Work 
(Chapter 91, and Housing (Chapter 10). ~ r d m  these chapters we shall 
make particular recommendations. Meanwhile at this point we would 
emphasise above all that the inner city and the peripheral estate are 
creatures of the whole society, not simply of their inhabitants. The 
UPAs are explained effectively only by a recognition that they have 
emerged out of human decisions, whether through political authority, 
business management or individual choice. While appreciating the 
external forces of world-wide recession, currency movements and 
international markets, we must also insist that there is collective 
responsibility for the problems of poverty and inequality that we have 
described. 

1.48 Any convincing account of the contemporary poverty of the 
inner city must recognise the force of both economic and political 
determinants. It would be wrong to assume that a market economy 
necessarily leads to inequality. The medieval city was in some respects an 
escape from feudal hierarchy and economic oppression. The ancient 
city, Athens notwithstanding, was normally a fortress of political 
(usually regal) power, but the western medieval city was also the cradle 
of democracy. As the city evolved it became, and in a world-wide 
perspective remains, the focus of popular aspiration towards a better 
material and cultural life. Admittedly, the market has intrinsic 
tendencies towards inequality: unequal property generates classes and 
thereby makes inequality hereditary. Undemocratic politics may 
reinforce property power, and democratic politics may, in the name of 
freedom or efficiency, fail to act as a countervailing force. 
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1 19 In h~storv the forces l e~d lng  to greater or lesser inequality have 
endlessly contended. Our  own tlme has witnessed a more or less crude 
exaltation of the alleged benign social consequences of individual self- 
interest and competition. The inner clty may justly be seen as the 
disGgured battleground of this modern phase of an age-old conflict. Its 
plight warranted A White Paper in 1 9 7 .  Analvsis of the 1981 Census 
gdve no comfort thdt recognition had led to amelioration. And our 
evide~lce is that the decllne continues. 

1.50 Listening to the men and women in the UPAs and examining 
statistical evidence, we are reminded that the poor are not confined to 
the urban priority areas; poverty reflects the structural inequality of the 
nation and the UPAs reveal it in its most intractable forms. The city 
remains part magnet to the disadvantaged newcomer, part prison to the 
unskilled, the disabled, and the dispirited, part spring-board for the 
ambitious and vigorous who find escape to suburbia, and part protection 
for enclaves of affluence. The UPA is of our own making. The 
combination of our private preferences and the ramifications of our 

choices are returned to us here as the geographical dimension 
of an unequal society. The background is sombre but the vision of a 
nation working and living in a land of garden cities remains as an ideal 
which could be realized through imaginative and determined collective 
effort. It is against such a background and such a vision that we turn, in 
the next chapter, to describe the Church in the urban priority areas. 
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Chapter 2 

CHURCH AND CITY 

' W e  still suffer from the effects of what the Church has done to 
communities, rather than with them.' (Vicar, West Midlands) 

2.1 In the midst of our cities stands the Church of England. It is not 
the only organised Christian presence in the UPAs. But it has 
maintained the parish system nationally, and has managed to survive, 
albeit precariously, the primarily economic pressures which have forced 
some denominations to withdraw from many inner city areas. 

2.2 As we have travelled round the cities of England, we have been 
struck by the variety of Church life there is in the UPAs. In some places 
we have seen a great emphasis on evangelism and youth work, in others 
the focus has been on a worshipping community. In some areas, huge 
barn-like Victorian churches pose perennial problems with heating and 
maintenance and the ravages of dry-rot; in others, Sunday services are 
held in the church hall, or a smaller purpose-built church. Everywhere 
we have been impressed by the dedication of the laity and clergy we 
have met. 

2.3 The Church may be there in the UPAs - but is it seen as relevant? 
If it made any sense to answer this question in terms of the numbers 
attending on an average Sunday, the answer would clearly be that it is 
not. In most of the dozens of UPA churches we have visited, 
congregations have been small - and in many cases declining (as the 
population of the area continues to decline). 

2.4 Parish clergy come into contact with a range of parishioners 
through baptisms, marriages and funerals. Despite this, it has to be said 
clearly that for the vast majority of people in the UPAs the Church of 
England - perhaps Christianity - is seen as irrelevant. But in this, the 
inner cities and outer council estates are little different from the rest of 
Britain. For nationally, membership of the Church of England is in 
decline, even if not to the extent implied by the fall in electoral roll 
numbers (from 2l12 million in 1970 to 11/2 million in 1584). 
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Historical perspectives1 
2.5 The present position has its roots in history. At the middle of the 
eighteenth century, the great majority of the population were members 
of the Chur-ch of England. However the pattern of Anglican church- 
going sho~ved marked regional and social differences. Churches and 
clergy were concentrated in the south and east of the country; in the 
midlands and north, large and inadequatelv-endowed parishes meant 
that many people lived several miles from the church. Even xhere  the 
majority of the population lived close to the church, it was mainly the 
poorer people who kept away. Eighteenth century visitation returns are 
full of comments like the following from the vicar of the Lancashire 
weaving parish of Radcliffe: 'There are none who profess to disregard 
religion, but many of the poorer sort are hindered (partly by family 
concerns, partly by want of decent clothing) from attending the public 
worship of God on the Lord's day'. 

2.6 The Anglican Church had also failed to build enough churches or 
place enough clergy in newly developing districts in the larger towns, 
especially those with a mainly labouring population. As early as 1736 in 
Sheffield and 1751 in Leeds, local clergy were complaining that the lack 
of churches encouraged the spread of nonconformity and even non- 
church-going. Until the great programme of Anglican church building 
got underway in the later 1830s, there was little effective Anglican 
presence in many of these areas. 

2.7 But the Church of England's most enduring 'problem of the city' 
has been its relationship with the urban working class. Though the cities 
in general appeared as problem areas for the established Church, it was 
clearly in working class districts that the problems were most acute. For 
instance, the 1851 religious census showed that, in the 36 registration 
districts of London, total Anglican attendances varied from 57 per cent 
of the population in suburban Hampstead (which was very high, even by 
rural standards) to 6 per cent in Shoreditch. 

2.8 There is some evidence that anti-clericalism among the emerging 
working class urban dwellers (though not as much as emerged in 
continental Europe) played a part in this: the clergy were seen in 
stereotype as well-fed, callous and reactionary. The Church of England 
was viewed by many as being aligned with the pourerful and the 
privileged. But there also existed a secularist element in the working 
class, which had an influence out of proportion to its numbers because 
so many secularists were active in politics or trade unions. 
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2.9 Less tanglble than the rise of the radlcal p o l i t ~ c ~ l  tradition 111 the 
a t \ ,  b~zt p o s s ~ b l ~  even more important, m <is the development 111 many 
~ndustrinl comlnarlltles  of,^ sense o fco~nmon nork111g class  denti it^, of 
separariorl from, and some degree of ~ n t a g o n ~ s m  towards, other sectlolls 
of society. Horace h n n ,  the A~lgllcan bai-rlster who wrote the official 
report on the 1851 rellglous census, mentioned the following posslble 
factors as contributing to 'the ~llenation of the poor hom rellglous 
~nstitutlons' : 

(li the s o c l ~ l  lnequjlltles xvlthin the churches: for Instance, the 
system of hierarchically-arranged rented pews; 

(11) the fact that class dlvlsion in soclety ran so deep that even l i  

there were no such symbols of inequality wlthin the churches, 
worklng class people would not ~ s h  to worshlp wlth members of 
other classes; 

(iii) the apparent lack of interest on the part of the churches in the 
material well-being of the poor; 

(iv) suspicion of the clergy because of their middle class character 
and comfortable life- style; 

(4 the effects of poverty: many working class people lacked time 
or space for reflection, and were too preocpupied with more 
immediate problems to give much thought to religion; 

jvi) lack of ' aggressive' missionary activity. 

2.10 Mann believed that the clergy were well aware of the Church's 
weakness in working class areas, and that serious efforts were being 
made to remedy the situation. In some respects, he was over-optimistic 
about the progress that was being made; but the second half of the 
nineteenth century was nonetheless a period of revival for the Church 
of England. For a variety of  reasons the Church of England became 
much more active in the cities, and its influence grew. 

2.11 The third quarter of the nineteenth century was a period of 
relative prosperity, in which class tensions slackened, fewer people 
suffered extreme poverty, and the skilled working class enjoyed a 
marked increase in income. The anti-clericalism of the early nineteenth 
century u7as less obvious. Fewer people were so preoccupied with 
merely keeping alive as to have no interests outside the home, and fewer 
were discouraged from going to church by a sense of shame about their 
ragged clothes and inability to rent a pew or contribute to a 
collection. 
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2.12 Moreover the clergy were more active, consclentlous and 
conlmitted to their work than the). h ~ d  been SO years earller. The 
hnglo-Catholic Oxford mosrement in the 1830s and '10s an 
importdnt factor, but it was only one of the forces for revival in this 
period. Equal13 important was the older Evangelical movement. The 
influence of F.D. Maurice and the Christian Socialists was also 
signifkant. 

2.13 There were a number ofways in which the clergy were trying at 
this time to bridge the gulf that divided them from their working class 
parishioners: reaching the previously ignorant or indifferent by open- 
air preaching or systematic visiting from door to door; making church 
services more attractive; making the church the centre for the whole 
social life of the parish; identift-ing themselves with the political 
concerns of the parishioners, becoming spokesmen for their people. 
Large teams of curates made it possible for the clergy to maintain 
personal contact with a high proportion of households, even in urban 
parishes. Evangelicals and hnglo-Catholics succeeded in establishing 
some tlourishing parishes in working class areas of later Victorian cities. 
The one point that the well-attended churches had in common was that 
they all had big programmes of weekday activities, and used large teams 
of lay volunteers. 

2.14 The degree to which clergy were able to identify themselves with 
their parishioners, and to involve themselves in many aspects of the life 
of the local community, made a big difference. It was perhaps the 
biggest barrier that the nineteenth century city clergy had to overcome. 
For some of them the way of life of the urban poor was simply repulsive. 
The Rector of Bethnal Green reported to hls Bishop in 1862 that the 
greater part of his parish consisted of'radicals, infidels and persons who 
are to all good works reprobate'. Four years earlier, the vicar of another 
Bethnal Green parish had written: 'my position is ofwhat I 
might venture to call mental torture'. 

2.15 If the relative success of the Church of England in the late 
Victorian period among the poorer working class had much to do with a 
changing of attitudes, it also involved the dispensing ofvarious forms of 
charity and social services. Through boxing clubs, saving schemes, 
sewing circles, debating societies. mothers' meetings and so on, the 
Church was to some degree in touch with a wide section of the 
population. But it was very vulnerable to the effects ofthe growth of the 
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welijre state and of the  leisure ~ndustry in the e ~ r l y  twent~eth century. 
The decline of churches as social centres may offer the best explan~tion 
for the serious decline in membership and attend~nce that set in In the 
early t ~ x  cntleth century. 

2.16 Yet there never really was a 'golden age' for the Church of 
England in the city. If the touchstone of success is the number of 
communicants or regular chsrch-goers, then all the efforts by the clergy 
to attract the working class had relatively little effect. The 
1902-03 census of church attendance in London gave a clear indication 
of the close association between the social status of a district and the 
level of Anglican church-going. Adult attendance at Anglican services 
averaged 4 per cinr in the poorest working class districts, 5 per cent in 
average working class districts, 7 per cent in upper working class 
districts. 9 per cent in lower middle class, 11 per cent in middle class 
districts, 18 per cent in wealthy suburban districts, and 22 per cent in 
wealthy West End districts. (These percentages are not directly 
comparable with those for 1851, cited earlier, which included Sunday 
school children.) Although most cities had a few conspicuou~1~ 
flourishing working class parishes, the hundreds who attended these 
churches were few if set beside the thousands who stayed away. 

2.17' The measure of Church 'success' is an elusive concept. Numbers 
of people attending ivorship are easy to obtain, and often this is the only 
available evidence of commitment. If people matter, then numbers of 
people matter. But the Church must beware of using numerical 
attendance as a sole criterion. A more biblical criterion of faithfulness is 
required and Church historians cannot avoid judgments requiring 
sensitive spiritual discernment, if lessons are to be drawn from the 
past. 

2.18 Yet it is clear that the Church of England has traditionally been 
mainly middle class in character: it never attained the kind of pervasive 
influence, transcending the boundaries of class, that was achieved by 
Catholicism in Ireland or nonconformity in Wales. Equally, as it moved 
into the twentieth century, it carried with it a clerical pateriialistic 
legacy; of a male-dominated Church in which the clergy held the 
power. 

2 19 Durilig the present century, and especially since 1915, there has 
been a marked decline in the number of ~niddlc class people m110 are 
actlve church members. Secularization - the process whereby religious 
thinking. practice and insitutions lose socidl significance - has now 
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(111 sections of society. The esplanations for this are varied, 
comples and contentious. ?'hey include the dominance of an ostensibly 
scientiik and rational approach to life, the diminished role o i  Christian 
education in schools, the pre-empting of much hitherro Church-based 
pastoral care by the \Yeifare State, the 'privatizing' of what was hitherto 
primarily communal in social life, and the rise of car ownership and ' the 
weekend' as established secular cults. In some inner city areas, the post- 
war flight of many middle class church-goers to suburbia and beyond 
may have reinforced these wider trends, while in others re-colonization 
(or  'gentrification') by the same group has yet to revitalise many local 
congregations. At the same time, Anglican congregations continue to be 
much larger in middle class than in working class areas. In particular, 
people in semi-skilled and unskilled manual jobs are seriously under- 
represented in Anglican congregations, while those in professional and 
managerial jobs are strongly over-represented. In this respect the 
situation is much the same as it was a hundred years ago, though both 
middle-class and working-class church-going have declined during that 
time. 

2.20 One factor in the situation is a recurrent theme of Church 
history: where deep divisions in culture and language exist benveen 
different sections of society, a clergy drawn mainly from one section (in 
the case of England, the middle class) is likely to have serious difficulties 
in communicating with members of other social groups. In a society 
where class divisions run so deeply, any institution which attempts to 
identify itself simultaneously with both the privileged and the deprived 
faces a task that is so formidable that it will tend to side with one or the 
other. 

Urban Ministry Today: A Survey of Clergy 
2.21 Against this background, we have attempted to discover, through 
the eyes of the clergy, how7 the Church's ministry is being exercised in 
UPAs today. Because of the great variety of Church presence, any 'pen 
pictures' we might have drawn would have been either over-general or 
over-specific. Consequently, to gain a systematic view of ministry in the 
UPAs, we commissioned a survey of a random sample of 400 parish 
clergy, which was carried out for us by Gallup. W e  regret that it was not 
possible for us to mount a similar survey of lay people. 

2.22 The clergy were surveyed in February and March 1985 by means 
of a one hour personal interview. O f  those interviewed, 189 lived in 
UPA parishes located in the dioceses of London, Southwark. 
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Birmingham, Llchfreld, Coventrj. Ripoil, Sheft:eld, Bradford, 
Manchester, Liverpool, Sewcastle, and Durham. Another 213 clergy 
were drawn from a cross-section of toxvn and countr) parishes in ~ l l  
other dlocescs (except Sodor and Man), and from non-UPL\ parishes in 
the tivelve listed 'urban area' dioceses. For conve:zience we refer to this 
group AS the non-UPA sample though ~t wlll include A certain number of 
UPA parishes In the other 30 dioceses. Sin~ilarlj the UPA sample 
I derir ed w:th d~ocesan help using criteria similar to the identification 
process described in Chapter 5) ~ncludes a few clergy who d ~ d  not see 
themselves as in a deprlved ared. Where such exceptions significantly 
affect comparisons betxeen the two groups, they have been excluded 
and figures quoted for parlshes whose status as either UPA or non-UPA 
was not in any doubt. 

2.23 Only stipendiary parochial clergy were included in the survey. 
The sample was constructed in such a way as to produce a number that 
would be representative of the totals of incumbents, priests-in-charge, 
team vicars and assistant curates in each diocese. 

2.24 A fuller report of  the findings of the survey will, we hope, be 
published separately. W e  draw on the results, however, at various 
points throughout our report. Here we wish to record some key findings 
about the state of the Church of England in the UPAs today. 

2.25 The first is that, for the Church of En land nationally, the 
average adult church attendance in each 'parishlgon a Sunday is 119, 
representing 1.4 per cent of an average parish population of 8,410. In 
UPA parishes the equivalent figures are an average of 90 adults 
attending out of a parish population of 10,560 (0.55 per cent). The 
proportion of the congregation living outside the parish was observed to 
be much lower in the country (10-15 per cent) than in the suburbs 
(25 per cent) and cities (40 per cent) though not than on council estates 
(15 per cent). 

2.26 Church attendance per parish in absolute numbers is highest in 
the suburbs and small towns; but in relation to population it is highest in 
rural villages and lowest in council estates and inner city residential 
areas. However, irrespective of location, churches where the clergy 
classified themselves as 'evangelical' have higher Sunday attendances by 
either standard than those which describe themselves as 'high church' or 
'middle of the road'. 

2.27 The survey found that the UPA parishes tended to be much more 
polarized in terms of whether they were high church or low church 
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compared \vlth non-UPA parishes. For example 38 per cent of '111 UPA 
c l e r g  lrlecl~red themselves 'high church' compared wlth only 23 per 
cent lil non-CPA pdrlshes. Likew~se 32 per cent oiUP,4 clergy declared 
themselves 'lom church, e\ angelicrtl' cornpared kvlth 2 1 per cent In non- 
UPAs. Far febver clergy In the CPAs (25 per cent: declared themselves 
'mlddle of the road' compared w ~ t h  elsewhere (51 per cent). 

2.26 Clergjmen \\ere also asked to assess mlllch denomlnatlons 
n i t h ~ n  thelr local area had grom lng support, w h ~ c h  declining support, 
and n hich were remalnlng the same. Most clergy, W hether In UP'4s or 
not, seemed optlmistlc about t h e ~ r  own Churches - over half thought 
that thelr own Church had a grourlng support and at least another 
quarttr thought that ~t was rernainlng the same. 

2.29 Within the UPAs the fastest-growing Churches were seen to be 
the 'Independent. predominantly black Churches': about one-in-three 
of clerg); reported such Churches in their locality with growing support. 
A similar proportion of clergy in the UPAs noted that adherents of other 
faiths formed an increasing proportion of the population in their 
areas. 

2.30 Despite the relatively optimistic view taken by clergy of the 
support for their own Church, their estimates of church attendance 
indicate that for every one person who goes to an Anglican church on a 
Sunday in a UPA parish there are 99 who do not. The clergy were asked 
what they thought were the three most important things which put 
people off coming to church in their area these days. 'Ignorance about 
the Church or Christianity' and 'perception of the Church as irrelevant 
in their lives' were the two main responses to this open-ended question. 
The main ways in which adults and teenagers had been brought into the 
congregation in the last two years were overwhelmingly said to be 
'personal contacts', and this was stressed more in UPAs than elsewhere; 
also important in the UPAs were visiting, baptisms and the occasion of 
bereavement. (In this connection the survey showed that UPA clergy 
conduct many more funeral services than non-UPA clergy, primarily in 
crematoria.) Another important way, especially in non-WAS, was for 
parents to come in, or be brought back, to the Church through their 
children. 

2.31 What sort of people made up the congregat~on? The survey 
revealed that, in general, most clergy pcrcelved their congregation to be 
predominantly 'mlddle class', whereas the social class of the people 
l~ving In thelr parlsh was much more mixed. The church officers and 
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Parochial Church Councll (PCCj members were rated even more 
'middle class' than the congregation. Not surprisingly, however, there 
were large differences betlveen UPA and non-UPA parishes. 

FIGURE 2.1 

Perceived Social Class of People in Parish, Congregation 
and P.C.C. in UPA and non-UPA Parishes 

'CC- -- 

i_i ..(l .P" & - - 

Source: Clergy Survey 

2.32 Figure 2.1 shows that in the UPAS, 12 per cent of the people 
living in the parish were perceived to be 'lower middle class' or above, 
compared with 85 per cent who were seen to be 'working class'. The 
middle classes were, however, over-represented in UPA congregations, 
compared with working class people, and even more so on the PCC. In 
the non-UPA parishes, 73 per cent of parishioners were perceived as 
being 'lower middle class or above' and only 21 per cent were rated as 
'working class'. Again, however, middle class over-representation and 
working class under-representation in the congregation and on the PCC 
were evident. 

2.33 Clergy were also asked whether they served in a parish where 
more than 5 per cent of the population could be classified as being 'non- 
white'. Just oTrer half the UPA parishes were claimed to fall within this 
category, compared with only 7 per cent in the non-UPA sample. The 
51 per cent of UPA parishes (94 in absolute numbers) with significant 
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nunorlty ethnic communltlcs \\,ere then asked detals of the ethnic mix 
of thelr congregation and PCC. The results are In Figure 2.2. 

FIGURE 2.2 

Ethnic Mix of U.P.A. Parishes with More than Five per cent 
Non-white Population 

Source: Clergy Survey 

2.34 It is noteworthy that those of West Indiaw1Caribbean origin 
were seen as accounting for about 15 per cent of the population in these 
parishes and about 19 per cent of the congregation, but only 13 per cent 
of PCC members. 

2.35 The survey also examined the age structure of congregations, and 
the split between men and women. The results supported existing data 
which suggest that congregations are on average far oider than the 
population of the parish, and that the churches in all areas are 
particularly failing to attract 18-24 year olds. The survey showed that on 
average 37 per cent of congregations were men and 63 per cent were 
women. There was no significant difference between UPA and non- 
UPA parishes. 

2.36 The survey provides evidence that people who belong to a 
Church in a UPA tend to have a relatively high level of commitment in 
terms of attendance. The ratio of usual Sunday attendance to electoral 
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roll membership 1s proportionately higher in CPAs than elsewhere. 
Equdll?, the number of Easter communicants in the UPAs is not 
substant~ally different from the number of usual Sunday attenders. In 
other areds, a large number of people on the electoral roll attend Easter 
communion, but are usually absent from Sunday services during the rest 
of the year. Expressed differently, there tends to be a smaller ' fr~nge' to 
UPA church membership. 

2.37 A high degree of commitment anlong UPA church members is 
apparent in the level of  financial giving. Not only is average direct 
giving per electoral roll member higher in 'urban area' dioceses (A46 
p.a. in 1983) than in other dioceses (L38 p.a.) - with the gap benveen 
them widening in the past ten years - but our survey suggests that, 
within dioceses, it is actually higher in UPA parishes than others. 
Average giving as reported by UPA clergy in the survey amounted to 
L57 a year per electoral roll member, compared with L52 reported by 
other clergy. If these absolute levels of giving could be related to 
incomes, the contrast would be much greater. 

2.38 Clergy were asked to assess a range of social problems in their 
local area on a scale of one to ten, where one indicates 'not a great 
problem' and ten indicates 'a great problem'. (Hence the higher the 
rating the greater the problem.) The survey revealed that those in the 
UPAs rated social problems much higher than those in the non-UPAs, 
with the only exception being public transport. The problems are listed 
below in descending order of their perceived seriousness in the country 
as a whole. 

TABLE 2.1 

National CTA Non-LTA 
Picture Pdrishes Parishes 

Incidence of marriage breakdown and other family 
problems 

Quality/prlce o t  public transport 
Number of elderly people 
Adequac). of amenities 
Burglaries 
Vdndalism 
Lr\.el of unemployment 
Quality of welfare provicions 
Health among the local residents 
Quallty o f  housing 
Mugging, rape and other violent sttacki 
Relations \vith police 
Relation with p b l i s  employees 
Race and commu:licy relations 
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2.39 Two clear conclusions emerge from these results: first, that most 
of the problems were judged to be much more serious in the UPAs than 
elsewhere: twice as serious in relation to burglaries, vandalism, 
unemployment, welfare provision, health, quality of housing, violent 
attacks, relations with the police and with other public employees, and 
race and community relations. Second, however, it was the incidence of 
marriage breakdown and other family problems that was seen, 
nationally, as the most serious problem. In the UPAs, its seriousness as a 
problem was only exceeded by the level of burglaries and the level of  
unemp10)-ment. O f  the problems listed, race and community relations 
were seen as the least serious in the UPAs as well as in other areas. Non- 
UPA clergy, in a later question, acknowledged that the main difference 
between ministering in a deprived urban area and ministering elsewhere 
was the marked social problems of the urban areas. In this view they 
were supported by the UPA clergy themselves. 

2.40 It was a noticeable feature of the survey responses that clergy 
reported a level of job satisfaction that was very high compared with 
those found in other 'white collar' occupations. And despite the serious 
view they took of the social problems in their parish, clergy in the UPAs 
were more satisfied with ministering in their particular type of parish 
than those in non-UPA ministry. This is perhaps the most striking 
finding of the survey. The UPA clergy liked working where they did, 
despite registering greater dissatisfaction with their housing and 
environmental conditions, with friendships they had made in the parish, 
with their leisure opportunities and with the adequacy of their Church's 
involvement within the community. When asked where they ulould like 
to move to next, more than half the UPA clergy who expressed a 
preference hoped to remain in that sort of area. Most clergy working in 
other areas favoured a small or middle-sized town or village for their 
next move; however, asked specifically whether they would seriously 
consider accepting an offer of a position in an area ofurban deprivation, 
half of them said they would. 

2.41 The clergy, whether in UPAs or elsewhere, see their own most 
important Church-backed activities, other than worship, as visiting the 
sick and the bereaved, Biblc study and house groups, and general 
parochial visiting. Such differences as there are appear to be a greater 
frequency of involvement by the clergy in the UPAs in youth work, 
prayer meetings, counselling and training. And in terms of work not 
sponsored by the Church there is a greater involvement in community 
work among the clergy in the CPAs. 
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2 12 Regular ecumenrcal co-oper~tion -- at le'ist qu;irterl>- - was 
reported b) no-rhlrds of the clergy ~nterx~ewed. There was no 
markedly different level ofecu~nenical actir I ~ V  In UPAS compared with 
the non-UPAS. The pattern of CO-operatlon hon ever seems to vary Co- 
operation w ~ t h  Methodists is reported by more than half the clergy, In 
;ill areas. Shared ~vorship 1s more common in the UPAs - wlth both 
Roman Cathollc and Free Churches - but Blble study and house group 
co-operdtlon seems more common m the non-UPAs. The sharlng of 
churches and jolnt prayer meetings are reported by nearly 20 per cent of 
c l e r g ,  mainly wlth Methodists. Co-operation In respect of schools, 
office facilities, and parlsh magazines 1s more rare. 

Other Churches 
2.43 W e  have heard repeated representations about the importance of 
ecumenical in the UPAs. Two typical comments are: 

'my belief in the need for local ecumenism has been greatly 
strengthened9 

(a priest in East London) 

'we do not think it is sensible in the inner city not to work in 
ecumenical partnership' 

(a priest on Tyneside) 

Nevertheless on our visits we found practical commitment to 
ecumenical collaboration very patchy, and understandably so, as it can 
call for resources of energy over and above denominational work which 
itself makes such heavy demands in UPAs. 

2.44 W e  set out to understand how other denominations approach the 
mission of the Church in the UPAs. W e  have talked to non-Anglican 
clergy and laity during our visits to the UPAs, and we have held 
meetings with national representatives of each of the main denominations, 
and of the independent Black-led Churches. W e  have also noted the 
work of the city niissions. 

2.45 Among the other denomindtions, the Methodist Church is the 
most centralized in its organisation. Money flows to and from the 
centre, alongside the assumption that - as far as possible - individual 
circuits should be self-supporting. The Methodist 'Mission Alongside 
the Poor' campaign is an attempt to focus attention on areas in which 
poverty exists, and to promote changed priorities. Smaller churches in 
the inner city, often struggling with large nineteenth-century buildings 
to manage, have not found it easy to cope. Nevertheless, there are real 
and tangible slgns of hope, and energies and faith are being channelled 
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in new directions. Although thev have little finance, they are able to pay 
t;r stipendiary ministry \vith ;he aid of grants paid hom Methodist 
Home Mission sources. They are often part of circuits which are like a 
geographical wedge from suburbs to city centre. In such cases, the main 
work, life, and power of the circuit is concentrated in the suburbs, but in 
the case of London (geographically much larger) mission circuits are 
limited to the inner city areas. However, despite a programme of 
closure of churches in the cities, the Methodist Church still has 362 
inner city Churches with 31,632 members, and 331 council estate 
churches with 17,474 members. 

2.46 The Baptist Union is a voluntary union of independent Baptist 
local churches, each with the tradition of evangelism and mission. The 
local church is competent to make all the decisions about mission - 
including the appointment of a minister. Responsibility for mission is, 
however, wider than the purely local: there are county level associations 
in which individual churches do together what can best be done 
together. The Baptist Church has adopted advisory strategies at 
association level for mission in urban priority areas. A number of 
ecumenical projects in UPAs are supported as a result, and A41,000 is 
raised nationally for the purpose. 

2.47 The United Reformed Church has, since its foundation 13 years 
ago, developed a more centralized financial system. There are two main 
funds: a Maintenance of the Ministry Fund, for which congregations are 
assessed and out ofwhich ministers are paid. This includes an increase in 
subsidy to UPA and other Churches in financial difficulties. There is 
also a unified appeal for all non-ministerial expenses, much of which is 
used to help the Church overseas, and from which R20,OOO is 
distributed to new urban projects. As regards staffing, each district is 
allocated a certain number of ministers only, and the district must 
consider where to place these. A missionary strategy has been developed 
and at least some districts which contain UPAs have put back staff into 
areas of  recent withdrawal. 

2.48 The Roman Catholic Church in England and Wales is largely 
organized by dioceses, with the minimum of national organisation and 
finance. Funds are not on the whole transferred between dioceses, but 
within a diocese different parishes may help each other financially. 
Training, buildings, and deployment of clergy are also dealt with on a 
diocesan basis. The numbers ofclergy and religious deployed in UPAs is 
probably proportionately higher than the average for the country. 
Clergy are normally ordained to serve the diocese from which they 
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come; unless the). are appointed to a national post the) remain in that 
diocese throughout their ministry. 

3.19 In contrast with the Church of England and the mainstream 
Protestant denominations, the Roman Catholic Church has a strong 
numerical base in the UPAs. Its English history after the industrial 
revolution is quite different, because ofthe influence from the mid-19th 
century onwards of large migrations from Ireland to many English 
cities. For many of these migrants from Ireland (where the ruling class 
was mainly English and Protestant) Roman Catholicisln seemed to be in 
tune with Irish nationalism, and to be marked by a pastoral presence 
among the poor (unlike some other European countries, where national 
andjor social revolutions had resulted in the Roman Catholic Church 
appearing as an obstacle to national or social aspirations, and as an 
institution which was not identified with the interests of the poor). For 
the Irish immigrants to England, therefore, the Roman Catholic 
Church, with its quota of Irish priests, was the natural focal point for 
communities in poor housing and with poor job security in an urban 
environment, and facing in addition the threat of loss of cultural 
identity. As Roman Catholics gradually felt themselves becoming 
accepted in the wider community, 'secularization' took its toll and 
religious practice declined. Irish migration, however, was a process 
continuing at various levels over more than a century. The lapsation 
from practice was therefore masked by a periodical reinforcement 
of the Irish community - a reinforcement which is now largely 
in decline. 

2.50 The present state of the Roman Catholic Church in the UPAs is 
not however explained solely by the Irish dimension, and in the last two 
decades factors other than assimilation have played their part in 
affecting the level of religious practice. Yet in most English cities today 
there are likely to be many Roman Catholic worshippers; the numbers 
at Mass on a Sunday may not differ substantially from those in more 
affluent areas. Where people have moved out from strong communities 
in the inner city to more modern outer housing estates, the Roman 
Catholic community is sometimes less cohesive, and fewer practise their 
religion. In our East London visit Bishop Guazzelli said that there were 
large congregations, which W-ere not communities. He  said the task was 
to break them down into several smaller groups - a collection of 
communities - by developing lay leadership. 

2.51 The Salvation Army has ministered in its own distinctive way to 
many of the very poorest, who have been largely ignored by other 
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Churches. This n o r k  continues through 155 Soclal Service Centres 
\~ncludlng  resldentlal hornes and hostels) and 32 Good\vill centres in 
inner crt? areas. In the Salvation ,4riny, social mark is run separately 
from the deb elopment of the  life ofcoilgregationa As fdr as major citse5 
are concerned it would be true to saj that their congregations, like 
those o f  the other main Free Churches, now mainly come from the 
suburbs. 

2.52 The majority of black Christians live in the urban priority areas. 
Most are of West Indian origin, many of them have been born in 
Britain, and they rightly regard themselves as legall)- and socially 
British. There are also smaller numbers of African and Asian Christians, 
although the majority of people in Britain with ail Asian background 
belong to other faiths such as Islam. Hinduism. Buddhism or 
Sikhism. 

2.53 There are a large number of Black-led Churches in Britain 
today: most are oihfro-West  Indian origin but there are smaller groups 
of  Afi-icsn and Asian Churches. The term 'Black-led' (which has been 
widely accepted, but which Bishop Malachi Ramsay, of the Shiloh 
Church of Christ, objects to as 'degrading and lacking in respect') 
emphasises positively that leadership is exercised by men and women 
whose ethnic background is seen as thc main distinguishing factor. Yet 
none of these Churches excludes white members: indeed there is a 
determination to avoid the racial discriinination which some black 
people have felt in some whiteled Churches. Nor are there necessarily 
any doctrinal differences from white-led Churches, though there are 
differences in emphasis and style. 

2.53 The rise of the Black-led Churches has been dramatic. For 
example, membership of  the New Testament Church of God in 
England doubled between 1966 and 1970 from ten to twenty thousand, 
and is now about 30,000. The annual average growth rate for these 
Churches is 5 per cent. It is important to note that many black people are 
members of historic British Churches and are gradually assuming 
positions of leadership within them. But whereas in the West Indies 
membership of the historic Churches was the norm, in England this 
situation has been reversed: the majority go to Black-led Churches. 

2.55 \Tiihat are the maln reasons for th~s! The industrializ~t~on and 
secuiarlzation of Brltish hoclety are important but not crucsal. Rather, 
there is great deal of  cvldence that black people felt themselves 
unwelcome in the English Churches just as in many other parts of 
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English soclet)'. Somc Churches dreadl, established in the West Indies 
1~1th  hnlcrican rather thdn British connections. Ilke the N e v  Testament 
Church of God and the Wes1e)an Holiness Church, sent missionaries 
horn the West Indres to lead and direct thelr people In England Many 
black Chr~st lans found in the Black-led Churches the things they 
needed niost: immediate acceptance and pastoral care, participation on 
equal terms, solidarity 11 lth thelr fellotzr-Christians, and opportunities 
for thelr cultural and spiritual development. 

2.56 The picture is o f  an increasing number of growing and 
developing Black-led Churches - at present over 160 denominations 
involving perhaps 100,000 people in about 2,500 congregations. 
Denominations are coilstitutionally independent of one another. Some 
are formed out of splits: many are growing vigorously and by church- 
planting nre multiplying their congregations. The Black-led Churches 
have also been linking themselves together in a nuinber of  networks 
such as the International Ministerial Council of Great Britain, the Afro- 
West Indian United Council of Churches, the Council of African and 
Allied Churches, the Black Pastors' Conference, and the West Indian 
Evanlgelical Alliance, as well as through the Co~lference for Christian 
Partnership set up jointly by African and Afro-West Indian Churches 
and the British Council o f  Churches. 

2.57 Services are characterized by greater length and warmth than is 
found in those of the historic Churches, and sometimes by speaking in 
tongues. The attitude to  the Bible is conservative. There is increasing 
concern for the social and political implications of the Gospel as well as 
for the salvation of  individuals, and there has been a growth of a self- 
hclp movement that fills the gap left by statutory services unable or  
unwilling to  care for the needs of black people. For the most part 
ministers, both men and women, have to  earn their own living and carry 
out their preaching and pastoral work in their spare time. 

The Christian Presence in UPAs - An Illustrative Comparison 
2.38 \Ve mounted a separate small-scale survey in addition to  our 
major clergy survey. W e  asked three dioceses to assemble information 
to provide an impression of denominational patterns and ecumenical co- 
operation In a number of  inner and outer areas. In Manchester. the inner 
city area was Besnick, Ardwick, and Clayton, the outer area 
2Vjthenshawc. 1x1 Southmark, the inncr clty area was North Lambeth, 
and tile outer area Thamesmead. In Liverpool, the Inner city area wa5 
Toxteth and the outer area was Skelmersdale. 
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2.59 The general findings s\ el e as follou S. There is numeric~l  Jecllne 
In church membership in the mainstream denominations. but it is 
neither universal nor inevitable. Roman Catholic membership IS 

generally larger than that of the other Churches together Ecumenical 
rn\olve~nent seems to depend more on the attitudes of clerg) and 
church leaders than the type of area. However, ecumenlc~l co- 
operation seems confined to the established Churches, and does not in 
practice involve man) Black-led Churches. The tralnlng of lay people 
seems crucial; otherwise there will be a split between the social actron of 
the clergy and thelr care of a dependent congregation. The key people 
are lay members svho are capable of bemg actlve in the community and 
who encourage and support others who are so ~nvolved. For example, 
when it comes to the ways in which l ~ y  members of the Thamesmead 
Christian Community participate in the affairs of the town, the list is 
endless. There are approxlmately 1,200 members of the Thamesmead 
Christian Community and only a part of thelr ~nvolvement is recognised 
as being undertaken on behalf of the Church. 

2.60 Although there are some common factors in the cases we have 
examined, there are limits to how far generalizations can be made. A 
contrast between one inner area and an outer area may be of interest to 
illustrate the diversities. 

2.61 Skelmersdale brings together a new town, with a large 
population who have moved out from Liverpool, with an old mining 
and agricultural community in Lancashire. Church membership in the 
old Lancashire parts is very strong. It is much smaller in the new town 
areas. Taking Skelmersdale as a whole, church attendance is relatively 
high. O n  17 February 1985 there were 3,000 church attenders out of a 
population of42,OOO. About half of these were Roman Catholic: 1,500 
at Mass out of a Roman Catholic population of 10,000. 

2.62 The four purely Anglican, Methodist or URC Churches seem 
conventional in outlook with a desire to convert and build up the 
individual Christian and church fellowship, though not without a 
concern for unemployment which in recent years has clearly devastated 
the town. Between these Churches, there is a fair level of ecumenical 
involvement. There is a striking difference, however, in the style of the 
Skelmersdale Ecumenical Centre (Church of England, Baptist, URC, 
Methodist) with three full-time clergy and a lot of trained voluntary 
talent. Its premises are used for a wide range of community activities, 
and its ministers and members are clearly involved in many social, 
pastoral, and political concerns. The actual Sunday attendance at the 
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Centre :122) 1s not as large 2s two of the Angllcan Churches 111 old 
Skelmursdale, but comparable 1~1th the Anglican Church in a simllar 
part of the new town (Digmoorj. 

3.63 F1r.e or six ~ n d e ~ e n d e n t  Churches rvere reported to us. none .irerj 
big, though the Assemblies of God was reported to have grown 
considerably in recent times. 

2.61 By contrast, in part of Toxteth (with a population of 45,000) 
there is a great variety of religious bodies. W e  were astonished to be 
told that there are 9 Anglican Churches, 9 Roman Catholic Churches 
and a community of sisters, 2 Methodist Churches, 5 Baptist Churches, 
8 Evangelical Free Churches, 5 Black-led Churches, and 9 other 
Christian congregations, plus gatherings of each of the main other 
faiths; total 59. For the most part numbers attending Protestant 
Churches are small (fewer than 50). Roman Catholic parishes have 
thousands listed. Local priests say that attendances at Mass on a normal 
Sunday are much smaller. 

2.65 Several Anglican Churches had a high proportion of unemployed 
people, and professional/ clerical workers, but not of employed manual 
workers. In several mainstream Protestant, including Anglican, 
Churches there was reported to be a tension between the needs o f the  
community, e.g. for employment and provision for youth, and the 
~as to ra l  needs of the congregation which was typically elderly and 
preponderantly female. There was little evidence of sustained 
ecumenical activity. 

2.66 Mainstream Protestant Churches in Toxteth tended to be ageing, 
drawing a declining membership from the immediate locality, and 
finding in some cases their members moving away. The Black-led 
Churches, and the non-denominational Chapels varied between local 
and wider membership. There are two Independent Baptist Churches 
which have congregations of some hundreds. A substantial proportion 
of these travel to worship from quite different areas. 

2.67 W e  cannot claim that the examples we have cited of the 
Christian presence in inner and outer areas are 'typical', but we believe 
that they are indicative. 

Conclusion 
2.68 In this chapter, we have recorded some of our findings about, 
and impressions o t  the Christian presence in our cities. W e  have 
attempted to show that the Church of England has never enjoyed a 
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golde11 age In urban Britain. \Tre shall address more detalled aspects of 
the Church of England's contempor,xry rninlstr) and mtsslon in the 
UP.4s 111 Part I1 o f  our  report. But first \ve vie\\ the challenge of the 
urban priority aleas iron1 a theological standpolnt. 
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Chapter 3 

THEOLOGICAL PRIORITIES 

' T h e  Church seems to offer very little to people in the inner city, but surely 
Christianity has a lot to say?' 

(Advice Worker in London) 

What Is the Place of Theology in Our Argument? 

3.1 The teaching of Jesus makes many demands on us. Some of them 
may seem difficult to meet in the social and economic conditions of 
today, and theological reflection may be required to show their 
continuing relevance. Others, however, are of such simplicity and 
directness that theology may seem to have little, if anything, to add to 
them. Jesus' call to show compassion on those in need is one of these: it 
finds an immediate response in the hearts of Christians (and not only 
Christians). N o  'theology' is required to drive it home. 

3.2 Accordingly, when St Paul argued that the churches he had 
founded should 'remember the poor' (Gal. 2.10) he did not need to 
mount a theological case to show that this was their duty. Only when 
certain congregations were slow to respond did he resort to arguments 
that would stimulate their generosity ( 2  Cor. 8-9). The example of the 
Good Samaritan creates an imperative. It is impossible to be a Christian 
without responding, in some way or other, to the neighbour who is in 
need. The Church has a long tradition of encouraging and channelling 
this response through charitable giving, support of welEare work among 
the poor, promotion of foreign missions and jinost recently) 'Christian 
Aid' for poverty, hunger and homelessness overseas. Throughout its 
history it has acknom-Iedged its obligation to 'remember the poor'. 

3.3 In this country we are confronted by an acute form of rel~tlve 
poberty - o f f i c ~ ~ l l ~  recognized as 'multiple deprlvatlon' - that is 
particularly concentr~ted in the urban prlority areas, and that IS caused 
to a great extent by clrcunistances beyond the control ofthose who are 
affected by it. There is a clear Chr is t i~n duty to respond to thls situation 
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and 'rernernber the poor' in our UP,%s. But ~t can hardly be sald that the 
Church 1s ) e t  mahlng thls '1 hlgh prlorltT The Church i llhe the n'atlon; 
appears fbr the most part to be pursuing rts concerns and managing ~ t s  
life AS ~f these patches of acute need dld not eulst. There 1s a sense in 
1% hlch no  further 'theolog)' IS required. The Commlsslon has had the 
opportunity of observing a concentration of h u m m  suffering at our 
doorstep. of uh lch  the great majollty of Church members illke the 
majorit) of our fellow-cltlzens) appear to be unaware. It should be 
sufi<cient to  sound the alert: there IS a clear demand on us all to  come to 
the ald of those who h a ~ e  fallen so far behlnd the relative prosperity 
enjoyed by the rest of us. 

3.4 But what sort of aid? It is here that we enter an inescapable 
theological debate. The question at issue is whether the acknowledged 
Christian duty to 'remember the poor' should be confined to personal 
charity, service and evangelism directed towards individuals, or  
whether it can legitimately take the form of social and political action 
aimed at altering the circumstances which appear to cause poverty and 
distress. W e  shall argue that these are false alternatives: a Christian is 
committed to  a form of action which embraces both. 

To Whom Is the Gospel Addressed? - 
3.5 The evidence of the gospels makes it clear that Jesus' proclamation 
of the Kingdom of God had from the start profound social and political 
implications. It was to  be embodied in a community in which the normal 
priorities of wealth, power, position and respectability would be 
overturned. Yet it must always be remembered that this proclamation 
took place in the context of an intensely personal concern for 
individuals. families and local communities. Only a tendentious reading 
of  the gospels can suggest that Jesus was primarily a social reformer, let 
alone a violent revolutionary. Whatever the implications for society as a 
whole (and these indeed have been profound) the characteristic sphere 
of Jesus' ministry was that of personal relationships and individual 
responses. 

3.6 This personal dimension of the gospel is one that we must never 
lose sight o f  Jesus 1vas deeply concerned for the potential of every 
individual to become a true child ofhis heavenly father, and proclaimed 
the infinite worth of one sinner who repents. The Church has 
consistently followed him in stressing the inalienable dignity and worth 
of every individual, and the absolute equality ofall  before God (a matter 
of the greatest contemporary relevance, given the racial prejudice still 
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man~fest  In 111,1i1j pdrts of our hociety L I I ~  eken times \\rthln the 
Church itself;. Nexer \\as this emphasrs more necessarl than it 15 no\\. 
The technique5 of nlodern g ~ v e r n m e n t  depend upon the identification 
ofsocio-economlc groups o i  anon\ mous ~ndlviduals: the social sclences 
attempt to  p r ed~c t  human behallour according to patterns that are 
de rn  ed from the obser\ ation of collectivlties. Even the ser\ ices from 
xvl~ich the most personal attexltlon might be expected - health and 
W elfare - often reduce their clients to the status of'cases' or  'applicants' 
mith little concern for the lvays ln whlch lndlviduals In the same 
situatlorl nlay dlffer Gom one arlothel There is of course a posltir e s ~ d e  
to  thls: the ad~n~nlstrat lon ofjustlce and the provision of certain soclal 
benefits demand an i~npart ia l  and even-handed approach. But thls can 
also conceal an insidious trend towards ~inpersonallt), In the face of 
which the Church has the h11 authority of the gospel to  protect the 
God-given dlgnlty of every ~ndividual and to bring people a message of  
repentance, forgiveness and personal transformation that is addressed to 
the heart and mlnd of each one of us. 

3.7 Yet while many members of  the Church of England have 
generally found it more congenial to  express their discipleship by  
helping individual victims of misfortune or oppression, fewer are 
willing to rectify injustices in the structures of  society. There is a 
number of  reasons for this preference for 'ambulance work'. No-one 
minds being cast in the role of protector and helper of the weak and 
powerless: there is no threat here to one's superior position and one's 
power of free decision. But to  be a protagonist o f  social change may 
involve challenging those in power and risking the loss of  one's own 
power. Helping a victim or  sufferer seldom involves conflict; working 
for structural change can hardly avoid it. Direct personal assistance to an 
individual may seem relatively straightforward, uncontroversial and 
rewarding; involvement in social issues implies choosing between 
complicated alternatives and accepting compromises which seem 
remote from any moral position. From the nineteenth century onwards, 
a distinguished line of Anglican theologians has wrestled with the 
ambiguities of social action; but most of us still feel a lack of confidence 
in these grey areas. W e  have little tradition of initiating conflict and 
coping with it creatively. W e  are not at home in the tough, secular 
milieu of social and political activism. 

3.Y It 1s therefore important that we should give due xe lght  to the 
other side of  an argument In whlch our natural preferences and 
lncllnatiorls are so deeply engdged. In the first place, the histor) of 
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Christianity sho~vs that the very notion of a 'private' religion. without 
social and political implications, is a relatively modern one. In the early 
centuries, if Christians had been concerned only with personal salvation 
and piety, they might well have been able to keep their heads down (as 
did adherents of the mystery religions, for example) and avoid exposing 
themselves to persecution. But in fact they saw the appeal to divine 
authority by the Emperor as something xvhich their faith forced them to 
challenge; and many paid for this with their lives. In the Middle Ages, it 
was taken for granted that the whole of political and economic life was 
an appropriate sphere for the concern and influence of the Church. It 
was only with the individualistic humanism of the Renaissance, and 
subsequently with the Cartesian distinction between the thinking soul 
and the web of material and social phenomena which surround it, that it 
became possible, and eventually popular, to think of religion as 
essentially a matter of the relationship between an individual and God, 
without regard to the society in which that individual is set. W e  must 
not oversimplify. Religion had been a deeply personal and private 
matter long before Descartes. But the separation of religious faith and 
practice from the rest of life, and the compartmentalization of religion 
within a fundamentally secular understanding of the world, is made 
possible only by a dualistic approach to the human person. Such an 
approach has been popular in the West only since the Enlightenment 
and may already be obsolete. It is only in this relatively brief period that 
the question could have arisen of a gospel which was not concerned for 
society as much as for the individual. 

3.9 What is the situation now? Philosophy has moved far beyond 
Descartes and has f;nally exorcised 'the ghost in the machine': few 
philosophers now allow for a separate component, or 'soul', with which 
religion can be uniquely concerned, and modern philosophy encourages 
us to return to the idiom of the Bible, according to which God, addresses 
our whole person along with the social relationships arnid which we 
live. Modern social sciences insist that no analysis of the human person is 
adequate which does not take into account the influence upon that 
person of language, culture and social conditions. Christians claim to be 
entrusted with a divinely revealed understanding of human nature; but 
they have tlo excuse for continuing to express this in terms of a once 
fashionable Cartesian analysis while most philosophers and psychologists 
have moved on. The suggestion that religion is an entirely personal 
matter of the relationship of a,n individual xvith God should now be as 
unacceptable as the belief that knowledge is an entirely personal matter 
of the relationship of an individual with the environment. 
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3. I(1 Chrl5:lan belief in llfe d ter  death IS properl\ expressed 111 terms 
o i the  Resurrection of the Bodx. the Greek concept of  an lnlmortdl soul 
has nex e r  been able to ~ 1 7 ,  e ddtquj.te expression to ~ t .  But even In thls 
life the CAI teslan model. dccord~ng to hich rel ipon 1s of concern o n 1 ~  
to OUI innlost being or soul and doe, not touch the materlal and soclal 
conditiorls under n hich 1% e 111 t ,  hardly does lustice to the facts. It 1s 
pobslble to adopt such a me\\ \then one 1s Gt and comfortable. But 
suppose one 1s ill, or starving?  ever^ hospltal chaplain knows that A slck 
person 1s conscious of one overrldlng problem - illness. There is no 
lnner self \t hich can bc detached in order to attend to religious matters: 
rellgion is meaningless to the patient unless it 1s related to the condition 
of hls or her body. The same ~mposslbillty of identlfylng a 'soul' 
independent of material circumstances has always been obvious to 
misfionarles uorklng anlong people who are starblng or deprlved of  the 
basic conditions of life: mlnistry to them cannot be divorced from 
concern for their materlal needs. And the same, according to our own 
observation and to the testlmony of  many who have glven evldence to 
us, is true of  UPAS. 6Ve habe seen areas u here unemployment, poor 
housing and the threat of criminal vlolence have reached such 
proportions that the); are llke a disease: they so dominate people's 
thinking and feellng that no presentation of the gospel 1s possible whlch 
does not relate to these material deprlvatlons. In these circumstances, 
everything tells agalnst the notlon t h ~ t  there is a 'soul', quite 
independent of soclal and economlc conditions, to which an entlrely 
personal gospel ma) be addressed. 

The Tradition o f  Christian Social Thought - 

3.11 It is against the background of the excessive individualism of 
much Christian thinking in the nineteenth century that we  must place 
hlarx's perception that evil is to be found, not just in the human heart, 
but in the very structures of economic and social relationships. This 
perception is also found to a notable degree in the Old  Testament (from 
which, in fact, Marx may have derived itj, where there is explicit 
recognition of  the inevitable tendency o f the  rich to get richer and the 
poor to get poorer unless some constraint is imposed to limit the 
freedom of individuals to profit without restraint from a market 
economy. Most ancient societies were aware of this tendency, and some 
actually took measures to curb it - Solon's legislation for the 
cancellation of  debts in sixth-centus): Athens is a case in point. But the 
Old  Testament is unique in attempting to impose a number of controls 
upon society to check the inevitable increase of  social and economic 
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ineq~l~l i t l es .  S ~ A V C S  ~1~e1-e 10 be n~,~numitteci d t e r  3. set per~od;  debts i\ err  
to be 1-~111ittcci e \ e rv  ~ c v r n t h  ) ,ex:  the adrni~listl '~tion of 111~ist 
scife9~i~i-d those n ~ t h  le,ist property and r i ~ h t s :  a portion of all 
agr i iu l tu r~ l  produce must be reseived f o ~  the poor: usur) 1s as forbidden 
~vl th in  thc society. 

3.13 It is true that there appears to be little explicit continuation of 
[his tradition in the Nexv Testament. This may be due to the fact that in 
the time of Christ the land \vas under foreign occupation and it xvas no  
longer possible to put any of these economic nleasures into effect. But 
there is no reason to doubt that the principle of the periodic adjustment 
of  social inequalities lived on, and was part of the inspiration for that 
radical reversal of social priorities which is expressed in the Magnificat, 
the Beatitudes and else-vr~here (particularly in Luke's gospel): in the 
coming new age the poor are to be exalted and the rich are to be brought 
low. That God has an interest in the ordering of society is thus a 
conviction which runs right through the Bible and on into a long line of 
Christian social theorists from St Augustine to the present day. 
Moreover the New Testament adds its own values to  those offered by 
the Old, values which could be expected to  characterize any social order 
that conformed to the will of God. Jesus' teaching on the Kingdom 
reveals a pattern of human relationships which can be fully realized only 
in the new age but which can be at least partially experienced in the 
present; and other values, such as freely-given mutual service, care for 
the weak, and the overcoming of racial and social barriers, are so 
prominent in the Epistles that they can claim a place in any Christian 
social thinking. The elaboration of these elements into an actual system 
of social and political life has occupied the minds of  English Christians 
from Thomas More to the Christian socialists of the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. 

3.13 N o  single blueprint has emerged. The  prophetic call for justice, 
~ v i t h  its concern for the rights of the weak and the poor, is heard again 
and again: but there is no generally agreed manifesto for a Christian 
social order. Yet this long tradition of  Christian social thinking, i f  it 
does not offer an immediate alternative to the present political and 
economic system, has nevertheless kept alive the fundamental Christian 
conviction that even in this fallen world there are possibilities for a 
better ordering of society. In particular, we must continue to  ask 
insistent questions about modern slogarls which tend to establish 
themselves as self-evident maxims. It is often said, for example, that the 
first priority for our economic system is ' the creation ofwealth'. There 
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are of couiye good grounds tor thla 111 t11~: the survlr al of  an\ 
~ n d u \ t ~ l a l i x d  ~ o u n t r )  depends on the rnaxlniurn use ofresoulctc for the 
p~oductlon of !goods. But t h e ~ e  Are Important plos 1505. The creatloll of 
~ l e a l t h  must aln ays go hand 111 hand ~ t l t l l  lust distrlbutlon. The product 
must have some Intrinsic X alue, and ~ t s  prdductlon must have due regard 
to soclal m d  ecol~glca l  consequences. There IS a long Chrlstlan 
tr~dlt ion,  re~chli ig back to the Old  Testament prophets, and supported 
by lniluential schools of  economic and political thought, \vhlch firml) 
rejects the amassing of xzealth unless it IS justl) obtained and faalrly 
dl-strlbuted. If these provlsos are not inslsted upon, the creatlon of 
urealth cannot be allowed to go unch~llenged as a first priority for 
national policy. 

3.11 A similar case is presented by the frequently heard proposition 
that 'industry must become more efficient'. In the Cull sense ofthe word 
'efficient' - which is a measure, not just of profitability, but of the 
general excellence of the product or service and general working 
conditions - this proposition is indisputable. But today the xvord is often 
used with the more restricted meaning of employing the minimum 
number of  people in pursuit oflower unit costs and higher profitability. 
Now of course this is a condition of the survival of any industry in 
today's highly competitive market: management has a duty to take full 
advantage of labour-saving technology and to reduce any inherited 
surplus in the work-force; only so can an industry offer its employees 
and shareholders a secure prospect for the future. But this is not 
'efficiency' as it has been understood by a large part of  the business 
community. The efficiency of  industry can be regarded as a top priority 
only if the necessary provisos of  quality, safety, reliability, etc are 
observed. Moreover the benefits of automation and 'cost efficiency' are 
liable to accrue to an ever-decreasing number of  people. A dispropor- 
tionate part of the real cost of the  'slimming' of  British industry may be 
borne by those who are made redundant - or, still more seriously, by 
young people whose prospects of employment are steadily diminishing 
The concern for social justice and for the protection of  the weak which 
pervades the Old  Testament, and the repeated New Testament call to 
'share one another's burdens', authorize us to challenge the slogan of  
'efficiency' unless active steps are taken to prevent a disproportionate 
share of  the social cost of modernization being borne by the low paid 
and unemployed. 

3.15 But may not this be only a temporary problem? Under sensible 
management, and given favourable world conditions of  trade and 
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international order, may not the productive base ofthe British economv 
grolv so fast that the reduced \vork~orce in existing industries will bk 
offset by tht  emergence of new ones! We argue else~vhere that this is 
too si~nple a vie~v. Under present policies unemployment seems likely 
to remain at around its present level. if it does not increase still further, 
for many years to come. It follows that we have not only to pursue a 
more just distribution of the benetits oitechnoiogy; we have to alter our 
attitudes to work itself It is often said that we are all the inheritors (or 
the victims) ofthe 'Protestant Work Ethic', implying that men (and now 
woinen) are accorded respect only if their lives shov.1 evidence of hard 
and productive work. Certainly our culture presupposes a close 
connection between employment and status. (There is a distinction, as 
we shall argue in Chapter 9, between employment and '~vork'.) Social 
position follows types of employment or profession; long working 
hours are rewarded by extra pay or promotion: personal respect is 
gained by the ability to 'hold down a job'; one of the first questions 
asked of a stranger is 'What do you do!'. There is none of this in the 
Bible or in early Christian tradition. Certainly there is condemnation of 
idleness: none may unilaterally contract out of rhz work which is 
necessary for any society to sustain itself. But, beyond this, work is 
never seen as a means of gaining wealth or status. O n  the one hand it is a 
necessary feature of our fallen human condition; on the other ic is an 
opportunity for partnership with the Creator in making the world a 
place of justice, plenty and peace. In the course of our visits we have 
seen tragic examples of the destruction of people's self-respect through 
loss of a job. W e  must not only press for the creation of &ore 
emploplent  and for a more equitable distribution of available work; we 
must also work for a real change in public attitudes. Individuals inust be 
judged, not by their ability to find gainful employment in an 
increasingly competitive labour market, but by what they are in 
themselves and by the contribution they can make to the comnlon good. 
Practical thinking along these lines is already well advanced in Chrisdan 
and other bodies. We  need more of it in the Church; we need also a 
recognition of its importance in statements of  public policy 

3.16 These challenges addressed to w~dely  accepted maxims arise :lot 
fiom a clearly defined Chrlstlan soclal and pol~tical philosophy but from 
the existence in Scripture ofa  d~fferent paradigin ofsoc~al  and economic 

relationships. T h ~ s  shons. at the \er) Iedst, that there is no lnevitabilitv 
,as nianj economists u ould readily adm~t, In the \z orklng of dllegcd 
economlc 'laws', and that the slogans ~ n d  rnaxilns of modern industrial 
practlce and economic policy are as much open to moral scrutlny as they 
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ha1 e e.i er been In the past. But underlving all t h ~ s  is a profound unease 
~vhich a Christiarl is bound to feel about the moral and spir~tual effects 
of the modern consumer economy, depending as it does on the 
continual stin~ulation of  ail attainable deslres. Not  only does it come 
perilously close actually to encouraging the sln of covetousness (which 
St Paul (Col. 3.5: ~dentified m ~ t h  the fundamental huinan tendency 
toxv~rds idolatry); ~t dlso increases the sense of alienation and 
po~verlessness of  those (nob? numbered in milllons rather than 
thousands) whose income is too low for them to be able ever to respond 
to the allurements of media advertisen~ents and shop 1vindoms. 
Christians can hardly be expected to propose a real~stic alternative to 
the e n t ~ r e  economic system; but there IS ample precedent in the 
Christian tradition for expos~ng the system we have to moral 
judgement. 

3.17 Three matters in particular have struck us as deserving this kind 
of scrutiny: 

ji) W e  need to be vigilant that taxation should always serve its 
primary purpose of  enabling those who have an adequate or more 
than adequate income to create amenities which are to the advantage 
of all. The recent discussion of the rating system, for instance, has 
shown too little concern for it as a means by which the local 
community can not only provide services for the use of all but can 
make adequate provision for those least able to help themselves. 

jii) The high incidence of unemployment and other forms of  
deprivation obliges the State to provide compensating 'benefits' to  
those who do not share the relative affluence of  the rest. But it is not 
easy for state benefits to be given to individuals without affronting 
their human dignity. It is successfully accomplished in the case of 
non-means tested entitlements such as child benefit, and old age 
pensions; but when more detailed enquiries into circuinstances have 
to be made it demands the services of  well-trained, patient and 
sympathetic civil servants. The administrative economies introduced 
by the DHSS in the face of the ever-growing number of  claimants 
produce situations o f  acute personal humiliation. The large number 
of benefits not taken up by those entitled to them, and the degrading 
conditions (which \ve have seen for ourselves) under which benefits 
have to be clainled in many DHSS offices, testify to the failure of our 
society to find an acceptable solution to one of  the inore inhumane 
consequences o f  our free market economy. 
,... 
i111) There is a strong Christian tradition which encourages 
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individuals to live sinlpIy rhemseh-es and to apply the residue of their 
income to the good oiothers. This found expression in the life-stvle 
of many Victorian industrialists, whose standard of living &as 
relatively austere and who used their surplus wealth to e1;ldoxv schools 
and other public utilities. Many people are outstandingly generous 
today: but it must be said that a society which req~~i res  for its 
prosperity the encouragement of personal acquisition and the 
maximum consumption of material goods may be one which gives 
insufficient encouragement to restraint and self-denial. Not that 
there is less instinctive altruism than there was: there is an amazing 
response, for example to disaster appeals and to calls for voluntary 
blood donors. But in a highly competitive and consumer-oriented 
society the chance to elicit and encourage such motivation is rarely 
seen, and a concern for social justice, and a human and compassionate 
response to the plight of the disadvantaged, has become harder to 
elicit. This is as true within the Church as in the country at large. 
Christians have a responsibility to give a lead in this respect; but 
when they do so they run counter to the prevailing ethos of society. 
Ultimately it is only an absolute commitment to our solidarity one 
with another, a recognition of the importance of all forms of 
collective action for the common good, and a passionate concern for 
the rights and well-being of those least able to help themselves, which 
can redress the balance of the excessive individualism which has crept 
into both public and private life today. 

3.18 Comment of this kind requires no further justification: it is a 
legitimate expression of the Church's proper concern for a just and 
compassionate social order. Again and again in the history of the Church 
an encounter with the suffering and deprivation being endured by their 
fellow citizens has impelled church men and women to resort to 
political action. There are notable examples in the nineteenth century of 
church leaders, drawn from widely differing traditions of churchman- 
ship, being so shocked by the social conditions of the time that they 
worked energetically for change.' The visits we have made on this 
Commission have given us the same experience and elicited the same 
response. Large numbers of people suffering 'multiple deprivation' as a 
result of factors outside their control present a spectacle of misery which 
forces us to ask how we - the Church, the pation- can come to their aid. 
The issue is a practical one of how Christian conlpassion and a Christian 
concern for justice can appropriately find expression in such 
circumstances - and this is not only a matter for Christians. We  have 
met dedicated people working in the inner cities who belong to no 
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church but ~vhose concern and conlmitment put many church members 
to shame. This impulse to help those in need is so close to the heart of 
any authentic response to the gospel that Christians should be 
particularly sensitive to trends or policies which make this help more 
difficult to  give. Our  society prides itself on being compassionate; and 
all political parties would wish to appear to be making it more so. But if 
the policies of any government can be shown to be making the plight of 
some classes of citizens actually worse, and if moreover the resources 
available to those who seek to alleviate this plight are being reduced, it 
is a clear duty for the Church to sound a warning that our society may be 
losing the 'compassionate' character which is still desired by the 
majority of  its members. 

Intermediate Action 
3.19 Social comment of this kind is a legitimate option for the 
Church, and proceeds from a long tradition of Christian social concern. 
Yet we cannot discharge our responsibility merely by political 
exhortation or even by political action. The working of economic and 
social processes depends ultimately upon securing the willing co- 
operation of people. It is the neglect of this crucial human factor which 
we have seen to be responsible for some of the worst social conditions in 
our cities today and this has led us, throughout our Report, to lay great 
emphasis on forms of action and service which are intermediate 
between personal ministry to individuals and political action directed 
towards society as a whole. These are fbrms of action which promote 
community. 

3.20 Here we find ourselves in company with many secular agencies 
(the police, the probation service, the social services and countless 
voluntary organizations) which have begun to address themselves to 
'community work' or 'community development' of various kinds. The 
word 'community' needs to be used with care. It may denote a value 
which is central to some of the most creative social work which is being 
done in inner cities today: equally it can be a euphemism for inadequate 
social provision (as when mentally ill or mentally handicapped people 
are discharged from long-stay hospitals allegedly to 'care in the 
community'). Sociologists differ widely over its definition, or even over 
the validity of the concept; 'community workers' themselves employ 
different methods and pursue different aims. Yet some 'sense of 
community' remains a value which is generally agreed to be desirable. 
The idea of  a vertical 'street' in a high-rise block of flats has often 
turned out to be a failure because it is inimical to the kind of 'community 
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spirit' w h ~ c h  may develop in a street ofterraced houses. The closure ofd 
school on a houslng estate, even IT the children can then be better 
provided for elsewhere, is felt to be a serious loss to the 'community' in 
that it removes a rutural focus of local association in an area already 
suffering from d scarcity of social amenltles. However difficult to 
deike,  the word 'communlty' has been justly cdlled a 'warmly 
persuasive word',' usually referring to a value that is found In the social 
relationships of a particular locality, and a means by which people can 
recover confidence, dignity and some degree of influence over the 
conditions under w h ~ c h  they are forced to live. 

3.21 This growing interest in a 'community' approach to social and 
~as to ra l  ~ rob lems  must be a matter of concern to the Church. The 
Church is itself a particular kind of community of which the 
distinguishing features are clearly- stated by St Paul. It is, first, essentially 
local. It is constituted bp people in a certain town or area, who meet 
together regularly, bear one another's burdens, suffer one another's 
pain and participate in a comnlon celebration. Every individual matters, 
conscientious scruples are respected, each person's gift is given full 
opportunity to be exercised, so long as it serves the over-riding 
principle of 'building up' the community as a whole. But this local 
Church should never be inward-looking. It is part of a wider 
community, a universal Church with which it maintains contact through 
its ministers and to parts of which it may be called on to give practical or 
spiritual help. It is through such a 'cornmunit)..' that Christians seek to 
give expression to the spiritual gifts, the mutual love and care, and the 
self-sacrificial service to one's neighbour and to all one's fellow human 
beings which lie at the heart of any serious response to the challenge of 
Jesus. 

3.22 This is not mere theory. Again and again, by the grace of God, 
Christians have known and experienced this koinonia as a reality-. When 
they do so, their shared dedication to a life of worship, prayer and 
service becomes a powerful testimony to their faith, and can make a 
significant contribution to the life of those around them. It is true, of 
course, that the Church has failed to present to the world a spectacle 
of Christian 'communitv' at least as often as it has succeeded; moreover 
in many inner city areas' the Church has too small a presence to be able 
to impinge significantly on the 'community spirit' of the neighbour- 
hood. Yet this Christian pattern of personal relationships within a 
community authorises the Church both to support and to challenge the 
principles which govern commuriity work in Britain today. It can 
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support them. in that the Christian doctrine of humanit? presupposes 
that we exist in a network ofpersonzl and social relationships in which 
the God-given potential ofeach one of us is developed, and that we have 
a deep-rooted solidarity with all other human beings which finds 
expression in mutual service, sacrificial self-giving and love. Any form 
of social work which enhances the dignity, the mutual respect and the 
opportunities for personal gro~vth and fulfilmrnt available to every 
individual through involvement in some form of 'community' can be 
enthusiastically welcon~ed by Christians and can offer an important 
field for active Christian service and co-operation. But at the same time 
the Church has to be ready to challenge any understanding of 
community which neglects the needs of its weaker members, which is 
concerned with individuals' rights and material possessions at the 
expense of the common good, or which is indifferent to the interests of 
those who happen to be outside. A Christian cotnmuni'ty is one that is 
open to, and responsible for, the whole of the society in which it is set, 
and proclaims its care for the weak, its solidarity with all, and its values 
which lie beyond the mere satisfaction of material needs. 

3.23 By its history and its ethos the Church of England is uniquely 
placed to make a significant contribution in this field of 'community 
work'. Its parish system, however attenuated by social mobility and 
shifting centres of population, still lays on every priest and congregation 
a responsibility for the locality in which they live and offers an 
immediate sphere for Christian compassion, concern and solidarity with 
others: and it has a traditional pastoral concern for those who do not 
normally attend church but like to avail themselves of it at certain times. 
Involvement in 'community work' may often be a valuable and 
appropriate means by which the Church may perform this service to the 
neighbourhood; but it will always do so in the light of its own inherited 
understanding of a God-given 'community', and its own vision of the 
ultimate realization of God's Kingdom in a form of human society. 

3.24 There is one feature of English society today which gives 
particular urgency to this Christian contribution. In our section on 
Youth we emphasise the profound sense of alietzation experienced by 
young people today. This experience is not coniined to the young. 
Whole sections of our society, and particularly many of those who live 
in UPA4s, feel estranged from their neighbours, from social institutions 
and indeed from the rest of the country. They have lost their dignity, 
their self-respect and all sense of hope for a better future. 

3.25 This sense of alienation provides a social context in which the 
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preaching of the gospel becomes urgent and relevant. Those 1%-110 

are alienated can identify with the forsakenness of Christ on the cross, 
and may the more easily come to believe that this same Christ now 
assures us of direct access to God and eternal life with him if. stripped of 
our own power, status and pretensions we come to him in penitence. 
faith and love. But this gospel is also one which must be witnessed to by 
the corporate life of the Church. It is only whcn the Church itself is 
sensed to be a community in which all alienation caused by age, gender, 
race and class is decisively overcome that its mission can begin to be 
authentic among the millions who feel themselves alienated, not only 
from the Church, but from society as a whole. The challenge this 
presents to the Church of England in many aspects of its life and 
organisation will be spelled out later in our Report. But it is a challenge 
also to give this corporate, or 'community', aspect of our Christian 
understanding a high place among our theological priorities. 

The Gospel and Other Faiths 
3.26 This emphasis on 'community' may also help us to come to terms 
with an important and often conspicuous feature of UPAs in Britain 
today: the presence of adherents of other faiths. Their arrival in this 
country has presented the members of Christian churches with 
theological problems which they have not yet been able to resolve. Does 
the truth of the Christian gospel exclude all other truth and oblige us to 
preach against other faiths and seek to convert all their adherents? O r  
are all religions simply aspects of the one truth, and can we all live and 
work together, learning from each other in our quest fbr knowledge of 
and obedience to the one God whom we all worship in our different 
ways arid idioms? Are not all our churches and households of faith made 
up of different strands of dogma, experience and practice, sometimes 
already in tension with each other, so that in other religions we shall find 
similar tensions and fruitful avenues of common self-understanding? 
These are hard theological questions, and the Church of England has not 
yet been able to reach a common mind on them. But a recent study by 
the Board for Mission and unit$ probably represents a growing 
consensus in the Church of England (as in missionary societies abroad) 
that confrontation is no longer an appropriate stance for Christians to 
adopt in the face of the evident dedication, spirituality and search for 
truth evinced by so many members of other faiths. It recommends a 
more open approach, while ascribing ultimate authority to the claims of 
Jesus Christ. 

3.27 The realities of life in UPAs force us to take these questions 
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seriously. The great maiority of all adherents of other faiths it1 this 
country are of Asian orkin,  most of whom are from the Indian sub- 
continent. Thev form, not just a religious. but an ethnic community. 
Their legitilllate concern to practise their religion, and to preserve their 
religious and cultural identity, is not separable from their right to decent 
housing, employment, education and social provision. These are the 
concerns of all social and educational work in the community which is 
committed to respecting the gifts, the potential and the dignity of all. 
Christians, we have argued, are called by the basic postulates of their 
faith to participate in such work. It  follows that they cannot withdraw 
from multi-faith areas (for instance, on the grounds that witness, 
worship and ministry there are 110 longer viable or economically 
justifiable); they must maintain their presence there, even as Christ was 
present among people who rejected his claims; they must respect the 
religion oftheir  fellow citizens as much as they respect their persons, 
while faithfully witnessing to the truth and primacy of the Christian 
revelation. 
3.28 There are places where Christian service to the community may 
take the form of helping others to maintain their religious and cultural 
heritage in freedom and dignity. Many Christians have found that such 
service, though apparently incompatible with traditional styles of 
evangelism, in fact represents a faithful and sometimes compelling 
witness to Christ. For Christ came to serve amid the complex realities of 
his own time and is still glorified by the service of those who take 
seriously- the religious quest and the religious inheritance of those 
around them.4 This task may require a generous approach to the use of 
church resources, in the ways in which we shall suggest in Chapter 7. 
W e  have been told that it is the withholding of these resources which 
has often been most resented and has robbed the Church of credibility 
in the eyes of members of other faiths. It is the offering of them which is 
often the most eloquent and valuable gift we can make. But it need not 
be all giving. Our  responsibility for the community is one that we also 
share with other religious bodies. As we seek to exercise it together we 
grow in mutual understanding and respect; and when ~ e o p l e  of 
different faiths find opportunities for practical collaboration and mutual 
discussion they begin to discover for themselves the riches of our shared 
humanity and the solidarity created by our common quest for God. 

The Challenge to Theology 
3.29 W e  believe, then, that there are sound theological reasons (some 
more apparent today than in the past), as well as solid support in many 
strands of the Christian (and indeed Anglican) tradition, for the Church 
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to shot7 its care and C O I : I ~ ~ I S S I O I ~  for our dlsadv'lntaged ne~ghbour bcrh bv 
personal ministrj to indit idual~  c l t ~ t i  bp soclal comrrlent 2nd action: and 
we have drawn attention to the importance of a kind of liltermedlate 
area {often represented b) a form of 'commu~ntv work') embracing rhe 
nx o. But ~e must be careful not to assume thdt it 1s the .I?. ealthier and 
more members of the Church svho are always the givers, and 
the deprlved residents of our inner citles who are a l~vaj  s the recelvcrs. 
Povertv may greatly diminish human dignity but dlgnlty is riot 
necessarily restored merelv by the promotion of mater~al standards and 
values. There is no reason to think that the gospel 1s more authentically 
lived out In 'comfortable Britaln'. O n  the contrary, we ha\e again and 
again found evidence of a vitallty and generositj In Church llfe in 
depilved areas t.1 hich is a challenge to inore afiluent congregations. Our  
task as a Church is by no means only to show concern for the olctlms of 
oppressive soclal conditions; it is also to find nays of discerning and 
receiving the gifts of those who hdve worked out a genulne Christian 
dlsclplesh~p under circumstances of 'multiple deprlvat~on'. The failure 
ofthe Church today is notjust a failure to respond to need; ~t is -perhaps 
still more - a failure to attend to the voices, the experience and the 
spiritual riches of the 'poor' in ~ t s  midst. 

3.30 But how is this to be done? The challenge is one which raises 
questions about the nature of theology itself. In the West, theology 
since the early centuries has been understood as a deductive science. 
Christian truth is conceived as a system, derived both from divine 
revelation and human reason, and growth in understanding is aided by 
historical and philosophical disciplines. One consequence ofthis is that 
'progress' in the Christian Gaith, and hence status in the Christian 
community, has tended to be seen as a consequence of academic study. 
The Catechism was traditionally something to be 'learnt'. Confirmation 
presupposed the ability to answer the Bishop's questions on doctrine 
rather than evidence of habits of prayer and practical charity, and the 
building up of a Christian community was promoted primarily by 
education and study. All this has greatly favoured the life of the Church 
anlong people of above average literacy and intellectual ability; it has 
accorded well with the education, the reading habits and the social 
conventions of the upper and middle classes. But it has always been an 
obstacle to nurturing the Church in a working class ent rironment. ' In 
particular, it has profoundly affected the church's expectations of its 
ordained ministers, svho are still selected and esamiiled more 
searchingly on their intellectual knowledge and abilities than on their 
pastoral gifts and personal sanctity. This is undoubtedly one of the 
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factorr whlch has inhibited the growth of indigenous mm1strlt.s and 
congregations In working class areas. 

3.31 Must theology always have this deductive and academic 
character? Certainly there can be no doubt of the value of critical study 
of the scriptures and of rigorous theological thinking, or of the 
important rcle played in the Church by well-trained theologians. Our  
search for the truth about God demands full use of our powers of reason. 
But truths which are really important to us are not conveyed and 
received only through sets of logically related propositions, and there is 
no obvious necessity to give this kind of thinking priority over other 
means of communication which God may use to stir our imagination and 
bend our will to his purpose. The vitality of other forms of theological 
expression in churches in the Third World, and indeed in certain 
congregations in our own cities, forces us to ask whether theology must 
always have such an academic character if it is to be authentic. In fact, 
there are signs within academic theology itself that a more flexible 
approach may be possible. 'Narrative Theology', sociology of 
knowledge, and new techniques of literary criticism such as structuralism, 
all now find a   lace in official theological studies, and all represent 
something of a protest against the deductive procedures of traditional 
Western theology." 

3.32 An important challenge to traditional theological thinking is 
presented by Liberation Theology. This starts from the observation 
(which would be taken for granted in the sociology of knowledge but 
has only recently been taken account of by the churches) that the agenda 
and the priorities for theology have always been set, even if 
unconsciously, by those who have practised it - that is, those who are 
relatively well educated and secure. In doctrine there has been a 
preoccupation with intellectual consistency which has presupposed 
certain academic disciplines. In ethics, the questions asked have 
assumed a freedom of action and decision fully possessed only by the 
upper strata of society. In spirituality, the classic manuals assume a 
relatively leisured life. There has of course been a long and honourable 
tradition of Christian service to and ministry among the poor. But for 
the most part Christian theology has been created by those relatively 
well provided with leisure, freedom of action and material well-being. 
As a result, it has not much concerned itselfwith the perceptions and the 
witness of those who do not have these advantages. 

3.33 111 Latin America the conditions of extreme social and 
economic oppression have posed a challenge to these traditional 
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t l ~ r o l o ~ l c ~ l  prlorltles. Llber,~tlon T h e o l o p  has proposed a nlethod and a 
set ofpllor~tles n h ~ c h  reilect the concerns, not of the oppressor5 but of 
the oppressed, not or^ the  SIC^ but of the poor. 111 t h ~ s  context. 
theological ru,rsonrng has seemed relrl-ant, n r d  In A certalrl sense 'true', 
o n l ~  if ~t rehults In a deter~nindtiorl m d  3 strategy to llberate the poor 
from thls oppression. 

A 

3.34 It is often said, and doubtless rightly, that corlditions in western 
Europe are not such that this kind of pol~tical 'liberation' could ever be a 
comparable theological priority. Liberation Theology is a development 
that has grown out of political and economic conditions radically 
different from our own. Yet it represents a challenge to us to look again 
at our own theological priorities. I t  has already contributed to the 
emergence of a new emphasis in official Roman Catholic theology on 
'the preferential option for the poor'. In Britain today, it forces us to ask 
what it is (in the way of inherited attitudes and priorities) that may 
actually be preventing people from responding freely to that power 
which (we believe) is capable of transforming both their individual lives 
and the society in which they live. Some of us have our freedom of 
thought and action curtailed by the slogans which dominate public 
policy or commercial advertising, others by the degrading lack 
of amenities and opportunities that afflicts our Urban Priority Areas. T o  
all of us, the example of Liberation Theology opens up the possibility 
that new priorities, as well as new methods, can restore to us a theology 
that is truly relevant to the needs and aspirations of people today. 

3.35 But we do not see these new understandings of theology as the 
concern only of professional theologians. I n  Latin America a vigorous 
Church life has emerged in what are called 'base communities'. These 
conduct their own form of theological reflection which is not 
determined by the traditional academic and catechetical patterns of 
Church teaching but which has proved its validity in nourishing and 
enlarging an authentic Christian witness, spirituality and mission. 
Again, this precise form of Church life is not necessarily appropriate to 
the different social and cultural conditions of  Western Europe. But are 
there not signs that, in UPAs as elsewhere in this country, small groups 
of people are beginning to follou~ their own style of theological 
reflection and to deepen their Christian understanding in ways that 
spring naturally from their own culture and abilities? May such groups 
not have a contribution to make to the theological thinking of the wider 
Church? May we not expect to see in UPAs the emergence ofa  theology 
which would provide an authentic basis for a Christian critique of 
contemporary society? 
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3 36 Such a rheo log~  s ~ o u l d  start, not fiom a con>entioilal academic 
s) llabus of Christian k ~ l o n  ledge or biblical studv, but from the personal 
esperlence, the nlodes of perception and the da~ lv  concelns of local 
people themselves - prloritles 13 h ~ c h  nlight \veil be d~fferent from those 
of people of a more ii~tellectual background. It would glve prominence 
to the narrative character of much of the B~ble: it would stress, for 
example, the dramj. of the passion dnd crucifixion rather than any 
Intellectual forlnulatlon of the Doctrine of the Atonement. It would 
take serlou~ly the pourer and pronuse o t  the gospel to transform men 
and women, not only in their personal belie& and moral conduct, but in 
the whole patterns of their social relationships. Such A theology should 
not be pursued in isolation from the rest ofthe Church: indeed, lt would 
requlre the expert and sensitive collaboration of scholars and educators. 
We  have argued that lt has a legitimate place in the total theological 
scene, and that there dre signs of such an approach being taken seriously 
by theologians. It 1s time for the Church to recognize that the priorities 
fkr theological study and education need not always be set by the 
prescrlptions of a traditional academlc syllabus and to glve every 
encouragement to the growth of theologies that are authentic 
expressions of local cultures. 

Responses to the Challenge 
3.37 W e  must emphasize again that none of this must be thought of as 
a flight from reason. It is rather a recognition that theology is a more 
varied and flexible activity than has traditionally been thought, and that 
abstract intellectual formulation does not necessarily have absolute 
primacy in the understanding and communication ofthe Christian faith. 
Others may be 'theologians' (as indeed the Church has always known) 
than those who subject themselves to the traditional academic 
disciplines. This has three consequences in particular which are of 
importance to us: 

3.38 (i) Evangelism and Christian Education in UPAs. Christian 
preaching and teaching can no longer rely on a conscious and shared 
inheritance of Christian concepts and language. But nor does it take 
place in a religious vacuum. In obedience to our Terms of Reference, we 
have commissioned a 1-eviexv6 of the methods and results of sociological 
surveys of 'common', 'folk' or 'implicit' religion in Britain today. This 
has alerted us to the immense variety of religious beliefs which exist in 
different regions and among different types and classes of people, to the 
dangers of generalization from such intricate evidence and to the 
difficulty even of agreeing upon what counts as religious. Yet all agree 
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on a fact that was established by empirical investigation over thirtl- years 
ago and has been confirmed by subsequent research: that che British 
people are by a great majority a iie1iet)irrg people, to the extent that some 
?O per cent of the population claim belief in God or in some sort of 
supernatural being. But the moment orie goes on to ask, What sort of 
God? wide variations occur, often related to locality, age, class, 
education and personal experiences, and not always compatible even 
when held bv the same individual. Belief in a God who offers help and 
consolation ;o all who pray to him sincerely- is found alongside belief in 
a God who shoxvs rigorous justice in punishing moral offences. Fatalistic 
superstitions about broken mirrors may be allied with a sense of 
freedom and responsibility for shaping one's own destiny ('you make 
the bed you lie on'). These beliefs, though they testify to a strong 
substratum of religion in British society, go along with widespread 
rejection of institutional religion, and are for the most part far removed 
from the official teaching of the Church, often verging on sheer 
superstition. Moreover, with the weakening of the Church's influence 
on education (which is an important means of transmitting any forrn of 
belief from one generation to the next), and the ever-increasing impact 
of the rnedia (which are nourished by, but also have an effect on, 
popular religion), it appears that these beliefs are moving steadily 
further away from the faith of the Church. 

3.39 In these circumstances i: can be argued that the most urgent task 
facing the Church is that of nurturing this common belief in God 
towards an authentic Christian faith. But the same evidence which 
suggests this priority also shows the need for great flexibility in tackling 
it. In some parts of England, and in many suburban or country parishes, 
those who hold such beliefs may be found as occasional attenders of 
church services and may be influenced by the traditional worship and 
ministry of the Charch. In working class areas, by contrast, there is 
often a strong resistance to any form of organised meeting or regular 
commitment, and common belief will be found almost invariably 
outside the Church. Any attempt to build upon it will then have to be 
informal, spasmodic and expressed in totally non-technical and highly 
accessible language. W e  should be free to question whether the 
objective should always be a faith that is grasped and expressed in a form 
that derives from educated and relatively well-to-do circles in the 
Church. Our  evidence suggcsts that it is the consistently middlc~class 
presentation of the gospel and style of church life which creates a gulf 
between it and most working class people. A Church which has only a 
single highly intellectual style of doctrinal formulation and which 
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orders ex en its most contemporar\ tnrms of norship bv reference to a 
closelv printed book of over J. thousand pages car1 never hope to biidge 
the gulf xx hlch sepalates it Gom ordinar). people. W e  must recognize 
that theological correctness - that is, the authentic Christian Gith 
ton ards \X hich comnlon bellef must be ~lurturt 'd - can be expressed and 
achieved in a varlet) of styles and idion~s - by imaginati\Te story-telling, 
for example, as much '1s by csposltions ofdoctrlne. This ma) at last open 
the wa) to a truly l~ldlgenous Church in the UPAS. 

3.40 (ii) Mit~ixtr~inl  Se l~~~rior i  Atid TrLli,iilzg. The main obstacle to the 
development of truly 'local' or 'indigenous' ministries has been the 
apparent necessity to ensure that all ordained ministers should reach an 
agreed standard of academic achievement. Even when this is relaxed in 
certain cases the ministers concerned are left with a sense of inferiority 
iftheir training has not fitted them to 'compete' with their fellow-clergy 
who have received the conventional academic training. Students, for 
their part, feel themselves to be under pressure to achieve a certain level 
of professional competence - which means (in effect) an academic 
standard. Once again we must emphasise that there is no question here 
of a flight from theology. The Church requires competent theologians 
as much as it ever did, and must continue to make provision for their 
recruitment and training. The question being asked here is about the 
importance given to academic criteria in church life generally and in 
ministerial training in particular. If we are now being able to see not just 
the possibility but the necessity of presenting and receiving the 
Christian faith in forms other than that of  a doctrinal package, we may 
be able to begin to take seriously schemes for accrediting ordained 
ministers on other than academic criteria. There is evidence from other 
Churches that means can be established for testing the pastoral and 
personal gifts of  ordinands through the co-operation of  panels of lay 
people.7 As a result, criteria are established which are seen to be 
objective; and (most significantly) achievement in this area begins to be 
seen bj- the Church at large as being at least as important as academic 
competence. Candidates whose gifts are other than academic, and Cor 
whom a traditional theological course would be inappropriate, are 
respected for their achievement of excellence in other aspects of 
ministry. Yet there are few signs in the Church of England of a 
relaxation of uniform acadelnic standards in the training of the clerg); 
and we have been far too slow. in establishing any generally recognized 
requirements to take their place. 

3.41 (111) Tile Eilittlerlirnl Sirtir. Inter-church relat~onships have been 
dominated {some would sal blocked) by an over-ridlng concern for 
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'Falth and Ordel'. The presuppolition has been that unity b e t ~ i  een the 
churches c m  come onl) when thrrc 1s agreenlent ln doctllne and 
eccleslastic~l oigiinizdtlon. So long as doctrinal consistencj had the 
supreme place '1s a the crlterlon for Chrlstlan truth, 1t ,A not burpr1sing 
that thls seemed a precondition of unltj. Yet remarkable diversltj has 
been tolerated, even \\rlthin one church or communion, In styles of 
norshlp or conduct (note the toleiance, through 111ost of church hlsto~): 
of total disagreement among Christians o\ er the fundamental Issue of 
pacifism;. Todaj's cllrnate allow S for a greater diversity also :n doctrinal 
matters8: unlty mav be conceir7ed of as an agreement on the llmlts of 
dlvrrsitj over a much wider field. T h ~ s  could give a new dlmenslon, and 
new hope, to ecumenical co-operation. 

3.42 In this chapter we have been concerned to make the following 
points: 

(l) It requires no theological argument to show that the misery, 
indignity and despair which we have encountered in the cities of 
England demand a response from all members of the Church (as they 
already receive from other sensitive observers). It should be 
sufficient to alert the Christian conscience to the plight of so many of 
our fellow citizens. 

(2) Theology can however throw some light on the question of how 
this concern may be expressed. W e  have found in the tradition of the 
church, and indeed of the Church of England itself: abundant 
precedent both for stressing the need for personal repentance and 
renewal in the light of the gospel and for actively promoting the 
social conditions under which that personal transformation may lead 
to the transformation of society. Indeed, such is the incarnational or 
'embodied' character of our religion that we cannot seriously 
envisage a Christian concern which leaves out of account the physical 
and social conditions under which people actually live. 

(3) This Christian concern may properly take the form of working 
for and with our 'neighbour in community'. There is good 
theological reason to support (and sometimes also to criticize) much 
of the 'community work' which is being developed by other caring 
agencies. The Christian understanding of 'community' also provides 
a framework within which to approach our relationship with people 
of other faiths and to offer a real alternative to that sense of alienation 
which now affects so many people in UPAs. 

(4) Along with factors which have been constant in English society 
for many years - such as the existence of poverty itself: or the failure 
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of the Church to reach the \ \o rk~ng  classes - we observe some nem 
f'~ctors 21~0. the emergence of a new form of economic determ~nism 
in public policy, the presence of other r e l ~ g ~ o n s  In our niidst, a ne\\ 
redd~ness among the Christian denominations to work together. W e  
have suggested that there has also been a significant change in the 
theological climate, and that nen inlticLtives from those involved In 
urban min~str) must be seriously attended to. The)- represent an 
authentic chaI1enge to the priorit~es traditionally taken for granted 1x1 
the theology and teachlng of the Church. 

Theology in UPAs 
3.43 But we niay well be asked: Have we no more to say? Can we not 
offer a 'theology of the city' which will serve as a guide and inspiration 
to those who work in Urban Priority Areas? 

3.44 This question may be prompted, in part, by that very 
understanding of theology which we have been calling into question. If 
theology were always a matter of deduction, drawing upon general 
principles in order to answer specific questions, then it might be 
reasonable to expect that we would offer a Christian 'model' of the city 
which could be applied to the UPAs of Britain today. But theology has 
always arisen from and reacted to new situations. Doctrine is 
formulated, not in the abstract, but to settle questions already in dispute; 
theological commissions are set up, not to create systems, but to respond 
to particular issues. So it has been in our own work. There may be 
certain factors common to the crisis which have overtaken our cities. 
But we have noticed again and again that the response made by different 
com~nunities to these factors shows amazing variety. It would be highly 
misleading if we were to propose a 'theology of the city' that claimed to 
be appropriate to such a wide variety of situations. An authentic 
theology can arise only as a response to each particular circumstance. 
W e  have been offered rnany such 'theologies' or 'models' in the 
evidence submitted to us. These are immensely heartening; they 
demonstrate the vitality of our theological tradition under new 
circumstances and offer hope and encouragement to those working 
amid them. It is certainly not for us to sit in judgement over them or to 
seek to replace them by our own. W e  see our task more as that of 
indicating the scope and the constraints within which such theologies 
can be explored and tested in the Church of today, and to give every 
possible encouragement to those who are working out their own 
'model' or 'theology' in the particular circumstances of their own 
ministry and vocation. 
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3.15 W e  may hox~ever conclude by stating. certain con~ictions lvhich 
ive believe to'be central to the Christian k t h  and which have been 
greatly strengthened in us in the course of our work and obserx~ation. 
We  believe that God, though ingnitely transcendent, is also to be 
found, despite all appearances, in the apparent mraste lands of our inner 
cities and housing estates: that men and women are created to glorify 
God in and through his creation and to serve their fellom- human beings 
in the power of his love; that, even if material values must always be 
subordinate, salvation involves, not indifference to, but a proper 
stewardship 06 material things; that the city is not to be shunned as a 
concentration of evil but enjoyed as a unique opportunity for human 
community that the justice of God, as revealed in Scripture, is a 
standard by which all human institutions must be judged; that society, in 
our fallen world, cannot be purged of its imperfections by careful 
planning, maintenance and repair <necessary though these are) but 
requires redemption through suffering and self-giving undertaken in 
solidarity with Christ; that the gospel, when faithfully proclaimed in 
word and deed, effects a transformation of individual lives, of families 
and of communities, and that the Church has a responsibility at all these 
1ei.els; that St Paul's injunction, ' to be subject to one another'. 
(Eph. 5.21) implies finding means, both personally and in the 
institutions of Church and state, to receive the gifts and attend to 
the voices of our ethnic minority communities; that the Holy Spirit is at 
work in the churches of our cities as he is elsewhere; that the hope given 
to us in the resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ can never be 
quenched. 
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Part I1 
. . .  to the Church 

i In this part of our Report, we address the Church of 
England. 

. . 
11 In a rider to our terms of reference, we were asked particularly 

to gather information; to evaluate and commend effective 
forms of mission and ministry; to identify necessary develop- 
ments and training in a rapidly changing society and to 
recognize barriers to effective working at national and diocesan 
level. Most importantly, Tve were called on to listen carefully to 
the voice of Church people and others in the urban priority 
areas. 

... 
111 During the last two years we have attempted to fulfil these 

aims. The Chapters that follow contain our findings. 

iv In Chapter 4 - an introductory chapter - we set out our vision 
of the kind of Church that is required in the UPAs, and suggest 
the directions in which the Church of England must move. W e  
set out in detail our recommendations for organisational 
changes in Chapter 5. In Chapters 6 and 7 we consider 
respectively the people of the Church and its material 
resources, and make further recommendations. 





Chapter 4 

WHAT KIND OF CHURCH? 
'Hot11 is the Churril to take part it? the history tlzat the Spirit is r t ~ a k i r ~ ~  it1 
our cities rzowl' (Diocese of Birmingham) 

Introduction 
4.1 The Church of England in UPAs has presented to us a varied 
picture. For the most part it is one of faithful presence. There have also 
been many examples of powerful witness, of the Gospel being lived out 
in UPA Churches in terms of changed lives and changed communities, 
and of a Church life which must not be underestimated in terms of its 
contribution to the Church of England's ministry and mission. Yet 
unless there is considerable reform this coritribution will be progressively 
weakened, and in $aces the survival of the Church itself may be 
threatened. 

4.2 Although we were encouraged by the positive view of UPA 
ministry taken by respondents to our Clergy Survey, W-e have to report 
that many people we spoke to claimed that unless the Church of 
England acts quickly and decisively it will cease to exist in any effective 
form in many UPAs. We were reminded by others that this warning was 
not a new one, and that the parochial system has a remarkable capacity 
for ensuring survival against the odds. 

4.3 Our  proposals in this Part of our report reflect our argunent in 
Chapter 3 that the Christian Church has a clear obligation to 'remember 
the poor'. W e  consequently consider that it is a priority calling to the 
Church of England to attend to the greatest concentrations of poverty 
These are to be found in the UPAs. 

4.4 W e  indicate in this Chapter the broad directions in which we 
believe the Church should move in the UPAS. Here, and in later 
chapters, there may be important lessons for the Church in serving other 
areas as well. E 7 e  do not have a key to open all doors. What Tve try to 
offer in the following paragraphs is 'a clear vision of a possible and 
achievable future in a world where God is clearly at work'.' 
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1 5 If the C h u ~ c h  otEngldrld as an instltut~on 1s c o i ~ ~ r n ~ t t e d  to htaving 
and groxxing in UPAs, then much of our  evidc~lce suegests that ~t \ - i l l  
h,tve to change. I t  is faced not onl) cvith the general decline of organised 
Chr~stiarlirv In England but also ~11th the pnrt~cular pressures associated 
with the UPAs themselves. Thc  growing crisis in our UPAs 1s reflected 
111 the life o f the  Church .i?.ith~n them. It can be seen in the lack of locdl 
leaderzhip, the never-ending struggles w ~ t h  money and buildings, and 
the pouerlessness associated w ~ t h  belng divorced from the centres of 
poner .  And there is the fact, as me have already stressed, that 
historically the Church of England has failed to  reach or  to keep the 
urban working-classes. Submission upon submission to us has s a d  that 
the Church o f  England's organisatlon and ministrj have been so 
conlpletely mlddle-class that working-class expressions of religion have 
not been encouraged. 

4.6 In the face of this  situation some people may advocate that 'more 
of  the same' is required: that Church life can be maintained and 
pregerved through traditional ways of teaching, worship, organisatlon, 
membership and leadership. In the llght of the evidence submitted to  us, 
ho~vcver,  our collective lelic is that a different approach is needed. W e  
believe that Churches in the UPAs have to become local, outwarti-lookltzg, 
and parttcrpattng Churches; they must also have a clear rcurnerz~cal blas. 
We explain \\hat we mean below. 

A Local Church 
4.7 G.K. Chesterton said: 'For anything to be real it must be local'. 
The evidence we  received strongly suggests that the UPA Church must 
become fully local, in the sense of  having a firm commitment to the 
local people and to the places where they live, work and associate. 

4.8 This commitment to  what is local does riot mean we always 
support the small against the large, the congregational at the expense of 
the catholic; nor is it a substitute fhr regional or national action. 

4.9 It is, rather, a comxnitment to  cotnnztinlty. W e  have commented in 
Chapter 3 on the pitfalls which surround the use of this word. Yet our 
evidence has emphasised that the Church must recognise the prlmary 
importance of relatlng to  each rzelglzbourhooii and estate, and to the 
groups, networks and associations to be found there. This Inay mean 
mo\ ing towards neighbourhood church or  worship centres, and house 
groups: but 1s not to be confused with the concept of'base communtties' 
In deprlved a r e ~ s . ~  The neighbourhood, we belleve, is cruclal to the 
growth of  the local urban Church, though small neighbourhood 
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groupings should ioiri together in worship and other \ya)-s as part of the 
larger Church o r t h e  parish. 

3.1U This emphasis also Implies that the UPA Church must be 
sensitsve~to the locill cultitrep a d  ilk-rtylei in its leadership, worship and 
manner of operatsng. Local~tles can contain a number ofcultures and the 
Christian Gospel 1s a1mays more than these local cultures. It has 
something to give to them and to receive from them. 

4.11 For example, it has been made clear to us that the Church's 
committee structures, agendas, and longer-term planning are often 
approached in ways which make it much less likely that local people in 
UPAs will take part. Many have argued for more informal and dynamic 
forms of taking decisions - for example relying more on parish meetings 
than PCCs - with a real commitment to involve local people more in the 
Church's government at all levels. A number of submissions to us have 
recommended the adoption of 'self-denying ordinances' by people 
already in positions of leadership to make space for and encourage 
leadership from the local people. 

4.12 Commitment to what is local should also be clear in the patterns 
ofworship, music, presentation of the Gospel, and, indeed, in theology. 
The Church of England in the UPAs must avoid reflecting an inherited 
middle-class culture, and draw on the gifts to be found in its 
neighbourhood. 

An Outward-Looking Church 
4.13 An effective UPA Church will not just be a local Church in the 
sense of reflecting local cultures and people in its membership, 
leadership, and styles ofworking. It will also be a Church which takes 
seriously the local realities of life as an integral part of its mission to 
UPAs and the whole of society. It will look outurards because God sends 
us out into the world. The alienation between Church of England and 
the majority of working-class people must cause us all to be greatly 
disturbed. Faced with such a situation the Church cannot persist in the 
way of self-preservation and that 'institutional selg-interest' which so 
often preoccupies it. It has to move from the policies of maintenance to 
the outward-looking policies of mission. And most of the evidence we 
have received suggests that this can only be achieved by taking seriously 
the realities of life in the UPAs. 

3.14 W e  see the comn~itnieilt ofthe outward-looking, UPA Church to 
its locality as an essential part of its misslon, evangelism and service. 
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Onc Ex d r~~e l i ca l  orsanlsation dec1~rc.d r h ~ t  n.ithout such '1 conlnutlllent 
and 1n\-ol\ei11e1~t there mould be 'no hopc $01 the C h ~ r c h ' . ~  This 
cornrnltnlent mu,t be iecn first In theological terms: the Chuich tilust be 
anarc thar ~ t s  loc~l l ty  1s the fkst place 111 which God is to be both 
encountered and served. Such a stance demands attentiveness to the 
individual and ~ o c i ~ l  reahtles of locdl llfe dnd a reC~diness to share In and 
interpret them 111 the light of  the Gospel. The Church must be able to 
reflect or: local Ilk In \torshlp and prayer and hnilg rogt~rheu God'% 
revel,lt~on as presented in the Scriptures and in the pattern of local life. 
In so doing, me believe the Church w111 come to respect the depth of 
faith, and perceive the work of God, within the CPAs. ,4s Fr Austin 
Sinlth told us, 'Don't  ask what the Church can do for the Inner clty ask 
\vhat the Inner c ~ t y  can do for the Church'. 

4.15 Our  view of  mission therefore recognizes that God is at work in 
society - which means that Christians are called to 'work together with 
God where Holy Desires, Good Counsels and Just V o r k s  are struggling 
for birth or g r o ~ t h ' . ~  A Church which only 'parallels' society - which 
exists alongside it but is separate - needs to become a Church which is 
involved in that society. The outward-looking Church should identify 
what its members are doing in and for the local UPAs, whether in their 
full-time work or as volunteers, and should recognise this work as part 
of its mission, and give its members the fullest support in their 
work. 

4.16 The mission of the outward-looking Church must also include 
giving time willingly to baptisms, weddings and funerals, including 
visiting and preparation for these 'occasional offices'. It can be very 
costly, when people seem to 'use' the Church when they want it, with 
little thought of  deeper commitment. Clergy may feel caught in the 
tension between the view of the Church as a group of  committed 
Christians and our vision of  an outward-looking Church available to 
serve people's needs, meeting them if necessary at the level of their folk 
religion. There may be no easy escape from these pressures, yet there 
are great opportunities for the Church to serve people when they are 
most open to God - even if there have to be many more stepping stones 
before they might consider becoming full members of the Church. 

3.17 hlisslon can equally be developed through community centres, 
and other places where people meet, and a varlety of other kinds o f  
project ~vhlch place the Church at the service of the area In whlch ~t IS 

located. Mlsslon should include a rnlnistry to the instltutlons which 
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shape the 111 es of people 111 the GP-45, and 211 1111 01ve11ient 111 the 
procc~scs  of polltlsal 1:fe. 

4.1s Such an understanding of mission is conlpatlble ~ i ~ t h  different 
traditions and perspectives, whether thev emphasise personal converqlon 
or the sacr,rment~l presence of God. or  uhe ther  thev regard socldl 
outreach as 'pre-evangelism' or  ev~ngrlisrn. It dlso inr-olves a clear 
commitment to promoting Church growth, p rov~ded  that means a 
growth In the number of people who worshlp and act together within - 
and not divorced from - the local UPA. 

4.19 The may of mission we are proposing needs great patience and 
persistence. It -111 require careful work over a number of  years. It w ~ l l  
affect the national Church, dioceses and local churches. \Ye set out in 
the following chapters our  more detalled suggestions for actlon. W e  
also warmly commend the approach set out by the General Synod's 
Board for Mlssion and Unity in their publication Mi~storz '4udlt.j \Tie 
recognise that some dioceses mav wish to designate particular localities 
in the dioceses as 'mission ~ rea s ' .  However, our clergy survey Indicated 
that although In the UPAs 99 per cent of adults d o  not attend Angl~can 
worship on  an average Sunddy, the national figure, includlns rural and 
suburban areas, is 98 per cent. The difference is hardly slgnlficant. The  
commitment of the whole Church must be to mission in every part o f  
the country. 

A Participating Church 
4.20 W e  have come to the conclusion that a local mission-centred 
Church must be a participating Church. It will participate by 
c o l l a b o n ~ t i n ~  with the best expressions of local life and by contributing to  
the transformation of  life in UPAs through God's sustaining power and 
purpose. By sharing in the life of God in the world more fully, the UPA 
Church can become a more responsive and confident Church. 

4.21 W e  have been aware of what is often nowadays called the plural 
nature of  our society and Church, and by its complexity. Many o f  our  
urban areas have not just one culture, but many. The complexity of life 
in our UPAs demands that different spheres of  knowledge, experience 
and skills are brought together, and developed: for example by the 
Church sharing its buildings and human skills with local groups. 

1.22 For the Church in UPAs to move in this direction will mean it 
will have to  desrelop, above all, the skill of listrtzirzg. W e  have been urged 
repeatedly to recognise that a prerequisite for building more effective 
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Churches rn UPAs 1s a \ i ~ l l i n ~ n r s s  on the part o f  Anglicans to lisren to  
other local Chr~stlans. ~ n d  other local people. 

1 23 For rhe Church of  E n g l ~ n d  to llsten more hhould lead on to the 
d e ~ e l o ~ m e n t  of collabordtlr e X\ ays of working that m111 include 
nlinlstr) being shared bet\,\ een iait\r and clergy; tednls of varied skllls 
and functions \iorklng together; Churches working with other 
Churches across parish boundaries. areas ~ n d  deaneries; and Dlocesan 
Boards dnd Councils worklng together ~51th the GPA Churches. 

4.24 O n e  of the chief examples of collaboration will be partnership 
with other denominations. It has been said to us so often and so simply in 
different UPAs: 'I t  is madness for us to work separately here'. JXJe 
strongly affirm the importance of  the ecumenical factor in the local, 
oumard-looking and participating Church in the UPAS. 

1.25 Ecumenical partnership 1s a central part o f the  Christian response 
to God. Sectarian church life contradicts the calling of the Church t o  be 
universal, crosslng all boundaries of race and class. Faced \ n th  the 
challenge of  UPA llfe we must d o  together bvhat can in conscience be 
done together. 

4.26 The differences between the Christian traditions today are not 
something simply to  be ironed away or  lost in the search for a lowest 
common Christian denominator. If, as we  argue, one of the primary 
tasks of the Church is to  give attention to  and interpret the experience 
of local life. it should benefit from the variety of local (including 
eccelesiastical) traditions which provide a richness of experience and 
language. The skilful use ofal l  these traditions with their own strengths 
is a challenge facing the Churches in coming together, staying together 
and working together. W e  would stress that ecumenical initiatives 
should not be restricted to  the older established Churches: the Black-led 
Churches will have an important place in any truly ecumenical work in 
many UPAs. 

4.27 The forms ecumenical involvement can take \v111 vary. Desplte a 
growth in formal Local Ecumenical Projects (LEPsi nationally In recent 
years, there are stlll comparati.iely few LEPs In inner clty areas. More 
are likely to be found In post-war housing estates or  In New T o u ~ i s  
where, perhaps, there is no history of  sectarlan church life. In LEPs, 
several mlnlsters can interchange, sometimes one ininlster can act on 
behalf o f  set era1 denominat~ons, there can be shared mlnistly and 
shared bulldlngs. Church leaders need to show that they have d positlve 
pollc? for such sharing of mlnlstry. W e  are of course aware that 
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Interchange ofmlnistry has l~mltdtions; yet we have for example seen In 
GPAs inuch interchange betneen .4nglicans and Roman Catholics, in 
social actlon, p~stordl care and serl Ices of the Word. 

4.28 In some areas it would be unrealistic to talk of entering into a 
formal LEP in one great leap forward. Informal partnership ogten brings 
clergy and congregations into new relationships of trust in ~vhich 
resources are shared with good effect. In several UPhs, lay people from 
different Churches have joined in sponsoring local projects of various 
kinds (for example, under the Youth Training Scheme). Partnership in 
community service of this kind can bring together individual Christians 
of all denominations. This can lead on sometimes to the sharing of 
denominational finances for work mutually judged to be necessary. 

4.29 Ecumenical partnership is important for ministry with those 
institutions and structures which shape the UPAs. This is particularly so 
with chaplaincies in hospitals, prisons, industry and schools. (We were 
very concerned to hear examples ofblack church leaders being excluded 
from chaplaincies because they are not members of the Free Church 
Federal Council or the BCC.) 

4.30 W e  would encourage the adoption of Local Covenants and codes 
of good ecumenical practice: these should include the principle of 
renouncing the take-over approach; there should be a commitment 
always to begin any ecumenical partnership by asking: How can we do 
this together!, and not to begin and only then consult other 
denominations. 

4.31 There are bound to be resistances to greater ecumenical 
co-operation. If Christians see mission as simply keeping their con- 
gregational numbers up, rather than being a sign of God's reconciling 
purpose for the community as a whole, there is the danger that 
ecumenical commitments will only be fitted in after their own Church 
demands have been met. I t  is important for Church leaders to promote 
good relationships between individual ministers, and try to ensure that 
the subsequent appointments help to build on progress that has been 
made. In some UPAs, Church leaders may be inclined to appoint 
ministers who have considerable drive and strength, on the grounds that 
ther are the only kind who are likely to survive. W e  need strong clergy 
in our UPAs, but those who have learned the importance of 
collaborative ministrv. 

4.32 Church leaders also need to gi1.c a very iirm lead to overcome 
the inertia, insecurity and prejudice amongst local congregations. They 
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X 111 need to slt down together and look s~-sti'matic~llT at LP-%S, in order 
to encourage .ind enable local Churches and clerg) to 13 ork things out 
for t i l e~n ie l~  CS. 

4.33 Ecunlenlcal CO-operation can onlv come out of i-elationshlps of 
trust betmeen people. Caref~ll consultation betmeen interested parties 1s 
an essential preliminary to good partnership. The temptation to 'go it 
alone' is partlculnrly strong in depr~r-ed UPAs. There will be 
complexities to be faced: agreements for shared buildings for instance 
(though there are by now7 hundreds of successf~il examples). A trustlng 
ecumenical partnership inevitabl) takes time and energy, and a high 
level of sustained commitment. That is part of its cost. E r e  are clear 
however that for the Christians in the UPAs to act, speak and share l ~ f e  
together as far as possible is part oftheir common mlssion. It must not be 
treated as optional. 

4.34 In the following three chapters we set out our proposals for 
action to develop the Churches in the UPAs in the directions we have set 
out here. W e  readily admlt that it will not be easy, but it is our 
conviction that to let matters go on as they are will be a reclpe for the 
continued alienation between the ~ h u r c 6  of England and the people 
who live In the urban priorlty areas. 
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Chapter 5 

ORGANISING THE CHURCH 

' W e ' r e  far too busy to have a strategy.' (Vicar to new curate in East 
London) 

5.1 This Chapter contains our recommendations for organisational 
changes in the Church of England to enable the development of 
genuinely local, outward-looking and participating Churches in the 
UPAs. Our  proposals are based on the evidence we have received and 
have been developed in the light of our consultations with dioceses and 
appropriate national church bodies. 

Identifying UPA Parishes 

5.2 The first need is for dioceses, in consultation with appropriate 
national bodies, to implement an effective system for identifying and 
designating UPA parishes. If, in addition to being used for diocesan and 
local strategies, the system is to facilitate national UPA policies, 
including the allocation of resources between dioceses, it will have to be 
as nationally consistent as possible, which in turn points to a need for 
maximum objectivity 

5.3 The only national indicators of deprivation that are readily 
accessible and capable of being related to individual parishes are those 
we have referred to in Chapter 1, produced by the Department of the 
Environment (DOE) from 1981 Census data. Even these are limited to 
the 46 Partnership areas, Programme authorities and other designated 
districts under the Inner Urban Areas Act 1978. However they do cover 
the most serious areas of widespread deprivation in the country. The 
composite measures identify census enumeration districts whose levels 
of deprivation are among the worst 10 per cent in the country, based on 
a single index into which six indicators of deprivation are combined 
using standardized score techniques (2-scores). The basic census 
statistics used relate to levels of unemployment (with double 
weighting), overcrowding, households lacking basic amenities, 
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pensioners 11s.1ng alone. ethnic origin and slngle parent households. The 
llst has its limitations and 1s capable of de~elopment,  but it remains a 
f e ~ s ~ b l e  system for the Church's purposes, subject to the following 
comments. 

5.4  Experience has revealed one of its main limitations to be a 
tendency to highlight primarily the run-down inner city areas, and a 
failure to highlight other areas of deprivation where economic, social 
and housing problems are locally recognised to exist on at least as 
serious a scale. Typical of these are some of the large local authoritiy 
housing estates, often on the outskirts of cities, where (as we noted in 
Chapter 1) some of the selected factors may not apply. 

5.5 Bearing this in mind, we undertook a preliminary exercise to 
identify UPA parishes. W e  started with those revealed as deprived using 
the DOE indicators. W e  call these Group A. The working definition we 
used was a parish containing at least six enumeration districts assessed by 
the DOE, on the criteria described above, as among the 10 per cent most 
deprived in the country; or fewer than six such districts if out of a 
relatively small total or if the level of deprivation was severe. 

5.6 Subsequent discussion with dioceses of the resultant list of UPA 
parishes we had identified led to a few transfers to or from a 'marginal' 
category: especially where parishes were on the borderline or where the 
extent of their mixed nature introduced an element of doubt or anomaly 
into the assessment. Parishes more appropriately regarded as in a 'City 
Centre' category, whose ministry to industry or 'commuters (e.g. in 
central London) resulted in an anomalous ratio of  clergy to residents, 
were also excluded. However, there was no general attempt to exclude 
markedly eclectic churches, except in cases that were already on 
the borderline. 

5.7 The identification of other deprived parishes had to depend on the 
more subjective judgement and local knowledge of the diocese 
concerned. This second group - which we call Group B - comprises all 
UPA parishes identified as such by the diocese but which did not rank as 
'deprived' under the working definition we adopted or were outside the 
urban areas covered by the data. In some dioceses ther were 
predominantly outer council estates, and are perhaps typified by them. 

5.8 The distribution of UPA parishes identified by our exercise is 
shown in Table 3 of Appendix B. This suggests that the heaviest 
concentrations of' UPA parishes are in the dioceses of Birmingham and 
Manchester (over 40 per cent of their parishes), London and Southwark 
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{over one-third), and Lixerpool \about one-quarter;. We  doubt thdt 
hlghei  proportion^ than these are likely to be found In Any ofthe u r b ~ n  
area dioceses n e did not have time to analyse: nor is  the more subIectl\e 
element in identifying the Group B parishes likel) to distort the picture 
significantl). The incidence of LPL\ parlshes in the other dloceses we 
analysed is roughly 1 in 6 in Ne.vcrcastle. Blackburn and Bradford; 1 In S 
in Ripon and WTakefield; and 1 in 15 in Lichfield and Coventry. 

5.9 Although this method of identifying UP,\ parishes has been 
sufficient to enable us to obtain a broad picture and to draw provisional 
conclusions, a more comprehensive system will need to be developed 
for the future. W e  therefore reromnzetid that the Archbishop's Officer 
to be appointed to follon~ up our report should oversee the development 
of such a system, in the light of current studies in Manchester, 
Blackburn and other dioceses, and in consultation with the Church 
Commissioners, the Department of the Environment and the Boards of  
the General Synod. Particular attention should be devoted to finding 
objective criteria that identify those areas of deprivation which can at 
present only be recognised subjectively. 

Deployment of Clergy 

5.10 W e  mounted a separate exercise to assess how far the Church's 
staffing strategies took account of the needs of the UPA parishes we 
identified. Most of our arialysis in this Chapter centres on the 
deployment of clergy, given the importance of the decisions reached 
nationally, embodied in the Sheffield formula,' about the allocation of 
stipendiary clergy between dioceses. W e  pursue further the deployment 
of deaconesses, Church Army workers and licensed lay workers in the 
next Chapter. 

5.11 A broad initial picture of the national deployment of clergy can 
be obtained by looking at dioceses as a whole and comparing the 
position in 'urban area dioceses' and elsewhere. Table 1 of Appendix B 
takes as 'urban area dioceses' the 20 dioceses containing 'designated 
authorities' under the Inner Urban Areas Act 1978, and lists them in 
descending order of population per parochial clergy. The fact that they 
account for 18 of the 22 highest ratios reflects the influence of the 
factors other than population in the Sheffield formula. It is reassuring to 
note from Chart 1 in Appendix B that, although the average population 
per clergy has risen sharply since the early 1970s in all dioceses as clergy 
numbers have continued to fall (by over 20 per cent). the gap between 
the urban area dioceses and the rest has continued to narrow, though 
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onl;. slightl!. The narromr1ng gap has resulted from, or been greatly 
facilitated b>-, contrasting populatron movements. Populatlons oi urban 
are2 diocese5 have tended to decllne, or at least to rernaln static, while 
those of other dioceses have expanded a great deal in the past 30 years. 

5.12 It is perhaps not surprising that we found numbers of baptisms, 
confirmations, Easter communicants and electoral roll members in 
urban area dioceses to be smaller in relation to their total population 
than in other dioceses. However Table 2 of Appendix B shows that if 
allowance is made for changes in population in the two types of diocese, 
the average rate of decline since the early 1950s has in each case been 
lower in the urban group than elsewhere. To what extent this is 
associated with the narrowing of the gap in clergy'population ratios it is 
impossible to judge. 

(a) UPAS' Slzare ofAvailable Clergy within Dioceses 
5.13 Dioceses are too big and too diverse to permit more than broad 
conclusions to be drawn. The Sheffield formula was not designed to be 
more than a first stage in a fairer allocation of available clergy, 
i.e. between dioceses. The next stage. between parishes, was for 
dioceses themselves to determine - though presumably with the 
expectation that they would follow similar principles, even if the actual 
formula was not generally applicable below the diocesan level. 

5.14 If such principles were indeed followed and the original 
allocation was fair and realistic enough to permit this, it seems 
reasonable to expect that, within the kaleidoscope of patterns reflecting 
the diversity of composition and circumstances of each diocese, there 
would be scope for similar groups of parishes (in terms of population, 
land area and church membership) in different dioceses to be staffed at 
broadly comparable levels. In particular the system should permit 
broadly comparable clergy/population ratios in UPA parishes in 
different parts of the country. 

5.15 W e  made an attempt therefore to compare such staffing ratios in 
the urban priority areas of 12 dioceses. As staffing is based on parishes, 
this entailed first identifying UPA parishes (as described above) and 
then relating numbers of clergy to parish populations. The choice of 
dioceses to study was influenced by the availability of reliable parish 
population figures (in only three dioceses) or the practicability of 
estimating them, with local authorities' assistance, in the rest. Existing 
diocesan estimates for population, where available at all, were inflated 
by margins ranging typically between 15 per cent and 50 per cent, and 
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often much more - even double or treble! 

5.16 This suggests grave questions about the statistical data base in 
manv dioceses. It is difficult to follow fair and rational policies in the 
distribution of resources, along Sheffield or any other lines, if the basic 
facts of the local situation are not known. Well-presented statistics are 
crucial to reform. In recent years the Church Commissioners and 
Central Board of Finance have set an excellent example in their efforts 
to unravel and communicate the complex statistical facts of life in the 
Church as a whole. W e  rrcomttlenJ that dioceses follow this lead, perhaps 
calling on the skills of laity (retired or otherwise) in their parishes. 

5.17 As we have noted, it is for each diocese to decide on the internal 
distribution of its Sheffield allocation of clergy. Population, where 
known, will undoubtedly be a factor in this decision, but possibly 
a less dominant one than in the Sheffield formula. Tables 4 and 5 of 
Appendix B show the distribution of population and parochial clergy, 
respectively, in the 12 selected dioceses analysed into three main groups 
of parishes: identifiable UPA parishes, a neutral group of 'City Centre' 
andCMarginal' parishes, and the rest. The UPA parishes are sub-divided 
between what we have termed Group A and Group B parishes. The 
residual group can be regarded as broadly 'non-UPA', though in 
practice it will also contain any UPA parishes in those areas of the 
selected dioceses which it was not possible to analyse. 

5.18 The resulting clergy/population ratios in Table 6 of Appendix B 
do at least allay any fears that might have existed that UPAs invariably 
receive less than their fair share of clergy. Indeed, where clergy/ 
population ratios in the UPA and non-UPA parishes of  a diocese are 
reasonably similar, it must imply some measure of positive discrimina- 
tion in favour of the former, in that any lower scoring on other Sheffield 
factors (membership, churches and land area) is not carrying full weight 
against them. This would seem to apply in Southwark, Manchester, 
Wakefield and perhaps London, and in the Group A parishes of 
Liverpool and Birmingham. 

5.19 It can perhaps be seen more clearly in Chart 2 of Appendix B, 
which illustrates the variations in staffing ratios in different types of 
parish either side of the average for each diocese (again set out in 
descending order of population per clergyman, and with 'Marginal' and 
'City Centre' parishes omitted in order to make clearer any emerging 
contrast). In less densely populated dioceses there will be a stronger pull 
from extensive rural areas with scattered smaller communities. Thus in 
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Lichfield, Fbpon, Blackburn and Newcastle the average number of 
people in the care of a UPA clergyman ranges from 25 per cent to 
35 per cent higher than in non-UPA parishes. Whether the disparities 
can be entirely attributed to the application of the same principles 
as are reflected in the Sheffield formula would be difficult to judge 
without a great deal more work (on the lines of Table 7 of Appendix B). 
The disparities in Bradford and Coventry - where the average UPA 
clergyman has twice as big a population to care for as one in a non-UPA 
parish - must be beyond anything that Sheffield principles alone 
could explain. 

5.20 There is a clear tendency in some dioceses for Group B UPA 
parishes to be more poorly staffed than the Group A parishes, notably in 
Newcastle, Birmingham, Manchester, Liverpool and Wakefield - and 
to a lesser extent Blackburn. One probable explanation is that the 
rundown in clergy and amalgamation of parishes in the older inner-city 

has lagged behind the decline in their populations; whereas the 
staffing allocation policy, or the build-up towards it, on the newer 
housing estates has fallen still further short of the needs of the Group B 
parishes typically to be found there. 

(b) Disparity in UPA Staf$ng Ratios between Dioceses 
5.21 If we look at the pattern of staffing ratios in the Group A UPA 
parishes - i.e. those for which we can be more confident in the 
consistency of definition in different parts of the country - Chart 3 of 
Appendix B would suggest that those in the more densely populated 
dioceses are closely comparable with the diocesan average staffing ratio, 
and sometimes better. But this means they closely follow the Sheffield 
pattern: where the Sheffield allocation of clergy is low, UPA staffing 
levels are poor. If this observation is justified (based on so few dioceses), 
it might be taken as evidence that Sheffield allocations may not permit 
equivalent staffing levels in comparable parishes in different dioceses - 
possibly because the population factor in the formula is not high enough 
(or the others are too high). 

5.22 Disparities in UPA staffing levels may arise not from variations 
in establishment patterns and policy but from unfilled vacancies. These 
hinge on the availability of suitable clergy. There are two sides to this: 
the diocesan perception of the supply, and the attitudes and 
circumstances of individual clergy. 

5.23 The age structure of clergy in a diocese may be a factor. The 
average age is generally lower in those dioceses whose contraction has 
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been smaller - usually the more urban ones. Similarly there are marked 
variations between dioceses in the allocation of deacons agreed bv the 
House ofBishops; but here again the pattern has strongly favoured the 
more urban dioceses. Whether this degree of rejuvenation has been 
sufficient to meet demand - in particular that for the UPAs - is dif'ficult 
to judge. Asked whether they had any theory that UPAs were better 
served by a particular age group of clergy or at a certain stage in their 
ministry, most dioceses claimed no conscious policy. Some inclined 
towards younger men, recognising it as 'an exhausting ministry 
demanding the height of energy and commitment'; others put more 
emphasis on maturity. Examination of actual age structures of UPA 
clergy generally revealed little difference from the respective diocesan 
norms - which was in line with the general picture emerging from the 
clergy survey. In some (e.g. Southwark and Coventry) the average was 
slightly younger, and by as much as fiveiseven years in Lichfield and 
Bradford; but none of these was seen as the product of deliberate policy. 
A number of dioceses cited children's education - particularly at 
secondary level - as the biggest single factor they faced. This was 
confirmed in the evidence submitted by the Clergy Appointments 
Adviser. (As we note in Chapter 6, our survey evidence suggests that 
concern about children's education is an important, but not decisive, 
reason for rejecting service in UPAs.) 

5.24 However, one diocesan submission to us referred to 'the 
problem of finding priests who are willing to commit themselves to 
serving in UPAs'. Another diocese put it more strongly: 'sadly there has 
been some evidence recently that any attempt at a deployment policy in 
relation to parishes would be futile. In a couple of  parishes in recent 
months the problem has been to find anyone willing to take on the 
work'. Yet another wrote: 'on the whole it is a question of getting 
anybody to go who is willing'. It must be said that this picture of 
reluctance does not square with the response to the clergy survey of 
those in non-UPAs, 50 per cent of whom said they would seriously 
consider accepting a position in an area of urban deprivation: they 
cannot all be in the wrong dioceses! 

(c) iMitigatitg or L4aravu t ing  Factors 
5.25 In terms of supporting staff; there are many fewer non-stipendiary 
ministers (NSMs) and ~ e a d e i s  in UPA parishes than non-UPA; but 
UPA parishes have relatively more deaconesses, Church Army officers 
and licensed lay workers. Responses to the clergy survey lend weight to 
the view that the combined total of support from these different sources 
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is  broadly s iml l~r  in LPAs and non-UPAs. I f  so, their inclusion \v111 not 
signlfic~ntlY alter the staffing coniparlson b e t ~ ~ e e n  the two types of 
parish. 

5.26 Some would argue that, if ecumenlcal co-operation 1s the 
dJnamic realit! it should be, the adequac~ of -inglican stdffing levels 
will be affected by the presence in the area of clergy ori' orher 
det~sv~itli l t lon,.  Ininlsterlng at least to rheir own flock and sharing 
responsibility for the overall mission of the Church to the populat~on at 
large. Cnfortunately the degree of ecumenlcal unlty and CO-operation 
that this lmplles is stlll more of A vislon than a current reallty. M o r e o ~ e r  
practical experience suggests that effective ecumenical partnership 
requlres each Church to participate from strength, certainly not by one 
Church being absorbed by another. 

5.27 W e  have also given thought to a related issue: whether the 
presence in the area of large numbers of active adherents of other faiths 
reduces the realistic size of the population for which the clergy 
effectively exercise pastoral or spiritual care. There is no denying the 
potential importance of the issue: in the clergy survey, residents of 
Paiiistani/Bangladeshi origin were reckoned to represent more than 10 
per cent of the population in over 40 per cent of UPA parishes in the 
sample (and more than 20 per cent in one-quarter of such parishes). 
Similarly, residents of Indian origin were thought to represent more 
than 10 per cent of the population in one-quarter of UPA parishes, but 
there will doubtless be a considerable overlap between the two. A 
submission from the Leicester Diocese recognised that, in its clergy 
deployment policy, 'some account may need to be taken of any 
signifycant non-Christian presence'; indeed, it is possible that this factor 
could be part of the explanation for the high ratios of population to 
clergy observed in UPA parishes in Bradford and Coventry. The 
presence of large numbers of people of other faiths will affect the 
essentially clerical workload (in the form of fewer baptisms, weddings 
and funerals, for example). But we feel that the overall pressures on 
clergy and opportunities for ministry and service in this sort of parish 
will be at least as great as in those of comparable size elsewhere, and it is 
important that they receive instead specialist support in other forms. 

(4 Electoral Roll Mrrnberc Per Clergy 
5.28 Table 7 ofAppendlx B shows that the pastoral responsibilities of 
non-UPA clergy, as lmplled by numbers of members on electoral rolls, 
are likely to be anything up to double those of UPA clergy, and thls wlll 
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undoubtedly be seen as a partial justliication for any disparity in clerg)/ 
population ratlos. It is, of course, the thinking behind the inclusion of an 
electoral roll factor in the Sheffield formula. It does homever raise an 
Important question: to what extent should laity be regarded as an asset 
rather than a l~ability in clergy deployment cdlculations? They should 
not be regarded simply as numbers to be ministered to. Here are the 
resources for 'shared ministry'. 

5.29 It needs to be noted in passing that some of the variation in 
electoral roll numbers is less a reflection of church membership than of 
fiscal considerations. The questionable use of electoral roll membership 
as a prime factor in assessment of quota has caused parishes in many 
dioceses to pursue reductions in their electoral rolls to an extent that 
could be counter-pastoral and with results that, in aggregate, give a false 
impression of the rate of change in the strength of the Church. 

Adequacy of Staffing in UPAs 
5.30 Leaving aside the question of relative staffing levels in UPAs and 
elsewhere, what evidence is there that UPA parishes need, and are 
crying out for, more clergy'! O f  the UPA clergy interviewed in the 
survey, 59 per cent saw their parishes as inadequately staffed. (The 
comparable figure in non-UPAs was 31 per cent.) O f  those UPA clergy 
who said they were inadequately staffed: 

53 per cent (i.e. 31 per cent of all UPA clergy) wanted extra 
full-time clergy 

35 per cent (i.e. 20 per cent of all UPA clergy) wanted secretarial' 
office staff 

27 per cent (i.e. 16 per cent of all UPA clergy) wanted deaconesses 
20 per cent (i.e. 12 per cent of all UPA clergy) wanted lay workers 
14 per cent (i.e. 8 per cent of all UPA clergy) wanted part-time 

clergy 

(NB: Percentages in the first column add up to more than 100 per cent, 
and in the second to more than 59 per cent, because some clergy said 
they needed more than one type of extra assistance.) 

These specific pleas for more staff were supported indirectly by the 
reference to 'exhaustion' as a problem by 36 per cent of UPA clergy in 
the sample - compared with 15 per cent non-UPA. Indeed, in our visits 
to UPAs our impression was of numbers of dedicated clergy xvho were 
under very considerable pressure - particularly on some of the big 
housing estates. 
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5.31 \Ve belleve that the survey information will provide some 
guldance to the Church and to bodles such as the Advisory Council Lor 
the Church's hiinistry (ACCM). Yet although 31 per cent of all UPA 
clergy said they wanted an extra full-time clerical colleague, we would 
stress that as many or more were looklng rather for secretarial help, 
deaconesses and lay workers. 

5.32 W e  have considered very carefully n-hether we should argue for 
a new Sheffield Report, with Increased population weighting. But nre 
are well aware that we have been looking at only one side of the 
equation. Even though the position in the rural areas has been outslde 
our terms of reference, we know that any further reduction In the 
allocation of clergy to rural dloceses would present very serlous 
problems. Hundreds of vlllages do not have a resident vicar for the first 
time for many hundreds of years. Many find themselves grouped with 
three or four other vlllages and served by one vlcar. 

5.33 W e  do not therefore call for a revision of the Sheffield formula, 
but commend the evidence we have presented above for further study 
by the Ministry Co-ordinating Group. 

5.34 If in the future there is an increase in numbers of stipendiary 
clergy, we would argue for a proper share of them for UPAs. For the 
present our judgement is that a high priority should be given to 
increased stipendiary lay ministries in UPAs - perhaps community 
workers or administrators - not necessarily tied to one parish. W e  
hope that the Church Urban Fund we propose might make such 
ministries possible. 

5.35 W e  recomtnetzd first, that dioceses review the deployment of their 
clergy to ensure that UPA parishes receive a fair share and that 
particular attention should be paid to parishes on large outer estates; and 
second, that dioceses explore the possibilities of fresh stipendiary lay 
ministries, not necessarily tied to one parish. 

Parish and Deanery 
5.36 We now turn to organisational matters at parish level. W e  cannot 
of course prescribe here for each local UPA Church: each will face its 
own particular combination of circumstances. Yet national and diocesan 
strategies must take account of these local realities. 

5.3; W e  believe that there is a need for UPA Churches to adopt a 
systematic approach to develop their life and mission. As an aid to this 
we have prepared a suggested outline ibr an 'Audit for the Local 
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Church' for adoptlon at parlih lexel. W e  r i i t~rnr t1 t t l i i  ~ t s  further 
development and use. Such an audlr should not be X-lewed as another 
form to 'be filled In, but a means of enabling local Churches to 
undertake, in a fair13 consistent way, an out~vard-looklng review ofthe 
need5 of their area and the role of the Church 111 responding to those 
needs. 

5.38 The audlt 1s set out In full ln Appendix A. Ir is In two parts. The 
first task 1s to de\clop an accurate plcture of the pdrlsh thiough the use 
of maps, statistical data, and the mews of the local people. This should 
be considered alongside lnformatlon about the church's congregation, 
activities, bulldlngs and finance. The second part 1s 'plannlng for 
actlon': first, a careful reflection on how at present the Church engages 
wlth the realltles of Ilfe ln ~ t s  area, and then declslons being reached 
about prlorlties for actlon. 

5.39 Such audits at parish level will, we believe, be valuable aids in 
relation to the recommendations we make in this Report on training, 
staffing and buildings. They should also be treated as an important part 
of diocesan applications to the new Church Urban Fund which we 
propose in Chapter 7 .  

5.40 Parishes may need assistance in the preparation of these audits, 
and diocesan staff may need to offer guidelines and general advice. But 
we see a particularly important role here for deaneries in UPAs. 

5.41 Deaneries vary considerably in size and therefore in nature in 
dif'ferent areas, and they are often regarded as a mixed blessing. Because 
however they cover an area wider than the local Church and smaller 
than the diocese they are more easily able to relate to UPAs which cross 
parish boundaries. W e  recomnzend that in urban areas deaneries should 
have a clear role as units of support and pastoral planning. Teams based 
on the deanery should include, for example, lay administrators and 
youth and community workers. The deanery should also play an 
important part in diocesan planning in relation to staffing, buildings, 
finance and training, and in helping the pastoral needs ofthe UPAs to be 
better understood in the Diocesan Pastoral Committee. All this has 
important implications for the size of deaneries (which we would prefer 
to be smaller rather than larger) and for the functions and responsi- 
bilities of  the area dean (who, in urban areas, should surely cease to be 
known as the rural dean). The relationship of deanery synods to the 
process of ecumenical planning remains an unresolved issue which calls 
for new initiatives. 
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Developing the Parochial System 
5.42 W e  have been iinpressed by the commitment, on the part of 
Church and secular bodies, to the parochial system as A v, a) of ensuring 
that Chrlstlan ministry and mission are rn~intained in the UPAs. 
How e~ er, u e ha\ e also receir ed evidence \vhich suggests that the 
traditional parochial system, although 1zecessar)i for maii~taining an 
Anglican presence in UPAs, has its limitations, and 1s in need of reform. 

5.13 First, as Lve have already argued, for the UPA Church to be truly 
'local' it must take neighbourhoods far more seriously. By a 
neighbourhood, we mean that part of a locality which is defined more 
easily by the people living there than by bodies such as Diocesan 
Pastoral Committees. People know where their neighbourhood begins 
and ends - at a main road, a canal, a row of shops. They know all its 
significant meeting places - Bingo hall, pub, clinic, playground etc. An 
Anglican parish usually includes a number of neighbourhoods. Yet in 
some places a neighbourhood may be larger than an existing parish and 
may cross existing parochial boundaries. 

5.44 The recognition of the significance of the neighbourhood for the 
local Church is very much in the Anglican parochial tradition. Parish 
boundaries were originally designed to make each parish CO-terminous 
with a virtually self-contained community. 

5.45 The importance of neighbourhoods suggests that consideration 
should be given to: 

(i) the need to revise ~arochia l  boundaries to relate more closely to 
such neighbourhoods (as is already ~oss ib le  under the Pastoral 
Measure); 

(ii) the development of small neighbourhood-based worship 
centres. This could lead to 'multi-centre' or 'multi-cellular' strategies 
for the local Church, reflecting a commitment to a locality and not 
simply to a congregation; 

(iii) the development of centres, preferably ecumenical, in each 
neighbourhood (for example in house groups) which reach out in care 
and concern for the whole life of the neighbourhood and all its 
people. Small groups for prayer, Bible study, healing, and theological 
reflection on local issues would be based on them. 

5.16 Second, we believe that partnership in ministry is essential in the 
development of an effective Church in UPAs. Q7e recognize that many 
clergy prefer to work on their own and in their own parish. There is still 
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a powerful surviving image of the 'slum priest', who, single-handed, in 
an earlier generation, made his mark on an urban parish. (He may, in 
fact, have had a number of assistants, clerical and la)r, but the Image of 
the one-man-band remains.) The problems of teams and groups may 
also have deterred some from collaborative ministry. They can be badly 
thought through, and poorly supported or resourced, particularly if they 
are s~mply a way of staffing parlshes wlth fewer clergy. They can 
encourage a new form of clericalism because the lalty are excluded. 
They can be too blg and inflexible - glving the impression of a large 
impersonal health centre. 

5.47 Yet despite all that can be said to the contrary, we must express 
our very clear preference for the various kinds of collaborative 
ministry. These include collaboration in ministry within the local 
Church, most of all between clergy and laity, but also between different 
neighbourhood Churches, both informally and in teams or groups; 
ecumenical collaboration; and collaboration between parochial clergy 
and clergy engaged in other spheres of ministry. 

5.38 W e  welcome the encouragement given to the further develop 
ment of collaborative ministries in the Report of the Ministry Co- 
ordinating Group on Team and Group Ministries3 Though we cannot 
prescribe for every situation, we believe that clergy in the UPAs should 
be in some kind of team or group. Our  evidence suggests that most 
clergy find teams or groups, whether formal or informal, helpful, 
particularly in terms of mutual personal and practical support. 

5.49 W e  recommend therefore that each parish reviews, preferably 
annually, what progress has been made in the sharing of ministry 
between clergy and laity, and in co-operation with neighbouring 
Churches and with other denominations. (Our  proposed audit also 
refers to this need.) Where formal or informal groups or teams are 
established, it is important that there should be clear job descriptions, 
which should be reviewed annually. 

5.50 Third, for the parochial system to be made more effective will 
require a development of varieties of sector ministries: to where people 
work, are educated, pursue their leisure activities and are treated when 
sick or infirm. In the UPAs ministry to specific groups - such as young 
people, the homeless, and drug addicts and their families - may be 
needed. There will also be a need for ministry to particular institutions - 
prisons, hospitals, hostels, schools and other educational institutions, 
and the social services. '4s well as the need to relate to places of 
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employment. an outbvard-looking ministry in the UPL% should relate to 
unemployed people. 

5 . 1  No one parish xvill have the resources to serve such wide-ranging 
groups of people or institutions: this underlines the need for 
collaboration between parishes, ecumenically, and with sector ministers 
who have responsibility for particular groups or institutions. The 
development of varieties of ministry can also draw on the skills of the 
laity and on the help that may be offered by special groups. For 
example, the contribution of the religious communities to the Church in 
the UPAs over the last century and more cannot be ignored. Although at 
present the size of the communities and the age of their members may 
not seem to offer encouragement, we have seen in a number of UPAs 
what small groups of Roman Catholic and Anglican religious can 
achieve. A Community House in a UPA, in close relationship to the 
local Church, can sustain and support imaginative work in the 
surrounding area. 

5.52 W e  also welcome the fresh commitment of the  Church Army to 
the UPAs. The skills of Church Army evangelists in working with the 
local Church on a number of housing estates we have visited, and in 
non-parochial ministries such as the resettlement of single homeless 
people, have been impressive. Elsewhere, individuals, families and 
groups from other areas deciding to live in UPAs at the service of the 
local Churches, sometimes by 'church planting' or as ad hoc 
communities, can make a welcome contribution to developing a variety 
of local ministry. They should, however, continually assess whether 
they are contributing to the development of ministry by local people 
rather than exercising ministry and leadership instead of them. 

5.53 For effective local Churches to be fostered, and for the parochial 
system to be developed, will require the adoption of clear diocesan 
policies for UPAs. Many dioceses have already taken steps in this 
direction, and the experience gained needs to be shared systematically. 
This might be helped by the establishment of UPA co-ordinating 
officers or committees, working closely with the existing boards and 
councils, in the urban area dioceses. 

The Church and Minority Ethnic Groups 
5.54 There are probably fewer than 100 black clergy in the Church of 
England, and no black staff are employed in senior posts by the Boards 
and Councils of the General Synod. 
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5.55 Although our sun-ej ~ndlcated that 'race and comnlunlt) 
1-eldtlons' ~ A S  not seen by imalnlj 1% hite) clergy as a major problem In 
LPAs, thls U as not the view expressed b) the black people , ln~ludlng 
black clergy) who gave us evidence. There has been a uldespreiid 
recognition In the evidence submitted to us that raclal discrlmlnatlon 
and dlbadvantage still represent a c h ~ l l e n ~ e  to be overcome In our 
socletv. There were calls for the Church of England to respond, hy 
stressing the Importance of compl~iince wlth the present laws against 
direct and lndlrect raclal discrlminatlon. It was also suggested that, at 
local level, churches should enter Into dialogue wlth rninorlty ethnlc 
groups, and perhaps act as brokers between such groups and, for 
example, local government. 

5.56 The Church of England certainly has an unrivalled network of 
local organisations uniquely placed to take a strong lead in spelling out 
the message of racial equality. Yet the Commission for Racial Equality 
said in their submission to us that members of minority ethnic groups 
who, b r  the most part, feel left out ofthe mainstream ofBritish society, 
feel equally ignored and relegated to the peripheries of church life. 
Many black Christians told us that they have felt 'frozen out' of the 
Church of England by patrician attitudes. Some had left the Church, yet 
others were still solid Anglicans. W e  have heard repeated calls for the 
Church of England to 'make space' for - and so better receive the gifts 
of - black Christians. 

5.57 When we came to consider how the Church of England should 
respond to this situation, we recognised the primary need for national 
and diocesan policies to be particularly sensitive to the needs of 
minority ethnic groups. This is reflected elsewhere in our report where 
we address issues such as training, church schools, and the sharing and 
sale of buildings. 

5.58 This alone is not enough. There needs to be a clear lead from 
the centre. W e  believe that organisational changes must be made at 
national level to facilitate progress with these and other issues. W e  
believe that the Church must make a clear response not only to racial 
discrimination and disadvantage, but also to the alienation, hurt and 
rejection experienced by many black people in relation to the Church 
of England. 

5.59 W e  have consequently considered whether new advlsory or 
executive bodles should be established by the General Synod and in the 
dioceses, or nem appointments made to exlsting bodles, to enable the 
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o i  black people to be better recognised and accepted by the 
Church, and to create circumstances of equal acces for black people to 
service 111 all its strtictures. We  have also given some thought as to 
whether changes are required in the arrangements b> nhlch represen- 
tntlve bodies (and the General Svnod in p~rtlcular) are constituted. 

5.60 W e  have esamined various possibilities in the light ofthree clear 
objectives wTe would wish to see achieved: 

(i) that the issues of  racial discrimillation and disadvantage are 
given a clearer and more sustained emphasis in all that the Church 
says and does; 
,.. 
(11) the promotiotl of a greater awareness of these issues, and 
associated socio-cultural aspects, throughout the Church; 

(iii) the removal of barriers to the effective participation and 
leadership of black people at all levels of Church life, particularly in 
relation to the ordained ministry. 

5.61 For these obiectives to be met, the important considerations in 
ourjudgement are &at any structural changes ;ould need to be rjirctivr, 
in terms of the  process of management and policy implementatidn, and 
accourztnble within the Church structures 2nd in relation to the black 
Anglican constituency. 

5.62 W e  have concluded, and accordingly recomnzend, that the 
following complementary initiatives should be taken in relation to 
bodies appointed by the General Synod: 

(a) The work undertaken at present by the Race Relations Field 
Officer of the General Synod's Board for Social Responsibility (BSR) 
should be carried forward under a new permanent committee and 
properly integrated in the Board's structure. This would not require 
the establishment of a new post, but rather for the Synod to fund the 
whole (rather than 50 per cent at present) of the BSR's work in this 
field; 

(bj The appointment of a Selection Secretary with responsibilities 
fbr black dnglican vocations to the staff of the Advisory Council 
for the Church's Ministry, together with the nomination of a senior 
black clergyman to the ACCM Council by the House of Bishops, 
to promote the recruitment, training and deployment of black 
Anglican priests; 

ic) The establishment of a wide-ranging Standing Commission on 
Black Anglican Concerns which should be established for an initial 
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pcriod \perhdps f;ve with '1 re\ ie\v towards the end ofthls term 
lcdd111g to a decision on the need for an extension of its life. 

5.63 The proposal for developing the role ofthe BSRw ould pro>ide a 
more effectir e means of education, and the propoxd additions to the 
ACCM Council and staff would be a means of encouraging more 
effective partlcipanon and leadership among black Angl~cans. The new 
Commi~sion, which should include a high proportion of black people 
among its members (some nominated by the dioceses, others by the 
Association of Black Clergy), would be charged with taking an 
oversight of all matters connected mith race and the Church. 
Appropriate reportiilg lines from the relevant staff members in BSR and 
ACCM to the Conlmission should be established. 

5.64 The new Commission's brief should not, however, be restricted 
to the issues arising in the context of the work of the BSR and ACCM. It 
should also consider matters which fall within the responsibilities of the 
other General Synod Boards and Councils, as far as they have policy 
implications for minority ethnic groups. The Commission would 
certainly need to forge links with the Board of Education (for example, 
on the issue of church schools in multi-racial areas) and the Board for 
Mission and Unity (about the Church's mission to minority ethnic 
groups and the wider question of relations with those of other faiths, 
particularly the Asian religions). 

5.65 Any one of these initiatives on its own would be desirable, but 
not necessarily sufficient: for example, for the change in ACCM to take 
place (with or without the change in BSR) in the absence of any wider 
structural initiative would still leave race ~om~ar tmenta l ized  and - 
perhaps damagingly - unaccountable to the black constituency. 
Equally, if the sole initiative were a new Commission for Black 
Anglican Concerns, even if appropriately staffed and funded, and with 
rights of access to meetings and papers of the Boards and Councils ofthe 
General Synod, there urould be a danger that it would be seen as just one 
more pressure group. 

5.66 In relation to staffing we propose: 

(a) One full-time staffofficer based in the General Synod Office on 
a fixed-term contract, AS Secretary of the new Commission; 

(h,) A full-time worker in BSR, funded by the Synod and 
responsible to that Board, but reporting also to the Con~nlission; 

(c) A Selection Secretary in ACCM xvith responsibilities for black 
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Anglican vocations, who would be responsible to the ACCM Council 
(to which a senior black clergyman would be nominated by the House 
of Bishops) but who would report also to the new Commission. 

5.67 W e  would expect these posts to be filled by black Anglicans. 
Although it might be unla\vful for them to be advertised to be filled by 
black people per se, the relevant job descriptions u~ould need to call for 
candidates to have a good knowledge of the minority ethnic 
communities, and the particular concerns of black ,4nglicans. Lay 
people would clearly be eligible, as well as suitably qualified clergy. 

5.68 W e  make no specific recommendations about changes in 
diocesan structures. But we consider that each diocese should review its 
organisational arrangements and the composition of its boards, councils 
and committees, to ensure that black Anglicans have a voice in decision- 
making or advisory processes, and that a concern for racial dis- 
crimination and disadvantage is reflected in policies and practices. 

5.69 In relation to representative bodies, we have concluded that it 
would be unrealistic for us to bring forward a set of detailed proposals. 

5.70 W e  believe, however, that the under-representation of people 
from minority ethnic groups in the democratically-elected institutions 
of the Church and in the secular world demands careful attention. The 
Church is one among many bodies in which there is a marked under- 
representation of ethnic minorities in elected bodies in proportion to 
their numbers. There is no elected black Member of Parliament. Under 
whatever electoral system, people from minority groups comprising no 
more than 4 per cent of  the nation's population are bound to face great 
difficulties in securing seats in an elected national assembly. 

5.71 Despite the use of the Single Transferable Vote system, of the 
General Synod's 550 members in 1984/85, only 2 (0.3 per cent)  were 
from minority ethnic groups. Although there are no accurate statistics of  
the number of black Anglicans on church electoral rolls, the ex'd '1 ence 
from our clergy survey, together with information from the Diocese 
of Birmingham, suggests that the present level of P C C  and Deanery 
and Diocesan Synod representation is disproportionately low. Clearly 
every effort must continue to be made to encourage black Anglicans to 
put their names forward for election to Church governing bodies at 
all levels. 

5.72 W e  have also asked ourselves whether the Church should 
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co~lsider adopting some form of quota system ~vithin its electoral 
arrangements i'or the General Synod. 

3.73 W e  sce no theological reason why present electoral systems 
should be maintained ifthey are not serving the needs of the Church. An 
alternative approach has already been accepted by the Church of 
England in the elecrioiis to the VVorld Council of Churches (WCC).  O f  
the 11 members put forward by the Church of England in what is called 
the '85 per cent category', seven are elected by General Synod and four 
appointed b) the Presidents and Standing Committee of the Synod. The 
Synod declded in 1980 that. of the seven to be elected, four must be 
clergy (with no more than two bishops) and three must be lay people (of  
whom two must be women). So even before the W C C  makes up the 
balance in the '15 per cent category' (see Appendix C), the principle of a 
quota system - in relation to laity and women - has been adopted by the 
Synod in this context. 

5.74 There is nothing sacrosanct about present tneclzanisms of 
democracy, the important thing is for those mechanisms to give an 
effective franchise and voice to all sections of plural society. W e  
therefore recomnzetzd that the new Synod to be elected in 1985 should 
consider how a more appropriate system of representation which pays 
due regard to minority interests can be implemented for the General 
Synod elections of 1990. 

The Wider Church 
5.75 Finally in this Chapter we consider the important question of the 
relationship between the Church in the UPAs and the rest of the Church 
of England. O n  reading this report, members of Churches in other areas 
may ask ' What does all this mean for us?' and 'What can we do to help?' 

5.76 The UPA Church - although it is often resilient, faithful and 
resourceful - does need the support and understanding of the wider 
Church. W e  also believe that the wider Church needs the insights of  the 
UPA Church. The recognition of the Church as the Body of Christ, 
with each part dependent on the others for the effective working of the 
whole, is fundamental. The quality of the relationship between the UPA 
and the wider Church is a supreme test of the life of the whole Body. 

5.77 Unless the whole Church can be persuaded to take seriously 
the challenge and i light of the Church in the UPAs, it will cease to 
be the Church of the whole people. Yet well-intentioned appeals to the 
wider Church will not necessarily achieve a greater commitment of 
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the U hole Church to the UPAs. The obstacles to  effectlvc change are 
deeply entrenched. 

5 .  Many outsldr the UPfis. h r  ~nstance, have llttle or no first-hand 
experience of llvlng In them. They may have some fedr of them, or just 
'don't  ant to kilo\\'. As we  ha^ e sugge>ted, the local xvorld 1s the real 
no r ld  for most people; and the world seen only from the rallwav 
carnage m.lndo\~ - even though your own way of llfe may to a 
considerable extent depend on that world - 15 not easy fhr most people 
to  relate to. Some may blame the UPAs for t hen  problems, though the 
major problems of the  UPAs are rarely created or sustalned primarily by 
the people llr~lng In them, and as rarely can be solved by them alone. 

5.79 The  problems of  UPAs are admittedly huge, and it is 
understandable if people - outside and inside them - feel helpless and 
frustrated in the face of them, unless they are offered realistic help and 
support. In addition, some may say that 'Comfortable Britain' is already 
full ofdeinands. 'We've enough problems of our own' may be a genuine 
enough reaction. 

5.80 *Many people in the suburbs and the country have consciously 
got out o f  the inner areas or  outer estates. 'Climbing out' has been 
costly. It has meant effort and initiative. They have 'bettered 
themselves' and achieved. 

5.81 'Bettering yourself is a natural desire; but the desire to 'better 
yourself must always for the Christian be coupled with the 
determination to see that others have the same opportunities. 'Bettering 
yourself and therefore ' p t i n g  out' are not to be related primarily to  
getting out o f a  particular ylacr.. Many who get out {or who want to, for 
many cannot) do  so not necessarily because they want to get out of that 
place, but because it is the only way they can get out of the condit ions 
which obtain in UPAs. People want t o  get to where there is better 
employment, better housing, better health facilities, better educational 
opportunity, more space and fewer effects of criminality - or where 
these things seem to be better. Until the deprivations of the UPAs are 
removed, people will legitimately want to  leave them. 
5.82 The long-standing divisions between the UPAs and 'Comfort- 
able Britain' are predominantly between areas of different social class. It 
is possible to make easy speeches about 'partnership between the U P h s  
and other areas'. as though all vestiges of  ' the rich man in his castle; the 
poor man at his gate' had long since been done away. But secular 
attitudes to  power and class still persist in the Church in subtle and not 
so subtle wavs. 
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5.83 The Church has often reinforced rather than challenged oxer- 
simplified ,ittitudes. 'Clerg) shouldn't be sent to "difficult areas" as 
soon as they're ordained' - which eTades the quest1011 of appropriate 
tralning for different difficulties in the suburbs and the UPAs. 'It must 
be difficult L\ here you are.  . . with so little response' - meaning: 'Here 
in the suburbs we get a larger congregation' - which may not necessarily 
indicdte 2 greater response to the Gospel of Christ. 

5.84 To respond effectively to the needs of the UPAs requires a 
motivation - a theology and a spirituality - of 'membership one 
of another'. W e  h a ~ i ~  six suggestions to make as an aid to achieving 
this end. 

5.85 First, we must fkrnly recognise that the Church is, and has the 
potential to be even more, a major force for good in our society. The 
Church as a whole can promote a more sensitive climate of public 
opinion. In a world and society of competing and conflicting claims, of 
different classes and races, it is important that the Church should teach 
and demonstrate what 'belonging' to society as a whole can mean, and to 
provide guidance and example on tolerance, acceptance and altruism in 
a plural society. 

5.86 Second, all Christians should take part in promoting that 
common good which would benefit the UPAs and their Churches, by 
public commitment to social welfare and justice, to good education, 
housing, and health for all. It is important for Christians to show 
themselves committed as 'members one of another' as citizens, as well as 
within the structures of the Church. 

5.87 Third, all Christians need to make the effort to learn what life is 
like - and why - in the UPAs. Those who live in the suburbs and work in 
the UPAs can be a most valuable channel of  communication between the 
two. Thousands of suburban families have at least one member who 
commutes to the inner city; perhaps to work as a doctor, nurse, teacher 
or social worker. They can help their families, friends and fellow church 
members in the suburbs appreciate what is happening in the UPAs, and 
they should be given an opportunity to do so. They also should be 
supported by their local Churches and clergy recognising their work as a 
valid part of their ministry, and not necessarily expecting them to run 
the Sunday School at home after a week in an inner city school. It is also 
~aluable  for those who are Lvorking in stressful situations in the UPAs to 
have some support in the area where they work. Local clergy can often 
offer this - and can also offer opportunities for those who work in the 
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area, but do not live in it, to broaden their knowledge of local life, and 
to share their experiences and reflect on them with others who are 
working in the area. 

5.88 Fourth, the Church should encourage agencies such as the 
religious communities, the Church Army, the missionary societies, and 
the settIements to develop their ministry in the UPAs, in close 
collaboration with local Churches, and after careful negotiation with 
the dioceses and the local Church. 

5.89 Fifth, exchanges between UPA Churches and Churches 
elsewhere can be promoted. If such exchanges are undertaken with 
careful preparation and for the development of both sets of Churches, 
we believe they can put a human face on 'membership one of another' 
and provide real opportunities for mutual learning. Yet we are aware of 
the dangers of exchanges. As one diocesan report on 'twinning' (a word 
which we do not believe is appropriate) notes, 'It can bring considerable 
mutual friendship and understanding. However, it does very little to 
change the lives and environment of those living in the inner city.' 
Although we would encourage properly-planned exchanges, we do not 
regard them as a substitute for making much-needed skills availabIe to 
UPA Churches, and ensuring the proper representation of UPA people 
and Churches in Church decision-making. 

5.90 Sixth, we have been impressed with the way in which 
Community Service Volunteers (CSV) has provided opportunities for 
young people to work full-time in areas like UPAs, and has tried to take 
the complexities of UPAs seriously. Other ways of introducing young 
people to life in UPAs are organised, for example, by Careforce, in 
Root Groups, and through settlements. W e  encourage Churches to give 
support to young people who want to learn in this way. We believe 
schemes of this kind should be developed and strengthened in the 
Church, to extend the age range of volunteers and to cater for part-time 
volunteer work as well as full-time, and on as disciplined and regular a 
basis as the present work of CSV. Volunteers could work with 
vulnerable homeless people, disabled or elderly people, with young 
offenders and victims of crime. The range of work could be 
considerably extended at the suggestion and with the co-operation of 
UPA parishes. W e  recommend that the appropriate Church voluntary 
bodies consider this proposal, though we recognise that volunteering 
schemes need to be mounted sensitively, particularly in places where 
there are high levels of unemployment. 
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5.91 Finall), me note thdt many UPhs \especiall) those close to 
central London, are b j  no Inearls socidlly monochiome; but man) 
prot^essional people who live in the inner city areas opt out ofthelr local 
Church and indeed out of an): responsibility in thelr local society. They 
may feel that their home IS in, but not part of, the inner city. For the 
Christian, we have no doubt that l~ving In the inner city and the UPA 
should normallj mean some considerable commitment to the Church in 
that locality and to the surrounding society. That commitment needs to 
be made with much thought, care and sensitivity - and without 
inhibiting the wider development of local leadership. 

Main Recommendations 

I. A national system for designating UPA ~ar ishes  should be 
developed (paragraph 5.9). 

2. Dioceses should devote greater attention to the effective collection 
and presentation of accurate statistics (paragraph 5.16). 

3. The internal distribution of clergy by dioceses should be adjusted 
where necessary to ensure that UPA parishes receive a fair share, and 
that particular attention should be paid in this respect to parishes on 
large outer estates (paragraph 5.35). 

4. Dioceses should explore the possibilities of fresh stipendiary lay 
ministries, not necessarily tied to one parish (paragraph 5.35). 

5. The 'Audit for the Local Church' which we propose should 
be further developed, and adopted by local UPA Churches 
(paragraph 5.37). 

6. In urban areas the deanery should have an important support and 
pastoral planning function (paragraph 5.41). 

7 .  Each parish should review, preferably annually, what progress has 
been made in the sharing of ministry between clergy and laity, and in 
co-operation between neighbouring Churches, and ecumenically 
(paragraph 5.49). 

8. Appointments should be made to the Boards and Councils of the 
General Synod and a new Commission on Black Anglican Concerns 
established, to enable the Church to make a more effective res- 
ponse to racial discrimination and disadvantage, and to the alienation 
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experienced by many black people in relat~on to the Church ofEngland 
(paragraph 5.62:. 

9. The General Svnod should consider how a more appropriate system 
of representation which pays due regard to minority interests can be 
implemented for the Synod elections of 1990 (paragraph 5.'l j. 
10. The appropriate Church ~o lun ta ry  bodies should consider how 
schemes for X oluntary service in UPAs could be extended to widen the 
age range of those eligible, and to allow for part- time as well as full-time 
volunteering (paragraph 5.90). 
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only to that locality. 
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Chapter 6 
DEVELOPING THE PEOPLE OF G O D  

' T h e  Church ofEngland has a culture all of  its own. I t  can't see what inner 
city people's minds might be'. (Clergyman, Liverpool) 

6.1 This Chapter deals with the people of the Church. It contains 
major sections on the development of the laity and the clergy, and here 
we also consider worship, and children and young people. 

The Development of the Laity 
6.2 An emphasis on the laity has been a strong theme to emerge in the 
written evidence submitted to us, and in our discussions in the UPAs. 
There was a particular stress on the need for a laity in the UPAs 
committed to making Christianity take shape in the local culture. W e  
strongly affirm that lay people have an important role in developing the 
mission of the local UPA church. They can present the Gospel to others 
in a way that will make them feel 'this is for our sort of people'. Only 
those who are in, and of, a local area can say how God is speaking there. 
They can tell each other and the wider Church. 

6.3 Yet we have also had evidence that there are many obstacles in the 
way of developing an effective laity in the UPAs. They include the 
historical domination of leadership roles by those of other cultures, a 
concentration on words and books and equating intelligence and 
vocation with academic ability, a dependence on professionals, and a 
degree of conservatism among the laity. 

6.4 To tackle such obstacles effectively, a 'bottom-up' rather than a 
' topdown'  approach is required. The structure of local churches should 
be more related to the tasks they have to undertake, which must be 
discerned and decided locally. The question is not so much 'How is the 
Church to be run here?', but rather 'What are God's people called to be 
and to do here?'. The answer to this question may we hope emerge from 
the undertaking of an Audit for the local Church, as we have suggested. 
Such a review may give rise to some disconcerting implications for 
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aspects of church life. It may challenge existing views of the role of the 
clergy, the patterns and means of ~ v o r s h i ~ ,  the appropriateness of 
church buildings, and the allocation of resources. 

6.5 Perhaps most of all, it may lead to a serious consideration of how 
local lay leadership can be developed. There was a general recognition 
in the evidence submitted to us that 'the potential for local leadership is 
there and it needs to be sought, nurtured and encouraged'.'. A major 
emphasis in virtually all the submissions we have receiv-ed is on the need 
for lay leadership to be developed systematically. Parishes repeatedly 
asked for training designed to reflect the experience, skills and cultures 
of local people. 

6.6 A universal Church crosses boundaries between ethnic groups, 
classes and cultures. At the same time, an authentic   nark of the presence 
of the Church in any particular place is that it should be rooted in the 
culture and character of that locality. W e  believe that the Church of 
England has in general failed to measure up to this objective in the 
UPAs, and that a major factor in this failure is that there has been no 
sustained programme for encouraging and developing local Church 
leadership. 

6.7 W e  will argue later for new approaches to the training of clergy to 
be adopted. But we consider that this on its own, although necessary, 
will not be sufficient. For the Church to 'belong' in the UPAs will 
require the development of a Church leadership which more closely 
reflects the culture, style and patterns of behaviour of the people of the 
area. In other words, a 'localness' which is social as well as 
geographical. 

6.8 The Liverpool Diocese's UPA report noted that: ' N o  Church can 
be a truly local Church so long as leadership and decision-making is in 
the hands of people who do not live there'. W e  would go further than 
this: not only must local leadership and decision-making be shifted 
towards those who live in the area, but it must be shifted more to those 
who belong to the predominant social class or group. 

6.9 This should apply throughout the Church. Indeed, it is the case 
already in many rural and suburban areas. But in the UPAs, even some 
st~pendiary clergy from urban working-class roots have found that their 
training and the expectations of their calling have, perhaps inevitably, 
turned them into members of the professional classes. They have 
become socially and culturally distanced from their origins. 
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6.li) In considering the yuehtlon of local Church leadership, \&c  have 
rcilected on the nritlngs of Roland Allell, who serl ed 111 China from 
1895-1903. Hc argued that the missionary Church of his d2.l brought all 
the leadership, all the ~ n s n  ers, and all the money from outside, r n ~ k i i ~ g  
the local Church dependent, and mastlng ~ t s  distinct and God-given 
gifts. Bv contrast, he noted, St Paul founded a self-reliant Church; he 
appoin;ed local leaders after what we would regard as a minlmum of 
training. These understandings have been confirmed by more recent 
experience in the \.~orld-wide Anglican Communion (for example, in 
the latest report of the Anglican Consultative Cou~lcll - ACC 6). 

6.11 It is right we believe to argue in relation to the New Testament, 
and to much in subsequent Christian tradition, that we should expect to 
see Christ build his Church in any community in the world and to see 
appropriate local leadership emerge. The experience in Britain and in 
other advanced industrial societies however is that there are great 
difficulties in the way of achieving this objective, and that any progress 
in this direction cannot be made quickly. W e  must be realistic in our 
expectations. Yet we believe a new impetus is needed. As a contribution 
to this impetus we recommend that in Dioceses with significant 
concentrations of UPAs there should be active experiments in Church 
Leadership Development Programmes. 

A Church Leadership Development Programme 
6.12 There is much God-given intelligence and ability to be found 
among local people in Urban Priority Areas. However, the experience 
of frequently being 'put down' by many teachers, employers, parents 
and clergy has often led to l o ~ v  expectations which in turn have led to 
low achievements. 

6.13 Christians from UPAs have frequently been overawed by finding 
themselves in a tiny minority on educational courses run by the'church 
often they have either withdrawn or have been absorbed into styles of 
Church life which have de-skilled them for their own area. It would be a 
new7 experience for most Christians from UPAs to find themselves in a 
Church group where the great majority shared their culture and 
experience of life in city and town. 

6.14 W e  are aware of the existence of actual or projected experiments 
in such lay leadership training. The Step by Step scheme in the Stepnoy 
area of the London Diocese is one such programme. Experiments in 
Liverpool and Manchester Dioceses are also proposed following on 
locally-gained experience (for example, with the Evangelical Urban 
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Tralning Project, the Nexvton Heath Project, the Communltles-in- 
Crlsls and the S~ l fo rd  Pastoral P l ~ n ) .  Their object11 es are 
to enable existing or potential lay leaders to develop their leadership 
skills 'ind the experience they already have In la) ministries In Church 
and cornmunlt), and in both. 

6.15 Our  concept of a Church Leadership Development Programme 
is, in essence, a programme of lay development through a varied series 
of training programmes. It would be locally-based, yet wider than any 
one parish. It would be designed locally, and would seek to develop 
existing skills and introduce members to new ones directly related to 
local leadership needs. It should be infortnal in style, and learning- 
rather than teaching-centred. It would not be taught mainly as separate 
modules on the Bible, Christian doctrine, and so on; its content should 
embrace both existing experiences and opportunities in local Church 
and community life, and the major concerns of Christian ministry and 
mission. Theological reflection and articulation would be developed in 
and through these experiences. The Programme should be designed and 
promoted in such a way as to attract women and members of minority 
ethnic groups. Although it should seek to challenge those aspects of 
Church life which are foreign to the cultures of the locality, it should 
also specifically identify, challenge and alter throughout Church life 
those practices which favour the continuation of a predominantly white 
male middle-class leadership. 

6.16 The selection of candidates for a Church Leadership Develop 
ment Programme would normally be a combination of nomination by 
PCCs jWho will need to understand clearly the purpose of the course) 
and self-selection. Existing and potential Christian leaders of Church 
and community-based organisations would need to be encouraged to 
volunteer. 

6.17 W e  see such a programme as a major priority in supporting the 
People of God already living in Urban Priority Areas. It should be tested 
out in selected areas in Dioceses, taking account of the following points. 
It should: 

(A) promote the development of team leadership within the Church 
with only one or two of the team being ordained; 

(b) generate candidates for various types of lay ministry (and for 
Local Non-Stipendiary Ministry, which we consider later): 

(c) help to counter what we regard as mistaken expectations of lay 
ministries among congregations. (The temptation to expect them to 
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do everything for the congregation should be avoided: in their 
parochial ministry they should not normally concentrate on taking 
services and pastoral visiting.); 

,dj avoid narrow congregationalism by ensuring that the selection 
and trainlng are at a level u ~ d e r  than the individual parish. 

6.18 The Church will need to devote greater resources to back this 
initiative than it currently gives to its adult education and lay training 
programmes. In addition to internal diocesan resources there are a 
number of other possibilities which, we believe, should be explored. 
For example, a number of Church educational charities were originally 
established to pay for education for the poor. The): sometimes find it 
difficult today to fulfil those requirements in their Trust Deeds. W e  ask 
them to consider whether programmes of the kind we suggest, which 
give a second chance to those who have not achieved well at school, 
might be a proper object for their support. 

6.19 There are also a number of Church Training Colleges in inner 
city areas which have been closed, and their funds put into trust. Such 
trust funds too would seem directly relevant to what we propose. Indeed 
the All Saints Trust in Tottenham is already funding a part-time worker 
for Step by Step. 

Non- Clerical Stipendiary Workers 
6.20 W e  have recommended in Chapter 5 that Dioceses should 
explore the possibility of fresh stipendiary lay ministries. 

6.21 As we have visited the UPAs, we have been very aware of the 
contribution made by women to local life, and yet of the under-valuing 
and under-utilisation by the Church of the talents and skills they have to 
offer. Their contribution has a particular significance in UPAs for two 
reasons. First, because of the key role which they play in a whole 
multitude of other organisations which have responded to changing 
social attitudes and family patterns much more readily than the Church; 
second, they are often the principal carers of the elderly, sick, and 
vulnerable within the conimunit); and heads of single-parent families. 

6.22 The issue of the ordination of\+-omen to the priesthood has been 
put to us in evidence. It is not our place to do more than note that there 
was an emphasis that this would make a major contribution to ministry 
in UPAs, and that most of us would agree with this view. 

6.23 The Church of England already has 510 Deaconesses and 170 
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Accredited Lay Workers (including some 260 non-stipendiary), many of 
them working in UPAs. The number of women in training for these 
ministries almost doubled between 1980 and 1984. Last year there were 
226 in training (including 100 for non-stipendiary ministry), 90 per cent 
of whom wanted to be Deaconesses. In 1980, women accounted for l 0  
per cent of  the total numbers in training for the ministry sponsored by 
bishops; by 1984 the perecentage had risen to 17.6 per cent. 

6.24 The deployment of Deaconesses and Lay Workers for ministry 
within UPAs is therefore clearly an increasingly important question. O f  
the 59 per cent of the clergy in UPAs who in our survey said they wanted 
additional help, over a quarter wanted a Deaconess; and almost as many 
wanted an additional Lay Worker for their stafc 

6.25 Whereas Deaconesses most often do general parochial work, 
other Lay Workers (both men and women) are likely to have some more 
specialist role e.g. youth and community work, industrial mission, 
education and social work - either receiving training for a specialist role 
or bringing their qualifications and expertise as a professional worker 
into their ministry. Accredited Lay Workers, like Deaconesses, have 
had usually at least two years theological training. 

6.26 It is important for the Church to publicise the need for 
Deaconesses and Lay Workers in UPAs; for dioceses to examine their 
deployment of Deaconesses in relation to the needs of the UPAs; to 
offer appropriate training for the work there (present training for the 
work of Deaconesses and Lay Workers is open to the same criticisms as 
we make later in this chapter about training for Priests and Deacons) and 
to make financial and other kinds of support available. 

6.27 Although Deaconesses, Readers, and Accredited Lay Workers do 
not technically share the 'cure of souls', the Pastoral Measure 1983 and 
the Diocesan Stipends Funds Measure 1953 provide that money in 
Diocesan Stipends Funds may be applied in providing the income of 
'other persons declared by the Bishop to be engaged in the cure of souls 
within the D~ocese'. It has been suggested to us by the Church 
Commissioners that these 'other persons' - who must be baptised, 
confirmed, regular communicants and licensed by the Bishop - were 
intended to include Deaconesses, Readers and Accredited Lay 
Workers. 

6.28 The work of the men and women of the Church Army is a special 
kind of Accredited Lay Ministry and particularly related - by the 
Army's Articles - to the people and conditions of UPAs. As we noted in 
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Chdpter 5. we hdve seen for oursell es some of the ork of the Church 
Arm). The variety of ~ t s  \;\ ork (with unemplo> ed people, Industri'il 
Chaplainc>, colnnlunlt? xvork, m ork 1 ~ 1 t h  broken famllles, and 111 race 
relatlonsj, and the support lt glves to ~ t s  markers In GPAs, IS of great 
Importance. 

6.25 W e  believe that the work of the 60 Church Army staff present in 
EPAs is to be very warmly comxnended and is capable of expansion. The 
potential of the Church Army t h o u g h t f ~ i l ~  to undertake borh 
evangelism and social work is particularly important, as is its wide 
understanding of the meaning of the proclamation of the Gospel to 
those who have little contact with the Church. 

6.30 Clearly not all the work which a parish or diocese decides to 
sponsor - social, educational, health, youth or administrative work, for 
example - will be done by those who will either want, or qualify for, the 
Bishop's licence. This work may be as important and as necessary as 
other work, but the financing of it has often in the past proved more 
difficult. Such work may well qualify for finance from the Church 
Urban Fund which we propose. Because such work is less evidently 
associated with more formal institutional Church structures, it may, in 
fact, have a special effectiveness. 

The Promotion of a Local Non-Stipendiary Ministry 
6.31 The development of Local Non-Stipendiary Ministry (LNSM) in 
UPAs can be seen as a symbol of the official Church's support for 
promotion of local, outward-looking and participating churches. W e  
have already declared our commitment to the development of the laity 
in general and of lay ministries in particular. This priority is seen in our 
encouragement o fa  variety of properly recognised lay ministries, and of 
a Church Leadership Development Programme. Those seeking a LNSM 
would normally be required to have gone through such a programme. 
However, we are also well aware of the central significance of the 
clergy, who are seen as representative of the official Church. So many 
people still associate (and even equate) the Church with the ordained 
ministry. To convert that Church to the importance of recognizing the 
leadership and gifts of some local people by ordination could therefore 
be regarded as an important sign of the Church's commitment to 
promoting a truly local Church at the heart of the wider Church. It is 
not surprising to us, therefore, that in evidence we have received there 
has been widespread support for the principle of  developing a 
LNSM. 
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2 Potentiall\ L aluable experience hac been gained ni th  schemes 
for Local Xon-Stlpendi'iry Mlnlstrv both in rural areas \the Lincoln 
Programme; and urban areas 'the Brandon and Rethnal Green Projects). 
Such schemes hake, we believe rightl), had the broad objectlr7e of 
developing 'ministry dram11 from. trained in, arid intended to be 
exercised in the same coinmunity or sphere'.* Those ordaiiled do not 
enter a ne\5 or separate categor) ofministry. The) are ordalned to the 
priesthood of the Church. But the fact that their training and 
preparation is necessavily much more limited than that received bp full- 
time stipendiary priests or bv NShIs means that the)- cannot be expected 
to undertake all the responsibilities tradltionall! assumed by a priest in 
any part of the Church, but will be licensed to exerclse a ministry in a 
particular local context. From a formal polnt of view. therefore, LNSM 
should not be seen as a new or separate category of ministry but rather as 
a variant within the general concept of the non-stipendiary ministrY.3 
But in practice both the training and the preparation for it, and the 
exercise of it, wlll be ~ignificantl~ different. 

6.33 There has been a continuing debate in the Church of England 
about the nature of the ordained ministry in general, and of local 
ministry. We  wiIl not attempt here to rehearse all that has been said and 
written on the subject. W e  believe however that our concern for local 
Church leadership to be developed in the UPAs converges with many 
current trends in the Anglican Communion in the theology and 
experience of ministry. 

6.34 There are three main reasons why the Church of England should 
develop LNSM in UPAs. 

6.35 First, it derives inevitably and naturally from what is meant by a 
fully local Church which reflects the culture of its area. By this we mean 
'an indigenous Church, open to God, to each other, to the 
neighbourhood, to the world, and to understand the present and 
potential spirituality' of the area.4 Such a Church would derive its 
identity and shape from the people in a particular place working out a 
way of living faithfully, and would take full account of local cultures as 
well as geography. W e  see LNSM as a natural expression of such a 
commitment. 

6.36 Second. LNSM In UPAs would be a strategic part of the task of 
reconciling the local Church to the local community, particularly in the 
sense of encouraging a closer identity between the two. This relates to, 
but is wider than, the need to reduce the alienation between local UPA 
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communities and the Church. Given the marginalisatlon of UPA people 
and communities, d more local minlstry could be an Important prophetic 
actlon; an example of sharing power and opportunity. 

6.37 Third, LNSM must be seen as part of the recognition by the 
Church that traditional ways alone will not enable it to meet its 
responsibility to local Christian communities in UPAs. If traditional 
ways of selecting, training and developing ordained ministries do not 
work very well in UPAs, it makes good sense to explore other ways of 
promoting truly local Churches. 

6.35 W e  have considered the main arguments against LNSMs and 
believe they do not carry sufficient weight. They include first, that the 
local emphasis of LNSM contradicts the catholic universality of the 
ordained ministry. Leaving aside questions about the actual universality 
of the existing ordained ministry, we believe that ordination by the 
Bishop, an area-based selection and training which transcends the 
purely local, and the full participation of the LNSM in the deliberations 
and life of the diocese, should ensure that 'local' does not lead to 
congregationalism. Secondly, the fear that LNSM will be seen as 
second-class depends primarily on the association of ordained ministry 
completely with the norm of professional ministry. A carefully worked- 
out selection, training, and development of LNSM, and its full 
recognition in the life of the Church, should continue the necessary 
erosion of this traditional and highly questionable association. Lastly, 
the fear the LNSM would demote the laity would not be confirmed if 
our suggestions for the selection, training and development of LNSM 
are placed firmly within the primary task of developing the local 
Church and therefore the local laity. 

What Would LNSMs Do? 
6.39 What would be the function of LNSMs in UPAs? Whereas in 
rural area their main task may be to preserve the 'localness' of the 
Church by maintaining its worshipping and sacramental life in small 
village communities, in UPAs their ministry should be a wider one, and 
include the enabling of the Church to engage with the culture and 
concerns of the locality. Although LNSMs would of course have a 
contribution to niake to the worship and building-up of the spiritual life 
of the local Church, they would also have particular opportunities to be 
involved in local issues affecting the community (perhaps working with 
caring and other agencies in the locality), and to bring the ministry and 
mission of the Church to bear on matters where local concern is felt. 
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One might be appointed as the priest responsible for an estate \s-ith~n the 
~a r i sh ,  includ~ng in\ olvement in community groups, house groups, and 
pastoral care. Another might be responsible for ~ 0 ~ 1 t h  uork.  Abobe 211 
the mlnlstry ofthe LNSM would be that o fa  priest primarily concerned 
to promote '1 local Church, truly indlgenou5 to a UP& and reflecting its 
culture and ways of learning in its \%orship. organisation, and 
mission. 

6.40 The tasks of the LNSM would need to be reflected in the 
Bishop's licence which w~ould need to include a job definition. It will be 
necessary to ensure that expectations ofr; and demands on, the LNSM are 
not unrealistic, and take into account family and other responsibilities. 
If the LNSM moved from his or her area, and wished to continue a 
ministry in a new area with the support of a new Church, the case for a 
new licence would be considered by the Bishop in the normal way. The 
LNSM should always be a part of a parish team or group which would 
ik lude  stipendiary and non-stipendiary clergy, accredited lay workers 
and lay leaders. This would ensure continuity, mutual support and 
accountability. 

Criteria for Selection 
6.41 For the selection of LNSM we suggest that, in addition to the 
traditional requirements of a Christian commitment, a true sense of 
calling, and a personal and spiritual maturity, the following criteria 
should be adopted. 

(a) Candidates should normally live in a UPA, and be local in the 
sense of belonging to a local culture (there may be more than one) 
which is under-represented in the Church's leadership. These local 
cultures will generally be what has been traditionally described as 
working-class. Experience of other NSM training programmes 
suggests that unless such UPA residents are taken seriously, more 
professional people and people living outside UPAs but worshipping 
in UPA Churches will have too dominant a role in the proceedings. 
(We recognise the very positive contribution of the latter groups to 
the local Church, but they already have a well-established route into 
the ordained ministry through existing NSM training programmes.) 

(b) Candidates should be well based in a local UPA organisation, 
either Church-centred or community-centred (or  preferably bothj. It 
would be helpful if they had leadership experience in such 
organisations. 

(c) Candidates could be employed or unemployed. To exclude the 
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Idtte~ In some conlrnunities xxould bc to exclude over half the 
population. 

id Cdndldates should have a proven ~ e c o r d  of norklng In 
collaborarive -ix ays in then lnvoivenle~lt v i t h  iocdl organisations. 

(e) Candidates should haxe the full support of thelr famil). 

\ f /  Candidates should normally be over 30 jedrs old. 

(g  C~ndldates  should have demonstrated an abil~ty to grow in 
understanding ~ n d  ar t~culdt i i l~  the faith. 

The Selection Procedure 
6.42 The procedures for selection of LNSMs should start 171th the 
P C C  of a local Church considering whether anyone should be 
nominated to an LNSM selection board. Candidates would not be 
elected but should have the PCC's support. In most cases, such 
candidates would already have been taklng part in a Church Leadership 
Development Programme (and the P C C  should already have been 
Involved in cornmending people from the parish for the Church 
Leadership Development Programme). 

6.43 Those nominated would then proceed to a selection board which 
would be at diocesan level. The board should include an Advisory 
Council for the Church's Ministry (ACCM) representative from 
outside the diocese, and representatives from the candidate's Deanery; 
its membership should be equally balanced between clergy and lay 
people. The board would thcn advise the diocesan Bishop, who would 
make the Gnal decision. A few candidates might already possess the 
right mixture of training and experience to proceed direct to ordination; 
but in almost all cases we would envisage ordination following a period 
of training designed for LNSMs. 

LNSM Training 
6.44 Formal LNSM training would emerge from a Church Leadership 
Development Programme. In addition to this 'foundation' training, 
candidates for the LNSM would need to undertake a complementary 
training programme to equip them for their particular contribution to 
local ministries as ordained servants of the Church, including the 
proclamation of the Gospel and the administration of the Sacraments. 
Such a programme, we suggest, would need to have the follo\ving 
features. 

i )  I t  should be area-based, and fieldwork-based, involving project 
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~ v o r k  and the use o$placements in c ~ r e f ~ ~ l l )  selected trainlrlg p'*rishes 
in C'P.45 and other areds, and in UPA comnlunltv organisations. 

,l$ I t  should ~nclude  some residenti~l \\-eekend tvork on common 
needs and themes emerging out of project nark and pldcements. 

\ill) It would use modern adult educational skrlls as developed by 
orgarlisations ~1 orklng In UPAs. 

(12.) It would be particularly concerned to develop theologlc~l  
reilection and articulation by worklng theologicallv on matters 
\vhich arise out of the experience of  mlnistry in Chulch and 
comnlunlty. 

Assessment would be bv a dlocesan team, based on attendance, 
contribution to the programme. placement reports, and project 
work. 

(vi) Follow-up programmes would be needed to provlde further 
training and support. 

6.45 W e  are aware that the money required to finance such training 
schemes will be considerable. Q7e believe it wrong in principle that 
those in training for full-time ministry should be financed by central 
resources but not those in training for LNSM or other non-stipendiary 
ministry. 

6.46 In the initiation of some ordination and ministerial training 
courses - and their sustaining - some dioceses have been able to make a 
considerable financial contribution in addition to their normal 
contribution to central funds for ordination training. Some of  those in 
employment have been glad to make a personal h a n c i a l  contribution to 
the cost of their training for non-stipendiary ministry. Such contributions 
from those in UPAs are likely to be significantly less. Use might be 
made in these circumstances of the Church Urban Fund which we 
propose. 

6.47 The involvement of national bodies like ACCM would, we 
hope, provide a means of  help to dioceses not only in financing schemes 
but in facilitating, monitoring, and co-ordinating the programmes. W e  
would encourage the appointment of an ACCM staff member to co- 
ordinate and monitor such programmes. 

Transfer to Full-Time Stipendiary Ministry 
6.48 W e  have noted that LNSM would form part of the non- 
stipendiary ministry and would not be full-time. Past experience of  non- 
stipendiary ministry 111 the Church of England, however, suggests that 
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some LNSMs mould be likely to seek transfer to stipendiary 
ministry. 

6.39 ,4t present ACCM has no involvement in the transfer of those 
already ordained from one style of ministry to another. If transfer takes 
place during training this is a matter on which the Candidates 
Committee of ACCM advises the bishop concerned. af ter  ordination, 
transfer takes place at the discretion of the bishop, and dioceses have 
developed varying policies in the case of NSMs transferring to 
stipendiary ministry. Since all the colleges and non-residential courses 
are recognised for training for stipendiary and non-stipendiary ministry 
alike, additional training is rarely required. 

6.50 It may be the case that some LNSMs possess a sufficient 
combination of experience and training to proceed straight to full-time 
ministry. Additional training may, however, be necessary. Financing 
this at present would be the responsibility of the diocese, since the 
regulations governing the Central Fund for Ordination Candidates do 
not permit grants to be made to these already ordained. To prevent 
widely-varying policies on the transfer of LNSMs to stipendiary 
ministry, we suggest that the diocesan bishop should consult with 
ACCM in cases of transfer and that any additional training considered 
necessary should be financed through a central fund established 
specifically for this purpose. 

The Selection o f  Areas o f  Experiment for LNSMs 
6.51 Because we have so much to learn about LNSM in UPAs, and 
because of the shortage of people with the experience and skills to 
promote it, we suggest that our proposals are tested out and monitored 
in dioceses selected in consultation with ACCM and the Archbishop's 
Officer for UPAs. 

6.52 Within these dioceses, two or three areas only in UPAs should be 
chosen for LNSM programmes in the light of progress made with 
Church Leadership Development Programmes on the lines identified 
above. 

Conclusion 
6.53 Despite its importance, the contribution which could be made by 
the development of Local Non-Stipendiary Ministry to a more effective 
Church in UPAs must not be over-emphasised. O n  its o w ~  it will not 
reverse the alienation of people in UPAs from the Church, nor will it 
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necessarily increase the numbers of local people attending the 
Church. 

6.51 Nel ertheless. m7e are convinced that del eloplng LNSM In the 
%a) u e ha\ e suggested is central to the task of developing a more 
effective Church in these areas. The cultural localness which is reflected 
in Church leadership In the suburbs must similarly be built up In the 
UPAs. 

6.55 W e  therefore recorrlrtzetld that the above proposals relating to the 
selection, training and funding of LNSMs be tested in dioceses selected 
in consultation with ACCM and the Archbishop's Officer for UPAs: 
that the LNSM programme be monitored over a ten-year period, under 
the national co-ordination of ACCM, with additional funds made 
available by the national Church; and a report be produced by ACCM 
for the General Synod. 

Clergy Training 
6.56 Are the stipendiary clergy adequately trained and prepared for 
their ministry in UPAS? The evidence we have received, not least from 
the clergy themselves, is virtually unanimous: they are not. Some would 
go even further, and report that their training 'has not been simply 
inappropriate, but in many ways has positively unfitted them for the 
inner urban ministry to which they find themselves ~ o m m i t t e d ' . ~  These 
are very serious charges to level against colleges and courses which are 
staffed by gifted and hard-working men and women and which are often 
regarded with great loyalty and affection by those who have received 
their training in them. W e  cannot ignore them. How are we to respond 
to these charges? 

6.57 One possible answer is that it would be unreasonable to expect 
that any college or course could fully prepare men and women for the 
problems they will encounter once they begin work, or many years after 
their ordination training. The purpose of theological education is not 
now usually seen as that of preparing ordinands for specific forms of 
ministry. Men and women go out from colleges to widely different 
spheres of ministry. It is argued that what counts is not whether they 
have somehow acquired appropriate ministerial skills before ordination, 
but whether they have 'learnt to learn' whatever ministry they will be 
called upon to exercise. What matters is whether they have developed 
habits of reflection and social awareness such that they can draw 
creatively on their resources of theology and spirituality in the face of 
new realities and engage in a dialogue with those ofother faiths or none. 
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ITlthout these h ~ b i t s ,  the\ are liable to  grasp at anv technique of 
counselling or soc~al  m ork 1s hich comes t i i e~r  wa?., or else just stumble 
along trying to  apply an inherited stereot)-pc of 'piiesthuod' or  
' 1111111~tr~'. 

6.58 This \vay of  thinking, though taken for granted in much 
professional and vocational training, is a relative newcomer in 
theological education. In 1943 the task of theological training was 
defined as that of preparing a minister who 'must know what the gospel 
is. H e  must believe it. H e  must have studied it in itself in the historical 
form in which it appeared, in its workings in the Biblical history and the 
history of  the Church, in its relevance to  the life o f t h e  contemporary 
world and not least in his own life'.6 

6.59 This daunting programme was fiaithfully undertaken by colleges 
and doggedly persevered with, despite the increasing lack of 
appropriate educational background possessed by many of their 
students. They were successful, in so far as the great majority of  
ordinands were enabled to  pass a centrally moderated qualifjring 
examination the General Ordination Examination (GOE) or  General 
Ministerial Examination (GME). The purpose of  such an examination 
was defined as recently as 1983 as ' to  test so far as it can the candidates' 
grasp of the faith they will be authorized to teach and preach'.7 

6.60 But meanwhile there was a growing realization that in man): if 
not the majority oi, cases this success was illusory. The knowledge so 
painfully acquired was left behind as soon as the active ministry began; 
books were sold or  left gathering dust on  the shelf. Sermons were 
written from one well-tried commentary, and pastoral methods were 
learnt by  rule of thumb. There are thousands of clergy today whose 
bookshelves as much as their style of ministry are clear evidence that 
their theological training has borne little fruit in their life's work. The 
problem was clearly seen more than fifteen years ago? when the first of a 
long series of reports and papers8 was published intended to reform the 
teaching of theology in such a way that it would become a prime 
resource of  every minister throughout his or  her working life. 

6.61 Today, there are other factors which agaln call Into question the 
appropriateness of traditional theological teaching methods. Lay people 
are learning, not just  abuiit the Blble, but how to ure the B ~ b l e  to reflect 
on thelr own experience. Young clergy must have the confidence and 
sklll to  help thcm In thls. Wiorki~lg among cultures j ethnic or working- 
class) and rellg~ons that are strange to an ord~nand's o\vn background 
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inu5t Le p iep~re i i  for ba ,l seilous effort to look. ~t the Christian refiglon 
from outside the tradit~onal perspectla es of acndemlc theolog,. The 
importance of practical criterid for learnlng and reflection in working 
class culture {as of pra.\l> In Liberation Theolog): must be ~ l lo \ \ ed  to 
iililuence priorities in basic theoLoglcal training. 

6.63 Such thinking has undoubtedly had some iniluence on the 
training offered by iheological colleges and courses: but there is little 
evidence that it has greatly affected either the style or the results of 
training. Indeed, it appears that the  neth hod has not yet even spread into 
Continuing Ministerial Education ( C ~ I E ) . ~  Both ordinands and 
theological colleges for the most part still regard as their highest priority 
the covering of  the syllabus required by the General Ministerial 
Examination. Two colleges which \vere specifically invited to 
experiment with new methods were soon closed for financial reasons, 
and no systematic effort was made to learn from their experience. The 
promotion of committed and relevant theological study among the 
Church's full-time ministers seems as elusive an ideal as ever. 

6.63 Meanwhile theological colleges and courses have been under 
pressure from many quarters to make the training they offer more 
relevant to modern needs. Education, ecumenism, drug-addiction, 
psychotherapy . . . the list is endless of the 'units' and 'modules' they 
have been urged to incorporate in their courses. W e  acknowledge with 
admiration the extent to which many of  them have found means of 
incorporating some form of 'urban studies' in their already crowded 
programmes, from specific courses taught in college to extended 
placements in urban areas. qTithout  these, many ministers would have 
been even less well prepared to work in UPA parishes then they are 
now. But the evidence we have received from theological colleges, 
from ACCMIO and from the younger clergy themselves reveals a large 
number of factors which make such initiatives seem almost doomed 
from the start. The syllabus is already so crowded that additional 'units' 
are bound to take second place; staff receive little or no training in 
handling the theological implications of  such work or in monitoring 
students' progress: students with families often resent and resist 
placements away from their homes; those on extended placenlents are 
often impatient to get back to college in order to be sure of completing 
the formal work which is required if they are to proceed to ordination: 
there is unlikely to be space on the timetable fbr theological reflection 
on, and evaluation of; their placement. 

6.64 These obstacles must be overcome. In the United Reformed 
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church" and in other parts of the lvorld a systematic form of 
'Internship Tralnlng' is b u n g  developed. In the Church of England, 
progress might most rapidly be made if there were to be A significant 
change In the academic requirements imposed on ordinands, and if 
urban studies and placements could be rel~eved of the pressures of 
cor~lpeting with a formal dcademlc syllabus. 

6.65 W e  still have not mentioned a further very serious criticism 
which is levelled against residential colleges, and which touches not 
only the courses of training which they offer but the social and cultural 
pressures to which the student is exposed. The influence of  a college on 
its students' attitudes and perceptions is in~alculable '~  - and indeed this 
was always their intention. It was precisely by withdrawing students into 
a closed and highly regulated community that appropriate disciplines of 
prayer and spirituality could be inculcated. 

6.66 But many would nowr say that this somewhat monastic approach 
to preparation for the sacred ministry has itself become problematical. 
Many colleges are less than fully 'residential'. A substantial proportion 
of their students live out with their families and attend the college only 
by day; and the pattern of spiritual discipline which is possible under 
such conditions may turn out to be quite inappropriate to the life of a 
married priest in a modern vicarage serving a multi-purpose church 
building on a housing estate. 

6.67 All the more serious, then, is the charge that a college may exert 
social influences on students which will mark them for life. In the 
Church of England ordinands coming from working class backgrounds 
become involved in an educational enterprise familiar to professional 
people but strange to their home environment, and are influenced by 
social expectations and patterns of behaviour which may distance them 
from their homes and neighbourhoods. Middle class ordinands, by 
contrast, become conscious of the artificial isolation of the college from 
the milieu in which many hope to minister, and may become over- 
sensitive to the limitations of their own background and experience. 
Women may find themselves inhibited by a male-dominated professional 
ethos. The commitment of some colleges to a particular tradition of  
churchmanship may make students ill-prepared to work alongside 
clergy and lay people nurtured in other traditions. Even on the level of  
community living, theological colleges are not always able to develop 
an ethos which can be admired as an inspiration for Christian fellowship 
and trust. 
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6.68 All this amounts to a formidable indictment, and suggests the 
need for a radical review of the Church of England's provision for the 
training of its ministers. Such a revie\%. is far beyond the scope of this 
Commission; but the evidence we have received shows that, in urban 
areas at least, the matter is extremely urgent. W e  cannot ignore the 
testimony of so many who are valiantly n~orking in inner city parishes 
and whose training they themselves believe to have been both 
inadequate and inappropriate. Our  ultimate objective must be nothing 
less than thorough-going reform. The principles to be followed have 
been strongly advocated by ACCM and others for the last twenty years, 
but little perceptible progress has been made. The challenges now 
placed before the Church in UPAs make it essential to press for change. 
Meanwhile, certain recent developments in patterns of ministry and 
ministerial training may suggest a way forward: 

i) ~"v'on- Residential Courses 
6.69 Perhaps the most significant development in ministerial training 
in recent years has been the growth of non-residential part-time courses. 
The first of these was the Southwark Ordination Course which began in 
1960. There are now sixteen such courses recognized by ACCM, which 
account for nearly a third of all ordinands in training. At first sight, these 
courses would appear to escape many of the criticisms levelled at 
residential theological colleges. Many of them are located in or near 
major cities. The students continue with their own professional work 
and are often helped to reflect upon it theologically. A high level of 
motivation is required to fulfil all the demands of the course at the same 
time as carrying responsibilities at work and in the family. Since the 
courses are regional, they are obliged (unlike residential theological 
colleges) to accept all candidates recommended for training in their 
geographical area, and for the most part the candidates themselves have 
no choice between courses. This means that courses are not usually 
marked by a distinctive churchmanship, and the students have greatly 
appreciated contact with candidates and staff from traditions other than 
their ourn.13 Above all, the ordinands are never removed from their own 
social and cultural environment, even though occasional residential 
periods and parish placements give them some experience of the wider 
Church. 

6.70 O n  the face of it, then, these courses would appear to offer a 
more favourable milieu for the training of those W-ho will minister in 
UPAs. But we have to record that in their present form they do not yet 
seem ready to do so. Virtually all the students admitted to these courses 
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are d s a ~ ~ n  fro111 the proksslonal arid relarl\-elv educated d;tsst.s. For the 
most part the\ do not 111.e in C'PL%s. and rhc esperience to \I hlch thelr 
theological education md\ be related has little to do \vith UP14s. The 
course the) follom 1s stlll dornlnated h \  the denlands of the GhIE, and 
those \s ho ha\-e not quallfiesl b j  thls esamlnLtlon are simply students 
who have been fbrglven thelr fallure - their trainlng has been no 
different from that of others." The testlmonj of the students 
themselves, of ACCM Inspectors, and o i a  number of Bishops. strongly 
criticizes these courses for b a n g  'inflexible' ~ n d  far too donnnated by 
the narrow requirements of an academic syllabus, taught by conventional 
and often Inappropriate methods.15 

6.71 Yet the formula itself seems a sound one. W e  have been very 
impressed by the evidence submitted by the Aston scheme, and other 
courses occasionally reveal a willingness to show more flexibility. In 
Chapter 3 we referred to the growing view that ability to minister to the 
Church and to communicate the gospel to others may be acquired 
through types of theological training different from those which are 
traditionally monitored according to a conventional academic syllabus. 
W e  also drew attention to progress which has been made in other parts 
ofthe Anglican Communion and in other denominations in establishing 
ways of testing ministerial gifts and abilities by other than academic 
criteria. If this thinking were applied to the training offered by non- 
residential courses it could result in a flexibility that would make them 
better adapted to the needs of those who will minister in UPAs. 

iij Post-Ordination and In-Service Training 
6.72 A second area in which some change has taken place is that of 
Post Ordination Training and in-service training. For many years 
attempts have been made to achieve some integration between pre- 
ordination and post-ordination training, so that a common strategy 
could be developed that vvould make best use of both. But this has 
invariably foundered on the fact that, under present arrangements, 
ordination makes a decisive break in training. Pre-ordination training is 
the responsibility of theological colleges and regional courses. 
Everything after ordination is the responsibility of the dioceses. 
Inevitably, dioceses differ in the resources they can bring to further 
training and in the purpose and discipline with which they approach it. 
Any effective co-ordination by the Church as a whole has seemed 
hopelessly elusive. 

6.73 Yet some proposals for change made in a recent report ( T h e  
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Corst~tirrrtr,n EJ[icc7rlotl of the' CJ I I~ ICI I '~  L l l l ~ ~ t ~ t t ' i \ ,  1930 - GS ~ I I S C  123: 
appear to ha l e  markkd a slsnificant step Kor~vard, and a subsequent 
re\ lew sponsored by AGCM sho~zs  that ~t has met xvith a i\ arm response 
and has led to a substdntlal increase In resources of both Gnance 2nd 
mdnpolver being dllocdted to ChIE In many d ~ o c e s e s . ' ~  Thls report 
supported the prlnclple of  selEmotlvated leainlng, and pleaded for 211 

Integrated scheme of further tralnlng from the moment of ordination 
oni3~riis.  It proposed that L50 per s t l p e n d ~ a r ~  accredited n~lnlster per 
annum (at 19'9 pr~ces) should be set a s ~ d e  for ~n-servlce tralnlng 
purposes, to  be used by ~ndlvldual mlnlsters for their own continuing 
education after consultation with the appropriate dlocesan of6cer. O u r  
own survey showed a subst~nt lal  number of prlests m UPAs (as 
elsewhere) seeklng help In both s p i r l t u ~ l l t ~  and 'personal growth 
theologically'. 

6.73 The proposed new style of continuing education seems better 
adapted to meet these needs than the old, which concentrated on  
providing skills and experience which seldom had much to do u ~ i t h  
encouraging spiritual and theological growth. In respect to  UPAs we 
would like to see this principle pressed home with greater urgency. In- 
service training can cover a wide variety of  training and retraining, from 
day-release courses to sabbatical periods. It can also offer an 
opportunity by which non-UPA clergy may be attracted to UPA work 
and be prepared for it. W e  see it as having the greatest potential of any 
means at present available to  us for improving the quality and 
effectiveness of training for ministry in UPAs, and we recommend 
dioceses to explore its possibilities and to make systematic provision for 
it in UPAs. 

(iii) Xon- Stiyer~diaty Ministry 
6.75 A third newr development is related to the emergence of forms of 
Local Non-Stipendiary Ministry, on which we have laid great stress. 
What  kind of training is appropriate for part-time ministers who, 
whether in inner city or  rural areas, are put forward by their local 
congregations and expect to minister in the areas where they live and 
work? Residential theological colleges are out of the question, for 
practical as well as other reasons. Regional courses! as we have seen, are 
for the most part not well adapted to the needs of the candidates, though 
they could become more so if they were allowed to show more academic 
flexibility. There is however tbrmal precedent for other forms of 
training, in that some 10 per cent of existing NSICIs have been trained 
locally under more or  less ad hoc arrangements approved by their 
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dlocesan b1shop.l- Thls 1s no more than a formal precedent, since the 
great mAjorit) of these hvere post-retlreinent candidates. But the 
prlnclple that dloceses might take direct responsiblllty for the trainlng 
of certain classes of  ordlnands has already been applied In two cases to 
LNSMs, namely In the Bethnal Green experiment in the early 1970s and 
In the Brandon Scheme /Diocese of Southmark) whlch began ln 
1079. 

6.76 Both these schemes were launched after consultation with 
ACCM, but neither has been officially monitored nor appraised by 
Church authorities. Both have encountered difficulties, mainly in the 
areas of the relationship of such a course to an academic syllabus, the 
integration of the candidates into the ministry of the wider Church, and 
the criticism to which they were exposed from the Church at large that 
they were being trained only to be 'second class priests'. A rather 
different pattern is a lay leadership course now being planned in 
Liverpool and Manchester. This is a first stage; in the second stage some 
of those who have taken part will go forward for selection and 
appropriate training for LNSM (priests and male or female deacons), for 
Readers and also for Youth and ~ o m m u n ~ t T ~ o r k  or as other non- 
ordained ministers. According to this pattern, groups drawn from one or 
more local congregations meet regularly together and are helped to 
reflect on their experience in the light of their Christian faith. They will 
be expected to explore the theological resources which may be of  use to 
them, and to develop the skills which may help them to minister more 
effectively in their own situation and to communicate the gospel 
intelligibly to those among whom they live and work. Ou t  of these 
groups Lve may hope to see the emergence of a truly local ministry. 

6.77 W e  strongly u~elcome these experiments. They offer the only 
opportunity which we can see under present circumstances of raising up 
a truly indigenous ministry in UPAs. But we must emphasise that we do  
not see them being successful on a significant scale unless more 
resources are allocated to them. In particular: 

(l) The task of training and supervising such candidates is a 
specialised and demanding one. It is not just a case of an'experienced 
priest' keeping a fatherly eye on their progress. Tutors and 
supervisors need to be theologically competent, to have skills in adult 
education methods, and to be sensitive to the social and cultural 
environment in which the candidates live. The Church of England 
already has barely enough theologians to staff university faculties, 
theological colleges and courses, and colleges of education. It makes 
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\irtually no provision for the training of an) of these for the 
particular teaching responsibilities thev exerclse 111 the Church, 
Tutors for new local trainlng schemes are not waiting In the wings 
ready to come on when the stage is set. The, need to be identified, 
trained for the task and supported in their ork. This cannot and m 111 
not happen unless resources are ~ ~ e c l f i c d l l ~  allocated for the purpobe. 
Vl'e reic~nzmetzii that attention should be given urgently to appropriate 
trainlng for teachers and supervisors in this and other fields of 
theologicdl educ~tion. 

(2) Training of this kind requires not only skilled personnel but 
physical resources in the form of centres for study, books and visual 
aids, and appropriate theological teaching material. Urban centres 
are needed to provide theological and educational resources for all 
kinds of urban mission and training. In addition, independent 
organizations could be invited to make their specialised resources 
available for this vitally important educational work. 

(3) It is no longer either practicable or desirable for the Church of 
England to attempt to fulfil these demands on its own. Such resources 
as there are are to be found scattered among the denominations. This 
is an urgent field for ecumenical co-operation. It is also essential that 
we should learn from the experience of other denominations and 
countries in involving representatives of local congregations in the 
training of clergy.'8 

(4) Given the greater variety and flexibility which we hope to see in 
these patterns of training, it is all the more important that their results 
should be centrally monitored and evaluated. It is vital that ACCM 
should be given the resources to do this. 

New Initiatives 
6.75 These developments all seem to us to have potential for 
providing training that is more appropriate to ministry in UPAs. W e  
have noted also the initiatives which are being taken to encourage the 
recruitment of black ministers, many of whom will be working in inner 
city areas, and we urge that attention should be given to their training 
and that financial resources be made available to implement proposals 
for experiment in this area. But all this must be seen in the context of the 
widely recognized need for more fundamental change in our training 
institutions. We conclude this section with some recommendations 
which will inevitably seem controversial, but which we believe to be 
necessary if we are to shake off the paralysis which appears to have 
affected the Church's will to bring about change. 
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5-79 X7e h a ~ e  Eound that ACCM continues to promote change and 
experinlent in theological trdining and 1s sjmpathetlc to much of our 
thlnklng, but r h ~ t  it is severely limited in lts ab~lit) to ~nrroduce reform. 
It 15 in essence an L7tiil~,ory councll. Dioceses 'xnd colleges posses a 
cherished Autonomy ACCM's formal respons~bilitv is limited ro 
ensuring some u n l f ~ r i n i t ~  of standards and criterla 111 selection and 
tralnlng. 

6.90 Yet ACCM is the only resource ~vhich the Church of England 
has for initiating change and experiment in training for the rninistr).: and 
we believe it is quite unrealistic to expect it to do so without either 
financial resources or power to rescribe courses for individual 
students. Several colleges or courses1'mThich were started in response to 
-4CCM thinking came to an end because they failed to attract sufficient 
students and received no financial backing from Church funds. ACCM 
is unable to finance even research into the effectiveness of changes 
which have been introduced. W e  recorrlrnetzd, therefore, that ACCM 
should be adequately funded to promote and monitor officially 
sanctioned experiments in theological training. 

6.81 W e  also believe that there must be new experimental courses 
aimed at equipping ordinands and clergy in UPAs. These need not be 
entirely separate from existing colleges or courses: they could form a 
part - perhaps a year - of existing patterns oftraining. To be successful, 
these must be relieved of the necessity to compete with the academic 
claims of the existing syllabus; and they must also be ~ ro tec ted  from the 
consequences of the total freedom enjoyed by most ordinands to choose 
their own course or college. There is of course a traditional and deeply 
cherished independence both in candidates, when they come to choose 
their college, and in colleges, when they come to accept or reject them; 
and this independence is doubtless a valuable component in a Church 
which is still enriched by a variety of different traditions and different 
styles of ministry. But the consequences of this independence for the 
promoting of new patterns of training can be extremely serious. Allied 
with the lack of provision of central Church funds for a particular 
course, it can effectively frustrate a scheme of training which has been 
officiallv launched following deliberate ACCM policy. In such cases, 
total freedom of choice, on the part of both candidates and colleges, is a 
luxury the Church can no longer afford. Candidates are already 
directed to the Aston Scheme. We recommend that ACChl should be 
given power, in certain defined cases, to direct candidates to courses of 
training specifically devised for the type of ministry which they may 
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undertake: and we urge Bishops to endorse its direction in such 
cases. 

4.82 W e  have argued that non-residential courses could be in a better 
posttion to provide tiaining for ministr) In UPAs t h ~ n  residentl~l 
theological colleges, and we reiatrrtnettd that their potential should be 
further developed. W e  recognize that this 1s not necessarily much less 
expensive than res~dential tralnin2' (apart from the economy of not 
having to support ordlnands' i'arnilles). It would be wrong to 
recommend it on grounds of economy alone. since no expense must be 
spared to provide adequate staffing for good training. 

6.83 O n  the other hand we have to face the fact that the 
encouragement of regional non-residential courses poses a threat to 
residential colleges. More part-time students means fewer full-time 
ones, and more empty places in colleges. In the long term this could only 
be met, either by a substantial increase in the number of ordinands (as 
might follow, for example, the opening of the priesthood to women) or 
by the closure of colleges. The experience of enforced closures in the 
1970s was an extremely painful one, and any proposal which may 
involve a further reduction in theological college places (this time for 
other than purely financial reasons) is certain to encounter powerful and 
understandable resistance. Nevertheless we find the case for change 
particularly strong in relation to training for ministry in UPAs, and we 
believe that the Church's failure to grapple effectively with the 
problems arising from its entire system of training (in which it invests 
such massive resources) can no longer be condoned. 

Conclusion 
6.84 Our  evidence has convinced us that the training offered to clergy 
who will minister in UPAs is not only inadequate but often 
inappropriate. W e  have argued that this reflects shortcomings in clergy 
training generally, and we believe that there is need for far-reaching 
reform. But in the meantime we have noted trends in the development 
of regional courses, in the provision of further ministerial training and 
in experiments in locally-based part-time training which we would 
strongly encourage. 

Clergy Support 
6.85 There are particular pressures on clergy and their families - as 
indeed there are on most families - in UPAs. It is important to realise 
that clergy share in the problems as well as the strengths of UPAs. 
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Housing 
6.86 Problems tvlth clergy houslng are not ~v~despread. Two-thirds of 
UPA clergy described their ticarage as at least 'good'. Nevertheless 
nearly one in ten C'PA clergy in our survey regarded their housing ds a 
serious problem, almost three times as inany as non-UPA clergy. Slze, 
design and running costs were clted as the maln concerns. In the face of 
such pressures which, when added to the others identified in this 
section, can be cumulatively and highly debilitating, three areas for 
actlon emerge: 

(i) There must be a very clear and decisive commitment to clergy 
and their families living in the vicarage of the UPA Church. W e  do 
not believe that alternatives such as living outside the UPA or buying 
their own homes are acceptable - on either theological or practical 
grounds: the latter include the cost of a realistic housing allowance, as 
well as a lack of housing for sale or suitable housing for rent. 

(ii) The design of traditional vicarages can often be very ill-suited 
to present-day UPA life. Many old large inner-urban parsonages will 
in any event need to be replaced. There is a clear need for continuing 
special and sensitive support from the Church Commissioners here. 
For example, architecture is very important in enabling the vicarage 
family to relate more easily and securely to its neighbours. The 
vicarage needs to be designed and sited in relation to neighbouring 
houses or flats, with its door visible for security reasons and its access 
in some way communal and friendly. It would be valuable if 
recommendations along these lines could be included in the next 
edition of the Church Commissioners' guidelines for architects. 

(iii) There is a strong case for special diocesan support for clergy 
housing in UPAs. Many UPA vicarages are too large to be supported 
by the clergy stipend. A system of diocesan/Church Commissioners 
support is needed to provide help with heating and other 
maintenance costs (as in Southwark diocese). 

Clergy Families 
(a) Clergy  W i v e s  and Ch i ld ren  
6.87 we discovered from the Gallup Survey, from some of those who 
sent subn~issions, and from our own experience and enquiries, that the 
relationship between clergy and their wives is much like that between 
spouses in general when one partner is involved in a demanding 
occupation. Some wives' main concern was their own employment; 
other wives did much more as unpaid voluntary workers assisting their 
husbands. And there was a variety of other arrangements designed to 
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s u ~ t  the circumstances of lndir d u a l  households. \We note these various 

altexnatlves and we see them all as equally valid. We  subscribe to the 
une~ce~ t lonab le  \ienr that the lvay a clergjman relates to other 
members of hls household 1s a matter for hlm personally, and there 
should be no expectations from us about the particular .cvav clergy wir e5 
organise their llves. 

6.88 Clergy wives have need of support, as well as their husbands, and 
because of their situation in being married to the person who gives out 
pastoral care, often find that there is no-one who feels responsible for 
giving pastoral care to them. It is important for those responsible to bear 
this in mind, though the fact that wives' attitudes to their role are very 
diverse means that they are not willing to be lumped together into a 
generalized group of 'clergy wives' and enrolled into some kind of 
support system. 

6.89 Many UPA clergy and their wives find it a privilege to bring up 
their children in a multi-cultural area. This view was expressed by 
clergy wives whose views were collected specially for the Commission. 
For some this is an opportunity, for some it is stressful and hard to cope 
with, for many it is a combination of the two. Language barriers can add 
to the isolation of clergy wives bringing up children in a predominantly 
Asian area. It appears, too, that the problems of bringing up children in a 
different culture arise principally because of the social background of 
the clergy and their wives. UPA Churches are very rarely ministered to 
by a priest who belongs to the local culture. It may well be that the 
middle class social background of the clergy and their wives is the main 
reason why a large minority of them send their children to private 
secondary schools. Their preferences are very similar to non-UPA 
clergy: 38 per cent of non-UPA clergy, and 32 per cent of UPA clergy 
had sent their children to fee-paying secondary schools.21 Yet the 
Gallup survey evidence suggests that the problem of clergy children's 
schooling is not the most commonly-cited reason for rejecting service in 
UPAs. Some demythologising needs to be done with regard to clergy 
families, their children, and education in UPAs. Clergy families have 
different experiences of local schooling and different educational 
preferences. Given our commitment to developing truly local Churches 
uTe would not support any proposal to give financial support to clergy 
families for the private education of their children. 

(bj Silfgle Clergy 
6.90 The proportion of UPA clergy who are single (26 per cent) is 
mice  as high as that of non-UPA clergy; but part of this difference arises 
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from the relatively high proportion of under 35 year-olds , and hence 
also of curatei) in UPAs. 

6.91 Sln6le clerg) and slngle Church n.orkers, many of nhom arc. 
xvomen oiten sa\ the) find the inner citics more accepting than the 
suburbs. They are, however. unable to turn to a spouse for support, and 
thus can be more isolated. 'Loneliness' was cited as a pob lem by t\% ice 
as many slngle clergy as marrled. when the Gallup Survey asked clergy 
'who, if anyone, give you real support 111 J our ministry?', far and away 
the highest numbers - 63 per c m t  of all the UPA clerg) and 76 per cent 
of all the non-UPA clergy - said 'wife and family'. 

6.92 Those clergy and Church workers who have no spouse and 
Gamily lack this major means of support. There are proportionately 
many more single clerg): and Church workers in UPAs than in other 
areas, and this has implications for pastoral support. Homosexual clergy 
also need appropriate pastoral support, even though in evidence to us 
they said that they often prefer to work in UPAs because of the greater 
degree of acceptance and diversity of life-styles. Support needs to be 
given to them, not least in their ministry to other homosexuals, who 
tend to be drawn to the inner cities. 

6.93 For both clergy families and single clergy there is a clear need for 
dioceses or deaneries to ensure that holiday cover is available for UPA 
clergy, and that vicarages will not be left unoccupied. 

Finance 
6.94 In general, personal financial problems appear no more 
widespread among UPA than non-UPA clergy (28 per cent in each case). 
But this could be partly because the threshold of complaint of UPA 
clergy is higher, in view of the financial problems so many of their 
neighbours face. Moreover, if we confine the comparison to married 
clergy, then the incidence is higher in UPAs than elsewhere (37 per cent 
compared to 26 per cent). W e  regard this as disturbing W e  know only 
too well, from ordinary UPA families, the pressures on family life 
associated with 'living from hand to mouth'. We  therefore consider that 
the following proposals should be given a high priority: 

( Clergy expetzses are significant and less likely to be paid in full in 
UPA (55 per cent) than non-UPA parishes (75 per cent). Clergy can 
be reluctant to claim legitimate expenses from a poor LPA Church. 
This is clearly something that must be rectified with diocesan 
assistance (as happens, for example, in Southwark and Manchesterj. 
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11) Clergy i i o u ~ ~ t z g  c ~ 1 , t ~  have dlreddv been referred to under the 
section on clerg) housing, but there IS an dddltiondl important matter 
regarding the ~nuch  greater incidence ofburglarles and vandallstn In 
UPAs. One UPA vlcarage has been burgled 53 tlmes and cannot get 
Insurance cover. Dioceses should glve conslderatlon to assistance 

n i th  the inevitably higher premiums UPA clergy have to pay simply 
because of where they live and minister. 

Support Systems 
6.95 There are great pressures on clergy in UPAs. Clergy exhaustion, 
or burn-out, appears to be twice as serious a problem in the UPAs as 
elsewhere; it affects the younger rather than the older clergy, and 
especially the young married (regardless of whether the wife is 
working). There is a need to rethink the support systems required to 
sustain the clergy's contribution to the UPA Church. W e  have also been 
convinced of the need for a reappraisal by what we regard as the 
unacceptably high proportion of UPA clergy (25 per cent) who had not 
had a 'personal talk in the last year with someone having direct pastoral 
responsibility for them. 

6.96 W e  would suggest that the following points are taken into 
account in such a reappraisal. 

1. Patterns of support. The general pattern is much the same for UPAs 
and non-UPAs. One in six UPA clergy felt strongly enough to say 
they lacked support from the hierarchy. 
2. Providers ofpersonal support. For married clergy, wives and family 
have already been mentioned as their main source of support. For the 
single (and widowers), it is clear that personal friends, informal 
groups (e.g. of neighbouring clergy) and individual parishioners 
provide the mainstay of support. For the under-35 age group, 
personal friends are well at the top of the list. (For further details see 
Appendix D - 'Sources of Support for Clergy') 

3. Lay assistance. The perceived contribution of the laity to the 
overall ministry is remarkably similar in UPA and non-UPA parishes, 
but it varies markedly with churchmanship in both groups; many 
more evangelical clergy describe it as 'very important' than other 
clergy. The lack of lay leadership, and therefore of lay support in a 
shared ministry - cited by 1 in 4 clergy as one of the main differences 
between ministering in the UPAs and elsewhere - is felt to be more 
noticeable on outer council estates (34 per cent) than in the inner city 
(17 per cent). This experience is confirmed from a different angle: 
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failure to Gnd others to share leadership and nliniLtrv IS cited as a 
h) 31 per cent of C'PA clergy (includlng 57 per cent of those 

on council estates) but only 39 per cent of non-UPA clergy. 

6.97 In the llght of these points, we rrsoalmetrd that d~oceses and 
deaneries undertake a reapprais'll of the support systems for their UPA 
c le rg .  Deaconesses and lay workers. W e  suggest that the following 
possibilities be explored as part of such exercises. 

( 2 )  Mutual support groups at deanery or sub-deanery levels, of an 
informal kind. Such a group could be formed within a parish and 
congregation. 

(b) Pastoral Care Schemes, such as those already in existence in 
several dioceses (e.g. London, Southwark and Chichester), which 
have proved their worth not only in personal support and 
encouragement for the participating clergy but in their more 
effective ministry. 

(c) Encouraging properly-constituted relationships between clergy 
and an outside person; a 'safe place' where clergy can say what is in 
their heart to someone completely outside their situation and who is 
not therefore a fellow-minister. 

(d) Regular joint work consultations (as have been started in the 
Liverpool Diocese): these might need to be conducted by teams of 
consultants, and should be part of episcopal oversight. They should 
include the setting of agreed objectives and their monitoring. 

(e) 'Burn-out' courses (such as those already offered to social 
workers by the National Institute for Social Work). 

( f )  The support gained through the assessment of a parish using the 
Audit for the Local Church, and involving the congregation with the 
priest. 

(g) Specific support - as we argue elsewhere in our report - with 
administrative and secretarial work, and advice on Church 
buildings. 

6.98 Most importantly, we would stress the need for regular, at least 
auiritlal, discussions between each UPA clergyman and a person with 
direct pastoral responsibility for him. 

Worship 
6.99 At the heart of our vision, as it has emerged over the last two 
years, is a commitment to God and his call, and the faithful response of 
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his Church in the UPAS. W e  believe that such a Church will be locally 
rooted and outward-looklng, and that its worship will properly reflect 
this. 

6.100 For the local UPL\ Church to respond to God by commending 
his gospel, it must talk people's language, so that they have a chance of 
hearing and understanding. What is sometimes called the 'incarnational' 
side of the Christian religion IS an indispensable characteristic of a 
worshipping community. The Church in the UPA has to live in and be 
part of the local world. The roots of liturgy must be found in the ground 
of society. 

6.101 Worship in the UPAs must emerge out of and reflect local 
cultures: it will always be the worship of Him who is totally Other and 
yet is to be found, worshipped and served through the realities of UPA 
life. The worship of the Church that is part of the UPA will be the 
worship of a Church that is present in celebration, confession, 
compassion and judgement. 

6.102 T o  understand worship in this way means that certain aspects of 
UPA life will necessarily greatly affect the formation of the 
worshipping life of the UPA Church. The main contribution of the 
Church to our cities is to be itself, and true to its vocation. It will gather 
up and inform local life. It must 'accept the positive aspects and validity 
of working class culture, particularly to build on the strong sense of 
family and community which is often found, and be prepared to 
communicate through feeling rather than the mind, through non-verbal 
communication rather than verbal'.22 It will be more informal and 
flexible in its use of urban language, vocabulary, style and content. It 
will therefore reflect a universality of form with local variations, 
allowing significant space for worship which is genuinely local, 
expressed in and through local cultures, and reflecting the local 
context. 

6.103 It will promote a greater involvement of the congregations in 
worship. Some clergy and lay people seem to have the idea that anyone 
with a Cockney or West Indian accent could not possibly read a lesson 
or lead the intercessions. Their voices may therefore never be heard 
throughout the service in the heart of the East End of London, Toxteth 
or Moss Side. 

6.104 It will reflect the concern of local UPA people for things to be 
more concrete and tangible rather than abstract and theoretical. This 
finds expression in the use of religious objects like banners designed and 
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made locail>: as ~vell as more tradition'il ~ ~ m b o l s  like crucifixes. 
\Trorshlp and study mAy therefore lay more emphasts on the hrstor? the 
stor.1; the narrative. Local UPA people often love to tell the stories of 
their lives, how God changed them, oipi-oblems overcome, and of great 
events and drsasters. 

6.105 People should be e~lcouraged to come and go - to come into 
Church when they want to or need to. Many Churches convey an 
attitude of spirituality \vhich makes prayer and worship available only to 
those who turn up in the right place at the right time and go through the 
correct motions corporately from start to finish. 

6.106 The offered by the local Churches is also important as a 
means ofevangelism. The stranger who comes into services will make a 
judgement about Christianity oil the basis of what he encounters there. 
Is the worship lively and participatory? Does it evoke a sense of the 
presence of God while showing a concern for the real things in people's 
lives? Much of this will depend on how the local congregation order 
their services. 

6.197 Worship is about good dreams: it needs to hold them alongside 
what is sometimes a very harsh reality. UPA Christians want a beautiful 
service, but they may have to go home to domestic violence or a leaking 
roof. A Church life which has nothing to say about these things simply 
leaves people feeling inferior. They feel they must hide from the clergy 
and the local Church their debts, their court cases, their sufferings at the 
hands of  their husbands. Reality must be faced. There must be 
something to understand about God's will for a wife terrified of her 
husband, for a husband terrified of his gambling debts, for parents who 
dread that their son is out beating up Bangladeshis. 

6.108 Worship will put the harsh realities in a new light. It may enable 
people to withdraw for a time from the pressures, but it will be 
'withdrawal with intent to return', not evasion. 

6.109 Running through all the aspects of UPA life as they need to 
affect worship is the firm and hopeful recognition of 'the importance of 
the ordinary'. It is that which is so often missing from Church life and 
witness in UPAs. It can only be properly accepted by a truly local 
Church. 

6.1 10 Many submissions included suggestions about books, services 
and groups. As we noted in Chapter 3 to give people a 1300 page 
Alternative Service Book is a symptom of the gulf between the Church 
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and ordinary people In the C'PAs. W e  h a ~ e  heard ~'111s ibr short. 
functional service booklets or cxrds, prepared by people r h o  \v111 
almavs ask 'if all the m o ~ d s  are r c ~ l l ~  necessary'. The work of re- 
forming the llturgy has really onl) just begun for the CPA Church, and 
m7e ~ e r ' ~ r ~ ~ r t i t ~ z , i  that the Liturglcai Comrn~ss i~n  paxs close attention to the 
needs of Churches m the LPAs. 

6.111 There has also been a clear plea that the f o r m ~ l  liturgies so 
beloved of the wider Church must be complemented in UPAs by more 
illformal and spontaneous acts of worship and witness. Vivid and 
concrete manifestations of spirituality have proven track records in 
many UPAs - like, for example, the Way of the Cross acted out through 
the streets of the East End, Armley, Euston, Notting Hill, CardiE and 
Bradford. 

6.112 Worship which encourages informality and spontaneity will not 
dispense with care and preparation. The local UPA Church will be as 
concerned with the beauty ofworship and its excellence as are often the 
local schools with their productions. 

6.113 W e  have already affirmed the importance of small groups in the 
local Church, in its mission and in its worship. Yet they need to be 
complemented by the glorious occasions and celebrations in the local 
parish Church. 

Children and Young People 
6.114 Churches everywhere must seek new ways of passing on the 
faith to the children and young people growing up in the congregation 
and the neighbourhood. 

6.115 In the UPAs, those who are working at building up traditional 
activities with the young, such as Sunday schools, Bible classes, youth 
fellowships, uniformed organisations, choirs and youth clubs, report 
that they receive very little sustained response. There are exceptions, 
but by and large attendance is small and irregular. Although the children 
often appreciate the interest and attention they receive, very few show 
any committed involvement, or attend regularly for very long. These 
few tend to be the loners; the vast majority do not respond to the 
traditional organisations, nor to the materials which national organisations 
make available. 

6.116 There is a need therefore to look at other ways of transmitting 
the faith in the UPAs. One way to b u ~ l d  friendly contact between clergy 
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and children is for clerg) to visit schools in the parish. They are usually 
welcomed by the staff$ regardless of nhether i t  is a Church school or 
not, provided the). show themselves sensitive to people ofother fbiths or 
none, and regard their 1-islts (and assemblies or lessons) as a way of 
building friendship. rather than a means of indoctrination. 

6.117 'S, children's Church, for children of members of the 
congregation, during the Sunday service, can be a success. And a very 
promising approach being used by the Roman Catholic Church is to 
triliri parents to bring up their own children in the faith and to prepare 
them for the sacraments. This can lead to valuable learning by the 
parents themselves, and the development of a teaching ministry by 
them, as well as ensuring that the children are taught. 

6.118 Children are not willing to be silent spectators of adult worship 
- and teenagers even less. Where young people do take an active 
interest in Church it is often because they are in gospel or other choirs, 
bands or dance groups, which take part in the service. This can lead to a 
feeling of participation and belonging, and enable their efforts to be 
appreciated by the older generation. But it is only a first step; pastoral 
and teaching work needs to be done to enable groups of young people 
connected with the Church to relate the Christian gospel to their lives 
and to the life of the area around. 

6.119 In the 1980s, the Church of England has been increasingly 
aware of the need to produce a policy tor its work with young people. In 
1982 the General Synod debated a document 'Towards a Policy for 
Work with Young People in the Church of England', and a working 
group was subsequently set up to pursue its implications. This group has 
spent some time addressing itself to the situations facing UPA parishes. 
It has argued that ' Christian youth work has a concern for the nurture of 
young Christians within the Churches, for listening and responding to 
the needs of young people in the wider community, and for being a 
channel between the two'. 

6.120 W e  consider the Church's involvement in youth work as such in 
Chapter 13. We  want to stress here, however: that in UPA parishes 
young people grow up alongside each other, often with different 
cultural backgrounds and social experiences. Parishes which recognize 
this begin to respond to the real needs of youngsters. 

6.121 Engaging the interest and abilities of young people, and 
transmitting the Christian faith to them, is a difficult, but vital, task 
facing the Church in the UPhs. We  have offered some limited 
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conlments, and rrcorrlrrret~ri thdt a reassessment of the traditional patterns 
of the Church's xvork of nurture In the UPhs 1s undertaken at pdr~sh, 
deanery, 2nd d~ocesan level. 

Main Recommendations 

1. Dioceses with significant concentrations of UPAs should initiate 
Church Leadership Development Programmes (paragraph 6.11). 

2. Our  proposals for an extension of Local Non-Stipendiary 
Ministry, including those relating to selection, training and funding 
should be tested in dioceses, and monitored over a ten-year period 
(paragraph 6.55). 

3. All dioceses should manifest a commitment to post-ordination 
training and continued ministerial education in UPAs to the extent at 
least of regular day-release courses (paragraph 6.74). 

4. Urgent attention should be given to appropriate training for 
teachers and supervisors in all areas of theological education, 
particularly those concerned with ministry in UPAs, and to the 
provision of theological and educational resources in urban centres 
(paragraph 6.77). 

5. ACCM should be adequately funded to promote and monitor 
officially sanctioned experiments in theological education (paragraph 
6.80). 

6. ACCM should be given power, in certain defined cases, to direct 
candidates to specific courses of training, and bishops should endorse 
such direction (paragraph 6.81). 

7 .  The role of non-residential training courses similar to the Aston 
scheme should be developed further (paragraph 6.82). 

8. Dioceses and deaneries should undertake a reappraisal of  their 
support systems for UPA clergy (paragraph 6.97). 

9. The Liturgical Commission should pay close attention to the 
liturgical needs of Churches in the urban priority areas (paragraph 
6.110). 

10. A reassessment of the  traditional patterns of the Church's u ~ o r k  of 
nurture of young people in UPL4s is required at parish, deanery and 
diocesan level (paragraph 6.121). 
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Chapter 7 

SUPPORTING A PARTICIPATING CHURCH 

' To sot?~eotze U J ~ O  has had electricity cut ojf because they cilnnot pay a bill o j 
L70, it may seem s i ~ ~ t l d a l o ~ s  that churches sperld hundreds on perlzab 
utzrtecessary itllprovetnet~ts to church buildings and jurrzish~tgs.' 

(Advice worker in London) 

7.1 W e  have deliberately left our conclusions on buildings and 
finance to the end of our proposals for the UPA Church, for the 
allocation and use of the Church's material resources should serve, not 
determine, policy. Problems with bricks and mortar and money are 
however a major concern in many of the parishes we have visited. 

Church Buildings 
7.2 The question of church buildings in UPAs is serious, complex and 
intractable. 

7.3 Its seriousness was made abundantly clear in our clergy survey: 60 
per cent of UPA clergy said they faced problems with their church 
buildings, half ofwhich were 'serious'. Forty-five per cent thought their 
church, and 40 per cent their other buildings, inappropriate to their 
current needs. One in six thought assistance with buildings the single 
most important form of help that would make their ministry more 
effective, with another 30 per cent rating it second priority. The 
problems with UPA churches were seen as size, running costs, state of  
repair, design and versatility. State of repair was seen as the greatest 
problem with ancillary buildings. 

7.4 The seriousness of the question of church buildings has also been 
put strongly to us in the course of our visits to UPAs, and through the 
submissions made to us. 

7.5 Although we have seen some imaginative schemes to adapt and 
improve Church buildings, the following comments from dioceses and 
deaneries are typical of the general picture we found: 
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'It  is now increasingly likely that (the Diocese will) lose fifty 
(churches) L~ithin the next two years. . . It is important to recognise 
that these churches will disappear rzot as part of planned diocesan 
reorganisation, but simply as a result of the inability of parishes to 
meet the high cost of repairs.' 

'The church in the inner town, and on the large over-spill estate, can 
easily be caught in a poverty trap. Its impossible burdens of fabric and 
finance can kill its missionary morale, and thus the life of the local 
church gets progressively both weaker and more inward looking' 

'Today urban Christians often are tied to old, expensive, large 
churches and halls, entirely inappropriate for today's needs . . . a 
cold, ugly and uncomfortable church is a very poor advertisement for 
God's involvement with His creation.' 

7.6 An ancient church building may be a blessing. In a UPA it is 
unlikely to be as ancient a building as is often to be found in rural areas. 
Most old urban churches are Victorian. Yet they may well be the most 
ancient building in the vicinity, making an important contribution to the 
local sense of place and worth. 

7.7 The historic building may not only be ancient, but also of some 
architectural significance - perhaps one of the few works of outstanding 
aesthetic worth in the neighbourhood, which it would be an act of 
vandalism to destroy. In many UPAs there is much to be said for keeping 
a number of such churches of  character and distinction that enrich the 
area - perhaps as the parish church of a major parish served by a team 
ministry. 

7.8 An ancient place of worship also has important psychological 
associations - not only for those who use it regularly. It will have 
become 'our church' to many. In an urban area it may seem - and more 
than seem - a rock in an ocean of change. Its demolition, or even its 
radical adaptation, often cannot be achieved without real personal pain, 
and in the end, bereavement. It may seem that when a neighbourhood is 
being abandoned by so many, the Church too is abandoning it. Local 
people rarely accept the fact that the population of many inner areas has 
halved since their churches were built. In some cases the population is 
no more than one-tenth of what it was then. 

7.9 History is rarely an unmixed blessing. It can often mean: 
the decay of a building; 
the movement and change of surrounding population; 
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change - and most probablv decline - in the slze of the 
congregation; 
change in the needs of the congregation - and therefore 'functional 
obsolescence'. 

7.10 O n e  or more of these factors frequently makes the maintenance 
of an historic urban church, in terms of its heating, lighting and repair, a 
problem beyond the capacity of a congregation. One historic church 
may be a manageable problem; a plethora of Victorian churches in one 
area is almost inevitably a major intractable problem. The imposition of 
VAT on alterations to unlisted church buildings in addition to VAT on 
repairs (whether the church is listed or not) has added a further burden 
on those responsible for many UPA churches. 

7.11 An unsuitable church can be replaced by a new place of worship 
under the powers provided by section 46 of the Pastoral Measure. But 
this section can only be invoked where sufficient Lnds  can be released 
from the sale of surplus land, or made available fiom other sources. The 
problem of raising the money for the repair, maintenance, or adaptation 
or renewal of any historic church in an urban area, where the sense of 
community is quite different from that oE, say, a rural village, and where 
the building is evidently now inappropriate to the people's needs, is 
particularly intractable - especially if there is more than one historic 
church within a relatively- small distance. 

7.12 The people of a rural parish, though probably fewer in number 
than in an urban parish, are likely to include some who are more 
prosperous; the church building is more likely to be more valued by 
those who do not regularly attend the church, and supporting an appeal 
for the repair of the church is probably a more accepted part of village 
life. In contrast, the needs and deprivations of urban areas are apt to 
make the request for support of an appeal for a church building an 
embarrassment. 

7.13 These financial questions raise acutely for many the moral 
question of the rightness of spending so great a proportion of church 
income. and draw in^ on funds from other sources. on the revair and 

0 I 

maintenance of a building which is as much a curse as a blessing, in the 
midst of surrounding urban deprivation and need. Orily if the money 
spent on the building is going to make it more effectively serve the 
community is that moral argument fully overcome. W e  set out below 
some ways in which this might be achieved. 
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Sharing and Adaption 
(i) The, Shritig L>f Cht~r~h Bziilfjitzgs t t ~ i t h  Other Christiatzx 
7.14 The shape of Church allegiance has changed very considerably in 
UPAs in thc last decades. The predominant Church allegiance in many 
citieb is now Roman Catholic. Places like Thamesmead in the diocese of  
Southwark have happily pioneered Anglican-Roman Catholic sharing 
arrangements: but more generally- the number of  such sharing 
arrangements in urban areas is still woefully few. W e  have found 
sharing agreements to be more frequent in outer UPAs than in inner 
areas - with new churches in new areas rather than with old churches in 
old areas. The lack of  sharing agreements in older areas needs further 
careful examination, for it probably says something of  considerable 
significance about ecumenical relations in inner urban areas. The 
sharing of Anglican churches with Black Pentecostal churches is, of  
course, more frequent in inner urban areas, where most Black-led 
Churches are to be found. But rarely is there a real sharing agreement. 
Too often there are simply landlord'tenant relationships with little 
attempt at any depth of sharing on either side. Sharing raises inescapable 
and profound questions of identity, and the older Church can easily be 
seen as a 'threat' to the younger. Often Black Pentecostal churches have 
special reasons for being jealous of their identity. W e  have been told: 
'what we really want is our own premises'. Probably they share only a 
hall, not the church itself. Quite often the condition of the hall which 
they use as a church Inay leave much to be desired, and the times they 
are allowed to use the premises may also seem to discriminate against 
them. This area of sharing provides considerable opportunities for hurt 
as well as healing. 

7.15 It is important to recognise that any Church represented on the 
General Council of the British Council of Churches or on the 
governing body of the Evangelical Alliance or the British Evangelical 
Council can enter into an agreement for sharing church buildings. The 
sad fact is that this does not include many of the Black-led Churches. In 
1980 the BCC Working Group Report T h e  G're CIzurch Property irz a 
Plural Society tried to come to grips with this question. It would be 
virtually solved if, for instance, the Afro-\Vest Indian Council of 
Churches were to be added to the three bodies we have named. It is 
urgent that the question be faced afresh. 

7.16 In the Sharing of  Church Buildings Act 1969 and the Pastoral 
Measure 1983 the powers already exist to allow a very great degree of  
sharing of both work and buildings. What is not possible is a completely 
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shared mlnlstry 111 relation to the Eucharist. But n here there is a shared 
bulldlng, and the area is one of ecumenical experiment, much can be 
allowed b) the bishop. 

7.1- It is cleal to us, from the Sharirlg Agreements that have alredd) 
been entered into. what can be done if there IS the \v111 to do it. W e  
reiotrttnenrl the wider adoptlon of such Agreements. 

(ii) The SIiaritzg of Churilzer u~itlz other Faitizs 
7 .  It has been-obvious to us in our visits to UPhs that Christ ia~~s 
have far more church buildings than they now need. and that those they 
have are often far too large for their purposes. Equally obvious has been 
the fact that people of other faiths are often exceedingly short of places 
in which to meet and worship. This is not surprising, with 500,000 
Hindus and Sikhs, and one million Muslims, living in Britain. There are, 
in fact, 177,000 members of other faiths of Indian sub-continent origin 
in the \T7est Midlands; 60,000 in Manchester; 92,000 in Inner London 
and 36,000 in Ealing. One area bishop of inner London estimates that 
the Muslim worshippers alone would outnumber all the Christian 
communicants in his area. 

7.19 At present, the holding of an act of corporate worship of another 
faith is illegal in the properly constituted worship centres of most of the 
members of the BCC, including those of the Church of England. For 
various reasons, not least courteous sensitivity towards Christians, most 
of those of other faiths are likely to be reluctant, except in very 
exceptional circumstances, to conduct their own corporate worship in 
Christian churches. Nevertheless there are occasions when requests for 
use of church buildings may be made. The difficulty is then a theological 
one as much as a legal one. The theological problems are alluded to in 
Chapter 3, and it is clear that the Church of England has not yet reached 
a common mind about them. But theological reflection must always 
take account of the human consequences of the application of a 
particular doctrine. If you are in great need of a place to worship and 
you see the local Christian church closed most days of the week, and, 
when it is used, having only a small group of worshippers in just the 
building that could house your congregation, you are almost bound to 
feel a sense of rejection if there is a refusal to share. 

7.20 In these circumstances, we believe that it is all the more 
important to make clear in other ways that though we are people of 
digfering faiths we are also neighbours. This can be demonstrated 
through shar~ilg church buildings other than churches themselves. For 
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example the sharing of church halls or school buildings with those of 
other falths IS something \ve would wish to encourage. 

7.21 I t  \\as made clear to the Commission on a number of occasions 
that many lndlviduals of other faiths when they see a Christian church 
open go In to sa) their own private prayers. This chance to welcome 
individuals of other falths is also important. We  would like to record 
our gratitude as a Commission for the welcome ~e have recelved in 
temples, gurdwaras and mosques in a number of UPAs. 

, . . .\ 
(111) T h e  Adilytatiot l  o f  C h u r c h  Buildirzgs for Curntnunity Plirposes 
7.22 Increasingly, and we believe rightly, church buildings, formerly 
used only for worship, are being used for multi-purpose activities of 
benefit to the community at large. 

7.23 W e  have seen a number of examples on our visits of Victorian 
churches which have been subdivided or adapted to make more flexible 
use of the total space. Thus the church becomes a church/ hall or church/' 
community centre. Playgroups, facilities for the young and old, and for 
the unemployed are thus afforded space within what was formerly 
simply a 'church'. 

7.24 It is important that the Church of England should see that in the 
sharing of its buildings in this way it has an opportunity to serve the 
surrounding community- like someone opening the doors of her home. 
A multiracial playgroup in a church hall may do more for race relations 
than fifty-two sermons a year on the subject. There is a welcome and 
encouraging way of sharing, and a discouraging 'take it or leave it' way. 
The 'business' of sharing needs to be informed by the Gospel. 

7.25 The condition of the buildings will speak ~ o l u m e s  concerning 
the attitudes of the host. As the Council for the Care of Churches noted 
in evidence to us, the funds which are available for the adaptation of 
churches in UPAs are inadequate, despite the generous assistance which 
has been given to some schemes under the Urban Programme. Many 
churches do not meet the criteria established for State Aid for Churches 
in use. Moreover, there are virtually no designated national resources 
for aiding the extended use and adaptation of churches. 

7.26 For these reasons, we believe that a new Church Urban Fund, 
which we propose later in this Chapter, should have as one of its main 
objectives to enable the adaptation and sharing of churches and church 
buildings in the ways we have suggested. 
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7.27 W e  hope too that special consideration  ill be given by the 
Historic Buildings and Monuments Commission for England to the 
allocation of grant aid specifically to church buildings in the inner city 
areas, as far as is consistent with their objectives. 

The Control and Care of Church Buildings 
7.28 There are two main statutory frameworks within the Church of 
England which bear on proposals to effect changes to church buildings. 
The Faculty Jurisdiction legislation is concerned with the adaptation or 
alteration of churches that are in use and are intended to remain in use. 
The Pastoral Measure regulates the procedure for dealing with the 
future of Churches that are no longer required for worship, including 
those which have been 'declared redundant'.' 

'7.29 There can be little doubt that many clergy and local church 
members in urban areas find the judicial character of the Faculty 
Jurisdiction an irksome and rigid system of control of the care of church 
bhildings. Yet again there are others who view it as a well-operated 
system, readily accessible to people and relatively quick and cheap. 

7.30 The debate is a long-running one, to which we have found it 
difficult to do justice given the time at our disposaL W e  would note, 
however, that Churches of all denominations have some legal system of 
control over their property. Given the kind of church buildings the 
Church of England possesses (with some 12,000 listed buildings) it is 
difficult to see how there could be a wholly different system for its 
urban priority area churches. Second, the Faculty Jurisdiction (together 
with the Pastoral Measure procedures) fulfils a function which, if 
churches while in use were rzot exempted from ancient monument and 
listed buildings controls, would undoubtedly have to be met by some 
other system of control which might be even more irksome. Third, the 
present arrangements, acceptable as they are to the State, have enabled 
considerable State aid towards the maintenance of church buildings to 
be given - in the knowledge that the Church of England has tried to play 
its part to care fbr its heritage of church buildings. 

7.31 Some changes are in prospect following the publication of the 
Report of the Faculty Jurisdiction Commission in 1984.2 It is difficult at 
this stage for us to judge how the legislation to emerge in due course will 
eventually affect urban churches. Nevertheless, we can say that, though 
we are grateful for the Report of the Faculty Jurisdiction Commission 
and for the evidence submitted to us by the Council for the Care of 
Churches, we are not convinced that the Church as a whole has as yet 
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en-en ~ d e ~ u ~ ~ t e  attention to the specit<c problenl o i  the care occhurch 
Luildings in urban prlortb areas. The question of 1% hat should be done 
about the often more bdautiful and mostly more ancient churches in 
rural areas has been seen AS more Important. 

' . 3 2  Questions must be rased when a congregation cannot keep its 
hlstoric church building going - not just in terms of repalrs but also 
running costs. The continuing care of churches in this positlon needs a 
greater degree of financial support from dioceses, local authorities and 
local conservation groups than is available at present. W e  hope that 
those responsible will strive to find new wa)s of responding, and to 
assist parishes actively where buildings are proving a burden rather than 
a resource. 

'7.33 In the end, it may be inevitable that a church may have to be 
declared redundant, in whole or in part. The closure of a church and the 
declaration of its redundancy are inevitably traumatic. It is difficult to 
conceive how in such circumstances the procedures can be anything 
other than painstaking. 

7.34 The generalised accusation has been made to us of 'red tape, 
bureaucracy and dela)-' involved in the procedures under the Pastoral 
Measure. No doubt in particular instances the accusations can be 
justified. O n  the other hand, we have been reminded that one person's 
'delay' is another person's right to be consulted. If a hierarchical 
episcopal Church is to be democratic it is difficult to see which of the 
'interested parties' could be cut out - the PCC, the incumbent, team 
vicars, the patron, the local planning authorities, the rural dean, the 
archdeacon, the Diocesan Advisory Committee for the Care of 
Churches, the Diocesan Redundant Church Uses Committee, the 
Diocesan Pastoral Committee, the Registrar and Chancellor, the 
Church Commissioners, the Bishop? 

7iews 7.35 Yet the rights of individuals and groups to make their 1' 
known must be balanced against the need to avoid undue delay. The 
Commission has been given several examples of historic urban churches 
which have been left vacant for what has seemed to the parish an 
unconscionable time whilst a suitable use and user has been sought. 
They have consequently suffered the depredations of vandals. 

7.36 In these circumstances, it has been argued to us that the only way 
forward is for the system of control - the Faculty Jurisdiction, the 
Eccle.siastica1 Exemption and the Pastoral Measure - to bc revised so 
that it better facilitates the mission of the Church. This might imply the 
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Church of England ha\ lng to give up its control 01 ei ~ t s  bulldlngs and 
accept that xvhere churches cannot be supported by the local 
congregation the future ofthe church should be pased Into the hands of 
the local authority. through the service of a Purchase Notice. In this 
m7a1. it IS argued, those who wish to preserve the budding as an hlstorlcal 
monument would have to foot the bill. This ~vould  not only concentrate 
preservationists' minds, but also Increase the pressure on thk dlocese and 
the parish faced mith the difiicult decislon of \vlthdra~val and 
redundancy. 

7.37 O n  the other hand, it has been pointed out to us that the 
abandonment of Ecclesiastical Exemption xvould leave the Church of 
England in a situation where it would become practically impossible to 
alter the outside of any church that was a listed building, or that if the 
building were subject to compulsory acquisition by the local authority, 
it wlould be open to them to sell it to whom they wished regardless of the 
views of the Church. W e  have noted that the General Synod has made it 
clear to the Church Commissioners that there are some uses that it 
would find most inappropriate for a redundant Church. A change from 
the present system could mean the loss of any control over this. 

7.38 In our judgement it would be unrealistic for us to recommend 
any radical revision of the present procedures. It was put to us - and we 
are forced to agree - that a radical revision would be twenty years too 
late on the one hand - or perhaps twenty years too early on the other. 
Yet those who have pressed us to recommend changes in the law are not 
people who want to see wholesale destruction of church buildings, nor 
local democratic machinery overriden. They are concerned about 
congregational life and the mission of the Church becoming enslaved to 
the maintenance of cold and costly buildings. W e  share this concern. If 
those whose prime interest is the conservation of buildings do not 
recognize the importance of this pastoral dimension, they must not be 
surprised if, in due course, the Church comes to the view that a radical 
revision of the present framework is necessary. 

7.39 There is scope at present however for some streamlining of the 
existing procedures to be pursued further. There does seem to be too 
great a stress on the rights of interested parties and not enough on their 
responsibilities. In particular, we have much evidence to cause us to 
question whether the present complex committee structure is geared 
primarily to helping forward what must surely in most cases be the 
primary interested party - the local church people. They, far more than 
other interested parties, must be properly consulted. Yet by the time a 
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church becomes redundant the). are sometimes reduced to a small 
beleaguered band of people - perhaps eclectic - whose vislon of the 
needs of the area as a whole may be bllnded by the bereavement 
occasioned by the loss ofthelr church building. There is a clear need for 
dloceses to display not simply an iidminlstratlve but a pastor~l  approach 
in these circumstances. 

7.40 There can often be long delays in finding a suitable alternative 
use for a redundant church. W e  would urge dioceses to speed up the 
processes, and so reduce the t i~ne  between the congregation leaving the 
church and its subsequent long-term use. Where necessary, efforts 
should be made to find a temporary alternative use for the church in this 
period. Local housing authorities often i:nd short-life users for 
buildings which they are eventually to rehabilitate or redevelop: would 
it not be possible for a similar procedure to be followed with redundant 
churches? The Redundant Churches Fund understandably concentrates 
most of its resources on the 'gems' which it takes into its care for 
preservation in the interests of the Church and the nation; we ask if it 
might not consider devoting some of its funds to maintain and preserve 
the fabric of the less glamorous, but still important, churches in the 
UPAs in this interim period? 

7.41 The problems of insurance have also been brought to our 
attention. Once the congregation has left a church on the chosen date of 
redundancy, insurance firms withdraw a substantial amount of cover 
because the church is not in use. It is during this period that it is most 
vulnerable. Finding a temporary use for the church building during this 
period, as we suggest should be explored, may be one way round this 
difficulty, as the more the building is used, the less likely it is to be the 
object of vandalism. 

7.42 W e  have not been able to explore these suggestions in great 
depth. There may well be difficulties with them. But we are in no doubt 
that the difficulties being faced by dioceses with many old urban 
churches are severe. W e  urge those with responsibilites here to consider 
further the suggestions we have made, in the knowledge that there is 
dissatisfaction with the present situation. We  now turn to the 
subsequent uses to which redundant churches and church buildings 
might be put. 

The Sale of Church Buildings 
jij Churches Sold or Leased to other Christian Bodies 
7.43 Over the period 1969-1984, 74 redundant churches have been 
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appropriated under the Pastoral Measure to use for worship by other 
Christian bodles. These churches are spredd over 29 dioceses and their 
locatsons range from inner city to rural. However, 30 are situated in and 
around London (Diocese OF London 1161, Southwark [12]. and 
Chelmsford 121). Other inner city locations are Birmsngham [4], Bristol 
[3], and hianchester [3]. 

7.43 These redundant churches have been acquired by: 

Black-led Churches 22 
Roman Catholic Church 18 
Orthodox Churches 

Greek 
Serbian 
Russian 
Armenian 
Joint Greek/ Russian 

2 1 
Elim Pentecostal 
Others 

7.45 Fifty-five of these buildings have been sold or let on long !eases 
at a premium. Prices or premiums fall within the following ranges 
jdisposals to Black-led Churches are shown in brackets). 

Below ,610,000 
,610,000-,625,000 

21 (4) 

~25 ,001-~50 .0U0  
11 (4) 

&50,001 and above 
15 (9) 
8 (1) 

7.46 Eighteen have been leased for shorter terms at rents ranging 
from: 

Nominal 
U p  to L1,000 pa 

8 (1) 
5 (-i 

U p  to ,62,500 pa 
Over L2,500 pa 

4 (2) 
1 ( l )  

One redundant church was exchanged for a Seventh Day Advcntlsts' 
building whlch became the new parish church. 

7.47 This list o f r e d u n d ~ n t  churches sold to other Churches speaks ibr 
itself It does not suggest that the Church of England has sold ~ t s  
redundant churches 'derelict and dear'. 
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<ill Churchu Scld or Lea~eci  ofitzr Falrhs 
7.48 Both from the diocesan submissions and from the representations 
irorn minority ethnic groups we have been made aware of the strength 
of feeling caused bp the Church of England's unxvillingness to sell 
redundant churches to other faiths. 111 many inner city &red5 land 
shortage and planning restrictions prevent either new building or 
conversion of domestic propertj. The Church of England is seer1 as 
possessing a resource of xvhlch ~t can no longer make use, but which it 
prefers to sell to developers rather t h ~ n  permit members of another faith 
to use it for worship. 

7.49 The Church of England has sold only one Church to another 
faith- St Luke's, Southampton- in August 1983, at a cost o f~80 ,000 ,  to 
Singh Sabha Gurdwara. 

7.50 W e  would like to have agreed with the 1980 British Council of 
Churches Working Party Report T h e  U s e  of  Church Property in a Plural 
Society which stated: 

' I r  is our conviction that in regard to buildings there is now sufficient 
printed material, and that the ecumenical situation is now adequately 
understood, for the Churches to formulate appropriate policies for 
the multi-racial and multi-faith future which is before us in 
Britain. ' 

7.51 But no-one reading the account of the 1983 debate in the General 
Synod on the subject could reach any other conclusion than that there 
was no agreement at all on the sale of churches to other faiths: indeed, 
there was very deep conscientious disagreement. The present position is 
that the Church Commissioners consider each case on its merits in the 
light of a wide range of factors, and diocesan and other views. 

7.52 Given the continuing theological uncertainty it would be 
premature for us to make recommendatio~ls. W e  can only record the 
pain to which the present situation can give rise and the practical 
consequences which hang upon continuing inter-faith dialogue. 

(111) T h e  Sale oj  Rrdlrnilatlt Btr t l i i t~l~~ 

7.53 Where a redundant building is not required b j  another Christian 
denorn~nation, and is not a candidate for preseivation by some other 
means, the diocese and ultimately the Church Commissioners have to 
make choices about the sale of the site. In some cities. the nlaiil problem 
ma) be to find an) one who u ill buy it. In other places. particularly in 
London, the cominercial site value may exceed the price that can be 
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afforded if the site is to be used for community purposes. %'here land is 
most scarce and thus prices highest, organisations such as housing 
associations 17;ill have great difficulty in competing ~7;ith commercial 
developers. A large church site may represent the only opportunir); of 
building in that particular neighbourhood. The Church Commissioners, 
acting in close consultation with the diocese, are then faced with a 
difficult decision: to realise the full value of the site, in order to make 
more money available to further the work and mission of the Church 
throughout the diocese as a whole and beyond, or to accept a lower price 
in order to allow the needs of the local community to be met. 

7.54 The much-publicised case of Holy Trinity Church, Paddington, 
was brought to our attention. The case raised in an acute form the 
dilemma we have just set out. What particularly upset the local 
community groups was what they saw as the impenetrable procedure by 
which a decision appeared to be reached. They perceived there to be no 
forum at diocesan level where they could present their case for the site's 
use. 

7.55 Other cases have been brought to our attention where housing 
associations, seeking to work in co-operation with diocesan authorities 
and to develop a long-term strategy, have felt that their request for 
partnership was unwelcome. Their request was not that the diocese 
should always be prepared to make a financial sacrifice, since in many 
cases they have been able to offer an open market price, but that they 
should be notified when potential sites were likely to become vacant so 
that they could negotiate for funding. 

7.56 W e  were glad to be assured by the Church Commissioners that 
in the last 15 years some 70 per cent of the new uses found for redundant 
churches have been ones benefiting the local community. Other 
denominations are obliged under the charity laws to sell to the highest 
bidder: the Church of England alone has the discretion, under the 
Pastoral Measure, to sell to other than the highest bidder. Yet we remain 
concerned that lack of open debate gives the irnprcssion that diocesan 
authorities are not interested in the needs of the local community. W e  
have becn told that 'some people have gained the impression from their 
dealings with the Church in property matters that it flnds it too much 
trouble to take non-financial matters into account'. The coilversion o f a  
church building into luxury flats (even though it may be the developer 
and not the Church which profits) conveys an image to the local 
community of a rich and uncaring institution. O n  the other 
hand, the real distress o f a  small congregation in giving up their church 
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inay be eased if the) feel t h ~ t  their sacrif;ce has becn tile neighbour- 
hodd's galn. 

"57 \Ve rrr~lrtlnlrrid that the local parish and the diocese should 
together assess the needs ofrhe local community and consider openly, in 
consultation with community organisations, the possible uses of each 
redundant property before placing it on the open market. In this way, 
possibilities of combining financial gain for the diocese with benefit for 
the community may be identif'led. 'lye recognise that such mutually 
beneficial arrangements will not always prove to be feasible, and hard 
choices between competing considerations will still have to be made; 
but constructive dialogue is more likely to produce a situation where 
each side understands the other and creative possibilities are more likely 
to emerge. 

7.58 It is clear that adaptation or redevelopment is a very demanding 
task. It is often regarded - in our opinion understandably - by many 
clergy as 'not what I was ordained for'. The task clearly requires special 
skills of management which neither naturally belong to, nor can be 
expected to be acquired by, some clergy. W e  believe that it must be 
clear in every diocese who is the 'UPA Redevelopment Officer'. He 
may well be the archdeacon - or a group under his authority. The 
Diocesan Advisory Committee also has an important educational and 
advicegiving role here, beyond its statutory role of advising on faculty 
applications. The task of redevelopment calls for financial acumen, but 
also someone in close touch with local planners, housing and social 
service departments, and heads of other denominations and other faiths 
- and a constant awareness of and sensitivity to the Church's priorities. 
He must assist the incumbent and the parish without wresting all control 
from the local Church. 

7.59 But it is not just at times of crisis that such help is needed. The 
evidence from churchwardens and parish priests in many UPAs is that 
one of their primary needs is also for professional help with the day-to- 
day administration and maintenance of their church fabric. W e  ask 
dioceses - and especially the Diocesan Advisory Committees - to 
respond to this concern. They might consider, for example, the scheme 
in the Liverpool Diocese for Deanery Building Officers, as a means of 
ensuring that quinquennial inspection reports are f o l l o ~ ~ e d  by swift 
action - perhaps undertaken by special deaner)- maintenance teams. In 
some cases it may be appropriate to seek the involvement of  the 
Manpower Service Commission's Community Programme, provided 
that there is proper planning and supervision. 



Financing the UPA Church 
7.60 W e  csmlinc here four rn'iin fdctors which bear on the financing 
of the Church ofEngland In the CTPL4s. Each is linked to, and dependent 
on, the others. Taken together, the). underline the need for the different 
parts of the body of the Church to nark together in partnership. 
W ~ t h o u t  t h ~ s  partnership, and the equitable and eftective deployment of 
the Church'h resources In their various forms, the dex elopn~ent of an 
effective local Church in the UPAs \v111 not bc encour~ged. 

Current Giving by Church Members 
7.61 There is a sense in which, despite the fundamental importance of 
current giving for the future of the Church of England, it ought not 
logically to be placed f;rst. '411 the evidence suggests, and personal 
experience confirms, that general levels of giving tend to be more a 
reflection of perceived needs than of church members' overall potential 
to give. Thus variations in the perceived Gnancial needs between 
different or different dioceses, will be mirrored by variations 
in the level of giving. The assessment of 'need' will be affected not 
simply by expenditure commitments and charitable doaations but, in 
the case of parishes, by diocesurl qttotus and, in the case of dioceses, by 
historic resources coming to them through the Church Commissioners. 
W e  will address each of these in turn. 

7.62 But if current giving is in effect a residual component of Church 
finance, it is nonetheless vital. The effects of inflation in the past 10 
years, together with decisions to raise significantly the real levels of 
stipends and pensions, have meant that giving by the live Church has 
had to meet an increasing share of current expenditure, including the 
cost of stipends. For example, whereas in 1978j79 24 per cent of 
stipends was financed bp current giving, in 1984185 the proportion had 
risen to 44 per cent. 

7.63 Taken overall, levels of personal giving are low in the Church of 
England averaging barely A1 a week per church member. This average 
obscures wide differences from place to place. Statistical analysis 
suggests that, while giving per member is higher where employment 
and income levels are higher, the absolute amount given does not rise to 
the same extent as income rises. 

7.64 Since levels of employment and of incomes are lower in UPAs, it 
mrght be thought that levels of giving there would also be low. The 
statistical evidence. supported by our clergy survey and other evidence 
m-e have received, suggests however that (as we noted in Chapter 2) 
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Inner city congregations have a relatively high level of commitment in 
terms of the level of thelr glvlng. Although the level of glvlng per head 
1s higher on average In UPL4 than In non-UPA Churches, despite 
dlsparlties in Income levels, lou o ~ e r d l l  numbers wlthln the UPA 
Church mean that ~ t s  total income may stlll be insufficient to meet 
runnlng costs - particularly In councll estate Churches, where numbers 
are small and levels of glvlng lower than 111 the UPAs generally. 

7.65 The General Synod has called for a standard of giving of 5 per 
cent of income to and through the Church. This is far from being 
achieved by church members generally. There is a clear need for general 
standards of giving to be raised within the Church of England. Indeed, 
we would go further: the principle of live giving, and the actual trends 
in church finance suggest that the Church should aspire to, and now 
deliberately move towards, the ideal of  dioceses being broadly self- 
supporting, with the Church Commissioners using historic resources to 
provide various levels of assistance in response to need and particular 
developmental opportunities. The practical effect in the short-term 
might be little different, if at all, from the present situation; but the 
psychological effect on the richer dioceses, and the speed of movement 
towards a more dynamic Church, could be considerable. W e  believe 
that the Church should give further consideration to this principle, 
following on, as it does, the Partners in Mission Report ( T o  a Rebellious 
House?). 

The Effects of  Diocesan Quota Schemes 
7.66 The policies adopted in different dioceses for the financing of 
stipends and general diocesan expenditure vary widely. In most 
dioceses, both ministry and general expenditure are covered - 
separately or together - by quota assessment schemes, no two ofwhich 
are quite the same. The extent to which 'potential' is taken into account 
in the assessments seems to vary from not at all (where quota is based 
entirely on income, staffing etc.) to predominance. 

7.67 Moreover, 'potential' is used in two senses: quantitative and 
qualitative. The former relates to numbers of potential contributors 
(membership, attendance, population etc.); and this may be direct (e. g. a 
'per capita' component) or indirect (with several indicators or a points 
system). Increasingly, however, 'potential' is being extended to include 
socio-economic factors, based on type of housing, or the relative 
prosperity of the area (or of members of the congregation). By this 
means parishes are graded, usually by mutual assessment, and their 
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numerical strength can be weighted accordingly. I t  seems that over one- 
third of the dioceses - most of them u r b ~ n  - use 'potential' in this fuller 
sense in tllelr assessment of parish quotas. 

, .68 The message emerging from our clergy survey 1s that about one 
in five UPA parlshes, and one In seven non-UPA parlshes, had been 
undble to meet thelr quota assessment in 1984. Confidentiality of  
individual responses has prevented analysis to reveal where these 
failures occurred. So it is difficult to use thls as evidence that one 
method of assessment is better than another or, in particular, 1s a burden 
or benefit to UPAs. 

7.65 For the pattern of parochial (or diocesan) giving to become 
closely related to 'potential', demands on parishes must be equitably 
distributed. Within the diocese, this means quota; between dioceses, it 
depends on Historic Resources and the Church Commissioners' 
allocations. Members of richer parishes (or  dioceses) are not going to  
give more just for the sake of it, especially if they see it as merely 
bolstering reserves - or even to enable the Church to give more to 
charities etc., when they may feel they could do so just as (or more) 
effectively themselves. 

7.70 Although we can draw no conclusions as to the relative merits of 
different systems, we are clear that introducing an element of potential 
to the quota system is of  fundamental importance in the concept of 
'partnership' between the richer and poorer parishes. 

The Equitable Distribution of Historic Resources 
7.71 W e  were grateful to have, as we examined this subject, the very 
clear analysis contained in the Church Commissioners' report f i e  
Historic Resources of  the Church ojErlg1and published in 1583. This report - 
usually referred to as the Green Paper - has been the subject of 
consultation with dioceses while we have been undertaking our work. 
The Green Paper defines, in its summary, the problem facing the 
Church of England as being that 'the Church's historic resources are not 
distributed evenly. This means that some dioceses have to find a much 
higher proportion of their income than others from the current giving of 
church members' and that these dioceses are not necessarily the ones in 
the best position to do so. The Green Paper reveals that in 1582/83, for 
example, one diocese had to ask its parishes for only 21 per cent of the 
clergy stipend bill because of its high income from other sources: in 
another diocese, the parishes had to meet 56 per cent of the stipend bill. 
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In the light of such ulequal~ties, the Green Paper examines some 
possible ways forward. 

7.72 Later in this Chapter, we call [or special measures to be adopted 
by the national Church to strengthen the Church's presence and \vitness 
in the UPAs. But the first step is to ensure that the existing framework of 
financial support is equitable. The Green Paper clearly demonstrates 
that it is not. The reason for this is simple: dioceses rich in historic 
resources do not need in practice to encourage realistic levels of giving 
by congregations in order to balance their own diocesan budgets. By 
contrast, those dioceses with relatively little in the way of historic 
income have to struggle to increase levels of current giving in order to 
remain financially viable, let alone to develop the Church's mission. As 
the Green Paper itself notes, 'levels of giving are usually and necessarily 
in an inverse relation to diocesan income from historic and other 
sources'. 

7.73 Dioceses, as well as parish Churches, must be outward looking: 
they should not seek to rest coxnfortably on a financial cushion provided 
by the generosity of past Christians or by the vagaries of history and 
population movements. The evidence in the Green Paper suggests that 
there are many dioceses with relatively high levels of historic income in 
which current giving forms a lower percentage of 'potential' giving 
(that is, giving related to the incomes of church members), compared 
with dioceses with lower levels of historic income. If the money 
available to each diocese from historic so,urces were to be more evenly 
distributed, the consequent demands on church members in different 
dioceses would be more equitable. 

7.74 It would be wrong to even out differences in historic resources 
without taking into account the scope for increased levels of giving. The 
Green Paper shows that some dioceses with relatively little in the way of 
historic resources have the potential to increase levels of giving 
substantially. So any formula for redistribution should take into account 
potential giving as well as historic resources. 

7.75 The Green Paper also refers to the question of'historic liabilities' 
- the claim by some more rural dioceses that they face disproportionate 
levels of expenditure on repairs to historic churches. It concludes, 
however, that such claims do not reflect in practice 'unusually high 
expenditure by parishes on the maintenance of historic churches, but 
the familiar rural problems of clergy in these dioceses ministering to a 
relatively large number of small congregations'. The Green Paper notes 
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that urban dioceses facing hioh 'current liabilities' also have claims to ."- make. These dioceses are for example, the run-don-n and semi- 
depopulated Inner City areas where much of the continuing resident 
community may be elderly or unemployed' and are therefore areas 
where needs are especially great compared with the resources available. 
Our survey of clergy indicated that one-third of clergy in the UPAs 
(compared with one-fifth in other areds) said that they were unable to 
meet their ~ar ish ' s  diocesan quota arzd other current expenditure in 
1984. 

7.76 The Green Paper identifies 20 'urban liability' dioceses, of which 
18 have lotv historic resources. (By contrast, of the 20 'historic liability' 
dioceses identified, 16 have high historic resources.) The Green Paper 
argues therefore that it is unwise to conclude 'that rural liabilities are 
generally greater than urban liabilities'. Indeed, we have seen for 
ourselves not only the social needs of the UPAs, but also the enormous 
financial challenges posed by many large Victorian city churches to 
which we have referred. In the North-West, particularly, there were 
serious problems with dry rot in virtually every church we visited 

7.77 If, as we believe, the present distribution of historic resources is 
inequitable, and there is a need to move to a much fairer basis of 
resource distribution in the Church of England, how best can that be 
achieved? We believe that reform should be fundamental. The aim 
should be not merely the fair distribution of staffing resources but for 
the capital and income resources behind each clergyman, deaconess, and 
licensed lay worker in the stipendiary ministry to be equalised. W e  so 
recommend. 

7.78 In relation to current resources we propose that the so-called 'in 
perpetuity' component of historic resources (totalling some £14 million 
per annum) should be used as the means to redistribute historic income 
from the richer to the poorer dioceses. The formula used for 
redistribution should take into account existing historic income and 
potential giving. The process could be phased over a period of years, to 
allovv those dioceses from whom monies would be withdrawn to build 
up their level of current giving to compensate. It might not involve the 
whole of the L14 million 'in perpetuity' monies: if historic resources 
behind each stipendiary worker could be equalised by the reallocation 
of only part of this total, or by the allocation o f G n e W  money' arising 
from profitable investments and inflation, all well and good 

7.79 In relation to capital resources, imbalances between dioceses are 
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also obvlous. W e  have recened evidence that in many urban area 
dioceses, particulai-ly those in the north of England. relatively little 
money IS reallsed through the sale of parsonages or redundant churches 
or church ateb. But in some parts of the  south ofEngland, for example, 
such sales can release substantidl sums of money. National/v, the lion's 
share of diocesan capital receipts comes from the sale of parsonages. 
However, under the 'Sheffield' formula some dioceses have needed to 
increase thelr complement of clergy. These include some of the poorer 
dioceses, who have not had any parsonage houses to sell for profit. 
There is no way of transferring surpluses from parsondge house sale 
proceeds across diocesan boundaries, except by voluntary arrangement. 
The prov~sion for voluntary transfer is rarely used. 

7.80 In response to this situation, we propose iirst, that capital 
balances arising from the sales of parsonage houses and redundant 
churches should be viewed as historic resources, and therefore the 
income arising from them should be taken into account in the process of 
redistribution -we have proposed above. Second, we suggest that careful 
consideration should be given to the establishn~ent of a capital receipts 
pooling scheme on a national basis, so that a proportion of the capital 
resources released in the richer dioceses, particularly from the sale of 
parsonage houses, could be redirected to needier dioceses. This 
redirection could in part be carried out, in appropriate cases, by the 
Church Commissioners, through the existing scheme of specif'ic capital 
grants to cover the deficit on replacement of clergy housing in those 
dioceses where the old houses have a low sale value. Finally, we believe 
that the Church Conlmissioners should hesitate before advocating any 
variation in their policy of applying fixed rates of interest, below market 
rates on deposits from or loans to dioceses. A change to a market rate 
would benefit those dioceses which already have the greatest funds, at 
the expense of monies available to the Commissioners for distribution 
where apparent needs are greatest. A move towards market rates would 
therefore - unless special arrangements were made - contribute to, 
rather than reduce, imbalances. 

7.81 If our recommendations were to be adopted, there would of 
course be no guarantee that extra monies gained by urban area dioceses 
would actually be spent in the UPA parishes. Dioceses must determine 
their priorities. But the financial problems faced by UPL4 clergy, and the 
developmental opportunities for the Church in the cities, are such that 
we believe that a bias to the UPAs is needed. There is encouraging 
evidence that a number of dioceses already give such a bias. Yet it is not 
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unusual for UPA parishes to believe that their existence is threatened 
because o f  talk about a parlsh needing to be 'viable'. Diocesan financial 
policies should lift thls anxiet) from parlshes m hlch have few resources, 
but which are clearly needed to serve UPAs. In our sus\ ey69 per cent of  
UPA clergJ said that the financidl problems of their parish were 'very 
serious' o r  'quite serious' - half as many again as in other areas. The 
problem is acute. W e  recommend that dioceses should respond. 

The Efficient Management o f  the Historic Resources 
of the Church 
7.82 W e  recognise that the primary duty of the Church Commissioners 
is to the clergy of the Church of England as its living agents. The 
Commissioners are not empowered to spend as income any of their 
k1,792 million capital, As they reported to us, this capital must be used 
' to generate income, as the principal need of the clergy is for the best 
current income that is consistent with maintaining the real value of our 
assets'. This is a fundamental charge on the Commissioners given them 
by Parliament. 

7.83 As a consequence, financial considerations must take priority 
when investments are made by the Commissioners. Yet it is clearly not 
the only priority a Church body must have. Regard must always be had 
to the ethical and sociai aspects of investments. 

7.84 With this in mind, we welcome the Commissioners' investment 
in UPAs; for example, in the Lancashire 8. Merseyside Enterprise Fund. 
In particular. we warmly approve their involvement in UPA economies 
as active management participants rather than simply as sleeping 
partners: we hope other financial institutions will follow their example. 
in the light of experience gained, we would ask the Commissioners to 
look actively for ways to expand this involvement. and to communicate 
to the wider Church the progress they make here. As the Commissioners 
noted in their evidence to us, these developments are important 
demonstrations of the willingness of financial and other institutions to 
accept that a prudential view of their duties (and we would add of the 
very concept of efficiency itselfi must include incentives for a better life 
in our inner cities. 

A Church Urban Fund 
7 . 5  W e  have referred to the need for the historic resources of the 
Church to be re-allocated on a more equitable basis. But if adequate 
help is to be directed to those urban area parishes facing acute financial 
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and social problems, some measure of positive discrimination is 
needed. 

7.86 W e  are enorn~ously encouraged that the Methodist Church has, 
in its 'Mission Alongside the Poor' initiative, demonstrated its 
determination to respond to the challenge of the inner cities. The 1983 
Methodist Conference decided to launch an appeal to raise A1 million in 
five years. The criteria established for the use of this money refer to 

' .  
projects in inner-city, multi-racial and deprived areas' which, by 
employing additional personnel, and by other means, will 'build up and 
extend the worshipping communities . . . and explore new styles of 
Church life and ways of proclaiming the Christian Gospel appropriate 
to those areas'. 

7.8? In the secular world, the Government has retained an Urban 
Programme, running at over A300 millio~l per annum, despite imposing 
cuts in the revenue and capital expenditure by UPA local authorities. As 
we note later in our report, we believe this sum to be inadequate given 
the scale ofthe problem. But it is difficult for the Church of England to 
criticise the inadequacy ofthis expenditure, when the Church itself at 
national level has done little to give explicit priority to the UPAs. The 
Urban Programme does not provide grants for 'religious activities', but 
it has helped Church projects which 'address community needs'. 
Examples include environmental works around church buildings, and 
the conversion or improvement of church halls for use, in whole or in 
part, as community centres of one kind or another. There is no sign at 
present however that the Government are likely to relax their criteria to 
enable grants to be made for capital (or  current) expenditures to support 
Church activities as rzrch. 

7.88 The Church of England has no financial mechanism or legal 
power specifically to target financial assistance to the UPAs. In 1953 the 
Church Assembly passed a Measure to provide for specific financial 
help to be given to 'New Housing Areas'. Times have changed: the need 
now is for special efforts to be made to strengthen the Church in the 
inner city areas and outer estates. W e  therefore recontmerld that steps be 
taken to establish a new 'Church Urban Fund' (CUF). 

7.80 W e  propose the following framework for the new Fund: 

(a) PollLy iieslatnt~orr. The General Synod should affirm that the 
natlonal Church and the dioceses thould give an exphcit priorlty to 
strengthening the Church's presence, and promoting the Christian 
witness, in the UPAs ln ways which meet local needs and 
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opportunities, which rna); be innovatory or experimental, and which 
are, whene\rer possible. undertaken with ecumenical consultation. 
Dioceses should first look to their existing resource allocations in the 
light oT this priority. 

(b) Coverage. The it~z~1letnerztatio11 of this national policy should 
involve all dioceses. Priority in terms of extriljfnaniial help from (1 CL-F  
should however be given to those dioceses with higher-than-average 
numbers of UPA parishes (the criteria for which will need to be 
defined), taking into account the relative wealth of dioceses. 

(C) Process. Each diocese, but particularly the 'urban area' dioceses, 
should: 

(i) prepare a Diocesarl LTP,4 Strategy, based on 

jilj analysis of Cetzsus arzd ~lther data to determine the number and 
location of UPA parishes together with the results of loco1 church 
L~udits undertaken in selected areas at parish or deanery level, 
to 

(iii) determine the priorities for ministry and missiori in the UPA 
parishes and areas, in terms of staff and buildings; 

(iv) consider how far these priorities might be met by reiiirectiorl 
"f' exisfirzg resources (taking into account the likelihood of, and 
potential for, increased levels of giving); 

(3 propose a list of projects or schemes which rate as priorities, 
but which could go ahead only with extra financial assistance. 
These could either be capital (e.g. adaptation of an inappropriate 
UPA church building) or current ( e . 8  a detached rout11 worker or 
secretarial support for a team ministry). 

jd) Assrssment. Diocesan strategies and project lists would be 
assessed by a central grant-making authority. We  propose that the 
Church Commissioners should undertake this role. The): have most 
of the necessary expertise, and are seen by the dioceses as 
independent and fair. Bids for grant would be assessed: 

to see if they are in line with national policy guidelines; 
to determine relative need (perhaps using census-based criteria); 
to ensure that the dioceses were pursuing a strategy reflecting the 
needs of the UPA parishes; 
to apply some form of 'means test' in relation to relative wealth. 
(The size of the Diocesan Pastoral Account might be the most 
appropriate factor to take into the reckoning.) 

Successful projects would receive grant at a rate of50 per cent ;i.e. 
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the Dioceses \ ~ o u I d  Gnd half the cost from their own funds or from 
othcr sources, and the CC'F would proride the other ha16. 

(e'i Diirntiotl. The Fund should be a permanent scheme subject to 
periodlc revlew. In relatlon to projects, for capztal expenditure, the 
C U F  contribution would need to be tied to the project timetable. 
Some allowrance for delays would probably be necessary: this implles 
a degree of flexiblllty between financlal years. Grants for schemes 
lnxolx~ing current expenditure  particularly on lay personnel not 
eligible for stlpends money) might need to be tlme-llmited, if the 
C U F  were not to become 'silted-up'. W e  suggest that five pears 
should be the normal period over which an annual grant should be 
pald. If; at the end of  that time. the diocese wished to retan1 the post 
(as it had proved its value), continuing costs would be met In full from 
wlthin the diocese. There should, however, be provision for dioceses 
to re-apply for a further 5-year grant where, exceptionally, local 
fundlng for a successful project to continue could not be found. 

j f j  Morzitorirlg and Review. Some central monitoring of schemes on a 
regular basis would be desirable, both to ensure that Fund monies 
were spent on the basis agreed, and to facilitate exchange of  
information and good practice. In addition, w7e suggest that a major 
independent review should be undertaken every ten years to assess 
whether the criteria for assistance needed to be modified in response 
to changing circumstances. 

7.90 W e  recommend that the atznual payments from the Fund (for 
both capital and current purposes) should total L2 million. W e  believe 
this amount to be a realistic aim, even though it does not match up to the 
scale of  the problem. 

7.91 O f  this sum, at least million should, we suggest, come from 
monies made available by the Church Comn~issioners in addition to those 
being redistributed under the Historic Resources exercise; the balance 
should be found through the establishment of a capital fund of  L10 
million. This sum would be raised by a 'once-and-for-all' national 
appeal. The interest on this capital sum would provide up td L1 million 
per annum for grant-making purposes. 

7.92 It would of course take tlme for a natlonal appeal to be mounted, 
and the l 1 0  million might not be raised quickly. But In thls case, the 
appeal should not delay the establishment and tmplementation o fa  Fund 
based, to start wlth, on the A1 mllllon from the Church Commissioners. 
The dioceses would of  course need to find a matching sum for the 
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financing of  projects. This memb that the total annual expenditure on 
projects \X-ould be  up to L-t million (on  the successfu;ll co~npletion of  the 
national appeal). 

7.93 W e  have stressed the need for projects in UPAs to be supported 
by the Fund to be innovatory and experimental, ecumenscal wherever 
possible, and t o  meet local needs and opportunities. W e  do not consider 
that the critersa should be more tightly-drawn, at least in the early stages 
of the Fund's life. W e  have drawn attention to the opportunities for 
better use of church buildings in UPAs, and to staffing needs. Rut w e  
suggest that C U F  monies should not be given to pay for clergy stipends. 
The main priorsty in relation to staffing is increased financial support 
for the employment of lay workers. 

7.94 W e  recognise that this proposal will require enabling legislation. 
W e  would ask that the General Synod resolve to bring forward the 
necessary legislation as soon as possible after consultations have been 
held with the Church Con~missioners and the dioceses. 

Main Recommendations 
1. Sharing agreements with other denominations should be adopted 
more widely, as should the informal sharing of church buildings (other 
than the church itself) with those of other faiths (paragraph 7.17). 

2. In cases of  the sale of redundant churches, there should be earlier 
and more open consultation with community organisations and bodies 
such as housing associations when future uses are being considered 
(paragraph 7.57). 

3. The historic resources of the  Church should be distributed between 
dioceses to equalize the capital and income resources behind each 
clergyman, deaconess and licensed lay worker in the stipendiary 
ministry. The redistribution formula should take account of potential 
giving (paragraphs 7.77 to 7.80). 

4. Within dioceses, the acute Gnancial needs of the urban priority area 
churches require a clear response (paragraph 7.81). 

5. A Church Urban Fund should be established to strengthen the 
Church's presence and promote the Christian witness in the urban 
priority areas (paragraph 7.88). 
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Part I11 
. . . and the Nation 

i W e  have described the economlc and social inequalities of 
Britain, and the inter-connected deprivations of the UPAs, and 
have argued from a Christian perspective that we are called on 
to respond to our neighbours in such a situation. W e  have made 
particular recommendations to the Church of England about its 
mission and ministry. In this Part of our Report we take up the 
invitation in a rider to our terms of reference to 'articulate 
questions of public policy' which have arisen from our enquiry. 
W e  also consider the Church's role in relation to each of the 
matters we address. 

. . 
11 For Christians, one important touchstone for judging any 

public policy must be how it affects the poor. This will be our 
perspective in examining the economic, physical and social 
conditions of the UPAs. 

. . . 
111 In the follotving Chapters, we cover a broad range of issues. 

Each connects with the others. But we pay particular attention 
to employment and housing, because in our view it is the lack of 
decent jobs and decent homes that more than anything else lies 
at the heart of the problem. 





Chapter 8 

URBAN POLICY 

' I t  is titot charity u,tleri the powetjul help the poor . . . tt is 
justici Diocese of L~verpool 

8.1 In this chapter we review government policy measures directed to 
the inner cities and raise questions about the degree to which those 
policies match up to the needs o i the  UPAs. As part of this, we examine 
the effect of national public expenditure policies on local government 
finance. 

Public Policy and the Inner City: A Brief History 
5.2 The first - and still most recent - comprehensive Government 
policy statement is to be found in the 1977 White Paper 'Policy for the 
Inner Cities'.' This drew on the experience of Whitehall initiatives in 
the 1960s and 1970s, including the Urban Programme (run by the Home 
Office between 1969 and 19763, the Educational Priority Areas of the 
Department of Education and Science, and other initiatives or 
experiments such as the Community Development Projects, area 
management trials, development work on comprehensive community 
programmes, and above all the major Inner Area Studies undertaken in 
the early 1970s. 

8.3 It is worth setting out the White Paper's analysis fairly fully, as it 
seems to us as relevant today as it was nearly a decade ago. 

8.4 It started by observing that the inner areas next to the centres of 
our cities suffered 'in a marked way and to an unacceptable extent' from 
economic decline, physical decay and adverse social conditions. 
Although much had been done to improve the conditions of life in the 
inner part of our ci t~es - people had been rehoused from slums, schools 
had been built, and there had been improvements in transport - too 
little attention had been paid to the economic well-being of the inner 
cities, and to the physical environment which was badly neglected or 
had been left to decay. Particular stress was placed on the erosion of the 
inner area economy, and the shortage of private sector investment 
which might assist econolnic regeneration. 
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3.3 The IL-h~t t .  l~,iper also srressed how \vlIJeupiead the problem\ 
n ere. The\ were seen to be '1 feature of ma11\ ofBritaii< s oldcr ton 11s. 
The precise 11111 of e c o ~ ~ o m ~ c ,  S O C I A ~ ,  ~ n d  eii~11011i11eiital p r o b l e ~ ~ ~ i  
\ arleil bet\\ cen cltles, bowel er, and it as alio noted t h ~ t  depr~v,it~on 
eusteil In somr pre- 2nd post-\\ar c~u111'11 estate,. some on the edge of 
the c~tles. Ho\xe\er, pcirt~cular e~nphds~s  !\as glr en to the needs of the 
inner areas of the big cltles because of the scale and lntensltv of thelr 
problemb, and the rLlpidit) of i-ui-idomri 111 population Jnd employnient 
they had esperlenced. 

8.6 There was a note of irony here. Public policy in the 1950s and 
1960s had encouraged the movement of jobs and people out of the 
older, overcrowded, parts of our cities to the new and expanding towns 
where there were new job opportunities i11 modern factories. This 
policy was successi;l as far as it went. Economic development stagnated 
in parts of the inner cities tbr a variety ofreasons. Those skilled workers 
who had bee11 able to obtain work in the new areas of econonlic growth 
had moved out. Those who remained were not perceived to have the 
necessary skills or education to compete for many ofthe new jobs which 
became available in or near the city centres in office or service 
industries. There was a mismatch between available skills and available 
jobs. In addition, large-scale slum clearance schemes had broken up 
communities, and displaced small businesses, contributing further to the 
loss of jobs and population, and also having consequences for social 
welfare. 

8.7 What all this added up to was, the White Paper argued, a 
collective or multiple deprivation in some inner areas which affected all 
the residents, even though individually the majority of people might 
have satisfactory homes and worthwhile jobs. It arose from a pervasive 
sense of decay and neglect, through the decline of community spirit, 
through a low standard of neighbourhood facilities, through a greater 
exposure to crime and vandalism, and so on. 

8.8 The White Paper cautioned that if this decay were allowed to 
continue unchecked, it u~ould  mean leaving large numbers of people to 
face a future of declining job opportunities, a squalid environment, 
deteriorating housing and declining public services. Without action 
being taken to respond to this complex of circumstances, the result 
would be social bitterness and an increasing sense of alienation. I t  also 
argued that it would be wasteful to under-utilize or abandon 
prematurely so much investment by the community: there would be 
economic costs in doing nothing. 
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8.9 The White Paper concluded that the  heno omen on of collective 
deprivation called for Inner city deprlvatlon to be tackled on an area 
bas~s. There had to be dlscrimln~tion In favour of the inner areas In the 
working out of public policies 411d programmes to: 

i a; strengthen the economies of the inner areas and the prospects of 
thelr residents; 

,b) Improve the physlcal fabrlc of the Inner areas and make thelr 
environment nlore attractive: 
(c) alleviate social problems; 

(d) secure a new balance between the inner areas and the rest of the 
city region in terms of population and jobs. 

8.10 To meet these objectives, public policy had to cope with 
different intensities of deprivation, and variation in the mix of 
problems. The Labour Government in 1977 decided that resources had 
to be concentrated on the worst areas if an impact was to be made, and 
that action needed to be geared to local circumstances. 

8.11 Local authorities were seen as the natural agencies to tackle inner 
area problems. They had wide powers and substantial resources, and 
were democratically accountable. They had long experience in running 
local services and, backed by the right degree of resources and by 
adopting policies sensitive to local needs, they could make the necessary 
impact in tackling the challenge of regenerating local economies. But 
local authorities could not do this on their own. There had to be a 
partnership benveen them and national government, together with the 
voluntary sector and the private sector. Only if all worked together for 
the common good, and to a common end, would durable results be 
seen. 

8.12 So the two essentials for inner city regeneration were seen to be 
the injection of more public resources, and co-operative and 
co-ordinated action. 

8.13 The White Paper laid great stress - and we believe this was right 
- on the need to use the main policies and programmes of central and 
local government to the full in order to tackle the problems of inner 
areas effectively. These include industrial and manpower policies, 
financial support to local authorities and the whole range of policies for 
education, health, personal social services, housing, transport and " 
planning, and a wide range oienvlronmental servlces and Improvements. 
The key was ‘bending' these main pollcies and programmes to glve 
increased help to the inner areas. The expansion of the size of the Urban 
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Progrdmtne - add i t i on~ l  financial supporr to designdted areas - \vas d 

bupplernent, to allou innovator) and cxpt'rii~lenral schenles to be tried 
out. It kvas the icing on the cake. 

8.14 In the late 1970s, central government achieved a measure of 
success in 'bending' expenditure programmes - in particular Rate 
Support Grant and Transport expenditure - to give greater help to  inner 
city local authorities. The sizc of the Urban Programme (UP), which 
became the responsibility of  the Department of the Environment, was 
increased from about 430  million in 1977178 to approaching R100 
million in 1978/79. 0 ' n  the basis of the analysis of Census data to  
determine the levels o f  deprivation in the cities, Partnerships were 
established in a number of the most deprived city areas ( the present list 
is Liverpool, Manchester/Salford, Birmingham, Newcastle/Gateshead 
and the London Boroughs of Hackney, Islington and Lambeth). A 
further 15  (now 23) Programme Authorities were also selected. Inner 
Area Programmes were prepared in each of these areas to analyse the 
problems to be tackled, and to propose how the resources o fbo th  main 
expenditure programmes, and the expanded Urban Programme, should 
be brought to bear in a concentrated and co-ordinated way. 

8.15 More limited levels o f  financial assistance from the Urban 
Programme were also made available for other areas. There are now 16 
'other Designated Districts', each ofwhich receives an annual allocation 
of money for economic regeneration projects. Additionally, a 
proportion of  the U P  (the so-called 'Traditional Urban Programme') 
continues to  be set aside for other selected d~stricts with local pockets of 
need, who compete for funding in response to an annual circular. 

8.16 Since the coining to power of a Conservative Government in 
1979, there has been no  departure in p o l i ~ y  statements from the 1977 
White  Paper's emphasis on the need for a central government response 
to the challenge presented by the inner cities. In June 1983, the then 
Secretary of State for the Environment (the Rt Hon. Patrick Jenkin) 
affirmed that: 

'Inner city issues are serious enough to demand the attention and 
concern of senior ministers. I intend to implement the Conservative 
manifesto commitment which reads "we shall encourage greater 
opportunity for all those m7ho live in our  inner cities, including our 
ethnic minorities . . . we shall continue to  give priority to the areas 
most in need". That will be my policy and my personal commitmei~t ' .~  

8.17 W e  were told by Department of the Environment ofi:cials that 
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the present Govern~nent  largely accepted the analysls In the 1977 Whlte  
Paper But as a result of their general approach to econonllc 
management. and partlcularl\ thelr concern to curtall evpenditure b\ 
local a~~thor l t l es ,  the! had reduced the ernphasl~ on public expenditure 
solutions to ulbdn problems, and had glren Increased prlorlty to 
securlng economlc regeneratlot1 through the m\,ol\ement of prlvate 
Inxestols and the voluntar\ sector in urban rene\\al. As part o f  this 
approach. a number o f  Enterpiise Zones ha \e  been establlshed In 
designated Inner c l t j  areas (and else\\ here), ofi;rlng 'rates holidays' and 
other incentlves to business. Two Urban Development Corporations 
(UDCs),  uslng the model establlshed for the Nem To\\ns. have been set 
up In the derelict former docklands areas of East London and 
Merseyside. And there has been a speclal scheme o f  financlal assrstance 
- Urban Develop~neilt  Grant - to  'lever' prlvate sector capltal 
lnlesrnlent Into the Inner areas. 

8.18 But the 5hift In the balance of pollcy to secure the greater 
~nvolvement  of the p r~va t e  sector In particular, has gone slde-by-side 
w ~ t h  major reductions In central financlal assistance to UPA local 
authorltles desplte resources for the Urban Programme nearly doub l~ng  
111 cash terms bet- eel1 1979180 and 1983:'31. Local authorities In many 
UPAs ha\ e lost far more In Rate Support Grant than they have galned 
under the Urbdri Programme. There hks been an overall decllne In 
central government financlal support. Although the Urban Programme 
- the lclng - has grown In real terms, the cake - the 'bending' of  main 
pollcles and programmes - has elther shrunk or  disappeared altogether. 
There is one exception the only lnaln central government expenditure 
progr'lmine to hdve shown a slgnlficant gro\\ th 111 the Inner cltles In real 
terms slnce 1979 1s that on the police. 

The Situation Today 
8.19 In the llght of the evldence we have received, and of our vlslts t o  
the CTPAs. we  are In no  doubt that the go\ernments o f t h e  last 10 years 
have been rlght In accepting calls such as that of the 1977 S'hlte Paper 
for a positlve response to Inner clty problems. As we have argued In 
Chapter 1, thelr problerns are Indeed of such a severltj (o r  of a 
'concentration, scale and intensity', as the Wihlte Paper put it) t o  
demand such a response. K'e agree mlth the U hlte Paper's analysis, and 
n ~ t h  the proposals ~t contamed. But the stark fact 1s thdt there has been 
no sustalned effort to put thoie proposals into effect. 

8.20 Vle~ved  agaln5t the magnitude of  the problem, governrne~it 
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act1011 has been pragtndtlc: treatlng the n.orst elidence of economic 
decllne and poverty by srnall scale lnterventlon. If the problem of urban 
deprivation lies in the fundamental structure of the economy (as we 
belleve it does in large part), the public policj- response 1s clearly open 
to the charge of being inadequate and superficldl. 

8.21 Many commentators have argued that the selective approach that 
has been pursued has, even judged on its own terms, been wocfi~lly 
inadequate, amounting to little more than first-aid treatment for the 
areas of  acute urban deprivation when what is really needed is intensive 
care. Despite the various initiatives which have been taken, conditions 
in the Partnership and Programme authority areas have not materially 
improved for many thousands of people. The inner city riots of 1981. 
and Lord Scarman's subsequent report on the 'Brixton Disorders', came 
and went without great policy changes - despite fears that the 
unchecked decline of physical and social standards in the big cities could 
not be isolated and might well have wider repercussions (not just 
relating to law and order, but also the possibility of increasing and more 
widespread alienation from the present systems o f  democratic 
governmentj . 

5.22 Although 'it took a riot' to place on the nation's agenda in a stark 
and unambiguous way the consequences of rapid urban de-industriali- 
sation, the debate on where public policy goes from here has been 
eclipsed in recent times by the wider debate on the appropriate national 
economic strategy to deal with the recession. 

8.23 In the rest of  this chapter, ure shall argue that: 

(a) the policy response to the UPAs should embrace both area- 
based approaches and the adoption of  policies directed towards 
reducing social and econorilic inequalities whenever they exist; 

(b) a greater priority should be given by government to the 
problems ofthe outer housing estates of many towns and cities, which 
on many indicators are now in need of urgent attention; 

(c) there is a regrettable lack of will on the part of c e i ~ t r ~ ~ l  
government to support local government and to deaote adequate 
resources to UPA local authorities In the face of  the problems: 

id) a CO-ordination of  programmes 1s needed, and the concept c f  
partnership needs to be developed to promote srester particlpatlon at 
local level, to combat the pervasive fcel~ngs of powerlcbsness; 

the potential for small busines~es to regenerate the UPAs 



(particularl) the outer estates) is limited. Edricario~l and sklll-training 
programmes are necessar) to Increase UE'A people's chances of 
creating and gaining ' n e ~  jobs'. Better houslrlg and environmental 
improven~ents are needed to encourage grovrth enterprises to locate 
111 the L'PAs; ne~ghbourhood action progrdmmes are also needed: 

) i?nall), not leas:, what the Inner cities need more than anything 
else ~x ,I vote of ionf~Lii~tlce. It must be Sor the g ~ \ ~ e r n m e n t  Grst and 
foremost to demdnstrate thls confidence through a sustii~ned 
programme ofpublic In\ estment on both current and capital account, 
as has happened in the docklands areas of the UDCa. In this may ~t 
wlll give greater confidence to  the prlvate sector to  invest. 

People or Places? 
8.23 Economic and social inequalities are not confined to the UPAs, 
and in this sense they are not a place apart. Wha t  arguably makes them 
different is that they are places where extreme forrns of poverty and 
inequality are most easily seen, where those with least power and least 
control over their own lives are to  be found in the greatest 
concentrations, and where economic and social problems bite to such a 
degree as to  transform the hroblems of employment, poverty, crime and 
so on into a qualitatively different situation. 

8.25 S o n ~ e  of the  characteristics ofUPAs can be found in small areas in 
every town or  city in the country. Pockets of deprivation can be found 
in otherwise afiluent areas. In a sense, therefore, 'UPAs' can be found 
everywhere. But it is in the inner areas and outer estates of our cities that 
the problems are so acute that special action is called for. It is not simply 
that they suffer from deprivation and poverty, but - as recent research 
by  the Centre for Environmental Studies has sho\vn3 - there is a danger 
of many outer estates, in particular, becoming areas which have a quite 
different social and economic system, operating aln~ost  at a subsistence 
level, dependent entirely on the public sector, where the opportunities 
for improvement either through self-help or  through outside inter- 
vention are minimal. 

8.26 In short, the danger is that the degeneration of many such areas 
has now gone so far that they are in effect 'separate territories' outside 
the mainstream of our social and economlc llfe. Theie  will alxvays be 
some ~ n e ~ u a l i t l e s  betmeen different arcas, but \ - h e n  such inequalities 
begin to be nlanifested in the creation of 'ilmost t\& o different iocleties it 
carries serlous ~mpl l c~ t ions .  
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13.27 Wc hci\ e noted that the polari~ation 111 Britain t o d , ~ ~  is not so 
111uch bet\? eel, 'North arid South' (thoush that is still obvious) as 
between UPhs and orhcr areas - 111 the r e l a t ~ v e l ~  prosperous South as 
well as I ~ I  the N o ~ t h .  

8.28 This in our  vie^^ argues for an approach which embraces 
both: 

i )  the adoption of 'people-oriented' policies which promote 
justice by mitigating inequalities ~vherevei- they are found; and 
;. .\ ' 
\u,!place-oriented' ,  area-based, approaches which concentrate 
resources to a degree which makes a visible and sustained impact, and 
so offer new hope. 

8.29 Areas are places where things can happen, and can be seen to 
happen. Resources can also stand a better chance of reaching target 
groups if there 1s some focus on areas in lvhich those groups are over- 
represented. In the absence of area-based approaches, not only would 
there be a daiiger of resources b a n g  dissipated rather than concentrated 
to help those most in need, but the vtsrble Improvements .tvhich call 
change the atmosphere of an area could be sloxver in coming. 

8.30 Although it is with people that policy must be concerned, there 
does need to be a dimension to action that recognizes that yluces are 
important too. The ionccpt L$ t ~ e i ~ h b o u t h o o d  is uboirt fioth dizd 

y lrces. 

Outer Estates 
8.31 Our  visits to the inner and outer areas of the main conurbations 
have convinced us that it is now the large housing estates in the inner 
ring or on the fringes of the cities that present the most pressing urban 
problem of tile mid-1980s. 

8.32 Huge ~rnpersonal housi~lg estates, many post-war, can be found 
in all our clties. The) are often spoken of as being 'monochrome' - that 
15, drab, dreary, depress~ng, with no vitality, colour, or beauty. Many 
outer estates are n o t h ~ ~ i g  less th'in the architect-dcsigned system-built 
slums of our post-mar era. They suffer from poor design, defects in 
construction, poor upkeep of pubhc areas, no 'defensible space'; with 
packs of dog$ roaming around, filth in the stalrrvells. one or two 
shuttered shops, and Inaln shopping centres a 20-minute expensive bus 
journey alvay. Urlemployment rates are t,pically 30-40 per cent, and 
rising. Bored out-of-work young people turn to \randallsin. drugs, and 
crime - the estate takes the brunt, and the spiral of decline is given ;I 
L~rther twist. 
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8.33 The residents of some of these estate5 are not all 'monochrome'. 
as Ton? Palker's book about one estate in South London (Pcoplr ~j 
Ptcvliirtitr) makes clear. But \ ie\ \ed on ,I nuniber of indicators - 
unemployment. crlxne rates. vandalism, reliance on n elfare benefits - 
the residents of the outer estates Are suffering aiutel) from multiple 
deprivation. They are trapped by their council housing tenure. transfers 
out are difikult if not ~mpossible, and incomers are often f an~ i l~es  ith 
multiple problems for whom the estate5 are used as dumplng 
grounds. 

8.33 The indicators used by the Department of the Environment (DOE) 
to judge the degree of  urban deprivation are not adequate measures of  
these problems. The DOE'S statistical index of deprivation does not take 
into account factors such as housing defects, low income levels, 
vandalism, physical or mental illness, high crime rates and other 
depressing facets of life on the outer estates - and thus understates the 
problems their residents face. 

8.35 There are great difficulties in developing an index using a wider 
range of nationally-available indicators in a consistent way to reflect 
more accurately the multiple deprivations of the outer estates. This 
problem may be overcome in time, but for the present we wo~i ld  ask the 
DOE in constructing their 'league tables' of deprivation used to judge 
the degree of need, to take the fullest possible account of  the recent 
research by the Centre for Environmental Studies, and the assessments 
by UPA local authorities, which point to many outer estates being in 
greater need of special measures to combat multiple deprivation than 
the traditional inner city neighbourhoods. W e  recornrnerld that the outer 
estates be given a greater priority within urban policy initiatives. 

Public Resources 
8.36 Although public sector finance is a minefield (and in the case of 
local government h a n c e  it seems that more mines are being laid every 
month) it is one we must try to enter. It lies at the heart of public policy 
for the UPAs. 

8.37 VC'e wish to concentrate on t ~ v o  aspects, Rate Support Grant and 
the Urban Programme. In each of the urban priority areas we l~isited, we 
heard significant criticism about the operatioil of both. 

( Rate Support Grclrlt 
9.38 Rate Support Grdnt \RSG) 1s the contribution made by the 
Exchequer to local authorities' finances. Its purpose is to transfer part of 
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the cost of pro\ 1i11rig local authoritv servlces iron1 rates onto the ider 
dnd more equitable range of n~ t iona l  taxes. Hzsrorlc~llv, the 
distribution of RSG between l o c ~ l  duthoritles has t;llo\b-ed the pr;nclple 
of  equalizing resources 111 rel'itlon to expendlturc needs. Authorities 
with hlgh expenditure needs, but a lo\v rate base, need more i i n ~ n c ~ a l  
help from the Exchequer than those wlth below-average needs, but high 
rdte'ible values and hence rate revenues. 

8.34 RSG is the major source of  Government financial assistance to 
local ~uthollties. It supports expenditure w h ~ c h  ineets A wide range of 
local needs. The 1977 White Paper therefore argued that ~t 'is bound to 
be the prime source of  Government funds for helping In the 
regeneration of  the Inner areas'. 

8.40 In 1977-78 total RSG support in England [excluding domestic 
rate relief) was L5.5 billion at current prices. The equivalent total for 
1981-85 was L8.17 billion; but had the level of  RSG support been 
maintained in real terms this figure would have been nearlyL1 1 billion. 
Because of government concern to restrain public expenditure for 
macro-econonlic reasons, and an expressed concern for greater local 
accountability the national total of RSG support has suffered a 25 per 
cent cut in real terms since 1977. 

8.41 Although between 1977 and 1979 some emphasis was given to 
channelling greater help to the inner city areas, as a conscious response 
to the analysis in the White Paper, analysis of the DOE'S submission to us 
shows that in recent years grant to deprived areas has declined in real 
terms, as Table 8.1 shows: 

TABLE 8.1 

Rate Siipport Grotzr rll Parti7ers/lip L ~ l ~ d  Pri:qrntnmr Author i f i t~s  
Bctliwrti I 'I81 -82 nnd 1984-8.5 

Change i l l  Grnn t  
15181-82 1984-85 Money Rcal Terms 

~nillion F miilioil Tern?, (DOE defl.~tor) 
A milliori miilion 

The Partnership and Programme authorities have not therefore been 
protected from the national cuts 111 RSG. As the natlonal total has fallen 
111 real ter~ns, so have the amounts directed to inner city author~ties. 
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Within the reduced les els of RSG provlslon, the shale oia\-allable grant 
ooing to Progi ,tmme dnd Partner ship authorities has hardl) m o ~  ed. 
tr' 
tiom 1') 9 per cent In 1941-82 to 20.3  per cent 111 1934-85. This scarcelv 
reflects J. strateg) of concentrCiting yovernrnent ,tssixtance on those artas 
which need rt rnost 

8.12 There are albo inherent structural deficiencies in the distribution 
mecl1anis111 U hlch disadvantage the UPAs. The DOE argued in a payer 
submitted to the Commission that 'the RSG system is tailoied to take 
account o t  the diftrer~ng needs and resources of different areas, nhether 
Inner citles or rural shires'. T h e ~ r  paper ignores, hornever, that: 

(I) The RSG distribut~on system does not reflect the compounding 
effects of  multiple deprlvatlon identlried it1 the 1977 White 
Paper; 

(11) A large element in the assessment of need is school population, 
and that in most of the UPAs there has been a dramatic fall 111 school 
rolls; and 

(111) The assessment of local author~ties' resources is based on 
rateable values which are 12 year5 out of date. Consequentlt, the 
RSG formula does not reflect the decllne in the rateable base ofinner 
city authorities, following a decade of population loss and economic 
decline. 

8.43 This last factor, in particular, seriously distorts the distribution of 
RSG away froin the UPAs, and towards the growth areas of the 
economy. It accounts for as much as two-thirds of the differences 
between authorities in terms of the amount they receive. I t  is seriously 
lagging behind the reality of the present day. 

8.44 Inner city local authorities have in recent years also been 
castigated as 'high spenders' and 'profligate'. Expenditure targets have 
been set, and authorities overspending these targets have been penalized 
by the withdrawal of RSG (by as much as A4 of RSG withdrawn for 
every A1 'overspent'). 

8.45 Local authorities have sought to compensate for the reduced 
levels of RSG support by increasing rates. '%Ithough the system of 
expenditure targets is to be ended, the 'rate-capping' legislation is still 
available to prevent rate increases. Predictions from the Association of 
Metropolitan Authorities s u ~  ested that expenditure on services by 4 
rate-capped urban local authorities inight have to be cut on average by 
11 per cent in 1985186. Some authorities may horn~ever be able to 
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alle\-iatc their findncial pocit~on b; dram 1 1 1 ~  on rcscrx es. But theii- 
rcser17ex &xrc. not Iimltlesr. 

8 46 The Go\ elrinient'i 0x1 n statistic5 shon that the need for 
e ~ ~ c n ~ l i t u r e  b) loi < t i  gox ernment 111 the UPAs hci\ li an-\, tlliiig inci-eaicd 
since 19-7. Act ording to the DOE'S analysis of l981 Census d d t ~ , "  
although there has bee11 an inlprovenient oxerall In the houhlng 
cond l t io :~~  of the m,nn conurbatlolls, unen1plo~ment - the nlaic 
economic indicator - has incre~sed  inarkedlY In the inner areJs 
compared mith elsewhere. Indeed on all the economic, social and 
houslng indicators. the Inner areas still suffer from worse problems than 
their surrounding Areas. 

8.47 WThy then hale there been severe cuts in what the I977 \Vh~te 
Paper called the 'prlme source of Go5 ernillent f~inds for llelplllg in the 
regeneration of- the inner areas'? 

8.48 The then Secretary of State for the Enviro:lment was reported on 
19 April 1985 as offering the explanation that: 

'The fact that a city is high on the deprivation index. which is 
jiistification for rhe many millions ofpounds which are going into the 
Urban Programme, cannot be a justification for running their own 
services e x t r a ~ a g a n t l ~ . ' ~  

8.49 The reports of the Audit Commission provide sufficient 
evidence that there is wastefulness and extravagance in the way some 
(not all) urban local authorities meet local needs. Clearly this requires 
remedying. But we wish to question whethcr the remedy the 
Government have adopted is an acceptable one, given its 
consequences 

8.50 As we have noted, the consequence in practlce of reduct~ons in 
Rate Support Grant has been, in inany UPAs. that the local authority has 
had to make up some of the deficit by increases In the rates. 

8.51 In a recent report froin the National Audit Office6 the 
Comptroller and Auditor General concluded that rate increases since 
1981 'can be attributed more to the reduction In the proportion of 
government grant than to increases in local authority spending'. 

8.52 It is no local authority's interest to put up the rates if it can avoid 
doing so. High rates are a heavy burden for local firms to bear, and may 
well discourage expansion - or fbrce closure. They place a greater 
burden on the local economy. Having high needs and high rates is a 
conlbination of misfbrtu~le that is likely to accelerate economic and 
social decline. 



8 53 But is there an alternat~\e remedl open to the Go\-ernment 
r'tther thdn b., d:c t,iting 10x3 er r,lre 1c.x els Gonl \TThitehalli l l  ; ) i i l i i  l i t - r  

I ~ ~ C I L L I ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~  t / < <  , ~ t t~ i \ t ! ! t t  c ) f  RSG ttl J I L ~ / I , , I I ~ ~ ~ > ,  ' ? i / t ~ t i r ~ >  \ L Z ~ I L (  t ' t ~ &  The IIIOIC 

thc buiden is ialried by rlle Exchcquei. ti-lt. less rcyulres to be inet from 
the rates. If ?ox ernmeilt 15 to be serious about dircctlng ic~ources to the 
arcds in the greatest need, the RSG s)\teni relnaiils d t ~ ~ l l ~ b l c  '15 S. 

n,ition~l mechanism to 'xchie~e just that. 

8.54 But bvhat about wabte a i d  inefficiency? It is a perfectly proper 
concern that resources should not be wasted, and that espenditure 
should provide good value for money. However, if waste and 
inefficiency still remain in local government, the policy of improving 
mallagemerit by exerting financial pressure overall has clearly not 
worked. Yet nothing is proposed in its place. The independent Audit 
Comn~ission is charged with ensuring financial probity and efficiency in 
local government. We  suggest that efficiency audits carried out by the 
Audit Con~mission could be a direct and effective means of ensuring 
that wasteful espenditure is avoided. 

8.55 W e  therefore recomn~crltl that the resources devoted to R ~ t e  
Support Grant be increased in real terms, and within the enhanced total 
there should be a greater bias to the UPAs in llne with the proposds of 
the 1977 White Paper. There should be a greater use of efficiencj audlts 
to tackle wasteful expenditure. 

8.56 W e  have concentrated here on the revenue espenditure of local 
government. Yet we have also noted that the most severe cuts in the 
amount of local authority expenditure, dictated by central government, 
have been on capital. In 1977 local authorities' capital spending was 
L6.9 billion. Bv 1983, it had dropped in real terms toL4.6 billion - a cut 
of 33 per cenL6 

8.57 As a consequence, as well as dramatic cuts in house building 
programmes, there have been cutbacks in the repair and maintenance of 
existing stock- schools, houses, highways - which are laying up serious 
problems for the future. There is no doubt that the backlog of capital 
work nationally is substantial and cumulative in that it will cost more to 
remedy the longer it is ief't. 

in) The L rbun Programnt~ 
8.58 The Government probides special financial assistance to desig- 
nated local authorities under the Grban Programme (UP;. Financial 
support horn the Exchequer is also glven to the Urban Development 
Corporations In London and L11 rrpool. 
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8.59 The Government's urban budget in 198-t1S5 IS shox~n In the 
Chart b e l o ~ x  
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8.60 The UP is seen by government as a means of 'priming the pump' 
in regenerating the inner cities. As originally conceived, it was seen as a 
means of enabling innovative schemes to be undertaken by local 
authorities (and vo!untar)- bodies) supported by grant at a rate of75 per 
cent from the Exchequer. Successf;l schemes which proved valuable 
would be absorbed by local authorities into their main expenditure 
programmes - and so release UP monies for further new projects to be 
undertaken. 
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8.61 '4s the Ch'irt shoms. the bulk of the nloriev goer to the ' 
Pdi-tne~shlp dnd 23 Programme authontles. The schcnles supported are 
those contaned 111 the Inner Ared Programmes for the areas concerned. 
In 1984185, about20 per cent ofthe espendlture U ent on enr ~roninenta! 
Improvement schemes, 30 per cent on schemes for developing the local 
econom), and 30 per cent on education, health, social services, and 
recreationdl projects. Wlthln the total, 30 per cent went to schemes 
L\ hich in\ olve the volunt~ry  sector. 

8.62 The size of the UP has been rising slourly in cash terms over the 
past 5 years. This !growth has nokv come to an end: total UP expenditure 
in 1985/86 is now static at R338 million. This standstill in cash terms - a 
cut in real terms - is resulting in parts of the UP being cut. 

8.63 For example, the sum available under the Traditional Urban 
Programme (TUP) for new projects in 1985186 hds been halved toR7.5 
million. I t  is possible that as many as 35 of the over 100 local authorities 
who have used the TUP to initiate local projects will be cut out of the 
programme altogether. The money available for new schemes in the 
Partnership and Programme duthority inner areas is also being 
reduced. 

8.61 W e  are concerned that potentially valuable new projects will as a 
consequence not be able to proceed, and that 'time expired' projects, 
whose 3-year grant has run out, will have to close. 

8.65 The Urban Programme is a splendid vehicle for trying out new 
ways of improving life in the inner cities. In our visits to Partnership and 
Programme areas up and down the country, we have seen how it has 
enabled imaginative new schemes to be mounted. 

8.66 But we have heard in evidence that 

(a) The funds available under the UP do not match up to the needs 
in the Partnership and other areas. 

The UP has made an important contribution to stemming the tide of 
urban decline. But there is still a long way to go if regerieration is the 
objective. An expansion of the size of the UP is needed if the objective 
ofregeneration is to be taken seriously. Because the UP is now static, an 
increasing number ofprojects is being squeezed out. Rather than being a 
vehicle for innovation, the UP is now having increasingly to fill the gap 
caused by cuts in the main expenditure programmes of government. 

(b) The balance of expenditure is too biased towards capital 
schemes. 
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W e  ha\~e heard much criticism oi the  GP's emphasis on capital projects. 
Capital projects accoulit for t\\-o-thirds or more of expenditure in man)- 
Partnership and Programme wthorities' prograrnnles for 1984-85. This 
bias to\\-ards capital schenles is encouraged by the DOE. But the result 
can seem, as one Diocese put it to LIS: 'that things are Inore important 
than people xvhen grant aid is sought, and appearance more important 
than usage5.%~e suggest that this imbalance needs reviewing. 

(c) The local authority component of UP expenditure is subject to 
the RSG penalties (the 'holdback arrangements'). 

jd) N o  allowance is made in KSG allocations for the funding of 
successful U P  projects to be transferred to main expenditure 
programmes, or for the current expenditure consequences of capital 
expenditure under the UP. 

These two criticisms reflect what seems to us to be a serious 
inconsistency in Government policy. O n  the one hand. it encourages 
local authorities to spend money on the Urban Programme; yet on the 
other, subjects local government's share of the expenditure (with the 
limited exception of year-on- year increases in net UP  expenditure), and 
continuing expenditure on schemes following expiry of UP grant, to 
RSG 'holdback' penalties. There have been representations on the 
question not only from local government, but also from the Association 
of British Chambers of  Commerce. They argue that there should be 
separate 'disregards' for RSG abatement purposes on 'all expenditure 
(net of specific grants') on Urban Programme projects . . . and all 
continuing expenditure in main programmes resulting from the transfer 
of any project from the Urban Programme'. W e  endorse this view. 
With the proposed abolition of targets and 'holdback' in 1986187, the 
existing system of disregards will also disappear. Yet there will still be 
abatement of RSG to local authorities spending above certain limits. We  
hope that local authorities' share of UP expenditure will not be 
penalised in this u7ay. We would also argue that there needs to be 
a greater acknowledgement of the revenue effects of capital schemes. 
It is no use promotirlg capital schemes if there is no way of funding 
their staff. 

(ej There are problems on the expiry of the 3-year grant period if 
the UP grant is not renewed. 

This difficulty is a ~art icuiar  manifestation of the problems noted 
above. I t  ~vould not be so serious if the Urban Programme were growing 
in real terms, or if the KSG system reflected the consequences of 
initiatives taken within the UP. But the fact that grant for revenue 



sche~nes under the CP  1s normaliv for 3 years means that. b) the second 
>ear of the project, uncertaintv about ~ t s  future sets in and \oluntc~r\  
organlbdtlons 111 partlculdi ha\ e to spend an increAslilg amount of time 
trving to secure continuing finance. UPAb have suffered for too long 
from 3->ear funding; projects ha\ c suffered from uncertalrit> and loss 
of grant xvhen they are on the point ofestabllsh~ng themselves. R7e ha\ e 
already recommended that prolect hnding from the proposed Church 
Urban Fund should be for 5 )ears. Thls seems to us a inore reasonable 
period OT er whlch A project's fundlng should be guaranteed. W e  suggest 
that conslderatlon 1s glven to applying ~t to the Urban Programme. 

8.67 W e  h a ~ e  been e n o r m o ~ ~ s l ~  impressed n l th  the work local 
authorltles and voluntary bodles have undertaken with help from the 
Urban Programme. It has the great benefit of being ilexlble, and can be 
dlrected at a wide range of local inltiatlves. In thls nay it provides a 
valuable recognltlon of the diversity between UPAs, a'nd the rnlx of 
problems to be addressed withln them. W e  therefore re~otizmrtzti that the 
slze of the Urban Progra~nnie should be ~ncreased, arid aspects of its 
operation rewewed AS we have buggested above. 

8.65 In conclusion, however, we must question whether the UP - 
even if given far greater resources - can be relied upon to make more 
than a marginal impact, when main expenditure programmes (particularly 
RSG, but also housing investment and other programmes) are being 
curtailed. Many urban authorities saw their UP allocation for 1984/85 
being more than offest by a reduction in RSG. Central government has 
been giving with one hand, and taking away more with the other. W e  
ask those responsible to reconsider whether this can really be 
justified. 

Promoting Partnership 
8.69 The idea of as a guiding principle in urban 
regeneration is one we welcome. People and organisations working 
together to similar ends can achieve far more than ill isolation. 

8.70 Of course, gettlng people to work In partncrsh~p 1s not easy in 
pract~ce. Thcre are bound to be teiislons and conflicts. WJe have heard 
that. for example, some local authorltles have had a poor record In 
co -o rd lna tq  jolllt action; u e  have Ileaid too theit central government 
departments seem at tunes to pull 111 different dlrcctions. There are also 
~ C I I S I O I ~ S  betbteen local government and Whitehall 

8.71 But ~t 1s because the UPAs present challenge on every front of 
public policy that those responstble have a duty to work together. W e  



belie\-e that the 197- \Vhite ~ ~ i p e r ' s  stress on ! o ~ n t  \\orklng \va< right, 
, ~ n d  so too \v25 thc creatron of ltlrler city Partrlershlps in the most 
crleprir-ed u r b ~ n  dreds. 

. Pdrtnerships reyulre not only particlpation, but some gire and 
take on  all sides. W e  have heard in the Partilersh~p -4reas t h ~ t  many loc'il 
authorities Gel  t h ~ t  cents21 Government has been an unequal partner. 
The degree of  Wh~tehdl l  particlpation has certdinly varied be tneen  
Go\ ernment departments. 

8.'3 The credtion by  the Governn~ent  of  City Actlon Teams (CATS) 
mith the inr.olvement of DOE, the Department of Trade and Industry 
\DTI). the Department of Emplovment \DE) and the Manpower 
Services Commission (MSC), to co-ordinate initiatibes better In the 
P~r tnersh ip  Areas has peihdps corne  bout as a response to those 
concerns. W e  vcelcome this initidtlve in prlnclple, though we greatly 
regret that the Department of Education and Sclence And the DHSS are 
not directly represented. It is too early to  make judgement at this stage 
as to what effects thls lnltiatirre will habe in prac:ice. 

8.74 Partnership also needs to involve bodies other than governmental 
ones - voluntary bodies, the private sector, tenants' associations and so 
on. But most importantly it needs to embrace the 'people in the street'. 
No t  only must they feel that positive things are happening; they must 
feel part of the process. The po\verlessness felt by people in the UPAs 
must be addressed. Local people must have greater opportunities t o  
participate. O n e  means is obviously through wide consultation about 
plans or proposals which may affect neighbourhoods. In Newcastle, we 
found that the City Council's Priority Area Teams were promoting this 
effectively: they also have local budgets which are allocated to groups or  
schemes in  the light of local people's views. 'Community chests' such as 
these are one valuable way of giving people a greater part in the 
decision-making process. Another example is the involvement o f  
residents in housing and environmental design and renovation, now 
being developed through 'community architecture' schemes. 

3.75 hjore generally, these n t ed  to be mole effective nlechanisms to 
br~ i lg  public cotlsultation Into a wider partnership approach. Public 
pdrtlcipation is not cheap In terms of time and money. However it can 
avoid costlj mistakes b a n g  made, and probe Lerv cost effective In the 
long-iun. Housing departments, planners, education departments and 
the police Are all trying to consult more at a neighbourhood level. 



Richtlv. In our vie\\, the trend 1, ton ards ~ p p r o ' ~ c h e ~  r\ hich are 'bottom 
up rG lx r  than ' top dorvn'. 

8 76 \Y7e recognizt that innox atir c. participative (and, perhaps. 
P ~ l i t i ~ a l l J  senslti\ e approache> cannot be iinplemented errer)?\ here at 
once. They demand high levels o f  n~anagement  skill and sustained 
coinmltmcnt - and, we repeat, the) call be costly Nevertheless there is 
a need for such approaches in the UPAs if the ~s sue  ofpowerlessness 1s to  
be taken seriouslJ. W e  therefore rrcc~nlmirlii that the concept of 
partncrshlp In the UPrZs should be developed b j  central and local 
government to promote greater consultation with, and participation bv, 
local people at neighbourhood level. 

Encouraging Enterprise 
8 .77 In ietrospect, the development of Inner city policv has seen a 
shift in emphasis from tackling s o c i ~ l  ~ r o b l e m s ,  to physical problems, to 
economic problems. All three are Important. But we would support a 
major emphasis on economic regeneration. In the next Chapter rTe 
consider the economlc challenge of the UPAs in more detall. There me 
argue that we cannot pin too much hope on small business as pra\~idlng 
the ansmer to the economic plight of the inner cities, and more 
particularl) the outer estates. The concept of 'enterprlse' has to be a 
much broader one. 

8.78 I fwe  cannot rely on man) UPAs being able to pull themselves up 
by their orvn economic bootstraps, because the structural depression of  
local economics has gone too far for reliance on <elf-employment to be 
the answer, the real need is for thrlving local economy to be debeloped 
which can offer employment. 

8.79 This will require three things. 

8.80 Flrst, if 'no businessman in his right mlnd' would invest in 
certain UPAs, the public sector must provide more emp1o)-ment 
opportunlties and increased income support to those who are at present 
unem~loved .  The E c o ~ ~ o i n i c  and Social Research Council's recent 

I ,  

findings contirm the importance of ~ u b l i c  sector employment in the 
UPAS. 

8.8 1 Second, ~t remains vital that all those 111ing 11-1 the UPhs  are given 
the best possible opportun~tles in education and sklll-tralning to tdke 
advantage of new technology job opportunlties. 

8.82 Third, the physical environment of the UPAs must be ~ m ~ r o v e d  
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to n ~ a k e  them good places to llve In. We deal \\-it11 the q ~ ~ a l i t ~  ot'houslng 
1x1 Chapter 10. W e  ha l e  not attempted to address the n lde r  issucs of 
land-use pl'inning and the design and lab out of n e ~ ~ h b o u r h o o d s  In usbail 
ared\. But we belle\ e that ~nountlng local envlronn~entalimpro.i. ement 
schemes in  UPAs is Importdnt. No t  onl\ c m  such schemes provide a 
more pleasant dnd .r dried ph>slcal en\ ironment. Iflnlplernented as part 
ofldbour-lntensix e programmes, they can help to empo~7el  people, and 
develop local abilities in professlon~l and orgdnlsatlonal terms. So n e  
\vould enter a plea for environmental Improvement schemes, ln\7olving 
local people to the maximum extent, belng seen a5 part of strategies for 
econoInlc regenelation. 

8.83 But these ~nitlatlves are unlikely to be sufikient to develop or  
attract sufficient paid employment to the UPAs In the foreseeable 
future. Imaginative local schemes will also need to be developed. 

8.84 K7e consider that there is a case for greater support, from both 
the private and the public sectors, for nei~qhbourlzood actiotl r c h e m ~ s  which 
enable those without jobs to  undertake useful work in their 
neighbourhoods. In some cases this work would be voluntary and 
unpaid; in others it might start out as, or  develop into, a local 
employment scheme o r  a small business. The possibilities will vary from 
area to area, as will the particular opportunities and the skills and 
abilities available. 

8.85 For such schemes to get mounted, a co-ordinated approach at 
local level is required. It should involve the public, private and 
voluntary sectors, working in partnership. The key bodies will include 
employers and unions; local public authorities (including those 
responsible for housing, health and education); local residents and 
1 - o l ~ i n t a r ~  organisations (including local churches); and local schools and 
colleges. 

8.86 The in i t i a t i~e  for particular local schemes and activities could 
come from any one of these 'partners', according to local circumstances. 
But one body will need to take a lead. 

8.37 In many cases loinlgoverrzmc.t~t can take on thls role. The Director 
of the Local Goxernment Training Board put it to u5 that: 

'there 1s a \vlllingness on the part oi lnany people In local government 
to play a p u t  111 the search for neu approaches, and to break away 
from con> entions, boundaries and practices M hlch have seemingly 
made it difficult for local services to relate to  their customers and 
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communities. De  ~ h n g  XI ith the public, "nct~vorkirig" and pal t r l e r s h ~ ~ .  
risk-taking, team-building. and decentralisation are ~ 1 1  cx'11nples 
which point 111 t h ~ s  drrectlon, AS 1s emph~s i s  on pollc) developnlerlt in 
such areas as equ'tl opportunitiel, econoinic dnd employment 
development, vouth and adult ti-allling and so on.' 

8 88 W e  sam man) of these features in the London Borough of Eal~ng,  
where '1 'unified cornmunit) actlon' initlatlve has been mounted to  
bridge the gap between the Tox111 Hall and local neighbourhoods. 
Dlstrict o r  borough nuthorlties in the major conurbations have the 
advantage of being able to bring a wide range of responsibllit~es, 
including educat~on,  to  bear on the local needs. There 1s much suspicion 
and doubt about the effect11 cness of local government - in housing 
estates as well AS 111 Whitehall. W e  have also noted the low morale 
among ded~cated public servants who are attempting to maintaln 
standards of serlice in the face of ilnancial , ~ n d  stdffing constraints. 
There are also hopeful slgns we have seen: in particular the devolution 
of local gokernment administrat~on to local area offices, with the 
various departments urorklng alongside each other, and encouraging 
restdents to  participate In resporlding to local needs. 

8.89 Attempts at Jevolution and decentralisation have been made by a 
number o f U P A  local authorities. In others, schemes are in the pipeline. 
But this approach can run into serious political difficulties and trade 
union opposition. T o  implement such schen~es effectively wili require 
patient effort and dedication: yet we consider the establishment of  
neighbourhood ofiices to be vital if local government is to improve its 
service d e l i 1 . e ~ ~  to the UPAs. 

8.90 The private sector, too, can provide leadership. The business world 
has become increasingly aware of the need to implement corporate 
social responsibility policies in a flexible and practical way. Many iirms 
now realise that their future ultimately depends on their willingness to 
help improve the social and economic conditions in the local areas 
where they operate. There are many ways in which this is finding 
practical expression; examples include financial support, business 
advice, and the secondment of managers to  voluntary organisations. The 
benef;ts to the firm are as real as the benefits to the community. Local 
enterprise agencies are an excellent example of the M-ay in which key 
local organisations can be brought together to address ccono~nic 

in local districts. There are now Gver 200 enterprise agencies 
around the country and we believe their task is tlowhere more important 
than in the UPAs. 
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8.9 l 11s Business-in-the- Cornmunit\. noted in their submission to  
us: 

'Therc is ex-idence t h ~ t  significant opportnnities can be created over a 
period through pooling resources. talents. and expertise to s t i inu l~ te  
the locdl economy.' 

Impressed as \ve were by the social responsibility initiatives tdken by 
some large companies and financial institutioils we felt that there Lvas a 
clear need to encourage others to folloxv their lead. W e  suggest that 
Business-in-the-Community should consider promoting some form of  
national axvard to  recognize achievements in this field. W e  would also 
call on the major trade unions to consider how their pensions funds 
might more actively support social responsibility initiatives by 
companies in which they invest. Those representing workers' interests 
need to take a wider view of their responsibilities. 

8.92 Volun ta ry  organisations can also take a lead in developing local 
initiatives. Traditionally they have shown a flexibility which enables 
them to respond quickly to  new needs, a capacity for innovation, the 
ability to operate across bureaucratic boundaries, and a means whereby 
citizen participation can be enhanced. They have provert management 
skills in neighbourhood action. The work that the National Association 
for the Care and Resettlement of Offenders (NACRO) have done in 
setting up crime prevention schemes on  run-down housing estates 
shows how the voluntary sector, working with local government and 
others, can encourage residents to  help reverse a pattern of decline. 
Action Resource Centre is an example of a voluntary body with close 
links with both the business world and local groups. Local voluntary 
trusts too, like one being developed in South Yorkshire, can provide the 
means (and the money) to  encourage local people to take part in 
neighbourhood projects. 

8.93 The term 'voluntarf can be ambiguous and confusing. W e  use it 
in the sense of 'nor-statutory' bodie\, conslstlng of people - paid o r  
unpaid - who work together to  meet an identified need. Where they 
employ paid staff, they should not be seen as undertaking this role 'on  
the cheap'. W e  reject two extreme views of  the voluntart  sector's role 
which are being glven currency. First, relidnce on 'Voluntarism', in the 
sense that there should be a massive transfer o f  responsibility from the 
State to voluntarj bodies, c m  too easily become simply a cheap option 
for reducing public expenditure which relies 01 ermuch on the goodurill 
of unpald or under-paid workers. W e  see such an approdch as a wholly 
inadequate response to the needs of our society, and of the UPAs in 
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particular. At the othei extreme n e  cannot accept the vie\\ U-hich 
regards i oluntdr) bodies as standing in the a) of a more just soclety, 
and seek5 thelr removal from the scene as essential for progress through 
State initiatixes. Clties are complex organisms, 2nd it is foolish to 
believe that government alone can have the necessary degree of 
tlexibility to respond to this complexity. 

8.91 W e  r~comrner1ii that there should be a new deal betm een the State 
and xoluntary bodies. At one time it was dccepted that voluntary 
initiatives were useful prlmarilv as pioneering neu approaches and if 
successful, handing them ober to the Stdte to adopt and run. This, we 
believe, need not always be the case. There is an increasing number of 
examples where they can 2nd should become a permanent element in 
the pattein of orgdnisations in a particular area. 

8.95 The central element of this 'new deal' would be a recognition by 
government of the need for long-term continuity and funding for 
recognised voluntary bodies working alongside the statutory agencies. 
Even the most successful activities undertaken in the voluntary sector 
are vulnerable to financial cut-backs: they need a greater assurance of 
long-term support within a partnership approach. One possibility might 
be for an additional allocation of Rate Support Grant to local authorities 
being earmarked for voluntary sector support. However, the State 
cannot, and should riot, be seen as the sole funding agency: in some cases 
there is still a role for funding from business and from charities. 

8.96 Respect for the independence of voluntary organisations must go 
hand in hand with agreed funding arrangements. Government, both 
national and local, must accept the value of genuine and open debate 
and criticism. The line between responsible comment and involvement 
in party-political opposition may in some circumstances require closer 
definition. As the National Council for Voluntary Organisations 
(NCVO) have argued in their evidence to us. 'voluntary bodies need to 
be clear and firm in their relationships with political parties'. There is 
some agreement in the evidence we have received that the practice or 
the letter of current Charity Law is deficient at this point, and needs 
reviewing. W e  would support this: it is unrealistic, in our opinion, to 
expect people to devote energy to conceiving and managing innovatory 
projects i fat  the same time they are put under threat that their work will 
be penalised if they enter into public debate about social values or 
priorities. 

8.97 Whoever takes the lead locally, resources will be needed and 



t11i i c  \i i l l  i 7 t ~  Ie,lrt,lilce ti3 i:t'\x c l p ~ r ~ c i ~ - l ~ c \  \\ 111~11 \\ill h~ wen '13 
1 ' 
I L I ~ I I ~ C I ~ ~ I I I ~  \ e$tc'ii intciesr\. For t~x,implt.. on 111,111\ co~incii  housiiis 
C'btc~TC5 \ \ L  1 7 2 ~ ~  IIC-,~IJ :init. d11d dg'+in that gcrtiilg iniilor repdir\ doric 
quii hi\ - pi ,,r ,111 - 14 ,t rlldlor I lead~che h: the rcsidcnts. The l o c ~ l  
ho i l s i n~  ,iuthoritt 11'1s a h ~ c k l o g  of ~ e p ~ i i - s .  a11d loc,~l res~denrs feel t h ~ t  
rhc\ should nk>t uilJert,lhc Iepdiis themsel~eq 'IS ~t is the council's 
rest 'o~:~ibi1it~ l ~ n d l o r ~ i .  The result 15 fl-;lstrarion, anger ~1x3 arihiety. In 
this ,itLlatiorl, one ~ o s s l b l e  1-espon~e rnight be the creation of 'I special 
communit) r e p x t e x n ,  of unrmplo) ed people with relevant skills 
i;om the cstatr. X1,~nageinent espertise m ~ g h t  be offered from local 
firm5; ti-dde urllo~ls inlght agree to co-operate provided the work to be 
cariicd out \ $ ~ s  clearl\ defined and would not put existing jobs at rlsk. 
Thow on the ~ o i n m u n ~ t )  repalr team mould be paid the rate far the job. 
Central go\ ernment could contribute to the costs in\ 011 ed by pay~ng  to 
rhe loc'11 authority 111 their Block Grant the equivalent of unemploj- 
ment benefit for ever) person taken off the unemployment register to  
n o r L  on a repdil team. 

8 98 \T e clte this example simply as one ll lustrat~on o f the  difficulties 
~nhe ren t  111 adoptlng neu  approaches. Only   fall the partners concerned 
were prepared to make concessions, and to be more flexible, could such 
an appioach ( i f  agreed to be worthwhile) s tmd  a c1~'ince of success. 
Hom e\-txr, there are alreadj rnan) schemes 111 operation which involve 
the bus~necs world, local government, the voluntary sector and h ~ g h e r  
arid fiirtlier education. '4 national Coinnlission cannot do  justlce to  the 
variety of schen~es b e ~ n g  carried forward at local level: we can onl j  
encourage and support such de\ elopments. 

Confidence 
8.99 The future of our inner cities is uncertain. It would be a bold 
prophet \vho could claim to know what Toxteth or Briston or a large 
outer estate will be like 20 or 50 years from now. 

8.101) Rut one thing can be said with a degree of certainty. It is that the 
UPAs and the people who live in them need the nation's confideilce and 
support: i f w e  d o  not give it, the loss will be ours as \\:ell as theirs. For if 
the present pattern of decline continues it will bring wider effects which 
will touch all our  lives. 

8.101 W e  have seen evidence o f h o w  confidence can be ~nje i ted .  The 
m o  Urban Development Corporations, in the London and Merseyside 
Docklands, haxre begun to transform aleas of outworn derellct land. and 
silted-up vater ,  into areas xvhich are beg~nning  to thr1r.e once agaln. 



Thi,lc '11 e \erlou\ r i w t  atlc>n<, \i hiLh \ \ e  sharc. dhout the l ~ c k  of 
cotl~ultation 1% ith. and participatiorl b? local people ln the x i  or k o i  the 
L1)Cs. about the inadequai\ of good public rented housln? in the 
Lolldon IIacbIands, and t h ~ t  much of the in\estinent b) the private 
sectoi 1s 11.1 non-lctbour-intcnslx e land uses, such as \t'irehousirig. Yet the 
L D C s  are xxlthout doubt msking a x lslble impact for example. through 
the sc11ex:ic to conrert the Albert Dock building in Ln erpool - the 
largest group of Grade 1 l~s ted  b ~ i l d i n ~ s  in the countr) - into a ne\T 
multl-purpose centre, lncludlng the proposed 'Tate of the North' art 
g , l l l ~ l ~  in the achie\ ement of mountlng Britain's first International 
Garden Festival on the banks of the Mersey, turmng spoiled wasteland 
into a magnificent landscaped garden in two years; in the development 
of new film and television studios and newspaper printing m orks, and 
the plan5 for a new light railxtay s ~ s t e m  to open up transport llnks and 
improx e communlcatrons. in London Docklands. 

8 102 The single-minded development agency can achieve much in a 
r e l a t i \~e l~  short tlme. O u r  Nexv Towns have probed this: so too have the 
ZDCs. But theL have done so prlmarlly because substantial dlrect 
financial support from the Exchequer has enabled them to acquire, 
lmprcve and redevelop the land in their areas. This money. and the 
degree of cents11 government commitment to the areas, has glven the 
prlvate sector the confidence to  Invest. 

8.103 The UPAs need our confidence. That confidence can be 
expressed through a major increase in centrally-devoted resources to  
improve the conditions of life, and encourage private sector investment. 
It will nor be possible to provide substantial extra resources 
everywhere: there will still have to  be a focus on designated areas. Yet it 
is an inadequate response to say that throwing money at the problem is 
not the answer. It is purr of the answer - it is necessary, though not 
sufficient. The 1977 White  Paper recognized this. Its policy proposals 
have not been tried and found wanting. They have not been tried. 

5.104 \S7e have lost a decade. W e  urge that policy-makers return to 
the 1977 White Paper and to what it argued was the necessary first step 
in responding to the Inner cities' problems: 

'The first essential is a speclflc comtnl tment  on the part of central and 
local government to the rcgeheratto,z of the  Inner areas. . . both central 
and local government m 111 be judged by their wllhngness to  1ii7pleti1r tit 
n e w  prtorrries, to m a k e  f i t l d ~  avalluble, to chaiige P ~ 7 1 ~ ~ ~ e s ,  and to niidpt therr 
0r~ar7iJatronc.' (our eAphasis)g 
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W'e hope that 1986 v,-ill see this commitnlent relaunched in \ ~ o r d  and 
deed, not only In relation to the Inner areas but also tile outer 
estates. 

Main Recommendations 
1x1 this Chapter we have argued for a renewed ~ u b l l c  polli) 
commitment to the regerleratlon ofthe L r b ~ n  Prlorlty Areas. As part of 
thls, we have recornmended that: 

I. A greater prlorlty for the outer estates 1s called for within urban 
policy lnitlatives (paragraph 8.35). 

2. The resources devoted to Rate Support Grant should be increased 
in real terms, and \vithin the enhanced total there should be a greater 
bias to the UPAS. Efficiency audits should be used to tackle wasteful 
expenditure (paragraph 8.55). 

3. The size of the Urban Programme should be increased, and aspects 
of its operation reviewed (paragraph 8.67). 

4. The concept of partnership in the UPAs should be developed by 
central and local government to promote greater consultation with, and 
participation by, local people at neighbourhood level (pragraph 
8.76). 
5. There should be a new deal benveen government and the voluntary 
sector, to provide long-term continuity and funding for recognized 
voluntary bodies working alongside statutory agencies (paragraphs 8.94 
and 95). 
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Chapter 9 

POVERTY. EMPLOYMENT AND WORK 

' B e h i i d  the statistics are real people, l ike the 50 year-old man who  cried 
w h e n  offrred a place on an M S C  scheme becai4se he felt  wanted again' 

(Black Country Urban Industrial Mission) 

9.1 Since the 1977 White Paper on 'Inner City Policy' was published, 
people in employment in Britain have in general become better ofE 
Real disposable incomes per head have been gradually rising. Price 
inflation has been successfully moderated. Productivity gains have been 
made. 

9.2 For people in the urban priority areas, however, the economic 
landscape looks very different. In this Chapter of our report, we 
examine the growth of poverty and unemployment in the UPAs. W e  
then consider possible responses to the challenge this presents in 
relation to job creation and income support. Finally we consider how 
our attitudes to jobs and work might be reassessed. In all this we shall try 
to reflect the theological stance we have developed in Chapter 3. 

Poverty in the UPAs 
9.3 W e  shall concentrate here on the cold statistics of poverty and 
unemployment, rather than what they can mean in human terms. Poor 
people in Britain are not of course as poor as those in the Third World. 
But their poverty is real enough nonetheless. For poverty is a relative, as 
well as an absolute, concept. It exists, even in a relatively rich western 
society, i f  people are denied access to what is generally regarded as a 
reasonable standard and p a l i t y  of life in that society. 

9.4 Poverty is not only about shortage of money. It is about rights and 
relationships; about how people are treated and how they regard 
themselves: about powerlessness, exclusion, and loss of dignity. Yet the 
lack of an adequate income is at its heart. 

9.5 The most recent official figures show that in Great Britain in 1981 
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over 2.8 ~nillioil people xvere 111 lng on incor-iles h e i i ~ u ~  the Supplementdry 
Benefit lexrel (cons entionally taken as the ' povert) 11ne'l.l O m r  4.8 
million people were dependent on Supplementary BeneGt, and so were 
otz the 'pox erty line'.' If we include those living on an income at or less 
than 110 per cent of  the Supplementary Benefit level [the definition of 
low lncome used by the DHSS), then in 1931 there were 15 mill~on, or 
nearly 3 in 10 of the population, living in poverty or on its margins.3 
Families with chlldren outnumber pensloners among those living below 
the poverty line.4 

9.6 The indicators of deprivation used by the Government to 
designate inner city areas for special help (unemployment, pensioners 
living alone, single- parent families, overcrowding, houses lacking basic 
amenities, and ethnic minority are all indirect measures of 
poverty. If the ten-yearly Census asked for details of people's income 
the geographical picture of its extent would be much clearer. But the 
DOE indicators provide a close enough (though - as u7e have argued in 
Chapters 5 and 8 - underestimated) approximation, and they indicate 
that a concerztration of poverty is the major characteristic of Britain's 
UPAs. 

9.7 Income support policies are a first step to doing justice to those 
members of our society xvho are poorest, and who are most likely to be 
concentrated in the UPAs. 

9.8 Yet in recent years social welfare and taxation policies have 
tended to benefit the rich at the expense of the poor. Changes in Social 
Security since 1979 are estimated to have 'saved' more thanA8 billion.' 
Total spending has nevertheless risen because the number of people 
dependent on benefits has risen, partly fbr demographic reasons 
(primarily an increase in the number of pensioners), but largely because 
of the steep rise in unemployment. 

9.9 At the same time the burden of tax to those on the highest incomes 
has fallen substantially, while that on the lower-paid has risen. A 
married man with two children on average earnings is paying slightly 
more in tax and national insurance since 19781'79; on five times average 
earnings he is paying 7 per cent less, and on ten times average earnings 
15 per cent less.6 

9.10 Pay differentials have also widened sharply. In 1978 the lowest- 
paid 10 per cent of male workers earned 66.7 per cent of the national 
average wage; by 1984 this had fallen to 61.6 per cent. During the same 
period the highest-paid 10 per cent saw their average earnings rise from 



15- 4 per cent to 171 5 per cent of the aLerage \sage.' Lotr~ yu)  i i  (2130 a 
fdcrL?r t r r  yotlrrty. In 1981 of  the 9.1 million people under penslon age 
llr lng In lon lilcome households In 1981, OL er 40 per cent were 
dependent on a hll-time Lydge earner.' Almost three and a half mlllion 
full- tlme adult u orkers - two- thlrds of them women - had total earnlngs 
(including or ertlme pa$ whlch fell below theL100 A week definition of  
l o ~  pay in Aprll 1983.' 

9.11 It is the poor who have borne the brunt of the recession, both the 
unemployed and the working poor. Yet it is the poor who are seen by 
some as 'social security scroungers', or  a burden on the country, 
preventing economic recovery. This is a cruel example of blaming the 
victim. 

9.12 Much of  the rise in welfare spending is a direct consequence of 
specific government policies. For example, between 1978/79 and 1983; 
84 central government housing subsidies to council tenants were 
reduced by 60 per cent. This was a deliberate policy to raise rents, while 
protecting the poorest through housing benefits. As a direct consequence 
of this policy, spending on Housing Benefit inevitably rose, and then 
ironically became a target for cuts. The decision to 'subsidise people 
rather than bricks and mortar' also resulted in a vast increase in spending 
on old people in prlrrate homes, and homeless people in bed and 
breakcdst accommodation - so again total expenditure was cut, but 
without alternative provision being made. 

The Impact of Unemployment 
9.13 It is the steep rise in unelnployment in recent years above all else 
that has significantly Increased the number of families living in poverty 
in Rrltain today. 

9.14 In 1951 just over 2.6 million unenlployed people and members of  
thelr fdmilles were llvlng In poverty or at its marglns - three out ?#every 
1rt7 yeoplc utrder petlsrorl age,'* The Chlld Poverty Action Group's 
ex ldence to us noted that betmeell 1979 and 1981 ' t h e  tzumber~ at or below 
tilt' potierty litre because of utzet~~~~loynzerrt rnore that1 treblrd'. Wlth the 
co~ltinulilg rlse in u~len~ployment slnce 1981 the position has 
undoubtedlv become ~ o n s l d e r a b l ~  worse. Unemployment has become a 
major cbuse of p o ~  erty in Brltdi11. 

9.15 In  August 1955 the official fig~lres lndlcated that there n7ere 3.18 
rnilllon ~ i n e m p l o ~ e d  workers In the UK," or 13.2 per cent of the 
L\ orkforce. About 1.2 million were under 25 years of age. There were 
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over 1.3 m i l l i o ~ ~  people ho had been out o f  xvork for 01 cr  '1 y e u ,  
800.OL)U f o ~  o \ e r  3 years 'ind 5OL).UOO for over 3 >ears. 

9.16 The scale of the problem is n ~ d e l i  recognized as a rndtter for 
serious t lar iottLz/ concern. Ho~vever .  analvsis o f  193 1 Census data (and 
more recent ~nfbrm~i t ion  on long- term unemplo) men9 shon s that in 
the Inner tit) Partnership areas: 

(1) total unemployment rates, and uilemplovment rates in each 
socio-economlc group, are significantly hlgher than the national 
average (Table 9. l): 

(11) there are disproportionately high concentiatlons of unskilled 
manual workers, semi-skilled workers, and far fewer employers and 
managers, than the natlonal average (Table 9.2); 

(iii) the proportion of long-term unemployed is higher than the 
national average (Figure 9.1, page 200); 

( i 4  unemployment among young and older people is very high 
(Figure 9.2, page 201); 

Consequently, a high proportion of people in UPAs have to  rely on state 
income support. 

TABLE 9.1 - UNEMPLOYMENT RATES 1981 

INNER CITY 
PARTNERSHIP A B C: U E TC?TAL 
AREA 

Birnliligham 
G a t r t h e ~ d  
H:ickiley 
Islington 
Lambeth 
LivcrFool 
Mzncho:er 
Newcsstle 
Salford 
hVER4GE 

Key: A Emyioyc:s :ind M~napcr ,  ,SE<; l 8, 2' 
B Profei\iorlai Workers ;SE(; 3 K 4) 
C Skiiled Ma:i:ia: LViirkers (SEG 8 h 0; 
L> SC~IIS  Sklilcc? iMatiu.1! X'orhers 1 SEG l U) 
E L r ~ d u l i ~ d  h i c ~ ~ ; 3 c ~ i  \ \ ' ~ ~ - k e r \  ,SE(; i l ,  
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TABLE 9.2 - BROAD OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBCTTION 
OF EMPLOYMENT 1981 

(Numbers in ecxch group AS (/h of total enlploYmznt) 

IKNER CiTY 
PARTNERSHIP A B C D E 
A R E 1  

B:I-I~I~II~~.IIII  6.4 2.4 23.9 22.1) '9.6 
Gateshed2 6.4 1.7 27.6 16.3 1u.1 
Haihrey 8.3 2.4 17.7 15.7 Y.a 
Islftlgron 9.1 1.3 15.2 13.1 - 7 

8.4 
L~mbetl: 8.b 3.3 11.4 11.4 10.7 
Li~erpooi  5.9 1 .S 20.8 15.4 12.1 
hianchester 6.3 2.1 22.1 1h.l 11.1 
Newcastle 7.9 3.3 22.4 12.1 11.0 
Salijrd 5.2 1.2 23.6 20.5 13.6 

GB 12.3 4.1 19.8 12.1 5.6 

Key: A Employers and Managers (SEG 1 & 2) 
l3 Professional Workers (SEG 3 & 4; 
C Skiiled Manuai Workers (SEG 8 &- 9) 
D Serlx Shlicd Manual Workers (SEG 10) 
E C'tiskllled Manual Workers (SEG 11) 

Source: Manpower Services Comtnisslon, derived from 1981 
Census of Population 

9.17 The figures for the Partnership areas are all based on analysis 
of 1981 Census data, with the exception of those for long-term 
unemployment which relate to January 1984. The position in the UPAs 
has inevitably become much worse since then with the rise of 
unemployment nationally, and these figures also mask the acute 
concentrations of unemployment and poverty in particular UPA 
neighbourhoods or on particular estates. For example, the Bidston area 
of Birkenhead has a 48 per cent male unemployment rate; but within 
this, there are parts of the Ford estate, which members of the 
Commission visited, where we had evidence that 80 per cent were out 
of work. Much the same picture emerged for parts of the Meadowell 
estates we visited in North Shields. Even in the relatively prosperous 
South East, apparently low average unemployment rates can hide the 
serious problems in the UPAs. In the fairly well-to-do London Borough 
of Bexley, with an average unemployment rate of 7-8 per cent, parts of 
the Thamesmead estate have 26 per cent male unemployment.'2 

9.18 Some groups of people are being hit particularly hard, especially 
those who face other difficulties in their lives. Those who suffer ill- 
health or disability, and younger and older workers. are particularly 



FIGURE 9.1 

Inner Clty Partnersh~p Areas: Proportion of unemployed 
who were long-term unemployed, January 1984 
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FIGURE 9.2 

Inner C~ ty  Partnersh~p Areas: Unemployment Rates for 
Young and Older Age Groups, 1 98 1 
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Source: Manpower Serv~ces Cornrniss~on, der~ved from 
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vulnerable to unemployment. Unemployment rates among people from 
the mlnorlty ethnic communltles m the UPAs are a particular cause for 
concern. The 1981 Labour Force Survey reported unemployment rates 
of 20.6 per cent for males of West Indian orlgln and 16.9 per cent for 
those of Asldn origln, compared wlth 9.7 per cent for whlte males. 

9.19 At first sight, it might be assumed that the above average rates of 
unemployment among ethnic minorities might reflect their concen- 
tration in areas where local employment opportunities have been 
declining for a long time. In practice this does not account for the higher 
levels of unemployment in the black population. For within each region 
or metropolitan area there are ethnic differences in unemployment rates 
which broadly parallel those at the national level. For example levels of 
unemployment in Inner London, which has the largest concentration of 
non-white groups, are not much above the national average, despite its 
sustained loss of employment. But in 1981 unemployment rates for 
Asians in inner London were high at 15 per cent, and for West Indians 
higher still at 19 per cent - double that for the white population. 

9.20 A number of  analyse^'^ have shown that the difference benveen 
black and white unemployment rates cannot be accounted for in terms 
of factors such as age, level of qualification, skill, or - in the case of one 
study of school-leaver unemployment - the amount of job-hunting, 
employment expectations, willingness to commute or family unemploy- 
ment. This suggests that racial discrimination is still in evidence in the 
job market. 

9.21 Although disadvantage through racial discrimination adds a 
disturbing extra dimension to the problem, the main factor associated 
with the concentration of unemployment in some groups, and the 
disparities in the incidence of unemployment regionally, is occupational 
class. Table 9.2 shows that unskilled manual workers have unemployment 
rates up to 10 times as high as professional workers. 

9.22 I t  is the national decline in  the number oJ rnarzual jobs, and the 
concetttration of marzual workers in  the L7PAs that lies at the heart of the 
problem. By 1981, there were nearly 2l/2 million fewer manual worker 
jobs in the UK than in the early 1970s. The major part of the decline was 
in full- time male manual worker jobs ( l  .8 million), related closely to the 
absolute decline in employment in the manufacturing and construction 
sectors of the economy. 

9.23 Projections of labour market demand give little hope that this 
trend will be halted or reversed. Projections to 1990 by Warwick 



Cnir erslty's r r ~ l d e l ~  respected Institute for E~nployment Research show 
A steady decline 111 manufacturing employment (rfppcndlx E) and an 
assoclatecl steep decilne in the number of jobs for manual workers. 

9.24 The major source of new jobs in the 1970s was the service sector. 
Yet projections for the service sector give no cause for great optimism. 
There was a rapid fall-off in growth in the service sector in the early 
1980s, and whilst it is expected to grow substantially during the rest of 
the decade, this gain is unlikely to be enough to offset the loss of jobs 
elsewhere in the economy. Moreover, many of these jobs are likely to 
be taken by women entering the labour market an&or part-time 
employees. Recent Department of Employment figures show that, 
between December 1983 and December 1984, 95 per cent of the 
200,000 net new jobs taken by women in this period were part-time 
ones. The net change in male employment in the same period was a loss 
of 60,000 jobsi4 It has now been unequivocally demonstrated that 
employers are preferring to employ part-time labour rather than full- 
time labour. 'The ability to control the hours of employment through 
the use of part-time labour represented a more effective method of 
saving on direct wage costs'.15 By employing women on a part-time 
basis (and perhaps at rates of pay lower than would be paid to men) 
employers may create more jobs and ensure greater flexibility for 
themselves, but the overall impact on unemployment may be slight. 
Indeed we are now witnessing a combined growth of employment a f ~ d  
unemployment, as full-time jobs for men in manufacturing decline and 
part-time jobs for women in the service sector increase. 

9.25 The Government's own public expenditure plans until 1988 
(published in January 1985) assume that the number of people 
unemployed nationally will continue to average 3 million a year, 
excluding school-leavers. Those same plans propose yet further cuts in 
public expenditure in real terms on, for example, housing, education 
and transport, together with further 'manpower savings' in the public 
sector. 

9.26 The majority of people who are in employment are better off in 
material terms now than they were ten or fifteen years ago. Income 
from employment has risen from someA30 billion in 1970 to some A170 
billion (equivalent to L37 billion in terms of 1970 purchasing power) in 
1983. But there is now a sizeable section of our community in Britain 
which is not sharing in our economic fortunes. If unemployment 
remains at very high levels nationally, the prospects for many people in 
the older urban areas of ever having a job look very bleak indeed. All 



unemplo2cd people :but particul2rly the lo~lg-term unemployed 2nd 
~ h o o l - l e a \  ers in the UPAs, 2nd a disproportionately high number of 
minority ethn~c group members). are being deprived ofthe opportunltles 
m-hich the rest of society regards as essential ibr a decent I lk.  

9.27 Despite the economic history of the urban prlority areas, and the 
m ay in which structural economic change is affecting them dispropor- 
tlonately, t h e ~ r  economic future cannot be examined in ~solatlon. 
Nat~onal  polxcies - and attitudes - need to be exammed. for their effects 
on the economic scene in the UPAs are profound. 

Is Wealth Creation the Answer? 
9.28 Given the enormity of the problem, it would be foolish to 
suggest that the only way forward would be for Britain as a nation to get 
poorer. If the national standard of living is to grow, the process of 
wealth creation must be supported wholeheartedly. The pursuit of 
efficiency in industry is to follow the biblical insistence on the proper 
stewardship of resources - providing, that is, such a pursuit does not 
become a short-sighted and selfish exploitation of human and material 
resources, and that, as we have stressed in Chapter 3,  it is accompanied 
by the fair distribution of the wealth created. T o  affirm the importance 
of wealth creation - as we do - is not enough. Economic policy should 
be as concerned with the distribution of income and wealth as with its 
creation. What seems to be lacking at present is an adequate 
appreciation of the importance of the distributive consequences - for 
cities and regions, and for groups of people - of national economic 
policies. 

9.29 The responsibilities and burdens placed upon management in 
promoting economic growth are obviously heavy, and must be 
appreciated and recognised as such. Business management in today's 
complex world is a challenging calling for many Christians. Management 
must, however, respond to changes in the economic scene. Given the 
increasing competitive pressures in international markets, the require- 
ment for firms to modernise to stay in competition is likely to result in 
different - and perhaps fewer - jobs in the future. Present trends 
suggest that these jobs are more likely to be concentrated in the so- 
called 'sunrise' areas such as the M4 corridor, which have modern 
factories (with room for expansion at low cost), a pleasant environment, 
good infrastructure and modern working practices, than in the older 
urban areas with few of these advantages. 



9.30 It 1s unreallstlc to assume that elTen the skilled drld moblle 
residents of our clties can all 'get on their bikes' and move to the small 
totvns and rural areas which are the focal polnts ofeconomlc growth to 
get a job - even if there were sufficient lobs (and houslng) available for 
all. Certainly a rnlddle-aged redundan; ship) ard worker In Gateshead 
cannot be expected to compete wlth a young school leaver In the South- 
East for a new service sector job. 

9.31 Although, therefore, continued growth in the economy should 
be pursued, we cannot ignore the probability that increased competition 
in manufactures, particularly from our European competitors and the 
newly industrialised countries, will lead to greater pressures on the UK 
share of world markets, even if the world economy grows. If British 
industry is to remain productive and competitive in world markets 
without a substantial shift to protectionism, an increasing substitution of 
high technology capital for labour is virtually inevitable. In modern 
conditions wealth creation tends not to result in job creation. 

9.32 Some may argue that the benefits of economic growth will 
somehow ' trickle down' to unemployed people in the UPAs. W e  are not 
convinced by such arguments. We  share the view of Business-in-the- 
Community that 'the principal way businesses can help is to stay in 
business and secure a healthy economic base . . . But it is fanciful to 
think that the results will trickle down to deprived areas to make a 
significant and self-sustaining effect'. Although the size of the national 
economic cake may grow, there is no automatic mechanism in the 
market economy for distributing the net increase to those who are not 
employed. 

9.33 Recent history has, on the contrary, seen an increasing divide 
between rich and poor. As we noted in Chapter I ,  analysis in the 
Government's Social Trends shows that in 1982, even after tax and 
welfare benefits are taken into account, the worst-off fifth of the 
population received only 6.9 per cent of total Income, compared with 
7.4 per cent in 19'76. In contrast, the best-off fifth increased its share 
from 37.9 per cent to 39.4 per cent. 

9.34 Nor is ~t correct to assume that most unemployed people are hard 
at work creat~ng wealth in the informal economy. According to a report 
published by the E~onomist  Intrll~gence Gnit, only 4 per cent of 
unemployed people get extra money mforinally. Opportunities for 
doing extra, informal, work for cash have probably decllned In recent 
years as unemployment has increased. There 1s a l ~ m i t  to the number of 
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windoxv cle~ners or jobbing decorators that any area - certain1)- one 
characterized by poverty - call support, and working inf;rmally 
requires more than just time: tools, materials and travel are all 
expensive. Work for nlone) may be eise~khere but the cost of getting 
there - or of running a van - kills the poss~bility of doing it. 

9.35 A recent studyi6 has shown that full-time employment is the key 
to participation in ~ l l  forms of work. A process of polarization is 
occurring here too. Some households have multiple earners and 
relatively substantial resources of money, time and energy to devote to 
consumption, self-provisioni~lg and various kinds of unpaid and 
informal work in and around the home. Once households get on a 
benign upwards spiral their collective efforts keep them there. But next 
door to such households may be others where both parents are 
unemployed there is no incentive (because of the consequent loss of 
social security benefit and high marginal 'tax' rate) for one of them to 
take one of the growing number of part-time jobs, and their young 
school leavers cannot find work and are increasingly demoralized by the 
experience of their parents. 

9.36 Thus some households are getting richer, and adding to the 
number of earners as youngsters leave school and are found jobs, and 
members are busy improving and extending their homes or maintaining 
their cars. Other households are getting poorer, accumulating more 
members who are unemployed, and neither own their dwellings nor a 
car or van. The General Household Survey has indicated that employed 
male heads of households are nearly twice as likely as unemployed heads 
of households to have working wives (probably because of the 
consequcnt loss ofwelfare benefits faced by the latter). So the new part- 
time (and lower-paid) jobs are more likely to go to those households in 
which there are already one or more earners. 

9.37 W e  are living through a period of structural economic change 
coupled with relative economic decline. In earlier periods of structural 
change in the economy (from agriculture through manufacturing to 
services) the demand for labour in the long term increased. There is no 
guarantee that history will repeat itself. We  share a hope that the new 
technology, although at first displacingjobs, will create new wealth, and 
so make a demand for new goods and services which will create jobs in 
the long term. But the long term seems a long way o f t  and this hope 
rests on the assumption that increases in output will outstrip increases in 
productivity. The current forecasts by Warwick University indicate that 
with present policies u~lchanged the current high levels of unemployment 
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nationally are likely to persist during the remaining years of the present 
decade, and probably beyond. The shift taking place from labour to 
capital and from manufacturing to the service sector, is resulting in an 
increasing polarization, particularly marked in the UPAs, between 
households that have members in employment and those which do not. 
The prospects look bleak for the older urban areas, where structural 
economic changes are giving rise to most acute problems of 
unemployment. It is on this assumption that we base what follows. Even 
ii, as we hope, economic policies change and these forecasts prove 
wrong, and the present high levels of unemployment start to fall, there 
will still be a major problem to be faced in the next 5-10 years - with 
disproportionately high concentrations of unemployed people in the 
UPAs. 

No Alternative? 
9.38 'Unemployment', said Archbishop William Temple in the 1930s, 
'is the most hideous of our social evils.' The effects of unemployment in 
the 1980s have been all too clear to us on our visits to Britain's UPAs. 
W e  have been confronted time and tlme again with the deep human 
misery - coupled in some cases with resentment, in others with apathy 
and hopelessness - that is its result. The absence of regular paid work 
has eroded selhrespect. 'Give me back my dignity' was the heartfelt 
plea from one man - made redundant, and with no prospect of a job - at 
one of our public meetings in the North-West. 

9.39 Unemployment for most people is not a liberating experience. 
Although unemployed people clearly have more time for leisure 
pursuits, their financial situation makes it more difficult or impossible 
for them to indulge in leisure activities. The cheapest form of 
entertainment available - television - can be a constant and painful 
reminder of the opportunities of a consumer society that is beyond their 
reach. 

9.40 What has most astonished (and depressed) us has been a 
widespread feeling among those we have talked to in the UPAs that 
'nothing can be done' about unemployment. Not, however, that 
nothing should be done - the feeling; is more that the 'social evil' is so 
widespkad and unchanging, t h h  problem so baffling, and the 
authorities avoarentlv so unrest~onsive. that hooe has been abandoned. 

I z 

W e  wonder whether some politicians really understand the despair 
which has become so widespread in many areas of our country. 

9.41 W e  must make it perfectly clear that we believe there is no 
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instant, dogmatic or potent solution to the problem of unemployment. 
Certainly the Church of England cannot 'solve' the problem of 
unemployment. It possesses neither the mandate nor the competence to 
do so, Yet as it is in the position of being the national Church, ir has a 
particular dut) to act as the conscience ofthe nation. It must question all 
economic philosophies, not least those which, when put into practice, 
have contributed to the blighting of whole districts, which do not offer 
the hope of amelioration, and which perpetuate the human misery and 
despair to which we have referred. The situation requires the Church to 
question from its own particular standpoint the rnorallty of these 
economic philosophies. 

9.42 The party manifestos for the last two General Elections had 
different emphases. But they all shared the same broad objectives. A 
united nation with a competitive economy, equality of opportunity, 
good education, housing, health, and care for the disadvantaged and a 
reduction in inflation and unemploy~nent. 

9.43 The reality is that many of these objectives held in common are 
not being attained - indeed, worse than that, are slipping further and 
further away from our grasp. 

9.44 For political parties in Government to achieve the objectives set 
out in their manifestos requires many difficult judgements to be made, 
with imperfect tools for analysis. Each government must balance the 
demands of wealth creation and wealth distribution, of compassion and 
efficiency, of personal initiative and collective provision. 

9.45 The main assumption on which present economic policies are 
based is that prosperity can be restored if individuals are set free to 
pursue their own economic salvation. The appeal is to economic self- 
interest and individualism, and freeing market mechanisms through the 
removal of 'unnecessary' governmental interference and restrictive 
trade union practice. 

9.46 Individual responsibility and self-reliance are excellent objectives. 
The nation cannot do without them. But pursuit of them must not 
damage a collective obligation and provision for those who have no 
choice, or whose choices are at best forced ones. W e  believe that atpresent 
too much emphasis is being given to individualisw~, aarzd not enough to collective 
obligafiorz. In the absence of a spirit of collective obligation or the 
political will to foster it, there is no guarantee that the pursuit of 
innumerable individual self-interests will add up to an improvement in 
the common good. 
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9.4; N o  less an advocate of the market economy thxn Adam Smlth 
accepted 111 hls 'Theory of Mordl Sentiments' that economic ~ndlr-lduallsm 
could not be dlvorced from moral, rellglous and soclal obligations. The 
complex relationship seen by Smlth has been summarized as follows: 
d / (men) could safely be trusted to pursue thelr own self-111teresr \nthout 
undue harm to the community, not only because of the restrlctlons 
imposed by the law but also because they ne re  subject to bullt-ln 
restraint derived h o m  morals, religion, custom, and education'." 

9.48 There is always a need, we believe, for an explicit debate about 
the moral basis for, and implications of; policy decisions taken on 
'economic' grounds. Different value systems are implied in much 
economic analysis and policy, and it is vital for Christians to scrutinize 
them to see how they match up to their understanding of human 
relationships and to Christian moral concepts. This view ~ 7 a s  endorsed 
by the General Synod in November 1984 when it affirmed that 'the 
world of economics is not a closed world, and economic values are not 
self-justifying, but need to be set in the larger context of human values'. 
W e  believe that most economists would agree with this. 

9.49 So we must not fall into the trap of letting economics suffocate 
morality by taking decisions for us: economic determinism is an 
insidious philosophy. The role of economic science is to tell us the likely 
effects of choices we make on moral grounds. 

9.50 If it is by their outcomes that macro-economic policies must be 
judged, we are united in the view that the costs of present policies, with 
the continuing growth of unemployment, are unacceptable in their 
effect on whole communities and generations. A degree of hardship may 
be needed to attain longer-term objectives, but it is unacceptable that 
the costs of transition should fall hardest on those least able to bear 
them. 

9.51 In the following sections of  this Chapter we consider what 
national measures seem to us to be needed to respond to the poverty and 
unemployment of the UPAs, in addition to our proposals in relation to 
government urban policies. 

9.52 W e  do not present a fully-fledged model to replace present 
macro-economic policies. It would be foolish of us to attempt this. W e  
recognize, too, that there are limits to any government's freedom of 
action in the face of national and international economic constraints. 
But we must question whether, at a time when our economy is in 
transition to an uncertain future, a dogmatic and inflexible macro- 
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economic stance is appropriate. W e  believe that a more open debate is 
needed about the type of society present economic policies are shaping. 
We recommend that the Church and its bishops should play a full part in 
such a debate, for the Christian Gospel sets values in relation to the 
dignity and worth of each individual, and in relation to human society, 
against which economic dogma must be judged. 

What Might Be Done? 
9.53 Debate is important. But it must lead to action. The combination 
in the UPAs of unsatisfied needs and unused human abilities seems to us 
as uneconomic as it is illogical and immoral. Given that to cut 
unemployment to 2 million by the end of this decade, some 1,200 net new 
job3 tuill need to be created every day jor the next 5 years,18 the challenge is to 
implement policies which will utilise the human skills and abilities that 
are available to the maximum extent possible, in the context of a 
humane and decent treatment for those who cannot ilnd paid work 

9.54 In short, we must use our common wealth, either to provide 
work for others or to provide an adequate level of income support for 
those without work. The following sections indicate approaches we 
believe should be explored by the Church, by Government, and by all 
those with a concern about the effects of mass unemployment. W e  
would stress that there is no evidence to suggest that action to reduce 
unemployment levels generally will have any impact on the dispropor- 
tionate number of minority ethnic people unemployed - unless 
deliberate efforts are made to this end by the active promotion of more 
widespread compliance with the law against direct and indirect racial 
discrimination in employment. 

Increasing the Demand for Labour 
(i) Small Businesses 
9.55 Traditionally, the inner areas of our cities have been places 
where thousands of new businesses have been started. Many have failed, 
but many have also grown, and eventually moved out of the city to 
expand still further. Cities have been good at growing businesses, not at 
attracting them. 

9.56 W e  welcome the encouragement which the Government is 
giving to the creation of new business enterprises in the UPAs. Advice, 
financial packaging and support, and starter units are all needed The 
existing means of advice and support in urban areas, such as those run by 
the Government's Small Firms Service, local Enterprise Agencies, and 
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by local authorities, could be glr7en a nen Impetus We hale been 
lmpiessed b) the model of the government-sponsored Council for 
Small Industries In Rural Areas. Thls body has a proven record In advlce 
and trarnlng, and In helplng exlstlng small firms to expand dnd develop. 
There 1s no equivalent natlondl body whlch has a direct focus on urban 
Brltaln. W e  recorntilerzti that the case for the establishment of a Councll 
for Small Industries 111 Lrbatl Area> is glven further conslderatlon, 
particularly to help small busmesses in the UPAs wlth premises and 
tralnlng. 

9.57 But the limitations of relying on small business growth to create 
new jobs must be recognized. First, small firms are not big employers. 
Typically, even established small firms have 10-20 employees, and new 
businesses only 3-5. So for every 1,000 new jobs to be created in this 
way, perhaps as many as 300 new firms need to be started. Many of these 
jobs will be precarious ones: existing small firms can fold as frequently 
as new ones can be created. 

9.58 Second, inner city small businesses may also demand types of 
skill which training or retraining opportunities in the UPAs may not be 
able to supply. 

9.59 Third, successful small businesses depend on the existence of 
large enterprises to which they can supply goods and services. Major 
firms can make an important contribution by purchasing locally from 
the small business sector. But the larger firms are still moving away from 
the UPAs - or closing their operations in these areas. 

9.60 Finally, the potential for the small firms sector to develop in the 
outer council estates is limited. Suitable premises, finance, and relevant 
skill training facilities are all likely to be in short supply, or non- 
existent. There is no thriving neighbourhood economy in which goods 
and services can be traded. So we cannot rely on the small business 
sector alone to solve the problem. 

(ii) Increased Public Expenditure 
9.61 More direct government actions to stimulate the demand for 
labour in the UPAs will not on its own solve the problem of 
unemployment. But that does not mean that no action should be taken. 
Inaction will mean that the unemployment situation will continue to 
deteriorate. 

9.62 First, we share the vlew of the CBI ~ n d  TUC and rrcoinmetzd that 
increased publlc expendlfure otz capital ltzveitnzetlt 1s devoted to new 
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~nfrastructure and housing construction and repair. One of the 
Victorian \~alues (shared by Liberal and Tory Governments) \\as a 
concern to invest for the future, and the inner areas of many of oul 
major cities are still relying on the public assets created a century ago. 
But the\- are now, inevitablj, decaying and in need of replacement: and 
nowhere more so than In the UPAs \vlth their severe problems of 
housing disrepair and collapsing V~ctorian sewers. 

9.63 Additional public expenditure on capital schemes is, given the 
relatively depressed state of the economy. hardly likely to result in 
rekindling inflation. And the original provision of sewerage and piped 
water in our cities could clearly not be termed a 'kindness that kills'. D o  
we have to wait for the spur of the fear of disease before renewing or 
repairing our basic infrastructure? As the UPAs have disproportionate 
concentrations of unemployed manual workers, (and there are some 
250,000 unemployed construction workers nationally), the necessary 
labour is there for expanded programmes of construction and repair. 
Moreover, skills will be lost in the building and construction trades, 
unless more investment is forthcoming soon. 

9.64 Capital expenditure schemes by their nature require proper 
planning. They take time to mount. W e  also recommend an increase in 
current expenditure - particularly on public services. Calculations made by 
Neale and Wilson19 suggest that more current spending on education 
and other local government services would have by far the largest 
impact on jobs. It is also the case that money spent by public authorities 
increases the demand for private sector goods. Growth in the service 
sector has been welcomed by government - as long as it is a growth in 
privately-marketed services. Much public sector service provision has, 
by contrast, suffered from cuts in expenditure. W e  find the logic of this 
very strange. Why should money spent on the National Health Service 
and on state education be considered unproductive, yet money spent on 
private clinics and private schools be considered productive? The 
rationale is simply an accounting one: only market transactions 
(irrespective of their social usefulness) are apparently seen as adding to 
national wealth. This is a form of special pleading which does not carry 
conviction to us or to many others. 

9.65 There has also been much talk about 'proper jobs'. One 
implication of this phrase is that only employment which produces 
marketable goods and services is of economic value. Another view is 
that only traditional male jobs (e.g. shipbuilding) in particular regions 
are 'proper'. W e  do not agree with either of these views. W e  must 
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confront the i~nplications for soclety of a bellef that the manufacture of 
rubber clucks for esport increases economic nlelf~rc., but Job-creati~~g 
publlc espenditure on envlronrnent~l lmproxTement or carlng for the 
elder1)- does not. Equally we must question a ronlantlc nostalgia for the 
'real' jobs of yesteryear which Ignores the realit) of economlc change. 
PP-e rzi'eii to retttrtl to &7 iotirmotl-sen~e ttIetu tl1~1t ~ojrat PtrrZtrer~ I> ujllether 
espetzdrture ~ r t l l ~ e ,  avazlnble resource., to nreet grrrtiirle tzeeiis, rrrespectlve ?t 
tvizetlzer i t  rs trtldrrtrzketz 1t1 the private Sector ~7r  throidgi~ yol:ertlrrzetit ptovl~ron. 
Where there is no prlvate sector market - as for many public goods, 
such as roads - it IS perfectly proper to view the democratic process of 
government, locally as well as nationally, as part of the mechanism for 
resource allocation in the economy. 

9.66 Even if it is argued that constraints on public expenditure mean 
that money for new schemes cannot be made available across the board 
nationally, we would press for special attention to be paid to the needs 
of the UPAs. Partly as a result ofpublic expenditure cuts in recent years, 
and partly because of their concentration of social needs, public services 
in the UPAs - particularly in education and the social services - are 
under severe presssure. Shortages of staff and equipment have led to 
declining standards of service. W e  have already argued for Rate Support 
Grant to be increased in the UPAs. The job creation benefits of this 
would be significant. 

9.67 To create new jobs by increasing public expenditure may require 
tax increases or higher rates of public borrowing. W e  believe that the 
present situation may well necessitate such a response. The effects of 
such increased expenditures would include wider economic benefits 
through reduced welfare payments, stronger effective demand and a 
better overall economic and social infrastructure to the benefit of the 
nation as a whole. 

Work Sharing and Overtime 
9.68 There are a number of distinct strategies for redistributing work 
that can be subsumed under the heading of work sharing. Each has 
difficulties: 

(a) The hours that 'full-time' employees work to earn their basic 
wage can be reduced. This may be done in a number ofways. Existing 
normal working hours can be compressed into fewer working days 
per week, month or year. This would not save any basic hours but it 
would release 'work slots' into which another employee could go. 
Basic wage rates could be increased as compensation for the loss of 
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overtime hours (though this nlay have implications for unit labour 
costs). Alternatively, employees could simply work fewer hours, 
however these were distributed. They would be unlikely to accept 
this without commensurate wage increases. Such increases could be 
paid for out of productivity increases but this arrangement \vould not 
necessarily supply more 'work slots' for new employees. Other ways 
of reducing the number of hours worked throughout the lifetime - by 
raising the school-leaving age or reducing the age of retirement - 
raise problems of income support. If; for example, pensions are to be 
paid to people who retire early, this implies a substantial increase in 
payments to pension funds and hence reduced real incomes during 
the income-generating period. 

(b) An alternative approach is to split existing jobs so that each is 
done by more than one person. This implies that workers doing an 
existing 'full-time' job would end up doing a 'part-time' job which 
may not be perceived as a 'proper job'. Unless the whole nation went 
part-time together, those who first took the plunge would be 
seriously at a disadvantage in terms of income, pension rights and so 
forth. Most part-time workers at present are female and low paid. 
Furthermore, it is typically the low-paid jobs that are easier to share. 
Insofar as financial rewards are related to greater knowledge, 
experience, skill or qualities of leadership it may be hard to find the 
appropriate quantity of 'doubles'. Jobs that require some degree of 
personal style or political capacity tend to be unsplittable. Having 
two lavatory attendants instead of one, each working part-time, is 
probably a quick way to make two households poorer. 

(4 There is a distinction between job sharing and job splitting. In 
the former case the partners in the job share the same employment 
rights and benefits. In the latter case neither obtains the employment 
rights of  the original job. Job sharing is more likely to be limited to 
professionals with high salaries who, towards the end of their careers, 
can manage comfortably on half their salaries. 

9.69 In short, work sharing is not a solution to the employment 
problems of the UPAS, though it may make a contribution to particular 
cases. 

9.70 As far as ovrrtinze is concerned, Britain has consistently headed 
the European league of hours worked and also has the highest overtime 
rates. It is one of the few countries not to legislate against excessive 
working hours. Various claims are made about the number ofjobs that 
could be created if overtime work was abolished and the time spent on it 
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redeployed. Despite current lex els of unemployment, the proportion of 
all workers on o ~ e r t i m e  in manuf~cturing industr] has remained 
remarkably stable betmeen 1977 and 1953. Indeed the proportion of 
hl l-  time m-,le manual workers Lvorking overtime actually 11z~ren3rd from 
1981 to 1983 At least a quartcl of an overtlme x~orker's annual wage 
comes from overtime work. Indeed were it not for such overtime pal 
many employees on the basic wages would be below the level for 
eligibility for Supplementary Benefit. This is a crucial ponnt and its 
morality must be challenged. Britam is for the most part a low-tuage, 1o11,g 
houn econortiy. Hence. any policy for reducing overtime must be linked 
to raising the basic hourly rate (and also output per worker) if workers 
are not to be substantially impoverished. The output per hour ofBritish 
workers ~ncreased much less rapidly than her European competitors in 
the 1970s; although in the 1980s the gap has narrowed, Brltain is still in a 
poor position from which to make an attack on overtime. 

9.71 Despire the difficulties we have referred to, there are indications 
based on opinion polls in Britain that if employed people were given the 
choice they would be prepared to work fewer hours in a collective 
attempt to reduce unemployment even if that meant lower wage 
increases (but not, of course, wage cuts). We  u~elcome the concept of 
'job bargaining', and hope it will growr; but it must be in the first 
instance a matter for negotiation between employers and unions. 

9.72 Nonetheless, in other countries in Europe more or less stringent 
controls on overtime have existed for many years. Clearly it can be 
done. Because of the over-riding importance of increasing employment, 
we recomnzrnd that the Government breaks the present conspiracy of 
silence and encourages public discussion of this issue. 

The Manpower Services Commission 
9.73 The work of the Manpower Services Commission (MSC) is 
prominent and influential in the Urban Priority Areas. Its Job Centres 
handle vacancies arid so serve the needs of employers and employees, 
and they can provide advice on training and other matters to those who 
need it. The importance of the public employment service to residents 
in the UPAs cannot be exaggerated and we affirm our strong support for 
it. Although no detailed frgures are available, it is probable that around 
30 per cent of  vacancies are filled by Job Centres in UPhs. 

9.74 Training is one of the main responsibilities of the MSC. The 
initial training of the young and retraining opportunities for adults are 
essential to the thriving local economies we would wish to see develop 
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ln the UPA%s. Wc welcome the importance 1 1 0 1 ~  being gir-en by the MSC 
and the government to adequate rctralnlng opportunities for adults. 
,%nd we TT elcome too the proposed lntroductlon by MSC on behhlf of 
the go\-ernment of a tw-o-year Youth Training scheme {YTS). 

9.5 The introduction of a tw-c-year YTS means that the effective 
starting age ofxvork for all J-oung people will have become 13 before the 
end of this decade. This is a development which is long overdue in 
Britain and is to be warmly welcomed. '4 two-year period ofvocational 
education and training will provide an introduction to working life 
needed by the young if they are able to develop themselves and face 
with confidence the uncertainties of a changing world. Above all, it will 
give all trainees the opportunity to obtain a vocational qualification. But 
to be fully effective and generally acceptable two conditions need to be 
met. First, resources must be sufficient to ensure that places are 
available and adequate training and further education facilities exist; 
and second, jobs need to be available for those who pass through the 
scheme. 

9.76 Between JulySeptember 1984, the national 'success' (i.e. full- 
time employmentj rate of YTS was 59 per cent: in all the circumstances, 
an impressive figure. N o  separate figures are available for the UPAs, 
though the MSC figures for 'inner hlerseyside' for the same period 
show a success rate of39 per cent. The level of youth unemployment for 
the Partnership areas shown in Figure 9.2 would suggest that the UPAs 
generally will fare worse than other areas. 

9.77 Figures are available for black youngsters leaving the YTS. Again 
between July-September 1984, only 38 per cent of young people of 
Afro-Caribbean origin, and 40 per cent of those of Asian origin leaving 
the YTS went on to full-time employment. There is also evidence that 
black young people are under-represented on Mode A schemes (which 
are employer-based).20 A study by the Commission for Racial 
~ q u a l i t ~ ~ ~  of l 5  Mode A schemes found that: 

there were virtually no black youngsters on them in multi-racial 
areas; 

most black trainees were on schemes in London and the Home 
Counties: 

the black trainees were much less likely to obtain permanent 
employment with the employer; 

black youngsters who applied for YTS places were less likely to be 
selected than white youngsters; 



some ernp1o)-ers were using methods of recruitment m hich would 
result in Indirect discrimination. 

Persistent complaints \\ere also made to us in regard to equal 
opportunities and racial discriminat~on. We had no opportunity to 
assess hoxv widespread such complaints mere: we simpl) record that 
they mere made to us. \Ve are glad to note homever that the CRE's 
findings are being taken up with the MSC, and a positive response is 
promised. 

9.78 Society will have made a considerable investment in the young 
people who participate in YTS. Yet there will be only an adequate 
return on this investment if a high proportion of young find jobs This 
demands a comprehensive approach on an inter-agency basis covering: 

advice and support; 
information and finance; 
provision of facilities for leisure, social, and educational activities 
and voluntary work; 
education and training provision; 
employment in temporary schemes and in temporary jobs or 
traineeships; 
help to become self-employed. 

W e  believe it to be justified to offer these facilities to YTS trainees in 
the UPAs and no doubt elsewhere. 

9.79 The Community Programme (CP) for the long-term unemployed 
(including the many young people out of work for more than a year) has 
been a success, and its expansion recently to 230,000 places is to be 
welcomed. Yet we have heard criticisms: 

the lack of employinent opportunities in the UPAs at the end of a 12- 
month C P  placement does lead to great loss of morale; 

the training component of most CP  projects is still inadequate. There 
is clearly a limit to what can be achieved in a year, but perhaps more 
could be done (including life skills training - without a blanket ban 
on discussion of 'political' issues); 

limited eligibility rules, recently introduced, have the effect of 
excluding from the CP  the unwaged who are not in receipt of 
benefits. This puts an unacceptable limit on who can enrol; women, 
particularly, suffer here; 

many sponsors have complained about over-Gequent changes in the 
MSC's detailed rules and guidelines. 
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E r e  hope that the MSC n-111 consider, and respond to, these crltlcisms. 
We ~c,c~)rtrmctrti that changes be made to the eligibilitv rules, in 
pdr:iculdr. 

9.60 Despite these reser\,ations about the operation of the CP we 
recotrtvretiii that the scheme should be expanded stlll further. The 
Government should offer some form of job guarantee on the 
Community Programme to those unemployed for a yedr or more. The 
promise of a year of useful work might not under the current proposals 
for income support Improve their income, but ~t would help to glve 
them a continued sense of purpose and allow them to make a 
contribution to their communities. 

9.81 The cost need not be large. Expanding the Community 
Programme from 230,000 places to about half a million would incur a 
net extra cost to the Exchequer of aboutL550-A600 million. This would 
be a particularly cost-effective way of creating jobs, as a similar sum 
spent on general tax cuts would, according to the Treasury model, 
generate only about one-tenth as many. 

9.82 The Community Programme can be expanded to the size 
suggested, with some broadening of the  criteria for approving projects. 
This would mean negotiations between the MSC and the CBI, the 
TUC. and other interested parties. 

9.83 The key issues are how much people get paid, and what they 
produce. At present C P  pays the standard hourly rate for the job, but the 
MSC's ~ e r m i t t e d  average weekly wage is limited to L63. Even though 
this means that many people work part-time, places have been easily 
filled. However, the relatively low pay makes CP  more attractive to 
young single people than to those with families, and we recommend some 
relaxation of pay limits as an incentive for the latter. 

9.84 The other question concerns the type ofwork offered. At present 
the programme is decentralized and depends on sponsors. This should 
clearly continue, but there is a need also for special initiatives that 
would meet social needs. As we have pointed out, the housing stock in 
the UPAs is in urgent need of rehabilitation; and there is much to be 
done in the social services. Priority should be given to these areas in 
expanding the CP as we propose. 

9.85 The lilcredse In places would offer a real adnllnistratlve 
challenge. '4 similar challenge was inet when the Youth Training 
Scheme found more than 450,000 places w~th in  a !ear. The guarantee 
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would (as before) be a Government statement of intent, not a legal 
obligation, and it should be announced now to provlde the extra places 
wrthin the next t\\o years. It would clearly be easier to dellver the 
guarantee ~f regular employers also Increased their demand for the long- 
term unemployed. The abolit~on of the employers' Ndtional Insurance 
contrlbutlons for the Grst two years after such a person has been 
recruited would encourage this. 

Income Support 
9.86 Even if the demand for labour in the UPAs were to be increased 
by measures of the kind we have suggested, the scale of unemployment 
is such that these would still not solve the problem. High levels of 
unemployment in UPAs will persist. 

9.87 The philosophy of the Beveridge report was based on the 
expectation of full employment coupled with a system of non-means- 
tested benefits. National Assistance (which has now become Supple- 
mentary Benefit) was a safety net for the few - claimed by 1 person in33 
in 1948. By contrast, in 1983, Supplementary Benefit was claimed by 1 
person in 8. Since the Beveridge report, the real value of National 
Insurance benefits has been eroded, so that now many are worth less 
than Supplementary Benefit. However, in the present day it is the 
increase in long-term (in many cases permanent) unemployment - 
particularly marked in the UPAs - which has transformed the 
scene. 

9.88 W e  have noted earlier that in August 1985 there were over 1.3 
million people who had been out of work for at least a year, 800,000 for 
over 2 years and 50,000 for over 3 years. Nationally, two out of every 
five unemployed people have been unemployed for a year or more. In 
the UPAs, the proportion is much higher. Even in January 1984 (see 
Figure 9.1) it was between 40-50 per cent, and in Liverpool over half the 
total number. The position will be much worse now. We believe that 
society has a special obligation to the long-term unemployed, as they are 
carrying much of the burden of our economic transition. A lifetime 
without paid employment faces many who are fit, able and who want 
jobs. Our  collective obligation must be to mitigate the hardships they 
face. 

9.89 The long-term rate of Supplementary Benei<t \in 1984-85. 
A35.70 per ~veek  for a slngle householder; A57.10 per week for a 
married couple) is not pald to unemployed people after a year on 
benefit. Instead, a single person recelvesQ8.05 per week and a marrled 
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couple f;45.55 per ~veek. To be faced xvith long-tern~ unemployment 
and to be restricted to these rates IS to face a pdrt~cularly cruel economy. 
The long-term rJte recognizes that it 1s more dliiicult to survive on 
benefits after a year. because savings are exhausted and clothes 2nd 
household goods \x ear out. It 1s unjust that unemployed people should 
be barred from the higher rate. 

9.90 The Government have sald that the annual cost of paying the 
long-term rate of Supplementary Benefit to the long-term unemployed 
would be g480 m ~ l l i o i ~ ~ ~  and that, on tlzegrolrtd ofcost alone, any change 
cannot be justified. T e  disagree. The cost 1s equivalent to an additional 
I/2p on the basic rate of income tax. To meet the objective that all 
cltizens should be enabled to share adequately In the life of society, 
those faclng the prospect of long-term unemployment should recelve 
the h~gher  rate ofbenefit or a simllar premium under the proposed new 
system of Income support, and the taxation system should be used to 
finance this. W e  so recornrnerzd 

9.91 W e  consider that two priorities stand out in addition to more 
equitable treatment for the long-term unemployed. Our  recommendations 
are: 

(aj First, that the Government should significantly increase the 
level of Child Benej t .  The needs of families with children are 
particularly pressing, and Child Benefit provides the most effective 
direct means of meeting these needs. It is a universal benefit, and we 
are aware that some may argue that it is not targeted at those who are 
most in need. But it is a crucial means of preventing poverty, and a 
cost effective way of helping the low-paid. W e  are dismayed that 
under present proposals Child Benefit is not to be uprated in line 
with inflation, let alone increased in real terms. 

(b) Second, that the Government should raise the earnings limitr 
below which social security claimants are allowed to earn income 
without losing benefit. People should be provided with an income 
support ' floor' from which they can, without disincentive, seek work 
- rather than a benefit provision which forms a 'ceiling' which traps 
them in their poverty. At present claimants of Supplementary Benefit 
can earn up to L4 a week before they face benefit withdrawal pound 
for pound (this 'earnings disregard' has not changed since 1975). 
Claimants of unemployment benefit can earn up to L2 per day before 
their benefit starts to be withdrawn. Thus the poverty trap and the 
unemployment trap are perpetuated. The system which operates in 
relation to the Manpower Services Commission's Enterprise 
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AllonanLe Scheme avoids these pitfalls. Unemployed people c ~ n  
recelve iCjl0 a meek from the Government for A year to itart a nev, 
bus~ness and enjoy u~lllmlted earnings durlng that tlme (so long as 
they put a minlnluin of iCjl.O(r0 into a neu employment project). 
There 1s 110 ' clawback' of the \veekly allowance. The principle being 
applied here to the self-employed should apply to those seek~ng paid 
employment. 

9.92 The need for reform of the current framework for income 
maintenance is widely recognized. The current system assumes that full 
employment is the norm; it is con~plex and difficult to understand; it 
relies increasingly upon complex and inefficient means-testing, and has 
the effect of reinforcing the already low self-esteem that many UPA 
residents suffer. The effects of the Government's recent reviews of 
Social Securit J 3  cannot be evaluated until figures for proposed benefit 
levels are made known. W e  can however comment on some 
fundamental principles set out by the Government. 

9.93 First, we were glad to note that the proposals for income support 
envisage an end to effective marginal 'tax' rates of over 100 per cent - 
one ofthe worst features of the 'poverty trap'. Yet marginal'tax' rates of 
over 90 per cent will still be possible under the proposed income 
support system (taking Housing Benefit into account). If reducing tax 
rates is a Government objective, it is surely unacceptable for the poor to 
face in effect higher tax rates than the rich. 

9.94 Second, a flat-rate benefit, as proposed, will produce hardship if 
there is no discretionary element to help those with multiple disabilities. 
The present (albeit complicated) system provides additions to benefit as 
of right: a flat-rate system, although simpler, will mean for example that 
disabled people will no longer receive supplements for diet, laundry and 
heating. 

5.95 Third, the proposed Social Fund for cases of hardship will offer 
loans, rather than grants, to claimants. Such an approach might be 
acceptable for relatively small numbers of claimants, for whom help can 
be tailored. If; however, a majority of claimants are going to need to 
depend on it - to 'plead poverty' - then not only are complexity and 
discretionary anomalies likely to be inevitable (how would the 
maximum level of assistance be decided in particular cases?), but the 
result may be to create a nation of poor people in debt. 

9.56 W e  support moves to simplify the present systems of Social 
Security. But simplification must not be used as a means of worsening 
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the lot of those 111 poverty. It should rather be part of a move to re- 
distribute resources towards those in poverty - part~cularly those 
without a job. 

9.97 Politicians may well ask: do you reall>- believe that those in work 
would be prepared to make real financial sacrifices to help those \%rho 
arc in poverty - particularly those out of work! W e  believe that they 
would - provided that the sacrifice was a sizareil otle and ~'qliitilbly made. 
There is a collective concern about poverty and unemployment which 
has yet to find a means of being translated into action. A survcy carried 
out in 1983, reported in the Government's Social Trends 1985, indicated 
that bp a substantial margin (72 to 22 per centj the public's view was that 
the gap between those with high incomes and those with small incomes 
was too large. In the same survey, 32 per cent of people said that more 
should be spent on health, education and social benefits out of increased 
taxation. Only 9 per cent wanted cuts in taxation with less spent on 
health, education and social benefits. The overwhelming preference 
was for either the present mix of tax and expenditure on social 
programmes, or if not, for an increase in both tax and expenditures. This 
was confirmed in November 1984, when a Gallup Poll found that 58 per 
cent of a nationally-representative sample said they would prefer to see 
health, education and welfare services extended (even if it meant 
increases in taxes), and only 12 per cent wanted priority to be given to 
tax cuts. W e  are aware that social survey evidence of this kind cannot be 
conclusive. But it does indicate - and the Church should affirm - that 
there is a national tradition of collective altruism. 

9.98 The experience of poverty is not however simply a matter of how 
much money is made available. It is also about how it is made available. 
The way the social security system operates in the UPAs was criticised 
by a number of those who gave evidence to us. The staff in benefit 
offices are facing increasing workloads: they are overworked and 
overstretched. The ratio of Supplementary Benefit office staff to 
claimants rose from about 1 in96 in January 1979 to 1 in 128 in January 
1983.24 The greater accessibility of inner city social security offices - 
coupled with the relatively large number of claimants - leads to a higher 
proportion of callers. Waiting times are long. An efficient system of 
appointments is difficult to operate. The offices themselves are often 
drab and demoralising. The introduction of the Housing Benefit 
scheme, with its well-documented shortcomings, has compounded the 
problems of delivering benefits speedily and efficiently. Any system of 
social security is bound to have its complexities: adequate resources for 
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the eficient and humane d~stribution of (and advice about) benefits are 
therefore needed if the dignity of recipients is to be respected. 

9.99 The Church in its parishes in the UPAs can play a role here. A 
particular service it can offer. in conjunction with local authorities and 
advice agencies, is to help people to make representations about 
problems they face with claims for benefit; to help with information 
about rights and entitlements - or point people to specialised agencies 
who can offer advice; and to give support and encouragement to people 
to go forward and seek their rights. In 1981 the Government estimated 
that over R500 million in benefits went unclaimed. Not only would this 
sum help those entitled to their share of it, but by being spent would 
help local economies. 

9.100 Looking to the future, we believe that a national strategy needs 
to be developed 'capable of taking the question of poverty into the 
mainstream of public debate about this country's future'.25 Ad hoc 
reviews of parts of the social security system are not enough. A much 
more wide-ranging and longer-term look is needed. W e  believe that 
this calls for, and recommend the establishment of a major independent 
review body with the authority- to examine the objectives and 
mechanisms of the welfare state across a broad canvass. 

9.101 The review body would need to investigate what would be a 
realistic 'poverty line' income which u-ould allow Supplementary 
Benefit claimants to participate in the life of the community - an 
assessment of need rather than what can be afforded. The basic question 
- what are benefits supposed to cover'! - has not been answered since the 
system was introduced in 1948 but has merely been uprated each year 
(and even in 1948, the levels were based on figures constructed by 
Beveridge ten years earlier and insufficiently uprated). Since 1948 there 
has been no attempt to set rates according to some agreed standard of 
what they should and could, actually buy. The rates for children, in 
particular, have never been costed, even by Beveridge, but based on the 
assumption that whatever the subsistence needs of adults, those of 
children are less. 

9.102 Because of the interrelationship between tax and benefh ,  the 
review would also have to include an examination of the effects of the 
fiscal system  specifically excluded from the 'Fowler Reviews'). If there 
is a concentration on select i~ e benefits for the worst-of6 the result is to 
push down the living standards of those whose poverty is more 
marginal. Those in intense poverty tend to be dependent on benefit; 
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those on the margln are those who are in work but low-paid. 14s the 
taxation burden has been shifted tcmards the lom-pald, and che value of 
Chlld Benefit has been eroded, the FOSitlOn of the lom-pald ha> 
worsened. Over 210 per cent of those ~ v h o  clalm Famllp Income 
Supplemenr i l ~ h i c h  tops up low n ages) also pay tax. Benefits, pay and 
taxation form An economlc triangle; they must be examlned together. 
The only way to remove the 'poverty trap' 1s to Integrate taxes and 
benefits In a much more sharply stepped system. 

9.103 Some of us take the view that there is merit in further thought 
being given to a 'basic income' scheme, of the kind canvassed by the 
Basic Income Research Group. If full employment can no longer be 
guaranteed, it has been suggested that 'the only fair system ~vould 
appear to be one in which a basic income was paid to all residents 
automatically, irrespective of their income from employn~ent'.26 W e  
would be naive to commend this without recognizing that much work 
still needs to be done in charting how such a system might be 
implemented and financed. But we believe there is a pressing need to 
look at radical alternatives such as this to the present and proposed 
system of income maintenance. The establishment of a major 
independent review, as we have suggested, would be the most 
appropriate way of assessing the various options in an authoritative and 
comprehensive manner. 

Work Not Employment? 
9.104 If high levels of unemployment in the UPAs are to persist, as we 
fear, and even if the position of those without a job is ameliorated by 
increased income support, a challenge still remains. How can people 
who cannot find empIoyment be enabled to do work which the 
community will value, and in so doing gain a degree of self-respect and 
self- esteem? 

9.105 If paid employment is not going to be available to all, if there is 
going to be an increase in part-time employment, if we are to see more 
women entering the labour market, we must reassess many of our 
current attitudes to work. 

9.106 What constitutes 'work'? W e  can ail understand that there 1s a 
distinction between work and pald employment. For example, the 
housewife and mother (or, less rarely now, the husband undertaking this 
role) is not pald to do all the various jobs involved In runnlng a home: 
housework, chlld rearing. cooking and so on. DIY jobs in the home 
combine unpaid work and hobby. Equally, much voluntary work is 
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uripaid - but i t  is bvork nonetheless. There is a great vdriety ofsocia!ly- 
useful and economically-useful activity undertaken outside the 
frame\\ ork of employment. Work is, in shorr, 'doing something 
usefuul', for yourseif or others. 

9.107 It can be argued that there 1s enough potential status for 
everyone, because all work carries some status - and there is more than 
enough work to do. There are difficulties 1~1th this approach. 

9.108 First, as we have noted earlier in this Chapter, participation in 
all types of work by an individual is far greater if he or she is in a paid 
employment. An unemployed person is less likely to be 'doing 
something useful' around the house, or in voluntary or other groups 
(though some do). 

9.109 Second, for people without traditional paid jobs to view other 
forms of work as f;lfilling, and providing self-esteem, will require not 
just a change of attitude on thcir part, but on society's part as well. 
Society values us by what job \Te are in and how much we earn; and as 
society views us, so we tend to view ourselves. 
9.110 The Church must affirm that each of us is valued by God, in 
whose image we are made, for ourselves - and not for what we do. It 
must continue to explore and interpret human relationships in our 
changing society. But there is also a need, in a situation where our h t u r e  
understanding of 'work' is uncertain, for a variety ofpractical riteasures to be 
explored to encourage and erzable people to utzdertake creative and usejiil 
activity. 

9.11 1 Church members can contribute individually, and corporately, 
to practical initiatives. For example we believe that help should be given 
to enabie more work to be done by unemployed people in and around 
the home. More 'self-provisioning' is needed - but this may require 
help with tools and training. W e  welcome the initiative taken by 
Church Action with the Unemployed (under its 'launch pad' scheme) to 
provide small cash grants to enable unemployed people to buy the tools 
for work of this kind. Schemes of this nature deserve to be supported by 
local Churches. 

9.112 At a local level the Church can also bring its resources to 
partnership initiatives to create new employment opportunities. In 
some neighbourhoods, the resources of the Church - people, premises 
and equipment - are the only ones based locally. Some inner city 
Churches are already making a contribution in this way - examples 
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b a n g  the 'CATS' project m Leeds. and Inter-Church Endeavour in 
Birmingham. We do not want to palnt too rosy a plcture - in many 
UPAs all the Church's energles are taken up 1~1th the struggle to 
survive. Yet we would encourage and rerot~zrtter~d wider participation in 
local employment schemes. 

9.113 A sustained pastoral response to the needs of long-term 
unemployed people is also needed. Present Church structures are not 
well suited to making such a response. O n  the one hand industrial 
mission has developed a deep understanding of the nature of long-term 
unemployment, its impact on people, and the future of work Yet 
industrial chaplains rarely have time and resources for creative 
counselling of unemployed people (or  may not see it as their role), nor 
do they necessarily have the means of conveying to clergy and 
congregations their experience of the need for local action. O n  the 
other hand, many local congregations are not adequately equipped to 
react on their own initiative to the complexities of unemployment. 

9.114 It was put to us in evidence by Church Action with the 
Unemployed (CAWTU) that 'no part of the present Church structure 
finds it easy to accept an unqualified commitment to work on long-term 
unemployment, with the challenge to attitudes, work patterns, and time 
allocation that is involved'. There is nonr a critical need within the 
Church to build on existing good practice in unemployment 
initiatives. 

9.115 For example, in the Liverpool Diocese, a chaplain with special 
responsibility for unemployment issues has been appointed with the 
Liverpool industrial mission. There is an unemployment officer in the 
Diocese of Sheffield and the South London Industrial Mission has as 
one of its team members someone with a special concern for 
unemployment. W e  suggest that more appointments of this kind should 
be considered. W e  recommend that the future development of industrial 
mission should respond in such ways to the acute and persistent high 
levels of unemployment in many areas. 

9.116 The corrosive effects of endemic unemployment and low pay in 
the UPAs are a major challenge to the Church and the nation. Those of 
us - the large majority - lucky enough to have a well-paid job owe it to 
those who do not to say we do not condone the situation and the 
inequalities to which it gives rise; we do not consider our relatively 
fortunate position to be our natural right; that we are part one of 
another; and that we nlust continue to strive to develop a society in 
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which the political structures enable all ~ t s  cltizens to share adequately In 
the economic development of the natlon. 

Main Recommendations 
1. The Church of England should: 

ji) continue to question the morality of econon~ic policies in the 
light of their effects (paragraph 9.52). 

(ii) take part in initiatives to engage unemployed people in UPAs in 
job-creating projects. The use of Church premises for this purpose 
must be encouraged (paragraph 9.112). 

(iiij build on good practice in ministry to unemployed people: 
Industrial Mission has an important role to play here (paragraph 
9.115). 

2. The Government should: 

(i) give a new impetus to support for small firms in UPAs, perhaps 
by the establishment of a Council for Small Firms in Urban Areas 
(paragraph 9.56). 

(ii) increase job-creating public expenditure in the UPAs on capital 
and current account (paragraphs 9.62 and 9.64). 

(iii) promote more open public discussion about the current levels 
of overtime working (paragraph 9.72). 

( i 3  relax the Community Programme eligibility rules and other 
constraints, including pay limits, particularly to encourage greater 
participation by women and unemployed people with fanlilies to 
support (paragraphs 9.79 and 9.83). 

(v) expand the Community Programme to provide 500,000 places 
(paragraph 9.80). 

(vi) extend to those unemployed for more than a year eligibility for 
the long-term rate of Supplementary Benefit, or an equivalent 
enhanced rate of income sutmort under whatever new arrangements 

I I a 
may be introduced (paragraph 9.90). 

(vii) increase the present level of Child Benefit as an effective 
means of assisting, without stigma, families in poverty and increase 
the present level of 'earnings disregards' in relation to Unemployment 
Benefit and Supplementary Benefit to mitigate the efiects of the 
poverty and unemployment traps (paragraph 9.91). 
(viii) establish an independent enquiry to undertake a wide ranging 
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revle\v of  the ~nter-relatlonshlp betneerl income support. pay and the 
tdxdtlon S )  stem (paragraph 9. IOO]. 
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Chapter 10 

HOUSING 

'People  here hdve to live ~n '1 mistake' (Kirkby resident) 

introduction 
10.1 Housing has been a dominant theme in the evidence pesented to 
the Commission, both orally in the course of its field visits to the major 
metropolitan conurbations, and in the written submissions offered by 
the dioceses and by numerous other organisations and individuals. \Ve 
have been told, loudly and clearly, that 'housing is a major issue'. 

10.2 That this should be so does not surprise us. W e  have already 
described in Chapter 1 the part played by bad housing in the physical 
environment of the urban priority areas. Living conditions are such a 
basic necessity that they affect well-being in every aspect of life. 

10.3 Our  society has accepted that every citizen has a right to food, 
clothing, education and health care, adequate to his or her needs and 
irrespective of ability to pay. Yet appropriate housing, which is as 
fundamental to human development as health care and having enough 
to eat, has never been accepted as a right for all. 

10.4 The evidence we have received covers every aspect of housing 
which will be examined in this Chapter. A common thread running 
through all the submissions, however, is the stigma which attaches to 
certain people because of^ where they live, which contributes to a 
widely-felt sense of powerlessness and inability to effect change. 
Similar phrases constantly recur: 

'The labelling of the estate by outsiders - particularly those in 
statutory bodies - as a problem estate (it is still called Bangladesh by 
many people) does not help, and serves to reinforce the sense of 
powerlessness which many residents feel.' (Diocese of Carlisle) 

' 4  

'Policemen talk of local residents as scum". They themselves 
believe that "we are rubbish". This is a sink estate. Young people 
know that there is no point in applying for jobs if you live there unless 
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you give a false address.' (Comrr~unit)- worker in North Tyneslde) 

'People go to search for work and don't come back. No-one 
emigrates to t i l l s  area.' (Unemployed man in Klrkby) . '6 Can any good come out of Nazareth?" Many places which are 
stig~natized pass on that stignid to those who llve there. . . and slowly 
but surely people who have rholse move from these areas, until the 
place becomes a collecting point for those who have no choice.' 
\Dioceqe of Winchester) 

10.5 Commission members in their visits to the major cities have seen 
bad housing of every description, and have been shaken by the 
experience. The housing we have observed and visited is not identical in 
every city, though there are common features. 

10.6 We do, however, want to stress nvo important points. First, 
though the physical conditions of parts of the cities are squalid and 
depressing, the people who live in them possess worth and talents which 
are often squandered. They are being denied the opportunity to fulfil 
their God-given potential. W e  must all take care not to appear to label 
them ds 'the problem'. 

10.7 Second, n e  wish to endorse the stress placed in much of the 
evidence on corporate responsibility. For example: 'While the 
deprivation in Newham is self-evident, we do not believe that deprived 
areas are the cause of  their own deprivation, but that the whole of 
society, of which the Church is a part, shares the responsibility." Again 
and again our evidence underlines the structural causes of the state of 
our cities, and the link with poverty and powerlessness. What has been 
clear to us as we have travelled round the cities is the link between bad 
housing and income. Poor people live in poor housing. 

10.8 W e  believe that a home is more than bricks and mortar, more 
than a roof over one's head. Decent housing certainly means a place that 
is dry, warm and in reasonable repair. It also means security, privacy, 
sufficient space; a place where people can grow, make choices, become 
more whole 'people. It also relates to the environment in which the 
home is located as much as to the conditions inside the front door. 
Vandalism, graffiti, fear of violence, lack of play space, all affect how 
people regard their surroundings. How property is managed, as well as 
its physical condition, is important for it affects how people make 
decisions. To believe that you have no control over one of the most basic 
areas of )..our life is to feel devalued. W e  will examine how the housing 
in urban priority areas matches up to these criteria. 
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Choice and Mobility 
10 9 Present government strategy re l~es  hedvily on home ownership: 
'Our  whole housing policy needs to be based on a recognltlon that we 
should give er-ery assistance and encouragement to the preferred chorce 
of' the people; and that preferred choice IS, overwhelminglv, for the 
pride and independence which go- hand in hand ~ v i t h  home onnershlp. 
We  have opened up choice. And cholce IS at the centre of liberty' (Ian 
Gow MP, then Minister of Housmg. June 1983:. But for most Ion- 
income clty residents, heedom of choice is a cruel deception. What 
characterises the housing conditions of many people in the UPAs is their 
lack of choice. Often they never wished to occupy their present home. 
Frequently they \+ant to move, but knom they have no chance. Past 
experience has led to low expectations. They feel they have no control 
over their surroundlngs. As one submission to us noted: 'The first thing 
which poor people are deprived of is power. That's why they get 
consigned to the places and the roles which no-one else \;cants to 
occupy. '* 

10.10 In general, the quality of housing In the major metropolitan 
coriurbations is significantly worse than that found in the rest of 
country. Housing in UPAs cannot be regarded in isolatioii from wlder 
questions of social, economic and regional policy. The UPAs provide a 
sharp focus for the consequences of decisions - or lack of them - in 
other policy areas. 

Homelessness 
10.11 True choice and mobility require surplus. But in Britain today 
there is a shortage of good-quality secure homes to rent for those who 
have no chance to buy. Phrases like 'housing crisis' recur in newspaper 
headlines; what is less commonly recognised is the hardship which such 
headlines represent. Millions of people are suffering because they do 
not have a place which they recognise as a home. 

10.12 The official homelessness figures (of those families accepted as 
homeless under the terms of the Housing (Homeless Persons) Act 1977) 
provide an indicator of the number of poeple who cannot find 
accommodation, and confirm the particular pressures on the inner 
~ i t i e s . ~  Acceptance of homeless households in England has risen steadily 
each year, from 53.000 in 1978, the first year of the Act, to 83,000 in 
1984. But these figures, dramatic though they are, are totally inadequate 
as a measure of need. They record merely those limited number of 
people, mostly elderly or families with dependent children, who are 
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accepted as being in d 'prioritv category' under the Act Feuer than half 
(45 per cent) of those v, ho apply are accepted: and many people outside 
the priority categories do not bother to apply, knowing that they will 
not be housed. Local duthor~ties have no duty to provrde for those who 
are deemed to hapc made themselves homeless ' i n t en t i~na l l~ ' ,  and this 
1s commonly nnterpreted as covering anjone who leaves accommo- 
datron to take up a job elsewhere, even if they have prevlouslj been 
unemployed. 

10.13 Even when people are accepted as homeless, shortage of local 
authority accominodation means that they may have to spend long 
periods in temporary accommodation, often in dirty, overcrowded and 
unsafe bed and breakfast hotels. Well over 10,000 families a year4 are 
being placed by local authorities in this kind of accommodation, often in 
a single room. Environmental health officers have found appalling 
conditions - gross overcrowding, cockroaches, bathrooms without hot 
water, dangerous fire risks. A large number of the hotels inspected have 
been classified as unfit for human habitation. 

10.14 In November 1984 a Bengali mother and her two young 
children died in a fire in a hotel full of homeless families. Fire 
extinguishers were empty and exits blocked. The coroner recorded that 
c .  

Inadequate fire precautions and rneans of escape greatly contributed to 
the deaths'. There is no time limit on the period of temporary 
accommodation, and ir, London families are being told that they will 
have to wait two or three years before they are rehoused. Even then, 
there is no definition of the quality of permanent housing that must be 
offered. The easy option for local authorities possessing 'hard to let' (a 
euphemism for 'hard to live in') stock is to use it for homeless families, 
generally by means of a policy ofGone offer only'. If that is rejected, the 
council has no further responsibility. Thus in some local authorities the 
most vulnerable families are forced to accept the worst stock This has a 
double advantage for the authority: it solves a lettings problem and at 
the same time acts as a deterrent, much like the workhouse under the 
Poor Laws. Only those who are really 'genuine' and in desperate need 
will apply, because the conditions are so atrocious that no one would do 
so if they had any other option. 

10.15 it  is a mark of the lack of alternatives that desp~te all these major 
cr~trclsrns the 1977 Act 1s stlll regarded AS a significant advance. For the 
first time certain categories of p o p l e  m ho are unable to secure housing 
for themselves can turn to the local authorities. It is unfortunate that the 
Act came onto the statute book at a time when expenditure on new 



public housing was being cut back severely (as it still is), so that local 
authority administrators have been under pressure to interpret it in the 
most ~ninimal light. 

10.16 Single people were largely omitted from the priority groups in 
the 1977 Act because of lack of resources, but it was envisaged that this 
exclusion would be temporary. Eight years later, however, their 
situation has worsened considerably, particularly in the cities. Very few 
of the households accepted as homeless are single, unless they are old or 
severely impaired. Single people have no legal rieht to housing. The 
building of low-rent housing by local authorities represented an 
acknowledgement that the private sector would not provide for low- 
income families; the underlying assumption, however, was that it would 
provide a sufficiency of accommodarion for single people. Consequently, 
there is very little accommodation for single people, with the exception 
of the elderly, in most local authority stock, and some local authorities 
xvill not even permit single people to register on their waiting lists. The 
decline in the private rented market has hit single people particularly 
hard, at a time when their numbers are growing. The 1981 Census 
showed the population of the inner cities to be in decline; the sole area 
of growth was that of single person households which are projected to 
continue to rise significantly.' Yet very little provision is being made for 
their needs. 

10.17 In a competition for a scarce resource it is the poor who will 
lose. An increasing number are forced to resort to cheap lodging houses, 
or to large institutional hostels which date back to the Victorian period 
and are due for closure, though replacement has been slow and 
inadequate. Some sleep rough. The numbers are unknown because no 
one has a responsibility to record them. Many are 'hidden homeless', 
continually moving between friends and relatives in search of 
something permanent. 

10.18 Faced with the unwillingness of private landlords to let to 
anyone who is not employed, many single people have no option but to 
seek'board and lodging' - accom~nodation in con~mercial hostels or bed 
and breakfast hotels. The word 'hotel' conjures up images of holidays 
and luxury living; in fact, as we have seen, these places are usually 
cramped, insanitary and a fire risk. But because costs to the DHSS are 
rising, a direct result of the increase in numbers forced into this 
provision6 the response has been to place a ceiling on the amount that 
can be claimed, irrespective of the cost charged. There is no suggestion 
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as to \\hat people should do I? they cannot Grid provlslon within the 
limits, AS many Are now discovering. 

10.19 Those under 26 years old are penalised yet further. 'Shock- 
horror' campaigns in the popular press describing life on the 'Costa del 
Dole' hare suggested that thousands of young people Are enjoying an 
extended holiday in seaside towns at the taxpayer's expense, rather than 
attempting to look for work The reality is very different. Most of those 
in seaside towns have gone there because of the opportunities for casual 
work; and the DHSS have been unable to produce evidence of 
widespread abuse. But at the end of April 1955 their residence in board 
and lodging was restricted to a certain number of weeks (broadly, eight 
weeks in London, Greater Manchester, Birmingham and Glasgow, and 
four weeks in the rest of the country, except for seaside towns where the 
limit was two weeks. A few categories of vulnerable people were 
exempted from the regulations, as were non-profit-making voluntary 
hostels). If at the end of that period they had not found permanent 
accommodation they had to move to another town and repeat the 
process. They could not claim board and lodging payments in their 
original town within the next six months, even if they had lived there all 
their lives. (At the time of writing the imposition of a time limit has been 
declared unlawful by the High Court, and an appeal is being considered. 
The Government has declared its intention to seek Parliament's 
approval to authorising legislation if necessary. Meanwhile, the ceiling 
on amounts claimed remains.) 

10.20 Leaving home is a normal step towards independence. For those 
who are fortunate enough to go to university it has long been accepted 
that supervised accommodation in a college or hall of residence should 
be provided, at least for the first year. Meals and services are provided to 
bridge the transition between home and total independence, and to give 
space for decision-making about the future. Trained counsellors are 
available if required. Yet for an increasing number of those under 26 
who are unemployed and dependent on benefits, leaving home would 
mean being forced to move around the country, unable to remain long 
enough in any one location to find permanent accommodation or a job. 
It would be impossible to sign on with a doctor, or to register to vote. 
The alternative would be the insecurity of moving between friends and 
relatives, sleeping on sofas and floors, with no permanent home - or, in 
despair, ending up on the streets. The final irony is that the 
Government's Review of Social Security declares that because 'most 
single people under 25 are not householders' they will be eligible for a 



lower rJte of benefit \and Housing Benefit) than over 25s - so t h ~ t  II 
they should be successhl In finding permanent self-contalned 
accommodation the); mdy not be able to afford it. 

10.21 Homelessness as defined by law is the most extreme form of 
housing need. But those with low incomes have such limited choice that 
their housing is frequently far from satisfactory, whatever tenure the); 
occupy. Throughout England as a whole, 63.5 per cent of  the housing is 
owner-occupied, 25.3 per cent rented from local authorities, 3.7 per 
cent rented from private landlords and 2.6 per cent from housing 
associations. Urban development and the drift to the suburbs has 
resulted in a very different tenure pattern in the cities, with much less 
owner-occupation and a much higher proportion of rented accommo- 
dation, both public and pivate,' as Figure 10.1 shows for Inner London, 
Birmingham and Manchester in 1982. 

FIGURE 10.1 

Housing Tenure, 1982 
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Source: Department of the Environment (Housing and Construction S:atistics) 
and Policy Studies Institute 

(a) 0u)rzer- Occupation 
10.22 Owner-occupation is heavily concentrated in the outer 
suburbs. With the exception of parts of London, inner city owner- 
occupiers are characteristically on a low-income, otten elderly, with a 
mortgage paid offbut  little or no money to carry out essential repairs. 
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Their houses are frequently in a poor physical state, but grants, even 
where as ailable, make little impact because of the omners' 11labiPlty to 
find the requisite percentdge contribution (sometimes compounded, in 
the case of the elderly, by unvrillingness to experience the upheatal 
caused by large-scale renovation). Some would like to move, 
particularly to be close to sons ~ n d  daughters who have moved away, but 
have discovered that the value of their house is insufficient for them to 
purchase elsewhere. 

jb) Private Rented Sector 
10.23 Although nationally less than one dwelling in ten is currently 
rented from a private landlord, the vast majority are concentrated in 
inner city areas where they represent a much higher proportion of the 
stock. Much of the accommodation provided is poor value, insecure 
(because of landlords devising ways to circumvent the security of the 
Rent Acts), of low quality and generally in a bad state of repair, often in 
multi-occupied houses with shared bathroon~s and cooking facilities. 
The Institute of Environmental Health Officers estimate that 80 per 
cent of these houses in multiple occupation require some action to be 
taken under the Housing Acts to remedy unsatisfactory conditions. Well 
over 100 people die every year in fires in such properties. Except for the 
luxury end of the market very few people would willingly choose 
privately rented accommodation; increasingly those who occupy it are 
(mainly elderly) long-term tenants, immigrant families crowded into 
one or two rooms, and single people forced there by lack of 
alternatives. 

(c) Public Rented Housing 
10.24 Intended - with a great deal of success - to break the 
connection between bad housing and ability to pay, this tenure has 
never been adequately funded. The result is that supply has never met 
demand and has had to be rationed, usually by allocation policies 
bureaucratised into rigid systems of assessing and comparing need. Thus 
the lack of income that has enabled people to qualify has often resulted 
in a service that is grudging. Too often council housing has been 
regarded as 'housing suitable for poor people'. The Poor Law ethic dies 
hard. 

10.25 Social rented housing in the cities varies enormously in 
standard, from the very desirable to the 'hard to let' and even unfit, 
from self-contained houses with gardens to flats in concrete slab blocks. 
What characrerises urban develop~nent is the skyline: virtually all of the 
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1960s system-built blocks and toners - and their accompanyng 
- are found in the major metropolltan conurbations. Though 

mo,t of such h o u s q  1s well-designed internally, the environment is 
depressing, and frequently frightening: badly-lit corridors, underground 
walkways, litter, graffiti, and ~andalism are all common features. 

10.26 In the outer ring estates, the problems of the inner city are 
compourlded by poor and often expensive transport, resulting in a 
feeling of isolation and loss of contact with relatives (one of the positive 
features mentioned constantly in North and South Tyneside was the 
impact of  the metro, enabling children living to the north of Newcastle 
to keep in touch with grandparents in, for example, South Shields). 
There are no focal points, no buildings with a history ('even the 
churches are new'). Shopping is bad and worsening as unemployment 
reduces purchasing power and causes local shops to close down. Many 
people are dependent on expensive mobile shops which tour the 
estate. 

10.2': What struck us forcibly in every city we visited was the sense of 
powerlessness experienced by those in the m-orst housing. Most of them 
had had no choice at all in the flat or even the area to which they had 
been allocated; they wished to move but were told the transfer lists were 
closed. No-one seemed to care. 

Who Suffers? 
10.28 For many people in the UPAs, choice is minimal at best, and 
usually non-existent. But two groups, women and black people, are 
bearing a disproportionate burden. 

10.29 Many of the elderly owner-occupiers in decaying terraces are 
widows, unused to handling housing maintenance and afraid of  being 
swindled by 'cowboy' builders. Their children have moved away from 
the area and they are unable to join them. They feel deserted and 
alone. 

10.30 Mlddle-aged single women have been hit hard by the decllne in 
the private rented sector. The mansion blocks which may have been 
their home for fifteen or twenty years are being bought up by 
developers and turned Into luxury flats or bed and breakfast hotels. 
Harassment is illegal, yet virtually impossible to prove. Without self- 
contained accommodation they feel ashamed of their surroundings and 
cease contact wlth their acquaintances. Isolated, they are even more 
vulnerable to pressure. Thelr average lncome is two-thlrds that of men. 
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Yet housing association waiting llsts Are closed and local a~irhorltles 
restrict them e\ en from registering for housing. 

10.31 Vl'omen's homelessness is on the increase, partlcularl;* among 
voung lvoxnen. Homelessness is honever trddltionallv considered to be 

L 

largely a male problem. and there is very little emergency or hostel 
accomnlodation available for women. 

10.32 When famllles become homeless i t  IS usually women who have 
to try to look after chlldren in the squalid conditions of bed and 
breakfast hotels or homeless family accommodation, just as they have to 
cope with the family In a tower block flat, with nowhere safe for the 
children to play. Single parents, usually women, get offered the worst 
acconlmodatlon ('they wouldn't be able to manage a garden'). 

10.33 If women bear a particular burden of bad housing, that of black 
people is even greater. They experience all the effects of  lack of 
investment in housing suffered by white men and women but are doubly 
disadvantaged by discrimination because of the colour of their skin. W e  
have noted in Chapter 9 the evidence that black people are 
discriminated against in employment, so we know that they suffer 
disproportionately from low income. This fact alone, however, 
damning though it is, is not sufficient to account for the well- 
documented disadvantage in housing suffered by black people, whose 
housing conditions are seen consistently to be worse than those of the 
white population. 

10.34 Racial discrimination in the private rented sector has long been 
recognised, but in a situation of scarcity is almost impossible to prove. 
The Race Relations Act of 1968 outlawed overt discrimination; no 
longer may notices be displayed proclaiming ' N o  blacks'. But every 
black person who has tried to find private rented accommodation knows 
how often the room that is available when they telephone has 'just gone' 
when they arrive at the house. 

10.35 Investigations by the Commission for Racial Equality confirm 
that despite prohibitive legislation there is still direct discrimination 
against black people trying to rent or buy in the private sector. In 1980 it 
was found that two accommodation bureaux which let private Rats for 
landlords had for many years been accepting discriminatory instructions 
to reject applications from 'blacks', 'coloured tenants', 'Asians', 
' .  
immigrants' and 'foreigners'. In the same year a formal investigation 

into a firm of estate agents found that the particulars ofwhite applicants 
were kept on white cards and those of black applicants on pink cards. 
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When vendors specified that they did not ~vish to sell to black people, 
only the white cdrds mere produced.g 

10.36 This kind of discriinination has long been known: ~ n d  it 
provides one of the reasons why black people of Afro-Caribbean origin, 
under-represented in inner city private rented accommodation, are 
heavily dependent on the public sector. What has taken a long time to be 
accepted is that although black people gain access to public rented 
housing, the homes that they are offered are consistently of poorer 
quality, in system-built or unmodernised flats, and in unpopular areas. 
In 1971 the all-party Parliamentary Select Committee on Race Relations 
and Immigration recommended 'as a matter of urgency' that the 
Department of the Environment start discussions with local authorities 
on the keeping of records and statistics on ethnic origin and housing in 
order to find out the extent of discrimination against black people. It 
took five years for the DOE to respond and then only with a consultation 
paper suggesting that 'it was up to each local authority to decide 
whether it wished to keep such records'. Yet each detailed analysis of a 
local authority's lettings policy, from the GLC's own investigation ten 
years ago to the recent investigations of Hackney and Liverpool carried 
out by the Commission for Racial Equality, have confirmed that black 
people were being allocated the least desirable properties.'0 

10.37 There are many different reasons why this happens, from the 
working of points schemes and the properties offered to homeless 
families, to administrative policies that happen to discriminate and the 
attitudes and assumptions of lettings officers; as we keep reiterating, 
every area is distinct. But there is no reason to suspect that the 
authorities which have been monitored are any different from the 
others. Most urban authorities pride themselves on their colour- 
blindness; those who oppose monitoring usually do so on the grounds 
that it is unnecessary, that their authority allocates solely on the basis of 
need and treats everyone equally. The facts suggest otherwise; and it is 
only when the facts are collected and analysed that corrective policies 
can be formulated. All the evidence that we have seen and heard 
convinces us that ethnic records should be kept, and monitored, by 
public housing authorities as a step towards eliminating the injustice of 
discrimination. We  so recommend 

10.38 In the absence of detailed information of this kind, ignorance 
breeds prejudice. What has concerned us on our visit, is that, far from 
recognising that black people are allocated the morst accommodat~on, 
man); white tenants percelve them as 'jumping the queue' and receiving 
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fax ourahltt treatment. It is cruclal that these feelings Are undelstood, for 
thev are cioselp llnked to the racial harassment nh i ch  has become a 
disturbing - and increasing - phenomenon of man) urban areas. 
hlisconceptions about black people's access to public ser\ ices beconle 
significantly more important t\ hen those services are in short supply. 
White  tenants in East London who cannot get a t rander  to  a house v, ith a 
garden, or  \.chose sons and daughters hax e to move axsa) because thev 
cannot find any accornr~lodat~on in the area, look for someone to blame. 
and see the Bengalis. Their attitudes are transmitted to their children. 
already alienated by fear of unemployment and vulnerable to  the 
arguments o f the  National Front and British Movement, who  take it out 
on the 'PakiS) - who happen to be  physically small. VC'e have heard of 
famil~es too frightened to leave home without an escort, of physicdl 
attacks. o f  constant smashed windows. Lack of investment in housing, 
together with the effects of unemployment, is dlrectly related to the 
increase in  racial harassment. 

10.39 In saying this we are not in any way minimising the 
responsibility of housing management officials and of  the police, about 
whom we have heard serious criticism. Both can d o  much to increase 
public confidence by swift and sympathetic action. Yet we  have heard 
complaints of councils refusing to take complaints o f  harassment 
seriously, alleging that tenants were 'using it as an excuse to get a 
transfer', and of police slow to arrive on the scene of  incidents and 
unwilling to  attribute a racial motive." 

The Physical Condition of the Housing Stock 
10.40 Many housing problems are invisible to  thosc who are not 
immediately involved. But what cannot escape the attention of even the 
most casual observer is that the fabric of our cities is crumbling. The 
1981 House Condition Surrey found that over 6 per cent of the stock 
( I .  1 million houses) was unfit for human habitation; and more than one 
house in ten was either unfit, lacking basic amenities or  requiring 
repairs costing more than A?,000 (at 1981 prices). If those homes 
needing repairs costing more than L2,500 were included, then one 
quarter of all houses in England were unsatisfactory. 

10.41 Once  again this is a particular problem for the inner cities since 
defects are heavily concentrated in the pre-1919 stock, particularly 
terraced property with a low rateable value, characteristic o f  inner city 
housing, much of it privately rented or owned by  low-income 
occupiers. O n e  in six of all the houses in the private rented sector is 



unfit; 2nd there 15 d disturbing decllrle In condrtion, In the on-ner- 
occupled 5tock. The Surve) tbund that the houses requiring greatest 
atrentlon \\ere those contalnlng households with the Iowest Incomes. 
Most could nor aiYord to take up an In-iprovement or repalrs grant. 

10.42 Since nearl) one-thlrd of the country's housing was built before 
1919, and half of these houses require repalrs, thls gives rise to serlous 
concern. Houses are deteriorating faster than they are being renovated 
or replaced. At the 1983184 rate of clearance it \vould take 1,000 years to 
replace the existlng stock. Yet from June 1984 VAT has been levled on 
bu~ldlrzg alterations. This has repercussions for inner city housing 
assoclatlons, frequently Important agents of Inner city renewal, as well 
as for individual home owners. 

10.43 Concern is not restricted to the older stock. Serious design 
faults have been discovered in the system-built blocks built to cope with 
the post-second world war housing shortage. The systems were largely 
untested and have been found to be subject to water-penetration and 
consequent dampness. External cladding is falling off high-rise blocks, 
causing serious anxiety about safety. Heating is often all-electric and 
heat loss is excessive, resulting in large fuel bills and frequently debt. 
Sound insulation is inadequate, increasing tension between 
neighbours. 

10.44 The Association of Metropolitan Authorities (AMA) estimates a 
cost ofL5 billion to repair, or in severe cases demolish and replace, non- 
traditional houses built in the 1940s and 1950s. An equal sum is 
calculated to be necessary to remedy the defects of the industrialised 
building of the 1960s and 1970s. Recent independent research on Ronan 
Point, for example, the tower block in Newham where five people died 
in a gas explosion in 1968, has shown a severe fire risk and dangerous 
structural weaknesses. Nine blocks are to be demolished. In addition, 
the AMA calculates that a further R9 billion is required to repair and 
upgrade council houses built between 1920 and 1960 by traditional 
methods. The total repair bill is thus estimated at L19 billion for local 
authority housing alone. Recently the Audit Commission noted that the 
construction and repair bill fbr the total housing stock could be as much 
as L30-40 billion. 

Housing Policy 
10.45 Britain is suffering from the lack of a coherent housing policy. 
The last off;c~al estimate of housing need was made eight years ago, in 
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the 1977 Houslng Policy Revleu. The Government has refused to 
update this, clalmiiig that houslng forecasts are unreliable and serve no 
useful purpose. Owner-occupation, as we have noted, 1s a clear policy 
goal; but even on the most optlmlstlc forecast it v 111 never be available 
to a substant~al mlnorlty oi the population. W e  now examine each of the 

L A 

main housing tenures, and cons~der the optlons for irlcreaslng the 
cholces of those on low incomes. 

The Private Rented Sector 
10.36 The traditional tenure of the single and mobile, the private 
rented sector has in the past offered ready access to housing for new 
arrivals in an area, especially those coming to places of high 
employment to search for work. It also provided for those on lower 
incomes who could not afford to buy and who had been unable to 
secure, or were not eligible for, local authority housing. But the sector 
has been in steady decline for many years. This is commonly attributed 
to the 1974 Rent Act which is held to have dried up the supply by giving 
unlimited security to the tenant. In fact the greatest loss of stock 
followed decontrol in the 1957 Rent Act. 

10.47 The reason for the decline is ldrgely economic. The private 
rented sector flourished when building costs and interest rates were low, 
and building for rent offered a safe and profitable form of investment. 
The requirements of the landlord and the tenant happened to coincide. 
Private renting is no longer a commercial proposition. Given high land 
and building costs, as well as fluctuating interest rates, there is little or 
no incentive to build to rent, except perhaps at the luxury end of the 
market, since market rents will be higher than (subsidized) mortgage 
payments on the same property, and the average tenant could not afford 
to pay a rent that would give the landlord a competitive return on his 
capital. Many existing landlords are selling their property to owner- 
occupiers. l 2  

10.48 It is important to remember that, from the first industrial 
expansion of the cities, there has always been a discrepancy between the 
provision of good-standard accommodation and ability to pay. Erithout 
subsidy there has never been sufficient financial incentive for the 
private landlord to provide for the poorest, without overcrowding. The 
Royal Commission on the Housing of the Working Classes in 1384 
discovered appalling conditions, the prime cause of which was poverty, 
'the relationship borne by the wages they receive to the rents they have 
to pay'. 
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10.49 To provide landlords n ~ t h  the kind offinanclai Inducement rhdt 
would compete with rates of return elsewhere nould requlre e~ the r  A 

total restructuring of the houslng finance svstern or a substantial 
increase In payments for income maintenance. The House of Commons 
Erivlronment Committee. revlewlng the prl\ ate rented sector recently, 
concluded that rents must at  least doublr In order to provide an incentlye 
for landlords to contlnue lnvestlng. At thls level of rents those who 
could afford to pay would rlormaily be better off buying, while those 
~ 7 1 1 ~  had no alternative to rentlng could only afford to pay lf subsldi~ed 
through a staggering increase In public expenditure on some form of 
housing benefit. Slnce thls seems unlikely, we cannot see a future for the 
expansion of thls tenure. 

Owner Occupation 
10.50 Nationally, a steady increase in owner-occupation has been 
sharply accelerated by the sale of council houses. At the end of 19'78 
some 56 per cent of houses were owner-occupied; by mid-1985 the 
figure was over 63 per cent. Owner-occupation is popular because it 
offers a substantial degree of control over environment and more 
mobility u~ithitz an  area than any other tenure. (The vast discrepancy in 
house prices between the South of England and elsewhere - the average 
terraced house bought at the end of 1984 cost L39,910 in Greater 
London and L15,640 in the East Midlands - makes a move to the South 
East, in particular, very difficult without assistance from employers.) 
Owners enjoy the possession of an appreciating asset which is free from 
Capital Gains Tax. 

10.51 Owner-occupation for the majority of those who can afford it 
offers the maximum choice, determined by ability to pay. Many people 
are strongly motivated to own the house they occupy, to have the 
greatest possible control over their surroundings. Certainly, for those 
who are able to buy, it is a choice which makes good financial 
sense. 

10.52 But owner-occupation will never be available to everyone. The 
Building Societies Association (in a paper prepared for the Enquiry into 
British Housing) projects an expansion to 72 per cent of the population 
by the year 2000. Once the council house sales boom dies down (and it is 
already taillng off significantly) there will be little opportunity for low 
income households to become owners; it IS possible for existing tenants 
only because of discounts of up to 60 per cent. 

10.53 The most likely area ofexpansion is the provision of homes for 
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young couples, where both partners are morkiilg \vlth below-alerage 
incomes and there are no chlldreii. Some recent initiatll es by publlc 
authorltles to encourage low-cost ownership, notably shared ownerahlp 
,where first-time buvers c m  purchase a share of a house and rent the 
remainder at a f a r  rent until they can afford to Increase their share of 
ownership) have helped some young people on the margin of 
ownership. But overall their Impact is llmlted in Inner areas. The same lr 
true of prlvate sector lnltiatives. Though there is currently a small 
amount of new private budding in the Inner city, thls 1s largely 
accounted for by 'starter homes' for single people and childless couples, 
most of whom wlll al~nost certainly move to the suburbs when they have 
children. 

10.54 It is important here, as so often, to distinguish between London 
and the other metropolitan areas. In the latter the relatively short 
distances to the suburbs permit easy commuting. For those who lvork in 
Central London and the City, however, travel-to-work times are much 
greater and fares, particularly from the Home Counties, considerable, 
and so there is a much greater demand for high-income ownership 
within the inner city. There are few large sites available fbr new 
building in the Greater London area and consequently there is a greater 
demand for nineteenth-century terraced property. In a few areas there 
is significant low-income home ownership but as its elderly occupiers 
die or move they are usually replaced by young professionals. 
'Gentrification', though it may reverse the trend of movement to the 
suburbs, may displace low-income people from formerly rented areas. 
In Docklands sve were told of local young couples, who could otherwise 
have just afforded to buy, being forced out of the area by the high prices 
of the new development. Other families were unable to be housed 
locally because of the lack of funding for public rented housing. 

10.55 For many people in the UPAS, low wages and rising 
unemployment put home ownership beyond their reach. The only 
chance of housing will be to rent. And increasingly rented housing will 
be necessary for existing owner-occupiers hit by unemployment. The 
number of repossessions for mortgage arrears is rising sharply each year. 
Ten per cent of the families accepted as homeless in the first quarter of 
1985 had lost their homes through mortgage arrears; in the first six 
months 7,400 houses were repossessed by building societies, over twice 
as many as in 1981. Though the 1985 figure is  still small in statistical 
terms, representing just over 0.1 per cent of the 6.3 million building 
society mortgages, there has been widespread concern over the rapid 
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increase in the number of people unable to keep up their repayments. 
Over 50.000 borro\vers were more than six months In arrears in mid- 
1985. 

Council House Sales 
10.56 Concern about the effects of the sale of council houses has 
featured largely in the evidence u7e have received. 'The sale of the 
century', a central plank of the Government's extension of home 
ownership, was heralded as breaking up tenure division and creating 
new mixed communities. But that assumes that all local authority 
housing is of equal quality and desirability. What has happened is that 
many couples, who have progressed up the local authority 'ladder' and 
arrived at the desired goal of the low-rise house with a garden, are being 
offered a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity - and quite understandably are 
seizing it. They may well have two incomes coming into the house, and 
they are offered a discount of up to 60 per cent. They have hit the 
jackpot. 

10.57 As one would expect, it is the best stock that is being sold, 
almost all houses with gardens. The Right to Buy has had less impact in 
the cities because a much higher percentage of the stock is tlatted, as a 
result of slum clearance. But having accepted the mistakes of the 1960s 
development, local councils have returned to building much sought- 
after terraced housing, sometimes even with tiny gardens. Many of 
these are now disappearing from local authority stock, whose mix is 
beginning to be affected by sales. 

10.58 W e  have spoken to numerous young families in barrack blocks 
who have given up hope of a transfer to a house. One local authority, 
keen to increase the percentage of home ownership, has even designated 
all its most desirable estates, together with any individual houses that 
become vacant, as 'sales only'. They are offered to council tenants, 
certainly, but if they cannot afford to buy the houses are offered on an 
open waiting list. The tenants remain on their high-rise estates. 

10.59 In order to prevent these estates becoming 'ghettos', poor 
housing for poor people, as already exist in the large urban centres in the 
USA, it is important that properties that are sold are replaced with 
others of equal quality. Sales to existing tenants can h l f i l  their 
aspirations and provide a better tenure mix in areas dominated by local 
authority housing. But polarization will only increase if the estates with 
houses become owner-occupied, while those families dependent on 
rented accommodation have no choice but concrete high-rise, and no 
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hope of a future move to A house ~v i th  a garden. 

10.60 We sec. therefore that those on 10x1 incoxnes in the UPAs have 
virtually no choice over access to housing. Rlsing unemployment and 
10% wages put home ou~lership beyond the reach of most new 
households. What llttle accommodation remans in the pribate rented 
sector is expensirre and of poor quality, and generally unaldilable to 
families with children. The result 1s a growing polarlsatlon based on 
tenure and class. Choice is non-existent; public rented housl~lg is 
increasingly the only option. 

Public Rented Housing 
10.61 It will be argued by some that public housing has failed: local 
authority provision has resulted in a product that no-one wants. 
Certainly there is much to be criticised, particularly in styles of 
management. W e  have been told how councillors in the past would 
regard council housing as 'theirs' to distribute, ('Come to my surgery 
next week and I'll see you right'.) Just as the Conservative Party since 
1918 has seen home ownership as at the same time a 'bulwark against 
Bolshevism' and a seed-bed of Tory votes, so Labour authorities have 
seen the provision of housing to their constituents as a cementing of a 
natural bond. Paternalism has flourished. 

10.62 In our visits we have seen much that is bad. W e  were asked to 
include the outer area overspill estates in our examination of UPAs, and 
we have become convinced that some of these estates are more deprived 
even than some inner areas. But at the same time we have looked behind 
the 'despair, hopelessness and apathy' referred to so often in evidence to 
us and seen some of the reasons: 

(i) The original concept of 'streets in the sky' was based on an idea 
of self-contained communities with shops, entertainment, pubs, 
launderettes and community facilities built into the original design. 
Constraints on costs dictated by central government meant that these 
facilities were not ~ r o v i d e d  by the local authority but had to wait for 
commercial provision. As a result, on many estates it was years before 
there was even a shop. 

(ii) Although the traditional stance of the Labour Party has been to 
see council housing as open to all who want it, and nor just for one 
particular social class, resources have never been available for there 
to be sufficient quantity to meet demand. Consequently it has always 
been allocated on the basis of need, with some kind of points system 
giving highest priority to low-income families with young children. 
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T h ~ s  has resulted in very unbalanced communities, In terms of class, 
zncome-drstr~bution and ratlos ofchrldren to adults. Compounded by 
the effects of long-term unemployment, particularly among young 
people (low morale, low income, forced to stay at home yet no 
facil~tles to occupy them), they are l~kely  to become even less 
attractix e. 

jiii) People often did not want to go to particular estates in the first 
place - or did, regretted it, and wanted to move out. Certainly once 
an estate gained a bad reputation, only those people with no other 
choice remained or accepted a nomination. W e  have also been told 
of estates that were already considered slums when they were brand 
new because they rehoused residents from an old slur11 area, who 
brought their notoriety with them. 

(iv) Maintenance has been skimped from the beginning, resulting 
in an atmosphere of neglect. Governments, both national and local, 
have seen more votes to be won in meeting new construction targets 
than in cyclical painting. 

( The maintenance service is seen as very unresponsive. At many 
public meetings we have attended the poor delivery of repairs has 
featured high on the list of complaints. 

jvi) Tenants have, almost without exception, never been involved 
at any stage. Tenant opinion for example had always been against the 
building of high-rise estates. Pre- and post-war surveys show that the 
overwhelming majority of people who were re-housed in such estates 
would have prcferred a house with a plot of garden. 

(vii) 'We make things worse by placing some of the most 
vulnerable people in some of the most expensive environments 
created by progress. Those cruel policies are not due merely to 
administrative ineptitude which could fairly easily be put right. They 
reflect the powerlessness of the poor . . thus housing authorities 
reduce the capital costs of their buildings by putting them on cheap, 
inaccessible land and by installing central heating systems which are 
as cheap as possible in capital cost. That makes the houses very 
expensive in transport and fuel costs (which the tenant has to bear). 
Then they call these neighbourhoods not 'hard to live in' but 'hard to 
let', or even 'problem estates' - as if their difficulties were somehow 
the fault of the tenants.'13 

10.63 But, at the same tlme, we have seen many signs of hope. iMany 
local authorit~es, havlng long slnce transferred the allocat~on of hous~ng 
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to professional ofiicela, ha\ e rlou begun to d e ~ ~ o l v e  decli~on-maklng to 
a more local level. We  have been impressed ~ w t h  the work done by both 
the Priority Estates Project \PEP) and the NACRO-sponsored Safe 
Neighbourhoods Unit 111 regenerating run-doxvn estates. When PEP 
began in 1979 only three counclls throughout the whole ofEngland had 
fill-time, estate-based management offices. By early 1985. 50 councils 
lvere operating about 80 projects. 

10.61 They have found that the two key elements of success were 
ji) consulting and involving the tenants from the start and only 
proceeding with those improvements that w7ere seen as priorities by the 
tenants, and (ii) the local authority's willingness to set up an office on 
the estate with officers who were willing to work closely with the 
residents, and who had authority to make decisions. It was also essential 
to complete some physical improvements early on in order to build up a 
belief in the possibility of change, and to overcome apathy and 
scepticism. There was no point in raising tenants' expectations without a 
budget to carry out at least some of their priorities. 

10.65 Although services such as locally-based repair teams, cleaning 
and intensive caretaking could be cost-effective, in that they reduced 
the number of empty properties and thus increased rent income, the); 
were not cheap. At the same time environmental improvements, in 
some cases involving major capital expenditure, were necessary to 
upgrade old estates and remedy design faults in 1960s concrete blocks. 

10.66 A distinction was made between the inter-war 'cottage estates' 
on the outskirts of northern towns, which were usually run down 
because of lack of modernisation, allocation policies and often isolation 
from the main centre of population and the modern concrete 
complexes which were characterised by their confusing lay-out and 
sense of anonymity, creating a fear of mugging, but which often 
contained attractive modern and popular flats. The cottage estates were 
relatively easy to regenerate through good management and capital 
spending on modernisation of kitchen, bathroom and heating systems 
because the basic design of the housing was what tenants wanted. The 
walk-up blocks can be very successfully 'capped' (i.e. the top two 
storeys removed) and turned into very attractive terraces, as we have 
seen in Liverpool. The Safe Neighbourhoods Unit has shown how 
estates can be made more secure by closing off 'bridges', and also how 
large concrete jungles can be divided into smaller units, with different 
names and their own staff, so that tenants feel part of a manageable 
community. 
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Privatization 
10.6- Where small-scale 'hard-to-let' inner city estates have been 
converted for home ossnership, the finished ~ r o d u c t  has been 
impressive, as we SAW 111 Liverpool. But the design and eilvironmental 
lnlprovements that have been thought necessary to attract owner- 
occupiers are the same as those desired by the tenants. Security has been 
assured, there is %-hour caretaking, and flats which were once cramped 
three-bedroomed family accommodation now ~ r o v i d e  spacious living 
for single people and childless couples. The lesson of this kind of 
development is that if money is spent on upgrading and intensive 
staffing, and ~ e o p l e  are allowed to occupy the spdce they feel they 
require rather than the space they are allocated, then the image of the 
houslng is transformed. But had these features been incorporated 
originally, the estate might never have become 'hard-to-let' in the first 
place. 

10.68 It is too early to assess the effect of the privatization of a vast 
outer-area estate such as Cantril FardStockbridge Village in Kirkby. 
Certainly its image is now beginning to change, because people can see 
that something is happening. On-site management has greatly improved 
the repairs and maintenance service. But at the time of writing the 
scheme has run into financial difi?culties, and the tower blocks, which 
had been intended to be renovated and sold, are now likely to be 
demolished. Again sharp questions have to be asked about the reason for 
the estate's original deterioration. The estate manager told us that 
certain parts of the estate had had no maintenance at all carried out in 
the 17 years since their completion. He  also admitted that people were 
never transferred off the estate. Their requests would be 'lost', because 
the estate had such a poor reputation that any unit vacated would take a 
very long time to fill. 

10.69 One  of the issues raised by estate privatization is the underlying 
assumption that 'private is good, public is bad'. Local authorities are not 
permitted to raise the money to carry out the work themselves; but 
government assistance is available to the private sector in the form of 
Urban Development Grant. This cannot be tapped if the local authority 
is renovating its own property. In order to attract the developer, the 
estate may have to be sold for less than its historic debt. Less than half 
Cantril Farm's outstanding debt of A15.1 million was covered by the 
purchase price; the rest will remain as a charge to the Housing Revenue 
Account, with no rent income to cover it. Nor is privatization restricted 
to 'sink estates' which have already been abandoned. Concerned that 
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prlr7dtizdtion 111~). bc held up by tenants u h o  do not wish to move 
elsemhere, the Government is currently proposing to abolish councll 
tenants' security of tenure where privatlzatlon is intended. 

The Voluntary Housing Movement 
10.70 Housing associations, which provide accommodation to let at a 
' ^ .  ialr rent', are non-profit-making and managed by voluntary committees. 
Many had their origins in local councils of churches, and church 
members are still represented on their management. Originally 
charitablj--funded since 1974 they have received grants from central 
government through the Housing Corporation and through local 
authorities, and are totally dependent on this Lnding for new 
development. Despite a striving for independence therefore, their 
financial dependence makes them increasingly subject ro central 
government policy. Nevertheless, though accounting for only 2.6 per 
cent o i the  national stock in 1985 they are a signficant force in the inner 
cities where a relatively small number of associations have played an 
important part in inner city regeneration. In the cities the majority of 
their work is in rehabilitation, restoring the older stock. Their role has 
always been a pioneering one, exploring new initiatives and pointing 
directions for the future. Much of their work is with housing for elderly 
people; recently they have been investigating the possibilities of helping 
elderly owner-occupiers to get repairs done to enable them to stay in 
their own homes rather than moving into sheltered accommodation. A 
considerable part of their activity in urban areas is with single people, 
providing a range of accommodation from small-scale intensively 
managed hostels for groups needing special care, to independent flats 
and bedsitters. Because the properties tend to be individual dwellings 
rather than on estates, housing association homes are sometimes more 
popular than local authority ones, though cost limits mean that the 
majority of urban development consists of  flats rather than the houses 
with gardens which most would prefer. 

Public Housing - the Way Forward 
10.71 111 our visits we have looked critically at local authority housing 
provision. Though not all our impressions have been favourable, we 
have seen much that is innovative and exciting, and are heartened to 
disco1,er what can be done. This is one of the most crucial areas ofpublic 
policy. As owner-occupation is extended, how society treats those who 
cannot afford to buy - and who have little electoral power when 60 or 
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70 per cent of the nation are home oxners - is an important 
touchstone. 

10.72 There has always been an inner city housing problem, even 
before the rise in unemployment, in recent years, added a new 
dimension. Thus policies based on general economic regeneration of the 
inner cities, though crucially important, will not in themselves 
necessarily correct their housing problems. 

10.73 The great importance of the public housing ideal was that it 
broke the link between poverty and living conditions. The poor did not 
have to live in poor housing. But this link is now being re-established At 
a time when the decline in private rented accommodation is putting 
greater pressure on the public sector from those people who cannot 
afford to buy, public housing has been selected to bear the brunt of  the 
public expenditure cuts. Net capital spending was cut by 41 per cent in 
volume terms between 1975/76 and 1979/80, and by 52 per cent in cash 
terms between 1979/80 and 1983/85.14 The result is that the number of 
new homes started in the public sector has dropped over the last decade 
from 173,000 in 1975 to 38,000 in 1984. At the same time there has been 
a shift in expenditure away from the metropolitan districts and London 
in favour of the shire districts. The inevitable result is long waiting lists 
for housing association and local authority homes. For those in poor 
accommodation this means at best a long wait in unacceptable 
conditions, at worst the news that there is no hope. 

10.74 The scale of the housing problem in UPAs is such that it cannot 
begin to be contained, let alone reversed, without a net increase in the 
housing programme financed by public expenditure. A new building 
repair and renovation programme would, as we suggest in Chapter 9, 
make economic sense. A programme of investment in building, repair 
and renovation would give useful work to some of the 250,000 
construction workers on the dole, at the same time as giving hope to 
many- in bad housing. If this is not done soon, it will be impossible to 
expand the industry quickly at a later date. Already almost the only 
building employers training apprentices are local authorities. The 
Controller of the Audit Commission warned recently that unless 
investment in training was significantly increased, traditional building 
skills would not be available for a major programme: 'We will be back 
where we started and someone in Whitehall will have a bright idea 
about something called system building.'15 

10.75 He also criticised the waste of local authority money on bed and 
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bre<~kfast accommod;ition. Thc Ch'utered Institute of Publlc Fln'ince 
and Accountancj \CIPF"$ has estimdted that the total net cosr to local 
authorlt~es 111 E n g l a ~ ~ J  and Wales in 19Y4 ofplaclng familles in bed and 
breakfast was ell o~ er L10 n11111011, a rlsc of50 per cent on the previous 

year - and that 1s merelj for the famllles for which authorities have 
accepted responslbilitv. The cost to the DHSS of keeping claimants In 
ordinary board and lodging accommodation was L380 million In 1984. 
Yet though ~t has been estimated that it would be cheaper to provide 
permanent rented accommodation, none of this money may be spent on 
Investment in construction. 

10.76 Numerous organisations, from the Audit Commission to the 
National Economic Development Council have condemned the 
inefficiency and waste of the use of construction as an economic 
regulator. The system of annual allocations makes strategic planning a 
nonsense; and because it is virtually impossible to control construction 
spending on a year to year basis there is seesawing between under- and 
over-spending. A three to five year planning period, with guaranteed 
budgets, is required for maximum efficiency. 

10.77 W e  can see no alternative 10, and recornn~etzd, an expanded 
housing programme of new building and improvcment to ensure a 
substantial supply of good quality rented accommodation available to 
all, including single people. 

10.78 W e  also recorninend that the 'priority categories' under the 
Housing (Homeless Persons) Act should be abandoned and the Act 
extended to cover all who are homeless. Homeless people should not be 
treated differently from any other applicants; all should have a choice of 
accommodation, which would have to be of a satisfactory physical 
standard. 

10.79 There should be a recognition that people require different 
types of accommodation at different stages of their lives, so the choice 
should include small hostels, shared flats, independent flats and bed 
sitting rooms, family housing and sheltered housing. Since the family of 
the future is likely to spend more time and do more work at home, 
because of increased leisure, early retirement or unemployment, space 
standards need to be reviewed. Public housing is particularly 
ungenerous in space for living areas; there is an implicit assumption that 
a11 the family members, with the exception of the wife and young 
children, will be out of the house all day. 

10.80 Each authority's stock should include a range of types of 
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accommodation. i n c l u d i ~ l ~  ~vell-staffed direct access emergency 
accommodatlon. Some dccommodhtion would be Lirnished. to meet the 
needs of those who require mobility. \To facilitate geographical 
mobility, e.g. for employment, there would have to be a small surplus 
dbove the level of need. Restrictions on movement between areas would 
have to be 11fted.j 

10.51 People should be able to choose \%hat form of houslng they 
wanted to occupy, and the degree of involvement In management. Not 
all the accommodation would belong to the local authorlty. Some would 
be bullt and managed by houslng associations, who have always 
speclallsed In small-scale ploneerlng work. Some u ould be managed by 
tenant co-operatives. Residents should be involved In the design process 
and consulted, seriously, over renovation. Houslng co-operatives 
should be encouraged. 

10.82 The emphasis should be on flexible, mixed communities. 
Tenants would have the right to buy their homes, which would be 
replaced elsewhere so that there remained a constant stock of attractive 
rented accommodation to provide mobility. Residents would be able to 
move between tenures; e.g. some might rent at first, become owner- 
occupiers, then move back into rented accommodation as old age 
approached, and they wished to be free of the responsibility for 
maintenance. Others might choose to remain tenants or members of  a 
co-operative. 

10.83 Housing should be tailored to the needs of the residents instead 
of  ice-versa. New building would be small-scale. Like housing 
associations, local authorities should be able to buy individual houses in 
a street. They should be able to build or buy large houses for large 
families. 

10.84 The lessons of the past will have to be acted on. Some system- 
built housing is capable of b a n g  renovated; but we have to recognise 
that there will be some estates whose design faults are so serious that 
they will never provide accommodation that people will choose to live 
in, whatever money is spent on them, and these will have to be 
demolished. 

10.85 Houslng management will have to become much more 
responsive. W e  nelcome the moves towards decentralisation of local 
authorlty services and reconznzenJ that this should be extended. All 
tenants should have access to a neighbourhood office, perhaps 
responsible to the local management committee, which would provrde 
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the base for all local authority services in the area. Management should 
be at a level which has power to get things done. Staffing should be 
permanent so that tenants know the people with whom they are dealing. 
High quality training would be essential. Maintenance and repair should 
be given a much higher priority (and funding) and should also be locally 
based so that ten-ants k~ould get to know those who were carrying out 
work in their homes. A caretaking service should be provided24 hours a 
day. Overall, the general ethos would no longer be 'this is good enough 
for someone like you - count yourself lucky to have it', but 'you are 
paying for a service, and have a right to expect it to be delivered to the 
best of our ability'. The element of choice, flexibility and control 
which characterizes ownership should be extended to rented housing. 

10.86 The proposals we have set out above add up to a major reform 
of our housing policies. Only in this way, we believe, will the 
powerlessness that is such a prominent feature of the UPAs be 
overcome. They add up to an extension of rights. The right to decent, 
secure housing would take its place beside the right to an adequate 
education, to appropriate health care, to food and clothing. 

10.87 Clearly, it is not going to be possible, even with adequate 
funding, to achieve all these objectives overnight. It will be necessary in 
the interim to give additional protection to ensure the health, safety and 
security of all tenants, ~articularly those in the private sector where the 
worst conditions obtain, until there is an adequate stock of secure rented 
accommodation available to them. 

Housiag Finance 
10.88 How would such a major reform of our housing be funded? W e  
want to stress that our first concern is for those in bad housing 
conditions. Public spending is about choices. If housing is recognised as 
a priority, money will be made available for it. 

10.89 Nevertheless, we recognise that unless total public spending is 
increased, the additional resources necessary for public housing must be 
achieved either by taking them from other expenditure programmes not 
linked to housing, or by redistribution of existing housing expenditure. 
A number of the submissions we have received have made references to 
the funding of housing, and the inequity of distribution between 
subsidies to owner-occupiers and to council tenants. While investment 
in public rented housing through local authorities and housing 
associations has been steadily cut back, the cost of assistance to owner- 
occupiers through mortgage tax relief, regarded by Inland Revenue as 
income foregone and thus not subject to public expenditure constraints, 
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has risen without limit. 

10.90 In 1985 b6 local authorltles will be permlrted to spend a total of 
Q.29 bill~oil on hoi-lring capital and current expenditure (excluding 
Houslng Benefit). This is cash-limited and therefore subject to restraint. 

It is also increasingl) dependent on asset sales: 43 per cent of gross 
spending is projected to be financed by the sale of councll houses, which 
reached a peak In 1982 and I S  now falllng o f i  By contrast the 1985 
Public Expenditure Whlte Paper estimates that mortgage tax rehef will 
cost L3.5 billlon for 19831'85, an Increase of27 per cent on the prevlous 
year.16 With higher interest rates, the total for 1985/86 is likely to be 
considerably hlgher. 

10.91 Furthermore, it should be noted that the present system of tax 
relief is an ineacient  method of encouraging owner-occupation, since 
it gives most help to those who need it least. Tax relief on the interest is 
available, regardless ofincome, to anyone who buys a house with a loan 
from a building society, local authority or bank, up to a ceiling of 
L30,000. The relief is calculated at the level at which tax is paid, so that 
the average buyer receives relief at the standard tax rate of30 per cent. 
If his income is such as to take him into a higher tax bracket he receives 
tax relief at that level up to a maximum of 60 per cent (for incomes of 
L42,000 or more). So those on high incomes, presumably adequately 
housed, receive more assistance than those who are struggling to buy 
their first home. Although tax relief certainly helps the first time buyer, 
by reducing costs in the early years, it is also available at the same (or 
higher) level to the existing householder who is 'trading up'. Despite the 
extension of owner-occupation to many further down the income scale, 
nearly two-thirds of those benefiting are earning over &10,000 a year, 
and about half are earning over L12,000. The average relief given for a 
mortgagor earning L9,000 a year is &430: to one earning L30,000 it is 
&1,290. 

10.92 Crucially, too, mortgage tax relief does not necessarily produce 
any addition to the housing stock. The Bank of England decided 
recectly to investigate the diversion of mortgage money into other 
forms of spending and discovered that in 1984 net new loans worth 
L16.57 billion were made for house purchase, but net private sector 
spending on housing was only L9.36 billion. L7.21 billion was 
withdrawn for consumer spending, a figure which the Bank believes to 
be an underestimate. Between 1982 and 1984 this money, borrowed to 
fund housing, has added the equivalent of 3.5 per cent to consumer 
spending. l' 
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1U.93 One of the Inany misconceptions about housing finance 1s that 
home-owners are seif-reliant. buying their houses with no resort to the 
btate, mhlle public sector tenants are the recipients of huge hand-outs. i t !  

f;ltt t / ~  r c  v e r ~ e  I \  the m e .  Because of the imbalance of subsidy, the cost to 
the community in lost tax re] enue of a house built or ,old in the private 
sector is no\+ greater than the long-term cost of providing a home to 
rent. Council house rents ha\ e risen by l50 per cent slnce 1979/'80, with 
the result that the majority of councils receive no Exchequer subsidy 
and an increasing number make a y r o f ~ t  on their houslng which is 
transferred to the general rate fund. council tenants, whose average 
Income is less than half thac of the average not only have to 
pay service charges to cover the saldrles of people like caretakers, 
cleaners, peoplo to maintain the llfts and the grounds, all of whom 
would be unnecessary if they llved in terraced houslng at street level; 
some also pay twice (in their rents as well as rates) for services such AS 

estate lighting and cleaning. 

10.94 The promotion of home ownership is a deliberate political 
decision, encouraged directly by central government subsidy and 
indirectly by withdrawal of subsidy- from local authority housing, and 
the pushing up of rents. The cost of choice for the majority is the 
absence of choice for the minority who will never afford to buy. As the 
Shaftesbury Project argues, 'the Right to Buy and growth of owner- 
occupation are effectively carried on the backs of poor people'. 

Relationship Between Fiscal and Income Maintenance Systems 
10.95 It is important to understand the facts about housing subsidy 
because housing problems are so greatly affected by decisions about 
income maintenance. As we noted in Chapter 9, much of the rise in 
welfare spending is a direct consequence of other government policies. 
The Review Teams set up by the Secretary of State for Health and Social 
Security ('the Fowler Reviews') were specifically instructed to disregard 
all tax benefits and allowances, including mortgage tax reliei. We  have 
commented in Chapter 9 on some of the Government's subsequent 
proposals. In relation to housing we would want to underline our belief 
that it is inequitable to disregard mortgage tax relief, which gives most 
help to those who need it least, while cutting Housing Benefit, which 
helps those on low incomes. Since no figures have as yet been published, 
it is impossible at the time of writing for us to say exactly how many 
people will lose; but it has been estimated that in order to cut Q00 
million, between 5 and7 million of the estimated 8.2 million households 
eligible for Housing Benefit (including 48 per cent of all pensioner4 
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111.96 The proposal that every clalnlanr. nhatexrer then Income, 
should pay 20 per cent oftheir rates In the name of'locdl accountabllrty' 
illustrates the ineclultles o f a  simplified ilat-rate system Houslng costs, 
lncludlng rates, have always varied considerably across the country, and 
Beverldge rejected the Idea of a flat rate allowance for housing costs 
because of  the hardshlp it would cause. Thls was endorsed by the 
Housing Benefit Review team, whose report IS the onl? one to be 
publ~shed. The? belleved that there was 'llttle evidence to suggest that 
low lncome households have any real control over therr housing costs' 
and concluded that 'for those on supplementary beneGt or equltalent 
net lncome it would be unreallstlc to suppose that even a small 
proportion of housing costs could be met at the expense of other 
personal requlremetlcs'. O n  the Revlew Team's own figures for regtonal 
uverqes ,  domestic rates nationally ~ a r y  betneen l 1 0 8  and L712.  A 
20 per cent ~ontrlbutlon, financed out of general benefit rates, will hlt 
partlcularl) hard at famllle, in high rate areas and at those with large 
families. 

10.97 W e  have seen the hardship caused to so many families in badly 
designed or insulated housing (over which they have no control) who 
have to pay for fuel out of their standard benefit. People often have to 
choose between food and heat. A National Consumer Council survey 
found that one in three of all local authority tenants complained of damp 
or condensation. Fuel has been used as a mechanism for raising 
revenue19; it is expected that the same will happen with water rates. 
Since claimants are now to pay their water rates out of their benefit they 
will not be protected against above-average increases. 

10.98 W e  concluded in Chapter 9 that there is a need for a major 
independent examination of fiscal policy and income maintenance. 
Having looked at the acute housing problems of our cities we recommend 
that there should be a similar examination of the whole system of 
housing finance, including mortgage tax relie6 to give most help to 
those most in need. It is unjust to tell those in bad housing that we cannot 
afford to do anything for them, that there is no money available to 
provide them with a home, and at the same time give subsidies to those 
on the highest income. 

The Church's Response 
10.99 'The Church of England has had a lengthy history of 
involvement with housing. Initially concerned with poviding temporary 
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shclter for the homeless, it mo\-ed to being both a provlder of homes ibr 
the poorcr sectlons of society and an agltator for reform 111 the 
conditions in whlch the poor were housed.'20 

10.100 The Church of England's tradition of providing housing for 
the poor dates back to the medieval almshouses. W e  have looked at the 
Church's role in housing associations, many of which originated from 
the initiative of local councils of churches. Some of the signs of hope 
that we have seen are found in the innovative projects of these 
organisations. A recent initiative is the London Churches Resettlement 
Agency, launched in 1984 jointly by the Bishop of London and Cardinal 
Hume, to help release the human resources of Local congregations who 
want to provide small-scale housing at a local level for homeless 
people. 

10.101 The Church has been less visible in recent years as 'an agitator 
for reform'. In the past it has spoken out unequivocally on behalf ofthe 
housing needs of the poor. In the early 1930s Bishop Garbett of 
Southwark told the Convocation of Canterbury that the overcrowded 
conditions ofthree and a half million people in England and Wales were 
'a practical denial of  the belief in the Fatherhood of God'. In 1933 the 
Archbishops issued a call to all mernbers of the Church of England to 
join a campaign for the provision of decent housing for everyone. in 
connection with which Bishop Garbett issued a five-point plan for 
action, The  Challetzge of'the Slums, addressed both to Christians and the 
Government. 

10.102 It took 50 years for there to be another Synod debate on 
housing, which resultkd in the referral by the General Synod of the 1982 
report on Housing and Hornelesst~ess to the dioceses. Most appear not to 
have given it major consideration. 

10.103 The Church of England through nts representation In the 
House of Lords, certalilly plays a part in discussion of housing 
legislation. Durlng the passzge of the 1980 Houslng Act, for example, 
the then Bishop of London played an important role in tabling clauses 
which attempted to seek protection for slngle homeless people. The 
current Bishop of South\+ ark is following In his predecessor's footsteps, 
devoting his malden speech In the House of Lords to housing and 
speaklng frequently durlng hous~ng debates. But too often debates in 
the Lords go unreported and the blshops' voice is unheard outside the 
Upper Chamber. 

10.103 At the present time housing is not an issue of general public 
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concern. Well-housed people's perceptions of the housing problem 
vary tremendously according to where they Iive. As \VC have seen, the 
majority of the well-housed live in the outer suburbs. well away from 
and often Ignorant of the co~lditions of the inner areas. Many church 
members share in this ignorance. 

10.105 At local as \$ell as at national level there is a need for 
information and education, both to raise awareness of the housing 
situation and to combat the stereotyping attitudes towards those most in 
need. 

10.106 The Church has a responsibility to inform, to speak out to its 
members. In 1980, for example, the Bishop of London and the Roman 
Catholic Archbishop of Westminster issued a joint pastoral .letter on 
homelessness in London \vhich was read out in all the churches in their 
respective dioceses. 

10.107 We have argued earlier that there is a need for a redistribution 
of housing resources, includillg mortgage tax relief: Successive 
governments have shied away from tackling this issue for fear of 
electoral unpopularity. Given the socio-economic composition of 
Church of England membership it is likely that a large number of its 
members are receiving this assistance. 

10.108 The evidence we received from the Diocese of Coventry was 
typical of many diocesan responses in calling on the Church to witness 
to sacrificial sharing: 'The themes of Sharing, Collaboration and 
Partnership have kept recurring in this risume. This should be no 
surprise to the Church which has the Holy Communion as its central act 
ofworship. W e  share in the Body and Blood of Christ as we remember, 
give thanks and are given new liif by Christ's self-giving love on the 
cross. But it is the whole Church that is the Body of Christ - the rich and 
the poor, the strong and the weak. Divided - we may all perish. In 
partnership - we shall grow in grace'. 

10.109 If we truly belleve that we are all members of one Body, then 
we have a responsibility to show that u7e are prepared to share our 
personal wealth. W e  echo the challenge made to its members by the 
Department for Social Responsibil~ty of the Roman Catholic Bishops' 
Conference in their recent statement, Hou~~t1g  (S (Z moral Issue: 'People are 
generous enough ~vhen  they perceive the extent and depth of an 
emergent). The generosity, in this case, will consist not of a one-off 
gift, but s resolution to face up to a continuing moral demand. Those of 
us who have, must be prepared for polic~es which require sacrifices for 
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thosc ~ v h o  have not. I t  is the manlfestatlon of such xvlllingness nhich 
16111 perbuade and eInpox\ er a go1ernnlent to release and divert 
necessary resources . 

111.11(3 I n  additlon to the challenge to personal responslbillty, the 
Church of England has J. duty to examine the impact of lts corporate 
actlons. In Chapter 7 we looked at the ~ssues hced  by the Church IE the 
stev,ardshlp of 1ts o \ ~ n  propert)-, In particular, the likely impact on its 
witness when local people see a redundant church replaced by luxury 
flats. But the Church's mtness can also be affected by the consequences 
ofthe Church Commissioners' hold~ng ofresldentlal property as part of 
their investment portfolio. 

10.1 11 The Church Comm~ssioners control some 4.300 dwellings in 
London, the majority on three main estates: the luxury, high-rental, 
Hyde Park Estate, the Maida Vale Estate, and the low-rental Octavia 
Hill Estates in Walworth and Lambeth. 

10.112 W e  have received evidence which suggests that the Commis- 
sioners' holdings in some areas of  London, especially the Hyde Park 
Estate, are so large that they have a significant impact on rents and 
property prices in the area. 

10.113 The Maida Vale Estate is currently mzking headlines. The 
Commissioners, having offered the properties for sale to sitting tenants, 
are now inviting offers for multi-occupied tenanted blocks from 
housing associations and property investors. 

10.111 One  of  us has visitej the Octavia Hill Estates. They provide 
low-rent housing, responsibly managed. The sense of community 
among the tenants was encouraging. The Octavia Hill Estates offer a 
good combination of social benefit and financial return. They make a 
profit because they have been held for so long that all historic debt has 
been repaid. The needs of the tenant and those of  the landlord happen to 
coincide. But this may not always be the case. 

10.115 For the Church Commissioners a dilemma can arise between 
their need to sustain a high financial return on their investments in order 
to provide adequate clergy pensions and to contribute in other ways 
(e.g. through stipends) to the ministry of the Church on the one hand, 
and the need for responsible stewardship of  resources in the light of the 
social needs of the area concerned on the other. At a time when values 
are such that sales will produce a consistently higher return than the 
rental income avaiIabIe on the same property, there may be particular 



pressures on the Con~missioners to sell to cornmerc~al buyers. This may 
well encourage the l o c ~ l  community to conclude t h ~ t  the Church does 
not seem to care about housing and the needs of local people. The 
process of 'gcnti-lficatlon' In parts of London suggests that thls Issue, 
which is currently of relevance in hlaida Vale. indy occur elsewhere 
too. 

10.116 The Church Commissioners accept that, for the reasons ~ v e  
outlined in discussing the private rented sector? there is no profit to be 
made by increasing their holdings of rented housing. Given the 
potential conflict between financial return and social responsibility in so 
sensitive a matter as inner city housing, we believe that Church 
involvement in housing should be developed in the future through non- 
profit-making housing associations, such as Church Housing, rather 
than as part of an investment portfolio. 

Conclusion 
10.117 W e  have examined the structure of housing in the urban 
priority areas, looking particularly at how it meets the needs of  the 
poorer members of our society, and have found it totally inadequate. It 
is clear to us that the present housing situation of  the UPAs is quite 
unacceptable. There are many different visions of what our housing 
policy should be as well as disagreements about the particular strategies 
that should be pursued. What is beyond dispute we believe is that a 
continuing emphasis upon home ownership alone will not solve the 
housing problems of the UPAs. 

10.118 Housing is an expensive commodity without some form of 
subsidy or financial help most people cannot afford a decent home. Lack 
of  investment in rented housing hits hardest at the poor, who have no 
other option. If all are to enjoy decent, secure housing, if everyone is to 
have somewhere to live that they can truly regard as a home, then 
subsidies will have to be restructured. Housing in the UPAs is 
characterised by great inequality, with the poor suffering dispropor- 
tionately both from substandard housing and from low income. It is this 
interaction of housing conditions and income that must be faced - and 
quickly. 

10.119 The Report of the Enquiry into British Housing, chaired by 
the Duke of Edinburgh, was published too late for us to be able to 
consider its findings in detail. Yet it it clear that its analysis of  the 
physical state of the stock, the need for an expanded rented sector, and 
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the inequity oihouslng $ubs~d~es ,  partlcularly mortgage tax reliei, is the 
same 2s our onn .  KTe \?;clcome its stress on an integrated framework for 
housing po l i c~ ,  and its 111sistence that housing lssues must be considered 
111 a much longer perspective than the life of an! government. It hds 
pro! 1c1cd a much-needed st~rnulus for debate. 

ZO.12il W e  need is begin to rethink housing policy - and we should 
begin with people rather than political dogma, with the problems and 
hopes of the people who l i ~  in UPAS rather than an ideology of the 
right, or the left, or compromise. The Church's colnlnitment to the 
values of  the Kingdom is a vision that is rooted in justice for those who 
suffer; and it is precisely because we have seen so much suffering in the 
UPAs that we believe that the Church must state Grmly and clearly that 
the present situation is unacceptable. The poor have a right to a home, 
which does not depend on their ability to pay. This must be the starting 
point. Only  when this fact is acknowledged can the nation begin to act. 
And there is no time to lose. Building programmes take time to plan, so 
it would be some years before an increased investment programme 
would take effect. The situation we face is urgent. 

10.121 The Church at national and at local level has a part to play in 
this process. As Housitzg atzd Homelessness reminds us: 'A  Church which 
has as part of its liturgy of  initiation a prayer which asks "Grant that 
their homes may reflect the joy of your eternal kingdom" cannot but be 
concerned that many people in Britain live in conditions which 
predispose them towards social disadvantage and which offer little 
chance o f  creating an environment in which human life can flourish'. 
Church members throughout the country have a responsibility to their 
brothers and sisters to ensure that each of them can enjoy a decent 
home. 

10.122 The time has come for decent secure housing to be accepted as 
a fundamental right for all. W e  have set out the directions in which we 
believe public policy must develop for this objective to be achieved, and 
have made the following specific recommendations: 

Main Recommendations 
1. Ethnic records should be kept and monitored by public housing 
authorities, as a step towards eliminating direct and indirect discrimi- 
nation in housing allocations (paragraph 10.37). 
2. An expanded publlc housing programme of ne-Ev building and 
improvement IS needed, partlcularly in the UPAs, to ensure a substant~al 
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supply of good quality rented accommodation for all who need it, 
includlng single people. Each local authority's housing stock should 
include a range of types of accommodation, includlng direct access to 
emergency accommodation (paragraph 10.77). 
3. The Housing (Homeless Persons) Act should be extended to cover 
all who are homeless. Homeless people should be offered a choice of 
accommodation (pragraph 10.78). 
4. There should be further moves towards the decentralisation oflocal 
authority housing servlces tparagraph 10.85). 

5. A major examination of the whole system of housing finance, 
including mortgage tax relief, is needed. I t  should have the objective of 
providing most help to those most in need (paragraph 10.98). 
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Chapter 11 

HEALTH 

'S tress  has replaced disease as tile yrobien~ id' the 'lay' (GP in 
Birmingham) 

11 . l  None of us is a member of the medical profession, and we have 
not had the opportunity to undertake a full-scale study of health care in 
the UPAs. However, during our visits to urban priority areas we were 
able to meet a number of people involved in community health work; 
some of us also met representatives of the British Medical Association 
concerned with general practice, and of the Royal College of General 
Practitioners. These discussions, along with the evidence taken from 
recent studies on health in urban areas (especially the Report of the 
DHSS Working Group on Inequalities in Health),' form the basis of this 
short Chapter of  our Report. The fundamental conclusion reached from 
these sources - and from our own limited observations - is all too 
depressingly clear and simple: the people who live in urban priority 
areas are less healthy and less well provided for than people who live in 
other more prosperous areas. 

11.2 Some of the evidence is indirect, in that data refer to social 
classes rather than to geographical districts. However class differences 
are a useful indicator of the circumstances of UPA populations which 
contain disproportionate numbers of people who are unskilled (and thus 
more likely to be in hazardous occupations) or unemployed, mentally or 
physically handicapped, or elderly. 

Mortality and Morbidity in Urban Priority Areas 
11.3 W e  noted in Chapter 1 that standardized mortality (or  deathj 
rates show marked inequalities between the GPAs and 'comfortable 
Britain'. Social class differences in mortality are most marked in infancy 
and childhood. DHSS iigures published in 1980 show that at birth and 
during the first month of life, the risk of death in Social Class V is 
double that in Class I. The mortality rate of infants (1-5) in Social Class 
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V 1s five times that of Class I; and in chlidren (1-14 years) it is tw. 'ice as 
great.' 

11 4 Mortality rates are the most common1~-used measure of the 111- 
hedlth of the community - d reilection o f a  heavily treatment-orlented 
health service. Ho~vever, with incredslng emphasis on quality, rather 
than length, of life, morb~dit! (or illness) statistics are becom~ng more 
uridely abailable. Increasing importance is being attached to the 
prevention of illness and the promotion ofgood health jdefincd by the 
World Health Organisation as 'not slmply the absence oTdisease, but a 
state of complete physical, mental and soclal well-being'). 

11.5 General Household Survey data reveal marked differences 
between social classes for self-reported illness among adults. In addition 
to the class differences, there are geographical ones which appear to be 
linked to atmospheric pollution, and other industrial and environmental 
risks. Class differences, tbr accidents among children reflect the heavy 
commuter or lorry traffic, and lack of protected playing space as well as 
large families, overcrowding, poverty, a high proportion of mothers 
working, and the use of unregistered child-minders - all characteristic 
of inner city areas. 

11.6 The effects of high rates of unemployment on health are also 
becoming recognised. Speaking in October 1984, Kenneth Clarke MP, 
the then Minister of State for Health, said 'I've never been under any 
doubts that our present grave problems of unemployment in this 
country do indeed add to the health problems of the nation as well, and 
of course they pose particular problems for people recovering from 
mental illness and those who work for mentally ill people - 
professionals, volunteers, friends and relations'. The General House- 
hold Survey in 1976 reported that long-standing illness was 40 per cent 
higher among unemployed men compared with those who were 
employed, and that long-standing illnesses causing limitation to normal 
life were 80 per cent higher. Over a longer period, research published in 
1974-75 reported a rise in perinatal mortality in Aberdeen during 1968- 
72, and found an association with low birth weight; the mothers 
surveyed had had similarly low birth weights, and ;heir mothers had 
almost all been born during the worst years of the depression (1928-32). 
So health effects of the current period of high unemployment may 
continue to emerge over several decades. 

11.7 Studies which have alloured for ill-health prior to unem- 
ployment, for social class, and [or area of residence, show poorer health 



anlong the l i j~y- trr t l l  irt~et~rpl~~yrid than among the rest of the population. 
Research carrled out In Shefi?eld3 shows people unemployed for ocer 
three months to have double to four times the chance of mlnor 
p ~ ~ c h i a t r l c  disorder. Stlll more serious, there IS also a clear assoclatlon 
between unemployment and sulclde and attempted sulclde. The 
Unemployment and Health Study Group belleves that there 1s sufficient 
evldence that unemployment does in fact damage health." 

11.5 Overall. the relationship between social deprivation and health 
is seen in higher rates of death, illness, admission to psychiatric 
hospitals, suicides, and accidents, in the UPAs than in the rest of the 
country.' 

Health Needs and the Health Service 
11.9 At the time of the reorganisation of the  Health Service in 1974 it 
was apparent that resources were not well matched to health needs. 
Medical resources tended to be most concentrated in the relatively 
prosperous south and south-east of England. The DHSS Resource 
Allocation Working Party put forward, in response, the 'RAWP' 
formula which. with modifications, is still in use. RAWP endeavoured 
to match health care needs (rather than the demands of the vocal middle 
classes) with resources. 

11.10 It was expected when RAWP was put into effect that it would 
lead to the greatest growth occurring in the formerly under-provided 
areas. However, since the late 1970s resources available to the Health 
Service overall have not kept pace with increasing needs resulting from 
factors such as the greater numbers of old people, and the increasingly 
expensive methods of treatment now available. The result has been that 
the heaviest cuts In spending on health are being concentrated in the 
areas which are losing resources under the RAWP formula, 

11.1 1 These areas include many UPAs. In the opinion of those who 
submitted evidence to us, the RAWP formula does not give sufficient 
weight to multiple deprivation. In Inner London, for example, this is 
particularly acute because the deprived areas are located within a 
generally prosperous region, and because of the resource demands of 
the major teaching hospitals, which serve the wider, more prosperous 
region as well as the local people. Evidence from Tower Hamlets 
illustrates the competition for resources between the London Hos itals' 
regional specialities, and the services for the local community. F 
11.12 Another problem in the allocation of resources is the high 
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propolt~on of fan~lly doctors who are elderly and m ho are worklng 111 

single-handed practices In ~nner -c~ t )  areas.' These practices may be 
open for a 111nited time e ~ c h  week, often mithout any appoint~nent 
bystem. The). have rcstlicted llsrs and a high ratlo of heaith cornplants 
per person. Many UPX res~dents s a ~ d  to u~ that they have d ~ f G c u l t ~  
In gettlng on to a doctor's llst, and ulthout a telephone and wlth poor 
publlc transport facllltles ~t can be difficult contacting doctors. There 
are also many problems surrounding the use of agency 'cover' servlces 
for GPs. 

11.13 The Community Nursing Service also has serious staffing 
problems. Although the number of funded established posts in the inner 
urban areas is often higher than in other parts of the country. the nurses 
tend to be younger, recently-qualified, less likely to be married, and less 
likely to work part-time. All these characteristics tend to be associated 
with high rates of mobility. Nearly twice as many Inner London 
Community Nurses, for example, leave their posts annually compared 
with those in the Home Counties. Difficult living and working 
conditions mean that health authorities have severe recruitment 
problems and are obliged to offer an unusually high proportion of 
traineeships to attract staff. At the same time, with many General 
Practitioners working single-handed and unwilling or unable to do 
much preventive work, responsibility for the immunisation, screening, 
and surveillance of young children in the highly vulnerable population 
of Inner London falls to health visitors. Here again, there is an especially 
high turnover of staff in Inner London. Some districts have to replace 
over half their health visitors in the course of each year.8 

11.14 Members of the Commission, when visiting Liverpool, talked 
with a group of Community Nurses who met together regularly to 
discuss how best they might approach the problems of their area. They 
had been involved in a project to reduce infant mortality; and they had 
also discussed the question of the induction of new nurses who came to 
work with them, and who needed help in understanding the local 
situation and coping with specific problems such as the different 
cultures and languages present. We  were impressed with the high 
standard of the work they were doing, despite shortages of resources, 
unfilled posts, and new and inexperienced staff. 

The Use of Services 
11.15 Inequalities in the use of health services are well documented. 
Althdugh adult consulting rates are rather similar across the social 



ciabses, molt'iliti and morbid it^ are I as \VC' h,i\.e noted; higher In Social 
C l ~ s s  V, so consulting rateh are loiv 111 relarion to need. Children from 
Soclal Class I ~ c t u a l l ~  go to the doctor more often than children of 
unskilled mdnual ~iorker5,  in spire of the higher lncldellce of pool 
h e ~ l t h  axllong Class V children. hnte-nC~tal and chlld welfare illl~lcs are 
less used by \\omen and infants in Class V, among n h o m  nl~terna l  and 
infant mortality are hlghest. Poor attendance at clinlcs tends to be linked 
~v i th  soclal deprivation. Transport dlgt<culties and lack of creche 
tBcilities deter low-income families. 

11.16 In these circumstances it is vital that services are developed 
which increase the accessibility of  health services to the people of the 
area. Community-based health initiatives have a particularly important 
role in this task. In this connection we should mention the Riverside 
Child Health Project which some of us visited in Newcastle. This was 
established in 1979 through the initiative of the Department of Child 
Health in the University of  Newcastle in partnership with the 
Nen-castle Health Authority. The project is staffed by 'a multi- 
disciplinary team carrying out medical, health visiting and community 
work in the context of preventative child health services in an inner city 
area'. It provides basic medical facilities, advice and education in a 
deprived area where child health needs are unusually high and child 
health services unusually stretched. The project combines health 
professionals and community workers as equal partners under one roof, 
a pattern of interdisciplinary co-operation in child health which the 
Court Report describes as 'fundamental to good practice'. W e  were 
impressed by its work  and applaud the local authority for bringing the 
medical side into its main line expenditure and for making funds 
available for the community side until at least 1987. W e  believe that this 
is an example that could well be followed elsekvhere. 

11.17 The multi-ethnic character of  many of our inner urban areas 
adds a further dimension to the question of the adequacy and use of  
health provision. Minority ethnic families, for example, make relatively 
little use of  ante-natal or child welfare arrangements. Many women are 
ignorant of  the existence of services. or  even their right to free health 
care. Their religion may forbid them to be examined by a male doctor. 
In the case of  some communities, even the fear of encountering 
unknown males may be sufficient to keep them away. 

l 1. l 8  Language is a strong barrier to use of services. In some districts a 
significant proportion of the population cannot speak English, or read 
either English or their own spoken language. Eighty per cent of Asian 
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out-patients at the D~iJ l ey  Road Hospital in Birmingham cannot lead 
\including their own l ' t n g ~ i d ~ e j . ~  In Tower Hamlets Aftj per cent of 
births are in the Bengdli community Forty per cent of the Hedlth 
Visitors' cdseload is Bengal1 families. Yet there are only four full-time 
interpreters In the Comnlunity Health S e r ~  ice and two in the hospital 
serving a community of up to 3ir,O(JO people. In several cities we heard 
06 Asian m omen 1% ith sex ere gynaecological problems: even when a 
health visitor called. communication was only possible through the 
interpreting of a young child, often kept off school for the purpose. W e  
believe that appropriate health care for the inlnority ethnic population 
requires much greater resources both of interpreters and of ethnic 
minority health workers who can gain the trust of the community and 
explain the services available, how they work and in some cases w~hy 
they are necessary. 

Health and the Environment 
11.19 But if progress is to be made in the larger work of promoting 
healthy living in urban priority areas much more attention will have to 
be paid to the underlying social, economic, housing, environmental and 
emotional factors which contribute to ill health. Health care is much 
more than the treatment of ill-health. Underlying the problem of disease 
is the more fundamental problem of unease which has its roots in factors 
such as anxiety, low personal esteem, broken relationships, and the 
stress of poverty, deprivation, unemployment and bad housing. It is easy 
in circumstances such as these for hard-pressed medical staff to try to 
ameliorate these difficulties by prescribing - particularly tranquillizers 
- to deal with the symptoms rather than by addressing the causes. 
Patients too may take refuge in addictive drugs. I11 the past doctors came 
to see that the provision of clean water and good sanitary conditions 
would be a major step forward in tackling disease in areas of gross 
deprivation. Similarly today to respond effectively to disease and unease 
will involve tackling their root causes. 

11.20 We suggest this must include: 

(a) a sustained and concerted attack on poverty, unemployment and 
poor housing and environmental conditions as basic to impro-ving the 
health of urban priority areas; 

:b; new initiatives In communicating with groups for whom 
traditional methods of health education have not been very 
successful. A deliberate move to 'health promotion' IS needed which 
would iilclude all Government departments considering the health 



implications of their policies, and h r the r  f i~cal  and other action 
dcsigned to proinote healthy diet and to reduce the attraction of 
unhealthy habits (such as depetldcnce on tobacco and alcohol); 

4 the development of neighbourhood projects In nhich different 
groups of people can find b e n e h  fioin support groups designed to 
meet their particular needs. Handicapped people, the single elderly, 
single parents, mothers with small children, ex-psychiatric patients 
and ex-offenders are among a range of groups \.irhose capaclty to li%e 
with dignity and hope In urban priority areas v,.ouid be enhanced and 
developed by the support of such networks. 

11.21 The Church needs to promote a broader urlderstanding of the 
rneailing of he~ l th .  This must be concerned with more than the absence 
of disease. It must concern the slgnif;cance of the Biblical concept 
of 'Shalom' and wholeness: for the care we take for the quality as 
well as the length of people's lives. T h ~ s  is espccially significant for 
vulnerable groups. The help and encouragement glven by the Churches 
to neighbourhood projects which would benefit the health of such 
groups would be the immediate practical ou&~rorking of such 
theological concerns. 
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Chapter 12 

SOCIAL CARE A N D  COMMUNITY WORK 

'The chiej-characteristic . . . is constant change, movement, instability of 
population structure, total impermanence'. (Diocese of Birmingham) 

Social Care 

12.1 Poverty, unemployment, poor housing and social stress in the 
urban priority areas put severe pressures on families, and can trigger 
family crises and breakdown. The multiple deprivation of such areas 
makes it particularly difficult for elderly and handicapped people to 
maintain their independence. Young children may suffer from stressed 
family life, and from poor environmental conditions. These and other 
groups in the UPAs need the support and help of skilled services. In 
urban priority areas there are heavy burdens on those who offer care: 
individual carers, the voluntary organisations and, especially, the 
personal social services. 

12.2 A common factor underlying this situation in many UPAs is the 
lack of traditionalfamily support systems in neighbourhoods which have 
high numbers of single-person households and single-parent families. 
The tradition dies hard (and perhaps hardest of all in the Church) that all 
people gain their support through a normal family system. In many 
UPAs, for a variety of reasons, this is not uniformly so. For example, the 
UPAs contain many isolated elderly people who have been left behind 
by families who have moved to the suburbs or country, and young 
people who have come to the inner city to find work, or excitement, and 
who may be living in squats or communes. Evidence fiom the Diocese 
of Birmingham quotes a description of one such area: 'The chief 
characteristic . . . is constant change, movement, ~nstability of 
population structure, total impermanence'. Against [his background, 
many highly dependent elderly people, those suffering from physical 
and mental handicap, and single and other disadvantaged parents, will 
be seeking to cope with their problems without a traditional family 
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support system, often in poor housing, with an unattractive and 
perhaps frightening environment. 

12.3 The evidence we received from Age Concern spoke of 'the 
particular complexities generated by increasing political conflict, the 
breakdown of traditional employment and living patterns, and the 
lurking tensions between different races and cultures' which charac- 
terise the special needs of elderly people living in urban areas. This must 
be seen against the background of an emerging national age pattern 
which does nothing to encourage the belief that more support for the 
very elderly can easily come from their own immediate families. 
'Trends in age structure indicate that, amongst the retired there is likely 
to be a small decllne in total numbers, but a very marked increase of 
over half a million, or about 20 per cent, in those aged 75 and over, 
particularly elderly women . . . One of the problems for those now 
entering the 75 and over age group is that the family network which may 
in the past have helped to support them, is changing. Not only will there 
be fewer, both absolutely and relatively, of the young elderly, but the 
children of the very old will have been born during the inter-war years 
when birthrates were low, and families were small'.' 

12.4 Particular needs exist among the increasing numbers of elderly 
members of minority ethnic groups. Social services departments in 
particular need to have a positive commitment to understanding the 
specific social services needs of people from these groups. Members of 
such groups have rightly drawn attention to the potentlally damaging 
effect which inappropriate and insensitive attempts to help may have on 
families whose cultural norms are different. 

12.5 Yet a further vulnerable group in need of the support of good 
services in these circumstances is chiidren uriderfive years i7fage. Poor and 
inappropriate housing, unhealthy surroundings and lack of play space 
in UPAs make life for young children less than satisfactory and 
sometimes hazardous. In urban priority areas they will more often than 
in other areas be the children of single parents, and may lack stimulation 
and amenities. They are likely to reach primary school at the age of 
five already considerably disadvantaged in comparison with their 
contemporaries. To say this is not to state anything which is not already- 
widely recognised. Over the years document after document2 has 
drawn attention to the needs of these children and the enormous 
benefits to be gained by early experience of creative involvement in a 
stimulating social group. Not only do adequate resources need to be 
devoted to this particularly vulnerable section of the population, but 
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there is also a clear need for all agencies 111 the CPAs - and especially 
those concerned mlth health. education, and social services - to together 
offer a varlet? of forms of p r o ~ ~ s l o n  to ensure satisfactory physlcal care 
and educational opportunity for all under-fives. 

12.6 Many voluntary organlsatlons have contributed very con- 
,truct~vel?- to meetlng the needs of parents wlth young children. W e  
have seen examples of famil) centres. such as those run bv the 
Children's Soclety. which actlvely Involve parents and res~dcnts of the 
local neighbourhood In their planning and runnlng. W e  believe this to 
be a most Important contrlbutlon. 

12.7 Notwithstanding the work of voluntary bodies (many of them 
Christian-based) in responding to social needs in the UPAs, there 
remain particular burdens on. and high expectations of, the statutory 
providers of personal social services. 

Social Services Departments 
12.8 In 1971, following publication of the Seebohm report3 unified 
social services departments were created, bringing together the 
scattcred provision formerly within health, welfare and children's 
departments. Social services became one of the largest departments of  
local authorities, with influential committees and therefore political 
power. The public were offered a simplified organisation. Expectations 
of services for disadvantaged people were heightened. 

12.9 During the 1970s the determination of pressure groups and the 
sympathetic support of all political parties resulted in further legislation 
representing high ambitions. Governments of different political 
persuasions anticipated continuous growth in provision at a rate of  up to 
10 per cent a year. Local authorities were required to prepare detailed 
plans with this level of growth in mind, and there was considerable 
development and change both in statutory services and in voluntary 
organisations. This has meant that we have entered the present decade, a 
period of severe economic restraint, with a legacy of very high 
expectations and wider public concern for handicapped people, and 
certain categories of disadvantaged people, than ever before. 

12.10 It is important to understand the pressures in these circumstances 
on those seeking to offer professional services. Although social work 
training was reorganised in the 1970s in an attempt to provide the 
professional personnel needed, social workers have felt increasingly 
overwhelmed by the responsibilities placed upon them, and the extent 
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to uhlch they are expected to remedy problems created by soclal 
condrtions over bvhich they have very litrle influence. -4 lack of 
resources 1s leading to many agencies being unable to offer an adequate 
servlce - or even to meet present statutory obligations. Cuts In 
resources are leadlng to anger and depression as departments and 
workers see precious servlces, such as domlcillary care, reduced or even 
wlthdralt-n altogether. 

12.1 1 O n  top of this, a lack of a clear sense of direction about policy 
can lead to politicians and senior management constantly trying to 
reshape the service at the expense of the morale of those \I-ho work in it. 
Some of the most difficult tasks in supporting children and adults in 
distress fall onto the shoulders of social workers who need considerable 
skill, judgement and support in carrying them out. W e  believe that high 
levels of dedication, competence, and commitment are not lacking 
among those who work for social services in UPAs, but these human 
resources cannot continue to be taken for granted if workers are 
deprived of personal, political and public support. 

12.12 The need for the proper resourcing of the social services is 
especially illustrated in the policy of trying to offer 'care in the 
community' to groups of people such as the mentally ill or handicapped. 
who might otherwise remain in residential institutions and hospitals. 
Without adequate provision of good social service support (in 
collaboration with health and housing authorities) such a policy, far 
from enhancing people's dignity and independence, will leave 
vulnerable groups without adequate help. In the absence of proper 
professional support, the extra burdens on women who usuaily have to 
care for elderly, handicapped, or sick relatives, will be too heavy for 
many to bear. 

12.13 At the time of writing, a Green Paper is expected to be 
published to promote debate on a strategic and enabling role for social 
services departments in relation to informal carers, voluntary organi- 
sations, and the private provision of welfare services. Although we are 
unable to anticipate the content of this discussion document, we believe 
that it is essential that this strategic approach should take account of the 
following points: 

(i) reliance on networks ofinfornlal curers: for the reasons we have given 
above, supported by evidence from  diocese^,^ the natural supporting 
networks are likely to be less common in urban priority areas. The 
level of government support to local servlces must recognise this. 
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5 11) ~ ~ o l l ~ t ~ t o r y  orgatl~~atr~tz.' 
{a, \v111 need to be adequate];, funded ipart of the new deal me 
recommend In Chapter 8) ifthey are to provide an Increasing share of 
main line provlslon of services: 

\b) should not be used for 'main line' xvork to such an extent that 
t h e ~ r  pioneering, Innovative value is lost. 

jiii) private care: the vastly expanded use of residential care 
funded from Social Security provision has already highlighted: 

(a) the difficulty of ensuring that public funds directed to private 
care are used to help the most disadvantaged people; 

(b) the uneven distribution of the right kind of private facilities 
which are likely to be less readily available in poorer urban areas; 

(c) the need for monitoring and enforcement of standards of care. 

jiv) statutory services: in addition to the 'strategic and enabling 
role', there will still be a considerable need for social services to 
undertake statutory responsibilities, and to provide care, protection, 
and control for those groups of people for whom informal care is 
not appropriate. 

Voluntary Bodies 
12.14 The Seebohm report emphasised the importance of social 
service departments 'giving support, both financial and professional, to 
vigorous, outward-looking voluntary organisations which can demon- 
strate good standards of service, provide opportunities for appropriate 
training for their workers, both professional and voluntary, and show a 
flair for innovation'. 

12.15 That the nature of urban life puts particular strains on people 
with disadvantages and disabilities has been recognized in changes of  
policy by a number of national voluntary organisations, who have 
shifted resources specifically to these areas of high need. W e  have 
received evidence of such shifts in resources from Barnardo's, the 
National Children's Home, and from the Church of England children's 
Society. For example, the Children's Society has, among its 100 
projects, 27 Community and Family Centre projects in areas suffering 
from urban decay. Many of these projects have arisen in the past five 
years as the Society has become increasingly aware of the need to locate 
itself in areas of high need and to identify- itself with those who suffer 
the effects of bad housing, unemployment, and poor local facilities. This 
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relocation has had a profound effect on the Society's work. They told us 
that they had 'realised the strength of working in partnership with 
oppressed people rather than just pro~~idlng welfare services. Thls 
evperlence is also affecting our work u l th  offenders, 1 oung people in 
residential care and people with handicaps.' 
12.16 It is clear from the evidence we have received that voluntary 
and secular bodies still look to the Church: 

(i) to influence attitudes ('promoting a more caring climate of 
public opinion towards the problems of the disadvantaged'j5 

jii) to influence local policy ('Churches are concerned about the 
whole person and all age groups and are therefore in a strong position 
to give a lead in treating people's needs in the r ~ u n d ' ) ~  

jiii) to help to provide direct services ('In some neighbourhoods the 
resources of the Church - paid worker, premises and equipment -are 
the only ones based locally, and therefore are invaluable to those 
wishing to organise care schemes')' 

The evidence from the British Association of Social Workers also 
emphasised the particular opportunities which the Church has of  
offering support of a preventive kind to families with whom the Church 
provides an acceptable contact. Examples include advising elderly and 
handicapped people of their entitlement to soclal security benefits, 
providing relief care in order to allow carers some respite from the 
strain of constant caring, and using contact with families through the 
christening of babies to ensure that families, and particularly single 
parents, have not become isolated through the care of small children. 

The Church's Social Work 
12.17 The Church of England has a long history of contribution to 
social work. Much of the present work undertaken in a number of 
dioceses (and social work within the formal structure of the Church of 
England is always managed on a diocesan basis) has its roots in the days 
of Moral Welfare. This was predominantly concerned with the needs of 
young single pregnant women. Residential institutions allowed such 
.ixTomen to have their children quietly, away from the pressure of family 
and community disapproval, and to develop their skills as parents. 
Adoption agencies provided for their children to be placed in new 
family settings if that course of action was agreed. This work was often 
staffed by women trained in the Josephine Butler scheme, which u7as a 
form of social work training specifically Anglican in character. (Its 
qualifications are not, however, recognised by the profession.) 
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12.18 Cons~derable chdnges have however taken place o \er  the last 
decade. Standards of practlce vary, and salary structures are often w,ell 
below uhat  staff might command for sln~lldr reponslbllitles In local 
author1t)- work, or, ~ndeed,  in other voluntaly dgencles. Nevertheless, 
even In the ~ v a r k  dlrectlv arislng out of the mordl welfare past, there are 
many slgns of the development of a contemporary servlce \velcomed 
and used by the social servlce department of local ~uthorities. 
Resldent~al institutions may be providing a specialist servlce enabling 
young blngle parents to develop the skills needed to be successful In 
thelr parental commitment. Adoption agencles may be seeking to place 
chlldren mith particular dlfticult~es in good and appropriate homes. 
StaK -111 be fully and committed to working w~th ln  the 
voluntary sector In a Chrlstlan agency. 

12.19 In addition, social work in the Church of England has 
developed in a number of less traditional directions. It is increasingly 
concerned with working with disadvantaged groups - for example, the 
housing problems of Bengali families in a particular area of London, and 
with groups of single homeless people, battered women, and mentally- 
handicapped people. It is also concerned with working with church 
members to discover and develop resources for offering a better 
ministry to particular groups of people. For example, a number of 
Anglican agencies are running bereavement counselling projects. Some 
of the best examples of good practice come from agencies working 
closely with the parishes. Yet much social work within the Church is 
still on the margin of mainstream Church activity. 

12.20 In the light of this situation, we would ask local Churches in the 
UPAs to consider four interlocking levels of response, in co-operation 
with Church social workers: 

(i) A W i d e  Concern for the Needs of  our Society 
The persistence of poverty, together with inadequate provision in 
social care, makes its own demands on the Church. Some of the most 
basic explanatlolls of the present situation lie in the area of public 
values and public policy. If the Church, as a company of people 
seeking to be loyal servants of the Gospel, is to respond truthfully and 
helpfully it needs to be an aware and understanding body. Both at the 
level of its national organisation and at the level of its congregational 
life, the Church of England needs a deeper and more informed 
awareness of soclal need and public policy. 
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The presence of the ~ h i r c h  In neighbourhoods 1s an opportunity 
both to understand and serve the people who live there. There are 
a l ~ v a ~ s  temptations to pursue church life without an! serlous 
relationship to the neighbourhood. The Church w ~ l i  not be able to 
make its contribution to better social care In the locality unless it 1s 
open to and aware of what is happening there. A s m ~ l l  but valuable 
example of how local churches can get a better picture of the many 
sldes of the life of their area is the Board for Social Responsibil~t~ 
booklet: The Locrll Clziirch and the ;l/lerztaily Hutzdlcapped. The audit for 
the local Church which we have suggested will wekope be a helpful 
aid in developing awareness of local needs. 

(iii) Pastoral Support 
We are conscious of the low expectations of many members of the 
Church of the help they might receive in the life of the local 
congregation in developing their Christian understanding. For 
example, professional social workers are rarely enabled to share their 
experiences with fellow church members, or encouraged to see them 
in the perspective ofthe Gospel. Local Churches are often tempted to 
see their members in terms of what they do for the Church rather 
than in terms of their vocations in the neighbourhood. Thus the 
Church can become a place of escape and illusion. W e  believe it 
should rather be a place of communication, learning and mutual 
support. 

(iv) The Provision of Services 
There is a number of ways in which the Church can be involved in 
specific service provision. One is by making premises available for 
use by local groups providing particular services: for example, self- 
help groups, play schools, and lunch clubs for the elderly. Another is 
through the support and training of members of the Church to 
provide a service in the area. This may be in relation to meeting the 
needs of  bereaved people, of handicapped eople, of elderly and 
housebound people, or responding to prob P ems in housing, local 
transport, schooling, or policing and neighbourhood. 

12.21 111 the organisation of the Church's social work service we 
believe three things to be essential. 

12.22 First, that it should be professional, and able, therefore, to 
identify with the wider world of social work. The Church has too 
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often appeared to be satisfied with unqualified, poorly-paid. and 
inadequately-managed work. The Church ought not to be satisfied with 
l o l ~ e r  standards than those expected of the profession elsewhere in 
our society 

12.23 Second, church-based social work must clearly identify its work 
with, and affirm its fellowship with, the wider Church. It needs to be 
staffed and organised in a way which will command the confidence of 
the Church. Equally. social work agencies need to be properly managed 
and supported. The Church must own the work done in its name, and 
ensure adequate accountabilit-y and support. In their professional 
life the Church's social workers are part of the world of social work. 
In their Christian commitment they must be part of the Church. The 
proper management of its social work must be a clear responsibility of 
the Church. 

12.24 Finally, we wish to emphasize the importance of proper 
training. Our  visit to some projects run by the Church highlighted 
concern about untrained staff engaged in taxing and difficult work. 
Professional training for church workers needs to be placed in the 
context of general social work education. W e  believe that social work 
training bodies need to work increasingly with voluntary agencies to 
take account of their special needs, and that provision needs to be made 
for consideration of the philosophical and ethical issues arising out of 
social work theory and practice. The Church must devote resources to 
give grant-aid to those in need of professional qualifications. There is 
also a need for in-service opportunities for workers to be able to reflect 
theologically and professionally upon their work and to develop new 
skills. 

12.25 Historically the Church of England has taken a leading role in 
the social care of the disadvantaged. In the context of a growing 
awareness of the major public policy issues confronting our society, 
arising from the persistence of poverty and deprivation in our midst, we 
believe that there must be a reassessment of the deployment of the 
Church's social work resources (as many other voluntary organisations 
have done) in the light of  the needs of the UPAs. Dioceses and local 
churches in UPAs must be enabled to better respond to the social care 
needs of  their neighbourhoods. 

Conclusion 
12.26 W e  have outlined the particular pressures facing those 
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concerned wlth social care in the LTP,;Zs. and have considered the role 
of the Church of England in this context. \Ve make the following 
recommendiltioris: 

I. W e  commend the use of properly-trained social workers, 
working with local Churches and neighbourhood groups, as an 
important part of the total ministry of  the Church in the urban 
priority areas. 

2. Church social workers should be trained within the mainstream 
of social work, but with particular attention paid to the character and 
needs of social work in the church context. The Church should 
initiate discussion with social work training agencies to this end. 

3. The public policy concept of 'care in the community' for people 
who might otherwise be institutionalised must be supported by 
adequate resources to allow the provision of proper locally-based 
support services for people (especially women) caring for vulnerable 
and handicapped people. 

Community Work 
12.27 Much of the evidence we have received, not least at meetings 
during our visits to urban priority areas, has identified quite specific 
local problems that are not easily solved - or indeed effectively 
addressed - by central and local government. In response to these 
problems many activities can be mounted that may be !generally grouped 
together as some form of 'community work'. This phrase covers a wide 
range of practices based on different ideas and Yet, as we 
shall argue below, much of this work can bring help to the increasingly 
powerless and alienated residents of UPAs. 

12.28 Many submissions made to us referred in one way or another to 
'a disintegrated society'. W e  have received evidence from virtually all 
over the country that a significant number of people in the inner city and 
outer estates are friendless and desperately lonely. They include single 
people living alone, single parents, those abandoned by or withdrawn 
from their families, unemployed people with no workplace contacts, 
perhaps emotionally damaged by the traumas and humiliations of 
redundancy, and people suffering from mental or physical illness. 14 
related theme in the evidence submitted - a symptom as well as in turn a 
cause of  a break-up of 'community' - is the constant shift in many UPA 
(particularly inner city) populations. There is often a high level of  
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t t r c ~ b ~ l i f y .  Yet another factor repeatedlv referred to in the evidence was 
that lirge numbers of people in urban priorit! areas are deprn-ed of 
'comm~init);' by being excluded bp potuZrty or unrnzploytnrtit from 
fulfilling relationships in their neighbourhood. 

12.29 Poor people can be forced into isolated and lonely lives. This is 
perhaps particularly true in some outer housing estates or tokver blocks, 
where social networks have not developed to meet human needs for 
interaction. W e  do not wish to indulge in nostalgia for 'communities' of 
a past era, which were no doubt for some people restricting, and 
imposed on others by deprivation. It also goes without saying that some 
people are, by nature or by choice, more 'private' than others. An 
increasing number of families prefer to adopt a more domestic lifestyle 
and find their satisfactions in the home rather than in outside 
associations. This may represent a turning away from one's neighbours 
which carries its own implications; but it is not the issue with which the 
subrriissions to us were primarily directed. The concern was rather with 
a 'privatisation' which is inflicted upon people by circumstances - the 
failure of local facilities or a lack of meeting places, the clearance or 
decay of housing in an area, and the closure of work places. 

12.30 Those suffering from poverty and unemployment are likely to 
find that not only are they no longer members of the wider associations 
based on the workplace, but also that they cannot afford to travel 
outside rheir neighbourhood to take part in town-wide associations, the 
networks of belonging across a city which for better-off people provide 
so many of the satisfactions of urban living. The result is an acute form 
of urban deprivation: deprivation of relatedness, of esteem. 

12.31 Women in urban priority areas often have to cope with 
enormous difficulties. There may be problems with bringing up 
children, budgeting on a low income, housekeeping in a house which 
may be damp, cold and in poor repair, and handling the debt trap 
without much support. Women in UPAs are often confined to the home 
arid sometimes subject to depression and ill-health. Yet it will also be a 
woman who is expected to care for the sick and the old 'in the 
community', and most very elderly people are cvomen who sometimes 
have to suffer the fiailties, confusions and indignities of extreme 
old age. 'In all these priority areas', noted one submission, 'you will 
find v:ornen being forced by public policy, private business and 
interpersonal relations to a subservient and second-class 

12.32 It has been pressed upon us that rigid and restricted views 
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of the rjmil) can be particularly unhelpful in relatlon to domestic 
\ iolence by men against women. The ~dentlficatlon of Christian 
perspectives lu th  male don~irlance and female subservience can onl) 
serve to reinforce attitudes ~vhich encourage the abuse of nomen In the 
family. while an ernphasls on the need to put up n i th  suffering. however 
terrible, makes m-omen in these circumstances feel guilty if the>- seek to 
leave home. As a result, pastoral advlce 1s often directed towards 
exhortlnq the R Oman to keep the family together, regardless of the rlsk 
to hersell. Clergy have little to offer women In thlj predicament. ' O  The 
need to disentangle what is essentially Christian In our understanding of 
marriages and the family from that which IS culturally conditioned 1s 
critical. 

12.33 Particular problems are also faced by ethnic minorities. 
Although not all UPAs contain ethnic minorities, the majority of the 
nation's black people, including those of Asian origin, are located in 
them. They experience the common problems of the areas. They also 
often contribute notably to the regeneration of run-down localities. 
Yet, as we have noted, we have receitzd evidence that they suffer racial 
harassment and physical violence. Racist graffiti proclaim the ethos 
which is allowed to prevail in many neighbourhoods, unless determined 
action by the authorities tackles this issue seriously. In addition. 
minority groups often need some support to build up the facilities 
needed for a viable corporate and cultural life for their communities. 

What Is Community Work? 
12.34 Community work does not rest on the assumption that the 
problems of an area reside solely within individuals and families, as 
some patterns of social case work might suggest. Rather, it takes as its 
starting point that many of the factors combining to bring about the 
difficulties and injustices experienced in local communities must be 
located within and between the policies and practices of institutions, 
authorities or commercial bodies. To these corporate issues a corporate 
response is required. 

12.35 The development of community organisations can not only help 
to bring widely-felt private concerns to become public issues, but can 
also help people who experience individual powerlessness to participate 
in sustained and combined attempts to influence policies and decisions 
which affcct their lives and their neighbourhood. Well-organised or 
powerful institutions may be active in ways which many local people 
map dislike. but residents may have no voice or leverage to act in thei: 
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own interests. O r  there may be opportunit~es to improve some aspect of 
the Ilfe of the neighbourhood, but no group exrsts to take action: or 
again, a category of people (for example elderly or young or 
handicapped people) may be neglected or suffering in some may, but 
neither they nor anyone else is doing much about it. 

12.36 In contrast with social work, therefore, community work is not 
about delivering services to people. Community work seeks to involve 
those concerned in purposeful action to change their situation; 
community work intervention is with rather than for people. Its process 
involves local people being enabled to raise awareness of issues, 
ensuring that the objectives are defined by the participants in a situation, 
attempting to understand the forces at work, discerning what can and 
should be done and by whom, and supporting those who have become 
committed to these tasks. 

12.37 Considerable numbers of 'ordinary' people are involved 
in voluntary action to achieve some sort of change in their 
neighbourhoods. One can refer to 'activists7 in the very positive sense of 
those who are prepared to give unpaid time and energy to their 
commitment through an organisation; and it has to be accepted that they 
will always be a comparatively small minority. Experience suggests that 
in areas of relative deprivation. community groups are likely to be more 
effectively sustained if the support of  a professional community worker 
is available. By 1983 there were in the United Kingdom over 5,300 paid 
staff whose main task was community work and a further 5,000 youth 
and community workers, with many others in allied voluntary or public 
sector jobs, often including the word 'communityt in their job titles." 

12.38 Community work is not value-free. It is seen by many of those 
involved to be biased towards the interests of the poor and against racist 
and sexist discrimination. All approaches will, of course, have an 
implicit or explicit ideology, and those most closely involved are likely 
to be committed to beliefs which motivate them strongly. Yet local 
groups are inevitably open to manipulation by those with broader 
~ol i t ica l  objectives. This danger must be p a r d e d  against. The 
assumptions behind alternative approaches to an issue need to be spelled 
out and worked through with an openness which is very different from 
attempts to impose a tight1ypackaged ideology or to manipulate a 
situation for purposes which lie outside it. 

12.39 Yet a proper emphasis of community work in our view is upon 
increasing opportunities for direct participation to supplement the 



necessary but sometimes inadequate systems of representative 
democracy. Unrealistic hopes have sometimes been placed on the idea 
ofparticipation. Not everyone wants to, or can, be involved in every 
decision affecting their urban environment. Some power has to be given 
over to representatives. But there is often some scepticism as to how 
representative the elected ones are. In plural situations whose interests 
should they advocate? How is the voice of minorities to be heard! 111 this 
context, community work can open up, and make people aware of, 
channels through which answers can be demanded and implementation 
monitored. A genuinely participatory style demands a determined 
political will, for it costs energy and money. There is a sharp distinction 
to be drawn between a style of urban political decision-making which is 
as open, participatory and accessible as possible, and a style in which 
vital decisions are made in private on the basis of restricted information 
by a small: exclusive group. 

12.40 In its essence, community work is concerned with the collective 
esteem of a locality and its people. Local neighbourhoods, particularly 
those which are most deprived, cannot achieve their potential without 
considerable inputs from the wider society; and in any case they are at its 
mercy in many key areas of life. But the locality has an essential 
contribution - the skills and energies of its own people. External 
changes may be inflicted on a neighbourhood, but only the people 
themselves can achieve any profound transformation. 

12.41 The achievements of community work so far are modest rather 
than sensational. It has no monopoly of insights such as 'working with 
rather than for people'; these can be and sometimes are effectively 
applied in other areas of public life. Community work practitioners do 
not always live up to the standard of their own rhetoric. Situations may 
sometimes be manipulated or short cuts taken. W e  must be realistic 
about the possibilities and limitations of community work. Nevertheless, 
we believe that it has an important part to play in addressing the issues 
raised with us by so many submissions: the importance of neighbourhood, 
the need for relatedness in effective local networks, and the quality of 
local attitudes and relationships. In other words, we affirm that 
community work must be an integral element in any serious strategy to 
regenerate urban priority areas, and we believe that without the 
sustained involvement of people affected by the problems of such areas 
at the grassroots, the major issues of powerlessness, esteem and human 
development cannot effectively be tackled. 
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17.42 In the fbllo~vlng paragraphs Jve offer some pr~ctical examples of 
types of community Jvork response to specific lssues In local areas. 

(iji P o ~ ~ e r r y  
12.43 As we have seen in Chapter 9, the main levers of power 
a&cting people's incomes lie outside the neighbourhood; but some 
things can be done within neighbourhoods which can affect both 
poverty and powerlessness. Such initiatives include welfare benefits 
take-up and information campaigns, action to reduce the cost of local 
facilities for unwaged people or to organise bulk-buying co-operatives, 
credit unions, or a debt counselling service. These and other initiatives 
can affect people's incomes. Not everyone, however, puts money at the 
top of their list of piorities, essential though of course it is. If the hurt of 
poverty lies in exclusion from community, perhaps the local community 
may be able to give something of great value to those on low incomes: to 
take them seriously. As one person said to a member of the 
Commission: 'The pain of poverty is in being despised, not in having 
only two shirts. You have dignity when you can stand up and speak and 
be listened to.' 

(ii) Women in the Conzrnunity 
12.44 Initiatives can be taken locally to respond to the particular 
needs of women. Some examples are 'well women' clinics and centres, 
women's refuges, also the encouraging of adult studies for women, 
and ensuring that youth clubs create space in which girls can develop 
their own activities and programmes. Women are already making 
a distinctive contribution to local organisations where they are given 
the opportunity: sharing authority, encouraging participation and 
minimising hierarchy. 

{iii) Minority Ethnic Communities 
12.45 Decisive policies and programmes are required at borough or 
city level to eliminate racism, both personal and institutional, and to 
establish a society in which the presence of ethnic minorities is affirmed. 
Such policies and programmes have to be made effective within 
neighbourhoods. W e  therefore believe that there is need for many more 
community organisations to address the problems of racism in their 
areas, becoming more alert not only to what is being done. but also to 
what is left undone. A statement of anti-racist intent may be the starting 
point to ensure that important questions are not overlooked. Are local 
ethnic minorities kept informed or are they missing out on events and 
facilities! Do the leaders of groups keep in touch and discuss needs and 
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prioritiesi Do  the mainly \vhite organisations discriminate, consciousl): 
or unconsciously, against mlnorltiesl O r  do they stand solldly alongside 
them v, hen they are oppressed? Are there positive anti-racist attitudes in 
local youth clubs and community centres? Are the names ofblack people 
put forward for local committees, or as magistrates, political candrdates 
or for other positions of public r e sp~ns lb l l i t~?  

12.46 The local Church should be involved not only in these 
community activities but also in asking itself some hard questions about 
the Church as an equal opportunities employer and about the 
engagement of the congregation in challenging racism. A serious inter- 
faith dialogue may well start on the basis of local friendship and 
common action in the community. 

jivj 'Sccond Chance' Education 
12.47 As a final example, we would lay particular stress on the 
provision of greater access for people in urban priority areas to 
participate in sustained learning experiences. W e  refer in the next 
Chapter to the role that Community Schools can play here. More 
institutions are opening their doors to mature students, and this is to be 
welcomed. But there remain m-o largely unmet needs. First, there is a 
need for access courses to enable those with potential and commitment 
to progress by means of these stepping stones a l o n q ~ h e  paths known as 
experiential learning or 'education for capability'. Second, there is a 
need for courses for others who may already have the educational basis 
but who are looking for learning opportunities which are more related 
to action, and geared to the needs and pace of the learner than 
conventional education (and offered in less daunting surroundings). N o  
expense is spared in providing further education and training for the 
new technology, and this is to be welcomed. W e  would also emphasise 
the complementary need for learning opportunities to develop leadership 
and community skills in the UPAs. Inevitably such schemes carry the 
danger of destroying a volunteer without creating a professional, but as 
experience grows from experimental schemes for community work 
apprentices in such places as Sheffield, there will be rich rewards in 
terms of fulfilment. 

Resources 
12.48 If a genuine attempt is to be made to involve the people living in 
urban priority areas with the regeneration of their neighbourhoods, a 
sustained programme of community work is needed within each 
borough. To meet these needs, adequate resources are required to fund 
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cornmunit)- I\ ork os er the long term, and to pay for at least son~e of the 
chdnges drlslng from such activities. W e  belleve that a prlmdrj- 
responsibihty lies with the borough or district counc~ls In \\hose areas 
the urban prrorltj areas lie to develop cross-party support for a serlous 
commitment to community work dnd to resource such programmes 
adequately. We  so recorntnetid. 

The Church and Community Work 
12.49 We have made our recommendations about the pattern of 
Church life which we believe should emerge within urban priority 
areas, and have emphasised the need for a commitment to neighbourhood 
and community. W e  see community work as a legitimate lay ministry. It 
is an important expression of concern for one's neighbour-in- 
community, which is as essential to discipleship as the worship to which 
it is integrally related. 

12.50 The principal point at which a local Church's commitment to 
community work bites on real situations is where lay people are active in 
local organisations. In our visits to LTAs we have met members of local 
Churches who have been active in tenants' organisations, community 
councils, action groups, and in a variety of  W-elfare-oriented groups for 
elderly and younger people. Many such people have found their faith 
and fellowship an inspiration for their community work; others have 
experienced some frustration and tension between the needs of the 
community and the priorities of the congregation. In the face of so many 
difficulties in the world around us, it is tempting to relapse into what has 
been called 'quiet cynicism'. Christians may often need support and 
encouragement in their commitment to community work, with its 
sometimes strange alliances, hard decisions and necessary compromises. 
W e  hope that our suggested audit for the local Church will be a helpful 
aid for Churches in discerning the potential for community work 
involvement in their neighbourhoods. 

12.51 In some situations it will be right for a professional community 
worker to be employed by a parish, a group of parishes, within a 
deanery or an ecumenical area. A long-term commitment to a sustained 
policy, evolved in collaboration with other agencies within the 
neighbourhood, and with other Churches, backed up by effective and 
well-informed management and support, is crucial. It is also essential to 
establish clear objectives. The aim should be to enable the community to 
find its voice, exercise its leverage and develop its people along the lines 
uTe have indicated above. The Church should not be motivated in a 
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partrian ts ay to adv~nce  its image and ~ n f u e n c e .  nor to take advantage 
of sltuatlons in order to Impose its bellefs. Rather lt should be explicit 
about the values Chrlstlans try to brlng to bear, 111 that they are about 
f~ i l f i l l i n~  the fullj human and not the successfully eccles~astical. 

12.52 The evidence we have received suggests that the crucial point at 
which support for Church involvement in community work should be 
found is the diocese. It is probably at this level that sustained resources 
can be mobilised and the necessary back-up in training, consultation and 
personal support can be given. Courses for clergy and others, and 
seminars to promote awareness of good practice, are likely to be 
significant features of such support. There is already important work 
being done in a number of dioceses and by national agencies in local 
areas, such as the ~ o t h e r s '  Union. 

12.53 The main role at diocesan level is to help local people respond 
to the needs of their situation, not to impose solutions from above. W e  
see the role of the diocese, through its Board for Social Responsibility, 
as being to provide support by sharing information on relevant social 
issues, and on such matters as funding and the use of church buildings, 
linking initiatives with each other, strengthening networks of 
communications, providing finance and acting as an advocate for 
community work within the diocese and with other agencies. W e  
recornn~erzd that dioceses which include urban priority areas should 
develop and support community work along these lines. 

12.54 The Church of England has never been corporately committed 
to a natiorldl strategy for community work, although of course some 
important work has been done. There has been some collaboration with 
the Community Work Resource Unit of the British Council of  
Churches. If serious progress is to be made in this field, resources are 
needed to provide more support for diocesan, and equivalent 
ecumenical, initiatives. Sustained contact, a supply of well-directed 
information, literature and video material, the organisation of 
appropriate regional or national events, or training programmes, will all 
call for a commitment by the Church of England to a small but 
significant national resource in this field. W e  are not in a position to 
recommend the precise form this should take. However, we recomrnerld 
that discussions should be held between the General Synod Board for 
Social Responsibility and the British Council of Churches Community 
Work Advisory Committee with a view to strengthening the national 
support networks for community work, and that the Church of' England 
should be prepared to devote central resources to this end. 
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Conclusion 
12.55 Ev~dence has come to us from urban priority areas across the 
country that Iery many people experience pouerlessness and a lack 
of local resources, and are deprixed of adequate networks of 
relationships in their neighbourhoods. We see community work as 
an important element in any strategy for the regeneration of urban 
prlority areas, as art~culating the local voice and influence in decisron- 
making, In developing collect~ve community actlon and supportive 
networks, and fostering a quality of shared attitudes and relationships 
which strengthen that experience of human esteem and belonging 
which we affirm as essential to human fulfilment. W e  believe that 
community work can make a s~gnificant contrrbution at local level 
towards meetlng particular needs arlslng in urban priority areas from 
the growth of poverty, changes in the role ofwomen and the presence of 
minorlty ethnrc groups. W e  wish to re-emphasise the Importance of the 
neighbourhood, not as the solut~on to all ills, but as an essential 
~ngredient in any effective response to the urban priority Areas. 

Main Recommendations 
1. W e  commend the use of properly-trained social workers working 
with local Churches and neighbourhood groups as an important part of  
the total ministry of the Church in the urban priority areas jparagraph 
12.26). 

2. Church social workers should be trained within the mainstream of 
social work, but with particular attention being paid to the character and 
needs of social work in the church context. The Church should initiate 
discussion with social work training agencies to this end (paragraph 
12.26). 

3. The concept of 'care in the community' for people who might 
otherwise be institutionalised must be supported by adequate resources 
to allow the provision of proper locally-based support services for 
people (especially women) caring for vulnerable and handicapped 
people (paragraph 12.26). 

4. Local authorities in boroughs and districts which include urban 
priority areas should, with other agencies, develop policies to establish 
and sustain community work with adequate resources (paragraph 
12.48). 

5. Dioceses shouId, through their Boards for Social Responsibility, 
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develop and support community work. and should exercise a strategic 
role- in support of local programmes in their urban priority areas 
( ~ a r ~ g r a p h  12.53). 

6. Discussions should be held between the General Synod Board for 
Socldl Responsibility and the Brttlsh Counc~l  of Churches Community 
Work Advisory Committee wrth a view to strengthening the natlonal 
support networks for community work. The Church of England should 
be prepared to devote central resources to this end (paragraph 
12.54). 
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Chapter 13 

EDUCATION AND YOUNG PEOPLE 

' Unenzployment has dealt us a stunning and crushing blow. . . there is little 
motivation . . . truancy is high' (Headmaster of a Midlands 
Comprehensive) 

Introduction 
13.1 In this Chapter, tve first consider education. The Church of 
England's concern for and involvement in education has a long history. 
The Church had a considerable influence on the philosophy underlying 
the 1944 Education Act, which continues to provide the vision and basis 
upon which schools operate today. As a result of the settlement 
associated with the Act, a new level of partnership emerged in which the 
Church of England was given both an institutional presence in the 
maintained sector and a wealth of opportunity to continue to influence 
educational thinking. 

13.2 The 1944 Act prescribed the development of three progressive 
educational stages - primary, secondary and further - and declared that 
'it shall be the duty of the local education authority for every area, as far 
as their powers extend, to contribute towards the spiritual, moral, 
mental and physical development of the community'. 

13.3 We start by affirming that a Church which seeks to take seriously 
its mission to the nation's young people will wish to uphold a system of 
schooling in which young people are helped to realise their human 
potential implanted by God, attain maturity and be prepared fbr life in 
the wider community. 

13.4 Education has a part to play in making human self-centredness 
less disastrous. The capacity to grasp and experience the redemptive 
work of Christ is fundamental to the task of the Church. Although the 
maintained sector of education cannot be in the business of evangelising 
in the full sense, the Church of England, in partnership, must have 
commitment to a school system which allows the fullest possible 
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indlv~dual development. I t  must seek to exercise ~ t s  iniluence In 
upholding within the svstem an organisation, ethos and learnlng 
environment u.hich reflects the real~ty of the presence ofthe living God 
in all. The Church must also speak out when it belleves that what it 
holds to be preclous is under threat. 

13.5 In our various visits to the UPAs we have talked -with 
headteachers, parents, teachers and pupils. W e  have seen evidence of 
great comn~itment by teachers often working in adverse and stressful 
circumstances. Yet we have been faced with the realit): of alienation, 
poverty, po\verlessness, a sense of failure and injustice, and a deepening 
polarization between the educational experiences of young people in 
urban priority areas compared with those growing up in 'comfortable 
~ r i t a i n ' .  W e  are aware that schooling, including church schooling, 
has offered opportunity for worldly advancement to many children. Wire 
are also aware that education is more readily and effectively offered to 
children with advantageous backgrounds and thus serves to perpetuate 
social inequality. The UPAs display this inequality in the typically poor 
academic attainment and unsatisfactory transition to work oftheir white 
tl-orking class and minority ethnic children. 

13.6 The extent of poverty, the quality and nature of housing stock, 
and degree of social mix are factors in this process. For example, there is 
a lack of housing mix in many of the catchment areas served by UPA 
schools. Monochrome catchment areas tend to reinforce low aspiration 
and low attainment. This underlines the need for housing and education 
plans to be co-ordinated effectively. 

13.7 Schools in all areas have a crucial part to play in encouraging 
personal attainment and building up self esteem. They do so by creating 
orderly learning environments in which young people can achieve 
success, and by accepting that pastoral care implies making academic 
demands of young people. 

13.8 Schools in UPAs face the following problems in achieving 
these objectives. 

Youth Unemployment 
13.9 We have referred to youth unenlployment in Chapter V. It has 
frequently been brought before us as the biggest single problem facing 
most schools today. 

13.10 It has a particularly damaging effect on teacher and pupil 
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morale in certain UPA secondary schools where, for the majorit!- of 
pupils, the prospect of finding employment is remote. Teachers in UPA 
schools throughout the country have told us how difficult it is to sustain 
motivation, especially with their more senior pupils. The pupils we 
spoke to were friendly and articulate, but in general had little optimism 
about t;nding employment. Their apparent acceptance of the situation 
gave us great cause for concern. 

13.1 1 The 1985 White Paper, Better ~clzools '  stated that 'It is vital that 
schools should remember that preparation for working life is one of 
their principal functions.' VC'e believe that all parents, teachers and 
young people would agree with this. Yet many pupils in UPAs have 
reached the view that employment will never be a possibility for them. 
A recent HMI Curriculum ~ o c u m e n t ~  in section headed 'The World of 
Work', suggests that schools ought to take into account that, from a very 
early age, children are aware of a world of work in which their families 
are engaged. Yet many pupils in UPA schools today are tragically aware 
of the world of unemployment which confronts their families. 

13.12 W e  cannot over-stress the seriousness ofthis situation. The loss 
of hope and  nora ale in many UPA schools borders on the catastrophic. It 
is insufficiently recognised as a matter of major concern. 

13.13 The effects of the examination system are relevant here. Even 
within the comprehensive schools, education continues to be highly 
selective, competitive and cerebral. The proposed examination reforms 
may not change this: we understand that the new General Certificate of 
Secondary Education is designed for only 60 per cent of the year group. 
This means that in some UFA schools it may be inappropriate for the 
majority of the year group but will continue to distort the curriculum. 
The need in such schools is for a curriculum and assessment system 
which affirms success rather than records failure. 

13.14 When school appears to have nothing to give, or when what it 
gives apparently leads to nothing, there is clearly a problem in finding a 
way to make its value and authority accepted. Young people who have 
nothing to gain by their efforts will not try; those who have nothing to 
lose will not fear punishment. 

13.15 Inevitably, a high proportion of ),oung people from UPA 
schools embark on the Youth Training Scheme (YTS). VCJe have 
welcomed the scheme, and hope that it will provide a bridge between 
school and work for all who participate in it. Teachers have, however, 
told us that they find it difficult to present the YTS to parents and 
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young people in a posltive way. Many young people have had bad 
reports from older brothers or sisters about earlier special schemes. 
There 1s much cynicism, and only when the YTS is seen as a genuine 
source of useful tralnlng, which prepares young people to find 
permanent work, is this overcome. 

13.16 Some urban priority area schools are also taking part in the 
Manpower Services Commission's Technical and Vocational Education 
Initiative (TVEI) for the 14-18 age range. By 1986 the number ofTVEI 
students will represent 3 per cent of the total age group. The scheme is 
finding favour in schools, particularly since it makes resources available 
for curriculum development and the raising of vocational awareness. 
Unless more employment is available, however, there must again be 
a fear of raising aspirations which cannot be satisfied. The integrity 
of education and training depends on the reaction of adequate 
employment prospects. 

Resources 
13.17 Education takes a very large share of local rate revenue and of 
Rate Support Grant. With constraints on both these fronts in recent 
years, education resources have been seriously reduce& including 
expenditure on buildings and maintenance, per capita allowances for 
books, materials and equipment, teaching and non-teaching staff, 
advisory support services, in-service training, and secondment and 
induction programmes. 

13.18 Despite the efforts of some local authorities, particularly those 
serving in the areas of greatest educational need, to protect the 
education service to some degree, there is a sense in the UPAs of a 
progressively deteriorating environment for teachers and their pupils. 
The introduction of rate-capping may well put the quality of education 
in certain urban priority areas at further risk. 

13.19 The effect on students in UPAs of public expenditure cuts in 
higher education also gives us concern. The chances of a young person 
living in these areas gaining access to university is little different today 
than it was some 50 years ago. The latest records from the University 
Central Council for Admissions (UCCA) indicate that the proportion 
of entrants from families of semi-skilled and unskilled occupations 
remains disproportionately low. 

13.20 The pressure from government to reduce the number of 
university places is having a clear effect. Figures from UCCA show that 
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in 1981 there were some 15,000 students m-ho failed to obtain a 
university place \\-hose 'A' Level grades would have guaranteed them a 
university place before the 1981 spending cuts. A similar pressure on 
polytechnic places is developing. There is no clear evidence of good 
correlation bet-+,-een ''4' Level and final degree performances. Students 
in urban priority areas often have to struo le for good 'A' Level results .g. 
in circumstances where there is little tradition of extended education 
and in institutions often poorly resourced. Cuts in expenditure are 
undoubtedly harming the life opportunities of academically able young 
people, and our fear is that those in urban priority areas are at particular 
risk. A recent Green Paper from the Department of Education and 
Science ( T h e  Development of Higher Educatiorz into the 1990s) gives no 
grounds for optimism that the next decade will see a widening of access 
to higher education. 

Population Factors 
13.21 As a result of a marked decline in the birthrate in urban priority 
areas, some local education authorities (LEAS) have rationalised 
educational provision and created 'economically and educationally 
viable units' by closing and merging schools. The justification has been 
the need to maintain a sufficiently large school to sustain a broad 
curriculum. But such mergers can have the effect of destabilising the 
community by removing secondary schools from the immediate inner 
city neighbourhoods to some distance away. The consequences can 
include higher levels of truancy and difficulties in establishing good 
home-school liaison. 

13.22 There are however some LEAS who have maintained small 
secondary schools in urban priority areas, and a broad curriculum, by 
adopting a policy of affirmative action through 'curriculum-led staffing' 
(i.e. having the staffing of the school determined by the curriculum, and 
not the other way round). The headmaster of one such school told us 
that on accounting grounds his school of 500 ought to ha\ e been closed. 
But the school was clearly of'fering rich opportunities and hope to the 
young people of a very deprived neighbourhood. 

13.23 The White Paper Better Schools offers advice about size of 
schools. It suggests that an 11-16 age range conlprehensive of five 
or fewer forms of entry is unlikely to offer a suficiently broad, 
balanced, relevant, dif-terentiated and deliverable curriculum without 
'disproportionately generous staffing'. The White Paper refers to 
factors which might necessitate unusually small schools. But ~t does 
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not mentlon UPAs nor does it recognise their need for stability, 
cohesion, and strong achool-home-neighbourhood links. W e  stress the 
Importance of the maintenance of well-staffed pr:mary and secondary 
hchools - u hich will in some instances mean small schools in the UPAs. 

The Pressures on Teachers 
13.24 We have recorded our observation of the commitment shoun 
by UPA teachers often u~orking in adverse and stressful circumstances. 
A local clergyman, in a very poor housing area in the West Midlands, 
said of the local estate comprehensive, 'The impression I have is of  a 
great deal of caring.' A local parent told us, 'There are a lot of good 
teachers there . . . they are overn~orked . . . they lack time.' 

13.25 W e  have to record, however, that we heard some critical 
comments from parents and others. At the same meeting, in the West 
Midlands, these views were expressed: 

'There are too many teachers there who like to be close to children 
. . . they don't teach them much there.' 

'It's more like a leisure centre than a real school.' 

'There's too much freedom . . . the kids don't know where they are.' 
13.26 We have heard parents in urban priority areas say that the 
aspirations of teachers for their children are too low and that their 
children under-achieve. A black youth leader in Greater Manchester 
told us that he had sent his seven year-old daughter to a private school. 
because he felt she would not get a chance in the maintained sector. He 
told us that at the private school there was more discipline and that it had 
much smaller classes. 

13.27 If there are low aspirations, they are not conGned to teachers. 
At one meeting a parent told us, 'A school is only as good as the area it 
serves. If there is no emphasis on the importance of education by 
parents, how can the school hope to cope! The majority of kids in this 
estate don't want to learn.' 

13.28 The pressures upon urban schools are substantial and complex. 
Teachers often feel trapped between trying to provide an enriching 
educational experience for all, and going for examination success in a 
system devised for a minority of their pupils in order to sustain parental 
confidence. The two are not necessarily mutually exclusive but there is a 
genuine tension. 

13.29 There is a detectable ambivalence amongst teachers in these 
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circumstances. A teacher In a large comprehensive in a Lrge housirlg 
estate s a ~ d  to us 'Are u e  socialls~ng the kids here to accept their 
sltuatlon?' Other te~chers in similar situattons have expressed enuine 4 anxletv jpart~cularly glven the level of youth unemployment) about 
u hether ther mere ralslng aspirations and arnbltions In the young people 
whlch mould nevel be satlsfied. Other teachers have expressed concern 
about under-achievement: 'It is a problem It is not fashionable to work 
and studv.' 

13.30 It can be difficult to recruit good teachers to schools in urban 
priority areas, especially to secondary schools. These schools need well 
qualified teachers with high personal qualities, including good 
communication skills, an enthusiasm for learning, a liking for young 
people, resilience, good health, a sensitivity to the needs and concerns 
of disadvantaged children, a sense of humour and a sense of proportion. 
Some senior staff wonder whether the stress and responsibility is worth 
shouldering. A high priority needs to be given to the recruitment and 
retention of good headteachers and staff for urban priority area schools. 
They must be given opportunities for regular secondment 2nd in-service 
training, adequate preparation time, additional schooli'community 
liaison staff and advisory and ancillary support. 

13.31 W e  have been told that there are relatively few members of the 
Church of England working as teachers in urban priority area schools. 
Many teachers are attracted, for a variety of reasons, to suburban, rural 
or private schools. W e  would however urge all Christians who are 
contemplating teaching, or who are already teaching. to consider 
expressing their vocation in UPAs. 

Training 
13.32 Teachers have told us of their dissatisfaction with their initial 
training as a preparation for the complexity of creating a learning 
environment in urban priority areas. 

13.33 The Church of England has had a long tradition of involvement 
in the initial training of teachers, and we believe it to be important for it 
to continue to do so. A capacity and u~i l l in~ness  to generate new 
responses to pressing needs must continue to be one of the main 
justifications for the Church's presence in the publicly-provided sector 
of higher education. 

13.34 The Church colleges do not see their prime role as the 
preparation of Christian teachers to teach in Church schools. However, 
there is a clear need for better-equipped teachers of religious education 
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in schools of all klnds, and we be1m.e that the Church colleges stlll face 
an important challenge here. Thev also have a mqor  role to play in the 
del-elopment of resources and teachlng strategies to equip teachers to 
promote the spiritual dimension of the education of young people. 

13.35 W e  ~x~ould also stress the contriburlon colleges can make to train 
tedchers to work closely w ~ t h  parents. A survey of lnitlal tralnlng of 
teachers has found that a t h ~ r d  of primary and about one half of 
secondary trained teachers have 'llttle or no preparation to ~vork  wlth 
parents'. Teachers attending ~n-sermce courses have conipldined that 
thelr lnltlal trainlng dld llttle or nothing to equip them to work ui th  
parents and that most of their skills had to be acquired through a painful 
process of trlal and error. 

13.36 Not least, Church colleges should be encouraged to play an 
increasing role in the better preparation of teachers for urban priority 
area schools. By way of illustration, one positive initiative which we 
wish to commend is the community-orientated teacher training 
programme of the Urban Studies Centre in East London. 

13.37 The work of this centre was warmly supported by teachers 
during the Commission's visit to East London. It was originally set up 
as part of the work of the College of St Mark and St John at Plymouth, 
and has since been expanded with the assistance of the National Society 
and the Central Board of Finance. It provides opportunities for 
undergraduate and graduate teachers in training to spend up to several 
months living and working in East London. They teach for three days a 
week in a multi-racial school and for the remainder of the week they 
engage in school-related social and community work. The majority of 
students who are placed in the Urban Studies Centre take up their initial 
appointments with metropolitan authorities. 

13.38 The Centre is playing a part in innovatory teacher education. 
By offering students an opportunity to live and work in urban priority 
areas it provides a training based on realism. W e  believe this approach 
should be developed, and reconzmetzd that similar centres should be 
established in other urban priority areas. 

Support 
13.39 W e  heard repeated accounts of stress and 'burn out' among 
teachers. A group of East London headteachers said,'Teaching in the 
inner city is stressful and a great deal of support is needed.' 

13.40 W e  were in general greatly encouraged by unsolicited 



expressions oC n armth to~vdrds the Church of England by teachers In 
UPL4s. A group of East London prlmarv school teachers told us that 
they doubted whether they kvould have skrvlved tile stress and strain of 
their ttrork had ~t not been for the support of local llngllcan clerg?- and 
lay people. A headmaster of a co~nprehensivc school in a most 
dlsadt antaged area of the West hlidlands wrote to us of the pressures of 
his role and its effect upon hls personal situation sajlng: 

'I am now aware that quiet friendship, prayer and patient support bp 
the Church of those in the "firing line ' day bj- day can be valuable 
out of all proportion to its appearance. The Church's role in this 
battle against deprivation is potentially great even in areas where this 
poverty is not obviously manifested. I have been greatly heartened 
recently by the public pronouncements of leaders of the Church of 
England on industrial strife and unemploymenr. They have 
contributed signit:cantly to the morale of many Christians and others 
in the field who can ail too easily feel isolated.' 

13.41 There is a substantial degree of goodwill towards the Church in 
these areas: we would encourage local Churches to be sensitive to this 
and to play an active role in supporting the work of local schools. 
Sometimes a local Church, acting ecumenically, is in a position to 
bridge gaps where there is difficulty in promoting closer home-school- 
communiq- relationships. 

13.42 It has been pointed out to us in evidence that the support given 
to their Church schools, or other local schools, by the clergy and laity is 
greatly increased if they send their own children to them. Words of 
support can seem hollow, if by their decisions about their own children 
they indicate that they think there is a better education to be found 
somewhere else. W e  do not suggest that this is the only factor Christian 
parents in urban priority areas will wish to consider in deciding on the 
education of their children: obviously there are many factors the); will 
weigh. But we ask them to include this among the factors they consider. 

13.43 The evidence we have received reflects a wide variety of 
different experiences and attitudes to this question by the clergy. They 
range from expressions of appreciation of the great privilege of living 
and bringing up their children in a multi-cultural area, to a feeling that 
the conflict of identity their children face in growing up among children 
of different backgrounds to their own is putting too great a burden on 
them. Many different decisions will be made. for many different 
reasons, in many different circumstances. The clergy questioned in our 
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sur1.e) sald that the question of their children's education was 'one of 
the Important factors to be considered' In decldlng whether to accept a 
post in an urban priority parish; of those who do work In such parishes, 
the survey re1 ealed that at primary level 13 per cent of UPA clergy had 
sent theii children to a fee-pa>ing school (the rest being dlvided 
bet\$-een state primary and Church of England primary schools in the 
n~ainta~ned sector), a much smaller proportion than that of clergy In 
non-UPA parishes (23 per cent). At secondary level the proportion of 
UPA clergy wlth chlldren who attended a fee-paying school rlses to 32 
per cent, as we noted in Chapter 6.3 

Minority Ethnic Groups and Educational Opportunity 
13.44 We have found that many schools in multi-racial areas offer a 
stimulating learning environment with a wealth of opportunities. The 
children in an inner London coniprehensive school told a member of the 
Commissior~ that it was good to live and go to school in a multi-ethnic area. 

13.45 The Commissiori also visited a happy multi-ethnic primary 
ichooi in the West Midlands and found it lively stimulating and 
friendly. The headteacher of this school told us: Problems must be 
turned into opportunities. W e  must capitalize on and support the use of 
the children's mother tongue, so that they use it more fluently, and 
thereby encourage an improvement in English at the same time . . . the 
opportunities are all around us. . . the school must take advantage of the 
fact that many of the children have travelled to and been in countries 
that teachers have not. There is cultural wealth in the inner city.' 

13.46 There is, however, concern about the low educational 
attainment of many black chiidren. A 1981 DES survey of school-leaver 
qualifications in six urban LEAS showed that the percentage of those 
achieving hlgher grade examination passes was 3 per cent West Indian, 
18 per cent Asian, others 16 per cent; the national figure was 22 per cent. 
Statistics in the Swann report4 on the education of ethnic minority 
children show a slight improvement in the examination performance of 
children of West Indian ethnic origin in these areas subsequently. 

13.47 We were made aware of the very strong feeling of some black 
people who look back upon their own experience of school and speak of 
a determination that things musr be better for their own children. They 
told us of the stereotyped view that their only possible success could be 
it1 sport or dance. One person said to us, 'I felt put down at school. I felt 
I could not excel at academic subjects . . . my teachers used to tell me 
not to bother too much with lessons and homework, but to concentrate 
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on sport and athletics.' Many people belleve that 'rnst~tutlonal racism' 
contributes to the poor level of attalnrnent o i  black young people. 
black youth leader and parent remarked, 'There 1s raclsnl In schools. 
Teachers do not understand black children and t h e ~ r  backgrounds. The) 
do not recognise horse play as horse play.' 

13.38 The problem is not c o n h e d  to those of West Indian origln. 
Members of the Commission visited Bradford and heard the concern of 
the Asian population there. At least 30 schools in inner city Bradford 
have more than 50 per cent Asian children and at least 6 have more 
than 90 per cent. O f  white school-ieavers in Bradford, 38 per cent find 
jobs, compared m-ith only 8 per cent of Asian children. One-half of 
Asian children leave school with no qualifications in mathematics, 
45 per cent with no qualifications in English, and 33 per cent with no 
qualifications at all. 

13.49 There are serious grievances amongst Asians about religious 
assemblies, dress, physical education and school meals. There is a 
growing demand bv some Muslim parents for separate voluntary-aided 
schools. currently'there are believed to be 11 Muslim schools in the 
independent sector. W e  are challenged to find ways in which Muslim 
parents can feel that their children are receiving an education that is 
sensitive to their traditions and their faith, while being aware of the 
danger of a new division of schools along ethnic lines which could 
exacerbate tensions in a plural society. 

13.50 Concern was expressed to us in this context about the absence 
of black teachers in schools. W e  visited a large West Midlands 
comprehensive with a 35 per cent Asian population. In this school there 
was a positive multi-cultural approach: yet there was one Asian teacher 
in a staff of 70. The school had looked actively for other Asian teachers 
but had been unsuccessful. Outside of London there is only one black 
secondary headteacher. This Bradford head states: ' I  know black people 
who are discouraging their youngsters from going into the teaching 
profession because of the lack of promotion and the racism.' It has been 
suggested to us that racism appears to be a problem more among 
secondary than primary school teachers. 

13.51 The problems and opportunities of  a multi-cultural society have 
many implications for our schools. These include: 

(a) the need to avoid 'ghetto' schools, with the implications of thls 
for admissions policies in the case of Church schools; 

(b) the need for schools to be sensitive to, and to reflect and affirm, 
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the cultures o t the  puplls. once admitted, and the linpllcatlons for the 
currlcul~m of a multl-cultural school: 

,:c) the consequences for religious educatiorl; 

jd) the need ibr the Church - clergy and laity - not to lag beh~nd  
teachers ln understanding and affirming other cultures; 

je) the need for resources to support multl-ethnic education. 

13.52 First, the need to avoid 'ghetto7 schools is especially important 
where hostility exists between different sections of the population, 
whether it is between Catholic and Protestant, black and white, 
Christian and Muslim, middle class and working class. A segregated or 
sectarian education can increase tensions and misunderstandings. It is 
particularly important for Church schools to examine their student 
body, to see if it reflects the diversity present in the area, and ask 
themselves if not, why not? An admissions policy based on Church of 
England membership, or even one based on length of time resident in 
the area, can operate to exclude Muslims, i~nmigrants and other groups. 
W e  commend to the Diocesan Boards arid parishes the General Synod 
Board of Education discussion document ,4 Future in Partnership, 
especially in relation to its comments on admissions policies. 

13.53 W e  have been made aware on our visits of the concern caused 
by the existence of only one Church secondary school in a Local 
Education Authority area. In two cities we have visited, we have been 
told by teachers that the Church secondary school appeared to be 
developing as a middle class white school for the children of 
professional parents. This is not always a problem which can be solved 
by the unaided efforts of the Church school concerned. It is difficult for 
one school to devise and operate an admissions policy which turns away 
academically-able children who are churchgoers, in the interests of a 
balanced and comprehensive intake. It is easier to achieve balance and 
avoid the more popular schools 'creaming ofF abler children if the local 
authority has a system to which the Church school must adhere. In the 
Inner London Education Authority (ILEA), for example, children at 
eleven are 'banded' by a mixrure of tests and teachers' assessments, so 
that each comprehensive school can be required to include in its intake a 
fair proportion of children from the above-average achievers, as well as 
the below-average achievers. This helps to deal with the problems faced 
by neighbourhood schools with catchment areas where there is no social 
mix. Church secondary schools are also able to exist side-byside with 
the maintained secondary schools, without accusations of'creaming off'. 



13.54 Second, we believe schools must be sensitive to, arid aftism, the 
cultures of the pupils, once admitted, and need to address the 
implications for the curriculum of a multi-cultural school. \Ye have 
received evidence from ILEA on this point. That Authority has 
produced a series of guidance papers on race and multi-ethnic 
education. A team of multi-ethnic advisers has been formed within each 
administrative division and the catering branch has been given a spec& 
responsibility for ethnic food and cooking methods. In the Spitalfields!' 
Brick Lane area of Tower Hamlets, where there is a high proportion of 
Bengali children who are not fluent in English, a project has been 
established to increase opportunities for these children, and their 
families. It helps them to learn English language skills and develop 
mother-tongue teaching; it involves parents in their children's teaching; 
and it provides opportunities for young people and adults to learn 
English as a second language. 

13.55 Third, the multi-cultural and multi-faith nature of manv UPA 
school populations raises questions for religious and spiritual edication 
in schools. But the challenge from a different direction is probably 
stronger still: although 70 per cent of the population say they believe in 
God, and the majority of people questioned in surveys favour the 
retention of Religious Education, this does not mean that the majority of 
pupils in school are open or receptive to the traditional forms of 
Religious Education, or regard them as important or useful. It is in this 
context that UPA schools face the further challenge of the presence of 
children ofother faiths (often much more numerous and who are usually 
much better taught about their faith) than children with any active 
Church connections. 

13.56 How far is it right to teach the Christian faith as the religion to 
be desired and believed? How are the festivals and rituals of the 
Christian faith to be celebrated when the majority of children are Muslim? 

13.57 An Inter-Faith group in \Yolverhampton told members of the 
Commission of the anxiety of Asian parents that religious education in 
schools should not be exclusively from a Christian viewpoint. They 
were concerned that in multi-ethnic schools there should be a 
celebration of our common humanity as well as diverse cultural roots. 
They were anxious for the Commission to affirm the view that 'no 
education is con~plete without a religious perspective'. It must be said. 
however, that in today's pluralistic society there would be no consensus 
on this amongst teachers, educatioxlalists and administrators. 
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13.58 There is n o  doubt that the present teaching of religious 
educatlon is unstatisfactory. In some schools ~t is u hoIlv subsumed into A 

programme of personal and soclal development. Many urban priority 
Area schools have told us of their difficulty in recruiting sultable 
rellglous education teachers. Some LEAS have no speciik religious 
educatlon adviser. A report by the Religious Education Council has 
stated that more than half the Religious Education lessons are taught by 
teachers who have no qualifications in the subject. A research project in 
1984 Into the status of religious education in inner city schools found 
that the status of the subject was low, there were few well-qualified 
teachers of religious educatlon and the subject tended to be unpopular 
with staff and pupils ahke. It also showed that the teachers of Religious 
Education beheved that theirs was a tough job with low status and poor 
resource support. 

13.59 W e  wish to reaffirm the importance of religious education and 
a religious and spiritual perspective in the education of young people in 
UPA schools. One ofthe major prescriptions of the 1944 Education Act 
was that schools should contribute to the spiritual development of the 
community. A recent HMI curriculum document5 speaks of the 
importance of the spiritual as one of nine essential areas of learning and 
experience. Spiritual education is difficult to define but has to do with 
those feelings and convictions about what it means to be fully human in 
a created world. This includes awareness of, and response to, a 
dimension which includes reverence for life and personal commitment. 
(This is in sharp contrast to a view of education as being narrowly 
mechanistic and utilitarian.) It is something towards which all teachers, 
and the curriculum as a whole, have an opportunity to contribute. It is 
not just the preserve of teachers of religious education. It has been said 
to us that this aspect of learning is particularly at risk in UPAs. A 
growing lack of hope about the future, and a deteriorating environment 
in which their lives are set, makes it difficult for young people to realise 
their divinely-implanted potential. The opportunity for young people 
to develop their potential as human beings is, therefore, at serious risk. 
For this reason we ask the General Synod's Board of Education to 
consider practical ways (such as in-service training programmes) in 
which schools and teachers might be helped to develop fresh approaches 
to spiritual education across the curriculum. 

13.60 Fourth, there is a need for the Church - clergy and laity- not to 
lag behind the teachers in understanding and affirming other cultures. 
Many teachers have said to us in evidence that they appreciate the 
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help given to them by the local clergy in contacting the leaders of 
other faiths. Many others have said however that they find it adds 
to their difficulties in trying to make a constructia~e approach to ivhat 
can be a tense multi-racial situation, when some clergy insist on a 
narrow view of the school as a place for Christian instruction, regardless 
of the wishes of those being instructed. This attitude can only lend 
strength to the wish by members of the Muslim community to have their 
own separate schools. 

13.61 There is a possible clash between the aims of Church schools 
and the need for racial harmony and justice. Some Church schools may 
not have the motivation and resources to develop the linguistic and 
multi-faith skills necessary to nurture children of other faiths because of 
their view, which ave understand, that their highest priority is to teach 
the Christian faith. 

13.62 It is not always easy for white people in urban priority areas to 
see things through the eyes of minority ethnic groups. They may rather 
see the Christian faith as symbolising their whiteness, and national 
identity. These religious differences can sometimes pass over into racial 
conflict and deepen tensions, often placing a great strain upon 
teachers. 

13.63 Two important documents have recently been issued by the 
Church of England and by the Roman Catholic Church. We  commend 
them both for wide discussion by the Church. 

13.64 In 1984 the Board of Education of the General Synod published 
a discussion booklet, Schools and Multi-Cultural Education, which set out 
In a full and detailed way the challenges, for schools, of pluralism, and 
their need to create a learning environment which helps young people 
prepare for a place in a multi-cultural society, without denying their 
cultural roots. 

13.65 The issue also has to be faced in the predominantly white 
urban areas. A Roman Catholic working party on 'Catholic Education 
in a Multi-Racial and Multi-Cultural Society' also reported in 1984 
and it noted, 'Perhaps the issue which concerned us most was the 
overwhelming perception on the part of most headteachers and their 
staff that multi-cultural education is only relevant to black children, and 
almost universal lack of awareness of the need to educate white children 
from this perspectis.e.' 

13.66 Those who live and are educated in multi-cultural areas have 
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the opportunit) of facing (even though 5ometlmes v ~ t h  p a n  or anger) 
a p e a t  mordl challenge of our age: and \e t  ~t 1s equally important 
that those n h o  art. educated in areas that s t~ l l  ha\-e a angle class or 
culture should also face thls challenge. They are, after all, cltizens of a 
multl-raclal world, even though thls may not yet be \risible wlthin their 
own neighbourhoods. 

13.67 Fifth, there is a need for adequate resources to support multi- 
ethnic education. Members of the Commission saw at first hand the 
work of the Minority Group Support Service established by the 
Coventry LEA in 1977 which seeks to address itself to the needs of 
children from minority ethnic backgrounds. The service is hnded  by 
the LEA and also supported by Home Office grants (under Section 11 of 
the 1966 Local Government Act). The grants cover three-quarters of the 
cost of salaries for teacher, welfare and clerical stafc the service works 
across the age range from pre-school to upper secondary and involves 
language work, welfare and curriculum development. The schools 
which we visited paid high testimony to the cost-effectiveness of the 
service. In one of the primary schools we visited there was a sense of 
richness, purpose and happiness. It had a teaching staff of melve, three 
of whom were 'Section 11 staff. It was pressed upon us that if these 
three teachers were removed for any reason, huge problems would be 
created by a return to a more mechanical and impersonal teaching. 

Affirmative Action 
13.68 For a variety of reasons, therefore, the education system is 
under pressure in the UPAs. W e  have noted some of the problems under 
the headings above, and in some cases suggested possible ways forward. 

13.69 I t  has been strongly put to us, however, that action needs 
to be taken on a number of other fronts, under the heading of 
'affirmative action'. 

(1) Pre-school Intervrtztion 
13.70 W e  have already referred to the needs of the under-5s in 
Chapter 12. The case for pre-school Intervention as an important means 
of overcoming disadvantage in UPAs has frequently been emphasised to 
us in evidence. And yet it is a part of the education system which is 
particularly vulnerable to cuts. A.H. Halsey has written of afhmatlve 
action programmes at the pre-school stage: 'A pre-school programme, 
properly devised, can be a most economical instrument for a 
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goxernme~lt wishlng to save money 111 our schools. And for a 
government deternllned to reduce the handicap of those xxho come 
&on1 poor f~mllies. A pre-school programme discrlrninatlng In their 
favour seem5 to be one of the cruc~al weapons In thelr armoury. In that 
\vay education c m  compensate for 

13.71 T h ~ s  view 1s supported by recent research In the USA. nrhich has 
followed up a pre-school project Initiated over 20 years ago. The cost 
benefit analysls suggests that in terms of redriced clalms for welfare 
benefits and cohts of crlminal proceed~ngs the pre-school programme 
more than p a d  for ~tself.  The case for pre-school intervention does not 
however rest solely on economlc grounds. W e  believe wlth others that 
~t has clear benefits In social and educational terms In helplng to 
alleviate dlsadvantage. 

( 2 )  T h e  Education o j  G i r l s  
13.72 The issue of gender has been raised on all of our visits to urban 
priority areas. There is general concern about the low participation by 
girls in certain subjects in the school curriculum - particularly computer 
studies, physics, and craft design technology. It has to be conceded that 
there is similar concern about the under-representation of boys in 
subjects such as dance, business studies and modern languages. 

13.73 The overcoming of sex stereotyping will be long-term. ILEA 
and some other LEAS have taken a positive lead in this area. ILEA has 
adopted a policy on the elimination of sexism in schools and the 
promotion of equal opportunities for girls and women. In addition they 
have set up a small Inspectorate for girls education, and to produce non- 
sexist learning materials. 

13.74 One urban comprehensive school in an inner city area in north 
west England has appointed an equal opportunities teacher with whom 
we talked at some length. The school has recently held events for junior 
and senior girls, as a means of challenging stereotyping and building up 
the confidence of girls. For senior girls this included discussions 
between the girls and voluntary groups about rape, women's health. 
relationships, contraception and women's aid. For junior girls it 
included sessions on computing, trampolining, science, keep fit, hair- 
braiding and steel and African drumming. 

(3) Conzmunity Scllools in L;rbrzn Priority A r r a s  
13.75 Community schools are another manifestation of a policy of 
affirmative action. The term 'community school' is capable of many 
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defin~tions. It inlplies more than a dual use of school bu~ldings. At its 
best, ~t xiex~s education as a life-long process to which all have access. 
Schools represent a considerable investment in terms of b u i l d ~ n ~ s ,  
accommodation, equipment and human espertlse. these are resources 
capable of being developed in the interests of the whole community. 
Community schools in UPAs can plav a s~gn~ficant  part in developing 
'second chance' or 'return to learn' classes for people who find 
themselves unemployed or redundant, and need to retrain or add to 
their qualifications - or indeed those who want to pursue learning for 
its own sake. 

13.76 E7e  gladly acknowledge the progress that has been made 
so far by community schools. But there is a long road ahead. 
Community schools still tend to attract a greater proportion of higher 
socio-economic groups in both their educational and recreational 
programmes: in many cases only few members of manual and unskilled 
occupational groups are involved. Committee structures may be 
formalised, and the procedures of some community associations may be 
a barrier to greater participation by people from manual and unskilled 
groups. It is apparent that these schools will need to develop new means 
of reaching the most disadvantaged, and take a fresh look at the style and 
type of activities offered. They can, in particular, enhance young 
people's education by developing a community-related curriculum. 
There is an urgent need for teacher training programmes to be 
developed in this area. 

13.77 Whenever possible we would wish to see Church schools in 
urban priority areas developing along community school lines. W e  were 
privileged to visit such a Church school in Salford serving in an area of 
very high unemployment. In this school of 290 (aged 3-11) there was a 
teaching staff of 14, with 2 community teachers and one nursery nurse. 
The community teachers spent half their time in the school and the 
other half in the community. The school had developed an excellent 
home reading scheme involving more than 50 per cent of parents. The 
parents listen to the children read at home for about 5 minutes, fill in a 
card and make a comment. The headteacher noted: ' w e  have to say to 
parents: do not be threatening, do not punish children for mistakes, 
reading at home should be cuddles time.' 

(4) T h e  AUatzqrmetlt ilf Schools af ld  Loctll Participatiot~ 
13.78 Many LEAS have made great efforts to widen representation 
in the government of schools, in some cases involving non-teaching 
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staff and school students. Some schools have student counclls w h ~ c h  
play a part in decision-maklng. W e  have also encountered schools 
whlch allow pup~ls to observe and participate in staff meetlngs and 
staff discussions. 

13.79 It is especially important that C'PA schools open up decision- 
making, become more aware of the  need for proper accountability, and 
encourage local participation. Professionals often unwittingly take 
away responsibility. The real agents of  hope and change in the UPAs are 
the local people. Many of the children growing up in these areas are 
going to live all of their lives in them. Schools have a role to play in 
resisting the temptation to do things for people, and take the more 
arduous but productive road which respects people's ability to think and 
act for themselves. 

13.80 An example of an attempt to do this is at a centre based at a 
Community School in Wolverhampton which provides a range of youth 
and adult activities throughout the week in an area of severe 
disadvantage. Its uniqueness lies not in its activities but in its 
management scheme, which has been approved by the local authority 
and registered with the Charity Commission. It puts a substantial 
amount of power, control and initiative into the hands of local people 
and allows considerable scope for them to develop local courses. 
Positive discrimination is exercised in favour of the local residents in 
that those who live outside the area pay more and are placed at the end 
of a waiting list. The management structure is such that local residents 
form a majority, the professionals are outnumbered by about three to 
one and the headteacher does not have a veto. The headmaster of the 
school writes, 'What is required is that the local people are able to (1) 
make their own decisions (2) manage resources of their own to the 
maximum benefit of the whole community. Such a philosophy must 
command support from all points of  the political spectrum (except the 
totalitarian), for it combines the twin elements of individual 
responsibility and community enterprise, based on self-esteem and 
generating mutual care.' 

Further Education 
13.81 Only a minority of young people move from UPAs to Higher 
Education, in which the Church of England is well represented in terms 
of chaplaincies. The majority of young people from UPAs who remain 
in full-time education on leaving school move into Further Education. 
In 1983 the General Synod Board of Education asked diocesan Directors 
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oiEJ~icdtion ro examme hen thelr Diocesan Bodrds and Co~inclls lnlght 
more cloaelv relate to the work of Further Educatlon Colleges. It 1s 
airead~ appdrent chat 2 vAr1et.i of suppolt work by the Church of 
Engl~nd.  sometimes dcting ecumenlcdlly. IS underxvd).. Thls ranges iron1 
the appointment of hill- and or part-tlme chaplains to colleges of 
Further Educatlon, the creation of support groups for colleges, 2nd the 
appointnlent of Further Educat~on officers to Improve the Ilalson 
benveen the Church and the Further Education world. Some d~oceses 
have been actlve In this field for a number of years. 

13.82 For example in the Diocese of Manchester in the early 1970s a 
Further Education officer was appointed, and the establishment of 
chaplaincies in the colleges under the auspices of the Greater 
Manchester Ecumenical Council was pursued. A subsequent report by 
this Council iCh~rrclz atzd College it1 Furdier Eduiatiotl) outlined the four 
principal areas of 'ivork in the colleges:- (a) focusing a Christian 
presence in the college; jb) counselling; (c) teaching: and (d) providing a 
theological insight into the day-to-day life ofthe insitutions. The report 
concluded with the view that the Churches working together should 
invest at least as much money and manpov7er in the vast field of Further 
Education as they do in the more specialised and much smaller area of 
Higher Education. W e  agree that the imbalance between the two does 
need to be redressed. 

Opportunities for the Church of England 
13.83 W e  must first record that some members of the Church of 
England are already 'being the Church' in the maintained sector of 
education as teachers, advisers, administrators, governors of schools and 
members of local education committees. Some of them are working at 
great personal cost in the areas of greatest disadvantage. In partnership 
with others they have an opportunity to influence the ethos, 
organisation and curriculum of maintained schools; and it is in these 
maintained schools that the vast majority - 94 per cent - of the children 
of our country are being educated. 

13.84 In this Chapter we have not made a hard and fast distinction 
between the maintained schools and the Church's voluntary schools: 
there is in fact no hard and fast distinction - some Church schools are 
very like then neighbours; Christians can be involved in the 
management and teaching in both kinds of school. The subjects we have 
been dealing with have been applicable to both kinds of school: in both 
youth unemployment has its effect, shortages of resources are beginning 



to blte, teachers need relevant tralnlng and hupport, mlnorit) ethnic 
groups and children of other falths Are present, and all puplls need an 
education for A multr-cultural future; both kinds of schools haye a legal 
responslbllity l a d  on then1 to grhe religious educdtlon, and face largely 
silnliar problems 111 doing so. and the various klnds of affirmat~ve actlon 
are needed In both kinds of school. 

ence 13.83 But there are questions which have been put to us in e\ 'd 
which \ve must put to those employed by the Church. Some have come 
up under other headings already. Here we must address specifically the 
clergy's involvement in the management and chaplaining of schools. 
W e  ~velcome the opportunities offered to clergy by invitation, and not 
by right, to be Governors of maintained schools. The clergy's visits to 
maintained schools - to teach, take assemblies, speak on speech days, or 
support the staff - also rest upon the goodwill of those concerned, and 
are to be welcomed. 

13.86 But it has been said to us, on more than one occasion, that far 
from reflecting a bias to the poor, the Church's involvement in 
education might reveal a bias towards the 6 per cent of young people 
who attend private schools. Many private schools employ chaplains. 
Many schools in the private sector invite bishops to their prize days 
and Confirmations, and clergy to preach, conduct retreats and take 
part in festive occasions, or to be involved in the management of 
the schools. 

13.87 All involvement in such an important field as education must 
be a priority for bishops, clergy and lay people; but it has been put to 
us in evidence that many of them, especially bishops, spend a 
disproportionate amount of their time at the schools attended by 6 per 
cent of the population of the country, and rarely visit the schools which 
educate the other 94 per cent. W e  ask bishops, clergy and lay Christians 
therefore to examine themselves on the use of their time in this respect. 
It has been suggested to us that bishops tend to go where they are 
invited, and that the need may be for them to take the initiative -in 
allotting their time. 

13.88 The ~ i s h o ~ ' s  diary may symbolise a deeper and wider problem. 
The evidence from many sides is that private schools in Britain habe 
been divisive of the nation to an extent far beyond their apparently 
small numerical importance. We  readily recognize the long tradition of 
Christian education and the ethic of service to others which is part of 
the history of independent schools. Moreover, some of us have great 
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loyalty and respect for private schools. But few of us would denr that 
then separate life esacts a heavy toll from the maintamed schools in 
three Lvays. Political energy is drained off from support for state 
education by parents who are better-off and better educated than the 
average. ,4ble teachers are drawn alvay by higher salaries and better 
conditions of work. hlotlrrated ch~ldren are removed and thereby take 
awaj \\?hat can be, especially in an urban priorit)c area school. a cruc~al 
mixlority in support of  all-round standards. 

13.39 Nor can it be denied that the Church of England has been 
implicated in this process of division and inequality in the upbringing of 
children. There is no direct financial Church support involved, but the 
private sector is much more richly endowed with chaplaincies and with 
church connections (over one-third of all clergy have attended private 
schools). As we have already noted. a number of UPA and non-UPA 
priests take advantage of the opportunities available to send their own 
children to school in the private sector. Under present circumstances 
they may have good grounds for choosing this option; but we cannot 
he$ regretting that, in Britain in 1985, this option still seems so much 
more attractive than the other. W e  believe that it is a high priority to 
work for closer partnership and greater comparability in standards and 
facilities between the two sectors. 

13.90 Diocesan Boards and Councils of  Education are in a position to 
reflect the Church of England's commitment to partnership in the 
maintained sector and to reflect a bias to the disadvantaged and 
powerless. Some are taking important initiatives on wider educational 
issues of contemporary concern. For example, the Newcastle Board of 
Education, through its Education Review Committee, is promotirlg 
initiatives in the area of school-employer links and dialogue on the 
effect of youth unemployment on the motivation of young people in 
school. The Diocese of Southwark has created a new principal 
committee, the Education Policy Committee, to handle all issues of a 
major educational nature which require in-depth consideration and policy 
formation. Other dioceses have embarked upon similar developments. 

13.91 Yet all the public policy issues outlined in this Chapter are the 
proper concern of Diocesan Boards, and of those within the Church of 
England at national level responsible for education. W e  make the 
following further recommendations: 

(i) all Diocesan Boards and Councils of Education should give 
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special priority to the educational needs of the urban priority schools 
for jvhich they are responsible; 

(ii: the governors ~ n d  managers of Church schools should consider 
whether the composition of their foundation governors adequately 
reflects the ethnic constituency of the catchment area. 

{iii) consideration should be given to a further exploration of the 
ecumenical dimension at secondary level, including the possibility of 
establishing Church of England/Roman Catholic schools in urban 
priority areas, which would offer a significant proportion of places to 
children of other faiths. 

(iv) a review of the Diocesan Education Committee measures 
should be undertaken, to allow the formulation of diocesan policies 
for Church schools on admissions criteria and other issues such as 
religious education and worship, equal opportunities and community 
education. W e  do not believe that this would lead to a damaging 
erosion of the freedom of the individual Church school. 

Youth Work 
13.92 One of the ~ommission's  most difficult tasks has been to make 
direct and personal contact with young people, other than in schools. 
However, our visits to the UPAs, consultation with youth leaders, and 
the written evidence submitted to us, have given us some confidence in 
our assessments. 
13.93 Again, the varietv within and between UPAs needs to be 
emphasised first of all. U he young people we met in a Bengali 
community in Tower Hamlets were very different from the young 
Asians we met in Bradford and in the West Midlands - who are, yet 
again, very different from the young white people we met in Newcastle. 

13.94 Yet the overall impression is clear. It is that there are sizeable 
groups of young people who are trapped in UPAs, who only gain 
attention when they become a threat, who are denied equality of  
opportunity and life chances, and with whom the Churches have little 
or no contact. 

13.95 It is difficult to exaggerate how alienated these young people are: 
from adult ideas of how young people should behave; from their peers 
of different social classes; from agencies they think of as acting on 
adults' behalf and not usually in the interests of young people, e.g. from 
the police; from school; and from the Church. 
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13.96 This alienat~on 1s closely related to unemployment: 'the most 
significant issue adolescents orry about - those experiencing it, as well 
as those not ready to enter the labour market'.' The figures for youth 
unemployment and our comments about the YTS in Chapter 9 
underline this point. 

13.97 The increase in youth unemployment has disrupted the normal 
progression of development from home to school to job: and the tlme 
during which a young person is dependent on home and family has been 
extended. The prolonging of financial dependency creates problems 
both for parents and for their children, \vho live in a youth culture 
which relies on an adequate income. But above all it has removed one of 
the main ways a young person has of valuing himself or herself. Many 
young people are extremely resilient and seem able to transcend their 
environment with hope in their hearts. Others have spoken to us of the 
hurt ofwatching young people grow through childhood to adolescence 
and beyond, and as they do so experiencing a transformation from the 
normal expectancy and hope of the young, through apparent resignation 
to the inner pain and anger of a life seemingly without hope. 

13.98 There are of course other factors. Elsewhere in our Report we 
examine the symptoms and causes of the apparent breakdown of order 
in the UPAs - such as the changing patterns of family life, the 
anonymity of the large city, the design of local authority housing 
estates, the conflict between the pressures of advertising and the reality 
of having little cash in your pocket. Alienation - the making of people, 
not least young people, to feel themselves to be 'outsiders' - is from a 
particular order that is felt to be unresponsive and uncaring. 

13.99 W e  have heard first hand of the fear of the destructive potential 
of young people. W e  have sensed the latent violence as we have walked 
along the streets; we have seen groups of young people with nothing to 
do, nowhere to go, and with nothing to lose: 

'I wouldn't go out without a pair of scissors to defend me.' 

'If someone steps on your toe every day, and if they keep on doing it, 
you might do something drastic.' 

13.100 Young people often gravitate to the city centres, for a variety 
ofreasons. Those who can afford the pubs and clubs go there. For those 
who cannot, the city centre may be a meeting place where they can 
congregate, perhaps in a particular arcade or cafe. 'Going down tobvn', 
'hanging around', 'doing nothing' is a common experience, as are 
reports of 'contact' with police and security guards. 
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13.101 C o n t ~ c t  wlth young people in these locations across the 
country is usually the 11-ork of detached youth workers. We  affirm their 
importance in this situation: the ideal is for such u~orkers to be part of a 
teatn \including centre-based workers) and with a proper support 
system. T e  recognize the short-comings of this most demanding of 
youth \+ark practice, however. and that efikctlve monitoring and 
assessment has not always been well done. 

13.102 Work with young people in city centres is not solely confined 
to detached work. Other initiatives that youth work agencies have 
developed in some of Britain's city centres include information kiosks, 
drop-in centres, and homelessness projects. The C~ct remains however 
that initiatives of this sort have a precarious existence. 

13.103 We have heard of the increasing need for short-term crisis 
accoinmodation for young people in UPAs. This needs to be flexible, 
small-scale, available at a neighbourhood level, informal rather than 
institutionally-based. W e  commend those projects which provide 
extended family facilities in single households for under 3 nights. This 
helps to diffuse family friction and reduce the incidence of sleeping 
rough and of petty crime. 

13.104 Young people need premises they can make their own. 
Extended school-based provision - if you don't like school - can be 
inappropriate. Yet if youth work premises are unattractive, young 
people wiill go for the pubs and the commercial discos, as even many 13 
and 14 year-olds are now doing. The commercial exploitation of 
younger teenagers, and their early introduction to a 'bar culture', 
challenges the standard and quality of the provision of facilities through 
both the statutory and voluntary sectors of the youth service. 

13.105 It is not only in the inner city areas but the surrounding estates 
- as the National Youth Bureau have noted - that the needs of young 
people call for a response. For example in the London Borough of 
Lambeth there are 157 estates of varying sizes with over 50,000 
d~vellings, many high-rise. Very few of these estates have adequate 
community facilities; some are very run-down and all have major 
environmental problems. To a large extent it is young people, many 
black and unemployed, from the 157 estates who frequent the centre of 
Brixton. The major clamp-down on street crime in the centre has 
resulted in an increased incidence of mugging, violence and vandalism 
on the estates. Now local residents are demanding a more estate-based 
youth service response. But the youth service in the London Borough of 
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Lambeth does not ha\re the resources to respond. W e  conslder thls to be 
serious. Work mith young people at rlsk can reduce the need for 
custodial care later, rvith a significant savlng In publlc expenditure. I t  1s 
far more cost-effective for the youth servlce to undertake successful 
preventlrle work, than for the pleces to be pcked up later. 

13.106 It is important that we should note here that 13 per cent of the 
total sample of those involved in the survey Y o u t ~ g  people in the '80s 
mentioned involvement with the police as one of their worries and 
concerns. In the UPAs, the survey found that this worry and concern 
was considerably heightened; and this has been our experience too. W e  
recognize that the police are often left to deal with the consequences of  
failure elsewhere in our society - in the failure of schools, families, the 
labour market, and housing. W e  u~elcome the work of the Juvenile 
Bureau, and commend those strategies - all too rare - in which youth 
workers, the police, teachers, probation officers and parents work 
together for the wellbeing of their own young people and their local 
neighbourhoods. More needs to be done to develop such prsventizie 
approaches rather than to extend the provision for custodial care. 

The Youth Service 
13.107 Our  judgement about the degree of alienation among young 
people is confirmed by the conclusions of the Report of the Review 
Group on the Youth Service in England (the Thompson Report), which 
was pesented to Parliament in October 1982. W e  have seen little 
evidence that those in authority in Church or state have as yet been 
seized, despite the Thompson Report, by the seriousness of the 
alienation with which most of those who work in the youth service in 
UPAs are only too familiar. 

13.108 The youth service in the UPAs is facing more and more the 
need to underiake crisis counselling. Youth projects are often having to 
respond with diminishing resources to the needs of the young honleless 
and unemployed and truants: and the provision for the less disadvantaged 
suffers as result. The youth service is having Increasingly to act as the 
'safety net' to cope with crisis, and to compensate for short-comings in 
other fields. 

13.109 As a result, we have heard, seen and felt first hand something 
of the depressed morale of those who work with young people in the 
UPAs. Many feel that they work in spite of, not because of, and 
certainly not on behalf of, those in power. They have to cope wlth the 
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supporting the establrshment of a national advisorv council, and of a 
youth unit in the Department of Education and Science. A review has 
also been undertaken of the National Youth Bureau (and we hope that 
the reorganisatiorl following this r ev~ew will enable the Bureau to better 
serve youth n ork in UPAS). The DES is also making grant ald available 
to voluntary organisations fbr experimental projects in managerial 
innovation in the y-outh serslce, and mak~ng funds available for 
professional training courses and to voluntary organisations for the 
training of part-tlme and volunteer staff. 

13.114 However, the financial support offered by government is on a 
pump-priming basis, with the hope that 'organisations will increasingly 
be prepared, as many are ncw, to accept responsibi1it)- for a continuing 
commitment'. W e  believe that this is inadequate and unrealistic. 

13.115 The National Council for Voluntary Youth Services has 
published research which shows that substantial sums allocated for 
youth service provision in central government grants to local authorities 
have been reallocated to other services. The local authorities point out 
that thev have by law to maintain certain services. so that the 
discretio~lary necessarily suffer if expenditure has to be curtailed. As a 
result. the future of particular projects and facilities has been put in 
jeopardy. The result may be effective trained teams of youth workers 
being disbanded, and well-qualified and experienced youth workers 
having to move. Consequently there is a danger of greater reliance 
being placed on part-time, unqualified, and often untrained volunteers. 

13.116 W e  note too that some local authorities have shifted 
responsibility for the p u t h  service from the education department to 
.h L e 1 elsurr ' .  . services department. The understanding of youth work as a 
means of soclal education of young people, with its emphasis upon their 
development needs, should be retained; we are concerned that shifts in 
reponsibility within local government could put too great an emphasis 
upon optional spare-rime leisure pursuits as the purpose of youth work 
provision. The prime responsibility should we believe remain with the 
education department although we readily acknowledge that all local 
authority departments should take on a concern for young people. 

13.117 For several reasons, we have paid special attention to the 
subject of political education - as did the Thompson review group. 

13.118 O n  the one hand there are extremist groups who work 
aggressive1)- to take advantage of young people and gain their 
allegiance; on the other are people who talk as if social and political 
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education are separate, almost opposing, entitles. In the middle are the 
young people themselves, whose attltude to poht~cs IS often characterlsed 
by remarks such as these mre have heard tlme and agaln - 

'Pollt~cs 1s a wdste of tlme' 
'It does nothlng' 
'They're all In ~t for themselves'. 

Three-quarters of 14-19 year olds acknowledged to the Thompson 
Review Group that they were 'politica!ly apathetic'. 

13.119 In recent years, projects on political education have been 
undertaken with government funding by the National Association for 
Voluntary Youth Services, the British Youth Council, and the National 
Association of Youth Clubs. The resources, methods and approaches 
developed by these organisations need to be more widely known and 
used. To help young people to make wise choices about thelr own 
individual future, and that of  the society to which they belong, will 
involve those concerned with the youth service in unavoidable political 
issues. W e  believe it is wrong for youth workers to use their skills as a 
platform for political propagandizing (as it is for them to do so for 
religious indoctrination), but we also believe that to evade and avoid 
reflection on social, economic, and political change is to fail young 
people. For this reason we welcome the encouragement that has been 
given to the youth service by Government Ministers to offer 
opportunities for political and social education. 

13.120 Finally in this section, a word about uniformed organisations. 
Though their limitations were referred to in the Thompson report, we 
acknowledge the contribution that uniformed orgainsations can make in 
the UPAs, particularly for the younger age groups. W e  have taken note 
of the 'Scoutreach programme' designed to take the values of scouting 
into areas of poor amenity, concentrating on places where scouting has 
until now not been available, and the use of experimental methods to 
attract young people. In central Birmingham, for instance, 50 new Scout 
groups have been set up tvith an increase of 4,000 boys over a 5 year 
period. W e  welcome such initiatives. 

The Role of the Church 
13.121 The prime responsibility for work with young people in the 
Church of England is at parish level. It is ultimately the parishes who 
decide what kind of prov~sion is to be offered, and appoint either 
voluntary or paid staff to work with young people. Many local churches 
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can be focal polnts In neighbourhoods, and this can enable lmmedlate 
responses to be made to local needs. 

13.122 It 1s clear that over the years the Church's role in work with 
young people has changed. Durlng the 1950s and the early 1960s there 
were a large number of church-sponsored open youth clubs, funded by a 
variety of means. offering a fzc~liey for al l  young people in the Area. 
Many- of these clubs located in inner city areas remaln effective In the 
youth work whtch they undertake. However, over the years, many local 
Churches have turned more to providing 'club nights" closed to all but 
the children and young people of its own members. The task of 
sustaining open youth clubs has proved just too tough. 

13.123 It is nomr very difficult for clergy or laity, paid or unpaid, 
to do effective youth work in the UPAs unless they are trained and 
supported. (This is made abundantly clear in the recently-published 
book by Pip Wilson, worker at the Mayflower Family Centre 
from 1975 to 1985.)' Training courses are available, but sadly few 
church members take advantage of them. Yet some parishes in UPAs, 
~51th either charitable funding or in partnership with local authorities, 
support detached youth workers or provide drop-in centres. 

13.124 Mos: dioceses exercise their responsibility for the support and 
development of parish iniriatives by the appointment of one or more 
diocesan officers (DUOS). Although the prime task of most of 
these off& is to support work in parishes, there is an established 
tradition of their involvement in statutory youth Lt'ork agencies and as 
advisors to other voluntary youth organisations - often providing 
important support for those in the statutory youth service whose morale 
is often at a very low ebb. 

13.125 Much of the Church's youth work is state funded, and we 
affirm the need for a creative partnership between the Church and the 
state. 

13.126 W e  also believe that the Church must make it clear that 
serving in the youth service in our cities is a very important Christian 
ministry - serving the community outside the church. It is too often and 
too easily assumed that the prime responsibility for work with young 
people in the Church of England is with the 'Church's children'. We do 
not wish in any way to denigrate that work. Yet we must underline that 
the alienation that we have found among young people is not least 
alienation from the Church. 
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13.127 X't. recommend that the General Synod's Board of Education. 
with the full partlclpatloil of DYOs, in response to this Report, moves 
towards a natlondl strategy for the Church's U-ork wlth young people in 
UPAs, and initiates drld supports \ ~ o r k  specifically within these 
areas. 

13.128 Our  work as a Commission has put us in touch ~ t i t h  some 
remarkable Church-sponsored youth work projects. A number of chem 
are linked together and serviced by the Frontier Youth Trust. National 
organisations such as this can help those concerned with 1-outh work 
(particularly in parishes) with advice on best practice. W e  believe that 
what has been done in some places can, with advice and support from 
such agencies, be done in others. W e  would like to record our gratitude 
for what we have seen, and recall the Church to its pioneering 
responsibility in the field of youth work. 

Main Recommendations 
1. Additional Church-sponsored urban studies centre for teacher 
training should be established (paragraph 13.38). 

2. All Diocesan Boards and Councils of Education should give special 
riority to the needs of the UPA schools for which they are responsible 

PP aragraph 13.91). 
3. The governors and managers of Church schools should consider 
whether composition of foundation governors in the school adequately 
reflects the ethnic constituency of its catchment area (paragraph 
13.91). 

4. Consideration should be given to a f~lrfher exploration of the 
ecumenical dimension at secondary level, including the possibility of 
establishing Church of England/Roman Catholic schools in urban 
priority areas, which would offer a significant proportion of places to 
children of other faiths (paragraph 13.91). 

5. A review of the Diocesan Education Committee measures should 
be undertaken, to allow the formulation of Diocesan policies for 
Church schools on admission criteria and other issues, such as religious 
education and worship, equal opportunities and community education 
(paragraph 13.91). 

6. The General Synod's Board of Education, in consultation with 
Diocesan Youth Officers, should move towards a national strategy for 
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the Church's work 1~1th young people in UPhs, and initiate and support 
work specific~lly within these areas (paragraph 13.127). 
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Chapter 14 

ORDER AND LAW 

'Order is not always served by law7 (South London Industrial 
Mission) 

Introduction 
14.1 Urban Priority Areas raise in a sharp form what is often described 
as the problem of 'Law and Order'. Although we can assume that crimes 
are committed, and that criminality may well be increasing, at all levels 
of society, it is evident (as we shall show) from published statistics, as 
well as from anecdotal evidence, that there is a particularly high 
incidence of certain types of crime in the UPAs. This does not mean that 
inner city areas or large council housing estates are necessarily more 
'criminal7 than other areas; indeed most of  the really serious crimes in 
this country probably occur elsewhere (cases of fraud, for example, 
under investigation by the City of London police in 1984 involved a 
total of over R250 million1). Nor does it mean that the incidence of 
crime is the worst blight affecting UPAs, and that if this could be cured 
other problems would disappear; indeed we shall argue that the 
opposite direction of causation is the case - if other problems are 
tackled we can expect the incidence of crime to decrease. Nevertheless 
there appears to be a particular concentration of crime in UPAs, 
sufficient at least to warrant our devoting serious attention to it. 

14.2 But it is crime of a particular kind. The offences which are 
committed proportionately more frequently in the UPAs than 
elsewhere, and to which their residents are particularly vulnerable, are 
robbery, burglary, theft, vandalism and theft of  or from motor vehicles. 
These offences are committed for the most part by local people, and 
their victims are for the most part also local people. The result is a 
serious deterioration of the environment and of social conditions in 
many urban priority areas. To the outsider, as to the resident, these areas 
appear lawless, dangerous and threatening. ' l aw and Order', people 
say, 'is breaking down'. There follows an instinctive public demand for 
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the government ofthe day to 'strengthen the forces of Law and Order' - 
by which is meant, not the whole range of sanctions and authorities 
which restraln cltlzeiis from all kinds of climinal behaviour, including 
tax evaslon, fraud. motoring offences or cruelty to children, but 
specifically those agencies mkich are engaged in detecting ,nd bringing 
to trial and punishnient the perpctrators of 'petty' or 'mass' crlmes, who, 
like their victims, are for the most part relatively poor and deprived. 
These agencies are the Pollce, the Judiciary and the Prisons. 

14.3 The assumption behind this demand is of course that by 
providing a larger and more efficient police force and more penal 
institutions one can reduce the number of crimes committed. But not 
merely is there no evidence for ehis: with regard to the police, we shall 
quote evidence in support of the view that more intensive policing may 
be actua!ly counter-productive; and with regard to prisons. there are 
strong moral as well as przctical arguments against increasing the prison 
population of this country which (at some 48,000) is already propor- 
tionately higher than that of any other western European country. 

14.4 There are therefore good grounds for regarding 'Law and Order' 
as a slogan which can too easily be used for rallying public opinion 
behind a popular but ineffective policy of 'containing' alleged 
criminality in certain areas by 'strengthening the arm oE the Law'. W e  
have deliberately inverted the terms in the title of this chapter. What is 
amiss in urban priority areas is not (we shall argue) a shortage of the 
agents of the Law, but a partial breakdown of that order which only 
society can create and maintain for itself. The remedy for the sense of 
threat and insecurity under which so many people live in the inner city is 
not (at least in a free and democratic country) to intensify pollcing but to 
make a simultaneous attack on the many factors which are causing the 
inhabitants of these areas to lose respect for each other's persons and 
property, and to live together in order and peace. 

14.5 In seeking to identify these factors we find ourselves aligned with 
all the main public and official agencies which are concerned with these 
problems. The Home Office, the Probation Service, NACRO, and the 
police authorities themselves are all concentrating attention on the role 
of the 'community' in maintaining order and preventing crime. The 
Church has resources which it can contribute to this work, and much of 
this Chapter will be concerned with the more effective use of some of 
them. But the problems are by no means always practical and empirical 
ones. Matters of order, law and punishment raise general questions of 
morality and public policy which are being vigorously debated in many 
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parts of the world. There 1s A long trad~tion of Chrrstian thinkrng which 
can make a contr~but~on to this debate. Before we turn to practical Issues 
it ma) be useful to spell out certarn cons~derat~ons which are of  
pdrt~cular Importance to Chrlstrans and bvhich are brought Into sharp 
focus bp recent developments in public pol~c).  

1. How does the Christian gospel invite us to approach the 
institutions and processes of Law? The motivation it encourages 
consists of love, sacrificial service and mutual concern. Christians can 
never be satisfied with law-abidingness as a sufficient criterion for 
moral conduct, nor will they ever think that better laws, or more 
vigorous enforcement, will by themselves create a moral society. -4t 
the same time, they have inherited from the Old Testament a keen 
concern for Justice, and recognise a radical extension ofthis concern 
inJesus7 criticisms of the working and interpretation of the Law in his 
own time. The whole Bible reminds us that. left to themselves, 
neither the legislaeure nor the judiciary can be relied upon to create 
and mai~ ta in  conditions in which justice will always prevail, and an 
objective srandard is required against which to measure their 
procedures. Christians relate their standards of human justice to their 
understanding of the justice of God; but these standards are for the 
most part ones which are shared by the majority of their fellow 
citizens. The distinctive service of the Church is to challenge, in the 
name of God and his justice, all human institutions and procedures 
when they appear to be falling short of  these standards. For instance, 
Christians can never cease to ask serious questions of a society whose 
prisons contain a uite disproportionate number of black people2 or 9 
of members of the lowest' social classes, or about the evidence which 
is still widely available of black people being far more exposed to 
police questioning and arrest on the streets than whites. 
2. The Christian faith encourages us to be realistic about human 
nature. Its doctrine of sin makes us take seriously the tendencies to 
evil in each one of us, and makes us expect that even under the most 
favourable conditions there will always be some who will commit 
criminal offences and whose attitudes seem virtually impossible to 
'reform'. W e  should not therefore be surprised that the 'rehabilitative' 
principle of punishment has had so little apparent success (in terms of 
reducing the number of recidivists) or that it has been open to such 
weightv theoretical objections that it has now, in this country, been 
officiafly abandoned.? Yet when we observe a tendency towards a 
more pumtive approach to sentencing (in the form either of longer 
sentences or of a short sharp shock' policy) - despite the absence of 
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any evidence that this reduces recidivism - ~ v e  are bound to protest. 
The Christian faith continues to proclaim the infinite worth of every 
individual in <he sight of God, and the infinite possibilities of God's 
forgiving love. It is in~possible for us to acquiesce in the 
abandonment of rhe rehabilitative ideal; and indeed prison staff, 
probation officers and social workers would probably find it 
impossible to continue their work in a humane way if they abandoned 
all expectation of some kind of positive response in at least some of 
their fellow citizens who are convicted of crime. 

3. In the Old Testament the justice of  God is 'biased' towards the 
protection of the poor, the weak and the vulnerable. The Christian 
tradition, follou~ing a clear lead given by Jesus (Matthew 25.31-46), 
has responded to this by showing a particular concern for 'prisoners 
and captives'. It is a Christian duty to minister to and synlpathise with 
those who are in prison H e b r .  10.34), and with all others whose 
social position renders them weak, vulnerable, and subject to 
victimisation and abuse. As we have seen, such people exist in large 
numbers in urban priority areas, and this alone justif4les us in paying 
special attention to the problems of Order and Law in the inner city. 
But in fact this concern may place Christians at a certain distance 
from public opinion, which tends to take a harsh view of the penalties 
appropriate to certain kinds of crime, to prefer convicted criminals to 
be kept out of' sight and mind, and to he siolv to recognise that some 
members of  society may have fallen seriously behind the rest in terms 
of rights before the law. O n  the other hand, most 'professionals' 
involved in the treatment and care of offenders share at least a part of 
this traditional Christian concern. 

4. This analysis might suggest that the inner city. with its areas of 
apparent lawlessness and its high rate of 'mass' or 'petty' crime, 
provides a physical and social context for the release of criminal 
tendencies among its residents, and that the work of the Church must 
be to provide its members with the spiritual resources needed to resist 
and overcome such a threatening concentration of the forces of evil. 
To a certain extent this may be true. The protection of anonymity, 
and the infection of the mindless violence of a crowd, may lead 
individuals into courses of action and types of behaviour which can 
only be called evil, and all our spiritual resources are required to 
combat it and save people from it. At the same time, we cannot 
associate ourselves with a negative view of the inner city as such. A 
city is a place of dense population, with immensely varied but 
relatively scarce resources. It is a place both of constant personal 



intelactlon and of tragic lo~~eliness. of richly rewarding co-operative 
activity and of intense confllct betneen individuals, groups and 
classes. But these ale precisely the clrcurnstdnces In which the 
Christian falth IS llred in ~ t s  fullness. It IS in the heallng of an 
imperfect and fragmented soclety, and in the resolution of conflict 
through sacrificial servlce, that the reality of the Gospel is most 
keenlj. experienced. If the inner clty ha5 more thdn its f a r  share of the 
mdn~festations of human weakness and wickedness, 1t can also 
celebrate a rich harvest of (mainly unrecogn~sed and unacknow- 
ledged) salnts. 

14.6 With these considerations in mind, we now turn to the task of 
identifying the symptoms and causes of the apparent breakdown of 
order in urban priority areas. W e  then draw attention to types of social 
action which appear to be tackling the root causes and to ways in which 
the Churches can make their contribution. 

Crime in the UPAs 
14.7 It IS Important, in the first place, to set our observation of the 
incidence of crime in the UPAs in the context of the crime rate for the 
United Kingdom as a whole. Statistics show that, over the whole 
country, the rate of reported crime has been risulg in a fairly dramatic 
manner. The f c l l o ~ v i n ~  are the figures for persons found guilty in the 
UK of criminal offences since 1950:4 

'000s 
1950 821.2 
1960 1241.6 
1970 1917.1 
1980 2502.3 

These show a threefold increase in thirty years. 

14.8 Has there been a disproportionately greater increase in UPAs? 
No figures are available to answer this question directly. Moreover we 
must be careful, in this as in other matters, not to generalise about 
situations n'hich may be as different from each other as hlerseyside is 
from Inner London and where policing may be based on different 
strategies. Nevertheless, having spent over a year listening to people 
who live in inner cities and large urban housing estates, and having 
received a great deal of written evidence, we are convinced that, even 
though most crime that is committed in these areas is 'petty', its impact 
is particularly serious on people already living in conditions of social 
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d~sddvantage and deprivation. T h ~ s  impression is confirmed by the 
foliowing facts which can be extracted from the first Britlsh Crime 
Survey (1981), 1%-hich was based on lntervlews In about 16.000 
households in England, Wales and Scotland: 

(a) Victims of robbery tend to live in the inner city; 

(bj The risks of burglary in the inner city are double those in other 
areas of conurbations and five times those elsewhere; 

(c) Council properties are more at risk than owner-occupied 
houses, though the value of Icsses from the latter tends to be 
higher; 

id) Thefts of and from motor vehicles are concentrated: 

(i) where there is street parking at night; 

(ii) in metropolitan areas, especially inner cities; 

(iiij in areas of  council housing. 

As a result of these factors, more than 25 per cent of households living in 
inner cities, whose vehicles are kept on the street, suffer theft of or from 
their vehicles every year, compared with 5 per cent of households 
outside the city who garage their cars. A more recent survey tells the 
same story. Taking Account ~j Crime: Key Findings j o m  the 1984 British 
Crime Survey, discussing rates of crime and anxieties about crime, 
conclcdcs: 'the poorest council estates tnd  multi-racial areas showed 
especially high levels of fear, which were matched by high levels of 
crime'. There uas  a burglary rate of 2 h - 3  times the national average in 
these areas,' and the fear of burglary was nearly twice the national 
average. The picture of 'mugging' i s  very ~ i m i l a r . ~  

14.9 Paul Harrison, in Inside the inner City (Pelican 1983) writes: 
'In 1981 there were more than 23,000 serious crimes in Hackney - 
one £or every three households in the borough. The equivalent of one 
person in every hundred was mugged, one dwelling in sixteen was 
burgled, and one car in every four stolen or stolen from. These 
figures refer to reported crimes only: the experience of the General 
Household Survey suggests that the true incidence will be anything 
from 60 per cent to 100 per cent higher.' (p. 324). 

The experience of the people we have spoken to in Hackney amply 
supports these figures. 

14.10 W e  have already noted that by far the greatest number of crlmes 
committed in UPAs may be called 'pettv' or 'mass' crime - burglary, 
robbery, theft, vdndal~sm and theft of or motor cars. It IS prec~sely 
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these crimes ivhich shon a particularly massive increcise In recent years. 
In Greater Manchester, for example, between 1980 and 1983 recorded 
burglaries rose from 47,380 to 72,925, robberies from 648 to 1,212 and 
randal~sm from 11,957 to 20,51 It might of course be sald that these 
crlmes are less 'serious' than others, and their Incidence therefore glves 
less cause for concern. But this would be to ignore the ijinlulatfve effects 
o i  such crlme. O n  some housing estates and in some inner city areas the 
vandalising of essential servlces such as lihs and telephones, spates of 
burglaries, thefts of and from cars, frequent aggressive behaviour within 
and around the locality - all these combine to make llfe a constant 
struggle for the residents and to create an atmosphere of fear. 

14.11 Contrary to a widely held assumption, .it is the poor themselves 
who suffer most from this kind of crime. The evidence we received 
from NACRO supports our own observations: - - 

'. . . not only is the risk of victimisation higher for already 
disadvantaged people, but the likely effects of crime are also greater, 
as they are less cushioned against financial loss. Furehermore, where 
the disadvantage is linked to being old, a single-parent family, poor 
physical and mental health, and so on, the emotional support which 
aids recovery from misfortune may also be less readily available than 
in some ~ommunities. Moreover, the poor are far less able to consider 
moving away from a high crime area.' 

14.12 If we ask, Who  is it that commits these crimes?, our evidence - 
confirmed both by NACRO and tne Police - is that crime within 
disadvantaged areas is particularly likely to be committed by local 
people. With burglar?, for instance. pobr homes are particularly 
vulnerable to the opportunistic, often young, offender. whereas more 
affluent arcas are more likely to attract the professional offender who 
has travelled purposively to obtain high rewards. 

14.13 But of course it is not only crime, but the fear of crime, which 
affects living conditions in UPAs - fear not only oh one's own account 
but for, say, a teenage daughter. We  have encountered such fear again 
and-again. Not only are people afraid to go out; they are afraid to let 
others come in. Once again, our impressions are confirmed by the 
British Crime Survey. Though it states that 

' P  

tear for personal safety is not a national problem . . . overall fear 
levels are neither high nor excessive,' 

it nevertheless admits that this is 

'an urban problem and particularly an inner city one.' 
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For example, 

'12 per cent of all inner city residents say they never go out alone at 
night because of crime'; 

'More than 60 per cent of all inner city women feel at least somewhat 
unsafe'; 

and fully 60 per cent of those over 60 feel 'very ~ n s a f e ' . ~  

These fears mav often be excessive: the published figures for robbery, 
for example, are notably low, and the statistics show that (contrary to a 
~ ~ i d e l y  held assumption) women and elderly people are not especially 
exposed to the risk of  personal attack. Yet they are real. They are fed by 
the highly selective reporting of local newspapers, radio and television; 
and the amount of information normally available to the general public 
about the real incidence of crime in a particular area is very small 
indeed. As long as people believe that there is a high level of crime 
which constitutes a direct threat to them, they will continue to lead 
restricted and impoverished lives. W e  have found this to be 
unquestionably the case in UPAs in general and among groups such as 
elderly women in particular. In addition, domestic violence cannot be 
ignored: in any debate about mugging or violence in the streets, it must 
be remembered that assault on wives is by far the most common form of 
violence. 

Why this Pattern of Crime in UPAs? 
14.14 Statistics and anecdotal evidence combine to present an 
alarming picture. But we must not imagine that this is anything new. 
Certain types of crime, particularly 'petty' or 'mass' crime, have always 
been especially prevalent in urban areas; and ever since the industrial 
revolution successive generations have deplored the apparent increase 
in lawlessness and violence and have sought reasons for it. At one period 
in Victorian England one in four of London's policemen was physically 
assaulted in the course of  duty. The word 'hooligan' entered common 
use after some acute Bank Holiday rowdiness in 1898. There u7ere 
violent clashes between the police and unemployed people in 1931. 
Again and again statesmen and commentators have deplored the 
apparent weakening or breakdown of family life, the decline in the 
respect shown by young people for their elders, and the general growth 
of lawlessne~s.~ Blame has been attributed to schools, music halls, films, 
social conditions, and now violence on television. Anything we say on 
the subjvct is likely to have been said many times before. Moreover it is 
notoriously difficult to identify the precise cause of  any particular trend 
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in the incidence of crime; indeed every crime that is committed is likely 
to have a number oi'causes'. In this respect as in others both the people 
and the environments in inner city areas vary so widely that 
generalisations are liable to be misleading and any 'blanket' policy of 
crime prevention is likely to be ineffective. Yet none of this exempts us 
from attempting to discern the factors, some of them having emerged 
particularly in the last few years, which have contributed to what Lord 
Scarman referred to as 'the complex pattern of  conditions which lies at 
the root of the disorders in Brixton and elsewhere'.'' 

(1) Utzenzplcymerzt 
14.15 Lord Scarman recognised unemployment as a 'major factor'. A 
recent study, published by the Home office," has found no evidence to 
confirm this, but also none to contradict it. The evidence we have 
gathered ourselves in the course of visits to areas of  high unemployment 
entirely supports Lord Scarman's judgement. T o  give only one example: 
in a northern housing estate, a magistrate, of  sorne years experience, said 
to us: ' I  never thought I'd live to be on the side of the shop-lifter here. 
Not all of them, of course; but some people now are desperately poor 
because of unemployment. To shop-lift for those dependent on them 
seems at the moment the only way.' W e  need not condone such an 
attitude (though there is an ancient and reputable tradition of Christian 
thought which justifies a starving person who appropriates the 
minimum necessary to sustain life). T o  be unemployed need not, of  
course, lead to engaging in criminal activity; but it does mean real 
poverty for many, and time unoccupied with purposeful work: time 
available for law-breaking and disorderly conduct and for the pressures 
of the consumer society to have their effect. It may not be possible to 
prove the connection between unemployment and crime by statistics. 
But many of those best qualified to form a judgement in this matter 
regard it as beyond doubt.'' 

(2) Envirorirnent 
14.16 The Family Welfare Association wrote to us: 

'Vandalism may often be a protest against the inhumanity o f  the 
environment and an attempt to sofien some of its harshness. In some 
places this aspect of vandalism has been channelled into positive 
directions through community arts programmes . . . Our experience 
suggests that where a community is constructed on a scale small 
enough for human relations to be conducted, and for the 
environment to be cared for by people who live within it, the 
destructiveness diminishes.' 
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People have often sald to us when they have shown us the particular 
estate where they live: 'Who'd want to live here!' Bad design and bad 
houslng management (e.g. the withdrawal of resident caretakers) 
undoubtedly create both opportunities for crime and the fear of cr~me.  
An estate already vandahsed. with repairs unattended to. encourages a 
k ~ n d  of creeping neglect which makes more and more people glve up 
caring for areas outside the actudl perimeter of the home and ofhrs  
open lncltement to further vandalism and petty crime. 

(3) Family Disorder 
14.17 A poor environment may undoubtedly damage family life; but a 
further factor making for disorder may lie within the family - 'parents 
don't discipline their children any more' etc. There is of course some 
truth in this. \Ve quote again from ehe evidence submitted by- the Family 
Welfare Association: 

'One of the problems of some urban council estates is that they 
become filled with individuals and families who are Internally 
disorganised and chaotic. That sense of personal and familial disorder 
helps to create chaotic social conditions which in turn further disturb 
individuals and their families. It makes sense in those circumstances 

'6 

for some people to keep themselves to themselves" and to retire 
behind their firmly closed front doors, and for others kvho may be 
better integrated internally to move away to more stable communities. 
But this has the effect of leaving the estate even less well organised, 
and of disrupting even further the ordinary kinds of social containers 
of potentially destructive forces usually found in well established 
environments. Moreover, it ensures that there is even less social 
reinforcement for those struggling to subdue their own internal 
disorder and sustain a precarious sense of integration.' 

Nevertheless, we believe that it is unfair to single out parents in a 
society where adults generally often do not feel authorised to keep 
order. Moreover, there are strong social pressures working against the 
traditional patterns of family life. Many immigrant families, whose 
culture presupposes strong paternal authority and family solidarity, 
have found their children unable or unwilling to maintain the 
traditional pattern in the social climate in which they now live. A 
Director of  Social Services in London told us that he has to recognise 
that traditional two-parent families account for only a small proportion 
of those for whom he has responsibility. The rest are living in other 
forms of 'institutional intimacy'. 
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14.18 In the evidence submitted to us by the dioceses we have noted 
references KO the often serious social consequences of allocation policies 
adopted by housing authorities. Many housing estates have a large 
number of single-parent families living in them. Many people iive in 
estates who would never have chosen to go there, and who cannot easily 
be persuaded to accept responsibility for their environment. Under 
certain circumstances even a small concentration of families with 
multiple problems can have a serious effect on the ability of a 
community to maintain order and self-respect; and even the proportion 
ofchildren to adults may be a critical factor if other conditions are such 
as to promote lawlessness. Any appeal to parental authority, and any 
attempts to strengthen it, must take account of  the social realities of  
family life today, particularly as they are experienced in urban 
surroundings. 

(4) Drug Misuse 
14.19 The number of  drug addicts notifkd in the United Kingdom in 
1983 (5,850) was 42 per cent up on 1982. The number of new addicts 
notified in 1984 was 5,730, a 28 per cent increase on the 1983 figure 
(4,186). In 1983, there were 2,784 admissions of  patients with drug 
related diagnoses to mental illness hospitals in England. This marked an 
increase of32 per cent since 1982, and of76 per cent since 1979.13 There 
is no doubt, however, that the number of drug misusers is much greater 
than the number of admissions to hospital or the number of notifications 
to the Home Office. Some research carried out in 1981 in two urban 
areas in England suggested that the number of  notified addicts was a 
five-fold underestimate of the addicts in the local population at that 
time. W e  have visited a number of council estates in which drug 
addiction was rife: offences involving hard drugs have increased there 
ten-fold in two or three years. It is difficult to determine whether 
people commit crimes because they are under the influence of drugs or 
in order to finance an expensive addiction which they could not 
otherwise afford. What is clear is that in UPAs addicts are likely to be 
poor and that their addiction can be financed only through crime. 

14.20 The seriousness of the situation in certain areas is undeniable. 
That drug misuse is particularly acute in urban areas is underlined by the 
number of narcotic drug addicts notified to the Home Office in 1983, by 
Police Force Areas: 
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Police Force --lrea Sotil;:ed in 1983 l 4  

Nen- Former 
Addicts Addicts Total 

Greater Manchester 204 28 232 
Merseyside 378 29 407 
Metropolitan Police District 

(and City of London) 1813 880 2693 
Hertfordshire 3 0 2 7 5 7 
Kent 43 12 55 

T o  illustrate the problem we concentrate on Greater Manchester. In 
that area the increase in drug addiction recorded by the Home Office 
over the period 1976-1980 was 47 per cent (the UK average was 52 per 
cent). In 1980 notifications made to GPs on the North West Regional 
Health Authority showed a 10.7 per cent increase; in 1981 notifications 
had increased by 68 per cent. Arrests made by Greater Manchester 
Police for drug offences rose from 1073 in 1981 to 1278 in 1983. Three 
deaths were attributed directly to the misuse of drugs. Two-thirds of the 
drug offences consisted.of using, possessing or dealing in cannabis; the 
second most common drug was heroin. Increasingly the police are 
finding that heroin is becoming a first step for many drug users rather 
than a drug to which to graduate. 

14.21 What has caused this type of addiction to invade our cities? 
Doubtless the sheer availability of drugs and the activity of drug- 
pushers are a major cause; but we cannot doubt that the social 
deprivation and level of unemployment particularly among young 
people which we have seen in UPAs is a crucial factor. Vigilance by 
customs officers, severe sentences for grave offenders, specialised social 
and medical care and responsible education on drugs in schools all have 
a part to play in responding to drug abuse; but we are convinced that the 
underlying problem must be the condition of the UPAs themselves. W e  
u~ould draw attention to the 'Resource Leaflet for Greater Manchester', 
published by the Board for Social Responsibility of the Diocese of 
Manchester, as an example of what the Church can do. It provides 
general guidance on constructive attitudes to the problem, and 
information on the professional medical, psychiatric and social help that 
is available. 

(5) The Consurner Society and Anonymity 
14.22 All these factors pecul~ar to certain urban situations today must 
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be seen ~gains t  the background of a more general and pervasive 
influence, \\-ell expressed in evidence submitted to us by NACRO: 

'The growth In material goods ava~lable in modern soclety has 
~ncreased the opportunltles for theft and damage, particularly wher. 
goods are very dccessible. like cars on the streets and goods in self- 
service shops . . . Since our society encourages consumerism and 
exposes all its members to attractive Ilk-styles through the mass- 
media, yet severely restricts real opportunltles for many, particularly 
lithey are black, female, poor or hand~capped. it is not surprising that 
respect for the ldw should be weakened. 

The monotonous sameness of many housing estates contributes to an 
anonymity in which what you get up to doesn't seem to matter. Crime 
may be an outlet for aggression and frustration, a way of making your 
mark, or simply fun. In a society where you don't seem to matter it is 
easy to think that other people and other things don't matter - hence 
'violence against the person' and vandalism. 

The Maintenance of Order 
14.23 In the face of all this, many people naturally feel alarmed and 
speak of 'a breakdown in Law and Order'. Stronger policing seems the 
obvious remedy, and governments are put under pressure to increase 
the public funds available for 'Law and Order'. This response yields few 
results. The findings of the Home Office Research Unit in i98415 are 
that an increase in police manpower has a very limited effect on the 
incidence of crime - indeed, since more policemen often means more 
crimes detected or reported. the criminality of an area may seem 
actually to increase when more police are introduced. Moreover the 
ability of  the police to reduce crime simply by a more massive presence 
is extremely limited: it was a clear lesson of the events leading up to the 
Brixton riots that over-policing can be as dangerous as a lack of police. l6 

To strengthen the police is to tackle - and tackle ineffectively - merely 
the symptoms of a deeper disorder; any serious analysis of the apparent 
increase in crime in the inner cities must look for its causes and for 
means of attacking it at source. 

14.24 There is a growing recognition that crime is not a matter which 
can be left in the hands of the police, the courts and the prisons and 
forgotten by the rest of the community. In his report on the 1981 
Brixton disorders Lord Scarman said: 

'. . . local communities should be more fully involved in the decisions 
which affect them . . . in planning, in the provision of local services 
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and in the management and financing of specific projects . . . Inner 
City areas Are not human deserts! They possess a wealth of voluntary 
effort And goodwill. I t  would be wlse to put thls human cap~tal to 
good use . . . In order to secure soc~al  stability, there \v111 be a long- 
term need to provide useful, gainful employment and sultable 
educational, recreational and leisure opportunities for young people' 
(pars 6.7;. 

14.25 In a debate in the House of Lords on 24 March 1982 the Lord 
Chief Justice stated: 

'Neither police nor courts nor prisons can solve the problem of the 
rising crime rate.' 

14.26 In his report to the Home Secretary in 1983 Sir Kcnneth 
Nevvman, Commissioner of Police for the hletropolis, said: 

'. . . The police cannot alone make a major impact on crime . . . major 
resources for crime reduction reside in the community itself, and in 
other public and voluntary agencies.' 

14.27 Criminaljustice: A IVorkit7g Paper produced by the Home Of5ce 
in May 1984 notes: 

'Public confidence can also be improved by demonstrating that crime 
can be reduced. An effective programme of crime prevention is 
therefore essential, in which not only the police but the community as 
a whole play a part.' 

14.28 It would seem that a consensus view is develop~ng that crime 
policy cannot be successfully formulated in isolation from the 
community and that the community should be involved in a programme 
which has as one of its aims the prevention of crime. We fully concur 
with this view; but it 'is based on the presupposition that 'the 
community' (however defined) regards the Law as its 'friend'. Is this any 
longer the case? 

14.29 In UPAs we have found a widespread ambivalence towards the 
agents of 'the Law' (particularly police and magistrates). O n  the one 
hand the Law is seen as the guardian of the status quo and the protector 
of the weaker members of the community against the stronger; but on 
the other hand the status quo itself is felt to be oppressive, and the agents 
of the Law often appear to be prejudiced against certain classes of 
people. Black people, for example, must look to the police for 
protection, not only against burglars, but also against physical attacks 
and thuggery carried out by racist or extreme political groups; but they 
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may also have personal experiences (such as the feeling that the police 
tdke no nonce ofcalls for help coming from areas where they are known 
to llvej, and have heard utterances of police spokesmen, which make 
them believe that the pollce are prejudiced agalnst them. W e  have 
recei\ ed so many reports of this kind that we cannot drscount them. This 
loss of confidence In the police, and suspicion of racial or class 
dlscrimindtion in methods of policing and among magistrates, can result 
in substantial groups in the community ceaslng to regard the Law as 
' frlend'. 

14.30 There is also a more general respect for the forces of law and 
order which arises from the sense that the Law is framed to protect 
inalienable 'human rights'. So long as all new legislation continues to 
seem compatible with these principles, respect for the Law may 
reasonably be expected of all. But if a government imposes laws on the 
whole population which appear to protect the rights of some more than 
others, this respect for the Law may be seriously weakened. There is 
now an increasing number of people, mainly concentrated in the cities, 
who feel that the Law does nothing to protect their rights to decent 
housing and fair opportunities for available employment. Many of these 
people are being reduced to the situation of those who seem to have 
nothing to gain from the 'order' of  society and nothing to lose by 
flouting it. This results in a dangerous situation, in that 'respect for the 
Law' will have no appeal to them as a motive to restrain them from any 
opportunities which present themselves for crime, disorder, rioting and 
looting. The government of the day carries great responsibility for the 
maintenance of order by the evident fairness and reasonableness of the 
legislation it promotes. 

14.31 It follows from all this that the maintenance of order depends 
on a large number of  factors. In what follows we shall concentrate on 
those areas where the community and the Churches bear most 
responsibility and may be able to take the most fruitful initiatives. W e  
shall conclude with some observations on the police and the prison 
system. 

Community Based Crime Prevention 
14.32 In view of our primary conclusion that the promotion of order 
must be as locally based as possible and that community initiatives must 
be fostered, it is not surprising that we found much encouragement in 
the circular on Crime Prevenfion issued jointly by the Home Office, the 
Department of Education and Science, the Department of  the 
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Environment. the Department of  Health and Social Security and the 
Welsh Oi-fice on 30 January 1981 'iqhlch stated that 'a sound policy 
towards crlme prevention should take into account the following 
polnts: 

(a) egective crime prevention needs the active support of the 
community. The methods used by the police are constantly 
improving but police effectiveness cannot be greatly increased unless 
the community can be persuaded to do more for itseli: 

(b) crime prevention schemes are more successfidl where the police 
and local agencies work together in a co-ordinated way towards 
particular aims; 

(c) patterns of crime vary greatly from one area to the next. 
Preventive measures are therefore more likely to be successful when 
designed to reflect local characteristics and focused on particular 
types of crime; 

(d) whilst there is a need to address the social factors associated 
with criminal behaviour, and policies are continuallv being devised 
to tackle this aspect of the problem, these are essentially long-term 
measures. For the short term, the best way forward is to reduce 
through management or design or changes in the environment the 
opportunities that exist for crime to occur.' 

14.33 The circular goes on to mention the growing number of crime 
prevention schemes in operation up and down the country, and calls for 
the formation of closer links between the public and those holding 
positions of authority and outlines the various local bodies - police 
authority committees, neighbourhood associations, etc - which have a 
part to play together. 

14.34 W e  have been heartened as we have come across such a 
'community approach' in initiatives of the Probation Service and 
NACRO and of other bodies in many inner city and other urban priority 
areas. The new importance given to local policing ('the policeman on his 
beat') is a welcome example of  this approach; as is 'The Safe 
Neighbourhood Unit - Community Based Improvement Programmes 
on Twelve Inner London Housing Estates' (a NACRO project funded 
by the GLC and London boroughs)." Kre believe that Churches in 
every locality should help with such initiatives wherever they are 
appropriate and necessary. 

14.35 Over the last decade there have been several studies - not least 
through the influence of Oscar Newman's idea of 'defensible space' - of 
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a 'sltuational' approach to crime; hence the lncreaslng use of prlvate 
sccuritT personnel, of electionic surveillance systems In shops and 
supermarkets and for blocks of servlce flats. But in UPAs local 
author~tles have been reluctant to adopt such measures (on grounds of 
expense or practlcallty). The people llving In UPAs are thu, less 
protected. Often llttle attention was pald In councll houslng deslgn to 
crlme prevention. Access lobbies and large publicly accessible areas, 
stalrlvays, terraces, llfts, underpasses, seem to belong to no one; yet re- 
design 1s costly. 

14.36 W e  would make four comments on such community based 
crime prevention. 

(I) W e  welcome this approach, not least because it reflects the 
locality-based approach which has seemed so relevant to much of our 
Report. 

(2) N o  one studying 'The Safe Neighbourhood Unit' can imagine 
that this approach to crime prevention is without its difficulties. Here 
is another example where that which works in the suburbs may 
encounter very considerable problems in the UPAs. But there is no 
alternative to confronting these problems. 

(3) The concern to encourage communities to contribute to their 
own order must be distinguished from the natural tendency of like 
minded individuals to take what they judge to be the law into their 
own hands against those whom they judge to be lawless. The Police, 
the National Council for Civil Liberties and other bodies have 
expressed disquiet at the danger of Neighbourhood Watch Schemes 
developing into some sort of vigilante group. The Police have been 
outspoken in their condemnation of such a development, and we too 
have had instances of such divisive developments brought to our 
notice on the part of groups or individuals. 

(4) W e  have already cmmended  the Joint Circular of the Home 
OfGce and other central government departments of 30 January 
1984. W e  found ourselves giving it full approval until its final crucial 
paragraph - Resources - where the circular states: 

'The suggestions in this circular do not call for a net increase in 
expenditure: they concern re-direction of effort of existing 
resources'. 

In the short term v-e believe that this is a misleading statement. 
Among changes brought about on the estates of the 'Safe 
Neighbourhood Unit', for instance, have been: 
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employment of resldent caretakers and increased quotas of 
clzaners; 
fitting of stronger doors and locks, 'phone entry systems, high- 
level lighting in semi-public areas: 
opening youth clubs and play centres. 

X'e believe it to be quite unrealistic to think that even these short-tern~ 
changes - and others that may be deemed necessary - can always be 
made without 'a net increase in expenditure'. In the longer term, 
considerable expenditure and improved design will certainly be 
necessary before savings in costs related to order and law can be 
achieved. 'Yet the social costs of disorder are immense. The relatively 
small costs of crime prevention initiatives now may save massive 
expenditure later. 

Victim Support in the Inner City 
14.37 It is too easy to assume that help is always at hand in the inner 
city from the elaborate range of statutory and voluntary services that &l1 
the pages of welfare directorles. Most people do not know- what is 
available and often do not like to ask for help. Even if they are prcpared 
to ask it is not easy for them to find their way through the mazr of  
agencies which exist. 

14.38 This is particularly the case for victims of crime, for u box 
there is as yet only the beginnings of a support system. The British Crirne 
Survey is showing what was often suspected - that there is much more 
crime and therefore many more victims than police statistics show. 
People do not report all the crimes of which they are victims, for ail 
sorts of reasons. The importance of this is that for every crime, reported 
or not, there is a victim, and very often more than one. in nearly every 
case, the suffering and fear will spread out to a wider circle of 
immediate relations, friends and neighbours. 

14.39 Victim Support Schemes are now beginning to meet some ofthe 
needs which victims of crime would otherwise be left to cope with 
alone. There are now S~hemes in 255 places in the United Kingdom and 
In 1984 5.900 people were dealing with more than 112,OOii referrals 
from the police, an increase of72 per cent over 1983.18 All the Schemes 
are voluntary, and exist only in areas where local people have taken the 
initiative to set them up. They are staffed for the most part by non- 
professionals, who can contribute their common sense and practical 
skills to helping the victims of crime, and can if necessary refer them to 
professional agencies. Probation Officers, Church members, police and 
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representatives of voluntary agencies have been active in establishing 
new schemes, and Churches have helped to provide volunteers. 

14.40 Not surprisingly, good Victim Support Schemes have been 
harder to establish in the major cities than they have in areas wirh less 
petty crime; yet a number exist already in UPAs. Government support 
in the region of L100,000 is available to the national office of the 
National Association of Victim Support Schemes, but this does not 
provide for the financing of any regional co-ordination or training. 
Schemes in UPAs have to meet a particularly heavy demand. To cope 
with it they need full-time paid co-ordinators, for whom at present no 
finance is available. They also need a larger number of volunteers, and 
experience considerable difficulty in recruitment. Here is a task in 
which those who live in the suburbs can perhaps give practical service to 
those who live in the UPAs. 

Reparation, Conciliation and Mediation 
14.41 The Home Office Research and Planning Unit Paper 27; 
'Reparation, conciliation and mediation; Current  projects and planr in  England 
and PVales' is a crucial and most valuable document. Amongst other 
things it classifies existing projects - which tend to be centred so far in 
industrialised urban areas e.g. Newham Conflict and Change Project 
and the Liverpool Dispute Settlement Service. The Commission has 
come across other projects which are perhaps too young to have been 
included in Paper 27. 

14.42 A typical example of such a project is a Neighbourhood 
Mediation Centre. This may be described as 'an informal institution 
designed for the quick and effective resolution of certain types of 
6 '  

minor" disputes'. It 'offers a means of settling disputes speedily and 
without recourse to the courts . . . it keeps the conflict at the local 
immediate level and allows the possibility of permanent resolution 
whereas a court case may aggravate relationships.' It is 'a means of 
preventing quarrels and disputes developing into violent confrontation 
on inner city housing estates.'lg 

14.43 It is too early to comment on the viability of such schemes. Yet 
clearly this kind of development of local reparation, conciliation and 
mediation is central to the concerns of our Commission, and we cannot 
do less than commend it in its various manifestations to the attention of 
the Church and of society today. Several of the projects we have come 
across have in fact been initiated by the Church, in partnership with'rhe 
Social Services. 
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Law Centres 
11.44 There are now 55 Law Centres in the U n ~ t e d  Kingdom, most of 
vrh~ch are located in the poorer neighbourhoods of inner cltles. 
Members of the Commission have visited a number of them. 

14.45 In October 1979 the Royal Commission on Legal Services 
recognised a large gap in the existing provision of legal services. Legal 
A d  alone has not met the legal needs of the disadvantaged. There are 
too feu- solicitors in poor areas, and too few who specialize in areas of 
concern to the poor. There are too many areas of law where Legal Aid is 
not available. People are unaware of their rights and do not realize that a 
legal remedy is open to them. Many are frightened by the thought of 
going to a solicitor, and have little idea how to proceed. 

14.46 T o  meet this need, Law Centres provide specialist legal 
services. They all employ solicitors, and may also employ community 
workers, general legal advisers (in such areas as housing, homelessness, 
welfare rights, and immigration) and sometimes barristers. Each Law 
Centre is run by a local representative or elected Management 
Committee. 

14.47 No Law Centre can begin to take on the cases of all the people 
who come to it. The vast majority of  people are referred to private 
practices who can deal with their problems. A new Law Centre in an 
area generates more work for private solicitors. People become more 
aware of their rights and less reluctant to seek advice. ,4 Law Centre can 
reassure people that they will qualify for legal aid and can recommend a 
solicitor. One typical Law Centre estimates that it makes over 40 
referrals to private practice per week. Law Centres are complementary 
to the legal aid system, not a s u b ~ t i t u t e . ~ ~  

14.48 Even then, Law Centres cannot fill the gap unaided. A further 
essential part of a legal service to the poor is a general advice agency, 
such as the Citizens' Advice Bureaux, or independent advice centres. 
The Royal Commissior~ stressed that advice agencies can function 
effectively only if there are sufficient specialist agencies to which they 
can refer cases. Advice agencies cannot provide a full legal service or act 
on behalf of their clients before the courts; yet this is often necessary if a 
legal remedy is to be secured. The complenlentary relationship between 
a Law Centre and an advice agency can be summed up in a letter from 
the organiser of a Manchester Citizens Advice Bureau: 

'The usefulness of having a specialist agency like a Law Centrc 
adjacent to a generalist neighbourhood-based agency like ourselves 



cannot be overemphasised. For our part we are able to sh~eld their 
few staff from the sheer weight of numbers that would certainly fall 
on them otherwise. For their part they always manage to find tlme to 
pass on valuable knowledge to our hard-pressed interviewin team 
when requested. This is an important training aspect for us. 6 

14.49 Our  own observation leads us to concur entirely with the 
judgement of the Royal Commission on Legal Services: 

'The impact of law centres has been out of all proportion to their size, 
to the number of lawyers who work in them and to the amount of 
work it is possible for them to undertake. The volume of work they 
have attracted has shown how deep is the need they are attempting to 
meet. It has dispelled the possibility of complacency over the 
institution of the legal aid scheme, has emphasized the importance of 
a wider distribution of legal services and has shown the desirability of 
enabling and encouraging lawyers to take up work elsewhere than in 
their traditional areas of activity and types of practice. The Lord 
Chancellor's Advisory Committee on Legal Aid summed up 
inbrmed opinion thus in its evidence: 

" 
W e  think that law centres are, and should be, here to stay and that 

they are making a vital contribution to legal services."' 

14.50 W e  would add to this that Law Centres provide a means by 
which many younger solicitors and barristers can learn at first hand 
about the realities of urban priority areas, and in general we place a high 
value on the work that is done in them. W e  also believe that there are 
strong arguments for the Church helping to sponsor such Law Centres. 
There is already the happy example of the Churches' support for a 
Community Law Centre in Liverpool 8 after the Toxteth disturbances. 
Support by the Church may free the workers from constraints usually 
imposed by the need to curry favour with politicians and local 
government officers who are in a position to give or withhold grants. It 
involves the local Church with thk well-being of local people who are 
not riecessarily members of the Church and it provides a non- 
patronising link through money and personnel between the Church in 
urban priority areas and the Church in other areas. 

14.51 However, Law Centres need public funds to operate - to 
provide offices and equipment and to pay their staff. Funding for Law 
Centres has not come easily. Many Centres have had to seek funds from 
a variety of sources: charitable trusts, central government arid local 
government. Since central government has no clear policy about how 
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legal services should be funded, no statutory pomeers for funding have 
been given to elther government departments or local authorities. At 
present just over L2.5 million comes from the Department of the 
Environment, E2 million from local authorities and £0.75 million from 
the Lord Chancellor's Department (which compares W-ith a figure for 
total expenditure on legal aid, which is the main means by which the 
government funds legal services, of some L300 million). With 65 per 
cent of  Law Centres dependent on funding from central government 
departments, and with no commitment to the future funding of Law 
Centres, the anxiety of those who work in and manage them concerning 
their future is understandably very great indeed. 'Lack of clear 
ministerial responsibility and direction for legal services' the Lord 

c .  
Chancellor's Advisory Committee's 34th Report states is a chronic 
problem. However, actual and proposed changes in Urban Programme 
policy and locd government arrangements have made it an urgent 
problem.' The Report goes on to discuss the likely effects of rate- 
capping and the abolition of the Greater London Council and 
Metropolitan County Councils on Law Centres. 'The most urgent 
need', it states, 'is that alternative funding arrangements for the services 
affected should be worked out well in advance of abolition of the 
Councils. In the short term, it is less important what precise form those 
arrangements take, as long as they do not allow agencies such as Law 
Centres and CABS to close by default. However, the proposed abolition 
of the second tier councils raises again the question of overall 
responsibility for legal services.' 

14.52 Recent events have shown that these fears are justified. The 
funding of citizens' Advice Bureaux is still precarious. Not only have 
six 'embryonic' Law Centres been unable to open, but in such areas as 
North Lambeth and Stockwell - areas of substantial poverty and proven 
need - Centres are having to close. The Commission was informed by 
the Law Centres Federation that 55 Law Centres are members of the 
Federation. O f  these, 7 are financed, primarily by the Lord Chancellor's 
Department, and 5 of them face cuts in the next 12 months from the 
likely loss of other grants. O f  the remaining 48, all may close or be 
greatly reduced in the next 3 years because local government can no 
longer be relied on to contribute funds to them. In a debate in the House 
of Lords in May 1985 the Government was unable to give any assurance 
of any further funds being available. 

14.53 The value, the role and the current need of the Centres, and 
their present financial ~redicament,  could not be more clearly set out 
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than in the Lord Chancellor's Advisory Committee's Report. W e  wish 
to glve the fullest support to the proposals of the Lord Chancellor's 
Committee and reconunetld that the). be implemented immediately. 

Policing in Urban Priority Areas 
(a) Resporlsibil~t and Training 
14.54 Some o l the ills experienced in the urban priority areas are 
blamed upon the police. The disturbances in St Paul's Bristol, Brixton 
and Toxteth could be described as a rising of the community, or some 
sections of it, against the police. Yet that is certainly a partial misreading 
of the situation. Margaret Simey, chairwoman of the Merseyside Police 
Authority, had her own running disagreements with the police, but she 
has written: 'eventually and with some dismay, some at least of us 
arrived at the conclusion that it was "government" that had failed the 
people of Toxteth, and not the police'. Lord Scarman in Brixton 
similarly found that the causes of  discontent and violence in Brixton 
were multiple. 

14.55 Yet that is not the whole truth. The police may be in law the 
final local arm of government, but the fifteen years from 1964 up to 
1980 witnessed in practice a steady accretion of power in society to the 
police, relatively free from accountabiiity to 'government'. No other 
organisation of similar size could live without making some errors and 
so it unfortunately was with the police. With their own strong sense of 
team spirit, and increased prestige and operational freedom it became 
possible for them to grow away from the communities of which they 
were in theory members. Stories abound of malpractice, and it is likely 
that some of them are true. As important, a climate was allowed to 
develop in which it was possible to believe that many of them were true. 
In many urban areas the police to a degree lost the trust and support of 
the public. 

14.56 This mattered deeply. There is a long and honourable tradition 
of policing as a service - often the last and only service between the 
citizen and acute physical or emotional suffering. The loss, real or 
imagined, of that service was for many people a deep loss, and for 
society a tragedy. The riots of  1981 gave expression to the sense of that 
loss (the loss of trust in the police) as well as the sense of being 
abandoned by 'government'. 

14.57 Since police authorities and forces are to a great degree 
independent of each other, it is dangerous to generalize, but it seems 
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that 1981 dchsed a good deal of the sense of grievance xvhich people 
had against the policc (sonic of which, however, \%-as rekindled b)- the 
miners' strike). On the other side, the police seem to have learned 
importanr lessons. In the Metropolitan Police, training, not just of  
recruits but also of all serving ranks, is receiving much greater priority 
Greater am-areness is being shown of the influence of racial prejudice on 
police conduct - at least at the higher levels, if not ain-ays in local police 
stations. Generally. across the country. police seem less inclined to 
believe that in peace-keeping and crime-chasing they can 'go it alone' 
and seem to accept, by contrast, that they will always be frustrated 
unless they have the confidence of the community There is greater 
awareness of the contribution made by the police to local socia! work, 
and in many forces abilities in this field are taken into account for 
promotion as much as a record for detecting and dealing with crime. 
Co-operation with social workers has improved. However, the picture 
is not uniform. Increased training does not enjoy the same priority and 
budget in all forces. Entry to the local community and knowledge of its 
bjways and its ethos is not universal, and neither is  willingness to expose 
methods of policing to local scrutiny. 

14.58 All could be put at risk once again. however. ~f other problems 
in the urban prlority areas are not tackled. There is smouldering anger 
and quiet despair, and if these are not dlsplased by hope overt violence 
or more self-destructive activities may surge again, as recent events in 
Handsworth and Brixton have sadl) reminded us. 

(b) Accoun tabi!ity and Constrltation 
14.59 Policing in urban areas in 1985 is practised against the 
background of a vigorous public debate over police accountability, 
democratic control and public consultation. 

14.60 It is not a l \ ~ a . ~ s  realised that there are important constitutional 
differences between the accountability of the Metropolitan Police 
Force and that of the 42 other police forces in England and Wales. In 
those forces, high level police policy is made within a tripartite 
framework of the Home Office, the Chief Constable, and the Police 
Authority These police authorities consist of an assembly ofwhich two- 
thirds of the members are locally elected and one-third are magistrates. 
They are an essential element in the accountability of a police force. But 
in London the "police authority' is the Home Secretary himself - one 
element in the tripartite framework is missing. This means, in effect, 
that Londoners have a lesser say in the policing of their city than those 
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living elsem here. It also brlngs considcr,+blt. confusion into the questloll 
o facc~un tdb l l l t~  and control as exercised by pollce authorities and chief 
constables, arising ultimately out of an ambiguity In the 1961 Police Act 
~vhlch set up the Police Authorities. The unproductn e a r d  bonletimes 
acrlmonlous debate which cont:nues on thls matter can onl! lcad to a 
further loss of confidence by the public. KTe believe that it 1s urgent that 
thrs situation be clarified, if necessar) br Act of Parllamtnt. 

14.61 The 1984 Police and Criminal Evidence Act gave a statutory 
base to the settlng up of local consuitatlve bodles In the form of Pollce 
Liaison Committees. These committees vary m their terms ofreference, 
their constitution and their style of procedure, but are all rooted in and 
report to the elected representative forum, that is, the Police Authorrty 
- mlth the exception of London, where consultatlr e groups stand alone. 
there being no police authority for them to relate to. 

14.62 In our .;.em. some local consultative machinery is a necessary 
development if the public as a whole is to be involved in decision 
making on police issues and if it is to discharge its responsibilities for 
policing itself. W e  believe that policing, and with it the mainrenance of 
order and law, is too important a function to be Icft to police officers 
alone. It is a social responsibility, and one in which the members of our 
society are still too little involved. 

11.63 Police liaison committees have come under criticism in some 
quarters mainly because they lack power to oblige the police either to 
release information or to alter policy. They are sometimes cynically 
regarded as a means of 'drawing the sting' from legitimate criticisms of 
the police. K7e recognise that failure by the police to provide regular 
and zelevant information on priorities, boundaries and resozrces, or to 
give sufficient professional support to the committees, can make them 
ineffectual; but we believe that the present legal framework should 
make it possible for the police to become significantly more accountable 
to the communities they serve. Police Liaison Committees cannot bring 
about instant changes: but where they are rooted in an elected forum 
which has statutory responsibility relating to the poiicing of a specific 
area (which is at present only possible outside London) we believe that 
they can exercise a positive influence so long as they have reasonable 
resources, continuity of membership and accessibility to the local 
community W e  rscornnzend therelbre: 

ji) that a Police Advisory Committee should be established for 
Greater London to provide a forum for Local Police Liaison 
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Comm~ttees in the Metropolis, with powers and responsibilities 
comparable with those of ex~sting Committees elsewhere and w ~ t h  
dlrect access to the Home Secretar); 

(ii) that the Church should support the development of local 
consultative bodies and where possible offer such skills as may be 
available; 

jiii) that the Home Office should encourage police authorities to 
employ sufficient staff to ensure the efficient servicing and effective 
development of local consultative bodies, and should ensure that all 
such expenditure is exempted from rate support grant penalties; 

jiv) that Chief Police Officers, through their Association, should 
support the full involvement of police forces at every level in local 
consultative groups and encourage a positive attitude towards the 
providing of necessary and appropriate information. 

(c) Church and Police 
14.64 It could be said that the Police are a front-line social service as 
much as a crime-fighting organisation. The range of actions which the 
public calls for from the police extends far beyond those directly 
connected with crime itself. People often value highly the presence of 
the police, even if no crime has occurred or is likely to occur. The police 
have to discharge a diverse range of roles, and to display a matching 
array of skills. This has implications for recruitment and training. It also 
adds to the demands made upon them by the public, and this, given their 
other responsibilities and their comparative isolation when on duty, 
may expose them to a level of stress which is arguably greater than that 
applying in other social agencies. 

14.65 In some places, and from time to time, the Churches have 
recognised this vulnerability of  police officers, and have set up police 
chaplaincies. This has usually been a local initiative, stemming perhaps 
from the gifts and enthusiasm of particular clergy. T o  date, however, 
police chaplaincy has not become a regular part of the expectations of 
either the police or the Churches. An enquiry addressed to Chief 
Constables by the chaplain at Bramshill Police College showed in 1984 
that not more than lialf the county forces had any kind of chaplaincy. It 
would be useful to find out what level and type of service existing police 
chaplaincies offer, what the nature of police demand on chaplaincy 
service might be, and what policy the Church officially might adopt. As 
in the case of other pioneering ministries of the Church, the time will 
come for local initiatives and experiments to be put on a firmer and 
more permanent basis. 



14.66 However, existing Church experience of policing is very 
varied, and support for the police overall is not unequivocal. Churches 
sometimes report very adverse reactions in their local communities to 
particular examples of policing. These =,as some open Church 
opposition to the 1984 Police and Criminal Evidence Act and its 
extension to county areas of stop and search powers such as are used in 
metropolitan areas. There would probably not be easy agreement 
within the Churches over chaplaincy arrangements if these appeared 
likely to inhibit the voicing of community disquiet over police powers 
and methods, and in some places chaplaincies have actually been 
withdrawn by the Church. The situation is far more complicated, bo.th 
ethically and contractually, than in the case, for example, of prison 
chaplains. Meanwhile there is already a debate within the Churches 
about policing and police chaplaincy, and this is to be encouraged. 
Informal contacts between police and clergy can have a great value; and 
given the difficult ethical decisions which often face quite junior police 
officers there is much to be said for the formation of 'police ethics 
goups '  at a local level similar to those which already exist between 
clergy and doctors. 

(d) Racial Prejudice 
14.67 W e  have heard numerous complaints from black people of 
alleged discrimination against them by the police and of personal 
disadvantage (compared with white people) when they come before 
criminal courts. Indeed, such incidents have occurred in the experience 
of at least one member of our Commission. Some of these allegations 
(for example, of discrimination by the police against Afro-Caribbeans, 
and of refusal to acknowledge and follow up racial crimes against 

1 ence Asians) are well substantiated. W e  would not wish to use such e t  'd 
(some of it hearsay) to level criticism specifically at the police or the 
magistracy. Black people continue to receive humiliating and 
discriminatory treatment from their white fellow citizens in many areas 
of daily life. Manifestations of racial prejudice are liable to occur in 
every branch of society and in every institution (including the Church) 
in Britain today. Such treatment is stoically endured by the great 
majority of black people. 

14.68 Nevertheless we note that since the Scarman Report this matter 
has been taken seriously by police forces, and that awareness of it has 
become a stated objective of police training. We  have also had our 
attention drawn to disquieting reports of racial disadvantage in the legal 
profession and in proceedings before magistrates.21 When an enquiry 
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has been set up in other areas where raciol discrl~ninatlon has been 
>uspected (such as immigration procedures) the facts have been found to 
be more serious even than the vlctims themsel~es Imagined. I i the same 
were found to be true in p o l ~ c ~ n g  and judicial procedures we would be 
facing a grave situation that could be fraught with long-term 
consequences for order and law In our soclety. 

Prisons, Prisoners and their Dependants 
14.69 There are some 48,000 men and women in prison in this 
country. By no means all of these come from LPAs. But given that seven 
out of ten of all those enterlng prison are unemployed,22 and that the 
vast majority of all prisoners are male, young and working class, there is 
a strong presumption that rnost prisoners also come froin UPAs and that 
most of their dependants live there. 

14.70 Members of the Commission therefore visited HM Prison 
Manchester (Strangeways) on 18 May 1984. W e  selected this prison 
primarily because it is a local prison in a mainly urban priority area. 
Predictably, we found the rate of unemployment among prisoners to be 
considerably higher than the national average of 7 out of 10 of those 
entering prison. 

14.71 O n  the day of our visit there were over 1,400 male adult and 
young offender prisoners. The prison was built in 1864 to house 774 
men arid 335 women. W e  were informed that the prison somet' i m e ~  now 
contains 1,700 prisoners. Many cells are shared by three prisoners. 
Owing to the scarcity of  work and educational facilities more prisoners 
spend the greater part of their time, and many 23 hours of the day, 
locked in cells. These cond~tions are insanitary and degrading, and we 
were shocked to find that they have become a normal part of a prison 
sentence. 

14.72 W e  were shown the industrial workshops standing empty. The 
reasons given were the high rate of unemployment in Manchester itself 
and the shortage of discipline staff. We are aware that there are also 
objections made to the principle of compulsory industrial work of a 
repetitive and monotonous nature; in the words of the judicial adage, 
'prisoners are sent to prison notfor punishment but as punishment'. Yet a 
failure to provide opportunities for work or for vocational training 
contravenes the European Minimum Rules on the Treatment of 
Prisoners, which state that 'sufficient work o f a  useful nature should be 
provided to keep prisoners actively employed for a normal working 
day' (Rule 72.3). The equivalent Rule (28.1) for prisons in England and 
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Wales requlres a prisoner 'to do useful work' {.ct.ith An ele~nerlt of 
compulslonj but places no sanction on prlson management when no 
work 1s prov~ded. 

14.73 W e  see the present lack of provision for useful work or 
vocational training as part of the recent and officially sanctioned retreat 
from a rehabilitative objective in prison administration. Although we 
recognise that there is little evidence for the success of attempts to make 
prison a place of rehabilitation we believe that it is still our Christian 
duty to continue to attempt to make it so, W e  agree with the conclusion 
of the Board for Social Responsibility's Report of 1978 (Prisons atzd 
Prisoners in England Today p. 71) that 'the principal emphasis in prison 
regimes should be on widening the opportunities for the prisoner to 
exercise personal responsibilty. The sentence itself defines the limits of 
pnishment; within those limits the opportunities for the prisoner to 
exercise choice, to take responsibility, should be maximised.' 

14.74 In this connection, we were impressed with the work at 
Strangeways of the Education Department (with severely restricted 
resources, and threatened with still further cuts, even in the youth 
custody Allocation Centre) and of the Chaplaincy. Attendance at 
Sunday services reached 700 in some weeks. 

14.75 O n  the day of our visit over 400 prisoners were orr remand. 
Official statistics show that the average untried population in custody 
has increased by 110 per cent in the last decade, and that the average 
time spent in custody by untried prisoners has doubled in that time to 47 
days. During their time in prison, they have no access to educational or 
recreational facilities. Some 40 per cent of these prisoners will be found 
not guilty. will not be proceeded against or will be given non-custodial 
sentences.23 

14.76 InJanuary 1984 the Home Secretary stated that 'at the moment 
the most acute difficulty in the prison population is not the growth in 
the number of sentenced prisoners but the growth in the number of 
remand prisoners'. W e  are bound to say, on the contrary, that the 
number of sentenced prisoners is already too high (we have already 
noted that proportionately it is the highest in Europe); and xve believe 
that the number of remand prisoners is Inore than a 'difficult);'. Not 
only is it a great burden on the taxpayer (A2  million per week, excluding 
the cost of various welfare benefits to which those on remand are 
entitled), but it has extremely serious social consequences: the 
disturbance of fanlily life; the loss or blighting of employment 
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prospects; the danger of damage to physlcal and mental health; the 
prejudice to livrng accommodation; the accumulation of debts. The 
cherished pr~nciple of British law that a person must be presumed 
Innocent until proved guilty fbrces us to protest constantly against a 
system which visits these consequences, and a form of imprisonment less 
humane (since it offers fewer social and education~l amenities) than that 
imposed on con~ic ted  prisoners, on so many who are subsequently not 
found guilty. 

Conclusion 
14.77 In this Chapter we have tried to identify some of the factors 
which threaten the maintenance of order and law in UPAs. In many 
respects our analysis simply adds urgency to the measures which are 
recommended in other parts of this Report, and endorses the view 
expressed by many other agencies that order and crime prevention are 
the responsibility of the local community and that more resources must 
be made available for this task at the local level. But we have also drawn 
attention to some serious shortcomings in the penal system, and we have 
been led to make the following specific recommendations: 

Main Recommendations 
1. The recommendations of the Lord Chancellor's Committee on 
the funding of Law Centres should be implemented immediately 
(paragraph 14.53). 

2 The Church, the Home Office and Chief Police Officers should 
give full support to the work of Police Advisory Committees, and that a 
Police Liaison Committee for Greater h n d o n  should be established 
(paragraph 14.63). 
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Chapter 15 

CONCLUSION 

' LVe havefoutzd fjith itz the city.' (The Commission) 

15.1 Chapter after chapter of our Report tells the same story: that a 
growing number of people are excluded by poverty or powerlessness 
from sharing in the common life of our nation. A substantial minority - 
perhaps as many as one person in every four or five across the nation, 
and a much higher proportion in the UPAs - are forced to live on the 
margins of poverty or below the threshold of an acceptable standard of 
living. 

15.2 The present acute situation of our nation's Urban Priority Areas 
demands an urgent response from the Church and from government. 

15.3 The Archbishops' Commission on 'Church and State' concluded 
its report in 1970: 

'The Church should concern itself first, and indeed second, with the 
poor and needy, whether in spirit or in body.' 

15.4 W e  echo these words. The Church cannot supplant the market or 
the state. It can, as we recommend, mobilize its own resources in a way 
that accords high priority to the poor. It must by its example and its 
exertions proclaim the ethic of altruism against egotism, of community 
against self-seeking, and of charity against greed. 

15.5 But we are conscious that we have only scratched the surface of 
some of the major concerns to have emerged from our work. To draw 
out the implications of some of these, such as the Church's response to 
the prospect of persistent long-term unemployment, will require more 
time and resources than have been available to us. There must also be a 
major national debate on the future of our cities, in which the Church 
must play a full part. 

15.6 Perhaps the most important wider question concerns the 
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itiucturc of our societv Oiic submls5ion to us put ~t b l ~ i n t l ~ :  'The 
C \ C ~ U S I O I :  ofthe poor 15 pervdsive 2nd not 2~cllental.  IT 15 organized dtid 
:111~05ed b) po\\erful 1nstltutlon~ which represent the rest of as.' The 
cr l t ic~l  Issue to be Lced is whether there is ,in) serious polit~cal \\ill to 
srt ln rnoaon a process mhlch ~ l l i  en~bl t .  those mho are ~t present 111 

pox e ~ t l  and p"\\ erless to rejoin the litP of the nation. 

15 Here 1s a challenge indeed. It nil1 c ~ l l  among other things for a 
i l c ~ r  resol\ e on the part of Church and government to ha\ e faith in the 
city. Xre take courage from three realltles mhlch are evldent to us, 

15.8 The first is that changes on a global scale arc already upon us. as 
the er2 known as industrial soclety gikes place to something nem. The 
industrial city IS one of the focal points of that change. In almost every 
sphele of 11fe and in a brief span of time the future is belrlg shaped bv 
action or by default. The very asaulnptlona of our culturc are now open 
to debate in ne\v n a y s  We do not pretend to dlscern clearly what 1s to 
come. VC e present no comprehensive political or econonuc analysis. 
That task goes b q o n d  thls Commission. At thls tlme of Immense 
opportunity what we can do 1s to pledge ourseives as cltlzens to do our 
bext to engage In the daily moral confrontations of public l ~ f e  and 
pei-so11a1 reldt~o~ls. 

15.9 The second evident reality is the experience ofjustice, love and 
hope in human history, focused most clearly for us in our religious 
tradition. We  know that there is a transformin0 ower present in human p. 
affairs which can resolve apparently intractable situations and call bring 
new life into the darkest places. If, as we dare to affirm, the true nature 
of human life is to be discerned in the life ofJesus Christ, we can take 
heart and pledge ourselves to a deeper commitment to create a society in 
which bene5ts and burdens are shared in a more equitable way. Any 
attempt to base a society or culture upon other foundations carries with 
it, \ve believe, its own nemesis of suffering, bitterness and social 
disintegration. 

15.10 But - and thls is our thlrd evident reality- somewhere along the 
road \vh~ch wTe have travelled In the past tu-o years each of us has faced a 
personal challenge to our llves and life styles: a call to change our 
thlnklng and action in such a way as to help us to stand more closely 
alongside the rlsen Chrlst with those who are poor and powerless. W e  
have found faith 111 the city. 



SULMMARY O F  MAIN RECOMMENDATIONS 

To the Church of England 
1 A national system for designating UPA parishes should be 
developed (paragraph 5.9). 

2 Dioceses should devote greater attention to the effective collection 
and presentation of accurate statistics .(paragraph 5.16). 

3 The internal distribution of clergy by dioceses should be adjusted 
where necessary to ensure that UPA parishes receive a fair share, and 
particular attention should be paid in this respect to parishes on large 
outer sstates (paragraph 5.35). 

4 Dioceses should explore the possibilities of fresh stipendiary lay 
ministries, not necessarily tied to one parish (paragraph 5.35). 

5 The 'Audit for the Local Church' which we propose should be 
further developed, and adopted by local UPA Churches (paragraph 
5.37). 

6 In urban areas the deanery should have an important support and 
pastoral planning function (paragraph 5.41). 

7 Each parish should review, preferably annually, what progress in 
co-operation has been made between clergy and laity, between 
Churches, and ecumenically, with the aim of developing partnership in 
ministry (paragraph 5.49). 

8 Appointments should be made to the Boards and Councils of the 
General Synod, and a new Commission on Black Anglican Concerns 
established, to enable the Church to make a more effective response to 
racial discrimination and disadvantage, and to the alienation experienced 
by many black people in relation to the Church of England (paragraph 
5.62). 

9 The General Synod should consider how a more appropriate system 
of representation which pays due regard to minority interests can be 
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implemented for the Synod elections of 1990 (paragraph 5.74). 

10 The appropriate Church voluntary bodies should conader how 
schemes for voluntary servlce In UPAs could be extended to w d e n  the 
age range of those el~gible, and to allow for part-time as lvell as hll-tlme 
volunteering paragraph 5.90). 

11 Dioceses with signiilcant concentrations of UPAs should initiate 
Church Leadership Development Programmes (paragraph 6.11). 

12 Our  proposals for an extension of Local Non-Stipendiary 
Ministry, including those relating to selection, training and funding 
should be tested in dioceses, and monitored over a ten-year period 
(paragraph 6.55). 

13 All dioceses should manifest a commitment to post-ordination 
training and continued ministerial education in UPAs to the extent at 
least of regular day-release courses (paragraph 6.74). 

14 Urgent attention should be given to appropriate training for 
teachers and supervisors in all areas of theological education, 
particularly those concerned with ministry in UPAs, and to the 
provision of theological and educational resources in urban centres 
(paragraph 6.77). 

15 ACCM should be adequately funded to promote and monitor 
officially sanctioned experiments in theological education (paragraph 
6.80). 

16 ACCM should be given power, in certain defined cases, to direct 
candidates to specific courses of training, and bishops should endorse 
such direction (paragraph 6.81). 

17 The role of non-residential training courses similar to the Aston 
Scheme should be further developed (paragraph 6.82). 

18 Dioceses and deaneries should undertake a reappraisal of their 
support systems for UPA clergy (paragraph 6.97). 

19 The Liturgical Commission should pay close attention to the 
liturgical needs of  Churches in the urban priority areas jparagraph 
6.110). 

20 A reassessment of the traditional patterns of the Church's work of 
nurture of young people in !$'As is required at parish, deanery and 
diocesan level jparagraph 6.121). 



SUhlMARY OF MAIN RECOMiMENDhTIONS 

21 Sharing agreements vvith other denominations should be adopted 
more widely, as should the informal sharing of church buildings (other 
than the church itself] with those of other faiths jparagraph 7.17). 

22 In cases of the sale of  redundant churches, there should be earlier 
and more open consultation with community organisations and bodies 
such as housing associations when future uses are being considered 
(paragraph 7.57). 

23 The historic resources of the Church should be redistributed 
between dioceses to equalize the capital and income resources behind 
each clergyman, deaconess and licensed lay worker in the stipendiary 
ministry. The redistribution formula should take account of potential 
giving (paragraphs 7.77-7.80). 

24 Within dioceses, the acute financial needs of the urban priority 
area Churches require a clear response (paragraph 7.81). 

25 A Church Urban Fund should be established to strengthen the 
Church's presence and promote the Christian witness in the urban 
priority areas (paragraph 7.88). 

26 The Church of England should continue to question the morality 
of economic policies in the light of their effects (paragraph 9.52). 

27 Churches should take part in initiatives to engage unemployed 
people in UPAs in job-creating projects. The use of Church premises 
for this purpose must be encouraged (paragraph 9.112). 

28 The Church should build on good practice in ministry to 
unemployed people: Industrial Mission has an important role to play 
here (paragraph 9.115). 

29 W e  commend the use of properly-trained social workers working 
with local Churches and neighbourhood groups as an important part of 
the total ministry of  the Church in the urban priority areas (paragraph 
12.26). 

30 Church social workers should be trained within the mainstream of 
social work, but with particular attention paid to the character and needs 
of social work in the church context. The Church should initiate 
discussion with social work training agencies to this end (paragraph 
12.26). 

31 Dioceses should, through their Boards for Social Responsibility, 
develop and support community work, and should exercise a strategic 
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role In support of local programmes in their urban priority areas 
(paragraph 12.53). 

32 Discussions should be held bemeen the General Synod Board for 
Social Responsibility and the British Council of Churches Community 
Work Advisory Committee with a vie\\: to strengthening the national 
support networks for community work. The Church ofEngland should 
be prepared to devote central resources to this end ( ~ a r a g r a ~ h  
12.54). 

33 Additional Church-sponsored urban studies centres for teacher 
training should be established (paragraph 13.38). 

34 All diocesan Boards and Councils of-Education should give special 
riority to the needs ofthe UPA schools for which they are responsible 

PP aragraph 13.91). 

35 The governors and managers of Church schools should consider 
whether the composition of foundation governors in the school 
adequately reflects the ethnic constituency of its catchment area 
(paragraph 13.91). 

36 Consideration should be given to a further exploration of the 
ecumenical dimension at secondary level, including the possibility of 
establishing Church of EnglandIRoman Catholic schools in urban 
priority areas, which would offer a significant proportion of places to 
children of other faiths (paragraph 13.91). 

37 A review of the Diocesan Education Committee measures should 
be undertaken, to allow the formulation of diocesan policies for Church 
schools on admission criteria and other issues, such as religious 
education and worship, equal opportunities and community education 
(paragraph 13.91). 

38 The General Synod's Board of Education, in consultation with 
Diocesan Youth Officers, should move towards a nation21 strategy for 
the Church's work with young people in UPAs, and initiate and support 
work specifically within these areas (paragraph 13.127). 

To Government and Nation 
1 A greater priority for the outer estates is called for within urban 
policy initiatives (paragraph 8.35). 

2 The resources devoted to Rate Support Grant should be increased in 
real terms, and within the enhanced total a greater bias should be given 



to the UPAs. Effic~ency audits should be used to tackle wasteful 
expenditure (paragraph 8.55). 

3 The size of  the Urban Programme should be ~ncreased, and aspects 
of its operation reviewed (paragraph 8.67). 

4 The concept of 'Partnership' in the urban priority areas should be 
developed by central and local government to promote greater 
consultation with. and participation by, local people at neighbourhood 
level (paragraph 8.76). 

5 There should be a new deal between government and the voluntary 
sector, to povide  long-term continuity and funding for recognized 
voluntary bodies working alongside statutory agencies (paragraphs 
8.94-95). 

6 A new impetus should be given to support for small firms in UPAs, 
perhaps by the establishment of a Council for Small Firms in Urban 
Areas (paragraph 9.56). 

7 There should be additional job-creating public expenditure in the 
UPAs on capital and current account (paragraphs 9.62 and 9.64). 

8 The Government should promote more open public discussion 
about the current levels of overtime working (paragraph 9.72). 

9 The Community Programme eligibility rules and other constraints, 
including pay limits, should be relaxed, particularly to encourage 
greater participation by women and unemployed people with families 
to support (paragraphs 9.79 and 9.83). 

10 The Comniunity Programme should be expanded to provide 
500,000 places (paragraph 9.80). 

11 The Government shquld extend to those unemployed for more 
than a year eligibility for the long-term rate of Supplementary Benefit, 
or an equivalent enhanced rate of income support under whatever new 
arrangements may be introduced (paragraph 9.90). 

12 The present level of Child Benefit should be increased as an 
effective means of assisting, without stigma, families in poverty 
(paragraph 9.91). 

13 The present levels of 'earnings disregards7 in relation to 
Unemployment Benefit and Supplementary Benefit should be increased 
to mitlgate the effects of the poverty and unemployment traps 
(paragraph 9.9 1 j. 
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14 The Government should establish an Independent enqulry to 
undertake a wide ranging revlew of the inter-relationship between 
Income support, pay and the taxation system <paragraph 9.100). 

15 Ethnic records should be kept and monitored by public housing 
authorities, as a step towards eliminating direct and indirect discrimi- 
nation in housing allocation (paragraph 10.37). 

16 An expanded public housing programme of new building and 
improvement is needed, particularly in the UPAs, to ensure a substantial 
supply of good quality rented accommodation for all who need it, 
including single people. Each local authority's housing stock should 
include a range of types of accommodation, including direct access 
emergency accommodation (paragraph 10.77). 

17 The Housing (Homeless Persons) Act should be extended to cover 
all who are homeless. Homeless eople should be offered a choice of 
accommodation (paragraph 10.78 5 . 
18 There should be further moves towards the decentralisation of 
local authority housing services (paragraph 10.85). 

19 A major examination of the whole system of housing finance, 
including mortgage tax relief, is needed. It should have the objective of  
providing most help to those most in need (paragraph 10.98). 

20 The concept of 'care in the community' for people who might 
otherwise be institutionalised must be supported by adequate resources 
to allow the provision of proper locally-based support services for 
people (especially women) caring for vulnerable and handicapped 
people (paragraph 12.26). 

21 Local authorities in boroughs and districts which include urban 
priority areas should, with other agencies, develop policies to establish 
and sustain community work with adequate resources (paragraph 
12.48). 

22 The Recommendations of the Lord Chancellor's Committee on 
the funding of Law Centres should be implemented immediately 
(paragraph 14.53). 

23 The Church, the Home Office and Chief Police Officers should 
give full support to the work of Police Advisory Committees, and a 
Police Liaison Committee for Greater London should be established 
(paragraph 14.63). 
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AN AUDIT FOR THE LOCAL CHURCH 

Why do It? 
1. The audit should be used to help the local Church to understand 
itself in its situation, to reflect on its purpose, and then to make plans for 
becoming a more effective, outward-looking and participating 
Church. 

2. It should have wider benefits because it will help the deanery and 
diocese to develop better strategies to support the local Church. 

3. It will be an important part of applications to the proposed Church 
Urban Fund. 

How to do it? 
This will vary from parish to parish. However we suggest: 

(a) The PCC should come to a common mind as to whether it is 
prepared for an audit. If it is, it should ask a small group to organise the 
audit. The group should: 

be as representative of the congregation as possible (by age, sex, 
length of membership, etc); - 
include one or two 'outsiders' sympathetic to the Church and 
representative of the localit? 

involve an outside consultant from the deanery or diocese to advise in 
setting up the audit and discussing the results. - - 

(b) It should involve the congregation and parish and be done as 
simply and imaginatively as possible. 

(c) It should be completed within six months to a year. 

The Audit 
The audit has two parts, the atlalysis of the locality and the Church, and 

for actiot~.  
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Part I :  The Analysis of the Locality and the Church 
(h) The L ~ c a l i t y  
The alm of this analysis is to build an accurate picture of the 
parlsh. 

1 The Map 
A large map of the parish should be made showlng: 

,a) Its boundary and neighbouring par~shcs; the church and other 
church bu~ldings. 

jb) Majol roads. 

(c) Bus routes. 

(d) Major meeting places - for example, sub-post offices, 
supermarkets, shops, schools, soclal and community centres, pubs, 
fish and chlp shops, off-licences, newsagents (all with appropriate 
symbols uslng differently coloured, p r n m e d  stars). 

(e) Hosplcals, old people's homes, etc 

jfi Housng - with blocks coloured differently for council. private 
rented, owner-occupied: high rise and demolition areas should also 
be marked. 

( Other churches 

2 The People 
A separate statistical profile should be prepared to accompany the 
map. 

This profile can be built up from census and other information. Local 
authorities can be ofparticular help here. It should include a population 
estimate and a breakdown of the parish by: 

(a) Age 
jbj Sex 

(c) Employment 

d Ethnic groups 

(e) Mobility (how long on average do people live in the 

Suggestions as to hour to do this analysis can be found in: 

i irbzuards Locul Social Analysis. From church Action on Poverty, 
27 Blackfriars Rd, Salford, h13 7AQ (50p). 
ii Discovering the Poor: a kit fir Zocul groups. Urban Theology Unit, 
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210 Abbeyfield Rd, Sheffield S4 7AZ (50p). 
111 Missiori riuii~t. Board of Miss1011 and Unity, C I O  Publishing 
&-l 50) .  

3 What do People feel about the Ares? 

(4 One way to do this is to ask people to urire down the ten things 
they dislike about the area, and the ten things they enjoy or value 
about ~t ('ten for sorrou7, ten for joy') in a brdinstorming sesslon. It is 
helpful to get the views of d ~ f e r e n t  groups - youth club, OAPs. 
young pdrents, etc; it is also important to get xhe views of people and 
groups outside the congregation. The results should be analysed. 

(b) Are there conflicts in the area? (Younglold, newcomers/ 
established residents, middle class/working class, etc). 

(c) W h o  makes the decisions which affect the area'! What changes 
are being made? (Roads, housing development, amenities, etc). 

(B) The Church 
The aim of this profile is to begin to build an accurate picture of the 
local Church. A simple questionnaire. completed by all members over a 
period of a month, is the quickest way to get information about the 
people. It should be brief enough to be completed after the service 
without difficulty the results need careful analysis. 

Suggested Questions: 

(i) Employiient status (wage& unwaged, retired part-time, full- 
time, etc). 

(ii) Class. What is or has been your job (or your spouse's)? 

(iii) Age (or age-group). 

(iv) Length of church membership. 

(v) Do  you live in or out of the parish (if the latter, are you within 
one mile, or further away)? 

(vi) Which service(s) do you come to. and how often? 

(vii) What kind of housing do you live in? (Owner-occupied council 
rented, private rented, etc.) 

jviii) What are your skills or hobbies? 

Those undertaking the Audit should also, as a group, seek answers to the 
following questions about the Church: 

(a) Church membership; numbers, and distribution in relation to 
the map, types of housing, etc. 
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(b) Usual Sunday attendance, and trends in recent years. 

(c) Who are the key people/leaders, and why? 

(d) What proportion of the congregation is handicapped? 

(e) What activities does the Church run, and why? 

(0 What activities are the Church and its individual members 
involved in, in the community? 

(g) Premises. What are they, in what condition are they, who uses 
them and when? Is the Church left open during the week? 

(h) Financial trends (budget five years ago and last year, and the 
likely budget in the coming year). 

(i) How much does the congregation give to the Church per head 
per week? 

Part 2: Planning for Action 
The aim of planning for action is to help the congregation to come to 
conclusions about the nature of the parish and the congregation, and to 
see the need for the Church to make certain changes in its life and 
practice if it is to be properly local and outward looking. This planning 
needs to be done carefully and over a period of time (certainly several 
months), maybe using particular groups, but always involving the whole 
congregation in the final decisions. 

It may be helpful to use four stages in this planning: 

1. The Audit group should put together in a simple and imaginative 
way all the evidence from the analysis of the locality and Church, and 
present it to the congregation. A visual display is particularly important. 
Discussion should only aim to clarify and agree the emerging picture of 
parish and Church. 

2. Questions now need to be asked of the Church to discover how 
effective it is as a Church in the UPA. These questions could 
include: 

(a) Are local people and cultures, including members of minority 
ethnic groups, represented . . . 

(i) in the congregation? 
(ii) in the worship? 
(iii) in Church leadership? 
(iv) among churchwardens, sidespeople, leaders of parish 
organisations? 
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(v) on the PCC? 
jvij on deanery synods? 
(vii) on diocesan boards, councils and committees, and Synods? 

(b) Is the Church seeking to be present in the various neighbour- 
hoods, organisations and institutions in the parish: 

in the location of its worship centres? 
in social outreach projects - including caring schemes, youth 
work, unemployment projects, etc? 
in house groups? 
through chaplaincies? 
Are there parts of the parish unrepresented in the Church? 

(c) Do the church buildings (church, hall, centre, school, etc) and 
their use reflect a Church which is properly local and outward- 
looking? For example: 

are they used forand by local people and cultures, including other 
religions? 
are they used as d rop in  centres for the unemployed, or as advice 
centres? 
are there obstacles to such aims, and if so how can they be 
removed? 
can church land be used for community purposes? 

(d) Is the Church served by a team of ministries including: 
clergy (stipendiary, NSM, LNSM, deaconesses, lay workers)? 
lay ministries? 
senior Church officers (wardens etc)? 
and to what extent is ministry shared between clergy and laity? 

(e) Is the Church collaborating fully with others? 
with other denominations? 
with other parishes 
with the deanery and diocesan boards and councils? 
with other local organisations, local authorities etc? 

( f )  Is the Church actively involved in training its members for such 
ministries and mission? What kind of training would be most 
helpful? 

(g) Are there any needs in the area (or of neighbouring parishes) 
which could be met in whole or part through the skills or hobbies of 
church members? 
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(h) Is there anything that can be done in collaboration with other 
faiths? 

3. In answering these questions, particular objectives for a Church 
concerned to be more effective in the UPA will begin to emerge. These 
provisional objectives should be illuminated by a study of the Christian 
tradition, especially the Bible. Questions to be asked could include: 
Have the people of God faced this or similar situations before, and what 
was their response? Are there contemporary examples of similar 
situations being faced by other congregations, and what solutions have 
they tried! Are there any diocesan specialists, or others, who can help 
us? 

4. This should lead to a congregation deciding on its objectives, and 
selecting several priorities for the first year. These should include 
concrete projects. Projects and other objectives should not be attempted 
on every front in the first year. Changes should be accomplished 
!gradually over a period of years with careful monitoring and 
discussion. 

5. Inevitably deep questions will arise about the nature and purpose of 
the Church and the meaning of the Christian Gospel. People should be 
encouraged to face them, even if there is disagreement, as long as the 
discussion leads to action and is not an evasion of it. A sufficient 
common mind is needed simply for the next step. ' I  do not ask to see the 
distant scene, one step enough for me.' 
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Appendix B comprises the following tables and charts: 

(i) Urban Area and Other Dioceses 
TABLE 1 - Comparison of various clergy and population ratios 
TABLE 2 - Comparative changes over 30 years 
CHART 1 - Population/clergy ratios over 30 years 

(ii) UPA and Other Parishes in 12 Urban Area Dioceses 
TABLE 3 - Analysis of parishes 
TABLE 4 - Population analysis 
TABLE 5 - Distribution of parochial stipendiary clergy 
TABLE 6 - Population per clergy 
TABLE 7 - Electoral roll members per clergy 
CHART 2 - Population per clergy: variations from diocesan average 

in UPA and other parishes 
CHART 3 - Population per clergy in 'Group A' parishes compared 

with diocesan average 
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Urban Area Dioceses: Some Comparisons 

TABLE 1 

Pupulotion per Ekctcral Roll I!.<ual Sunday i\'unibrr OJ Ll~t id  orca l J ~ ~ p u / , ~ r ~ , ~ ~ ~  c l c r ~ ~ r ,  
p l m h ~ o l  c l e r ~ y  M e m b i n  artendanre ihurchcr per (<yaarr rnsI~\J .Vunibc,n pc1 

Numbers Ranking pet c l e r g  per rlergy 100 c/crX). yrr r/<,rfY r,paw ,W/< H n r i k ~ z , ~  

A B C D E F 

BIRMINGHAM 
LONDON 
Sheffield 
SOUTHWARK 

3 Bristol 
P 

MANCHESTER 
1,IVERPOOL 
Durham 
Chelmsford 
WAKEFIELD 

Southwell 
COVENTRY 
LICHFIELD 
BRADFORD 
Chester 

RIPON 
NEWCASTLE 
Leicester 
BLACKBURN 
York 



TABLE l (continued) 

20 URBAN AREA 
DIOCESES 

23 OTHER DIOCESES* 

ALL 43 DIOCESES 

*of which - 
Rochester 
Portsmouth 
St Albans 
Guildtord 

The 20 Urban Area Dioceses are those containing 'designated authorities' under the Inner Urban Areas Act 1978. 
Block capitals denote the 12 dioceses analysed in Tables 3-7 of this Appendix. 

The ratios are derived from the 1985 edition of 'church Statistics', data from tables29 and 30 (for 1983184) being related to t~umbers of parochial 
clergy at December 1984 from table 2 of that booklet The resultant ratios in columns A and B above are thus consictent w ~ t h  one another but not, in 
most cases, with the ratios shown in Tables 6 and 7 (and Charts 2 and 3) of this Appendix 
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Urban Area and other Dioceses: Comparative Changes over 30 Years 2 

z 
TABLE 2 H 

2i 
E 

19-53 196.5 197: 1943 c r r i i i  i Y j 3  i9.53 1963 197.5 1'183 
4 

rr:rmi~ir~ 
4 

R 
2( 264 269 176 133 - 50% 10.0 9.4 0.1 4.7 - 5.3% 
73 Other niocases 145 165 128 105 - 28% 12.1 10.6 - 1.2 5.6 .. 549; 

CC)NFIRhl,-I TION C 
w 20 LJrban Area Il~orcses 84 100 55 

23 Ottler ljioietcs 70 X2 46 

E.4 STER C O M M I  ,rNICAhT',C 
20 Urban Arca Dioccscs 1,096 1,209 817 
2.1 Other Dioceses 972 1,138 867 

ELE<:?'OR41. RO1.L.S 
20 Urban Ijioccses 1,568 1,451 987 
23 Other Dioceses 1,354 1,342 1.034 

7'( )'I:-lL l'OLI!NK4RY COhTRIBliTIOrVS: iC; millions 
20 Urban Area Dioicses 4.76 9.98 14.98 
23 Other Diocetcs 3.96 8.77 14.11 

per th<~u,~znd p ~ ~ ~ ) u l t ~ t ~ o n  
181 349 520 1,955 x 10.H 
332 561 791 2,791 S H 4  

IU ROC'tfI 4 L CLL'RG Y nunrhrr, 
( I  971) 

20 Urban Area L)~oces~i 7,U52 6,h42 6,417 5,218 
23 Othcr r)loceics 7,594 6,707 6,488 4,856 

clergy per trnllro~r p ~ l ~ u l o t r ~ ~ t i  
( l  Y 71) 

- 261% 268 232 22.2 l 8 5  31% 
- 36% 636 410 374 259 5'1'%1 
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APPENDIX B CHART 1 

Population/Clergy Ratios 
Gap between Urban Area Dioceses and Others 



Analysis of Parishes 
TABLE 3 

Urban Priority .4rtu Parriltri h'rutrtil Ponrhrr 

'Group A' 'GTCU/I B' TOTAL 0 1 7 t E R  
DIOCESAN (by DOE (,iioct~io,~ UPA Clty AfarpndI 1'.4RICIIFI' 

TOTAL critr.na) addirionij I'AARISHFS CIPiitr. I'on\li?> ('~VO~V-Of',~l 1 
A B C D E P 

Birmingham 
London 
Southwark 

Liverpool 
Manchester 
Wakefield 

Lichfield 
Coventry 
Blackburn 

Bradford 
Newcastle 
h p o n  

Dloce\an totals: some are built up from latest available diocesan directories; others are as at December 1983 from 'Church Statistics' (with a residual 
figure in column G). The London total excludes 13 Guild Churches. 

UPA designations, and the limitations of the analysis, are described in Chapter 5 (paragraphs 5.5-9) 

CA [ITTIO!Vz4RY NOTE or2 Tables 3-7 and Charts 2 G 3 
The statistics are built up from a variety of sources - including diocesan directories at various recent dates - and cannot pretend to prcclae accuracy 
and consistency. Nevertheless they have been discussed severally with the dioceses concerned, and the general picture emerging iq thought to be 
sufiiciently reliable to enable broad provisional inferences to be drawn. 
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Population Analysis 

TABLE 4 

- ---------p----- - - -- - - -- - 

I rhan Prtorlry 4rra Portek<r Ntutrt71 Par, I t i i  

Gr~wp A Group S T 0 1 A L  1.02' l /'A 
Dl(X E\A,\ (by D@F i,i!ocrwn b P A  C~ty  Morfiftdl l J A R 1 5 f f t  5 

7 0 7 A L  criri rio) *Jd,rtom) PARI  SHI. $ ( o~irn l'on h i  (r, ,ci,,,r/, 
A B C D E F L 

-- - - -- -- - p - - -- -- ---- 
Birmingham 1,421,000 450,000 253,000 703,000 2,000 14 
Inndon 3,134,000 1,144,000 25,000 1,169,000 101,000 310,000 1,554,000 
Southwark 1,950,000 619,000 71,000 691,000 8,000 152,000 1,100,~)oO 

W Liverpool 1,627,000 317,000 197,000 514,000 9,000 105,000 999,000 
\D Manchecter 1,965,000 396,000 440,000 836,000 6,000 67,000 1,056,000 

Wakefield 1,044,000 63,000 88,000 151,000 9,000 72,000 812,000 

I lchfield 2,066,000 277,000 11,000 288,000 - 81,000 1,095,000 
Coventry 744,000 133,000 41,000 174,000 3,000 18,000 549,000 
Blac kburn 1,221,000 189,000 78,000 267,000 14,000 101,000 X 39,000 

Bradford 616,000 180,000 29,000 209,000 - 45,000 362,000 
New ca5tle 766,000 103,000 122,000 225,000 1,000 59,000 481,000 
k p o n  742,000 156,000 49,000 205,000 6,000 57,000 474,000 

1)iocesan totals are 1981 Census figures for 'Usually Resident Population'. 

Parish population aggregates in columns B-F are based on diocesan published estimates in the case of Birmingham. Llchfield, Blackburn, parts o i  
Lnndon, and (after 15% reduction) Bradford. The rest are built up from 1981 Census data with tlw assistance of local authorities. 

UPA designations, and the limitations of the analysis, are described in Chapter 5 (paragraphs 5.5-9) 

See also general Cautionary Note at foot of Table 3. 
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Distribution of Parochial Stipendiary Clergy 

TABLE 5 

Bii-mingharn 
Ln)ndon 
Southwark 

W 
Liverpool 
Manchchter 
Wakefield 

n ioce~an  totals are mostly as at L>eccmbcr 1983 or June 1984; but those for Iundon, 1.iverpool and Manchester are built up from latest a v ~ ~ l a h l c  
diocecan directories. Tlie Lnndon total excludes Guild C:hurch clergy. 

C:lcrgy iiistributions are based on i~lfornlation (not always clear) from latest available diocevan directorio. 

UPA designations, and the limitations of the analysis, are dewribed in Chaptrr 5 (paragraphs 5.5-9) 

Sec a l x ~  genel-AI Cautionary Note at foot of Table 3. 
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Population per Clergy 

TABLE 6 

I.-._. _ _ --.--_.___---..--.I _ _ .......~-......I_----. - - -  . - - 

r,.ri-,2,, Pri<~,lfy .-l,<,*, P',r!~il< \ .Y<U!~,#I P,?,! ir,, l Drt~,,r<t,,r l,< n>,c, t t  

' ' C "  B' Z-OTilL 0 7  H E R  C.'i?i 1 )  , l  3 (;,l l j  

_ ----I _ _ -- - 

B ~ l m l n ~ h a m  6,863 6.818 8,723 7,199 400 7,823 6,376 +16 t i 7% I I t ,  

Lolldon i,783 6,688 (6,428) 6.682 1,148 7,205 6,241 + 7(% t 7'6 t l(>" 
or 6,495* or + ?B* 

South\+ ark 5,855 6,007 4,194 5,750 7,681 5,854 3,912 3 + 2' , t $0 

W 
W Ia\~erpool 
C.L Manchester 

Wakefield 

I~chfield 
Coventry 
Blackburn 

Bradford 
Newcastle 
Rinon 

* In~ndon ratio excluding City C:entre parishes. 2 
4 These populahondclergy ratlos are derived from population figures in Table 4 (before rounding) divlded by clergy nurnherb In '1-able 5. 13rdckctcJ 

ratlos, and all those In Column E except the Landon figure, are based on very few parishec. !? 
tj 

UPA designat~ons, and the limitations of the- analys~s, are described In Chapter 5 5.5-9) z 
See also general Cautionary Note at foot of Table 3. m 
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Electoral Roll Members per Clergy 

TABLE 7 

. -. .-. - - ...- -. ---p- 

Urban Pr~ori ty  Arm Panshoi ~ Y c u t r o l  IJi~n<hc> 

'Group A' 'Grnup R '  TOTA I. 07111:R 
DlOCE,TAN (by DOE (d~oieian L71JA City A4trr,rinal 1'/1KISIfI-~.~ 

TOTAL. irltcriaj addttiond I'AKISHES C~t,tr(, P ('NOzV I ' lJA 
A B C 12 E. 

-------W- 

Birmingham 119 77 98 83 195 131 152 
London 118 77 (55) 76 104 109 153 
Southwark 138 84 66 82 114 127 175 

W 

Liverpool 139 71 111 R9 49 116 166 
Manchester 126 85 136 109 162 125 138 
Wakefield 161 99 74 86 23 1 129 175 

Lichfield 178 127 (58) 125 - 190 1 85 
Coventry 199 126 113 123 355 (421) 207 
Blackburn 285 204 247 215 177 277 307 

Bradford 157 110 (lo7) 109 - 142 174 
Newcastle 142 72 110 90 30 187 158 
Ripon 204 105 95 102 92 111 250 

Electoral rolls at latest available dates have been divided by clergy numbers in Table 5. 

Bracketed figures, and all those in Column E except the London figure, are based on very few parishes. 

As the dates vary and year-to-year changes can be dramatic - often for reasons unconnected with church adhercnce - inter-dlocesan comparison of 
numbers within indimdual columns can be misleading. (This will be evident from a comparison of some of the diocesan average? with those in Table 1 .) 



APPENDIX B CHART 2 
Populat~on per Parochial Clergyman 

30CI) 4000 5 0 0 C  62001: :Cc": E 5 0 0  BCG0 

Manchester 

Wakefieid 

Lichfield 

Coveotrv 

Blackburn 

Bradford 

Newcastle 

P~pulat iow Cieryy Ratios 
UPA vaiiatrons from 
Diocesan average 

E UPA parlshes 

NcwUPA partshes 

B Group B 
UPA parlshss 

Group A 

hole City centre and mdrgina parshei are lnciyded 
P-, Diocesan averages :except L~noon j  but are 
erciaidtd f:av UPA and no?-UPA riverages 

Repon 
T 
Diocesan average 

, - -L 

3 0 0 0  4 0 0 0  5 0 0 0  6 0 0 0  7 0 0 0  8 0 0 0  9 0 0 0  

383 



APPENDIX B CHART 3 
Population per Clergyman: UPA ratios (Group A parishes) 
compared with Diocesan average 

& 

R9013 -- . , .  

i l : 
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! l 
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W l 
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WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES 

6th Assembly - Vancouver 1983 

15 per cent of Assembly Delegates 

A. The W C C  Rules 111, 1.3 (as amended in Dresden) state the 
Eollowlllg: 

'The remaining delegates [to the WCC],  not more than 15 per cent, 
shall be elected by certain member Churches upon nomination of the 
Central Committee as iollows: 

1. If the Moderator or any Vice-Moderators of the Central 
Committee is not elected [within the provisions of para 2 above] the 
Central Committee s h ~ l l  nominate such officer to the member Church 
of which such of icer  is a member. Paragraphs 5 and 6 below apply to 
such nomrnees. 

2. The Central Committee shall determine the categories of 
additional delegates necessary to achieve balance in respect of: 

(a) the varied sizes of Churches and confessions; 

(b) the historical significance, future potential or geographical 
location and cultural background of particular Churches, as well as 
the special importance of united Churches; 

(c) the presence of persons whose special knowledge and 
experience will be necessary to the Assembly; 

(d) proportions of women, youth, lay persons and local pastors. 

3. The Central Committee shall invite the member Churches to 
propose the names of persons in the categories so determined whom the 
Churches would be willing to elect, if nominated by the Central 
Committee. 

4. The Central Committee shall nominate particular individuals from 
the list so compiled to the member Church of which each individual is a 
member. 
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5. If that member Church elects the said nominee, he or she shall 
become an additional delegate of that member Church. 

6. The member Churches shall not elect alternate delegates for such 
delegates. Member Churches are encouraged to consult regionally in 
the election of the delegates described in paragraphs 2 and 3 above, 
provided that every delegate is elected by the Church ofwhich he or she 
is a member in accordance with its own procedures.' 

B. Central Committee in Dresden agreed that in the appointment of 
delegates in this category, priority besgiven to women, youth, lay 
persons and local pastors to Improve the balance among delegates 
according to the criteria established by Central Committee in 1980. 
This will provide for a better balance especially with regard to women, 
youth, lay persons, local pastors, persons from ethnic and racial 
minorities and persons with disabilities, than results from the first round 
of appointment of delegates by the Churches. 
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Sources of Support for Clergy 

Clergy response to Survey: % of clergy in each group citing particular sources as offering 'real support' in 
their ministry. 

CLERGY IN UPA SAMPLE 
(.LFK(;Y 

IN 
NON-UI'A 
PARISHE5 

Marital Status 
S~ngle & 

Married wdowers 

% % 
83 5 
50 52 

Age froup AL.[. 
UP A 

PARISHES 

63 
49 

Main source5 
of Support High Middle 

%J % 
5 1 67 
46 47 

Under 35 

% 
51 
4 1 

Wife and falnlly 
Personal friends 

Individuals in Farish 
Churchwardens 
PCC/church officers 
Informal group/ 
n e ~ g h b o u r i n ~  clergy etc 

Diocesan Bishop 
Sutfragan Bishop 
Archdeacon 
KuraVArea Dean 

Ecunienical group 
Spiritual director 
Clergy chapter 

Mixed group from parish 
Croup/Team Ministry 
Other clergy 
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Employment by Industry Group 1954-90 

-- 
1 I 

- 

Agriculture 5.2 2.5 2.2 597 -572 -34 
Mining 3.7 1.3 1.0 304 --S15 14 
Food, drink and tobacco 3.2 2.5 2.3 604 -14 -36 
C:hcniicals 1.9 1.7 1.5 399 23 4 
Metals 2.5 1.1 1.0 265 -78 --l01 
Enginecnng 13.9 1l.i) 9.8 2,636 158 - 210 

o i  whit-h: 
Mecha~lical engineering 3.9 3.1 2.7 749 63 -72 
Electrical engineering 2.5 2 2.8 686 205 -32  
Motor vehlcles 1.5 1.2 1.0 297 98 -34 

Textiles and clothing 7.1 2.4 1.9 577 -670 --200 
Other mdnufictunng 6.0 4.9 4.7 1,181 84 -112 
C:o~lrtructinn 6.4 6.3 6.4 1,521 191 -35 
Publ~c  utilities 1.6 1.3 1.2 322 -31 - 1 
Transport and co~nmunicatlon 7.4 6.2 6.1 1,478 -- 130 11 
D ~ s t r i b u t ~ o ~ l  12.7 14.5 14.5 3,486 265 106 
I'rofersional wrviccs 3.8 5.4 10.5 2,265 834 267 
Miscell~t~eous scrviccs 8.9 13.2 15.3 3,156 488 398 

Manufacturing 34.r) 23.6 21.3 5,661 -407 -656 
Serv~ces 32.8 43.3 46.4 10,385 1,458 782 

All industries 84.3 78.4 78.6 18,789 33 70 

Social ser\rices 6.6 14.3 14.4 3,429 1,676 159 
I'ut~lic admin~<tration 9.1 7.3 7.0 1,760 -138 - 80 

Whole econoniy lii0.0 10~1.0 100.0 23,978 1,571 149 
~ - .- -- .- - .- -. - . - 

Source: University of Warmick Institute for Elnploytnent Research. 
ReFroduceJ, with permission, from Rc t~ i eu~  of rhr Ecot~oiny atld Ei,iploynletlt, 1985 
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WRITTEN EVIDENCE RECEIVED 

Action Resource Centre 
Age Concern 
Armitage, the Rev. Michael (Vicar of St John's. Angel1 Town) 
Ashton De'tnery (Ashton-under-Lyne, Hurst, and Stalybridge) 
Association of Black Clergy, the 
Association of British Chambers of Commerce, the 
~ssocidtlon of Chief Ofiicers of Probation, the 
Association o f  Chief Police Officers, the 
Assoc~ation of Community Workers, the 
Associat~on of Metropolitan Authorities, the 
Attfkld, the Rev. D. G. (Team Vicar of Drypool) 

Baker, the Rev. Derek (Vicar of St Andrew's United Reformed 
Church, Woolwich and Blackheath) 

Baker, the Rev. John (Roehampton Institute for Higher Education) 
Ballantyne, the Rev. Roderic (Vicar of St Andrew's, Stoke 

Newington) and other East London clergymen 
Baptist Union of Scotland, the 
Barker, Mr Edwin (Coventry Diocesan Board for Social 

Responsibility) 
Barking and Dagenham Deanery 
Barnardo' S 

Battersea Deanery Synod 
Berry, the Rev. Canon Peter (then Bishop of Coventry's Adviser 

for Community Relations) 
Birmingham, City of 
Birmingham Community Relations Council 
Birmingham Diocesan Renewal in the Spirit Fellowship 
Birmingham, Diocese of 
Biack Country Urban Industrial Mission, the 
Black Pastors Conference, the 
Blackburn, Diocese of 
Board for Mission and Unity of the General Synod, the 
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Bolden, Dr  Kenneth (Department of General Practice, University of 
Exeter) 

Bolton, Archdeaconry of 
Bowen, the Rev. J.R. (Director of Pastoral Studies, St John's 

College, Nottingham) 
Bradford, City of 
Bradford, Diocese of 
Bridge Project Trust, the 
Bridger, the Rev. Dr Francis (St John's College, Nottingham) 
Bristol, Diocese of 
British Association of Social Workers, the 
British Medical Association, the 
Brixton Council of Churches 
Browning, the Rev. Canon W. R F. (Director of Ordinands and 

Post-Ordination Training, Canon's House, Oxford) 
Bunnell, Mr Phi1 
Business in the Community 
Butterworth, the Rev. Ian E. (Vicar of St Matthew's, Bolton) 

Care force 
Carlisle, Diocese of 
Centre for Employment Initiatives, the 
Centre 63 (Kirkby, Liverpool) 
Chandler, the late Rev. P.J. 
Chapman, Mrs M. (the Mothers' Union) 
Charing, Rabbi Douglas oewish Education Bureau) 
Chester, Archdeaconrv of 
Chester, Diocese of 
Chesterman, the Rev. G.A. (Vice-Principal, East Midlands Training 

Course, ~ o t t i n g h a m )  
Child Poverty Action Group, the 
Children's Society, the 
Christian Police Association, the 
Christians Against Racism and Fascism 
Church Action with the unemployed 
Church Army, the 
Church Commissioners, the 
Church Industrial Group, the 
Church of England Diocesan Youth Officers, the 
Church of England Evangelical Council, the 
Church of Scotland Assembly Council, the 
Clarke, Mr M. G. (Director, Local Government Tralning Board) 
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Commission for Racial Equality, the 
Corneck, the Rev, Graham (Vicar of St Nicholas and St Luke, 

Deptford) 
Council for the Care of Churches, the 
Coventry, Diocese of 
Cundy, the Rev. Ian (Warden of Cranmer Hall, Durham) 

Damascus Road Association, the 
Davies, Mr Randal 
Dawes, the Ven. Peter S. (Archdeacon of West Ham) and 

Mr Bernard Nichols 
de Waal  Mr John 
Deakin, Professor Nicholas 
Department of Education and Science, the 
Department of the Environment, the 
Department of Health and Social Security, the 
Department of Trade and Industry, the 
Department of Transport, the 
Derby, Diocese of 
Donnison, Professor David 
Driscoll the Rev. David (Priest-in-charge, Stratford) with Mr Greg 

Smith and others. 

Eardley, the Rev. John (Coventry Diocesan Board of Education) 
Edmonton, the then Bishop of (the Rt Rev. W. Westwood) 
Emms, Pastor John (the Latimer Christian Fellowship, East Ham) 
Evangelical Coalition for Urban Mission, the 
Evangelical Race Relations Group, the 
Evangelical Urban Training Project, the 
Eversley, Dr  D. E. C. 

Family Welfare Association, the 
Faull, Mr David 
Field, Mr Frank MP 
Ford Mr David F. 
Frontier Youth Trust, the 
Fuller, the Rev. Canon John, and John Goodall (Directors, 

Southern Dioceses Ministerial Training Scheme) 

Garrard, the Rev. Canon Richard (Adviser for In-Service Training, 
Diocese of Southwark) 

Gay Christian Movement, the 
Gildea, Mr Denis ('Centre 70') 
Gill, the Rev. Paul (Vicar of St. Mary's, Pipe Hayes) 
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Gloucester, Diocese of 
Goldsmith, Miss Oriole (District Administrator. Coventry Health 

Authority) 
Goodacre, the Rev. N. W. 
G o r d o ~  MS Caroline (the Lord Mayor's Initiative) 
Gordon, Mr Ian 
Grayson, Mr David (Project North East) 
Greater Manchester Police Branch Board of the Police 

Federation, the 
Green, the Rev. Fr Benedict, CR (then Principal, College of the 

Resurrection, Mirfield) 
Green, the Rev. Dr  Laurie (Principal, Aston Training Scheme) 
Grimshaw, Pastor Jim (the Shaftesbury Christian Centre, 

Hammersmith) 
Guildford, Diocese of 

Hackney Deanery Chapter 
Halliday, Mr Chris 
Halsall, Mr Martin 
Hanlon, Fr G. (Chairman, Coventry Council of Churches) 
Hausner, Mr Victor 
Health Visitors' Association, the 
Hereford, the Bishop's Council of the Diocese of 
Hewitt, the Rev. David (Leader, Bridge House Fellowship) 
Hill, the Rev. Roger (Team Rector of Central Telford) 

' 

Hoare, the Rev. D r  Rupert W.N. (Principal, Westcott House 
Cambridge) 

Home Office, the 
Houghton, Mr Leslie 
Hulme, the Bishop of (the Rt Rev. Colin Scott) 
Huyton (parishes of St Michael, St Gabriel and St George, and the 

clergy of the Catholic and Free Churches of Huyton) 

Idle, the Rev. C.M. (Rector of Limehouse) and other East London 
clergymen 

Industrial Mission Association, the 
Ingrams, Mary (Manchester Multi-faith Educational Resources 

Centre) 
Inner London Education Authority, the 
Inner London Probation Service 
Institute of Health Service Administrators, the 
Isle of Dogs (parish of Christ and St John with St Luke) 
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Islington, London Borough of 
Ison, the Rev. David (Deptford) 

James, Sheila (St Agnes Church of England Primary School, 
Clltheroe, Manchester) 

Jarman, Professor Brian (Department of General Practice, St Mary's 
Hospital, Paddington) 

Jarrow Deanery 
Jennings, Deaconess Anne (St Andrew's, Whitefield, Manchester) 
Joan Elizabeth, Sister (Community of St Mary the Virgin, Clapham) 
Jobson, the Rev. Paul (Rector of St Peter's, Walworth) 
Jubilee Group, the 

Kemp, the Rev. Allan (Rural Dean of Barking and Dagenham) 
King, Mr J. S. 
Kitchener, the Rev. D r  Michael (Principal, North East Ordination 

Course) 

Lane, Sir David 
Langley, the Rev. Robert (Principal, St Albans Diocese Ministerial 

Training Scheme) 
Law Centres Federation 
Lay, the Rev. Brian R (Vicar of  St John the Evangelist, 

Sutton- on-Plym) 
Leachman, Fr James G., OSB 
Leech, the Rev. Kenneth (Race Relations Field Officer, Board for 

Social Responsibility of the General Synod) 
Leeds Urban Priority Area Group 
Lewis, Marie (Hackney Deanery Community Relations) 
Leicester, Diocese of 
Lewisham Deanery 
Lichfield Diocesan Jubilee Group 
Lichfield, Diocese of  
Liverpool Diocesan Board of Mission and Social Responsibility 

(Church in Society Committee) 
Liverpool Diocesan Working Party on Historic Resources 
Liverpool, Diocese of  (Board of Education) 
London Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the 
London Housing Associations 
Low Pay Unit, the 
Lowe, the Rev. Stephen R. (Team Rector of East Ham) 

Macclesfield, Archdeaconry of 
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Macnair, Mrs Vickie 
Macready, Sir Nevil 
Manchester Diocesan Council for Education 
Manchester, Diocese of 
Manpower Service Commission, the 
Martin. Mr W. (Coventry Churches Housing Association) 
Mason, the Rev. K S. (Principal, Canterbury School of Ministry) 
Mayflower Family Centre, the (Canning Town) 
Melinsky, the Rev. Canon M. A. H. (Principal, Northern Ordination 

College) 
Merseyside County Council 
Metcalf, Mrs Beryl 
Methuen, the Rev. John (Rector of the Church of the Ascension, 

Hulme) 
Ministry Co-ordinating Group, the 
Moreton Comprehensive School, Wolverhampton 

NACRO (National Association for the Care and Resettlement of 
Offenders) 

Namur, Sisters of Notre Dame of (Glasgow) 
National Association of Probation Officers, the 
National Consumer Council, the 
National Council for Voluntary Organisations, the 
National Westminster Bank plc 
Newcastle, Diocese of 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, City of 
Newcome, the Rev. James (Department of Pastoral Studies, Ridley 

Hall  Cambridge) 
Newham Deanery 
Nimavet, Bhajwandas Khimdas (Indian Association, Oldham, Lancs) 
Noak, Mr Hans 
Northolt, the Archdeacon of (the Ven. Dr T.F. Butler) 
Northumberland, the Archdeacon of (the Ven. W. J. Thomas) 

Ogilvie, the Rev. Gordon (Director of Pastoral Studies, Wycliffe 
Hall, Oxford 

Pahl, Jan (Senior Research Fellow, Health Services Research Unit, 
University of Kent at Canterbury) 

Palmer, Mr Martin (Centre for the Study of Religion and Education 
in the Inner City, Salford) 

Papworth, the Rev. John 
Parsons, the Rev. Donald (Coventry Methodist Mission) 
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Pearce, the Rev. Preb. John (then Vlcar of St Barnabas m-ith 
St Paul, Homerton) 

People And Churches Together (PACT), Brighton 
Pepper, Mr L.E. (Senior Tutor and Director of External Studies, 

St Stephen's House, Oxford) 
Pitt, Mr James 
Police Federation - Metropolitan Police Branch Boards Joint 

Executive Committee, the 
Police Superintendents' Association of England and Wales, the 
Pollak, Dr  ,Margaret 
Povey, D r  W.P. (Central Manchester Health Authority) 
Prison Reform Trust, the 
Puddefoot, the Rev. John C. (Industrial Chaplain, Crawley 

New Town) 
Purser, Mr Robert (Director, Council for Alcoholism, Coventry) 

Redfern, the Rev. Alastair (Director of Pastoral Studies, Ripon 
College, Oxford) 

Rees, the Rev. A.J. (Rector of St Mark's Cheetham) 
Rees, the Rev. Anthony (Oak Hill College, London) 
Reid Mr David (Roehampton Institute for Higher Education) 
Rhodes, the Rev. David (Team Rector of Hackney) 
Richmond the Rev. Canon F. H. A. (Warden, Lincoln Theological 

College) 
Ripon, Diocese of 
Roach, Mrs Audrey 
Robert Holmes Youth Centre (Long Benton, Newcastle) 
Roberts, the Rev. Ted (Vicar of St James's and St Anne, 

Bermondsey) 
Robinson, Judy (Co-editor, Christian Statesman) 
Robinson, the Rev. Paul (Vicar of St Paul's, Seacombe) 
Rochdale, the Archdeacon of (the Ven. David Bonsor) 
Rochester, the Bishop of (the Rt Rev. David Say) 
Root, the Rev. John (Vicar of  St James', Alperton) 
Royall, the Rev. Preb. Arthur (Clergy Appointments Adviser) 
Ruff~vood Comprehensive School, Kirkby, Liverpool 

Sacred Passion, Community of the (Walsall) 
Sadler, the Rev. John (Team Vicar of Stoke Aldermoor) 
Sainsbury, the Rev. Roger (Vicar of St Matthew's, Walsall) 
St Edmundsbury and Ipswich, Diocese of 
St Martin's, Perry Common, Birmingham, parish of 
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St Saviour's Priory, Haggerston 
Salam, Mr B (President of the Cheetham Hill Mosque, 

Manchester) 
Salmon, the Rev. Harry (Westhill College, Selly Oak) 
Salvation Army, the 
Saxbee, the Rev. Dr  John C. (Joint Director, South West Ministry 

Training Course) 
Scharf; the Rev, Juliail (Rector of St George-in-the-East, London) 
Scott- Samuel, Dr  Alex 
Scout Association, the 
Shaftesbury Project Inner City Group, the 
Simey, Mrs M.B. (Merseyside County Council) 
Slack, Tim (Sidney Stringer's Community College, Coventry) 
Smith, Mr Richard (Administrator, Bow Mission) 
Smith, the Rev. Ron 
Smithson, the Rev. Canon Alan (Director, Carlisle Diocesan 

Training Institute) 
Smout, the Rev. Michael (Rector of St Michael's, Aughton) 
South London Industrial Mission 
Southampton Deanery 
Southwark Diocesan Council for Social Aid (Community Work 

Support Group) 
Southwark Diocesan Council for Social Aid (Prison Advisory 

Group) 
Southwark Diocesan Council for Wel-Care 
Stepney Action Research Team (Audrey Shilling CA) 
Stepney, the Bishop of (the Rt Rev. Jim Thompson) 
Stockport, Borough of 
Stubbs, the Rev. Ian (Industrial Chaplain, Diocese of Manchester) 
Summerfield, Birmingham (parish of Christ Church) 

Toon, D r  P.D. 
Tooting Deanery 
Tower Hamlets Deanery Chapter 
Trethowan, MS Christine (Coventry Young Homeless Project) 
Turk, Miss Margaret 

Underhill, the Rev. Edward (Vicar of St George's, Gateshead) 
United Reformed Church, the 
UNLEASH (United London Ecumenical Action on Single 

Homelessness) 
Urban Ministry Project 



URCHIN (Unit for Research into Changing Institutions) 

Wakefield, Diocese of 
Wakefield, the Rev. Gordon S. (Principal, The Queen's College, 

Edgbaston) 
Waltham Forest Deanery Pastoral Committee 
Wandsworth Deanery 
Ward, the Rev. Edward 
Webber, Miss Ann 
Webster, the Very Rev. Alan (Dean of St Paul's) 
Weller, the Rev. John C. (Priest-ln-charge, St Matthew's 

Dudderston) 
Weller, the Rev. Paul (Community Relations Officer, 

Greater Manchester County Ecumenical Council) 
Wesson, the Rev. John (Director of Pastoral Studles, 

Trinity College, Bristol) 
West Midlands County Council 
Westminster (St Margaret's) Deanery 
Wheaton, the Rev. David H. (Principal, Oak Hill College, London) 
Williams, the Rev. Canon John H. (Rector of St Saviour's, 

Forest Gate) 
Winchester, Diocese of 
Wingate, the Rev. Andrew (The Queen's College, Edgbaston) 
Wolverhampton, Diocese of 
Woodhouse, the Rev. Patrick and Mr Andrew Jones 
Woolhouse, the Rev. K. (Director of Pastoral Studies, 

Theological College, Chichester) 
Worcester, Diocese of 
Wright, the Rev. Canon Clifford (Team Rector of Basingstoke) 

York, Diocese of 
Young, Mrs Jane 
Young, Dr  Ken 
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Appendix G 

TOWNS AND CITIES VISITED BY 
THE COMMISSION 

~shton-under-Lyne 
Barnsley 
~ i r k e n h e  ad 
Birmingham 
Blackburn 
Bolton 
Bradford 
Bristol 
Bury 
Coventry 
Dudle 
Gateshead 
~il l ingworth 
Kirkby 
Langle y 
Leeds 
Liverpool 
  on don Bo~ough of Brent 

Camden 
Ealing 
Hackney 
Islington 
Lambeth 
Newham 
Southwark 
Tower Hamlets 

Manchester 
Ne=castle-upon-Tyne 
North Shields 
Oldham 
Plymouth 
Rossendale 
Salford 
Sandwell 
Sheffield 
Skelmersdale 
Solihull 
South Shields 
Sunderland 
Walsall 
Wolverhampton 
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Section 11 
PLACE-NAMES 

This section contains the names of places ~ncntioned in the text; the names of 
individual dioceses arid diocesan boards; names of partnership areas and health 
authorities; and names ofany IocaI projects beginning with a place-ndme. 

Abcrdeen 1 l .  6 Anlerica (Cr,itcd States) 1.1: 10.59 
Africa 1 . l  Arrillcy 6.11 1 
Aiiicrica (Ce:ltral and South; l .  i ;  Asia l . l ; f ) . l C  

3.33.33 as to:^ Schcnne 6.71 ,h1 



l_.- 

Biriniiigha~;i (East) Hralth Authorit:; 
f i r .  1.2 

~irr;iiiighanl Partiiership Area 1.3.35. 
fig~l.4;8.14;9.1,16.17, tabIcs9.1.2 

Birming11a1:i (West) Health Authority 
fig. i .2  

Black Country Urban I~idustrial hlission 
91'7~. 19.5') 

~ l a i k b u r i  Ilioccse 5.8,9,19.20 
Bradford 6 11 1; 13 48,50.93 
Bradford L3iocsse 2 22; 3.8.19,23,27; 

( T: 
0 . J  

Bradford Health Authoricy fig. 1.2 
Brandon Project (South~vark Diocese) 

0.32,75,76 
Bristol, St Paul's 14.34 
Bristol Diocese 7.43 
Briston 1.29,30; 8.21,99; 14.14,23,24. 

34,58 

Catrlbridge Health Authority fig. l .2 
Cantril Farrn.,Stockbridgc Vill~ge 

10.68,69 
Cardiff 6.1 l 1 
Carlisle Diocese 10.4 
Chclinsford Diocese 7.43 
Chester Health Authority fig. 1.2 
Chichcstcr 1)ioccse 6.9, 
C i ~ y  and Hackiiey Health Authority 

fig. l .2 
CoGntry i 5.67 
Coventry ihocese 3.22,3.8.'0,23,27, 

10 108 

L h b y  1 I 
Dorset i . l 0  
L>~rhani  l310cesc 2.22 

Ealing 7. IS; 8.88 
East A~igli~x 1 . 15 
East London c r  East End 

jet, Londu:: (East) 
East ?LIiJiai:i',s 1(~.50 
Eshcr sw Kingstor: and Eshcr 

H ~ ~ l t l i  .Ail~Ii~rit\ 

Gateshead \tze ,li>t) ?.,ex\ r,asrlctGati.slicaLi 
I'artncrshlp Arca 

<;atcshi.-3ii Health Authorirs 1.24. 
fig. 1.2 

GLasgoxv 10.19 
Gre.it Yarmouth Health .4uthorltv 

tig 1.2 
Greater Londo~i ree Loiiilon 

4 includlne reGrences to 
'Greater I h d o n ' )  

Greater London Couiic~l 9.17: 10.36. 
14.34,51 

Greater Manchester her Manchester, 
Greater 

Greater Manchester Ecunlen~cal 
Councll 13.92 

Hackney 1.17,41; 10.36; 14.9 
Hackney rec ~ I s o  City and Hackney 

Health Authority 
Hackney Partnership Area 1.35, 
figs.l.3.4;8.14;9.16.17. 
table 9.1,2, fig.?. 1 

Hampstead 2.7 
Hanipstead Health Authority fig. 1.2 
Handsworth i3.38 
Harrogate Health Authority fig. l .2 
Hertfordshire 14.20 
Home Counties 1.36; 11.13 
HydcParic 10.111,112 

Inner London Education Authority 
13.53.54,73 

ireldnd 2.18.39 
isiington Parcncrship Area 1 .X, 
figs.1,3,4;&.¶4;9.16,17,fig.9.1, 
tablcs 9. i ,2 

Kent l 4  3 1  

K:lhnpvorth 1. 17,22 
K ~ n ~ s t o n  and Esher Health Authont~ 

fig. l .2 
Kirkby 1.17,22: 1(>1p.229:8,10.4 
Kno~vsisv tabie l. i 

1J.52 
Lainherh P~rtricrsiiip .Are.; figs.! .3,1: 

X.li;9.16,17. fig.9.1. t~1b~cs9.1.2 



Latin i \~ncri id  \ L (  AIIIC~ICJ 
' C c n t r ~ l  arid Soiith) 

Lec.ii5 2 f), C )  1 13 
Leicester I)~occse 5.27, 12 l3  
Lc~ccstershirc Health Authorit) fig 1 2 
Lichiicld I>ioccse 7 21, 5 h,  19,23. 

12 1.3 

Liverpool llioccsc 2.22.58-6;; 1.13; 
5.8. 18.20: 6.8.11.76.97: 7.59: 8i~.169: 

Liverpool 1)lsputc Settlement Serblcr 
I4 41 

L~verpool  Health Author~ty fig 1 2 
Liverpool Industrial Xt~asion 9 ! l3 
LIX erpool Partnersh~p Area 1 33, 

fi 75 l 3 1,  8 11,9 !0,17,88, fig 9 l ,  
tabes S11,2 

Lorldorl (including references to 
' G r a t e r  London': 1 2.12.27.36.31 
table 1.1; 2.4,9.16,16; 10.14,19,20.<4; 
14.14,20,60,63 

London (central) 2.16; 5.6,91; 10.51 
London (cast) 2.50; 6.!03,111; 10.38; 

12.19; 13.37,39,40 
London (inner) 2.45: 7.18: 9.10: 10.21. 

22. fig:lo.l;'l 1 .1  1 : ~ ;  13.44; i3.31 
London (south) 8.33 
London Diocese 2.22; 3.8,18; 

6.14,19,97; 7.4353 
London, City of 10.54; 11.1,20 
London, City of  .tee also City and 

Hackney Health Authority 
L.ondon churches Resettlement Agency 

10.100 
London l>ocklands 1.35, figs.1.3.4; 

8.17,58,59,101; 10.34 
London Health Planning Consortium 

11.8 

h14 Corridor 1 .M; 9.29 
Maida Vale 10.11!,113,115 
hlarlchester 1.32,36,43, table 1 . l ;  

7.18; 10.21, fig.lO.l; 14.18,72 
Manchester Diocese 2.22.58; 

5.8,9,18,20; 6.14,76,93;7.4j;13.82 
Manchester Board of  Social 

Kes onsibility 13.21 
3lanclcs  ter (Central) Health 

Authority 1 .7 
i%hnchester, Greater 1.12, table 1.1; 

10. 19: 11.10,20,21 
h1anchester;Salford Partnership Area 
fiqs.1.3,1;8.11;9.lh,17.tig.9.1. 
tdhics 9.1.3 

9.70': 14.20 
Mersrvsidr jet, ,~i.io Lancashire and 

Mcrst-i. irde In\ cstnlent Fund 
Moss Sldc [i%larlchester) h 103 

Nr\vcastle 3.74: 10.26; 13.93 
IC'cwcastlc Diocese 2.22: 5.8,19.20 
Neivcastle 13iocrsan Board of 

Education 13.W 
Newcastle,'Gatcsl~cad Partnership 

.4rca figs.1.3,4;8.14;9.16,17. 
fig.9.1. tables 9.1,1 

Newcastle Health Authority fig. I .2; 
11.16 

Newham 10.7.44 
Newham Conflict and Change Project 

14.31 
Newham Lleanery 10.7 
Ncuhani  Health Authority fig. l .2 
Nexvton Health Project 6.14 
North Shields 9. 17 
Notting Hill 6.11 1 

Padd~ngton, Holy Trinity 7.54 
Peterborough Health Authority fig. l .l! 

Radcliffc (Lancs) 2.5 
Ripon Diocese 2.22; 5.5,lV 
Rugby Health Authority fig. 1.2 

Salford 13.77 
Salford see also Manchester/Salford 

Partnership Area 
Salford Pastoral Plan h. 13 
Scarborough Health Authority 1.24, 

fig.1.2 
Scotland 1.4 
Sheffield 2.6; 21.7; 12.47 
Sheffield Diocese 2.22; 9.115 
Shoreditch 2.7 
Skclnlersdale 2.58.61-3 
Solihull Health Authority fig. 1.2 
South Coast 1 .M 
South London Industrial Mission 

9.113; ld(p.325) 
South Shields 10.26 
South Yorkshire 1.12; 8.92 
Southampton, St Luke's 7.49 
Southwark D~occsc 2.22,58; 5.5,15,23; 

6.69,94,97; 7.43; 13.90 
Southwark Diocesan Council for 

Social Aid, Prison Advisory Group 
13.12 

Staffordshire (Xorth) Health Authorit\ 
fig.1 2 



Step~iey i:London 13ioccse) h .  14,19 
Stockbridgc Villaui. see Carltril Far111: 

Stockbridgc ~if i , ige 
Stock\vcll 14.52 
Sufh lk  1.44 
S ~ ~ f f o l k  (East) Health Authority 

tig. l .l! 
Sunderland Health Authority fig. 1 .Z 

Thamestrlead 2.58,59; 7.14; 9.17 
Tottenhani 6.19 
Tower Hamlets 13.54.93 
T o ~ v e r  Hamlets Health Authority 

1.24, figs.1.2; 11.11,18 
Torteth (Liverpool) 2.58.64-5; 6.103; 

8.09; 11.50,54 

Section III 
SUBJECTS,  O R G A N I S A T I O N S ,  E T C  

accredited lay workers see lay workers 
Action Resource Centre 8.92 
admissions policies (schools) 13.51-3,91 
ado tion agencies 12.17,!8 
a d u i  education 6 1 8 , U ;  1?.44,47; 13.75 
advice agencies 14.48 
Advisory Council tbr the Church's 

Minis try 
clergy survey 5.31 
cler training 6.63,68-70,73,76, 

78-8 l 
LNSMs 6.43,17,19-51,5.5 
minority ethnic groups 5.62-6 

Africans 1.20; 2.33,52,53,56. fig.2.2 
Afro-Caribbeans 9.77; 10.36; 13.110; 

14 h7 
Af;-o;kest Indian United Council of  

Churches 2.56: 7.15 
Age Concern 12.3 
a ency services (doctors) 11.12 
afcohol 1 1.20 
alienation 3.24,25; 5.58; 8.8 

voung people 13.94-9,107.126 
A1I Saints Trust, Tottenham h. 19 
allocation policies (housing) 10.24,36, 

37.61,62 
altruism 3.17; 9.71,97 
amenities sca physical environillent 
Anglican C o m n l u ~ ~ ~ o r i  6. 10..33,71 
Anglican Consultative Council 6.10 
, 4 n ~ l o - ~ a t h o l i c s  arid High Church 

2.12,13,26,27 
ants-r~aral clirlics 5t.r n~atcrrlity services 
anticlericalisni 2.8,11 

Tratibrd Hcalth Authority fig. l .7 
Tyne a1d Wi'ar l .  12 
Tyneside 1.32;10.4,26 

Wakefield I>~oceie 3 8. l X,70 
Wakefield Health Authorl t~ fig 1 2 
Walcs 2 18 
Walworth l0  l 11,114 
Wand>\\ orth Health Authont; fig 1 2 
West Midlands 1 12, table l 1 , 7  18. 

13 24,35,40,45,50,93 
West Yorkshire 1 12 
Wh~techapel 1 8 
Whltcchapel, St Jude's 1 8 
Winchester I l io~ese  10  4 
W o l ~  erhampton 13 37,80 

anti-urban sentiment see city/country 
in British culture 

appralticeships 1.31; 10.74 
Archbishop's Commission on Training 

for the Ministry 6.58 
Archbishop's Officer for the Urban 

Priority Areas 5.9; 6.51,55 
archdeacons 7.58 
area-based olicies 8.28-30 
~ s i ~ n . l M u s k n  education 1248,1957 
Asians 

concentrated in UPAs 1 .20; 12.33 
crirnes against 14.67 
faith 2.52,53; 3.27 
health 11.18 
housing fig. 10. l 
schools 13.46,48-50,57 
youth 13.93,110 
uneni loyrnent 9.18,19,77 

Assemhies of God 2. h3 
Association of Black Clergy 5.63 
Association of British Chambers of 

Conlnlerce 8. h6 
Association of Conirnunity Workers 

12.31 
Association of County Councils 

12.5 
Association of Metropolitan 

Authoriries 8.45; 10.44: 12.5,16 
Atonement, doctrine of thc 3.36 
Audit Cotnnilssion 8.49,54: 

lO.U,74 
'Audit for a Local Church' 5.3741: 

6.4: 7.99 



ii.iilgli,icsi~is h .  11 17: i i  1.4 . i ( ~ t i  

I ) ~ k i b t i n ~ \  IS:t:;gi~~~icsI~ih . . t.,iFtisr;ib 2.1,3(': 4. !c l ;  5. 17; 
~ ~ > ~ p ~ ~ ~ d i ~  i3 t .~k ' l~~  2 

13apt:it\ 2.-th.(.2.i~U) 
i3ini .~~iL>' \  12. :5 
L L,.4rristcrb l 14 .3  ).Oh 

11~;s~. ~~or1111~111;ici~s .3.35:9.9 
bL~5ic II ICL>~;IC 9.  iiJ.5 
B.:. . i h i ~  11icor;ic flc,scnrcll Group 9.10.3 
b~trcrcci M o i i :~~;  jt'c ?i~nid"Sti~ vioknce 
13 i .a i i i~1d~~ 3.  i7 
bed an6 b r c a k f ~ ~ t  3ci011;ir;oJa~ion 

9.12: lO.l3.!4.iS,:9..33,75 
be i~e i ln  C;& 3.38 

, , 
Bcvci-idge Re;:o:-t 9.87. 101; iii.Oh 
Bible study groups 7.41 ,A?; 5.45: f),113 
bishops 0.70.3,9:; 7 .  I h; 9..52; 

10. Ifdi-6; i 3 . 8 f ~ 8  
black i4nglicans 3.33.34, fig.3.2; 5.58, 

61-3.6-.;l .74: 6.15 
black Christians 7.52 
B1;tck-led Churi!lcs 2.39,44,53-;,W, 

(>1,66*: 4.26,29; 7.11.15,4-b 
B!~ck Pzsrors Conkrcnce 2.56 
Black Report l l .  1 
Hoard for Mission a:id Unirv 3.26: 

4.19; S.04 
Board for Social Respo~lsibility 

5.62.63: 12.30.51: 14.73 

bobby bn the bear 14.34 
boys (education; 13.72 
Iiritish Xssociztioc of Social Workers 

13.5.1 h 
t3ritisl: Co~r ic i l  of Churches 2.56; 

,.1.5.19.5ii 
Com~rluni tv Work 1 4 d ~ ~ i ~ ~ r ~  

Con,n:lt;ee and ~ e s o l ; r c < ~ n l t  
12.27.34 

i3nt:sh Crirne Survevs 19141. 1984 
I .39; 14.8,13.38 

Britis11 E~;angclicai Cauncil 7.15 
British Housing, Enquiry into 

(I>uke of Edi~lburgll's) 11). 119 
British XIcdiial Association 1 1 . 1  - -  - 

British Moveilleiit 10.38 
13ritish Youth Council 13.1 19 
I3iiilcihists 2.52 
Building Soc~eties Association 10.52 
burglar)-, robbery 2nd thcft l .39,40; 

2..3c)3 tablc 2.1: 14.2,8-10,13 

LJr ticrhl~ip :. 11 )..3.;.-+.5: 2 .  i 0  
Carctorcc. 4.i-t; S.%* 
c-~rcrs t3.31: l\i..32: 13. l .  : 3 . 1 - 3 1 ~ ~  
Cirli3'wai: ,t,tv . . ifio-C~ribb~.~ri.  

Ci'cst Iiiciians 
'(1 4TS' Prijeit  ; L t ' ~ i i i )  9. i 17 
ieilsus criiinierdrioI1 dlstrictb 3.3..5 
Cc~irr~l'l B o ~ r i i  of  F ~ r i ~ n c e  3. lh:  13,37 
Ccntrai Furiri for C)rLiiilation Candid,~tzs 
6.5) 

sentrnllloc~l government (rclationsiiips; 
X. i 1.23.44-57.70.72 

Centre for Enviro:ir;~ent.d Srudics 
1.26; 8.25,35 

chaplairicies in cducatioii 13.81,8f;,87.89 
charisniatic worship 3.37 
charitable gi~\.iug 3.2; 7.63 
charities 8.93 
Charity Con~nussion I3.YU 
Charity L;iv 7.56; 13.96 
Charity Organisation Society 1.9 
Ch~rtered Iilstitute oiPublic Finance 

~ n d  A4ccountancy 10.13.75 
Child Benefit 9.91.102 
Child Poverty Action Group 9.14 
children 

and Church 2.30; 6.114-18,121 
health 11.5.13,15,16; 12.5 

Children's Society 12.6,15 
choiccin housi~lg 10.9,!1,21,27.7850, 

82.85 
Christian Aid 3.2 
Christian social action 3.45.7-40, 

12-20 23-5 
Christian social thought 1.7; 3.7,8. 

12-18 
Christian socialists 1.7; 7.12 
Christians 

and con~mur~ity work 3.19,11-3. 
25; 6.28.29: 7.723: 12.48-53 

ana employment 3 15,9 29 
and health 3 86 
and housing 5 86, 10 74.107,121 
and offender\ 14 3 
and other fa~ths 3 26-8 
and UPAs 5 86,87,%,91 

Church 
and crlme lam 14 5,39,43,50,65,66 
and depr1vat:on 3 3-25,42 
and edilcatlon 13 1,3 4,33-8.4(1-2 

6ci,8 1-91 



~ r ? d  5~1ci~ii scrviccs, ~ o r k  2. 15,lC1; 
3. !-1S,2Y,34; 5.52: 6.25.3s; 
12.2.1b-2C; 

nr:d urlct~ip!oyed 5 . 3  1; 6.41; 7.23: 
9.41,110,112-l6 

UPAs S.ti4.35,87-90; 7 . 2 2 4  
anii urbanizariotl l .h,?: 2.3-20 
n11d ?ifare benehrs advice 9.99; 

12. If, 
ifi UP.%s 2.14,2I42,55-67: 

3.3N.39; '4.1-3.5.7-33; 6.2-9: 
5c.e illso parishes (LP.%) 

Church .4ctiat-i with the Lnctn~loj ,e i i  

c l i ~ r c h  ~t tendance 2.3,25.'6,3il,36 
liiid social class 2.7-1 1.15,10,14 

church buildings 
adn tation 7.22-31 
boijidinr progra:nme of 18311s 2.6 
care control 7.30-2,3~!2,59 
re,dundant 7.28,33-5,38,39,4i-58 
rep1:iceniene 7. l l .  l ?  
rurai T.6.11,12 
sharing 2.42; 4.33; 7.11-21 

Church ~o&;illissio:iers 
Church siatistics 5.16 
Churci: Urban Fund (proposed) 

39-94 
clergy hi:using 0.bh 
historic resources -.61,65,69. 

71-6,80,82-! 
idcritiGing UI'As 5.9 
rcdur:cia;lt churchss 7.37,51,53.56 
residetltial property .as part o i  

it;:-cstnicnt portfolio 11;. l :O-16 
church esiilanges 3.39 
Chu:cil of Et i~ land  

I I ~ C ~ I I ' D C ~ ~ ~ ~ L ~  2.4 
riccd t??r ch~~;gc.e 4.2.5,(~.:-?; h. i 5 

C1ia:di Lc.ldi.rahiii I)c\-ciopr::a~r 
l1ro~ra1ni::e 0. 12-13, 

ci:crcll piantin? 2.5t): 5.52 
~ h u r i l ;  prcniisi~i '.??A: :?.?l 
ch:.rit~ x i ~ a o l >  2.42: 3.64: 13.3.34.42. 

43.5 1-.3.f',1.77~84~9 1 
C~ll.L:rcl: L, r b ~ n  FLI~IL~ pro;w5~d> 

3..;4..3s; 6.3 1: 7.2t>,83-c14 
Citizerr~' Advice BU~CJLIX 1J.18,.7; -32 
Cir? Acrioii Teams 5.73 
city :lid cividsili 1.3-7 
citylcoullrr) i l l  Britisli culrurc l .G-, I t i  
clersy 2.41: 5.46: 0.4,31 

age levels 5.23 
and other hiths 5.27: 6.37 
2nd schools 2.42; 4.29: 5.50; 

13.40,42,43,60,85--,89 
black 5.54,5S,h2,67; 11.78 
childrttii of  5.23; 6.59; l3.42,43,89 
churchnianship 2.26,27 
dcployrncnt 5.10,11,13-24.304 
fatnilies 6.83-9.91.93.91,cih 
1:ousing 6.56.93.94 
job satisfaction 2.4)  
Local Non-Stipendiary hllnisrry 

h. !7,31-55,75-7 
Non-Stipendiary 3.25; 6.32 
part-time 5.30 
politics 2.13 
social cl;ss;cuiture 2.8-10.13.11 

20: t.9.67,h'i 
s~ipends and pensiot~s 7.62,66,7 1.03 
suppdrt 6.85,86.9i,'i?.i)C8 
sapporting st;ti' 5.25-?.30,34,35 
training 6.56-84 
UPAS 2.40.4i; 3.!3-24,3(;,15i: 

6.56,68,71,81-98 
u.i;.es 6.37-9,4: ,'ib 

clergy survey 2.2i-42 
co1ie;civs responsibilitv l .47; 9.ii): 

1~ 7.121 : 1>.20 
Collcgc of Sr Mark and St Jdhn 

( P ~ v E I o ~ ~ : ~ ,  13 37 

Ccriiinissicri for Kaciai E q ~ a i i r )  5.50; 
5 . 7 ;  l(i.35.36 

, . ,  Commur1itii.s-iii-Cri5cb Progr;ii-inlc c. r + 
cor.i:nuiiity 3.5,19-28.45: 7.5'1: i 2.35,ii 
~c>i~ir~iuni ty cart' 3.20; 15.12 
c.ot::iii~:nity chcsti 8.74 
i:o.;i:i;i::~i:y I3cr clopi~ic.:~t <;roup 

,\Villiam T~i i :~!c  Four:d.iti~ir;: 12.2- 
Con;i;~uiiil-) 1)evelop;nei;r Projects h.2 



<:oiii~nunit) .Vursirlg Service 11.13.11 
cominu~iir)- org~nlsations 12.35.37.U,51) 
C:i>ini~iuriity I'rogra~iime 7.59; 9.7945 
ioiliniuriity rc ~ i r  tcanli (housing) 8.97 
c o f ~ l l ~ l ~ ~ f ~ i ~ ~  icEools 13, i5-7 
Coniitiui~ity Service Voi~~ntzers 5 . 9  i 
coillrnu~lity l\-ork 12.2748 

<:11~1rch 3.19-2.3; 3.34: 12.49-55 
C l l ~ ~ r c h  Ariliy 6.28 

cor~i~i~uni r~-baseh  ~ l ' e a~ t~ l  initiatives 1 I .  lh 
cotnmuters 1.10,14.29; 5.6,87 
cot;ipet~tiorl 1.19 
coiiiprellensive c o ~ n ~ n u ~ i i t y  

programmes 8.2 
ionciliatio~-i, ~nediation A I I ~  reparation 

14.41-3 
<:onfederation of British Industry 

(CBI) 9.62,82 
Conference for Christian Partnershiu 

1.56 
confirmations 5.12; Appe~ldix B table 2 
congregations 2.31,35, figs.?. 1 ,2; 

4.32; 6.77 
non-CI'A 2.32.33,33,36, fig.?. 1 
UPA 2.32-6, firs.2.1.2; 

6.103,107,108 
construction industry 9.22,62,63; 

10.74.76 
consumer society 3.16,17; 9.39; 

13.98: 14.22 
contact with Church 2.30 
continuing ministerial education 

6.02.72-1 
co-operatives (housing) 10.81 
co~incil estates ree outer estates, 

parishes (council estates) 
Council for Small Industries In Rural 

Areas 9.56 
Council for Srrlall Industries in Urban 

Areas (pro osed) 9.56 
(:ouncil for tRe Care of Churches 725.31 
Coi~ncil ofAfrican arid Allied Churchcs 

2.56 
council houslng 1.36,46; 10.21,24.25, 

30.61-6. ficc 10.1 
cspenditure cuts 8.37,613 
outer estates 8.31-5; 10.20 
proposals of Cornmission 10.71-87 
racial discrimination 10.36 
sale 1 0.50,52,5f~O.67-9,82 

councils of churches, local 10.70 
co~~i~xell ing 2.41 
Court Ilc,port 11.10 
courts 14.07,68 

irlnlc 
and clderl) people 14 1 1.13 
causation l4 1.4.15-22 
prr\cntion 8 92, 13 71.105, 14 5. 

23-!3,32,33.3.5.36 
rates 1 39, h 31. 14 1.7-10.14 

crisis accornnlodation lo.8O; 13.103 
crisis counselling (young pcoplt,) 

13.102.103.108 
Crucifixion 3.25.36 
cultural identity 

Asian 2.52: 3.27: 12.33 
black 2.52; 12.33 
clergy children 13.43 
in schools 13.60 
Irish 2.49 
UI',4s 3.36; 4.10: 6.101; 12.33 
white 13.62 

custodial care 13.105 

deaconesses 5.25,30,31; 6.23-5,27,97 
deacons 5.23; 6.76 
deaneries 4.23; 5.40,41; 6.97; 7.59 
Deanery Building Officers 7.59 
dcccntrdisdtion 1.2,11-14,?5 
defensible space 14.35 
democracy 1.4.48,49; 5.70-1 
Dcpartrncnt of Education and Science 

8.73; 12.5; 13.11,20,23,46,59, 
107-120; 14.32 

Deparment of Employment 8.73; 9.24 
Department of Health and 

Social Securitv 
board and lodking accommodation 

10.18,19,75 
crime prevention 14.32 
drug misuse 14 ref. l 3  
'Inequalities in Health' Report 11.1.3 
low income definition 9.5 
RAWP formula 11.9-1 1 
under-fives i 2  ref.2 

Department of the Environment 
brief mentions 8.17, ref.2 
City Action Teanls 8.73 
consultation paper on housing 

records 10.36 
Criine Prevetltiorz circular 14.32 
evidence re grant to deprived areas 

8.41, table 8.1 
Lam- Centres' funding 14.51 
statistics ofdeprivation 1.19,35, 

40-3, fig. l .l; .5.3,9; 8.34,33.46: 
9.6; 10 ref.5 

submission re KSG 8.42 
urban budget 1984,'3 8.59, fig.ii.1 
Grban Programme 8.14.41 .h6 
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ciepnl att'orl 1 19. fig I 1, 3 3, 8 4-9.12 

and illness 8.34, L l 8,1 l .  l5 
cthnlc rn~rtorltles 1 20.11.23. Y I h: 

detaihcd youth \\ark 13 1U1.123 
dlgrnt\ ot ~ n d n  :dual ,er lndib ldual 

potcrltlal, dtgnity and 1% orth 
IJ~ocesin Ad\ Isor\ Comnllttees for the 

Care o f c h u r i h e s  7 31.58,59 
D~ocesan Boards and Counc~ls  4 23,s 53 
Diocesan Boards (Councils) ot 

Educat~on 13 81.90,91 
Dloceb~n Pastoral Con~niitrees 5 41 
dlocesan quotas 5 39,7 61,66-70 
diocesan staff 5 40,53,7 58 
D~ocesan Stlperids Fund Measure 1953 
6 2' 

dlocesan UPA strategy 7 89 
D~ocesan Youth Officers 13 134,127 
dioceses 

care of  church buildings 7.32,34 
d e ~ l o v m e n t  ofclerev 5.10-23.35 
f i k n c e  2.37; 7.61,;s-51,89,92,94 
identifyin UPA parishes 5.2,8-9, 

Auuencfx B table 3 
~or;-$ti endiary Ministry 6.754 
policies &r UPAS 5.53 
policies re minority ethnic groups 
5..57,68 

post-ordination and in-service 
training 6.724 

redundant churches 7.39,40,53-5, 
57-9 

rural 5.32; 6.32; 7.75.76 
urban 2.22; 5.11,12,23,53; 6.11; 
7.75,76,89; Appendix B chart l, 
table 2 

see also Section I1 for references to 
individual named dioceses 

disorder 14.1,2,4,14,36,54,55,57,58 
alienation as cause 13.94,95,98 
clergy survey evidence 1.40 
inner city 1981 8.21,22 

domestic violence 6.107; 12.19,32,44, 
refl10: 13.74: 14.13 

drug addict~on 5.50; 8.32: 11.19; 
14.19-21 

earnings limits 9.91 
Easter communicants 2.36; 5.12; 

Appendix B table 2 
Ecclesiastical Exemption 7.30,37 
ccology 3.13.13,15 

Econoirlic and 50c1al Research Council 
1 72.13.15,S X 0  

ccononllc blight 1 I7,1h,8 3 
econorluc grolr th 9 29-32 
econorrilc regeneration 8 l7,30,h l .  
-7-98,104 

cionomlc theor1 2nd practlcc 3 i.6,11, 
13-1-,lY,42, C) 28,41,15,46,48-50,52 

Eco~lornist Iritelllgerice Unit 9 31 
ecumenlsm 

centres 2 62. J 45 
clergy tralnlng 6 63 
co-operation (clerg\, 2 42,59,4 3 1 
financing 4 78 
good practice. codes and 

cox enants of  4 30 
in\olvement 2.13,59,62,65, 
3 41.42.4 25-31 

planning 5.41 
schools 13.91 

education departments 8.75,85 
education for capability see adult 

education 
education resources 13.17,18,67 
education services 8. 13,17,61; 9.66,97; 
13.2-4,6 

educational charities 6.18,19; 13.80 
Educational Priority Areas 8.2 
elder1 people l .23,24; 2.35.38, 

t abc  2.1; 9.8; 12.2,3 
ethnic minorities 12.4 
health 11.10.12.20: 12.31 
housing 1.25; 10.12,16,22,23,29, 
70.82 

women 10.29; 12.3,31; 14.13 
electoral rolls (Church of England) 
2.4,36; 5.12,28,29,71; Appendix B 
table 2 

Elim Pentecostal Churches 7.44 
emergency accommodation 10.80; 13.103 
employment 

attitudes 3.15; 9.65 
ethnic minorities 1.20; 9.77 
forecasts 9.23,24,37 
men 1.25; 9.36,65 
part-time 9.24,36,68 
patterns l .2,26,27,44; 9.22,23,29,105 
women 1.25; 9.10,24,36,68 
young people 9.76,77 

Enterprise Zone fig.l.1: 8.17 
Environment Com~nit tce (House of 

Comrnons) 10.49 
mvironn~ental inlprovement schemes 
8.61.82 



-33-9. iig 1 1 , .  1 
ailcl local authornles 13.45 
a~:d iocal c h ~ r c h c s  2 33.34. 

7 7: 3.45: 5.35,57; 0.1.5 
ail~?P;y:nicoiiic i .2r i ;  9.0 
arid social services 2.57: 12.4.151 
fainily patterns 14.17 
tenchers 13.50 

Evar:gelical Ailiance 7. 1 5 
Evangelical Frec Churches 2.64 
Evangelical Urban Trnii~ing Uni: 6.14 
EvalgeiicaIs 2.12,13,26,27; 6.96 
evangelism in UPAs 3.38,39; 4.18; h. 106 
evil ?.3,5,6.S: 3.11,45: !1.5 
esmlinat ian system 13.13,20 
ex-offenders 11.20 
txp'lnded to\\,iis 1.5.14; 8.17 

Facultyjurisdiction1 Com~nissiolr 7.31 
Faculty Jurisdicrion iegislation 

7.25-3 1,36-8 
fzitlrs othsr  than Christianitv 2.29: 

3 .2643;  . 2 7 , h l ;  6.57; ?.!G-2'1,4~-32; 
I3.35-C>T secJ ,ilsc) !3uddhist>, Fiindus, 
Musiims, Sikhs - .  

:ar;i~lies 3.5: 19.36; 12.2,3 
brsskaowri 1.23,40: 2 . 3 ,  

table 2.1: 5.38: 13. i 
i'zn;ii;; ce:ltres ! 3. h, 15 
Ei:ni;)i doctors sic g e ~ c r a l  prac:itioner 

scrviccs 
Far?;i!v . ,  inzo!-;.ic Suz;3le1il:il: 'i.!02 - 
:an:;ly p;tcerr:s (cthnic niir,orities) 

14.1: 

Froi;tie: Yo~ith Trust is;. 173 
fuci cost5 (iloii3ing) i0.4.3,t~2,9; 
;irile:ais Ir't o ~ C ~ ~ i i ? i ? . i l  i)ffiies 
fid~chcr cJ,i,:.ltic>i; ' ,.?l: 9.73.7s: 

!.;.S: .X? 

Gznerd S~,rlod S.'i,54.5'1,6?-~,7i4: 
h .  119: '..37.Si,S.5.X9 

g ~ l l < r ~ f i ~ d t l 0 1 ~  1 .?: lC).54,115 
ghi.~to ~ i h o ~ l ~  1.3.51,59 
91~1s ,cduc,ition; 13.724 
Gospel 

Living out 3.79,45; 4. l ,  14: 6. i 15: 
12.20.50: 13.126; i4.5 

personal implications 3.1 .?,C10 
social i:;lpiicatiiins 2.57: 3. ? .2.4.5, 

6,10,12 
Goverxx:ient and ethnic minoricie., 

1.20,21,23; 8.1t) 
govermneilt dcparti;lents 8.71;,72,73; 

for individual departments rue 
Departiilent of .  . . anci Home Office 

government inner city policies 8.2-23, 
414,55-5','7; set2 ~ l s o  Urban 
Prograinme 

Green Belt 1.3: 

housing 19.16 
'i:ard to lcr' accomr:lodarian 10.13.67 
hs~!iny 5.45 
health authorities 8.85; 11.13; 12.12:3t~c. 

Section 11 for rcGrenccs tc. individual 
Health .%uchorities by name 

health eaucation and prci~iotion 
! 1.4.19-21 

heilth services 3.6; X .  1.3, 17,61; 
9.42,97; lfi.3: 11 .$-l 

healcl1 \-isitors i l . i3 
" -. ~ i g h  Church 2.12,13,26,27 
h:gi-. risc bxliiding 1.37.38; 3.20: 

10.25.3Z,43,58.59 
higher t.ducat;oil 3.19,20.5! 
Hindus 2.52;7.l8,3i 
fi; ,sLc,ic --,. Buildings XIJ 1~1o:~c l~ l~ i l t5  

Ccrnn;issior. tor Eiiglai;d 7.21' 
'. - !:lstori,- lizbilitv' diocescs 7.35,76, 
historic rccourccs (Church of Englai:d, 

7.71-84 
Home Office 1.29; 8.2; 13 67; 14.5,13, 

Ic~.2Cj,23,27,32,41,h0,h3.7h 



11 4il,41 
house ~ r r o ~ a s  3.41.42.1.9 

arid  ducati ion i3.6 
condition 10.1ii4.119 
defects 8.31 
fin,~nce li-.58-98,llii 
nlxtqgemcnt 10.5,34,(;1 ,b3,M. 

8i,S5 
mixed dei~elopment 1.37; 10.56, 

.57,59,82 
riecd 11).15,h3,80 
oid I .35,37; 1 0 . 4 1 . ~  
overcroivuecl 1.22,3.3,41, fig. 1.4; 

9.6 
owner-occupied 1.36:33,46; 

;0.21,22,29~4:.42,45,30-5, 
84-94. fig.lU. 1 

policies, trends 1.14,36-8,46; 
8.4,6,13.31; 9.43.44; 10.9.45,56, 
57,59,60,72-1,78-94,11",118.120 

private renced 1.36; !0.16,21,23, 
3U.344,41,46-9,?iY, fig.lO.1 

problems 1.35,39; 5.4; 6.86; 
10.2844 

projects 10. ILM 
repairs and maintenancc 8.97; 

9.62; 10.11,10~,62,74,55 
housing 3ssoci3tions 7.53: 10.30.42.70. 

81.1~~),113.116 
Housing Benefit 9.12; 10.20,9.5,9h 
Housing Cor~oration 10.70 
housingcstat& 1.37,38; 8.23,31-3; 

10.26,62,63,0&9 
Wo~isina iHomeless Persons: Act l977 

10 .12~15~  16,75 
Housing of E70rking Classes, lioyal 

Coji;nlissiorl on 10.48 
Housing Policy Revicu- 1477 10.15 

lioi:\i:lg subsi3:i.s (go\ crtimcnt'~ 
'3. i2; 1\).&9-'14 

!:easing teilurt. iii.21 .S:. fig, 10. l 
J I ; ~  i~in:c 11 1.60: 14.8 

:dcricificatior: of CPA parishes 5.2-9: 
.%ppa~~ i i s  £3 t.ibic 3 

inl:;ligr.irio~: 2nd residence 1.20.23: 
2.33,ii. tig.2.2: ?.l8 

i~~~pcrwnali ty 3.h 
iniprovcnxnt grant 10.72,11 
inci?nle inairl?ei;;lnCe XcC basic i i l ~ o i ~ i ~ .  

Fanlily 111cor:le Supplernznr. Social 
Securiry, Suppicr:~ent,iry Bcr~eiit 

incoii~c i d 9  9.90 
irico~~ies (generai) l .4/r; 9.1 ,26,28.33 
1rtdepu;dcnt Churches 2.2C1 
Indians 2.33, fig.2.2; 3.37; 5.2': 7.18 
individu~l potential. dignity and \i,orth 
3.0.15,1;,2~~3,2j,2;-9,-13; 9.3.33. 
52,98,110; 10.6.8; 11.19,21; 12.30, 
31,41.33,55: 13.24,7,97; 14.5 

indiviaualisnl 3.8-1 1 ; 9.46 
industrial mission 6.25; 9.113,113 
industrizl relocation 1.14,25 
ir,~ustna!isation 1.10-15,17 
incqu:,lity l .  T .9,23,12.%,48-50; 

S.23,24,2&8 
within the Church 2.9; 3.82: 6.15 

i:lzc;ualities in health 11.1,3,5,15; see 
XAWP formula for regional inequalities 

infant mortality 1.43; l1.14,15 
Inner .%rea Scudies 8.2 
'inner city problem' 1.13,11 
insritute ibr Employn~ent Research, 

Winvick University 9.23,37 
Institute of Environmental Health 

Officers 10.23 
Interchurch Endeavour 

!Birmingham) 9.112 
intermediate action 3.19.20 
1nternatiui;sl -Ministerial Council of 

Great Britain 2.56 
internship training 6.64 
invesmient 1.46; 7.84; 8.4.8.8G 
Irish 1.5; 2.30 
isoiadon 12.2,16,28 

Jews 1.8 
job creation 3.15; 8.23,80,82,81: 

9.2,33,57fi1.68-72 
job sharing/splirting 0. h8,69 
justice 3.6.11,13,14,17,18.15; 10.120: 

13.61; 13.5 
Juvenile Bure;u 13.106 



labour cienla~ld 1.36; 9.37.5547 
Labour Force Survey 9.18 
lack ofbasic anlenities 1.21,22,35, 

fig. l .4: 5.3: 9.6; 10.W 
laity 1.23; 528.30-5,46,49-51; 6.2-8, 

11-19.61,96,97; see ulso lay Lvorkers 
la~ldlords j e e  private rc~lted housing 
'law and order' 11.2.4,30 
Law Centres 14.44-53 
Law Centres Federation 13.52 
lay Lvorkers 5.25.30.31.34.35: 

legal aid 11.45.47,51 
Le a1 Aid, Lord Chancellor's Advisory 

~ o a l m i t t e e  on 14.49,51,53 
Legal Services, Royal Conlnlission on 

the 14.45,18,49 
leisure activities 

(employedlunen~ployed) 9.35,39 
Liberation Theology 3.324; 6.61 
lifest le 3.17 
liste~buildings (churches) 7.30.37 
Liturgical Comnlission h. 110 
liturgy 6.100,102,110,111 
living space 10.79 
local authorities 

and church buildings 7.32,?16,37 
~ n d  ethnic minorities 12.45 

'local church' 3.6-12; 6.2,4-19,31-8 
Local Church Audits 5.3711; 6.3; 7.89 
local councils of churches 10.70 
local ecunlenical projects 3.27,28 
local employment schemes 8.84; 9.112 
local enterprise funds and agencies 

7.84; 9.56 
rovernnlent 

an Inner cities 8.1 1,12,14,17,18, 
60,61,hf~8,84,85,87-9 

expenditure restrictions 8.40,41. 
W-57,66-8, table 8.1 

overspending and extravagance 
8.44,45,48,49,54 

Local Government Training Board 8.87 
long-tern1 unemployed 9.15,16,26, 

88-91, fi0.9.1 
lo~v-skille8labour see unskilled, 

senii-skilled and iow-skilled labour 
Low Pay Unit 9.1!1.11 
Local Non-Stioendiarv Ministrv 

A ,  

~ i . i ~ , ~ ( j , ~ ( j  
low dtcaln;ncnt it-, schools 13.3-7,46-i-X 

lo\\ Income 1 73,8 34.25;9 3.10.14.33 
ethmc minor~tles 1 20, 9 6 
\ our~g people 13.97,98 

low pay 9 lli 70.102 

magistrates 14,79.60,f;?,08 
Mag~lificat 3.12 
male-dominated Church 2.18; 6.67 
manipulation 12.38,ll; 13,118,119 
;Manpower Services Conlnlission 

7.59; 8.73; 9.73-%,H; 13.16 
manual workers 9.2 1-3,63 
nlanufacturing employment 1.27.35; 

9.22,33 
nlar inal rates of tax 9.33,93 
marfet economy 1.48; 3.11.13.11; 

9.45,47,64,65 
marriage breakdown see families 

(breakdown) 
marriages s r e  occasional offices 
maternal mortality 11.15 
maternity services 11.6,15,17 
Mayflower Family Centre 13.123 
media and crime 14.13,14 
men i11 congregations 2.35 
mental illness 11.7,s 
mentally ill and handicapped people 

3.20; 12.12,19,20 
Methodists 2.42,45,62,64-6; 7.86 
Metropolitan Police Force area 14.60,63 
middle class and the Church 2.7,9,16, 

20,31,32, fig.2.1; 3.39; 4.5; 6.15,67 
'middle of the road' clergy 2.26,27 
migration see population (movement, 

size, density) 
Ministry Co-ordinating Group 5.33,48 
ministry 

lay 5.34,35; 6.15-17 
local non-stipendiary 6.17,31-55, 

75-7 
non-stipendiary 5.25; 6.32 
ordained 6.32,33,37,38 
partnership 5 . 6 5 3  
sector 5.50-2 
team and group 5.32.46-9 
Lvonlen 6.211,67 
lee illso deaconesses, deacons, lay 

workers, women in congregation 
mission 4.1,13-20,31; 6.2 

in IJPAs (denominational) 2.44-57 
Mission Alongside the Poor 2.45; 7.86 
Mission Audit 3.19 
missio~lary societies 5.88 
mixed development (housing) 

1.37; 10.56.57.59,82 
mobility 10.50,Xo 



rrloiIt,1 corr~nlunitic.~ 1.3 
ntorbidir)- rates 1.24: 11.4.15 
rnort,~lity rates 1.24,43; 11.3,4.15 
mortgage arrears 10.55 
niortgagc tax relief 10.89-95.9X.107 
Mothers' L'nion 11.52 
r~iuggirlp i .40; table 2. l ; lit. 66; 13.105; 

14.0 

narrative theology and worsliip style 
3.36; 6.104 

National Assistance see Supplementary 
Ucnefit 

National Association for the Care and 
Resettle~nerlt of Offenders 
(NACROj 8.92: 10.63,66; 
14.5,11.12,22,34 

National Association of Victim 
Support Schemes 13.39,40 

National Association of Youth Clubs 
13.119 

National Audit Office 8.51 
National Children's Home 12.15 
National Consu~ner Council 10.97 
National Council for Civil Liberties 14.36 
National Council for Voluntary 

Organisations 8.96; 9,100,103; 12.16 
National Council for Voluntary Youth 

Services 13,115,119 
National Economic Development 

Council 10.76 
National Front 10.38 
National Institute for Social Work 6.97 
National Insurance benefits 9.87 
National Society 13.37 
National Youth Bureau 13.105,109 
neighbourhood 8.30 
neighbourhood action 12.35 
ncighbourhood action schemes 

em loyment) 8.23,8M 
N!ighEourhood Offices (housing) 

8.89; 10.63,64,85 
neighbourhood projects (health) 

11.20,21 
Nei hbourhood Watch Schemes 14.36 
nei&bourhoods 4.9; 3.43,44 
new and expanded tou7ns 1.5,14; 8. 17 
new housin areas 7.88 
r,ei\ trclmofogy 9.37 
New Testament 3.12,l-f 
New Trstaincnt Church of God 2.54.55 

Non-Cler~cal Sr~pcndlar~ Wiorhcrs 
5 34,33.6 15-17 

hon-Cor~forrnist~ 2 h 18.42.51 
S on-S t~pendiar\ Mlnlsters ;;\. Shls) 

5 25,6 -32 
\orthem College C R C ,  b (A-- 

occasio~l~l offices 3.4.30: 3.23; 4.16 
occupational mobility l .-l6 
occupationdl pensions 9.68 
offenders 13.2,12,11-3; xre also ex- 

offenders. young offenders, prisoners 
office facilities 2nd secretarial staff 

2.42; 3.30.31 
Old Testament -3.11-14 
ordinands' fanlilies 6.63,69 
ordination of wornerl 6.23 
Orthodox Christians 7.44 
ourerestates 1.16,22,26; 5.4; 

8.5,23,25,26,31-5 
cmploynlcnt 1.26; 8.23,26.32.77; 

9.00 
out~vard-looking Church 4.13-17,19 
overcrowding 1.21,35,41, fig. 1.4; 9.6 
overtune 9.70-2 
owner-occupied housing cee housing 
Oxford Movement 2.12 

Pakistanis, Bangladeshis 2.33, fig.2.2; 
3.27; 3 27; 7.18 

parents and educdtlon 13.21,248,35, 
37,41 

Parish Meetings 4.11 
parishes 2.25,26,28.314. fig.2.1 

city centre 5.6 
council estates 2.25,26; 5.4,20,35; 

6.39 
Groups A and B 5.3-7,20 
rural 2.25,26; 5.32; 6.32,39; 

7.6,11,12 
suburban and small town 7.25.26 
UPA 2.22,25-7.29-34,37, figs. l .2; 

4.23: 5.2-9.13-25.28.30.3741: 
13.1'3; ~ p ~ e n d i $  A: ~ ~ ~ e n d i x  B 
table 3 

Parochial Church Councils 3.314, 
figs.2.1,2; 4.11; 6.16 

parochalsystem 2.1;3.23;4.2;5.42-53 
parsonages (sale of) 7.79,80 
participating Church 4.20-34 
participation 4.11,23; 6,8,10,103 

by local residents 8.744 
in conlmunity 12.39,U 
in design and n~anagement of 

housing 8.71,85; 10.62,64,81 
Partners in Mission 7.65 



;a\ .Iit'fere~itrais 9 10 
~ ~ ~ o o l c  of other bitha 2 19: 3.27: 7 21 
L ' 
pcoplc-oriented policies 8.28.30 
pcririatal rnortaiity l l .  h 
peripheral estates srr outer estates 
personal social services srcz social scrvices 
pcrsoiia1it)r 3.9 
phvsical environment 1.34; 2.33; 

6.4.9.23,32.77,82 
place-oriented policies 8.28-30 
polarization 1.7,9,434), table 1.1; 

8.25-7; 0.33,35,36,39 
police 13.106; 14.3,14,25,26,32,39,6-1 

acco~ir~tability 11.59,60,63 
attitudes of 1Ci.4,39: 14.29.57,67,68 
consultation l4,62.63 
hostility to 1.40; 2.39, table 2.1; 14.23 
training 14.57,53,64,68 

Police Act 1964 14.60 
Police and Crinlinal Evidence Act 1984 

14.61 
police authorities 14.33,60 

olicc chaplaincies l4.65,66 P , .  
olice Llalson Co~ilrrlittees i-t.hl.63 

policing 3.20; 8.75; 12.20: 
14.3, .5,23,29,34,5GO,(-ifj 

'Policv for tbc Iniler Cities' l977 1.49: 

political irivolve~nent 2.13.62; 4.17 
pi!-technics sec higher educatior, 
2c;pulation iniovement, size. densir.,.: 

1.1,2,11,12,14,15,2.5,37; 5.81 
poverty 

and Christianity 3.2-3.7,lO; 4.3 
and crii~le 14.15 
and health 11.1'1 
'rniJ housir~g llij.73 
in CPAs X.24,33; 9.3-14 
not cor~fined ro C F A s  l .30; 8.24,25 
p~>~.crty line 9.14, l c l l  
noverr-i tr.,r, 4.' i i  ,102 , A 

pi?u-crlt.ssni.ss 4 5; 8.24,7-1-.7h; 9.4; 
10.4,7"$.77: 1?..~5.41..55; 13.5 

p:")-cr :~:cctin<~s and grcaps 2.12; 5.15 
F ~ L ' - L C ; I G O ~  cliiydrcli 11.3: 12.1.5.16:S; 

i3.7i4.7; 

prewncc oiothc,r Liths 3.2-8.42: 5.77 
prcvcn"-c 11cdrii rileasurcs 1 l .4, i 3 
Priority Est~tc'j Project IPEI') 10.0.3 
prlsoil 14..3,6'1-70 
prison ihaplaiils 1.79: 5 . 3  i: 14.71 
rrisori officers 14.3 
Prisori llct'orir~ Ti~ist 14. 7.09.75 
prisoricrs 11.3,hc1.75,7h 
private a r e  12.13 
private renred housing 1.30: 10.10.2 1 .  

23,30,344.4?,46-9.1 13, fig.10.1 
private schools 13.43.h/+89 
private sector 8.1 1,12,17,23.74.81), 

81-h.'Ki.91,101-3 
nrobatiori service 3.21): 12 106: 14.5.34.3'1 
'properjobs' 9.65 
protestant work ethic see m-ork 
Protsstarits 2.4?,66; 3.15 
p~iblic attitudes 

to handicapped people 12.9 
to social services 12.8.9 

public consultatiorl 8.744 
public expenditure 

employment 9.61-4,67 
housing 10.73.75,89-92 
inner cities 8.1 1-1 5,17,18,23, 

58-60,6ii.68,103, tig.8.1 
trarrsport 8.14 
vouth service 13.105,108-13 

public sector employ~iient 8.80.81: 
9.25.63.66 

pupils 1.3.10-12.!4,78 

race a id  comnlunity relatioris 2.38,39. 
table3.1; 5.55; 6.78; 7.24 

Race Rclarions and iramigration 
Comn~ittee (House oiCommcns; 
10.36 

racial discrinlitldtion 
churches 2.53.34; 3.29; 5.56; 14.67 
employment i .30; 9.20,21,54,7': 
housing ? 0.33-7 
1:1 society 5.55; 14.67-68 
laxv c~:forccnlcnt 14.29,6?,68 

race stereotyping 13.47 
racial attacks and harassmei~t 1C.38,3'1; 
, - 1~.3.3; 14.29 

racism 2nd raciai prejudices 3.6,25; 
4.25; 9.34; 10.4; 12.33; 14.67,f)X 

rape l.4ri: rzblc2.i; 13.74 
Kart Suppor: Grarit h. 14.18.3543.i~ I .  

3 i ,.53.33, table S. 1 
ratc;tSle v.ilue h.42 



r'lriilg L>-SCL.II~ ~ 1 1 ~ 1  C L ~ L I C J ~ ~ O I I  

\('L' c~iuiclrion :e\c?uries 
IiAWl' fo r :~~~i Ia  1 1 .(l-l ! 
1~c.xiicrs 5.25: 6.27 
redc::i tier. 3 45 L3 4 
TrjuiiSanc ~iili'rcLtc; ?.23.;.3-5,38.39. 

41-58 
Iicduridaiit CLiurches F ~ i ~ i i l  ;.it1 
reqcricrdtior: (housing? l1 l.i,.j--ii 
rc~iabi~itatiun offenders: 14.5.73 
religious cori~niuriities 2.1S.61: 3..51,3,'i 
religious educatio~i 7.10: 13.34,5 L ,  

-5.5-O( ),<l1 
Kel:c~ous Edi~cation Council l3 58 . ~ 

reni:ind prisot~ers 14.13.?ii 
repairs grant 1!1.22,41 
rcsidciiti-11 h o n l c ~  arid hostels 

priyate 9.12 
voiuntar); 2.51: 10.19,70 

residectial institutions 12,17,18 
Hesurrecrion 3.43 
resurrection of  the body 3.10 
'rest of  the Church' (non-UPA; and 

UPAS 5.75-91 
return to learn ses adult educatiorl 
right to buy (council housing) 

10. JO,52,36-00,67-9,82 
rights (housing) 10.86,87.122 
r i g h ~ s  (religious arid cultural] 3.27 
riots jet. disorder 
Riverside Child Health Project 11.16 
robbery see burglary, robbery and theft 
Roman Catholic Bishops' Conference, 

Department fi>r Social Responsibility 
11.1.109 

Roman Catholics 2.18,42,48-50,59,61, 
03; 3.34; 4.27; 6.117; 7.13,44 

Root Groups 5.90 
Rciyal College of  General Practitioners 

11.1 
Royal Society of Arts 12.47 
Runnymedc Trust 117.36 
rural nostalgia see city-country in 

British culture 

sacrificial sharinq 9.97; Iii.l08,109 
Safe ~ c i g h b o u r h o o d  Units !4.34,36 
sale o r  lcase o f  church buildings 7.33-52 
Salvation Army 2.51 
scklools 8.85; 13.5,7,13.13,11-3 

buildings 8.3,57; 13.17.75 
ciosurcs and mergers 13.21-3 
governrllerlt 13.78-80 
rolls 8.42 
school-eiliploy er links 13 .9  i 
scgrcgatcd 13.49.51,52 

sshut)l ie:lr-cra 9.3,,35 
Secti~ri 1 1 C;r.mt (Honic Ofice)  13.0- 
sciii1.1ri~111 ?.S 
scculnriz~rior~ 2 ,  IL1.4Cf,55 
security iO.S.fCi.fi7,%7 
seciirir); of tcriure i!~. h9 
Scebohnl Report 12.8.11 
scl~111ployn1c11c S. 78: 3.73 
~eif-heip 7.57 
selfishi~ess 1.5.7.49 
semi-skillcd labour src u~lskilled. 

srnli-skilled and low-skilled labour 
Senate uf  the Iniis ofCourt.  R ~ c c  

Relations Corilniittec 14.68 
sentencing 14.3.5.76 
service charges (housing) 10.93 
service iiidustries 1.25: 9.24 
Seventh Day Adventists 7.16 
scs d i s~~i~ l l ina t ion  and proniotion of 

equal opportunities 12.31,38,34.55: 
13 .721  

scx stereotyping 13 .721  
Shaftabury Projcct 10.94 
shared buildings 

other dcnominacions 2.12; 4.33; 
7.14-17 

other faiths 7.18-21 
s h a d  ministry 5.26.47.49.51 
shzred o~vnership (housing) 10.53 
shared worship 2.32 
Sharing of Church Buildings Act 1969 

7.16 
Sheffield Forniula 5.10,l i ,1521.28, 

32,33 
Shlioh Church of Chrlst 2 53 

single homeless 5.j2; 10.16: 17,70 
under 26 lO.19,20; 13.102,103,li)b 

single parents 1.21,25, fig. 1.4; 5.3; 
6.21;9.6: 10.32: 12.2.16-18.28: 
14.11,18 

single  ensi ion er households 1.21.31 , , 

Kg.i.4; 5.3; 9.6 
single women 6.91,92; 10.30; 12.17,IY 
slum clearance 1.14,37; 8.6: 10.57 
snlall businesses 5.23,77,54; 9.55-60 
Srnall Firms Service 9.56 
social class l .15; 2.9.20 

;nd hralth see inequalities in health 

social education ofyou:~y pcople 
1 . 3 . l 1 ~ , 1 1 ~ 1 9  

Social Fund 9.96 
social integration 1.7.38 



socl21 srcurlt? 1 23,26. 3 I-; S 33, and UPA4s 3 3.3.18.29-36,W-3. 
9.97.99: 12.43 3 12.5 45 

12 I.4.5,7 
policy 8 13.17,12 8-13 

S o a d  Serv~ces Conlnlittee (House of 
Comrr~onsj 1 1.3 

social work 6.33; 12.10,11,17-26: 14.57 
socialism 1.7 
solicitors 13.45-7,30 
soul 3.10 
space standards (housing) 10.79 
spiritual and moral education 13.24, 

3435-9 
Standing Comrnission for Black 

Anglican Concerns (proposed) 
5.519,623,66,67 

'starter homes' 10.53 
state aid for church buildings 7.30 
state benefits see social security 
Step by Step Programme 6.14,19 
stereotyping 3.6; 10.4; 13.47,723 
structural econonlic change 9.37 
suburban factories 1.26 
suburbanization 1.2,11-13 
suicide 1 1.7,8 
Sunday schools 6. 115 
Sup lementary Benefit 9.5,87,89-91, 

l (71 - - 

Swann Report 13.46 
system-built housing 10.43,44,83 

Tdkitzg ?gAccotrr~t vJCrime 13.8 
tax cuts policy 9.97 
taxation (general) 3.17; 9.8,9.liH)-3 
teacher tra~ning 13.32-8,76 
teachers 13.5.10-12.15.2iC-6.28-31.39. 

40,60,62 
Technical and Vocational Educat~on 

In~t ia t~vc  13.16 
t en~n t s '  associations 8.74 
terraced housing 1.38; 3.20; 10.11,32, 
54,57 

theA sec buiglary, robbery and thecc 
theologians 6.77 
theological challenge and response 

3 .2945;  6.61 
thcoIogicai craining 

ii~n-residential h. 69-T l ,S2,83 
post-ordination h,62:?23 
residential co1legc.s 6.5ri-68.83 

tlie"logY 
~ : ; c t  other faiths 7.50-2 

Tho~npson Report 13 L07,111-14,118,12i) 
timr-euplred projects (Urban 

Progran~rne) 8 60.63,bb 
tobacco 11 20 
to\% er blocks ~ r ?  hlgh rlse butlding 
Toy nbee Hall 1 7 
trade unlorlb 1 30,2 8 , 8  89,91,9 7 1 
Trades U n ~ o n  Congrrss (TUC) -, ~ 

9.62,82; 12.5 
training for mir~istry 6.63,64,71,77 
tranquillizers 11.19 

public expenditure 8.14 
Treatment ofprisoners, European 

klinimum Rules on 13.72 
truancy 13.21.108 
truth ( ~ o s ~ e l  and other faiths) 3.26; 

13.55-67 

under-fives 11.5; 12.1,5,16-18; 13.70,71 
unemploymellt 1.21,30,31,33, fig. 1.3, 

tablel.1;2.38,39, table2.1;3.15; 5.3; 
9.6,11,13,14,21-6,29,30,33-50,53, 
61.88.97 
and housing 1.33; 8.97; 9.63,s-t; 

10.12,55,79,80 
and crirne 14,15,69,70 
and education 1.31; 13.9,10-12,15, 

16,75,90 
and health 9.18; 1 1.6,7 
and income 9.11 
and social security 9.16,53,89,90 
disabled 9.18 
ethnic minorities 1.20,29,31; 

9.18-21,26,54,77 
forecasts 9.25 
high pockets 9.17 
long-term 9.15,16,26,88-91. fig.9.1 
men 9.17,24,36 
older people 9.16,18, fig.9.2 
rates 1.25.26,29,32, fig. 1.3; 8.32; 

9.15-17,88, tables 9.1,2, figs.9.1,2 
women 9.36 
young people i .29-31, fig. l .3; 

3.14; 8.32;9.15.16,18,fig.9.2: 
13.10-l?,96,97,103,108,110.111 

Cnernployrnent and Health Study 
Group 1 l .  7 

Lnenlployment Benefit 9.91 
unificd conlnlunity action 8.88 
iiilifornled organisations 6.1 15: 13.12i! 
Cniced Reformed C:l~urch 2.37,62, 
W): 6.64 



un~versal Church 3 21 23.4 25, h 6.1 1, 
2,38 

urn\. crslclis ,( e hlghcr e d ~ l c ~ r ~ o n  
Ur;n erslty Central Councll for 

Acirrl1sswr15 13 19.20 
LIIIIL crslty scctlernenrs 1 7 
u~~,I\~lli .d, semi-skilled 2nd lo~x-skilled 

labour 1 25,29.31,32,U), fig 1 3, 
3 10, 9 lh,31-3, table 9 2 

U P A  Rrde\ eloprnent Officers 
proposed)  7.58 

UPAs 1 .?.l?-19.22.23.25.31.47. 
fig. 1.1: 5.7-9; 8.4-9 
and c r i n ~ c  1.8,23,39; 2.39: table 2.1; 
8.7.24: 13.98.105: 14.1.2.8.10.39.69 

and education 1 14,23,44; 8 4,13, 
1?,42,81: 9.66; 13 3,18-23.40, 
42,43,68-81,91 

and elderly people 1.23,25,40; 2.1; 
12 1.3 

and ern~lovment!unern~lovment 
1.1:.10,21,23,27-9,3j,43'-h, 
fig.1.3, tablel.1;5.50;8.1,23, 
78-98,104; 9.16,17,26,55-9,hl. 
73,76,84,86,104-16, tables 9.1,2 

and health 1.23-5, fig.l.2; 2.38, 
39: 11.1.3.8.12.13.19.20: 12.5.31 

and houslng 1.14,23,25,35,44,46, 
fig.l.4; 5.81;6.86,93,91;8.4,6,13, 
73.46:9.62.63.84: 10.9.10.16. 
28-39,53-5,57,72-4,117,118, 120 

and low income 1.23,42,44,47; 
8.21.25: 9.2 

and 'the r is t  of  the Church' 5.75-91 
social problems and services 1.21, 
23,40,41, fi g.1.4; 2.38,39, table 
2.1; 8.13,17;9.66; 12.1,2,13,55 

urban budget 8.41,59, table8.1, fig.8.1 
urban centres 6.77 
urban decay 1.2,16; 8.4,5; see also 

physical environment 
Urban Development Corporations 
fig.l.1; 8.17,101.102, fig.8.1; 10.54 

Urban Development Grant 8.17, 
fig.8.1; 10.69 

'urban liability' dioceses 7.75,76 
Urban Ministry Project 6.35,56 
urban policies see government inner 

city policies 
Urban Programme 1 22, fig 1.1; 
8.1,2,13,15,18,58-68 
and Churches 7.25,87 
and educational Droiects 8.61 
and health 8.61 L 
and l a ~ v  centres 14.51 
and local economy 8.61 

and soc~al ser\ Icr projects 8 61 
other designated d1str:cts fig 1 1, 
8 13 

Parrnershlp Areas l 22, tig 1 1. 
8.11,21.41,01, table 8 I. fig X 1 

progranunc a u t i ~ o r ~ r ~ c s  1 22, fig 1 1, 
h 11;.21,41,hl, table8 l .  fig 8 1 

time-explrrd projects 8 6O,Gi,66 
urban rrgellrratlon, p ~ r t n c r > l ~ ~ p  In 
8 69-76 

Urban Studies Centre (East London) 
13 3 M  

urban~zation 1 1,10 

Value Addcd Tax 7.10; 10.42 
vandalism 1.39,40.42; 2.39, table 2.1 : 
7.41; 8.7,32,34; 10.8,25; 13.105; 
14.2,10,16 

vicarages 6.86,93,94 
victim support schernes 14.39,U) 
victimsof crime 5.90; 14.2,8,11,13, 
37,38 

violence 1 .M; 2.39, table 2.1; 10.8; 
13.99,105: 14.13-22; see also domestic 
violence 

visiting 2.13,3(1,41; 6.17 
i~oluntarism 8.93 
voluntary organlsations and soclal care 
2.51; 5.52; 12.1,6,7,13-16 

voluntary sector 1 .M; 8.11,12,17,60, 
61,66,67,74,81,85,92-6 

voluntary work by unemployed 8.84 
volunteer schemes 5.90 

Warwick University, Institute for 
Employment Research 9.23,37 

wealth (creation and distribution) 
3.5,11,13; 9.28,31,32,37,4,64,65 

welfare benefits see social security 
Welfare State, Independent Review 

(proposed) 9.100-3 
Wesleyan Holiness Church 2.55 
West Indian Evangelical Alliance 2.56 
West Indians (including West Indian: 

Caribbean) 1.20; 2.33,34,52-6, 
fig.2.2;6.103;9.18,19;fig.lO.l; 13.46 

White Paper on Inner City Policy see 
'Policy for the Inner Cities' 1977 

women 
and education 12.14 
andhealth 11.17,18; 12.31,44 
and housing 10.28-32 
ethnic minorities 1 1.17,18 
in congregations 2.35.65; 6.15,21,22 
in UPAs 12.31,44 
representation 5.73; Appendix C 



rolc and status 13.3I.38,4,53: 
13 7 2 4  

W.'onlei~'s Ald Federation 12 ref. 10 
work 3.13: 9.63.lO4-9 
work sh~r ing  9.68,69 
working class and the Church l .fi; 

2.7-11,13-15,19,31,32. fig.1.1; 
3.39,.10; 1.3; 6.2-9,15,67,69 

xvorking mothers 11.3 
working wives 6.87,85; 9.36 
World Council oiChurches 5.73; 

A endis C 
W o r r j ~ c a i r h  Organisation i 1.4 
worship 2.42; 1.10,12; 6.4,39,99-l13 

) oung of'fcndrrs 5 %1,8 32, 12 15, 
I3 91.93,9b,103.105. 1-1 12.36 

\. oun5 people 
anJChurch 2 11, 5 'h), 6 25.3U 

39,114.115,litl-11, 13 121-8 
and police 13 Y5,10().103, 106 
ethnic nxnonrleb 1 29-3 1,9 T7 
outer estates 13 105 
UPA5 13 92-104.122 

youth clubs 13 101,111,131, 14 36 
)outh service 13 104,105,107-20 
Youth Trainlng Schenle 9 74-8, 13 15 
youth mork 2 11, 13 101-5,108.109, 

121-3,125,128 
\outh\vorkrrs 13 91,101,109,113,115, 

119,123.124 

Thanks are due to Mrs Paula Pedlar for the compilation of this index 
and to Mrs Hazel Clawley who prepared it for publication. 
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